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PUBLIC LAW 88,246, 88TH CONGRESS, S. 2311,
DECEMBER 30, 1963

AN ACT To ;provide for the preparation and printing of empllatione of mate-
rialto relating to annual national high whool and rege debate tonics

Be a enaded by .the &nate and House of Reptwe'ntatimea of the
linitear states of. America in eimgress assembled, That. the Librarian
of Congress isauthorized and directed to prepare compilations of per-
tinent excerpts. bibliakraphkal refei ences. and other appropriate ma-
terials relating to (1) the subject selected anmmlly by the National
University Extension Assaciation as the national high school debate
topic and (2). the subject selected annually by the American Speech
Association as -the national college debate topic. to preparing such
compilatiobs the Librarian shall ineltuht materials which,in his judg-
ment are representative of, and 'give equal emphasis to, the opposing
points of view on the respective topics.

SEC, 2. the eoinpilations on the high school debate topics shall be
printed as Senate doctiments and the compilations on the college de-
bate topics shall be printed Ls House documents, tbe cost of which @tall
be charged to the congre.ssional allotnient for plinting and binding.
Additional copies of such' idocuments may be printed n such quan-
tities alla distributO in such maimer as the Joint Committee on
Printing directs.

Approved December 30, 1963.
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FOREWORD

The intercollegiate debate fopie for the academic year 1979-80selected by the Committee on Int ereollegiate Debate and Discussion.of t he Speech Comuitinicat ion Associ at ion is
L'esol red, That (lie Federal Governnwta. should significantlyvngthen the regi,:loit ion of muss nkedia communication in the United

ongressiond Research Seryiep lilts prepared thiS compilation
s and,bibliography on the debate tqpic proposition ID emi-

t .i(h Public Law 88-246. These inaterUds. are not intendedto ()vide exhaustive coverage of the subject. but. only to furnish.&bitters with a start On their own research. While the articks and
references have been chosen to represent a range of views.and a varietyof ft ppioaehes to the 'problemS raised by the topic, their inclusion doesnot imply any kind of approval or disapproval or recommendations
on line of argumentation by the Congressional Research Service. Thecoo0inat ion noti timd selection of articles and citations iii this docu-ment was the responsibility of Angele A. Gilroy, Analyst. in Industrial.Organizat ion in the Economies Division. Steven Rutkus, Analyst inthe Government Division, Edith Cooper, Analyst in the Sciance

Resettreh Division, and Legislative Attorneys David- Siddallaml Robert Burdette in the American Law Division, were responSible
for selecting references in-their fields.4f expertise. The bibliography
is drawn in part from the CRA Bibliographic Data Base with theassistance of Felix (Thin, Senior Bibliographer, Library..ServicesDivision.

The Congressional Research Serviee wish.es ikthankkthose copyfightholdeLs who have kindly extended permission for the reprodiretion of
the texts. This permission is neknowletlged in 'each instance.

' GILBERT GIME,
, Director,Congressional Research Service.



INTRODAION
\

This document is designA to facihtate research on the 1979-80 inter-
eollegiate debate topic, Resolved: That the Federal Government
Should Significantly Strengthen the Regulation of Mass Media in the

States. The selection of article:3 which have been reproduced in
Section A and the ('itat ions which have been chosen for the bib)iogra-
phy which follows in Section ,B are representative of the wide range of
subjects and view ioinis encompassed it) this fai-reachityg topic. Sec-
tion Ws annotated bibfiography is divided into time ptL4th to accom-
modate the topic. Part I is comprised 'of sources which el phasize the
controversy surrounding the regulation of the broadcast ndia, while
parr 2 consists olf annotated citations drawn from so.urces dealing with
tin! printed nwdia. Part 3 includes the remaining forms of media which
fit neither in the broadcast nor printed media categories such RS
satellites iind data transmission. Because -of the interrelationship be-

,

tween the forms or media there may be overlappMg discussions in the
various referencesi selections were categorized on the, basis of the
major emphasis wain each.
-in using this document, two points of cant ion should be noted; .hile

the selections were chosen to reflect an over-all bal nce on the d bate
topic, any 'specific entry may represent a single poi it of vi ew. tem-
fore, the researcher is responsible for determining.the objectivity of
each item. Seemdly, while we have attempted to be as careful a)3 pos-
sible, the date of entry of each citation should be carefully eonSidered.
Because legal and regulatory developments in the media are under
constant chanke, it is the researelwrs responsibility to determine if
opinions and statements reflect the present status of regulation.

(VII)
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A. RESOLVED! THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
SHOULD SIGNIIVANTLY STRENGTHEN THE1, REGULA-
TION OF MASS MEDIA COMMUNICATION IN THE
UNITED STATES

Potomac' Fever:
Deregulating Telecommunications*

Limiting Federal bureauciacy and woderniting outdated regulations
are long overdue in the communications industries, yet once the rules go,

the public interest could become a victim of the profit motive
While Amen, airs Ile being dun .00 by
behavior cooditiontng es.ets.ucs suds as
mkt even gasoline lines, -Crory Show
anitormsements from the Admit lllll anon
about inflation and press di...union of the
Doctor Strangelove premises of NAI I II,

turvous development hal born afoot su
Washington In this preelection yew. the
communications subcommittees of Con-
loess. memberi trif the Fednal Commoni .
caln,tats I ommisslun mad the White
I form'. rekcommbniestions pobcy whis-
tle us the Nadonal htlecommunnanurn
Infoi minim Administration haw all con.
toadied abovvektio merman (the urge to
delegulatel. fora that MU swept the
Coto Administration.

114 fever really begets a yew ego when
Representative Lioewl Van Dentin 13.1.,
Cal(f ). chairman of the House Commu-
nications Subcommittee. Introduced
"The Communigetiont Act of 1971"

R. 1701% a rodlcal proposal. to de-
regulate broadcasting and the telephone
and cable wieviskm indultam MI von
Dentin NI drew kewn end critical atten.
tion from pubbc intend stoups wound
the country become it pospoted to eHm#.
nate the public trustee concept of commit-
likettona tegulatiosi and tossubstitute foe
it the control exercised by the "free" Play
of loom In the marketplo* Media atten-
tion to the MI was ecattecai ,Plecussion tn

the press corns Imply as a reauk of prod.
dins Rom pubSic-internt sroupe that
seamed to hawe a beau tense of what the
propoeal wanki effect than repairers did.

ths.ler &elation lass, se a condition for
the 'WM to use the public's airwaves.
redle end television nations elf &mewed
for three-year terms by IMF C.0 and am
sob9soi to C review when they
apply fat lawn. riswel typically. the
Woo Isehedo at, elirlaill0/1 of sta-
les's reseed ef seven se dr heel era-
larsity, ruatho sampleempeais mesa

of the binds of prostanunIng offerwl,
noisibei of adventsing minutes perdsout,
any le.Astri of puhlic complaint 1111040th
the (. othilitassth and Mallon 1110p04111 lot
(Salute [slovens ses,kw, especially pro
posed weekly percentages of nows and
pubic Erfurt prograrnming

Broadcasters have always complained
that thew and other Ir.C.C. initiations
Atc Inhibiting, bunknione, unneceasary
and ...venues Mr Van Votelin's pro-
posals to all but end btoolcasling regula-
tion. however. Nought hundreds of cum
Plaints from citiwn groups wound the
country.

MI Van thetlin expressed surpoise at
the furor he had created lie said removal
ot the public-Interest standard had been
"a poittical miscalculation " Ile an-
Mooted that these would he a "rewt he of
the rewrite" and went home to his puha.
tally mule 414,p4eso diurkt
IMO. Own on the Senate sIde, the chair
man oi that body's Commun keno's. Suis
committee, Ernest F. !jolting& (D., S. C ),
sod that he. too, was thinking about MI.
Won of the Communkellons Act of 1934.
lie planned to introduce osnibus amend.'
ments to IV law In 1979,

In March two bills *we inlroangiin
the Senate, one by Senator

The Cmamunkationa Act Amendments
of (979" (3. 611), ant "The Telecommu-
nIcaelons Competition and nalgulailoa
Ace of 1979" (3. 622), spoosored by the
subcommit(ee's tanking minority mem-
bor. Ram tioldwato Ada).
*flower*, Mr. . Van Deolin Inthatfuced

psonald toeing of the rewrite, "TM
(ommurkatioeur Act of 1979" (H. R.
333)). to the House. Those legblatIve
datives wets beetlOted by deregulatoly
prop** to tbe F.C.C. from Henry Del-
lo, head of the N.T.I.A., and en an .

esessenset ea Mr/ 1 b, Coeualadon
Oa dew plowed le deneelen tide. Oa

Ma) 17, the I I. t also piopow.1
&Ream" deregulation al rclecormounka
11.141# carriers (ItleptiOne, cable. micrcs .
wave relay" satellite data transfer sylle1111,
Os.).

What do observers law communke-
nom tient m Washington stake of all thh
fever to deregulate/ Ate the pi nem Con-
gressional initiatives to be taklir seriously.
OF LI 111111 another testing of the waters
in the increasingly important confluence
of politics and cornmunkations7
have both the Administiodues and the
Deenocrat-doininated (four of the wren
conimipalorsets) chown to mose

,,for.deregulation at the tame time?
The Communication. Act of 1934, the

law that poesently 'loyal.m broadcasting
and the telecommunications cap ler Indus-
tries, definitely needs revision If we an to
deal with the next complex evolutionary
step In -what spine call "the age of infor-
rnation." Written In the early days of
Franklin 0. Roosevelt's ram Deal, Menet
amply carried fotward the flex seri-
ous attempt by Congreu to deal with the
Phenomenon of broadcasting, the Ride°
Act of 1927. The 1914 act also consolidat-
ed regulatory responsibility In telephone
and telegraph under an IndePendent regis
atm serncy, the F.C.C. Since then, we
have had an explosive growth In commu-
n kadons trchnoicay.

The Offka of Terhnoloey Assessment,
an advisory arm of the Cowen estab-
lished in 1972, is preparing a report on the
possible social and economic effects of
new communicadoo technologies. ma
Mast of the report, scheduled for comp*,
don next spina, Is a *Moroi "sequoias"
band on the chows proposed in the Ho,-
tines, Goldstein end Van Dentin
Washington obaervets wonder SI en fent-
o wed legislative process (Nese* hog
begs on the three Fifth beer leaddl-Aptil)
sea afand e. lesranine anillolent elm

*Oswald C. Matthews la America, vol. 141, July 14, 1970 : Reprinted with permiaMonof American l'restA, Inv TOO West ritith Street, Sew York, N.Y. 10019. VI righta reserved.Copyright 1979. 4.#
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to weigh the polk-y Onyetinfili. the of
'cc will peasaht It.. giteition. Iliett. Onin

wpethet we will hate a leaned to nets
ttiiiIiIttiiiIttlIt1uit I. bui wilco

All of Ow iitileitt lIllian iolOy
Wog% [hot windd Mkt I lei 11,10k/111,a

111110ilnill and andusin ....non to
toilltitunitannitt wall titto the nest :emu
ty [he pitticSl wtutlltl also Itnt any
one who ha% lelepennie. lelepOoll Ill
who. who tubs-tithe]. 10.1 S able tele, lllll

of .110 eili old, Innoln,
honk Ill hotonal that owl lily tow of A
numbet ol among Oct noon liana Ilan,
minion Wevivet S. flint/ ..iteilt
and tight 11. n lllll es11% would 460 tC af
tested. along with maim !elisions
IaI lllll * alid then Ittuchet and -qua
Non I I he t Ninth. t toot h is said to be
the hugest owe of telept set t tics tisitte
United Nimes artet the I Me, aJ toon II-

Illeshi

Despite IN.. notional and kit.] IIC.1
inedla have all bill goitlilliied the public
lion% CIjltlIIiic 0 e/hal Congres, ii now
onlelliplallng Theft ha, been no otter

age ill the healtily on thew Inds That
has been 110 inteied by !stannic-di.' in pub
balding the fluttlanott and auger of pub
lit honed sloops that those honing,
have been tottnned 10 WatbillOttill I All
year Me Van Devlin wheiluled herons,
III WOW edit, de the taunts( 11

ye.. he -Ay field healing% are .untleses-
taty De says ha has bealil what the public
has to say Appatently, he war mum
hinted

llit erns bill , even foe inn than
II II I 'kW in it' delegulatory intent It

lllll el the enneffIll eple,%4M by thole
elletithert Of the indllk who Mail/gni 10
leaf n I he dales, itnwl and locations to pal
litipale Ill We Veal% lick! healing,. 01
who managed to stay Men OWII way to
Wittlongtott 10 testIN Mete Dye Senate
suit% llhliillillCt disc. not think field hear
0151 Ile occenaly al ALII

I he ihir. bills now ulittei
share common wnualliction Detegula
i it the meant to achieve illore cons
twitilve, thyme anti ellIcrent 1Y11C151 in
No40,5111115 and win itmt lllll alliOn. lii
tottailcan num lllll Kamm,. Representa-
tive, (toldwatel and Van wookl
elle, t dclegillal met I hi ough troth-al
meant MI Jeligawallel 1111,OOK1 Tel .1,111
the F ( C ol effector oversight powet
kh Vail I)vellin *mild lephsce tIse pre.
rill F I I with neW Ild 1nnallçi (X
ineinhet I tegulatory hodb . the t LlIlltlilhlli

tatittilt Regulaton llllllllll *boy nub
thaiply liodt
watt the public. Interest with stilton-died
%MIMI". benefits that rnight AN el Ile (lOill
tile "flee- Oa) or my kr-aldose 0.1)1,011il(
fl4011 Senator llolhngs's bill offal- *as
tweltprog changes ot bi oath 5.1 lcgithaIiiIti
lii ti."the l t. C ts tenoned with ognill
cam os-etugth authintiv lie *oath' alai)
lowit the publi 'honest standard of the

lllllllll hasions Att ol.1914 at the goal
of iervIce by boils lb. malutti y and the

C Scutum Dollings seems lest lute
ihalt liii colkaguet that Wow: lane

oould 1116111AM:111

ly wive Ifni puhlk
All dote Atilt Nilsson. ileirgulatioit of

lettnon lllll 11.111 Will lel t-krt Rspirseties
ton tlohlwaacr Anal Van iliterlin witold
IlCilgillali compktely In 6 and Id Yew, le
sp(xttset) Selialift I &WA lIONVIti

timetable Ills proposal, unlike tIse othet s,
sprits Out the nleahank, Of the dengula
tots looses. and how (Ise nucleus of the
poblk anal eilieitilik tiulIlhIClitOIi totulil be
protested at each stage

r he browdcast prosislons of the Gold
wale. and Vail FFetIllil bills *matt yam
thomdcaateit the with they had over SO
start ASO before patsage ol the Radio Act
oi 1927 to have then technical and engin
moult squabbles settled bs; the (loser°
inent at public emsettse while gamins the
esilusave right to use a publk

airwaves. witho).t accountability tit
the pub4Sc %ingest.

owls' Shoukl wc bandon !regulator y
ancl wok\ lions delickspnl out

of lb'r tanelknee of over cent ur y? Sena

tio Illollinol woukl aping thc tegulatoty
pendulum back to the days helm, the
New Deal Mr VstYlkeetlin would tem.
us 10 the big ousts eta Of the 19th century

Ill tense. the tonifit 1 01 deregulation
in Ow pa:crsosalo of IV duet bill, see al-
tIllill olekvant What is noteworthy is the
to-ei all untilanty of the Dolling., (Odd
Mates and Van Dleilin bills an theil tele
llllllllllllllllllll oork, plakistolis Re

.eni ilciekttilibeilt, In the Cnnoresskcnal
heartily indkate that hot h subcommittee,
coukt 151CC on those nutlet pollutions
lucite Mutiny than on the bloacit no pro-
posals of Rep...entente. (iottlaIatel and
Von This could tnesn sepalate
Pturaite of throne vanish pros-ilium with
the silent lIllilkItI Of (Wel-the-Mr hroinl-
t ellen who woukl lecelse their ilcuvgula-
Idly piecemeal Wier the nem few
wait bout the F C C. -

Meanwhile, public-Interest advocates
point lllll that the airwaves ate not Oscan
lines and that the sophisticated mfolina-
non networks coeated hy the tekcomniu
rotations giants under ranting Dovern
t4lni tegulatson cannot be compated 10
the interline out king liiulu,liy Deregula-
tion of hotatteattino and tekconithunica-
hoot would be a qualitenvely diffetent
melt Ina the Collortas to take. they say
They ate alannt1/41 at the appment hate to
enact luih imponant kohlatton

'Wen if one concedes the validity of the F.C.C.
and NI', A.R. data, the question of news quality

remains. . . . How will profit incentives
be insulated from editorial judgment on content?

One can envision radio news that would make
some of our . . . supermarket weeklies look sedate'

Ploposals in all three bleto deregilate
teleco llllll unicallonl clutters SW pale
scnOUt question. fit! common% Will de-
Irgulattintgeally increase competltkm to
benclp comunsen. 01 will Ihe large (dab-
tubed canters (A 1- &T,IT F. and RCA)
nye their enolennu, tevhilkal and faanrisl
lelources to dominate the new !Idris they
would he allOwesf lo eine1 and thereby
leave e011111Men at the metry Of A feW y-
am conalotnerstes? Dow will competitive
rates affect the availability of esnling and

c lllll munkations flelyk:C% fin the
porn, %mall busInents and nonpuolit

Executive branch activity in the cont.
munkations field has also been tune-but
not-newswolthy In recent months.
Iletbry (Feller. head of the National Tele-
communkatlons Infotmat1on Admlnls-
tlatIon (N 1.1 A.), has been recignmend
ma Mkt lb. F.C.C. deregulate radio.
change the eketromagnetk "ipacing" of
no taut° stations to prima more chan-
nels and a genet al reams &hal of the exist.
Ing communkations regulatory
The recently cleated N.T I.A. tenet as
the Presklent's principal advisei on tele-
communications polkks and regulation.

1
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Mi .1lit LI an old i unicittnent and
t on tttt won hand ile feels ihe F C C

104.01.1 *OA_ 11141 11 has inhibited
leth1011011.41 linkitalkin and itilleddlY11
ity ii sd she and ftifiltilit of csfur1100
in In oasis A.11041 Ills Unfold Hi rat'1111 pub

hall bean that ii is inirkitdik
10 ct hitt...1.411ft. lit *011 *Winn then
1111( vsiv thf 111.1kelp1.01110.1,[1 of ...M.
$. 11 11141 .004d lllll malty noalmc

WM, 40.1 01. locskel IlOrsloils 01 (pita
tufo, bent 1.4.11n1 1,1 the point...01s

Ameallslt. 4it1 itItall st It iiill,iciu.t '
01.11if I t. I on A publi suleifI land
mil of hioadaatfi w1.1.Ct that Is 15011,
1.11tle th .lati lllll y cIllefialli and Mtn
II Ail In Co lllllllllllll imerpretalton

MI I elk,, thesis 1. 4 tUlloal. blend ol
man r 104111111 anal S VOA nfl. twilit
tif I. I I cprlIctisf As A f0Inic .1.11

he is ucli Assair of the t
non-. Miami, iCiIulCuII.y 1tt 11111 115% thc

withi. 01 the tekphonc and broads ailing
lllll lily be. awe 1110c 114,1'101n,

falfilInf.d.y 10 day contact with ii
lie n I IfItly 10 Adn111 that the F I C
fsC11 in 11. hate, lllllll wins, has ol lllll cm
ly iewed new descloomenis in Woad,. ast
111$ .10.11C1101 llllll mita llll 1. (WM the cs it

fu llllll twisoestise ol esmblished And co
11 en. he,1 0OclesS.

111 hut. ftts11 staltutitlit.', Mt (*flew all°
intinlenly ...plait.. !ha INVeN. 01 f11111[ OE
lbt teasdatory system *nth ho.. nuich
shangt n effected thrtnigh !Hisao,.
Nfld. Co111011.1111 1151(15(111ton lie wenis
in discount Vett( feanlillinn. &cloth' by
bioasts tope" its the fast of the thical of

F I. t regulation tit 511011 man
slated sine...ivies lie also stonsus.wis the
huitslieds Of lo A I :Of lllllll nil y browiktutet
avermenl .. minutely unwed at in the

consumer lllll venient eta that
slate. fissits the late 1960's That es, began
when the Office of ( ommoilkation of the
Dusted Chuish' ni tutu *inn %ill Si'
cowl of Appeals decislim that sutiilUnstl

1

were owns In mternt- lii iegulatoil
ceding, That conned them to Ilk ine

111101t1 10 deity tuinse I enewal mimesis id
naik au licensees who alOgesily failed m

seise 1111. pub/is 011cres1 this 14111 Is thild
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I. INTRODU

Beginning in the late; 1960's with the. Carterfone' and Micrawave
Communications, Inc.;. decisions, thc Federal Communica0ons Commis-
sion (FCC) launched what has beetidescribed as a reformulation of telecom-
munications regulaiion.3 By mandating the interconnectkm of independently
prodtiqd peripheral eqq.ipment anck by permitting specialized 'common car-
riers to compete with the AT&T long lines for intercity private line business:
the Commission signalled a reorientation of the FCC's ttgulatory policy
t(lard introducing new competition into the telecommunications market. It
has been the FCC's view in these and subsequent proceedings that the public
interest would best be served by opening the door to new providers of
-communications services. With some notable limitations,4 it has Pursued

Use of the Carterfone Device in Message Toll Telephone Service, 13 F.C.C.2d 420(19681 In the Carterfone decision, AT&T sought to prohibit by tariffs the use of a privately .manufactured device which connected the telephone land line system with mobile radio sys..tents AT&T contended (hat in view of its "responsibility to establish, operate anlimprove the
telephone system, they must have absolute control over the quality, installatiofi, and rnainte,fiance of 'all parts of the system." Id. at 4211. The Commission held the impositionof the tariffs
to be unreasonable, discriminatory and unlawful in that AT&T had made "no adequate showingthat nonharmful interconnection must be prohibitedOn order to permit the telephone companyto carry out its system responsibilities." Id. at 424. The Commission further held that the tariffshad been unrtisonable, unlawful and discriminatory since thtir inception and ordered that theybe stricken and given no turther effect. Id.

2. Applications of Microwave Communications, Inc. (MCI), 18 F.C.C.2d 953 (1969),
reconsideration denied, 21 F.C.C.2d 190 (1970). In the MCI decision, application was made by asmall corporation to the FCC for permits ui establish a microwave radio service for smallbusiness interoffice and interplant communications. Although such service was already pro-vkled by the established carriers, the proposed system would provide lower rates by means ofparty lines and half-time use. The FCC, acknowledging that it was "a very close case.-
nonetheless approved the application after concluding that there was a need for the system, thatit would be technically feasible, efficient and reliable, and that the firm providing the servicewas financially qualified to construct and operate thc service. Id.

The MCI decision was expanded by the Commission's recognition of a general category of"specialiteil common carriers" providing privateline services and facilities. Establishment of, Policies and Procedures for Consideration 6f Applications to Provide Specialized CommonCarrier Services in the Domestic Public Poirit-to.Point Microwave Radio Service, 29 F.C.C.2d
870; alI'd sub nom. Washington-Util. & Transit,. Comm'n v. FCC, 513 F.2d i !42 (9th Cir.), cert.
denied, 423 U.S. 836 (1976). '

3. See, e.g. , Comment, FCC Regulation of Domestic ComputeirIC'ommunications: A
Competitive Reformation, 22 BUFFALO L. REV. 947, 962.84 (r973).

4. See. e.g. , MCI Telecommunications Corp., 60 F.e.e.2d 25 (1976), rev'd sub nom. MCITeleconAlunications Corp. v. FCC, 561 F.2d 365 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 98 S. Ct. 781(OM.
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this policy since, 1968, much to the dismay of some established actors in the
,

tdlecommunications field: . .

-

competitive refdrmulation haS been n large part a response to the
ertuint taking place in the. cOmmuniCiitimiS .equipment market.' With 'in-

easing national prfiAperiiy and the explosion in temmunications kih-
nology -that has- occurred silice,World War II, neW and more sophisticated

oPPoritthities. have "aWien for. 4Ccotrimodating the needs..of the familiar
n1outh-Io7ear .fOrms of .connnunication. .FurtherOott, a nei,v ..rang .of..
capacities in data proCessing coniputer technology has mul(iplied the'
poSsibilities- for. 1.machine-to-niaChine conuniinication. New forMs of
communications services have grown around these technologies. Itf .turn,

thesti new .Servic-is and tekhnologies have ,begun to merge with dynamic,
technical and,service.:developments,M the broadcasting and computer arenas
o proiluce .an integrated galaXy,of 'tcVmpunications" funCtions,6.and-it has

fallen lo-thii F(.e. to deVdop regiaatory pOlicies to deal with this-regrotiping.
Part Of the VomMission's'response has been to oPen to coMpetition those

segments of ,the cilimpunications inatket that fall within:its jurisdittiofl .

t he COMMi'Akn has developed this competitive policy by analYting
- :.the possibilities4or stiucturin,g themew options and cohsequences created by

posr-World. War 11 telecommimications ferment, and it has been for the

most part the pe'reriniaf political queSlioo of Who gets what, when".7 which
has informed this analYsis.,. However, as with all regulatory actions by
administrative. agencies. this edifice of poky rests on a legal base. In.the

5. The extent to which the new policy toward conipesition stemi from changes in tlw
Commission's composition or (torn. political influences is beyond the scope of this Article.
However. ihe FCC's course in this arda.has been fairly steady unOar.both Delhocratic and
Republican appointees and does not appear to be the product of one 9r.another partisan
philosophy.

6. Tile term was coined by Anthony 0...Oettinger in Compunicationi and, the Natipnal
Decision-Yoking Process, in' ComPtirtis, C(M4Mt/i-'4ATIOtrs, AND THP.PUBLIC.INTEREST 74-113
(M. Oieenberger ed. 1971). See also Berman & ott6sni6, Chansing Functions and Facilities:
Thy Politics of Information Resources, 28 t Eo. Com. Hi. nr, 247.48 (1976): Alfred Kahn, then
Chairman of the New York Public Service Conirnission, noted: The overwhelmingly signifi.
cant consideratiOn about the future organization of telecommunications,- so far as I can'see,. is

die fact that its evolving technology is thoroughly demolkshing the validity of the boandary lines
we have been drawing across the face of theindustry." Hearings Before the Slibtomm. me
Communications of the Senate Comni: on Commerce, 95th Cong.,.1st Sess. (1977), reprinted in
The Great Telephone Del'ate 72-76. This merger of technologies kas occur;td iii.one form or
another throughout the history of modern telecommunicatidns; the cOrhputer-commUnications
merger is only the latest manifestation. For example, even at the time the Communidatibns Act .

of 1934 was passed, the process of technological merger was apparent, is can be seen.in the
renunks of Rep. Merritt on the House floor during debate on the Act: "It developed as the
hearings (on thejegislationl went on that'by reason of improvements and inventions and the
mechanical part of the service, telephone and telegraph and radio are becoming more and more
interconnected, so that it is hardly possible to regulate one without regulating the other." 78
COW). RFC'. 10316 (1934)

7 H LAsswEI.t., POI.ITICSWHO GETS WHAT, WHEN, How (1936).

12
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telectmmunications aMa. that legal:base is tA Communications- Act of
1930 Although the Communications Act historically has presented fetv
difficuh quegOons-of laW that wightliniif the range of policy options open to
the Commission in structuring comOnications nutekets,9:parties attacking
the procompetition decisions have argued that there arc specific policy
directives in the Communications Act barring the, FCC front acting.in -a
mahner that bromotes competition, at least in.the peripheral equipment and
specialized common carrier fields. l° The contention is that there are limits of
law impoSed on the policy discretion of the FCC.

This ,(14.rticle will examine these tinestions about the gii 've'pling law
telecommunicalions and compunications.'! Part- ll describes the dev
opment of telecommunications regulation from the invention of the te
p4one in 1876 through the enactment o'f the Communications Act-Of 193,
focusing on the evolution of the federal regulatory structure and the substan-
tive law which it has applied. Beginning with... this 'basic historical
framework, Parts HI and IV undertake to outline and then analyze the two
principal competing views regarding the mandate of the Communications
Act toward the telecommunications market structUre. Part III discusses the
prevailing view that the FCC is free to exercise an essentially boundless
discretion in overseeing telec6mmunications developments. Part IV ex--
plores a novel interpretation of the Act, advanced with increasing frequency
by the established carriers and state regulators, which identifies provisions
in the statute that would bar the FCC from permitting competition which
threatens dUplication of', or economic or ,technical harm to, the services and
facilities of the .monopoly shared by.,AT&T and the independent telephone
carriers. Part V then draws conclusions ittout these two alternatives, sug-.:

.8 47 U.S.0 154 .11970) (originally enacted as Act of June 19, 1934, Pub. L.No. 416, ch.
652, 48 Stat. 1064).

9.. See. e.g , FCC v RCA Communications, lnc., 346 U.S. 86, 93 (19511) (FCC's broad
powers Over communications not limited by federal procompetition laws).

Kt:. See _text a&ompanying notes 149:250 infra; Domestic Common Carrier Regulation:
Heatings on H.R. 7047 Before the Subcomm. on Communications of the House Comm. on

,interitate and Foreign Commerce, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975r)-(statement of Eugene V. Rostow
on behalf of AT&T); Brief for the National Association of Regulatory and Utility Commission-
ers (NARUC) at. 24-41. Washington Util. & Transp. Comm. v. FCC, 513 F.2d 1142 (9th Cir.
1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 836 (1976).

The attack on the procompetition policy is taking place in Congress as well as in the courts.
See Howe Panel Considers MajorVverhaul of 1934 Communicatlons Act, 35 CONG. Q. 1113
(June 4, 1977). Cimpare Consumer Communications Reform Ail of 1977, H.R. 8, FI.R. 513,
95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) (designed to undo the Cartetfont,WCI line of cases) with H.R. Res.
285. 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) o(expressing congressional approvid of the procompetition-
devettipments). ,

11. In dealing with the new competition doctrine, it is important to keep in mind the
distinction between laW and policy. The question`at issue here is not which iNtoice among
awOlable policies might optimize the structure and performance-of the communications indus-
try, but what limits on the range of those choices are imposed on the FCC by the terms of the
Communications Act itself.

49-Ill 0 - 2
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gesting that the single reliabk lesson to be learned from .studying the
Communications 'Act is that Congress has failed to provide any useful

guidance to regulators and courts faced with the critical job of :iillocating
opportunities in a (luid, rapidly evolving compunications environment.

II. 3'111:. I.AW O. C.)MMUNICATKR9S kRIULATION.: THE GNFS1S OF

- ritE COMMUNICATIONS 'Act ot, 034

Assessing Ow impiic4tionv.of the Cpmfnunications Act with respect to

conipetition. in the telecommunications area is not easy. The Act is remark-
,

able for its non-specificity*" 'and even the regulatory scheme for wire
communications. which is laid out,in more detail than-that for broadcastiv,

d
provides no immediate answers to the problem. It is only by interpreting the

legislative history and consvning the statutory liinguage that the national

policy for telecommunications set forth by congress in 1934 can be discern-

ed Although this process of historical interpretation can be haphazard, the

task is nonetheless centralin determining whether the FCC is authorized to

act as it has in the policy-making sphere. The predoiniinapt view of the Act is

that it was intended simpty to centralize scattered regulatory authorities over

portions of the communicatijins industry in one body, the FCC, withoUt
significantly altering the smbstantive law or the established policies created

under predecessor statutes.' Under this interpretation, the Act must be seen

as mostly form and not substance, and the legislative enacijments prior to'

1934 from which it was composed be..tome critical for deciding what policy

was to be carried forward _by theinei.v Commission whtn it assumed power in

1934 .

Federal Regulation Prior to 1934.

For the first seventeen years following the inlention of the telephope in

1876, the Bell company monopoly on telephone service was protected under

the patent laws." When those patents expired in 1893-94, a new group of

indeRendent competitors, now free to make use off telephone. technology,

gave birth to a'period of intense competition in loval telephone services.
This resulted in a massive increase in the number of telephones' Me Service

and brought the independents .4.71thin close range of the Bell companies in
total,connections.15 Within a decade of the expiration of the patents, AT&T
began to use its superior financial and geogralbhic resources to take over a

large number o( competitors ;tnd to make the going difficult for the rest by

12 Stsr, (.4 , IV 13 SCHWARTZ', THE ECONOMIC BUiVI.ATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

2374 (1973), JAFFE, JUPICIAl CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATION ArTION 49 (1965).

13. See text accompanying notes 110-48.infra
14. For the fawtnating history of the invention of the telephone and ihe complex patent

litigation it engendered, see Note. The 11..aw and the Telephone. 50 Am. L. REv. 425 (1916).

I. Gabel, The Early Competitlyeiria in Telephone Communication. 1893-1920, 34 LAW &

CONTFMP. Pi2011, 340, 455 (1969). 13f,

1 4
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refusing to connect independents into' its lotial and long-clstgnce- lines,which were beComing increasingly important as the availability of telephone
service expanded. It was not until the Justice Department under PresidentWilson intervened in 1913 that this fierce competItive phase cooled," and,until the latest stages.of the postpatent competitivt.period, communicationsservice remained .practic-atly unregulated by federal authority."

1 The Mantt--Elkins Act. Communications seryices Were firstbrought under federal regulatory supervision by the Mann-Elkins Act" of1910, which gave the Interstatt Commerce Commission (ICC) jurisdictionover interstate rates Charged by' "telegraph, telephone, and cablecompanies." The Act provided to parties aggrieved by rates charged for
cominunicalionservices the right to complain to the ICC, which then couldinvestigate and, upon concluding that .the:tates were ''unjust" and "un-
reasonable," declare the charge.nnlawfa 2"..This.incorporation of communi-cation services into the jurisdiction of the lee Was accomplished by asparsely explained 'addition to an act designed to regulate sleeping-car.companies and other transportation carriers, thereby setting the tone for theregulation of communications services that laste'd until the New Deal.

Thc process by which this came about seems from the record almostcasual. The principal provisions of thc Mann-Elkins Act, designed to re-cftin part of the Republican platforM on which President Taft had beenelected,2' established a special Commerce Court for handling ICC appealsand expanded the power of the ICC over the railroads.22 Neither the HouseRéport23 nor the Senate Report24 that accompanied the respective versions of
16. This cooling came as the result of an agreement enterld between the Justice.Depart-ment and AT&T known as the Kingsbury

Comrintment. discussed in notes 59-61 Infra.17. One careat is in order It is not entirely true that the federal government,played no earlyregulatory role.lalthough this is dearly the view which dominates the 'commentary on the earlycompetitive period of the telephone. Ste. e.g, Gabel, supra note 15. The federal counsin thisera engaged in a roundabout form of.regulation by using the fourteenth amendment protectionof propyty aggressively to control stale rate-setting bodies. See J. BAUER, tRANSFORMINO,
Pt in ic Urtirv RECArt ATION 64.6911950): J. Sichter, Separations PEocedures in The.TelephoneIndustry The Historical Origins of a Public Policy 11-12 (unpublished article distributed by theMarv. Pros. on Information Resources Policy, 1977). Sichier notes that the effect of this federalcourt intervention on early state regulation was "devastating." Id.

18. Commerce Court (Mann-Elkins) Act, Pub. L. No. 218, ch. 309, 1 7, 36 Stat. 544 (1910)(amending InterMate Commerce Act of 1887, ch. 104. It, 24 Stat. 379 (1887)) (provisionsrotating to telegraph, telephone and cable companies repealed 1934),
19 Mann-Elkins A4t, Pub. L. No. 218, ch. 309. 7, 36 Stat. 544-45 (1910) (provisions

relating to telegraph, telephone and cable companies repealed 1934).
20. Id.
21. H.R. RE . No. 923,, 61st Cong.. 2d Sess. 1 (1910).
22. See the iscussion of the Mann-Elkins Act in 11 B. Sclovnerz, supra note 12. at 1007-09.

23. H.R. 41p. NO. 923, supra nole 21.
24. S. Rar. No. 155, 61st Cong.': 2d Sess. (1910).
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the 'bill*to thy floor in each 'chamber contained any reference at all to
..

telephone or telegraph, and no proposal to consider tejecormnunications
technoloo. had t!een made during committee hearingsAikhe first mention

: :ion the record of reguhition of 'telecommunications services did not occur
until mid .way through the House-debate on the railroad bill, when an
-amendment .wa of fere to inclqde "telegraph and telephone companies"
within the def Mit ion ot t e common carriers to be,regulated by the Interstate

'Commerce Act. 26 ,Its sponsor argued only that "there is no reari whz, these
great .instmmentalines of comm9ce sluSuId not . . . be put 'Within the
provisions of the intetstate commeece uct"27 and that "these necessary
instt mentalities whiCh the citirens have to use, which are Monopolies in

. their particular lines of basiness {should] be required 'to make reasonable
.charges" ;28 at no point Aieie any specific abuses cited ih the (louse con:
sideration of the amendment. Even Chairman Mann agrea that regulation
of telephone and telegraph was "desirable:129 although he argued strenu-
ously against -The amemlment being grafted onto thttailroad-oriented bill
amendIngthe Interstate ComMerce Act.' Despite Mann's opposition, the

, amendment was passed with relative ease after a short debate) I
/

The same procedure was followed, with-a deceptive twist, during
Senate consideraiion of the Mann-Elkins Act. Again,.after no consideration
of telephone and telegraph issues by the committee that reported the bill, the
"Dixon amendment" was offered to bring "telegraph, telephone, and cable

compajues wit n the jurisdiction of. the Interstate Commerce Commis-
. Sion." Its sponsr , misinforming the Senate that a similar provision had

41 CONO RFC_ 5534-35 (1910) (remarks of Rep. Townsend).
41 CMG REC 1533 (19t0) tremarks of Rep. Bartlett).
Id.
Id Other supporter:i of the amendment were hardly more specific. Su id. 5534.

(remarks o( Rep. Onderwood) ("{Wle cannot a(foul to turn our backs on (the amendment) and
refuse to bring the great telegraph and telephone lines in this country within the ierms of the

interstate cAmitherce act, so that they may be properly and fajrly regulated in the interest of the

great commercial hfe of the Nation"): id. 5536 (remarks of Rep. Eitzgerald) ("[T]here is a
persistent, a strong. and'a reaspnalIV demand throughout the country for some proper supervi.
lion of telegraph and telephdne coMpanies"); id., (remarks .of Rep, Hobson) ("To leave them
unregulated is to leave private corporations with the power to tax the people ra will . . The
whole d9piain of the distributing system in a great organism like,a nation should bc brought
under the control of theregulating systemthe Government").

Z9. Id. 5513 (remarks of Rep. Mann).
10 "(Hlow ridiculous it is to stick into the (bill) something which has nothing to do With

either passengers or property. It amounts to nothing. It is an advertisement only of our own
incompetency, of our incapacity for legislation." Id.

II Id 5517. The final House vote was 109-76.
12 The original version of the amendment, sponsored by Senator Dixon, ran over nine

pages, although it did nothing more than reenact section I of the Interstate Commerce Act and

add telephone, telegraph and cable companies to its purview. This caused some consternatidn
among Senators who were being forced to vote on such a lengthy measure without having time

to cons..ider it, and a motion to table the Dixon amendment was made but defeated, .22-37.
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been reported unanimously by. the House Committee andthat it had ptased
thc House without a division 'vote, echoed the generalized reasoning used inupport of the amendment in the House: "the interstate telegrait aod
ielephone companies arc about..the only remaining public service corpora-
tions engaged in interstate comMerce that are not under the comrol of the
Interstate tonunerce Commission. "31 Again, the 'committee chairman pre-
siding over the bill argued against its adoption, saying that the problems of
communications should be cOnsidered separately and at imam length than the
Dixon amendment provided.'4 However, the amendment passe* by a sub-.
stantial, majority." .

When the conference report '''. returned to the Senate, no time Was spent
discussing the new proposal regulating communications services. Senator
Elkins, in explaining the conference report, noted that lilt extends the
principle of rate legislation which requires all rates to be just and reasonable
and free from unjust discrimination to telephone and telegraph companies: aswell as to carriers,"37 but The subject was not brought up again and the
conference measure passed without a roll call.

Why the apparent 'consensus that telegraph and telephone companies
should be regulated by the federal government had developed by 1910 is not
clear from the record. There was some expression of populist sentiment,'"
some suggestion that rates had been set unfairly\or even predatorily" and
sonic indication that the proregulatory view that emerged. during the Pro-
gressive era and first bore fruit in the regulation of interstate railroads wasthought to apply automatically to communications carriers as well.40

Senator LaFollette then offered a simple substitute addMg telecommunications companies toICC jurisdic , which was adopted by voice vote. Ili! 6975-76.
13 Id 071 (remarks of Sen. Down). No other Senator spok in support of the amend-ment. although Senator Lodge expressed "no objeclion- to regulation of telephone andtelegraph companies. Id. 6976.
There is one indication in the Senate debate of the %owe from which pressure for theamendment ,may have come. Senator Dixon inserted a letter from the National Independent

Telephone Association accusing the Bell System of being an "Unfair competitor" and using'outnigeous methods of warfare" agaMst the independents. The letter pointenarticularly todiscrimination in long-distance rates and below-cost pricing allegedly practiced by Bell to driveout competitors, and claimed that federal supervision Would eliminate these wrongs. Id. 6973-74.

(14 'Id 6975 (remarks of Sell Elkins). However, after a division vote indicatilig substanti*
support for federal regulation, Senator Elkins agreed t'o accept. the LaFollette substitute.30 See note 32 supra.

16 S. Do( . No. 623, 61st Cone , 2.(1 Sess..(1910), reprinted at 45 CONG. RFC. 8134-42(1910)
37. 45 Com: 145. 8240 (1910) (remarks of Sen. Elkins).
18. See id. 5536 (remarks of Reps. Hobson 84 Fitzgerald).
19 Stt id 6973-74 (letter from National Independent Telephone Association); Id. 8240(remarks of Sen. Elkins).
40. Sri id. 5533 (remarks of Rep. Bartlett); text accompanying note 27 supra. One of the

larger mysteries surrounding the Mann-Plkins telephone and telegraph amendments is the rote
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Perhaps the faCt that lite communications company amendment torhe Mann-

Ulkins Act piodiaced no real replation of felephone and telegraph services

in the twenti-five years the ICC had jurisdiction over telephone and tele-

k graph coMpanies indicates that, Whatever the guiding reasons may have

been fpr extending federal authority:io communications in 1910., no large

wave of public sentiment demanded it. But why the ICC was to regulate thc
pliTviders 'of interstate telephone and telegraph services is no more apparent
front the congressional considerittion of the problem than is the policy that

The Couu4Saion was to follow in exercising itssupervisory jurisdiction. The
most that can he said is that whatever Congress had established 4,1887 as
the regulatory policy for nineteenth century barge and rail traffic was, after

1910. to awly to telephones 'and telegraphs as well, although this can only

be inferred from the amendment, of the,Mann-Elkins Act and not found in
any expression of the House or Senate as to what the regulatory sclieme was

to be

2 The Transportation (Esch-Cummins) Act Of .1920. th-eMann-
Elkins amendment to the Interstate Commerce Act remained the statutory
authority for federal regulation of_ telecommunications for ten years.42 In

1920, while developing legislIttion to return the railroads to private own-
ership from wartime government cOntrol, Congress revamped the intersvite-
Commerce Act to extend federal regulation of surface transportation even
further through the Transportation (Esch-Cummins) Act of 1920.43 The

plaed by AT&T and its dynamic President, Theodore Vail. Not long before 1910, Vail began to
defuse the Hell System's resivance to state regulation, suggesting that regulation could work to
the benefit instead of the detriment of AT&T. See AT&T ANNUAL REPORT 14-18 (1907). See
note 179 infra Although it may appear unlikely that historical proximity between the emer-
gence of Viyl's proregukuory view and the 1910 amendments is coincidental, the historical

e.idence is client .-
41 Ste text accompanying notes 82-84 int,. a.
42 For twelve months in 1918-19, all wire communications facilities were taken over by the

government as a war emergency ineaswe. Although managerial control was placed, in the
Postmaster General and revenues were diverted to the Treasury, operation of the communica-
tion. .) stein reniained effectively in the hands of the c&porate executive% of each company.
and no new regulatory policy emerged. Sel Note: The Telegraph industry: Monopoly or
Comperaion. 51 YAI i L .1 629. 636 (1942).

Tho wartime operation of the communications system might well have been an
initial step toward% a reasoned national communications policy. Out in fact it was
merely a brief, unrelated hiatus in the haphazard accumulation of ad hoc legislation
made to substitute for policy. A few hour% of cursory debate sufficed to hand over to
the Fillet:Wive all the country's facilities for rapid communication. Brief hearings
followed by even lessas well as les% relevantdebate marked the end of the
experiment

ld tipon return of the coninmnications companies to private control, telephone and telegraph
ser.ice reverted to the reginie of-the Mann-Elkins amendments. Act of July 11, 1919, Ch. 10, 41

Slat 1 i7 (1919) (withdrawing government cohlrol of communications companies).
41, fransportation (r.sch-Cummins) Act of 1920, Pub. L. No. 152, ch. 91, 8 400, 41 Stat.

474 (amending'Mann.F.lkins Act. Pub. L. No. 218, Ch. 409, 8 7, 16 Stat. 544 (1910) (repealed

1914))

18
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Esch-Cunvnins Act, like the Mahn-Elkins Act, was almost exclusively
concerned with railroad issues; the stakement of the policy of the Act', refers
explicitly to rail, and water transportation but _makes no mention of
eommunicatimis.46 Uowever, at least one changealthough peliNs Only
cosmeticwas made by qwe Esch-Cummins Act in the statutory language.
relating tricommunicatio sittvices. the jurisdiction of the ICC over "tele-*
graph, rekphoneit, and a k coMpanies" was restated to encOMpass ',' Mlle
tranimission of intelligence by wire or wireless.'

There is no 'discussion in ihe official record of this specific change in
tire jurisdictional language. in fact.. the Senate report,' cOnference report',"
and debate on the. Esch-Cutnmins bill made no mcntion Of communications
at all. Only in the House were Ihe-problems of communications carriers
addressed. The original version of the House bill had subjected communica-
tions companies to the full panoply of regulatory requirements aimed
primarily at railroad carriers, inclinithg the acquisition of a certificate of
convenience and necessity for extensions and abandonments, 'and a certifi-, ...

ote for the issuance of stocks and bonds.° That patt of the propiNed
legislation drew heavy opposition in- the House hearing0° and was'subse-
quently dropped in the bill -reported from the committee. lie committee
made it clear that no Change in the regulatory scheme or the regulatory
policy previously applied to communications was contemplated,51 and this

44 Among the stated policies of the Act was the preservation of competition wherever
possible Esch-Cummins Act, Pub. L. No. 152, ch. 91, p407. 41 Stat. 481 (1920) (repealed 1934).
See text accompanying note 190 i,u.

AI. "It isthereby declared to be the policy of Congress to promote, encourage, and develop
waler transportation, service, and facilities in connection with the commerce of the United
Stetes, and to foster and preserve in full vigor both rail and water transportation."' Esch-
Cummins Act, Pub. L. No. 152, ch. 91, 1 500. 41 Stat. 499 (1920) (repealed 1934).

46 Id I 400.
47. S RFP. No. 304, 66th Cong., 1st Sess. (1919).
48. H.R. REP No. 650. 66th Cong., 2d Sess. (1920).
49. H.R REP. No. 456, 66th Cong.. 1st Sess. 11-12 (1919).
50. RetnnLof the Railroads to Private Ownership: Hearings on H.R. 4378 Before the Howe

Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 66th Cong., 1st Sess. (1919); set, e.g., id . 2912
(statement of Edgar Clark on behalf of ICC) ("Iam not prepared to say that there is at this time
any pressing public need for extending the proposed legislation to the telegraph and telephone
'companies in the same manner and to the same extent that it is proposed to be extended for the
railroads ahd other carriers aside from the telegraph and teiskone companies"); Id. 1812-13
(statement of F.C. Stevens on behalf Of Independent Teleplin Association) ("[Tjhe railroad
industry nesds fundamental legislation. The telephohe.industry does not. . . . (Sjuch a statute,
is not needed at present for pubhc protettion. There has bIgn no abuse"). The telepho
carriers did not oppose regulation generally but urged that coillmunications carriers be sive
separate consideration and a separate statutory title. Ste id. 1785 (statement of F.b. MacKin-
non on behalf of Independent Telephone Association) ("The telephone business . . . should be
given that skme earnest study, that same careful consideration, that this committee has been
giving for the past weeks to the railroad problem. Our problem, we say, it not Preesit.18");
17U, 1793-94 istatemint of N.C. Kingsbury on behalf of AT&T).

51. rTlhe committee left the confrol of wire systems practically as it was under the

1 9
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intent was reinforced by the xclusi4 of comtmiMcations carriers from the,

broad statement of policy incorvorated in the Act.52

Giyen this rejatively clear intent not to alter existing 1C regulation or,

more accurately, nonregulation of communications c riers053 there is no

ustaication for re.ading more than mere cosmetic sig licance into .the

restatement of lCC-jegisdiction over the "transmission of intelligence by
Wire or wireless.", The most likely reason for the change was simply to

conform the statute to the scope of federal authority over- interstate

communications as Jelineated by the Supreme Court in the 1877 decision in

Pensacola Telegraph.Co. v. Western Union Telegraph Co. 54 The Pensaco-

la Megraph case had been alluded totriefly in the Mann-Elkins debates by

proponents ot the Dixon amendment to include lelephone and telegraph
within ICC jurisdiction,V although no attempt had been made then to

reword the floor amendment to incorporate 'the Court's language. The Esch,

Cummins change therefore can most reasonably be read as an effort to

match the legislative any, judicial pronouncements in the cominunications

area and to extend administrative authority over communications to the full

reach of CongreSs' constitutional powers. By relating the statutory scheme

for communications regulation to the expansive early definition of federal

power over communications, the sixty-sixth Congress can be understood to

have shown in the initial stages of federal cotn unications regulation that

the authority of regulatory agencies in the commu cations field was not to

be narrowly confined to existing technologies or o 4, d but was to reach

as wide and deep as "progress" and "new develo nents"56 carried_ it. In

Intel state commet cc act poor to Federal enntoil. There was tactically 110 demand for
',LK-mg with added powers the wire systema under the con . . . (IP was not

thought %%Ise at this tune to complicate the solution of t fliikoad question with the
peculiai problems connected with the regulatlon of wir systems.

R 4s6 supra oote 4", at 11
See note 4% supru and accompanying tesv
1he House committee noted that by 1919 on y "a half dozen cases- involving

communications had been brought before the (CC. H.R. Rt.T. No. 456, supra note*9, at 11. See

test accompan.:.'ing notes 82-84 infra.
% LI S I 1147').. The Court adopted a broad interpretation of the interstate commerce

Clause in light of the changes wrought by the telegraphon postal Krvice:
The piMers thus granted (by the commerce clause and by the post office clause)

are not ,onftned to the instrumentalities of comnteree, or the postal service known or,
m use w hen Me Constitution was adopted. but they keep pace with the progress of the'

Comm s . and adopt themselves to the new developments of time .and circumstances.
Thes extend fi tun the horse with its rider to the stage-coach, from the sailing-vessel to
the steMhbott. from the coach and the steamboat to the railrdad, and from the railroad
to the telegiaph. as these new agencies are successfully be-oughl into use to meet the
demands of increasing population and wealth They were intended for the government
of the business to which they relate, at all times and under all circumstances. As they
woe entrusted to the general government for the good of the nation, it is not only the,
right, but the duty. of Congress to see to it that intercourse among the States and th
transmitiipn of intelligence are not obstructed or unnecessarily encumbered by Slat

legislationp
Id at 9 (emphasis added)

el. 45 Com) RFC. 5537 (19101 (remarks of Rep,. Cooper).

56.-- Pencocola Telephone, 96 U.S. at 9.

20
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this respect, the Esch-Cummins Act was of seminal44n-Ortance in the
evolution of communications regulation, even though it, like the Mann-IlkinAct ten years earlier. was passed with little or no consideration of the
special alipects ot the field.

3. The Willis-Graha Act. In 1921, Congiess expanded federal
authority over telecommunications by. giving the ICC power to approve or
disapprove consolidations and Metgers of telephone and telegraph
companies. At the same time, it exempted communications companies froth
the restraints of the antitrust acts once the ICC had determined that a
proposed consolidation or merger wOuid be "of advantage to the persons to
whom service is to be rendered and in the public interest. "57 This realloca-
tion of federal authority from the courts to the ICC, known as the Willis-

, Graham Act, was the first piece of legislation specifically targeted to the
new and increasingly complex problems of telecommunications in the twen-
tieth century and was the first detailed congressional consideration of the

/ communications industry. It therefore takes on special importance in the
legislative history of communications regulation.

The Esch-Cummins Act had authorized the-ICC to exempt railroads
from tliee antimerger laws upon a showing that consolidation of competing
rail lines would be in the public interest, but because of general reluctance to
alter the scheme of regulation that had been established through the Mann-* Elkins Act it had withheld power to exempt acquisitions of communications
companies." As of 1921, therefore, communications carriers remained
statutorily subjecr to antitrust suits. The Justice Department had come close
to bringing ope such suit during the crest of theyeriod of intense competi-
tion tiftween AT&T and the independent telephone companies, the process
ending in the formulation of an agreement between AT&T Vice-President
Nathan Kingsbury and Attorney General MacReynolds which required Bell
to divest control of Western UPion,59 to intercUnnect independent lines with
its own long-distance liAes6° and to refrain from purchasing or acquiring
control of independent telephone companies operaling in the same market as
Bell system subsidiaries. Under the agreement, known as the Kingsbury
Commitment,6' AiT&T remained free to purchase non-competing indepen-.

57. Act of June 10, 1921 (Willis-Graham Act), Pub. L. No. 15. ch. 20, 1 1, 42 Stat. 27 (1921) ;(amending Transportation (Esch-Cummins) Act of 1920, Pub. LeNo. 152. ch. 91, 1 407, 41 Stat.482) (rewaled 1934))
58 ne notes 50-51 napra
59 Bell had acquired control of Western Union in 1909. SA J. BROOKS, TELEMONE 13A-34

(1975)

60. During the eierly competitive era, Hell had aggressively used the leverage it gained from
refusal to make long distance lines available to independents to force the competition out of
boiness. The independents had attempted to establish a competitor long-distance smem in
1899. 4nit the financing for it failed. S. Gabel, supra notb...15, at 350, 353.

61 Letter of N.0 Kingsbury, Vice-President of AT&T, to Attorney General 1.C.,Rey-

_
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%
dent companies, and it did so in the.perMd bctWeen the 1913 agreement and

19ZI, increasing its control from about fifty percent of telephones in-service

in 1910 to sixty-two percent in 1921.62 Howevar, as the decade of 0191910s

evolved, independent companies who could not sell out to AT&T because of

the KUlgsbury -Commitmenl or to competitors because of antitrust prohibi-

tions suffered progressively worsening.financiiil problems anti began to seek

relief from federal restrictions on consolidations. This effort culminated in

e passage of the Willis-Graham Act, which provided an escape route from

antitrust laws for financially pressed telephone companies" through the

ICC "
Unlike the Mann-Elkins and Esch-Cumm4s Acts, the Willis-Graham

Act underwent spine measure of deliberate congressional consideration.
.

Joint hearings were held and the proposal receivedwareful debate in the

Honse." It therefore contains the first indications oi federal policy toward
the communications marki:t. and if Congress was not exactly clear on what

the dimensions of that policy were, it is nevertheless true that the legislatois

expressed at least a "mood-66 about what federal regulation of teleconi-
munications was to involve. Since tht provisions of the Willis-Graham Act

were carried forward unchanged in the Communications Act of 1934 and

nolds. repnnted III I Ri riarr ,1 MI IN 1. I s 1011111N 01 1 HI ri I 1 MOM- INIAISHIN. IN 'MI

tI,..11h0 SI %II s. 11 K ISN No 140. 76th Cong . 1st Sess. 1W-41 (1919)

6: NW 1 Slatei suprrl note 17..11 26 11 -12
lite two telegraph carriers established at the Mlle of the Willis-Graham Act. Western

Union and Postal I clew aph. weir: carefully excluded from the exemption Provided for tele-

phom' carriers by the Act It was mu until 1941 that congressional authoritation for a telegraph

merger was granted Arl of Mar 1). 1941. Nib I. No 4. ch 10, 57 Stat 5 (codified at 47 LI S C.
222 j197011

6-1 As far as the official records ore concerned. al least. a appears that the priinaty push

fa, the Willis GI :drain Act Came fr am the indepr:ndent teiephonecosnpanies. See 61 Cozs-1()_ Hi c.

1981 (1921) (remarks of Rep Winslow ) t -The hill vs as hi ought to the attention of the col llll ince

by those representing a very large majority of the so-cal/ed independeht telephone companies

Slam of them are skating on vet} thin ice-1. Consolidation of Competing Tele-
phone CIonpanits- Joint fkanngs on S. 1313 Before House and SenateCommittees on Interstate

Commerce. 4%701 Cong . 1st Sess 9 I I (1921) (testimony of MacKinnon) AT&T mam
tamed al studied neutrality on the NH See ul 21 (testimony of C ('ole on behalf of AT&T)("We
have no objection to the bill vs hatsoevet We are not pros ins of the bill, we are not here
advocating it -) Whether this reflected AT&Ts off -the-record position is, of course, subject to

501111.' sktplli1s111

65 See Con uolidation of Competing Teliphone Companiev Joint Hearings art S. I.113

Before Mule and Senate ('ommittees on Interstate Commerce. supra note 64; 61 Com; fIrc.
1981 94 (1921) However. the committee reports ue only two and three pages long and there

was no Senate debate at all S Kt t. No 75, 67th Col% , 1st Sess. (1921); tilt:RI-P. No. 109,

67th ('ong . 1st Sess ( 1021). 61 rilgi Kt r 1999 (1921) (Senate voice vote).

hh .( 7 I:110,er sal Camela Corp v'N I R11. 140 (I S 474, 487 (1951) (Frankfurter, J.) ('it ts

fair to say that in all this Congress expresset14zood . . As legislation that mood must be

respected, even though it can only serve as a stanaard for judgment and not as a body of rigid

rules assurtnit sameness of application-)

92
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remain in force today as 47 U.S.C. § 221(a), it is partickilarly important to-
determine what that policy or ;'mood'.' was.

'Hy 1921, the view was quite commonly expressed that telephone
service fitted the definition of a natural mongioly and.should be regulaled
and free froM competition. The Sonato Commerce Committee's flat declara-
tion that Itjelephoning is a naral monopoly"67 was representative.of this
sentiment, as were frequent comments to that effect n the Willis-Graham
debates.'.' That this view of the economic characteristics of telephone
service was at the root of the policy enacted by the Willis-Graham Act is not
subject to dispute. However, there are indications in the record of possible
limits to the ranq of this policy, and these timits are central to establishing
just how far the federal policy of natuiall' monopoly reaches into the
communications market.

The central practical problem facing the committees that drafted the
Willis-Graham Act was the existence of dual and competing telephone
systems serving imlividual local markets. M the House committee
plained:

Wherever there are such dual systems engaged in ocal business pa-
trons of these telephone systems are put to endless annoyance and
increased expense. In order to reach all the people using telephones,
the telephone patron finds he must install two telephones in his house
and office. This entails additional expense and usually results in iA-
ferior service over.both systems.°

Although the CoMmittee found "Where is nothing to be gained by local
competition in the telephone business,' it noted that -in about 1000 out of
the 21,000 exchange points in the United States there are two local ex-
changes. -7° In the House debates, Representative Graham, the chief House
proponent of the bill, elaborated:

It is believed to be better policy to have ope telephone system in a
(ommunity that serveS all the people . . . There is nothing more -

exasperating, nothing that annoys thc ordinary person more than to
have two contpeting local telephone systems, so that he must have in
his house and in his office two telephones

67 s Ri p No. 75, supra note 65. at I.
bti See. e g. . 61 Covi. Rti- 1988 (1920 (remarks of Rep. Huddleston) ("Any man of

obscivation is hound to recognize that there arc certain natural monopolies . . . There are
monopolies which ought to exist in the interest of economS, and good service in the public
welfare . The telephone business k one of these"); id. 1991 (remarks of Rep. Burtoni
("They are nijural monopolies h is desirable thm one consolidated organization should otcupf
one (ield")

69. H R REP. No. 190, 67th Cong.,' 1st Sess. I (1921). The Senate reached a similar
conclusion. S REP. No 75. supra note 65, at I. For a contemporary echoing of this two-
telephone dilemma as'a paradigm of natural monopoly, see 2 A. KAHN, THE ECONOMICS OF
Rs out srioN 121 (19701

70- H It. Rite No 190. sum note 69, itt
71 61 CON(i. RFC°. 19111 (192-1) (emphasisladded). See tett at note 178 Infra.
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From these references in the record it appears most likcly that the sixty-
seventh Congress intended to create an explicit, promonopoly Jederal policy
toward basic telephone serv;ce insofar as individrt local communications
markets were concerned By clearing away the barCiers to consolidation of
competing systems, the Willis-Graham Act announced a recognition that the
provision of telephone service facilities within a Single exchange area was a
natural viora!poly which should be protected frvm tl4 deleterious effects of
competition 72 The principal policy underlying the Act was that:there should
be available in each community one system through which all telephone
users in that community can- communicate. This does -not automatically
mean that where such universal and unified facilities are available, competi-
tion with regard to other telecommunications services cannot coexist
compatibly %%oh the local monopoly. But it does mean that what is familiar-
ly thought of as local telephone service---Trhe provision of facilities to route
calls within an exchange area through lines radiating from switsbing sta-
tiolls -Iti to be preserved from competition.

That the local service monopoly should be the focus of the policy
recognited by Congress in 1921 is of course no surprise. Telephone service
at that time consisted almost exclusively of local exchanges. After the
Kingsbury Commitment, AT&T's long-distance voice lines.were intercon-
nected with the independent local exchanges. Thwi,, it was the problem of
unprofitable duplicative lOcal services that drove the independents kyseek
refuge from the laws mandating competition. It also is not sur !sing,
therefore, that long-distance service is hardly inentioned in the ilhs-
Graham record,' since no independent long-distance lines had ever
competed successfully with AT&T's long lines:" Operating under a
common and widely-held view of what the telephone" was, and without
reason to anticipate the sophisticated technology that would develop from
the basic telephone apparatus, Congress was under no compulsion to elaho-

4 72 On its face. the policy of Willis-Graham did not necessarily go so far. In the first place.
the AL'I Inelch winos ed federid antitrust prohibition. again.t consolidations. and state puNic
utility commissions were left with full authority to decide whether proposed consolidations
were desirable As a practical matter. though. it is apparent that state rcgulaIors were eager to
consolidate if ft ecid front antitrust restriction. See Consolidation of Competing Telephone
'C'ompanzet hunt Hearingc on S 1111 Refore House and Senate Comrt's on Interstate
Commerce. supra note M. at 12 (testim .. y of J Iknton for NARlIC). Moreover, the ICC was
allow ed s niemmie of discretion in decidtng which consolidations were deserving of exemp-
tions Although the language was changed by the committee from a simpk authorization of a
discretionary ICC grant to a mandatory certification of exemption once the "advantage to
users" and "public interest- showings were made. see 61 Cow Rw. 1938 (MI) (committee
amendments) . lb,: leeway inherent in those standards indicates that some possibility's-of dual
systems remained where consolidation would not meet the."advantage" and "public interest-
testi

71 The liouse Report refers to long distance servIces only once in passing. See text
accom pain ing note ts infra

74 See note 60 cupra
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r.ate on what the perimeters of the federal policy' regarding the local tele-
phone Sfrvice were to be. Those perimeters were, no doubt, readily apparent
to all in 1921.

111+ Nevertheless, it is inossible to conclude with assurance that the
Willis-Gralfiim<skcvmumications policy was limited solely to local
competition in the provision of telephone facilities. The language of the Act
itself contains no such limitation;:5 and the HQUSC report refers to the
problem in passing as one of, "dual and competing telephone syktems, doing_
both local and ltmg-distance business. Moreover, within a year after its'
passage the Act was applied by the ICC to permit consolidation,' of Iong
distance competitors, apparently withoiu objections. from the opponents of
(he consohdatiim," thus reinforcing the applicability of the Aces antitrust
immunities beyond mergers of local competitors. Thus, while it is probable
that Willis-Graham enunciated a monopoly-oriented tilt where local duplica-,tion of facilities was involved, the Act's more general policy implications
remain too indistinct to provide meaningful guidance in cases which involve
potentially duplicative private service systems Or ones in which alternate
suppliers compete for the responsibility of providing individual components
of the unified service facility.

B. The Communications Act of 1934.

I Development of the Communications Act. A's demonstrated
above, the Mann-Elkins, Esch-Cummins and Willis-Graham Acts were
broad brush atteitlpts to delineate a national policy _with respect to the marlfet
structure and regulation of telecommunications. With Mann-Elkins and
Esch-Curnmins, Congress poured communiCations intO the mold that had
deplOped from, and continued to be concerned primarily with, transporta-
tion services. When faced with the problems of duPlitative local exchanges,
Congress turned special attention to CommunicatiOns carriers for the first
time; nonetheless, the fesulting Willis-Graham antitrust exemption again
borrowed (rum existing transportation regulation, simply mirroring the
exemption that previously had been allowed for railroads. The sum of these
acts was a federal communications policy that went little further than the
generalized assertion that telephone and telegraph carriers should be re-
gulated and that geographically competing providers of basic mouth-to-ear
telephone seevice should be free to consolidate. How the established regula-
tory authority was to operate was left to be analogized from railroad
regulation, without congressional eidance as to its goals.

The post-1921 statutory sent% for communication common carriage

75. See note i7 wpm.
76. H R REP. No 109, supra note 65$ at 1
77 Acquisitton of Con(r91 of Northwestern Long Distance Tel. Co., 71 I.C.C. 530 (1922).
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regulation lacked not only an articulation of tlw aims which Were 10 animate
die regulardts, but to a large degree it lacked a regulatory ambority as well.
In the first place, then usual railroad respon\ibilities kept the Interstate
Contnetce Commioners overworked during this_ period, and the Eseh-
Cummins additions of-new powers over railroads and water transportation
sei ylcc compounded the wotkload. But ipore important, even if the ICC had
Itkc firm and personnel to deyote to communiCations matters, the authority
granted it over telephone and telegraph was, for the most part., illusory. The
ICC was not empowered to initiate actions itgainst Oephone and telegraph
commies on Its ihytt; a complaint trom a disgruhfled competitor or
COnSultler of Communications services was required "before proceeding.
While in the tr ansptir ration area complaints were easily generated by the
large amounts ol money involved in chalrenges to railroad rates or practices,
in .the cornmunicatnms area few- users had interests substantial ctiough.to
justify pursuing formal complaint proceedings 78 The Comnnssion could not
tequire communications carriers to file rate schedules as it was authorized to
require ot railroad carriers N It had no power to prescribe new rate schedules
to replace rates found unjust or unreasonable, and it had no auThority to
require a ceitificate as a prerequisite to the expansion of Communications
facilitws In fact, the authority of the Commission to regulate any type of
Pi actice or classification beyond simple rates was in doubt.80 The power to
regulate communications granted the ICC by the legislation of 1910, 1920
and 1921 was -largely a paper aulhority.-81

With no real policy to guide it, and no real powers to act through, the
ICC exercised us jurisdiction over telephone and telegraph infrequently and
with no enthuSiasm Only fourteen formal Jrate investigations were begun".
and, with the exception ot.the introduction of a uniform accounting prbtiee
in the industry," ICC regulation between 1910 and 1934 had no lasting
impact on communications services, except insofar as it permitted .unre-
gulated risme market forces to act without restraint. As one review of the

78 Wheat. The Reelauon of Interstate Telephone Rater. SI HAM,. I. 14.v. 846. 847
i1918) Note. lagro note 42. al 02

79 During this renoAl..the ICC "repekitedly urged the modification (if the statute so as to
ietinire the 1:sue camels to file rate schedules Note. supra no(e 42. ill 612 n 26.

MO See 60 Ct,'ti Itrt 8128 (1920) (colloquy host/ren Reps Esch and White during &blue
on Is h Cummins bah

81 Note . mpna note 42. at 612
8 I ight ol the cirscs ins ols ed telegraph tales. four. 'tekplionc rates: and Iwo, cable rates.

See I HI (1 CRosts, Ti ,t.i.utnaSOINIcA !IONS 220 (1916) The IC(7 undertook some
considelation of telephone &Wes:moon charges and valuation of estern Union properties,

raikii to react'a final stage before piri irtion passed to 'the FCC
1914 Set Note. mpra no 42, at 6.12 .11.

81 Interstate Comi (ercr Ccrnini,ssioti, ANNtiAl R 11913) 'the rules. revised a
upheld hi the Supront Court in 1916. A rscr v United States, 299 U.S. 212 (19)6). remain'
effect today See 47 U I 22001119701
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period put it,,"Etlhe het result of regulation under the ICC May well have
been lo relieve-the wire carriers of any effective governmental control in the
public interest.' "14 -

Awareness of this regulatory deficiency was first reflected-on Capitol
Hill in.1929, when legislation was introduced to consolidate federal authori-
ty over communications in one agency. The proposed legislation distributed

'communications. jurisdiction among the ICC, which had telephone and
telegraph authority, the Federal Radio Commission, which had control over
the newer technology of broadcasting," and tljpPostmaiter General, Op
had long-standing authority Over telegraph operatiohs." Hearings were held
in the Senate to investigate the relocation of these .split jurisdictions under
onl authOrity." However, no final actiOn was taken on the bill: ---

During the first year of the Roosevelt administration, the idea of, a
unified tnmunications agency was rejuvenated in studies of nation'al
sommunisations policy by bo the adminstration" and Congress.89 In

l.. o

th
Februar.1934, President Roosevelt proposed the creation of a Federal
Communications Commission in which the existing authority of the Federal
Radio Commission, the ICC and the Postmaster General would be consol-
idatec1,90. This recommendatIon was echoed by the conclusions of the mas.-
sive conAssional study of the communications industry headed hy Dr.
William Splawn.' The day after Roosevelt's message, legislation designed
to`achieve,, the goal of consolidation was introduced,92 and the Mating of,what became the Communicatioqs Act of 1934 began.

- 84. Note, supra note 42.. at 633.
85. Authority over radio had originally been vested in the bepartment of Commerce in1912, and.was later relocated under the Federal Radio Commission. created by the Radio Act of

1927. Pub, L. No. 632. ch. 169. 44 Stat. 1162 (repealed 1934).
86. See, , Act of July 24. 1866, %:h 230. tt1 Stat. 221 (fostering construction of telegraphlines by providing rights-of-way over public lan8s).
87. Hearings on S 6 Before the Senate Comm. on Interstate ('ommove, 7Ist Cong.. 1st

Sess. (1929) (Couzens bin).
88. INTIADEPARTMENTAL COMMTTTEE. 73D COND.. 2D SESS., STUDY OF COMMUNICATIONS.

(Roma RaPoaT) (Sen. Comm. Print 1934).
89. PIM IMINARN REPORT ON COMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES (SPLAWN REPORT). H.R. RFP.No 127:f, 7Id Cong.. 2d Sess. (1934).
90. The text of President Roosevelt's message to Congress read in pttrr:

I have long felt that for the sake of clarity andeffectiveness the relationship of this..Federal Government to certain services known -as "utilities" should be divided intothree fields: Transportation, power, and communications . . .In tWield of communications
. . . there is today no single Government agency

charged,,Wh broad authority . . .

recommensl that Congress create a new agency to be known as the "Federal
Communications Commission", such agency to be vested with the authority now lyingii the Federal Radio Commission and with suth authority over communications asriow lies with the Interstate Commerce Commission . . .

MesUlge to Congress. Feh 26, 1934, reprinted in H.R. REP, No. 1850, 73d Cong., I2d Sess. 1-2 -(1934). , , Al

l. sin AWN REPORT, impra note 89, at xxix.
92. S. 2910, H.R 8301. 73d Cong., 2d Sets. (bulb introduced Feb, 27, 1934).
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As was the case with many of the early initiatives of the first Roosevelt
administration, the legislative process was swift. Senate hearings were
underway within three weeks," thr House hearing began a month later.'
Both reports were out by Julie 193. and debate Was completed by the next
day; the work of the conference committee was then done and approved in a

Week.% The whole process took just over 100 days. The speed with which
the bill was enacted has given some commentators hlarm;91.for a measure

that was to have such a fundamental impact on an industry as the Communi-,
cations Act has had, more deliberation would seem to have been appropri-
ate." Moreover, the debate on the Act centered on broadcasting and almost
meglected wire carriers altogether. Nevertheless, the period.from.February
27 to.June 9, 1934 represents the first and the last time that Congress as a
body has turned its attention to the full range of issues associated with the

regulation of 'the telecommunications induslry." It is, therefore, the sole

91 HedrIngt onS 291O Refore the Senate Comm on Interstate Commerce, 73d Cong., 2d

se". (1914)
, 94. Heanaks on H R RIO/ .

s

95, S Rizr- No 781, 730 Cong.. 20 Sess. (1934); H.It REP No. 1850, 730 Cong.. 20 Sess.

(194) -
.

" 911 H. R RE:is No. 1918, /30 Conic_ 20 Sess (1934) (Confelrence Report), reprinted in 78

CONG RM.- 10969 (19341.. ..
97 ;the Dill bill (the original versik of the Communications Act) was debated only briefly
in the Senate, the entire debate taking pliwe on May 15, 1934 . . . . The bill was then

passed without a roll call.
In the House. the debate was even briefer, being limited to only two ours on June

2, 1934 The shortness of the debate in both houses is striking, bearing in mind the
importance of the bill, which worke" complete transformation of the regulation of
communications_ \

IV B. Seuwmt11. supra note 12, at 2375-76 (1973). The committee reports were nine and eleven

pages, respectivelj,, most of whkh were given over to a simple recounting of the bill's
provisions The debates were not only short, but highly partisan, with Republican allegations

that the Roosevelt administrationalready making political use of radio through the fireside
cheswould use the FCC for partisan ends. See 78 Com; Rue. 10317 (1934) (remarks of Rep.

Fish) Almost no debate took place on the common carrier provisions of the new law.
98 It wonld be uteful, however, to compare the extent of congressional consideration

given the Communications Act with comparable early New Deal legislation such as the National
Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, the Secuyil s Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of

1914 and others. It may be that eo ngre it gave ni s attention to rewriting the communications

law than to other major fedeial regulatory statute& t
Note also that the short attention given to the Collin-lineations Act may be due to some

degree to a contemplation that more legislation on the subject would be enacted as a result of

the studies commissioned by the Act. See the discussion cif section 215 at text accompanyins

notes 204-10 infra. The stu'thes produced no major revisions or expansions of the Act.
lk 99 ,That this was the first fuli consideration is evident from the cursory or partial attention

given telecommunications in the Mann-Elkins, Esch-Cummins. and Willis-Graham Acts. That
this was the last full consideration is indicated by the fact that no major revifions of the

Communications Act have,been accomplished since 1934. The principal amendnients to the

wire communications authority of the act have been the addition of sectisin 222, permitting the
\Western Union-Postal Telegraph merger, see note 63 supra. and the requirement that carriers

obtain a certificate of convenience and necessity for abandonment of facilities as well as

4.
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source of the law and policy which must govern federal administrative
regulationifi° of, telecommunications. Whatever statutory restraints exist on
FCC -policy-making, especially on its policies regarding competition in the
modern compunications markets, arc to be found within the text of the Act
and the legislative r&ord that accompanied its passage. /

2. The Telecommunications Provisions of the Act: The Mt itself
drew heavily on its predecessors, reflecting its origins in the amalgamation
of the separate existing federal authorities over portions of the communica-
tions markets. Title II of the Act incorporated the provisions of thc Interstate
Commerce Act that had governed telephone and telegraph since 1910. Title
111 adopted the substance of the Radio Act of 1927 governing broadcasting.
Titles IV-V1 set forth general administrative procedures used in much-okthe
federal regulation in operation at the time. Only Title I, which announbed
the creation of the FCC and stated broidly the purposes of the Act, wlis
more the product of the Communications Act's drafters than of the statutes
which previously governed communications regulation.

White it is true that the wire communications provision§ of Title 11 were
carried over, basically intact, from the Interstate Commerce Act, some new
powers over common carriers were granted to the, FCC that had not been
available to the ICC in regulating telecommunications. Section .201(a)
empowered the FCC to require carriers to interconnect with other carriers
and to establish through-routes."" Section 201(b) reiolved ambiguities over
whether ICC jurisdiction had extended beyond regulation of rates and
charges; the statute granted the FCC clear authority to review not ,only
-carriers' charges, but also their "practices, classifications, and regula-
tions," to-determine whether they Were just and reasonable.'°2 Section 203

expansion. Pub I. No 4. ch 10, 2. 57 Stat..11 (1943) (amending 47 U.S.C. 11 214(a)). Other
amendments hasl been of a specialized or housekeeping sort. or concerned with specialized
areas of carriage b5 satellite Se. Cothmunications Satellite Act of 1962, Pub. L. No. 87-624. 76
Stat 419 (codified at 47 U S C 14 701-744 (1970I) (illustrating the way modern communications
technologies raise problems which are reflected ni the Title II common carrier scheme).

Congress may be in the process of undertaking a complete review of telecommunications
regulation in csinsidering the Consumer. Communications Reform Act and legislativecountermeasures See note 10 supra

100. It is worth rememberMg. of course, that telecomtnunications is also subject to federal
regulation under the antitrust laws. See AT&T v. United States, 427 F. Stipp. 57 (D.D.C. 1976),
cert denied , 429 U.S. 1071 (1977).

101. 47 U.S.C. I 201(a) (1970). This was adapted from section 1(4) of the Interstate
Commerce Act, which had applied only to transportation carriers. See Hearings on S. 291048elont the Senate Comm. on Interstate Commerce, sApra note 93, at 200. AT&T had been under
a nonstatutory duty to interconnect other carriers in most circumstances ars a result of the
Kingsbury Commitment. See teltt accompanying notes 59-60 eon s .

102. 47 U.S.C. I 201(b) (1970).'This was adapted from section 1(6) of the Interstate
Commerce Act, whish pve the ICC authority over practices, classifications and regulation of
transportation carriers only

4 9- IA 7 0 - )9 - 3 29
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made filing of rate schedules with the FCC mandatory for communications
carriers, a duty which had not been imposed under the Interstate Commerce
Act '° Section 204 empowered the FCC to make use of these filings to
investigate proposed changes in rates not only lifter a user presente4 a
complaint but "upon its own initiative without complaint," and to suspend
the proposed rate schedule pending the investigation.1N Section 211 gave
the FCC-authority to require the submission of contracts .pade by any
carrier. Section 214 made it a condition for the expaniion or construction of ,
new interstate tekcommunIcations tines pat the carrier obtain' a certificate
of public convenience and necessity from the Commission.m And section
48 instructed the FCC to keep abreast of technological developments in
telecommunications "to the end that the benefits of new inventions and
developments may be made available to the people of the United States."1°6
The sum effect of these new provisions was to afford the newly-established
federal agency regulating communications carriers the same repertoire.of
tools and powers used by the ICC in regulating transportation carriers.

In 1161east One respect, however, the Communications Act went well
beyond its precursor amendments to the Interstate Commerce Act. Title I

4

enunciated an overarching goal to which the Title II powers, together with
the Title III authority over broadcasting, were to be directed:

For the, purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in
communication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as
possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, nation-
wide. and world-wide wire and radio communications service with
adequate facilities at reasonable charges, for .the purpose Of national
defense, and for the purpose of securing a more effective execution of
this policy py centralizing authority heretofore granted by law to sever-
al agencies and by granting additional authority with respect to inter-
state and foreign commerce in wire and radio communication . .107

This statement of purpose was not derived from, or even foreshadowed by,
the 1910, 1920 or 1921 communications amendments toithe Commerce Act
or the overall railroad regulation schcme to which the amendtnents were
appended. It is original to the Communications Act. As such it may May an
important role in determining the intent of the seventy-third Congress with.

103. 47 U.S I 203 (1970). C'oinpare'section 6 of the Interstate Commerce Act (filing
required for transportation carriers only).

104. 47 U.S.C. 204 (1970). This reflected powers the ICC had over railroads through
section 15(7) of the Interstate Commerce Act. See text accompankinguote 79 supra.

105. 47 up.C. I 214 (1910). This was based on sections 1(18)-(22) of the Interstate
Commerce Atit, requiring such certificates for expansion of rail carrier lines.

106..47 U.S1C. I 218 (1970). No such duty had been imposed on the ICC during its tenure
over telephone andielpgraph.

107. COmmuniotions Act of 1934, 31, 47 C .S.C. I 131(1970). See text accompanying notes
164-203 infra.
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respect to national telecommunications policy; the established carriers have
made recourse to it as a building block in the argument that FCC discretion
to permit telecommunications competition is circumscribed by congression-
al endorsement of a monopolistic market structure. IT This novel view of the
Act is explored in Part IV below. But for the most part, this 6imement of
purposes has been. ignored by courts and regulators who, in the process of
discerning statutory policy toward telecommunications competition, have
read the Act to grant the FCC an almost plenary authority over the structure
of American telecommuncations.1°' It is this more orthodox View of
Communications ACI policy whiuh will be examined in Part IU.

M THE ORTHODOX VIEw: CREATION OF A NEW REGULATOR

From the record, it is quiteslear that one purpose of the seventy-third
Congress in passing the Cjimmunications Act of, 1934 was to centralize
authority over telecommunications in one federal regulatory body. The
ICC's regulatipt -of 'telephone and telegraph .had resulted in eSsentially no
regulation at all, while the budeoning4adio industry had been subject first
to the jurisdiction of the Secretary-of Commerce, then of the Radio Commis-
sion. By 1934, an awareness was surfacing that the separate technologies of
telephone, telegraph, and radio played complementary roles in the larger
network of what had come to be called the "communications industry."
Along with that awareness grew the idega that a unified, coordinated system
of regulation for commuhications was needed. President Roosevelt's mes-
sage to Congress accompanying the administration proposal for the
Communications Act tstressed the need for a "single Government agency
charged with broad authority."' The point was repeated by almost every
witness at the hearings on the Act and in both,committee repdrts. That the
establishment of this "angle agency" was foremost in the minds of the
Communications Act's authors and proponents is abundaaly clear.

the difficult question is whether Congress intended to aeconnilish
anything beyond centralization in passing the Cotnthunications Act. Was the
entire purpose of the Act to reocate thc disparate authorities of the ICC, the
Radio Commission and the Postmaster General in a single body, yet not
alter the law which that body was to apply and the.poticy by which it was to
be guided?. Or diti the Act work not only a restructuring of the regulatory
process for telecommunications and other communicationsoreas but also a
new or expanded law and policy relating to telecommunications tech-
nologies?

, 108 See text accompanytng.,notes 149-250 Mfra
109 See text accompanying notes 110-148 infra
110 Me,%age to Congress, supra note 90, al I.
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A. The Legklative History.

There is strong support in the legislative history for,the view that the
Act's objectives were limited. In the first place, the two studies which led to
the drafting of the Communications Act recommended only restructuring of
the regulatory jurisdictions. The Roper Report,'" the:Roosevelt administra-
tion's first repOrt on communications problems,.suggested only a centraliza-
tion of authority. The Pwsident's message to Congress proposing the
Comintalications Act followed this view by emphasizing the organizational
problems of communications regulation and urging only the "transferring
[of] the present authority" without altering it.'" The Sp lawn Report on
communications holding companies prepared for the Commerce Convnit-
tees-ithe report that provided the factual basis on whiCh the seventy-third
Congress actedproposed a bill which

would accomplish three purposes: (a) A codification of existing Federal
legislation regulating communications; (b) a transfer of jurisdictions
from several departments, boards, and commissions to a new
communications commission; and (c) a postponement for future action
after turther study and observation of some of ihe more difficult and
controversial subjects.m

In neither report was change in the substance of regulation thought neces-
,

sary.

Both congressional committees reporting the Communications Mt
indicated the same view. The House Commerce Committee eXplaintd that

it is the primary purpose of this bill [the Communications Act] to Create
such a commission (with comprehensive jurisdiction) armed with ade-
quate statutory authority to regulate ell forms of communication . . . .

The bill is largely based upon existing legislation and except for the
change of administrative authority does not very greatly change or add
t'o existing law . . . .114

Committee Chairman (and )ater Speaker of the House) Rayburn told his
colleagues during .the debate that "the bill as a whole does not change
existing law, not only wish reference to radio but with reference to tele-
graph, telephone, and cable, except in the transfer of the jurisdiction and
such minor amendments as to make that transfer effective."115 The Commit-

III. THE ROPER REPORT, stapra note 88.
112. Message to Congress, stiprte note 90, at 2.
113. Sal AWN REPORT, mons note 89, at 'xxix.
114. H.R. REP. No. 1850, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1934).
115. 78 CONG. REC. 10313 (1934) (remarks of Rep. Rayburn). Stf id. 10315 (colloquy

between Reps. Rayburn and Snell):
Mr. Snell. No change in the present law?
Mr. Rayburn: We transfer the jurisdiction-to the new commission, and the only

amendment as to the telegraph and telephone companies is to make
effective their transfer.
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tee emphasized that the "minor Amendments" to which Chairman Rayburn
referred, meaning the addition of the several regulatory powers which had
been unavailable to the ICC under the Mann-Elkins and Esch-Climmins
Acts."' were not intended to signal any new direction in communiCations
pokey. Rather, the amendments were designed to provide dr FC with
statutory powers comparabk to those customarily employed in transporta-
tion regulation. As the committee report explained:

.

(T]hc (Commerce] act never has been perfected to encompass adequate
regulation of communications, but has really been an adaptation of
railroad regulation to the communications field. As a consequence,
there are many inconsistencies in thc terms of the act and also inany.

important gaps which hinder effective regulation. In this bill the at-
tempt has been made to preserve the value of court and commission
interpretation of that act, but 41 the same time modifying the provisions
so as to provide adequately for the regulation of communications
common carriers.'"

According to the committee, the ,fitle II communications common carrier
provisions "[nor the most part . . . [follow] provisions of the Interstate
Commerce Act now applicable to communications or [adapt] some provi-
sions of that act now applicable only to transpor1ation."1" Thus, the House
expressed a firm intent to maintain the continuity of the fundattental
substantive law of communications regulation, embryonic as the substantive
law may have been. The House also described the expanded authority under
Title II as an attempt to make the existing regulatory scheme effective under
the new regulators by correcting omissions and oversights resulting from tht
hasty and incomplete consideration given the 1910 and 1920 legislation.

The Senate Commerce Committee's conception of the bill paralleled
that of the House. Npting that much of the language of the legislatioq was
copied verbatim from the Commerce Act, the Committee explained that
where the provisions varied from the text of theCommerce Act it was "for
the purpose of clarification in their application to communications, rather
than as a manifestation of congressional intent to attain a different objec-
tive. "9 Title II, in the Senate Committee's view, "follow[ed] provisions
of the Interstate Commerce Act now applicable to communifations or
adapded] some provisions of that act now applicable only to transporta-
tion. "12° On the Senate floor, Chairman Dill called attention to the fact that
nearly three-quarters of the bill "comprise[d] a rewriting of existing radio
law and its amendments and of the Interstate Commerce Act and its amend-

116. See text accompanying notes i01-06 supra.
117. 1-1.R REP. No..1850, supra note 11441 4.
118. /4/ 1

119 S. REM No. 781. supru note 95. at 2.
120, M
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ments," while the remaMder provided "for certain additional powers which
the conmiittee thought were necessary for the newly created commission to
have for effective regulation. "121 As the committee rwort made clear, these
new powers were not thought to express itny new policy other than that
regulation of commuMcations and telecommunications121 was to become
more effective than had been ihe case to date.'"

The view that Congress intended no major *substantive change in the
law governing telecommunications is reinforced by die ictions.Congress did
take in 1934 regarding possible changes in the federal policy, toward the
communications industry. As noted earlier, President Roosevelt in his
message proposing the Communications Act requested only a reorganization
of regulatory jurisdictions. Rather than ask for-reorientation of communka-
lions policy, Roosevelt suggested that the new FCC be given "full power to
invesfigate and study the business of existing [communications] companies
and' make recommendations to the Congress for additional legislation.."124
The Splaivn report had urged the same course.12.5 Congress followed these
suggestions by requiring the new FCC to "consider needed additional
legjslation" in critical' problem areas; the House Committe stated that
existing law was npt greatly changed by the new act and that the "most
controversial questions (were] held in abeyance for/ a report by the new
commission recommending legislation for their solution. "!" This postpone-
ment, embodied in section 215 of the Act,121 explicitly shifted primary
responsibility for a large part of the development of federarcommon carrier

121 78 CONG. Rac. 8822 (1934) (remarks Of Sen. Dill): cf. id. 4139 (remarks of.Senator Dill
on introducing S 3285) ("The purpose of the proposed legislation is to make effective the
power now written into the Interstate Commerce Act to control the telephone and telegrapb
business in this country").

122. lt was noted that regulation of telecommunications had been "practically nil." $. Rur.
No 781, supra note 95, at 2.

121 Wheiyhe conference report returned to the House and Senate there was little discus-
sion. Representative Mayes. one of the House conferees, emphasized the continuity of the
substantive communications law, remarking that the bill "left 4:listing law intact but established

new.communications commisrion." 78 CONO. REC. 10990 (1934). Some members objected to
the speed with which the bill was moved through Congress, concluding that no time had been
provided for mature reflection on it. See id. 10988, 10989 (remarks of Reps. Bland and
Lehlbach).

124. Message to Congress, supra note 90, at 2.
125. See Sin AWN REPORT, supra note 89 ("postponement for future action after further

study and observation of some of the more difficult and controversial subjects").
126. H.R. Rer. No. 1850, supra note 95, at 3.
127, 47 U.S.C. I 215 (1970). Congress directed the FCC to investigate and submit legislation

if necessary on intercompany transactions and relationships between holding companies and
operating subsidiaries, on the provision of telegraph service by telephone companies and vice-
versa, and on exclusive, contracts prohibiting patrons of a carrier from doing. business with
other carriers. Sea 78 CONG. Rec. 10314 (1934) (Rep. Rayburn's explanatkih of section 215). On
Bell's brief venture into the telegraph business through its purchase of the Teletype Corpora-
tion, see Trebing, Common Carrier Regulation: The Sikhs Crisis, 14 LAW & VONTEMP. Peon.
299. 106 (196)).
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telecomnOmications policy to the new agency. Henceforth it was to be the
FCC's talk , not Congress' , to take the first step in suggesting changes in the
law goveling telecommunications. Ultimate authority, of course, was to
remain wOli the legislators; the Commission was to study and then suggest
new kgislotion on which Congress would have to act before fe4eral policy
and law Mould take new shape. With respect to the meaning of the
Cominunitions Act itself', tbe very fact that Congress delegated to the FCC
the task of formulating new legislation dealing with tekcommunications
supports the conclusion that Congress intended to do no more than stream-
line the regulatory system as inherited from Mann-Elkins and Esch-Cum-
mins . New law and new policy were left for a later date."'

B. The Policy of the Act.

In fight of Congress' apparent intention that the Communications Act
alter only the forin of regulation in force in 1934, and thus that it carry
forward intact the regulatory policy established by its predecessor statutes, it
becomes particularly important to determine as best possible the content of
the SUbstantive law of the Mann-Elkins, Esch-Cummins, and Willis-Graham
Acts as well as the Communications to;ct itself. However, as Paul Berman'
has written, "extunination of the legislative history oNelephone and tele-
graph regulation yields no Wearer Indication of just [what) . . . was in the
mind of congre.ss."129 Yet while it is impossible to measure with any
certainty the cumulative effect On this area of the attention .that Congress
briefly turned toward the. communieations industry in 1910, 1920, 1921 and
1934, it is possible to suggest some of the dimensions of thc telecommunica-
tions policy on monopoly and competition which are embedded within the
statute.

Some evi4ence of the roots of Communications Act policy is visible in
the congressicinal consideration of the Act itself. There isno doubt, for
example, that the legislators in 1934 recognized its they had in 19211" the
'existence of AT&T's telephone monopoly.'' But, again as in. 1921, at no

128. The contemporary commentary on the Communication% Act also reinforces this
conclusion One observer comptained that

it appears on analysis trta4 the administration has no program or policy at A, except toconsolidate communicatioLicontrul. and that it has not and apparently will not cometo gnps with the really vit uestions which must al) be solved before the,country hasa sound communications policy.
Webster. Notes on the 14)1ky of the Administration with Reference to the Control of Communi-
cations, 5 AIR LAW Rfiv. 107, 107-08 (1934). See also Note. The Communications Act of l9346, 5AIR LAW REV. 299 (1934).

129. Berman, Computer Of Communications? Allocation of Functions and the ROk of the
Federal Communications Commission, 27 Flo. COAL 8.3. 161, 215 (1974) (examining whether
so-called packetcommunications fit the Communications Act definition of "common carrier"
and "wire carrier").

130. See test accompanying notes 67-68 tapra.
131 See S. REP. No. 781, supra note 95, at 2 eihis vast monopoly which so immediately
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point during the congressional debates or in the brief committee reports was

the scope of that monopoly discussed. None of the legislators respdnsible
for the Communications Act so much as indicated a view on whether
"monopoly" in this instance encompassed only the operation of basic trunk

and switching centers in local, geographically compact areas or extended to

all methods of voice communication by wire; nor did they indicate wheat&
"monopoly" included manufacture and sale as well as maintenance of the

eottipment through which that communication was accomplished.

Of course the standard response to this observation is that Congress

was not more articulate because in 1934 the meaning of "the telephone
monopoly" was generally known. Since no one needed an explanation, no

explanation was given. To an extent, this response is accurate; there was

apparently a consensus about certain aspects of "the telephone monopo-

ly." ' But there was also clear disagreement abottt how far the scope of the

monopoly should be permitted to reach, and about how great a role competi-

tion should play. The hearings on the Communications Act aptly illustrate
this disagreement. At one extreme, David Sarnoff, influential through his

control of the National Broadcasting Company radio network at the time,

advocated the complete abandonment of competition in communications.")
AT&T emphasized the widespread acknowledgment by state regulators

"that the telephone is a monopoly and competition against the public
interest...134 On the other hand, the independent telephone companies vigor-

ously denied that all forms of competition in telecommunications were
wasteful)" ln fact, they insisted that telephone service improved only under

the mutual prodding of competitors. Since it would be safe to say that,both

AT&T and the independents had some influence in Congress at the time,06

it cannot bc assumed that either pole of the debate evidencedby the hearings

represented the dominant view of the period. To the contrary, it should be

clear that the bromidic assertion that "telephone is a monopoly" meant
different things to different interests; the national policy concerning mono-
poly and coMpetition in the telecommunications industry was not intuitively

known by all.
Neither was it clear, fOr that matter, what kinds of "competition" were

serve% the needs of the people in their daily and social life must be effectively regulated"): 78

Cow). REC. 10315 (1934) (remarks of Rep. Rayburn),
132. See text accompanying notes 69-72 supra & not% 137 Wm.
133. Address by David Sarnoff, printed at 78 CONG. lknc. 5209 (1934).

134. Hearings on MR. OW at 200 (testimony of W. Gifford on behalf of AT&T).
133. "To these people lwho advocated the Bell argument for monopoly) the wastes of

competition seem as obvious as the flatness of the earth. You need only to look at it to see that

it is flat." Id. 267 (testimony of D. Friday on behalf of the independent telephone companies).
136. There were over 6000 independents serving 14,000 communities at the time of the

passage of the Act. Id. 200 (testimony of W. Gifford). It may be inferred from these statistics
that the independents' voice was not ignored in Congress.
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envisioned. The independents' witnesses emphasized the benefits of two
competitise practices: the yardstick for measuring hi comparativeperform-
ances provided by the hmited competition between acent but not overlap-
ping local service monopolies which were not engag d in direct competition
for revenues, and the technological innovations that resulted from competi-
tive manufacture and procurement. But other potential sources of telephone
cOmpetition were 'not mentioned during the congressional consideration of
the Act.

Although the historical evidence indicates no general contemporary
"sense" of a telecommunications market structure envisioned by the
Conmiunications Act, there was one area 'where a broad contemporary
agreement favoring monopoly 4id exist during the period in 'which the Act
was passed. It was conceded that routine local telephone service--Ithe
routing and switching of calls within a geographic area--Trequired a mono-
poly. Even the independents, who had local basic-service anopolies of
their own, found competition in this area indefensible.137 This was little
more than a continuation of the basic concern that had first surfaced in the
Willis-Grahat i Act. It remained the only limit on telecommunications mar-
ket structure* with firm support in thc enacting record, as it had been in
192 I .18

With the exception of this support for a local service monopoly, it can
be argued convincingly that in the formulation of telecommunications regu-
lation between 1910 and 1934 CongresS failed to agree on any substantive
policy. This lack of agreement does not imply, however, that from 1910 to
1934 there was no tekcommunications policy at all. Although Congress did
not endorse any particular structure for the telecommunications market
beyond the local geographic monopoly, it did make_clear that the nature of
the market structure was to be left to public, not private, decisionmaking.
Although procedural rather than substantive in emphasts; this-clarification
was no less a policy than a flat promonopoly of procompetition policy would
have been. The unifying theme throughout the congressional c nsiderations
of telephone and telegraph policy from Mann-Elkins to the Co munications
Act is that the allocation of authority over the interstateteleco munications
market should reside finally in a public regulatory body. The ommunica-
tions Act was adopted largely in response to the failure of the ann-Elkins,
Esch-Cummins and Willis-Graham Acts io realize this goal.

117. "One kind of competition Nkas, indeed, eliminated lin the period pri to 19341. The
experience of previous years had shown that two telephone systems in the sante ommunity are

fneither

economkal nor convenient." Id. 269 (statement of D. Friday, on behalf the indepen-
dent telephone comNnies): cf.. Hearings on S. 2910 Before Me Senate Comm./ on Interstate
Contmen-e. supra note '93, at 100 (testimony of W. Gifford on behalf of Alf&T) ("They
(elePhone companies) are a monopoly in the particular place ihey are in,") /

138. See text accompanying notes 69-72 iwpro.
I

i
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The,ICC's inability-or unwillingness to carry out its responsibilities in

this area resulted in the creation of a public decisionmaker with clear and

unified authority over communications.139 Moreover, in overseeing the
telecommunications market struclure, the new regulator was to have teeth,

as indicated by the grant of expanded regulatory tools in the Communica-
tions Act."' The new regulator was to operate under the broadest charter

imaginable--a standard of public interest, convenience and necessity. Its

power apparently was as extensive as that of the federal government under
the commerce clause of the Constitution."1 It was to view the market open-

endedly, with an eye out to new developments. "2 And above all, it was to

ensure that telecommunications "be effectively regulated.""3 Whatever
that mandate implied for the structure of the market, the determination was

to rest with the Coinmission and not with the private players.
The adoption in 1934 of this essentially procedural policy is not

startling. As has frequently been said, the legislators did not anticipate the

development of sophisticated microwave or data processing technologies or

of specialized communications needs that would require a multiplicity ,of
services and equipment. But as.the debate's and the Act itself145 indicate,

Congress was aware that the communications market vas in a process of
evolution.. Although there is little doubt that, given the historical period in

which Congress acted, the creative force behind this evolution was to come

from private actors, the task of directing that evolution was made a public
onq."6 It was the establishment of a regulatory process capabV of this task

of public regulation to which the Communications AcT and its 'predecessors

were addressed."' The result of this policy was to commit the. structure of

139. See text accompanying notes 82-84 -.wpm.
140 See text accompanying notes 101-06 supra.
141. 'See text aceompanyMg notes 54-56 supra.
142. Communications Act of 1934 1 218, 47 U.S.C. 1 218 (1970), discussed in text accom-

panying note 106 supra
143. S. REP No. 781. supra note 95, at 2. See also 78 CONC. Itr.c. 10313-15 (1934) (remarks

of Rep. Rayburn).
144. See remarks of Rep. Merritt, quoted at note 6 supra. See text accompanying poles54-

56 supra, discussing Pensacola Telephone and the Esch-Cummins Act.
145. See test accompanying note .106 supra.
146.- The contempbrary commentary-0ot little of it there wasrecognized this as a'

central utconie of the Communications AUF-Vi Note, The Communkations Act of 1934, 21

VA. L. tv. 118. 324-25 0934
Th added powers vested in the Commission should prove of benefit to the public in
possible rate reductions and closer regulation of the carrier's activities for the public
good. The Act, however, should be equally helpful to the carriers. Though at present
there seems little chance of any true competition in the field, the same was thought
true in the field of transportation thirty years ago. With unifiedcontrol, the interests of
the carriers may be better preserved should such competition arise in the future.

147. What Justice Holmes said of the Constitution can also be said of the Communications
Act: "(Me must realize that they have called into a life a being thedevelopment of which could

not have been foreseen completely by the most gifted of its begetters. It was enough for them to

realize or hope they had created an organism." Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416, 433 (1920).
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the telecommunications market to political interaction before the Commis-
sion, subject to rather cursory substantive judicial review; the distribution of
opportunities during the evOlution of telecommunications was left to a
political resolution without significant legislative limits on the outcome.141

IV. "TRUE FAITH" AND THE 1934; MILIEU
The New Model.

Like most reformations, the FCC's procompetitiOn policy has produced
a counterreformation149 led by those whose positions have been most jeopar-dized by the new policythe established carriers, whoie revenues are atstake, and the state regulatoiy agencies whose traditional jurisdiction has
been partially usurped by federal authorization of competitive entry and
interconnection. And as might be expected, of a counterreformation,' atizeable part of the assault on the FCC competition decisions has beendevoted to the articulation of a new model of the poliEy and theory underly-ing the chief document in questionin this case the telecommunications
provisions of the Communications Act."'

At the core of this new model is a vision its advocates describe as the"true faith"5' of the Act. The vision is a complex one, but iti essential
features may be briefly summarized. In its most elementary form, the new
model suggests that the Communications Act provided not only for centrali-
zation of regulation, as the orthodox interpretation would have it, but for
the centralization of provision of teleCommunications services and facilitiesas well. The Act, it is claimed, recognizes a "national public utility
franchise managed as a unified system by AT&T and its affiliates in
partnership with some 1600 Independent Telephone Companies#' for the
purpose of "assur[ingl 'the maintenance and development RI the telephone
network."2 The telecommunications industry under this new model would

148. Ste K How-HARDT. Srauervan
AND PFIIFORMANCF OF THE U.S. COMMUNICATIONSINDUsTRY 12t-26 (IVO):

The distribution of opportunities deals with the question "who grets what and howIClonflicts over opportunity distributions remain eisentially political conflictseven though resolutions of such conflicts are dekgated to executive departments orindependent regulatory commissions to be decided in accordance with such generalstandards as "the public interest."
Set also Foch,. The New Administrative

State: Judicial Sanction for Agency Self-Determina-(ion in the Regulation of industry, 69 Cot.ohr. L. REV. 219 (1969).
149 See Comment, supra note 3.
ill). The assault has a second major front as well: the attempt to secure the replacement orresision by Congress of the Act itself, rather than mere reinterpretation of it in the courts. Seenote 10 supra. This study is primirily concerned with the effort via litigation to invest the 1934Act with a new, more monopoly-oriented character, not with legislative reforms. However, theoutcome of the effort to interpret the existing_ statute has significant ramifications lot; thecurrent legislaiive debate. See text accompanying notes 251-52 infra,

111. The Great Telephone DeltAte 64.65
152 Set The Great Telephone Debate 64. This article represents one of the most comprehen-

sive statements of the new model.
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be Structured as 'an expansive, integrated monopoly netwoick under a'single

management pervasively regulated by the tCC, and free of deleterious
competMon. It would become the business of the FCC in this scheme to do

more than simply regulate efficiemly; the Commissioners would be charged
with the affirmative duty to shape regulation toward an ultimate goal .of
ensuring that the monopoly network not be jeopardized by potential tek-
communications competitors)"

According to its proponents, the consequence of this ow model of the

law of telecommuMcations regulation is the emergence of four sub-princi-
ples designed to implement the overarching goal of protecting the franchised
monopoly network. First, the FCC may not permit.. the entry into the
industry of telecommunications services.or facilities that operate outside the

network itself and that duplicate existing services without providing users
more than what is available from the unified, franchised networkthe "no
duplicative competition" prin?iple.!" Second; the FCC may not permit the

offering of communications services or facilities from outside the network

which carry a risk of being technologically incompatible with the network
offerings the "technical harm" principle)" Third, the FCC may not

153 See The Great Telephone Debate 65: "Mhe basic contention . . . (is] that the 1934 Act,

and common sense in any event, require the FCC to preserve, Maintain, and use the resources

of the integrated telephone network where it is economic to do so. as an immensely valuable

notional asset and the heart of our communications system. Sec notes 40 supra it. 179 infra.

154. This focus on duplication of services is evident in AT&T's criticism of the Specialized

Common Carrier decisions. Establishment of Policies and Procedures for Consideration of

Applications to Provide Specialized Common Carrier IServices in tho Domestic Public Point-to-

Point Microwave Radio Service, 29 F.C.C.2d 870, aff'd sub nom. Washington Util. & Transp.

Comm. v . FCC, 513 F 2t1 1142 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 836 (1976); Bell Tel. Co. v.

FCC, 503 F.2d 1250 (3d Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 422 U.S. 1026 (1975). AT&T considers the

services provided by the specialized common Carriers to be duplicative (it basic long-distance

service and insists specialized common carriers are no mpre than "other" common carriers
which have no place in the scheme established by the Communications Act. See AT&T v. FCC,

539 F.2d 767 (D C. Cir. 1976); Domestic Common Carrier Regulation: Hearings on H.R. 7047

Before the Subconon. on Communications of the &use Comm. on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce; supra note 10 (statement of'Eugene V. Rogow on behalf of AT&T).
155. The ''technical harm" threat has been advanced primarily by AT&T in challenging the..

interconnnection decisions following Canerfone. Problems of technical interface and design

may expose 'the network to deterioration and increased maintenance costs. See Domestic
Common Carrier Regulation: Hearings on H.R. 7047 Before the Subcomm. on Communications
of the House Comm. on Interstate and Forvign Commerce, supra note 10 (statement of Eugene

V. Rostow on behalf of AT&T). The arguments regarding technical harm to network integrity

are ably discussed in Report on the Peneron Common CarrierfUser Interconnections, Com-
puter Science and Engineering Board, National Academy of Sciences, A Technical Analysis of

she Common Carrierillw Interconntctions Area (report to Common Carrier Bureau, FCC,

lune, 1970). See also Note, Competition in the Telephone Equipment Industry: Beyond Tele-

rent, 86 YAL S L1. 538, 546 & n.33 (1977) (concluding that AT&T's argument is "overstated").
q. Baker, Competition and Regulation: cherles River Bridge Recrossed, 60CORNELL I.. Rev.

159 (1975).
The specter of technical harm is also potentially relevant to specialized common carrier

Vompetition, although less forcefully than to terminal, equipment interconnection competition,
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permit providers from outside the network to offer alternative communica-
tions services or facilities which, because they may be used interchangeably
with network-originated Offerings, threaten,-the.. revenues and thus the
economic health and sibility of the network proVidersthe "economic
harm" or "creatibsskimming" principle.'" Finally, the FCC may not pro-
hibit themetwork from providing any new telecommunications-related serv-
ice or facility, whether within or beyond the scope of conventional network
offerings, paiticularly where providy:rs outside the netwokk_have begun or
are planning to make that service or facility available the "nnrestricted
entry" principle)",

These four principles constitute the operative rules of the new model of
the Communicatibns Act. In combination, they suggest that the fundamental
purpose of rerlation of telecommunications under the Communications Act
is to ensure the presence of a single, expansive, unified communications
network which operates qs a monopoly and is protected from compn
which either duplicates existing network services or threatens to daechmcal

since AT&T is requiredlo interconnect the services provided by specialized common carriers.Ste 47 1.I.S.C. § :Oka) (1970).
.

136. The 7-economic harm" principle has been invoked in both interconnection andspecialized common.carrier challenges. With regard to interconnection, competitiveunanufac-tore and installation of terminal equiptnent may reduce AT&T revenues and thereby result inincreased prices for baste residential and business service. The claim rekarding specializedcommon carriers is that, whether they are truly specialized or merely duplicative, their opera-tions threaten .to "skim the cream" off AT&T long-distance revenues, which AT&T claimsfubsidize local service, again meaning increased basic telephone rates. See Domestic Common
Carrier Regulation: Hearings on H.R. 7047 Before Me Subcomm. on Communications of theHouse Comm; on Internate. and Foreign Commerce, supra note 10 (statement of Eugene V.Rostow on behalf of AT&T). Cf. Baker: supra 'die 155.

The fact that AT&T has relied on bdth the chnical harth" and "economic harm" prongs.
mof the protected-ntonopoly arguent in attacki g the interconnection and terminal equipmentdecisions, while resting more heavily on the "duplicative competition" prong in attacking the

specialized common carrier cases. may be a semi-conscious reflection of the difference be-tween the "core" of the system and its peripheral elements. Although the independent produc-
tion of terminal equipment.is strongly duplicative of the functions performed in the Bell systernby Western Electric, Western Electric may, not be close enough to the system core to be
protected b)r a prohibition on duplication. On the other hand, long-distance communicationsfacilitated by the specialized carriers closely refemble those carried out by AT&T's long lines,which must be at the core of any statutorily franchised monopoly. For core services, the"duplication" attack is strong, and resort to the technological and economic claims used to
defend peripheral services--claims which, althOugh arguable on social and economic grounds,ate difficult to find in the law itselfis not required.

117. Ste. e.g..* The Great Telephone Debate. 65, 68. AT&T has been especially bitterabout
what it Calls the "protective umbrella" given the specialized common carriers by restrictions on
AT&T participation in new forms of private line and data processing services. See, e.g., id. ISKlt is not only voice communicationsthe traditional service provided by AT&T and ihe
independent telephone companieswhich this vision of franchised monopoly encompasses.
Record communications may be included as well. See id. ("[Als technoloey abolished the older
distinctions between-voice and record servies, . . . the scope, of the network should be
adjusted accordingly"). .

.
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or economic harm to the network. In operation, these principles would

constrict the range pf policy choices open to the FCC and would Compel the

conclusion that FCC procompetition rules contravene the basic tenets of the

federal regulatory scheme and should thus be retracted.

Whether these 'principles are the most logical -deductions from thy

vision of a "natural public utility franchise," and whether their implications

for recent FCC policies are as their proponents contend, remain open to

debate. As a preliminary matter, however, it must first be determined

whether or not these, principles, and the vision they embody; posseis
cognizable legal roots in the 1934 Act. It is this threshold inquiry to which

attention must initially be turned.

B. The Legal Basis for the New Model.

Until recently, the legal foundation supporting the franchised monopo-

ly model has been plagued by an all but impenetrable ambiguity. From its
earliest formulations, the legal assault on the Carterfone and Specialized

Common Carrier decisions and their progeny has coriSisted of an amorph-

ous combinatign of the legislative history of the Act, interpretation of its,
specific provisions and its broader scheme, and eltrapolations from the
overall social and legislative environment in which the seventy-third
Congress acted.136 Only with the increased attention currently being given

the debate over the structrire of the telecommunications marketlatgely
precipitated by suggestions in 1976 that the Communications Act be over-
hauled19have positions on the legal front of the competition battle crys-
talized.

In support of the new model, the proponents of the franchised-monopo-

ly reading-of the Act have woven together four principal sources of law: the

statement of purposes of federecommunications regulation found in the
Act;160 the implications of specific provisions of Title II, most notably

section 215;161 references in the legislative history to the existence of
monopolistic industry structurp ;162 and a general sense of the milieu sur-

rounding the passage of the Actincluding the cumulative experience and

158. See Domestic Common Carrier Rquiation: Mark, on H.R. 7017 &fort the Sithcomm.

on Commankations of sly. Haus Comm. on Inurstato and Fo'ivign Commerce, sopa note 10

(statement of Eugene V. Rostow on behalf of AT&T); brief for NARUC, supra note 10, WO

(inquirt into FCC competition policy 'begins with "consideration of the social milieu which

precipitated congressional action, the legislative histOry, the language of the Communications

Act, and the scheme established by the Act'').
159 Se'e note 10 supra.

.160. Cdmmunication Act of 1934 41, 47 U.S.C. I 151 (1970). See 601e1 164-203 iera and
accOmpanying text.

161. Communications Act of 1934 215, 47 U.S.C. I 215 (1970). See notes 205-10 infra and

accompanying text.
162. See notes 211-28 infra and accompanying text.
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V.

.
practice of federal regulation fronn l9147 to 1934 and the universal exiaecta-, .tions about the tekconununications business existing at that time.'63

,

I. Section I: The Service-To-All ClauseK Perhaps the most inter-
esting argument in favor of a .statutorily franchised telecommunications
monopoly 'invests the Act's opening statement of purposes with.significant
substantive content which both embraces the monopoly mode and:limits
FCC discretion in its regulation."4 Prior to the competition debate,.section 1
lay dormant, seldom used by .the courts and theCommission for more than
an hortatory- function.1",As 'a general practice, regulatoty decisions have
been made and reviewed primarily with reference to the "public conveni-
ence and necessity" or "public convenience, interest, or necessity" stan-
dards of Titles 11 and Ill, respectively:'66,the specific eittbstantive policy
goals enumerated by section,' 1adequate service to all at reasonable
charges, motional defense and safetyhave at most played only secondaryroles in explaining regulatory actions. More frequently, they have been
ignored altogether. With theattempt tofashioti limits on the discretion of the
FCC to implement the public interest standards of Titles II and Ill, however,
the language of section 1, particularly its Servicesto-all clause, has taken on
new importance.

,

The service-to-all clause has not yet been explored in depth. Even those
who have used it to reinforce the franchised monopoly model have merely
cited section I to support conclusory generalizations about the policy of the'
Act.l°7 More recently, however, proponents of the franchised monopoly

.-163 See notes 229-9) infra and accompanying text.
164The full text of section I. as corrently enacted', reads:

For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in commurucation by.wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the UnitedStates a rapid. efficient. Nation-wide, and world-wide wirtand radio communicationservice with adequate Acuities at reasonable charges, for tWpurpose of the nationaldefense, for the purpose of karomoting safety of life and proper!), through the use ofwire and radio communication, and for the purposcof securing a more effectiveexecution of this policy by centralizing authority heretofore granted by law to severalagencies and by granting additional authority with respect to intbiState and foreign.commerce in wire and radio communication, there .is created a commission to heknowp as the "Federal Communications Commission." which shall be constituted asherkrhatter provided, and whiCh shall execute and enforce the provisions of^thischaster.
47 U S.C. # 151 (1970) (emphasis added).

163. Ste. e.g.. Umted States v. Southwest Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 167 (1968): National
Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 3 19 U.S. 190, 214 (1943): Washington Util. & Transp.
Comm. v. FCC. 313 F.2t1 1142. 1157 (9th Cir. 1975), art. denied , 423 U.S. 836 (1976).

166. Sff 47 U.S.C. H 214(a), 303 (1970).
167. See note )68 infra. See AT&T, Memorandum With Respect to Department of Justice

Analysis of Legislative History lts Set Forth in Letter from Assistant Attorney Gcneral Donald
t. Baker to the Hon. Timothy E. Wirth (AT&T memorandum) (March 1, 1977), revisited in 123
CONO. Rsc. E1357 (daily ed. March 9, 1977): "[The urvice-to-all clause), jn particular, makel ii
plain that Congress envisioned a system optimized in accordance with modern engiatering
networking concepts in which each company participating in the provision-of service would
become an integral part of a coordinated nationwide network."
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model have argued that by describing certain service, safety and defense
goals as the aims of all communications regulation, section I limits the types
of industry struoture the FCC can find to be within the public interest
standards of Title IP" They claim that by announcing an:overriding
regulatory goal, the service-to-all clause defines,the public interest standard
which is to guide the Commission's decisions and subsequent judicial
review.

Thc use of a statutory statement of policy such as section I to modify or
define the Act's standards is a legitimate method of statutory interpreta-
tion." The statement's relevance in assessing the procompetitive decisions
raises the difficult question of what section 1, and particularly the service-
to-a11 clause, means. There are sizeable problems in the construction and
interpretation of the clause which drastically limit its usefulness as a guide to
determining the appropriate mix of monopoly and competition in the tele-
communications market. It is therefore not surprising that the role_jf4c
clause in the creation of the legal model of franchised monopoly has bee
vague and essentially rhetoricitl.

Aa) The background of the servic--to-all clause. Almost all of the
language of the Communications Act of 1934 was taken without substantial
change from the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended by ihe Mann-Elkins,
Esch-Cummins and Willis-Graham Ads. The committees responsible for
the drafting of the Act assured their colleagues that the legislation contained
little that did not appear in the traniportatión laws."° Yet, although it

168. -Su. e.g.. The Great Telephone Debate 64:
While Congress gave the Commission brosd discretion in interpreting the statutory
standard of thepublic Interest, there were limits . . Atherent in the poliCies of
Section 1 of the Act which directed the FCC to encourage universal service on the
cheapest and most efficient basis. The supporters of [the new model! believe that this
directfon requires the FCC to allow the network, as a regulated natural monopoly, to
provide all the communications services within its capabilities.

Ito. See A SUTHERLAND, STATUTES AND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION II 20.12, at 63-64 (4th
ed.. Sands ed. 1972). There is e crucial distinction between statements of policy which, like
section 1, follow the enacting clause of the legislation and become part of the statute, and
statutory preambles, which precede. the enacting clause (usually as a litany of "whereas"
clauses) and are not part of the statutory law, Policy statements, as a rule, are available to
clarify ambiguous substantive provisions of the statute, but cannot be used to create am-
biguities. There are, however, scattered examples of much more aegressive use of policy
statements, including some by the Supreme Court. Su A.L.A. Sthecter'Poultry Corp. v.
United States, 295 U.S. 495 (193$) (largely discredited case); Dayton-Goose Creek R. Co: v.
United States. 263 U.S. 456 (1924). See also Note, Legal Effect of PreatatiksStatutes, 41
CORNELL L.Q. 134 (1955).

Thus, in order for section 1 to be relevant Under the usual rules of statutory interpretation,
there must be some ambiguity in the remainder of Titk I or in the provisiOns of Titles II ancl III,
which section I may clarify. Most of the Communications Act is ambiguous enOugh to au-
thorize recourse to section t at an interpretive aid, particularly in areas such as interconnection,
specialized carriage and data transmission.

170. See text accompanying notes 114-23 supra.

IP
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slipped through without comment, there was one unique addition: the far-reaching statement in section 1 that the purpose of federal communicatiortry
regulation was to "make available . . . to all . a rapid,-officient,Nation-wide . . . communication service."4"

The Commerce Act amendments of 1910, 1920 and 1921 contained nodeclarations of policy; in fact, communications -had been specifically ex-cluded from the comparable statement of policy in the Esch-Cummins Act,which the 1934 Act eventually displaced."1 Nothing in the preamble to theRadii) Act swept as broadly.'" The drafters of the Communications Actthereby put on record, for the first (and only) time, Congress' all-embracinggoal with respect to communications regulations.
Surprisingly, this potentially iniportant new provision has virtually nolegislative history. The originil yersions of the Communications Act, whichwere drafted principally by the administration'74 and' introduced,the dayafter President Roosevelt's message as 2910 and H.R. 8301, opened withthis statement of dual purpose:

For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign cohimerce incommunication by wire and radio so as to make available, so 4ar as5possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient,
Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication servicewith adequate facilities at reasOnable charges, and for the purpose ofsc6iring a more effective execution of this policy by oentralizing author-ity heretofore granted by law to several agencies and by grantingadditional authority with respect to interstate and foreign commerce inwire and rwlio communifftion, there is hereby created [the FCCi.'"

A third goal, ".the nationN 'defense ," was added in committee."6'The
official documents of the. House did not mention the existence of thepurposes.section except to parrot it in passing. The Senate report noted thatsection 1 "declares the policy of Congress,,assuring an adequate communi-

..tli 47 U.S.0 S 151 (1970).
172. See note 43 supra and accompanying text.
173. The preamble to the Radio Act contained the following language:ITlhis Act is intended to regulate all forms of interstate and foreignradio transmissionand communicationevithin the United States . . ; to maintain the control of theUnited States over all the channels of interstate and foreign radio transmission:and toprovide for t6e use of such channels, but not the ownership thereof, by individuals,firms, or corporations, for limited periods of time, under licenses granted by Federalauthority . . . ,

Radio Act of 1927, Pub. 1.14o. 632, ch. 169. 3 I, 44 Stat. 1162 (1927) (repealed 1934). Thisstatement of purposes was carried forward essentially unchanged is section 301 of theCommunications Act.
174.. 78 Cow. REc. 8822 (1934.),(remarks of Sen. Dill).
171. S. 2910, H.R. 8301, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934) (emphasis added).176 S. 3215, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934) (committee bill). The fourth goal of the Act as itcurrently "stands. "for the purpose of promoting safety of life and property through the use ofwire and radio communication," was added by amendment in 1937. Act of May 20, 1937, Pub.L. No 97, ch 229, I 1, 50 Stat. 189 (1937) (codified at 47 U.S.C. 131 (1970)).
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cations system for this country," r" but said no more, and the Senate debate

and the conference comtnittee were compktely silent on this provision. No
indication was made at any point in the official documents or record of what

the language means, how far it reaches or from where it was derived.

It is still possible, of course, to speculate, about likely sources of this

ser vice-to .all" concept and language. During the debate oiwthe last major

legislatise acoon in the teleconmiunications area prior to 1934, the 1921

Willis-Graham Act, liepresentative Graham chose an almost identical way

of aiticulating the federal interest in tekcommunications: "I think I mn
staling the opiniOn of most men who have carefully considered the matter,

that it is- believed to be better. policy to have one telephone system in a

community that serves all the people . . than it is to hiOle two competing
telephone sy stems.""m It might be that section I was designed to refer

specifically to this statement, carrying the national aim of communications
regulation as expressed on the floor of the House into the statutes. Qr it may

have been that the concept first enunciated by Theodore Vail in 1907"9 of a

unified, singly -managed telephone sistem providing universal telephone

service under government regulation, found its way into the preamble of the

Act by either tacit or unconscious adoption. And hgain, it may simply have

been that the "service-to-all" language.represented a highly generalized and

dif fuse shared sense of the fundamental aim of comtniinications 'Providers

and regulators without any specific content concerning how that service was

to he provided That the central goal of regulating coinmunications was to
make service 'available to all was something everyone could agree ,on in

I 914 sk ithout giving up disagreements about the best way to accomplish that

goal."' Or the "servtce-to-alf" language may have been in reality nothing

more. than New Deal boilerplate, intended to provide the FCC with some-
thing that would pass (or an "intelligible principle" to guide its regulation

and therehy satisfy the courts' requirement that policy-making powers not

be delegated by Congress without providing some standard for their use by

Ill S Ri r No. 781, supra note 95, at 3
17g 61 Com 14( IWO t192.1) (remarks of Rep. Graham) (emphasis added).

179 AT&T ANNm RI roar 17.18, 28 (1907); see Gabel, supra note 13, at 356. An access-
ible early esplic,mon of the Bell viewpoint of this era can be found in an article by Arthur
Stedman hills, a Dell lawyer, The 4eltphont at a Ads& Utility, 21 CssE ANn COMMENT 881

(191) This concept. v.hich is summarized in the Bell slogan, "one system, one policy.

univeisAl ssIgv we.- )CC, INv(STIGATION OF Tttt Tu EPHONIS INDUSTRY IN IllrUNITTD STATES.

II R Dos No 340, 76th Cong 1st Sess. 143-46 (1939), was advanced by Bell officials at the

hearings on the 1934 legislation Hearings on H.R. 8301 at 200-01 (testimony of W. Gifford on

behalf of AT& T)
ISO Compare Heanngs on H.R. 8101 at 2()0 (testimony of W. Gifford on behalf of AT&T)

(supporting the position th.o telephone service lo all is best provided by limiting competition),

with id 2r0 (testimony of I) Friday on behalf of the indemdent telephone companies)

(arguing (hat compet.ton provides the better method for providing telephone service to the

public)

6
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administrative agencies.!" The question.of which, if any, of these specula-
tive explanations is the correct one is not clearly addressed or resolved by
the record.

(b) Exploring the meaning of rvice-to-all. Nevertheless, it can
be argued thatat some point in attempting to understand modern statutes,
recourse to legislative history must yield to a close reading of the language
and construction of the statute itself. As expressed by one court, "an
explanatory tale should not wag a statutory dog."1" Particularly with
congressional documents as unilluminating as those regarding this issue,
what the Act may be read to say on its face becomes doubly important. And
a close reading of the "service-to-all" clause can unearth an alternative
reading of the Act that is at odds with the more traditional view that nothing
more was accomplished in 1934 than the creation of a unified regulatory
mechanism for communications.

-In the first place, the construction of section I may in some measure
belie the traditional argument that more effective regullition was the Act's
primary goal. As nom. constituted, the statement ofi.purposes for the Act has
four separate clauses the first announcing the "service-to-all" concept,
followed bi the national defense" and "safety of life and property"
clauses, and finally the "more effective execution" clause.'" Only the first
and the last were part,*if the original drafts of the Communications Act
introduced on February 27, 1934; the "national defense" clause was added
after the committee hearings."14 As originally conceived, therl, the Act can
be 'read to have had a dominant aim of achieving insofar as possible
"service-to-all," and a subordinate aim of "securing a more effective
execUtion of this poticy" by centralizing and expanding on the existing
federal anthority over communications. As currently written, the Act adds
two complementary goals to the initial dominant theme of "service-to-all"
and makes all three the Cumulative policy which the final "more effective
execution" clause is to serve. Regardless then of what Congress said about
desiring only to kgislate the more effective regulation of which both

181. In I934 the "intelligible principle" rule of the Hampton case was still the leading
authority on delegation of legislative and quasi-legislative powers by Congress, and no statutehad yet been struck down for unconstitutional delegation. Set J.W. Hampton, Jr. & Co. v.United States, 276 U.S. 394, 409 (1928) (requiring Congress to lay down an "intelligibleprinciple to which the (agency] . . , is directed to conform"). The confusion that aroie in the
delegation doctrine with the.Schecrer and iNinanra Refining cases striking down the National
industrial Recovery Act of 1933 was still to coine. A.L.A. Schecter Poultry Corp. v. UnitedStates, 293 U.S. 495 (19351; Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (I135).

182. A. P. Green Eiport Co. v. United States, 284 F.2d 383, 386 (Ct. Cl. 1960)(Jones,
senerally R. DICKERSON, INS INTIRPRETATION

ANC) APPLICATION Or STATUTIS 164-75 (1975).
113. 47 U.S.C. 1 151 (1970).
184. See text accompanyingnote 176 sapra. See address by David Sarnoff, supra note 133.
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Chairman Rayburn and Chairman Dill spoke during the debates; I" the terms

of section 1 place thNoal of effective regulation within the larger context of
the broad "service-to-all- policy and its complements.

This may be to say no more than that Congress for the first time in 1934

articulated, what had in fact been the nationkl.communications policy at least

since 1921 (and possibly since 1910), that at the heart of that policy had
been "service-to-all," and that section I therefore did not change the
existing law any more than did the provisions that follow it. This ,would
accord with the general suggestion in the legislative record that no change

was intended. But whether the "service-to-all" concept was something new
or.just a verbalization of what had been implied before, that it precedes the

statement of the goal of better regulation and announces the consklerations

that arc to inform the exercise of that regulation indicate that more than a
simple, restructuring and streamlining of the regulatory process was achieved

by the Act. The regulatory process was given a set of substantive aims
service, safety and defenseand arguably those aims placed substantive

limits on what directions the regulatory process could take. Assuming for

the moment that it can be shown that economic or technical harm to the

statutory network from any specific form of com.petition has the effect of
retarding the aohievement of these service, safety or defense aiAs, it could

then ,be argued that the structure of section 1 precludes the FCC from
permitting that comPeliti7offering.

Furthermore, beyond the construction of section 1, the actual language

of the "service-to-all" clause may serve to amplify the importance of the

section in the Communications Act scheme. As the Supreme Court has
noted in a classic passage on statutory interpretation, the "words by which
the legislature undertook to give expression to itkrwishes . [o]ften . .

are sufficient in am' of themselves to determine the purpose of the legisla-
tion."'" Within the words of the "service-to-all" clause, it can be argued,
there is an :expression of wishes" which speaks over the cacaphony Of the

legislative history. To reiterate, the clause states the purpose of the Act as

"regulating interstate and foreign commerce on communication by wire and

radio so as to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the

United States a .rapid, efficient, Nation-wide and world-wide wire and radio

'communication vervice with adequate facilities at reasonable charges."'
The important point to note about this clause is that it contemplates not

"communicatton service" in the broad, generic sense but rather "a . . .

communications service." It might be argued that this phrase does nQt

include service prOvided by whomever has the wherewithal to enter the

185 See text accompanyins notes 115 & 121 supra.
186. United States v. American Truckin Ass'n, 310 U.S. 04, 543 (1940).
187 Communications Act of 1934, I 1, 47 U.S.C. I 151 (1970) (emphasis added).
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communications business and in whatever form the market forces may
eventually dictate but, rather, means that the service is to be provided by a
single, unified, national communications concern, with the strong monopol-
istic characteristics that the phrase implies. By contrast, the declaration of
purposes for the Esch-Cummins Actfrom which communications was
clearly excludedmcalls on the executing agency only to "promote, en-
courage, and develop water transportation service and facilities,"9 sug-
gesting only the diffusion of maritime transportation services through a
multiplicity of providers19° rather than centralized provition through "a"
service. In the communications arta, on the other hand, the presence in
section 1 of the "a . . communications service" language can be taken to
direct federal policy in the opposite direction, toward the maintenance of a
communications monopoly. The fact that this service was to be "rapid,
efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide," all factors which frequently are
invoked to defend monopoly maket structures,'" serves to reinforce the
notion that the drafters intended a centralized and exclusive provision of
communications capacities which were to be available to all.

To make the statutory polity toward the structure of the telecommuni-
_

cations industry turn on the drafters' choosing to express the "service-to-
all" policy in a singular rather than a plural mode, as this reading of the
clause suggests, would be extreme. If the drafters deliberately intended to
convey a significant shift from the policy of multiple providers implicit in
the language of the Transportation Act by qualifying the "service" aim with
the singular article "a," they would surely have said so at some point in the
legislative process. More likely, the language was the fortuitous product of a
simple literary choice.

Beyond this semantic concern, there are several deeper difficulties with
interpreting the "service-to-all" clause as channeling the regulatory powers
of the FCC toward maintenance of a franchised monopoly. Hist, as already
noted, the tack of legislative history giving any kind .of signal in this
direction is forbidding. The entire purposes provision of the Act received
less than cursory mention in the committee reports and debates.192 Even
admitting that resort to the legislative history is not always dispositive,'"
the overwhelming lack of attention paid to the language of section 1 by

188. See note 45 swpra.
189. Transportation (Esch-Cummins) Act of 1920, Pub. 1. No. 152, ch. 91, I 500, 41 Stat.

499 (repealed 1934) (emphasis added).
190. lt should also be remembered that the Esch-Cummins Act instructed that railroad

"competition shall be preserved as fully as possible" as well. Id. 3 407(4). See text accompany-ing note 44 nipra.
191. Ste 47-11.S.C. I 151 (1970).
192 See notes 175-77 Jupra and accompanying text.
193. See note 182 supra .

a.
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Congress should discourage this kind of elaborate interpretation of uneli-
plained statutory text.

Second, even granting that the defiMtion of the goal of communica-
tions policy as service to all through "a commtuncations service" indicates

sonic deliberate congressional .choice to authorize_a statutory telecommuni-
cations monopoly, the full language of the "service-to-all" clause brings

this argument toward the point of dissOlving in ambiguity. This is so for two

reasons. In the first place, the statutory aim is "a . . communication,
service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges." This leaves some
range for theexistence of alternative communications providers. The techni-
cal and economic insulation provided by section I would not reach all
competitive impacts; it would prohibit only those impacts which are serious
enough to threaten that the facilities of the statutory network will he
rendered inadequate or thin the network's prices will be pushed to unreason-
able levels. Up to the limits of "adequacY" and "reasonableness," there is

statutory wace for competitive entry.1'
More important the determination of what array of facilities is "ade;

quate" and what level of pricing is "unreasonable" leaves the FCC with
broad powers 10 say what the shape and extent of the statutory network is to
he The elasticity of the terms "adequate" and "reasonable," like that of
the phrases. "in the public interest,"I" "just and reasonable"1" and "pub-
lic convenience and necessityI' in Title H of the Act, is practically
boundless I" "Adequate facilities" may conceivably be those which are
absolutely protected under the "technical harm" principle from technolog-
ical decay or disruption from competitors' facilities, burthat term may also

mean something much less expansive. Although charges might be con-
sidered unreasonable if they exceed,the equilibrium price of perfect compeT
tition, the statute does not mandate the lowest prices possible, just "rea-
sonable" ones. As a result, the FCC is left with a wide degree of discretion

in giving content to the terms of the "service-to-all" clause. To decideJhat

the clause envisions the maintenance of a statutory communication network

is to say little about how far the "adequate facilities" of the network are to
extend .or what considerations will be legitimate in 'developing a "rea-
sonable" ser of charges for comnumications services.

l'X1 This limited form of competition differs front the traditional model of competitive
services. to he sure, and those entering under this type of statutory authorization would he
subject to double rhks. hot only v.ould they in all likelihood fall prey to the superior size and

range of competitiVe tactics open to the statutory network but they would also be dependent on

the consistency of the FCC determination of where the limits of "adequate facilities" and

"reasonable charges" should be set.
19 . 47 U S C. I 201(a) (1970)
196 Id I 20100
197 'Id I 214(c).
19H Ste' IV H SIIWAaIZ. supra nine 12.
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Moreover, even if the "service-to-all" clause is read as granting a
statutory monopoly, the full language of the clause leafes much doubt about
the scope of the "communicatiosi service" envisioned. The clause giNies no
clue as to what types of service or facilities are at the core of the statutory
network, what types are on its perimeters, and what ties (if any) are
beyond it. It is simply not clear from the clauses whether simple terminal
equipment or telephone handsets belong to the core or at he perimeter)99
The answers must remaiti to be defined by the FCC, and answering them
would carry the Commission beyond the issues of adequacy and reasonable-
ness of network facilities and charges, to the fundamental determination of
what is inside and what is outside the network. The text and history of
section I are too meager to give useful guidance in this task and the end
result does not diffej much from the result of the more orthodox view of the
Act: the Commission is left. with something close to a plenary power to
define the scope of the statutory network. That it would do so in the course
of constructing the specific terms of the "service-to:All" clause rather than
under the broader charter of the orthodox interpretation would be of little
real consequence.?°°

Beyond these niceties of the construction and interpretation of the
"service-to-all" clause, there is an even more compelling reason to reject
the "statutory monokoly" view of section I whcn seen in light of the
substantive provisirS of the Act. Section I and the "service-to-all" clause

199. This is evident froth the FCC's lengthy and as yet unresolved computer inquiry. Ste
Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented by the Interdependence of Computer and Communi-
cation Services and Facilities (Final Decision), 28 F.C.C.2d 267 (1971), alf'd In part rry'd In
part sub nom. OTE Service Corp. v. FCC, 474 F.2d 724 (2d Cir. 1973); Regulatory and Policy
Problems Presented by the Interdependence of Computer and Communication Services and
Facilities (Tentative Decision), 21 F.C.C.2d 291 (1970); Notice of Inquiry, Regulatory and
Policy Problems Presented by the Interdependence of Computer and Communication Services
and Facilities, 7 F.C.C.2d 11 (1966); Berman, supra note 129. at 169-78.

AT&T argues that dma communications services, if not part of the monopoly franchise
itself, should at least be part of the brohd range of services which the statutory monopoly is
permitted to offer. See note 157 supra.

200. This is particularly true in the American system of administrative law, in which courts
reviewing administrative actions usdally defer to agency judgments about the meaning of
ambiguities in- the statutes they interpret. See, s.g., Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395U.S. 367, 381 (1969). A reviewing court might say that the FCC interpretation of whether a
certain type of service is inside or outside the statutory network is more readily challenged
when the agency is interpreting the meaning of statutory language than when it is exercising
judgment regarding technical or economic matters. But since courts are better trained in
inierentina statutes than in reviewing discretionary judgments, in matters as complex as those
involved in interconnection, specialized carriage and data transmission eourt is likely to yield
to the agency's view of the Act. Sot Washington Util. & Transp. Comm. v. FCC. 513 F.2d
1142, 11$7 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denial. 423 U.S. 836(1976); cf. International HarvestOr C°. v.Ruckelshaus, 47$ F.2d 615, 641, 651 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (comrsents by Judges Leventhal and
Damien on ths difficulty of judicial review of complex issues oTtechnology, in this case vehicle
emissions standards under the Clean Air Act).
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apply not just to telecommunications hut to broadcasting as well; the service

called for by the clause includes both "wire and radio communication.
This interpretatton.of section I would require the conclusion that a single
monopoly waN mandated by the Act to supply both tekcommutlications and

radio service, since the "service to-all" clause should be interpreted identi-

cally for both telecommunications and radio communications, Yet the provi-
sions of Title 111 and the history of radio regulation both before and after the

Act make it clear that no radio monopoly was to exist. The fundamental,
national policy toward radio communications was in 1934 and has always
been to maintain a multiplicity of broadcast operators.2' Reading section 1
in the imumer proposed here would completely undermine that poliey.".

On examination, then, it should be apparent that there are formidable
difficulties in attributing a wide-ranging substantive role in the law of
telecomtmmications to the "service-to-all" clause of section 1. While the
openihg statement of purposes may be used to clarify statutory ambi-
guilies,2' the statement of statutory Purposes in the case of the Communica-

tions Act is in many ways even more ambiguous than the regulatory
standard's which it attempts to define. Its ability to contribute to the analysis
of the legal limits on FCC competitive policy is therefore marginal, and its
place in the regulatory process is more likely to remain primarily hortatory.

2. Fundamental Structural change Under Section 215. As a sec-

ond ground of support for the new model, its proponents interpret several of
the specific terms of Title 11 and conclude that fundamental changes in the
structure of the telecommu9ications industry were reserved for congression-
al (and not administrative) action. Their argument relies heavily upon
section 215 of the Act.2'm

Under section 215, three of the more controversial problems regarding
the 1934 structure of the telephone and telegraph industries were reserved
for later congressional consideration: the internal corporate structure of the
AT&T system (centered on AT&T as the parent holding company for
/operating subsidiaries); the cross-industry competition caused by Bell's
providing telegraph services; and the exclusive dealing arrangemedi of

j- sonic carriers with their users.'" The congressional sponsors of the 'section

201. See FCC v. Sanders Bros Radio Station, 309 U S. 470, 474 (1939)("the Act recognizes
that the fiekl of broadcasting is one of free competition").

202 But"there may be an Interesting parallel between the local geographic monopoly policy
indicated by the Willis-Graham Act, tee notes 69-72 supra an4.1 accompanying text, and lhe

'effective local wavelength monopoly granted to broadcast licensees. To the extent that both
reflect a policy of local.monopuly over basic teleCommunications and broadcasting services, it
is not inconsistent that wire and radio communications are joined in the section 1 stateront of

purposes while treated separately elsewhere in the Act.
203 See note 169 supra.
204 See The Great relephone Debate 64,
203. See note 127 supra .
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indicated that its purpose was to postpone consideration a these structural
issues until the new FCC coidd investigate and "recommend . . . legisla-tion for their solution."" The advocates of the franehised monopoly road
section 215 to indicate that by postponing the consideration of these prob-
lems and by indicating that their solution was to com. in the form of new
legislation, the seventy-third Congress declared its intent to retain authority
over basic structural change in telecommunications. As a result, the argu-
ment concludes, the power to reshape the industry was not delegated to the
FCC but was reserved by Congress and therefore, the FCC's recent deci-
sions opening dye way for competitive offerings exceed the range of ad-
ministrative actiOns authorized by the statute.2'

Asa thres old matter, there may be reason to discount the claim that
the services au horized by the Carredone and Specialized Common Carrier
decisions thre ten to produce a fundamental structural change requiring such
Congress-onll treatment." Bur assuming for the moment that such a
showing cou d be made, it appears that the section 215 reservations fall
short of supporting the franchised ihonopoly view. In the first place, section
215 does no explicitly deprive the FCC of authority to make basic structural
changes in the telecommunications industry, provided those actions are
found to satisfy the overriding public interest standards of Title H. Nothing
in the terms or legislative history of section 215 specifically precludes the
interpretation that the Commission was to share with Congress concurrent
jurisdictionover fundamemal change. The fact that the section envisions the
possibility of further legislation on the reserved problem areas need not
mean that FCC activity in those areas was foreclosed; the section may have
had a more modest aim of satisfying critics and defenders of the 1934
industry structure by the familiar compromise tactic of authorizing a thor-
ough study of the problem by a newly-created expert agency. Given the
legislators' explicit concern with creating a more effective regulatory
body" and their failure to expressly limit that body's powers by section
215, the interpretation that best harmonizes the terms of that section with
those of the entire Act would provide that both Congress and the FCC
possess the power to-fundamentally restructure the industry.

206. H R R. No. 1850. supra note 91. at 3.
207. See Mr Omit Telephone Debate 64 ("Section 215 rePresents one limit fon FCCdiscretion/ in its reservn ,n to the Congress of ,jurisdiciion over problems of fundamental

structural change''). This passage overstates the argument somewhat, since Congress alwaysretains its jurisdiction; the issue is whether Congress declined to share that jurisdiction with theadministrative agency. .

208. An economic analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of this Article. See centrally
FCC, ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS AND INTENNFLATIONSHIPS ARISINO PROM POLICIES AND PRAC-TICES Wt. Ann To CUSTOMER INTERCON/OCTION,

JURISDICTIONAL SEPARATIONS AND RATE
STEM-TURES. reprinted in 61 F.C.C.2d 766 (1976).

209. See test acconipanying notes 114-23 supra .
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Second, under traditional statutory interpretation, the reservations of

authority in section 215 should be read to apply only to thethree structural
issues specifically mentioned in the provisions of the section. The devel-

opment of federal telecommunications regulation strongly indiates that
Congress delegated first to the ICC and then to the FCC the full extent of
congressional authority over interstate commerce in ielecommuilic tions.210

The most consistent explanation of this plenary delegation is that the
Communications Act clothed the FCC with full authority to act as he agent (

of the legislature in accomplishing the -public interest, subject only to the \

explicit reservations carved out of The delegation in section 215 and else-
where Under this interpretation, the argument made by proponems of the

franchised monopoly model is undermined: in light of the broad'.grant.of

authority to the FCC, the reservation of congressional action over a set of
specific problems cannot appropriately be generalized to declare an across-

the-board congressional reservation of authority over fundamental siructural

change, to the exclusion of the agency charged with telecommunications

regulat ion .
. ,.

.. r.p

. 3. The Legislative History. 'In the legislative histories of the
Communications Act and its sister Public Utility Holding Company Act of
1935,2" the argnment for the franChised monopoly model finds a third basis

of support. Its propunents focus on floor remarks by the committee chair-

men responsible for the 1934 Act and n comments at congressional heat-
ing% by one of the leading contemporary authorities on industry regulation as

evidence that Congress undertook a caieful reexamination of the telecom-
mAications industry struCtute, including the expanding Bell monopoly, and

,

concluded that the structure should not be changed.212 I

However, only a portion Of air support claimed to exist in the legisla- \-

tive history can be gleaned from the general remarks made during the
consideration of the Communications Act. Those remarks indicate merely

that Congress recognized the effective .monopoly possessed by AT&T in

1934. A prominent example is the.comnient of Sthator Dill:
1 think it.is generally well known by those who know anything about the

set-up of the telephone monopoly, that under thepresent arrangement
the parent telephone company, the American illephone .8c. Telegraph,

not only owns the operating corkpanies in the,principal cities in the

210. Ste text accompanying notes 54-56, 141 iupra.
211 litiSC 7911970)

211 See, e g., AT&T Memorandum, supra note lee, at l'.107. Moreover, the AT&T
Memorandum 114)1e% that the fact ihai in section :1'1(b) of the Act Combess instrUcted the FCcsta,,_

to investigate provision of telegraph service by tekphone cornpanies may show that Congresrir
not only preserved the telephone monopoly, but aho indicated concern over the most vislbfe

form of service competition then presentthe competition between telephone and telegraph'

congruities for record communications business hi. .

54
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United States . . but it owns the manufacturing company, the West-
ern Ekcrtic, which supplies the operating companies with the, equip-ment of tbe telephone business, and there is no competitive bidding onthe part of those who would sell equipment to the operating
coMpanies.10

.Similar remarks were made by Congressman Rayhpfn.h 14 The point is
inarguable: Congress understood that the industry structure which had.
developed and which was to be subjected to FCC regulation was monopo-
listic. But it. is equally obvious that none of the congressional statements in
itself indicates particular enthusiasm for this monopoly structure; the state-
ments represent a recognition of the fact that little competition existed, not a
policy directed toward that result. Standing alone, the comments of the
Act's sponsors tell little about the role envisioned for competitive services orfacilities in the regulatory scheme.

The More forceful 'argument based on legislative history relies not on
materials related to the Communications Act, but on the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935, by which_Congress restructured the powerindustry by breaking up the' hold* companies which dominated electricand gas services.'" During hearings on the 1935 Utility Act, the author of
the extensive investigative report which laid the groundwork for the
Communications Act, Dr. William Splawn, appeared before both
Commerce Committees to explain his recommendation that utility holding
companies be abolished.216 In the House hearings, Splawn explained that
organization of the power business on a national scale wash unnecessary
because "lt)he.power business' is not like the,telephone business."'" He
expanded'on this conclusion six weeks later afthe Senate hearings!

213. 78 COWL Rec. 8824 (1934).
214. /d. 10314 ("The .1mpetition in the industry will run-about as follows: Telephone:American Telephone & Telegraph.Co., 95 percent of the business; MOindependent comPanies,5 percent of the business.

. In tekphone service the American Telephone & Telegraph ispractically a monopoly").
215. See generally Public Utility 'Holding Companies: Hearings-on. H.R. 542-3 Before theHouse Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 74th Cong., let Sess. (1935); Public UtilityHolding Company Act of 1935: Hearings on S. 1725 Before Me Senate Comm. on Commerce,74tb Cong., 1st Sess. (1935); J. BONIBRIOHT & 0. MEANS, THE HOLDING COMPANY 90-222 (1932).216. Ste SPLAWN Rercntr, saris note 89. Splawn was appointed pursuant to a 1932 resolu-tion to investigate the liolding company structure of the railroad, oil pipelining, communicationsand power industries. By the time of the 1935 hearings he had been named an Interstate

Commerce Commissioner, but the bsilk of the utility investigation had been carried out beforeSplawn left his posit* as. counsel to the House committee. See Public. Utility HoldingCompanies: Hearing; on H.R. $421 Before the Howse Comm. on Interstate and ForeignCommerce, supra note- 215. at 55.
.

217. hiblic Utility Holding Companies: Hearings on H.R. 5443 Before the HouseComm. onInterstate and FOreign Commerce, supra note 215. at 180, quoted in Petition for Writ ofCertionni 80, AT&T v. United States, 427 F. Supp. 57 (D.D.C. 1976), cot. denied, 429 U.S.1071 (1977). But see text accompanying note 222 Infra.
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Someotie seems to have hitd a dreani that the electric power
business could be organized corporately and conducted very nnich as
the telephone bUsinessiv. Now there.is quite a difference in ihe physic-
al operation of the two. Thr telephone, in order to be most useful, must
be connected through switchboards with every oher switchbo; ;ç, ut. the

entire country."
1

Relying upon distinctions drawn in the Sp lawn testimony and the treatment
of industry structure by the 1934 and 1935 Acts,219 proponents of the
franchised monopoly reading of the Cotnmunications Act conclude that
Congress decided to freeze the monopolistic market structure, subjecting it
to pervasive regulation, rather than change it in the dramatic way in which
the breakup of electric and gas utility holding companieMas accomplished.

The Sp lawn remarks do lend Credence to thisconelusion particularly
given Sp lawn's central role in the development of telecommunications
legislation during the New Deal era. Viewed in their entirety, however, both
Sp lawn's comments and the holding company divestiture requirements of
the 1935 Act are considerably less thin% compelling evidence that the
Communications Act was aimed at foreclosing telecommunications compe-
tition.

In the first, place, the dichotr4y alluded to by Sp lawn wis not, as the-
incomplete .quotation of his remarks suggests, simply between the power
and414 telephone industries. In its full context, the sentence partially quotet1
above220 reads: The power business is not like the ,telephone business or
the railroad Nosiness, transcontinental or essentially an interstate proposi-

..

tion."221 This linking of the telephone and railroad industries belies an
intecpretation of the Splawn Tstimony Ils supporting the franchised tnonopo-
ly view. Oecause railroad regulatitin did not treat new competition as
inimical, at least prior to the decline of the rails brought about by the advent
of air transportation, the Contrast drawn by.Splawn between the power,
telephone and railroad industries can hardly constitute prima facie proof that
the divergent legislative approaches taken by Congress in 1934 and 1935
express adoption of the new model's "true faith."

. Indeed,.the full context of .the Splawn testimony shows that a welter of
factors entered into the congressional judgment thp electric 'and gas utility

218. Public Utility Holding Companies: Heatings on H.R. 5423 Before the House Comm. on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, supra note 215. at 75.

219 while the 1934 Communications Act left the structure of telecommunications unchang-
edwith AT&T operating long-distance lines and holding control of its operating subsidiaries
the 1915 Public Utility Act ordered divestiture by the utility holding companies of manufactur-
int and oper ing subsidiaries. See 15 U.S.C. t 79k (1970).

220. See te. accompanying note 217 supra.
221. Public any Hoisting Companies: Hearings on H.R. 5423 Ilefore the House Comm. on

Imerstate and Foreign Commerce, supra.-note 215, at 180. .-
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holding companies served no useful end. Starting With the sentence just
discussed, Sp lawn told the House Committee: -

The power business is not like the telephone business or the railroad
-11%, business, transcontinental or essentially an interstate proposition. Its

operations are at the most regional. Many of the soundest operations
are altogether intrastate and may be tlesignated as local . . . This is
an industry which is essentially local and which . . . should be
managed locally, and therefore regulated locally . .

. : (Earlier testimony] has shown you,..the abuses that have
grown out of these interregional holding-company activities . . (T]o
reach all of these abuses, you will have about 12 different bills or
different sorts of approach . . . .

. . . (W]hen you try to reach out to regulate them [rather than
breaking up the holding companies] . . . , [y]oui,vould not be regulating
public utilities. They are often not operating anything, but merely hold
securities.'

At the Senate hearings, Sp lawn went on in the passage from his Senate
testimony partially quoted above223 to describe, in addition to technical
interconnection differences, differences -in the corporate operatiops of the
telephone and power industries that called for different legislative treatment:

Now, there is quite a difference in the physical operation of the two.
The telephone, in order to be most useful, must be connected through
switchboards with every other switchboard in the entire country. And
you find in that industry a holding-operating company, rather close to
the operations which you are undertaking to regulate through your
agency, the Federal Communications Commission.

But in the power field there is no such situation or transcontinental
transmission of power. . . The physical set-up in this operation is
local and, at most,n regional. There is nothing Nation-wide about this
set-up except the corporate structure, the intangible thing superim-
posed upon these local physical (we; Aions.224

Thus, Splawn distinguished the differing needs for structural change in
the telephone and power businesses on at least four grounas. First, there
were technological differences dictating natronwide interconnection of tele-
communications services and facilities which were not present for the still-
embryonic electric power system. Second,. there was an underlying senti-
ment, akin to a federalism concern, that an industry which was truly local in
every way but ls ownership shouLd be regulated by states or municipalities;
rather than intervene to regulate the industry beeause it was held in interstate
conglomerations, the federal government should dismantle the industry's

222. Id. 18011 (emphasis added).
223. See test accompanying note 218 supra.
224, Ads& Utility Holding, Companies. Hearings on H.R. 5423 Before the House Comm. on

Interstate and Foreign Commerce. sapra nots 215, at 75.
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unproductive interstate characteristics. Third, there existed in the power
industry a record of abuses by the electric and gas utility holding companies
which aroused the ire of the congressional committees and which had no
apparent counterpart in the telecommunications industry ..225 Finally, there
were important differences in Sp lawn's comparison of the corporate ar-
rangement of AT&T and the utility holding companies: while the latter
"merely h(ejld securities" while "not operating anything,"2" the AT&T
holding company was not only "rather close to- the operations"227 of the
subsidiaries whose securities it held, but also actively engaged in operating
the AT&T long distance lines. It was not a "mere paper company"228 that
transformed local into regional activity purely for the sake of enlarging its
economic holdings and control.

Given the lack of technical or service functions and the abusive conduct
of the utility hOlding companies, it is understandable why Sp lawn and the
1935 Congress chose to reshape the power industry radically, only a year
after f6llowing a more conservative course in the Communications Act. The
Iwo industries Vvere .not similarly situated, for reasons that were more
cothplex and more immediate than the economic explanation that the tele-
phone business inclines toward a centralized, nation-wide monopqjy while
the electric ana gas utility service requires only local and independent
monopoly )roviders.

This is not to say that the divergent concepts of optimum industry
structures present in the Sp lawn testimony and in the 1934 and 1935 Acts
have no significance. But it is important to.flace the genesis of those
differing concepts in full context. Doing so illustrates that from the stand-

s point of legislative history, the fact that Congress ordered the amputation of
centralized ownership in the electric and gas industries while leaving the
1934 structure of kfie teleconununications industry intact capnot be ex-
plained entirely, or even primarily, by the view that Congress endorsed the
franchised monopoly model in the Cohimunications Act but did not do sO in

the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. While the floor remarks
concerning.the Communications Act and the contrast between treatment of'
telecommunications and posyer industry structures may help to illuminate
the general enVironment in which the Act was passed, neither is very
strongly indicative of the franchised monopoly model.

221 Power industry abuses are noted throughout the 1935 hearings. That there were few
comparable contemporary abuses by telecommunications holding companiesi.e., AT&Tis
indicated by the relative lack of allegations of abuse in the Communication Act hearings and
debates See notes 33 dr, 3R supra, notes 11048 supra and accopiinying text.

226 See test accompanying note 221 supra.
227 See test accompanying note 23-3 supra.
225. PUbirc Utility,Holding Companies! Hearings on H R. 5423 Neon" the House Comm. on

Interstate and Porvign Commerce, supra note 215, at IRO.
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4. The Expression of Me 1934 Milieu: The "Common Carrier
Concept -Although the foregoing arguments regarding the "service-to-
all" clause, section 215 and the legislative history are important corner-
stones of the franchised monopoly model, the core of the vision of the "true
faith" lies elsewhere, in an orguniring concept which assertedly has goy-
erned the development of telecommunications regulation from its earliest
stages and which found expression in the general plan of Title. 11.2" By
providing the broadest and most accurate reflection of the universal under
standings and expectations of the period in which the 1934 Act was foi-
undated, it is argued, this concept announces a theory of industry structure
that is incompatible with the basic premises of competitive theory, leading
to the conclusion that Title II is "inconsistent with the notion that'Congress
intended that reliance would be placed u n competition to govern the
provision of telecommunications service. "2"

In itS most succinct form, the "common carrier concept" asserts that
"the theory of competition cannot rationally be applied to products or
services, the provision of which has been made subject to pervasive regula-
tion."231 As with the application of most core concepts, the consequences of
this common carrier ideal for substantive regulatory rules are occasiohally
diffuse and difficult to penetrate. But, as articulated by its proponents, the
concept is as blunt and simple as it sounds: the congressional decision to
engage in regulation of telecommunications carriers, once beyond the
threshold of pervasiveness, inevitably precludes competition in the re-
gulated field. Thus,, the choice to open the telecommunications field to
competitive entry by new providers would be outside the principles of the
"common carrier concept" and beyond FCCauthority.232

The source of this concept iS found in a panoramic view of the
development of the telecommunications industry structure prior to 1934.233

Ihr
229. See generally AT&T Memorandum, supra note 167, at E1357; The Greta Telephone

Debate 65; Petition for Writ of certiorari. supra note 217, at 70-83; Brief for NARUC, supra
note 10.

230. ATAT Memorandum, rupee note 167, at E1357.
231. Petition 'for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 217, at 74, 83. A slightly kss m-

passing version of the concept is offered in ,The Great Telephone Debate. CY. Hawai n
Telephone Co. v. FCC . 490 F.2d 771, 777 (D,C. Cir. 1974): "The whole theory otliccnsing4nd
regulation by governmentisgencies is based on the belief that competition cannot be trusted to
clo the job of regulation in that particular industry which competition does in other sectors of
the economy."

232. Similarly. carriers would be immunized from competitive scrutiny under the antitrust
laws, $ee AT&T v. United States, 427 F. Supp. 57 (D.D.C. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1071
(1977) (Communications Act and regulatory powers of the FCC do not give.implied immunity
from antitrust laws to the companies operating under them).

233. It has been suggested that takiog this panoramic view moves the discussion to a'
"deeper and more jurisprudential" level. The Great Tekphone Debate 65. There is a sense in
which. the effort to being into focus the context in which Congress acted has something of a
mare iurisillideMial- character than the rather close attention to the languase of the statute
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From the pattern in the early decades of this century of increasing industry
'Consolidation and state regulation and decreasing competition,234 AT&T had
forged a centrally planned and operated partnership with the independent

companies which provided nationwide telephone service. Thrlighout this
period. Congress was aware ofand had even encouragedmthis mono-
polistic course. In 1934, by way of the Sp lawn investigation, Congress

assessed this development and embraced the no-Competition principle of the

common carrier concept by electing to retain the monopoly structure and
subject it to comprehensive regulation Thus, only commentator noted:

If one looks at the statute in its full context of practice and habit over a
period of 35 years as an integral part of the process of making decisions

of communications policy . . it is obvious that Congress could have
had no other goal in mind, because a unified telephone network had
existed for a long time before thc Act: it existed at the time the Act Was
passed; and its legitima.:) was not challenged until 1968. The unified..
network was the unis et sal expectation reflected in the Act.236

Thee ia strong appeal to this "totality of the circumstances' type of

approac )1 the least part of which comes from the intuitive sense that had

the Congress intvded in 1034 to altet this monopolistic course, it would
have done so. Butlhere are flaws in the argument that raise doubts about the

strength with- which it supports the principles of the franchised monopoly

model
Most important, the argutilent is overstated. In suggesting that perva-

sive regulation necessarily carries with it the intent to freeze opt competitive

entry into monopolistic market structures, the argument goes a step further
than the fact orregulation alone will propel it. The primary meaning of the

legislative choice to engage in comprehensive regulation is that the final
locus of authority over decisions affecting the price, availability and deliv-

ery of the regulated sp.vices should reside in a public body, not in private
hands. The fact .of extensive regulation does not of itself lead to the
conclusion that a speOfic ihdustry structure is mandated. Pervasive regula-
tion is no more than just that: the commitment of the development of the
regulated field to.the comprehensive oversight of the public agency. It need
not mean that the only proper subjects for. regulation are thomipoly pro:
viders.

and to supporting legislative documents. But it is important to remember two things. First, cart
must be taken not to confuse deep jurisprudence wittotratospheric musings. Second, while
thete is an important need for recourse to the temper of the times in which legislation was
enacted, the More reliabte mode of ascertaining legislative intent remains the examination of the .

contemporiary official records and materials. Calling an approach "more jurisprudential dots 6^

not automatically make it the preferred technique of legal analysis.
234. See text accompanying note 13 supra
235 See text accompanying notes supra (discusSing WillisOraham Act merget au-

thori2ation)
236 The Greta( Telephone Debare 65.
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This is not to say that the "common carrier concept" has no'iubstan-
tive content with regard to the roles of monopoly and contpotition in the
regulatory process. The undertaking of pervasive regulation of an industry
in which monopolies are already in place and in which the elements of
natural monopoly are strong does indicate that the practice of tt lying on
competitive foroes alone to guide :industry development has been judged
insufficient to promote the public interest. The existence of monopoly
structures is therefore to be expected. But the most that can be deduced
reliably front the adoption of a sweeping regulatory scheme is that the usual
presumption against monopolistic economic structures has been foregone by
the legislature. The deduction cannot be stretched to Itte point that competi-tion in the regulated field is conclusively outlawed. Even assuming arguen-do that pervasive regulation fully reverses the usual presumptions, making
monopoly favottd and competition disfavored, the choice to follow a
competitive course would still be open to the public regulatory authority,
provided it concluded that those presumptions were overcome. Once even
this limited form of agency discretion to:create competitive markets or sub-
markets is concede0, the claim that the common carrier concept precludes
competitive entry falters:2"

Furthermore, reading the Communications Act to incorporate the ex-,

pansive substantive view of the "common carrier concept" would require a
questionable implication of statutory immunity from competition initiated
under regulatory supervision. In the record there is nothing more than
ambiguous support for this reading.. Although the 1910, 1921 and 1934
deliberations include frequent recognitions of the monopolistic character of
telephone service at that tin1C,138 substantive contours of that statement were
seldom elaborated upon. The Willis-Graham policy of favoring local geo-
graphic monopolies lin the provision of ..basic, telephone services and
facilities,2" while displaying at least a narrow substantive tilt toward mono-
poly, does not itself reach so far or in as many dire6ions into the industry

237. This understanding of the consequences of extensive regulati.on is illustrated by theleading Supreme Court case on teleconununications competition, FCC v. RCA Communica-tions, Inc , 346 U S 86 (19i3) In a passage frequently cited by the advocates of the franchisedmonopoly model, see. cs., Petition for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 217, at 83: AT&TMemorandum, supra note 167, at E I'M. the Court noted that "Itlhe very fact that COngresshas seen fit to enter into the comprehensive regulation of communications embodied in theFederal Communications Act of 1914 contradicts the notion that national policy unqualifiedlyfavors competition in commm nications 346 U.S. at 93. This language falls well short ofdisapproving the use of competition its a tool for regulating telecommunications. It explicitlyguess no further than to dismantle the presumption that monopoly structures are unlawful; itdoes not cast competition into disfavor, much less foreclose its use entirely. The Courtsubsequently stated that "the fact that there is substantial regulation does not preclude theregulatory agency front drawing on competition for complementary or auxiliary support." Id.238 See text accompanying notes 27-28, 66-67, & 131 supra.
219, See text accompanying notes 69-77 supra.
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structure as the franchised monopoly model would suggest. And while the
1934 Congress made no significant changes in industry structure, neither did
it embrace the existing structure with enthusiasm.m As is clear from the
manner in which it was actvanced!'" the expansive "true faith" form of the
common carrier concept can be discovered only by implication from the
overall course of telecommunications regulation.

In light of the overall federal policy favoring competition, such impli-
cations should rarely be given the force of law. As the Supreme Court has
held where comprehensive regulation has been argued as a defense 'to
antitrust complaints, implied repeal of kderal procompetition policies by
regulatory statute should be "strongly disfavored" and should 'only [be)
found in cases of plain repugnancy between the [competitive) antitrust
regulatory provisions."242 The policies und&lying this rule in the antitrust
area are even more visible where the issue is implied restriction of agency
discretion to use competition as a regulatory tool, rather than repeal of
judicial jurisdiction over activity which iS subjeet to simultaneous adminis-
trative regulation.' While there is great potential for institutional conflict
and inconsistent policy direction when both regulators and courts exercise
simultaneous authority over private activity,- no such threat is posed by
permitting the agency to consider the degree of competition in the industry
in determining what regulatory actions to take. Any inconsistenciewbetween
the dictates of competitive ,and monopolistic policies may be mediated by
the agency through application of ns broad public interest standard; a
finding that certain activities would, have anticompetitive effects may
nevertheless be consistent with the regulators' view of the public interest
and therefore need not control the agency's actions.2" Thus, although a
colorable argument can be made that regulated entities should be immune
from antitrust suits based on actions in which regulatory agencies Nave
approved or acquiesced, no similar immunity from agency-supervised
competition can be implied from the fact of regulation. Indeed, if the
regulated entity obtains immunity from judicial regulation of market struc-
ture under the antitrust laws, agency authority to regulate market structure
becomes doubly important in a system which is leery of unregulated tele-

240 See text accompanying notes 2B-14 supra.
241 Ste. es , The Great relokont Debate; Petition for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 217.
242 Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 172 (1974).
243. The Yormer constitutes the centerpiece of the challenge to the FCC procompetition

decisions The latter is the centerpiece of the defense in the current antitrust action brought by
the .111%tuce Departinent against AT&T. In that actionthe more attractive one for accepting the
implied Immunity argument, since it ctincerns judicial regulationthe courts have rejected
AT&T's claim of immunity See note 100 supra.

244 Indeed, the Supreme Court has ruled that such a. finding alone cannat control the
idministrative decision See the discussion of FCC v. RCA Communications, Inc 346 U.S. 86
(1913), at note 217 supra.
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communications, markets. Agency discretion tq employ competition in that
task should remain unfettered unless the legislature clearly indicates other-
wise.

The "common carrier concept" of the "true faith" would curtail that
discretion, not on the basis of the express intont of the Act, but by implica-
tion from its overall scheme. Usins the "plain repugnancy" test of the
antitrust cases,245 the implication is without merit. Even if the presumptions
against monopoly ,are withdrawn by pervaaive regulation, there can be
nothing plainly repugnant .to the Communications Act's task of public
interest regulation for the FCC to regulate with the aim of introducing
increased competition into the tekcommunications industry. Without strong-
er roots for doing so in the express terms of the Act,246 autho zation of
competition cannot be ousted from the Commission's regulatory re rtoire
by the simple regulation-means-monopoly formula of the "true fa h"
common carrier concept.

There is a further problem with this concept. To a large extent, its
strong intuitive appeal rests on the view that in the "social milieu which
precipitated congressional aboi. "247 in 1934, the milieu which permitted
members of Congress to reit k casually and without elaboration that ihe
telephone industry is a "v opoly,"2" it was self-evident that most
forms of competition we e map. spriate. As an empirical matter, there is
enough evidence of contrariety in the record to raise doubts about whether
this self-evident notion extended very far at al1.249 But to focus on the
empirical validity of this view largely misses the point of asking what the
Communications Act means in relation to monopoly and competition.

In today's communications environment what was self-evident in 1934
is no longer self-evident at all. The scope of information resources to which
the Communications Act must apply has been transformed by the modern
technology explosion and the merger of modes of communications exem-
plified by compunications, cable broadcasting and microwave systems.
How national goals of making available "adequate facilities at reasonable
charges," "national defense" and 'promoting safety of life arid property"
will be advanced in this new enviornmentassuming that those remain the
central requirements of present and future communications services
cannot be answered with any meaning by reference to whatever underlying
sense of things existed in 1934, regardless of whether that sense tilted
toward monopoly or toward competition. The risks of ossification are

243. See text accompanying note 242 supra.
246. Again. it should be noted that legislation to provide such express roots has been

introduced in the 95th Congress. See note 10 supra.
247. Brief foe NARUC supra note 10, at 10.
248. S. REP. No. 781, swpre note 95, at 2.
249. See notes 131-38 supra.
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already large enough in a system where communications regulation is
controlled by legal concepts designed for the problems of nineteenth century
barge and rail traffic.7" If it is' the case that an abstract "common carrier
concept" made the self-evident understandings of the early era of communi-
cations technology dispositive`wIth regard to the telecommunications indus-
try structure, the regulatory process established by the Communications Act
would be exposed to even greater incapacity. to deal with dramatic new
developments within its jurisdiction.

There is no good reason to think the CommunicationeAct was intended
to reach this result. The much more reasonable view of the Act is that its aim
was to create a durable mechanism for shaping the development of the

ievolving telecommunications ndustry to ends determined in the final analy-
sis by public rather than private interests. Tying that mechanism to the
structure of the industry that existed when it was createdby virtue of a
"common carrier concept" or otherwisewould rim counter to the funda-
mental purposes of public regulation. If there is any "more jurisprudentiql"
way to think about the Communications Act,2" that should be it.

V CoNct USION: COMMUNICATIONS LAW AND POLICY

To the uninitiated, the debate. over the original intent of the Communi-
cations Act may seem arcane ahd antiquated.252 But it is a debate that
matters. It nuitters to courts charged with the unenviable task of divining the
policy in the existing communkations laws to deal with problems that go to
the heart of industry structure, It matters to legislators who arc being asked
to "reaffirm" the basic policy of the Act by partisans who offer diametrical-
ly opposite views of what that basic policy was. And it matters to the
regulatory agencies: to the FCC, whose job it is to apply statutory corrunni-
cations policy in the first instance, and to state regulators, whose ranitol
authority in the imprecise balance between state and federal control of
communications developments is at stake in important ways. Until the
Communications, Act is revamped or replaced, or until the Supreme Court

250. See text accompanying note 41 supra- Ste Berman, supra mite 129. at 165. See also
Washington Util. & Transp. Co. v FCC, 513 F.2d 1142, 1137 (9th Cir. 1975), .cert. denied, 423
U.S. 836 (1976) ("Regulatory practical and policies that will servo the llublic interest' lady
may be quite different from those that were adequate to that purpose in 1910, 1927, or 1934, or
that may further the public interest in tile future").

2$1. See note 233 supra.
252 As one exponent of the "true faith" puts it, lalrguments about 'original intent' are

usually pedantic and rather unconvincing at best." The Oreat Telephone Debate 0. See also
Letter from Donald I. Baker, Assistant Attorney General, to Rep. Timothy R. Wirth (Jan. IR,
1977), "(sprinted in 121 Cow. REC. E409 (daily ed., Jan. 27,.1977) ("the legislative history of
broad, general statutes enacted nearly a half a century before is unlikely to be dispositive of
many preSent day questions").
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choaies to speak; the searCh for the original intent will retrain the central
preoccupation in the challenge to the FCC competition decisions.

There are two conclusions to draw from the search. First, to the extent
that a judgment is permissible', the more convincing view of the Act is that it

dcontains no per se prohibition on FCC discretion to 'follow a policy ofv introducing competition in telecommunications.''From a purely legal point
of view, there are no persuasive reasons to find that the broad FCC discre-
ion found in the traditional view of the Act heretically distorts the "truefaith."

The second conclusion is that there can be no great confidence in the
first. The search for the Act's original intent offers little ptomise of dis-
covery; neither the statute nor its legislative history provide much useful
guidance. The relevant law is more to be fashioned than found.

At this point, the search for the law of telecommunications underlying
the FCC's procompetitive line of decisions comes full circle: the elucidation
of what the terms of the Communications Act mean for this area of policy
formulation ultimately comes to rest on questions which have more to do
with policy and political judgments than on legal sources and methods.
Some of the questions--such as who is to make the decisions on market
structureinvolve structural issues about the regulatory process. Some
such as what is the correct policy to follow involve substantive issues that -
draw on extra-legal factors for resolution. But all of them reflect a balancing
of options and consequences that is fundamentally political and for which
the Communications Act as presently written can only provide a backdrop.

Both the FCC and the players it regulatesas well as the courts which
review the outcomedeserve better from Congress. In the 100 years since
Alexander Graham Bell launched the telecommunications revolution,
Congress has never once given even superficial attention to the unique set of
problems and potentials presented by the telephone and its descendents.
Whether or not it takes the brute force of the established carriers or the
development of a crisis to spur a thorough legislative consideration of this
aspect of information resources policy, the first order of responsibility for
policy-oriented judgments of the type underlying the Carterfone and.
Specialized Common Carrier decisions remains with Congress. If the
Communications Act and its predecessors teach any enduring lesson, it is
that this responfibility has yet to be discharged.

V
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The, Power of the Press:
A.Problem for Our Democracy*
MAX M. KAMPELMAN

Attention to power is indispensable for an understanding of
the role of the media in our democratic society. Political
scientists have rightfully written for years about the abuses 'of
executive power and congressional power. The critical question
for our dernoaacy today, however, is not so much the power of
the Presidency, which is restrained by the Congress, the
opposing political party, the pips and the courts; nor so much
the power of the Congress, whiTh is restrained by the President,
by partisan politics, by the press and by the courts. The
relatively unrestrained power of the media may well represent
an even greater challenge to our democracy.

Power itself is not antithetical to a democracy. Power is
manageable as long as it is properly restrained. There are, of
course, definite restraints on the pciwer of the President and on
the power of the Congress; The genius of the American nolity,
in fact, has been its ability to balance various elements of
power. Powerful corporations and unions restrain one another
and both are restrained by government and by laws. The
American press, however, perhaps the second most powerful
institution in the country next to the Presidency, is character-
ized by few, if any, effective restraints.1

Press Freedom An Essential Liberty
-

Freedom of the press is essential to political liberty. A
society of self-governing people is possible only if the people
are 'informed, hence .the right to exchange and print words.
Where men cannot freely convey their thoughts .to one another,
no freedom is secure. But what if that freedom is used in a
vulgar, cynical, immoral, dishonest, libelousobscene, or
seditious manner? Is it not true that no man is freelkhe can be
terrorized by his neighbor? And, it it not possible for Words as

1. It is interesting that a survey taken in 1974 by U.S. N4Is dtt
World Report showed that a crou section of national leaders ranked tele-
vision ahead of the White House as the country's number one power
center. Kevin Phillips, Mediocrocy (Carden City, New York: Doubkday,
1975) p. 25.

'Max Kanipelman In Polley Review, vol. 6, Fan 1978 : 7-89. Reprinted svith permission
of the Heritage Foundation, C Street, NAO., Washington, D.C. 20902. Copyright 1978.
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well as swords to terrorize? Furthermore, can a citizen be truly
informed if, _falsehoods come masqueraded as truths? Is it not
true dial the abuse of liberty can destroy liberty? And, is a
democratic society unable ip defend itself agAnst these kinds
of threats to its internal welfare and safety?

The First Amendment to t e Constitution, guaranteeing the
rights of free press and tree Ipeech, is not exclusive..2 Rather,
it is part of a series of constitu ional protections. What happens
when these rights conflict wi h. one another? FOr example,
if the right to a fair trial is fundamental to liberty, what
happens to it if the press is free to prejudice a fair trial iby
what it publishes?3

The press (both print and electronic) is veq jealous of
what asserts as its right to protect its sources of information.
' of c-s conference in Washington, Dan Rather asserted that

t,. right weis "not for the benefit of reporters. It is for the
hcueJt of listeners and viewers and readers. . . . The cause is
P.,,lerp_a."4 This is related to a newly-articulated "public's

2. It should be noted that when the framers of the Constitution
considered the idea of freedom of the press, they did not envision a press
possessed of very nearly unrestrained license. Thc concept of an un-
restrained press was foreign to the liberal philosophers of the 17th and
18th centuries. The idea of freedom without responsibility was also
foreign to the experience of the Founding Fathers. When the First Amend-
mrnt provided that "Congress shall make no law" abridging the stated
freedoms, it was ckairly intended that it was the national govrnment
that would be subject to that prohibition rather than the states. Indeed.
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Virginia expressly imposed liabilities for
abuses of free speech. Thomas Jefferson explained: "While we deny that
Congress have the right to contrisl the freedom of the press, we have ever
asserted thc, right of the states, and their exclusive right to do so." (Letter
to t'.higail Adams, aptember 4,1804).

After the passage of the Sedition Act, however, and with the reaction
to it. restraints against the press were gradually removed. The Supreme
Couit came to 'interpret. the Fourteenth Amendment ,as extending the
rights protected' under the First Amendment against restrictions by the
states as well as the national government. More recently, court decisions
have begun to leisen libel laws as a restraint against the press; and in the
Pentagon PapepTcaae,.the press was allowed to publish stolen government
documents without restraint or liability. (New York Times Co. v. United
States, 403 1971, p. 713).

3. As this artick was going io press, The New York Times Myron
Farber case,.ig which the Tinges reporter and his paper are arguing for
First Amendment immunity for the reporter'snotes, was being debated.

4. Tom Bethell and Charles Peters, "The Imperial Press,"
Washington Monthly, November 1976, p. 29.
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righ to knOi0," But what about thc public'rright to know the
sources of news stories? Are the media 'insisting on a degree of
confidentiality, which they deny to thc government? Does it
no4,4Qm incongruous for a private, profit-making enterprise,

such as the media, to have a greater right of confidentiality
than a deniocratically-ekcted government?

During recent years, the media have been filled with head-
lines about the alleged misdeeds of the CIA. There are a number
of important questions at issue. Arc there, for example-, too
many intelligenfe agencies functioning and vying for power?

flow does one balance the competing claims of individual
freedom and national security? flow is "uthority to be
exercised over intelligence services? Ho-w are intelligence
operations to be kept nonpolitical? How is freedom of the press

to, be preserved while preventing irrespoinsibk dissemination of
classified information? Indeed, how can a 'government, be it
democratic or not, operate without secrecy?

"These serious questions require careful consideration by
thc press and an informed public _as well as by the institutions
of government. Headlines anctsensational scoops, however, do
not, in themselves, contribute to democratic, rational debate,
while at thc same time they may well serve to damage the
nation's intelligence ,structure. There is a need for some secrecy
in goyernment. Wc .would all agree, for example, that troop
movements and military installations fall info that cat4ory.
There arc other "secrets" that can perhaps safely he made
public. But how arc we to recognize which is which? Arc the
media claiming for themselves the right to decide which leaks
are in the public interest and which arc not?

Other powerful institutions in our sockly arc requir0
to exercise their power responsibly. Is the press, surely oirs
of thc more powerful institutions of our soCiety, not also
accountable eor what it does? I am reminded here of the state-
ment of Stanley Baldwin, who, as Prime Minister of Grear
Britain, was vehemently attacked by Lord Rothermere and
Lord I3eaverbrook, -press magnates of that day. Mr, Baldwin
replied, "What lhe )3roprictorship of tlfiese papers is aiming
at is power, and power without responsibility the prerogative
of the harlot throughout the ages."5 Obviously; the awesome
power 01 the press, prOtected by its constitutional freedom,

5. Speech by Stanky Baldwin, Westntinster, Mara% 17, 1931.
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can be abused: good men may be slandered; justice may be
thwarted; base pas,sions may bc aroused; peopk may be mis-
infonnid; and government may be weakened.

Felix Frankfurter once wrote, "A free press is vital to 'a
democratic society because ite freedom gives it power. Power
in a democracy implies responsibility in its exercise." He Went,
on to warn, "Nor can the limits of Power which enforce
responsibility be finally determined by the limited poweritaelf.'4

f .
Tbe Press As A Business

In addressing ourselves to 10111e- of these questions Of .the
Inedia's rights tond 'responsibilities, their power and possible
abuse of power, it is important to note that as the media have
grown more powerful, they have also become more business
and profit oriented. Ben Ilagdikian, the %distinguished news-
paperman and newspaper critic, reports that when he was
writing his book on the media industry, he found that average

..profits for that industry were 76 percent higher than. those of
'all other American industries.7 The Washington Post has

published a financial profile of 13 leading public newspaper
firms showing an average 35.8 percent increase .in net income
from 1975 to 1976.8

Profits are not inimical tO sklemocratk society, just, as power
is not antithetical to a democratic society. But these figUres are
important and revealink as we note that the press is not only
ap institution designed to provide the principal means of
t,t'':,ununicatioll and the exchange Of ideas in our body politic,
but (unlike almost all universities, for example) it is also an
institution of business and profit for those who own news-
papers, television stations and so forth. In terms of employ-
ment, the newspaper industry today is America's third largest
manufacturer, behind only automobiles and steel,

As early as 1920, Walter Lippmann wrote of the tremendous
'power of the press:

-The news of the day as it reaches the newspaper office is

6 Pennekamp v. Florida, 328 U.S., 1946, pp. 331 and 355-56,
" (concurring opipion),,,

7. Ben H. Ilagdikian;. The Effete Conspiracy: and Other Crimesby the hist (New York: Harper & Row, 1972) p. 6.
8. Washington Post, August 3, 1977, p. D13, col. S.
9. Washington Post, July 24, 1977, p. GI, col. 3.
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an incredible medley of facts, propaganda, 'Amor,
suspicion, dues, hopes and fears . . . 'the power to
determine each day what shall seem important and what
shall be neglected is a pOwer unlike any that has been
exercised- since / the Pope. lost his hold on the secular
mind.1°

Indeed, as Douglass Cater has more recently pointed out,
those words and-events, considered newsworthy by those who
have staged them, might as well not have occurred if they
fail to get projected and sekcted by the media.' 1

There was a time 'when the awesome power of the press
faced the restraint of competition. That restraining influence,
however, is disappearing. Thefe are, today, fewer than 45 cities
with two or more competing dailies and about 1,500 cities with
a noncompetitive daily press; and each year more and more
noncompetitive dailies arc being swallowed up by the large
corporate chains. The Washington Post reported in the summer
of 1977 that within two decades "virtually all daily newspapers
in 'America will be owned by perhaps fewer than two dozen
major communications conglomerates."1 2 Today, 72,_percent
of daily and 80 percent of Sunday newspaper circulation is
'controlled-by companies with two or more dailies.13 As John
B. Oakes, former senior. editor 'of The 'New York Times
observed, "The perceptiob of the press as more interested in
private profit than public service is strengthened when it lobbies
for special privilege and exethption from, for example, the anti-
trust laws as it did in connection with the FailingMewspaper
Act a few years ago."14

The .problem is a real one. Wafter Lippmann -said, "A free
press exists only where newspaper *aders have access to other
newspapers which are competitors, and rivals so that editorial
comment and news reports can regularly and promptly be
compared, verified and validated. A press monopoly is in-

, 10. Irving Kristol, "The Underdeveloped Profeuion," The Public
Interest, Winter 1967, pp. 49,50.

11. Douglau Cater, "Remarksaig G. Will, ed., Press, Politics, and
Popular Government (Washington, Mr: American Enterprise for Public
Policy Research, 1972) pp. 33-34.

12. Washington Post, July 24,1977, p. GI, col. 3.
13. Washington Post,.May 9,1978, p. D10, col. 1.
14. John B. Oakes, "Dwindling Faith in the Press," New York Times,

Cay 24,1978, p. A23, coL 3.
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compatibk with the free press."1 5 Lippmann's warning is mo;i
pertinent now than then. Nincty-six percent of the daily news-
paper cities in the country have only one newspaper. In 1910,
100 million Americans were served by 2,400 newspapers.;
today, 220 million are served by 1,775.16 Sixty percent of all
the individual newspapers in the country arc owncd by chains,
compared to 30 percent in 1960.17

And the chains are getting bigger. Today thc top 25 chains'
have more than 52 percent of total press circulation, comVared
to 38 percent in 1960. It is indeed true that (in the realm'of
newsc.aper conceittration), "never before has so much been

control of so few."18 And now the chains are buying
other chains. Most recently, for example, the 30-newspaper
Newhouse chain purchased the eight Booth newsplpers (or
$305 million, the largest newspaper transaction in history.19
On May 8, 1978, Gannett Company and Combined
Communications Corporation announced plans to merge in
a $370. million exchange of stock, which, if consummated,
would be eyed larger. The sesulting 7arent company would be
the publisher of 79 daily and 6 weekly newspapers; the owner
of 21 radio and television stations, newsprint interests, thc
polling firm of Louis Harris and Asso6ates; and a major force
in outdoor advertising.28

Today's press is a far cry from the fragile printing presses
that the Bill of Rights Was designed to safeguard.. The
Washington Post Company is' a vivid illustration of the change,
with its 1977 revenues of $436 million and its until recently
five.level presence' in the nation's capital 7 as owner of a news-
paper, a radio station, a television station, a national news
magazine, and a major news'service.21 CBS, in addition to ,its4

L. Donald McDonald, "The Media's Conflict of Intereis;" Coster
hfegazine. NoVember/December 19116,p. 16.

16. ibid., p. 18.
.17_ Ben H. -Ilagdikian, "Newspaper. Mergers . he Final Phase."

Columbia Journalisno'Review. March/April 19/7, p. 8,
18. p. .19.
19. Ibid., p. 18. ,
20. Washington Post, May 9, 1978, p. DO, col. I.
21. The Waihington Post COmpany has announced that it plans

to sell its Washington am radio. station to. the Outlet Company of
Providence, Rhode Island, and swap its Washington television station for
6%e in Detroit, Michigan, owned by the Evening News Association. The
Federal Communications Commission has approved both transactions,



radio. and television properties, controls 15 to 20 percent of the
mass paperback book market. Time, Inc., besides its magazine
and book publishing activities, owns a tekvision station and
television production company:It is in the process of buying a
Denver cable television system for $143 million and the Book-
of-the-Month Club for $63 million, and just purchased The
Washington Star for $20 million.22 In sum, today the press
is among the most profitable busincss groups in America,
with 15 public companies that own newspapers producing
operating revenues of more than $100 million each in 1977,
led by .the Times-Mirror Company, publisher of The Los
Angeles Times, with more than $1 billion.23

The Laws of Libel
With competition kis of a restraint on the power of the

press, what about the courts and libel -laws?. Libel laws are
today much ks.s oNiestraint as a result of The New York
Times Co. v. Sullivan" (a case which was decided in 1964)
and its progeny. In Sullivan the Supreme Court held that
public officials should sue and collect for libel only if the libel
was uttered "with knowledge that,it was false or-with reckless
disregard of whether it was false or not."25 This double
standard against public officials and in favor of newspapers
was further broadened to indude "public figures"26.and then
even private individuals who might be involved in "an issue
of,public or general concern."27

Subsequent S-upreme Court pronouncements in. Gertz v.

and as ol this writing the former swap has been accomplished and tht
the latter sale is imminent. Washington Post, December 7, 1977, p. .

col. 5; Joanne,Ostrow, "Ch. 9: Local 4Fws Once Removed," Wishington-
Journalism Review, April/May 1978, p. 21; Charles B. Seib, "The First
Amendmeni as Corporate Business,7 Washington Post, May 26, 1978,

s.p. A21, col. 4.
2. . Addreu by Marvin t. Stone, Editor, U.S. News & World Report,

urnalism in Chains," 1977, Annual Meeting of .the American
ciation of State Colleges and Universities, in Orlando, Florida,

De ember li, 1977, pic, 2-3; Joseph yoh, "Star Sold: As Time Gots
Buy, . .," Washington Journaksni Review, April/May 1978, p. 22. -

23. Seib, sail*. note 21
24. 376 U.S., 1964, p. 254.

9

25. Ibid., pp. 279-41.
26. Curtis Publishileg Co. v. Butts; Associated Ness v Walker,

388 U.S., 1967, p. 130. -

27. . Rosenbloom. v. *trimmed*, Ini,403 ViS., 1971,pp. 29 and 44:
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Robert Welch, Inc." and Time, Inc. v. Firestone29 refined
the libel laws vis-a-vis the press to the point where, in the words
of Columbia Law Professor Mired Hill:

. . at the present timc media defendants cannot be held
rot defamation of public officers or public figures except

mi c that is willful or reckless (the Sullivan.. ,n( .:o.n:,ot be held liabk for defamation-of private
vt.,$o.,., or of public persons in their private capacities,
x,ept upon a showing of "fault,"

. wftich probably is
saf islied by proof of negligence (the Gertz ruk)."
"rwo recent United States Court of Appeals decisions have

marked even further expansions of the libel law umbrella
offering protection to the press. In Edwards v. NationalAudubon Society, Inc.," decided on May 25, 1977, the
Second Circuit overruled a lower court decision which found
a hber had been committed with malice by The New York
Times in an article Libeling .certain scientists as "paid liars."The Court, without challenging the fact that the charge wasfalse and without condoning "the mischievous.and unwarrantedassault on- the good name" of the scientists, ruled that the
reporting was' justified because the charges were "newsworthy,"
regardless :0 f their.falsity!3 2

.The same Circuit Court again reversed a lower court decision
on November 8, 1977,-in Herbert v. Lando,33 in which former
Army Lieutenant -Colonel Anthony Herbert 'sued for libel
perpetrated in the production and -dissemination of a CBS
'60 Minutes": episode eniitled .."Ihe Selling of Colonel
.Herbert."-Notwithstanding the fact that under Sullivan, Colonel
.11erbert carried the burden of -proving that the journalists
acted with actual malke, the majority' of three ruling judgesheld that CoAinel Herbert could not make pre-trial discoveryinquiries int6 the journalists' mates of mind, the dissenting
judge. signed an ,opinion observing thatthe "notion -that i

28.% 418.U,S., 1974, p. 323,'
29. .424 1976, p. 448.

Alfred NHL "Defamation and Privacy under the First Amend-ment," Columbia Lail. Review,v. 46, no. 8, December 1976, pp. 1205 and1212.
31. 656 12.2d, 1977, p. 1 13 (2d Cir.), cert. ',denied, 434 U.S.,p. 1002.
32. 556 V.2d, p. 122.
33. 46 U.S.L.W., (2d Cir.) Nov. 7, 1977, N4107-7142, p. 2251, csrt.granted, 55 L. Ed. 2d, 1978, No. 77-1105,p. 515,13
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plaintiff carrying such a burden should be denied the right to
ask what the defendant's mental state was is remarkable, on its
face."34 The preu, not surprisingly, applauded the decision."
John P. Roche, however, more a professor than.-a journalist,
summed up thc practical result of the decision best when he
wrote that it "makes the rule of malice simply a Catchs22,
a logical cul-dt-sac. If the Supreme Court accepts this weird
formulation, public figures will be utterly defenseless."36
Echoing that sentiment, a federal district judge: in apparently
the first lower court case to rely on Herbert, suggested that the
decision virtually rules out libel suits brought by public officials
and rhetorically asked, "Are men and women of honor who
happen to be public figures to right vicious dangers hereafter
by resort to fisticuffs or dueling?"37

The ddctrine of tortious invasion of privacy, closely linked
hut distinguishable from libel, has also proven to be most
accommodating to the press. Reluctance on the part of the
courts to restrain the media had its most visible manifestation
in thc 1975 Supreme Court decision of Cox Broadcasting
Corp. v. Co1in.35 In this case, defendant Cox Broadcaiting
published the name of a rape victim Oetermined from
examina,tion of a public indictmcnt, although a Georgia statute
made it a misdemeanor to effect "public dissemination" of
the identity of such a victim. In reversing Georgia's highest
state court's determination that a cause of _action for invasion
of privacy would be appropriate, the Supreme Court sweepingly
declared the imniiinity of the media from liability for truthfully
reporting that which was available to the public in official cou
records. Implied in this ruling is the possibility that this policy
could be extended to other public records as well.

The Crossing Power of the Press

Ben Bagdikiin, in commenting further on the power of
tht press, pointed out that nobody jikes to make an enemy

34. Herbert v. Cando, No. 77-7142, slip op, Nov. 7, 1977, pp. 264-
265 (2d Cir.); Wall Street Journal, November 8, 1977, p. 8, col. 2.

35. Washington Post, November 9, 1977, p. A22, col. 1.
1.36. John P. Roche, "Libel Rulings Make Public Figures Unfair

Game," Washington Star, November 23, 1977, p. A9, col. 5.
37. Jerry Knight, "Judge Says Fighting is Only Libel Remedy,"

Washington Post, November 30, 1977, p. DI I, col. 2.
38. 420 U.S., 1975, p. 469.
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of the town crier. Not only, he said, is the preu protected by
the Constitution as it is now interpreted by the Supreme
Court, but very often it has additional protection as govern-
ment officials hesitate to apply other laws (suCh as antitrust
laws) to the press. He writes, "The press is traditionally
permitted to go further and is reprimapded more cntly about
corporate transgressions than are other enterprises.' 039

What we see in the press is a powerful, ever-growing institu-
tion with huge financial resources to supplement the power it
oields in its control over the dissemination of news, but with
fewer and fewer restraints on that power. What shodld society
do in the face of that power and the dangers arising out of its
abuses? Believers in democracy, obviously, understand the \
dangers to a free society that would arise from attempts to
impose government regulation as a method of correcting the
-abuses. The danger, however, is that unless the abuses arc
corrected, there may well be increasing demands Within society
for effective government restraints. What is left to consider,
therefore, is whether or not self-restraint by the media is
a hkely alternative.

Professionalism is a form of self-i-estraint, particularly when it
is accompanied by good intentions. Regrettably, however,
we remember Irving Kristots characterization of journalism
as "the underdeveloped profession."" It is appropriate to
analyze \the actual functioning of the media in evaluating-the
extent of its professionalism.

Critics Of the press, have poieted out that the difficulties
in accurately presenting information to the body politic begin
with the very first principle of modern journalism. Soshools of
journalism teach that news stories must begin with a "lead,"
defined as "an attention arresting sentence." It is here that
the..process of distortion is likely to begin.

In television, this is accomplished by what Walter Cronkite
recently called the "hypercompression" of the news. He said:

We fall far short of presenting all or a good part of the
news each 'clay that a citizen would need to intelligently
exercise his franchisein this democracy. So as hc depends
more and more on us, presumably the depth of knowledge
of ,the average man diminishes. This clearly can lead to

39. Bagdikian, supra note 7, p. 61.
40. Kristol, supra note 10, p. 36.
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disaster mi democracy .4 I

The emphasis on drawing attention in order to sell news-
, papers, produce profits and gain jpfluence is one of the serious

.problems faced by modern joutailism. A recent issue of the
Columbia Journalism Review highlights this troublesome
trend with an article by Fergus M. Bordewich, "Supermarketing
the Newspaper," that reports a growing emphasis ou rapes,
robberies and accidents. "Many papers arc becoming sortreczy
you can hear the whistling through the holes where thc news
might have been."42 In a Crantic effort to recapture the

attention of thcir readers, the press is now emphasizing what
John B.Qakes terms "chewing gum for the brain." Oakes goes
on to observe that "To the degree that this tendency down-
grades those traditional mainstays of news, information and
opinion which the First Amendment was obviously designed

to protect, American journalism is weakening its moral if not
its legal claiM on the public to that special status it has rightly
held in Our society."43

A corollary to this is thc editor's love for the "scoop."
This adds to an already feverish drive for the sensational
story and has a tendency.to result in overplays that tend to
distort not only thee story itself, but thc balance of news in
Mir newspapers.

"this distortion is also related to the growing imporkance

of. investigative journalism. Thc success of The Washington

Post in us Watergate investigation has stimulatedrother news-

papers to sct up investigative squads. hicreii.iirigly it is the
investigative reporter who receives .the awardWiat journalists
bestow upon themselves.

Thc Rise of the "New Journalism"

In tilts -examination of professionalism and its relation

to the press, it is relevant to note the development of what

has been called "new journalism," g thcory which asserts that
the respoosibihty of the press is "to discover truth, not merely
facts."'" Other Variations of this new type of journalism are

41. Address by Walter' Cronkite, Radio and Tekvision Directors
Association Conference, in Miansi,Beach, Florida, December 13, 197.6.

42. Fergus M. Bordewich, "Supermarketing the- Newspaper,"
Columbia Journalism Review, September/October 1977,p. O.

43. Oakes, supra note 14.
4'4. Paujil. Weaver, "The New Journalism and 'the Old Thoughts

After Watergae," The Public Interest, Spring 1974, P. 67.
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"advocacy Journalism" or "personal journalism_"45 In either
variation, the reporter is encouraged to indicate and further

point of view in his news stories. Objectivity is ridiculed
as being impossible to attain.

This has just meant that to an unprecedented extent, the
media have not just reported events, but have stimulated, some-
times created, and even actively participated in those events.

It is here Appropriate to quote a statement of lien Bradlee,.
khe pragmatic executive editor of The Washington Post, who.....

said,. "The press won in Watergate." Bradlee w4nt on to make
clear that he understood thc implications of Alm declaration
of victory by adding the caveat, "I believe, though, that power
corrupts. We arc in a powerful position and I Wipe we don't
misuse it."46

.

It is understandable that a significant segment of the media
has become impatient with iti limited inlormation disiemina-tion role. It is not easy and frequently not exciting for an
intelligent person simply to report events. The tendency,
therefore, has been for imaginative and socially dedicated
journalists to go beyond normal reporting in order to seek
fuller expression of their talenis or soc'al values.

We must not forget, however, t at these tendencies to
develop a social, messianic role -for Ale media, when addedto thc already feverish drive for thr sensational story and
thc scoop, kad to further dispositions that should concern
us.

Max Frankel, the editorial page editor of The New York
Times, admitted thc tendency of some journalists, especially
the new recruits; to bc impatim with standards of objectivity
or with any standard that would prevent them from placing
their own views before thc public.47 Asserting that "the hew
permissiveness is carried too far," Charles B. Seib, the
ombudsman for The Washington Post, recently wrote that "It
is a rarc day that I don't sce'li news story that betrays a
reporter's feelings in a way an editor of the old school would

*not have tiilerated."48

45. U.S. News e, World Report, August 2, 1976, p. 24.
46. Confirmed in telephone conversation with Ben BKadlee,

December 5, 1977.
47. Confirmed in telephone conversation with t4ax Frankel,

December I, 1977.
48. CharJes B. Seib, "The New Reporters: Whist Advocstes,"

r
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What are those views? Here we have some guidance in the
form of the results of a Daniel Yankelovich survey which
indicate that there is a serious gap in values between the bulk
of journalists and society as a whole.49

Journalists ardireported to have an instinctive suspicion
and distrust of authority, particularly governmental authority.
Frank Mankiewicz attributes a cynicism to political journalists,
an assumption, for exampk, that no candidate ever advocates
Programs for reasons otker than to get votes." There are
also troublesome signs of a homogeneity of political, social
and economic attitudes. Theodore White described national
journalists as a "self-selected group"51 drawn from a social
and educational elite affected by what Lionel Trilling termed
the "adversary cuhurc.."52

Increasingly, journalists see it as their function to place
before the public thc needs of society as they see them.
Roger Mudd of CBS stated this clearly, "What the national
media, and mainly television, have done is to believe thak,
their chief duty is to put before the nation its unfinished
busincss. . . . The...that have become the nation's critics,
and as critics no political administration, regardless of how
hard it tries, will satisfy them."53

This is an interesting development. Traditionally in our
democracy, the nation's political agenda was thc prerogative
of the politician seeking and then elected to public office.
Now the media are 'assuming that role. 'In addition to looking
upon himself as a defender of people, the journalist now looks
upon himself increasingly as a spokesman for the people; and
yet, as the Daniel Yankelovich survey demonstrates, his values
and the values of the society he would speak for are not .the

ashington Post, January 13, 1978, p. A13. col. I.
Confirmed in telephone conversation with James B. Lindholm,

Senior VP t, Yinkelovich, Skelly and White, Inc., of New York
City, New York, December 6, 1977.

50. Henry Fairbe, "Preis Against Politics," The New Republic,
November 13, 1976, p. 14.

51. ,Theodore H. White, "America's Two Cultures," Columbia
journalism Review, Winter 1969-70, p. 8.

52. Lionel Trilling, Beyond Culture (New York: Viking Preu, 1968).
See Daniel P. Moynihan, "The Presideney and the Press," Commentary,
March 1971, p. 43.

53. Irving Kristol, "Crisis for journalism: The Missing Elite," in
G. Will, ed., Ness, Politics and Popular Government (Washington, D.C.:
American Enterprise (or Public Policy Research, 1972) p. 50. "
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The fact is that many reporters tend t-o think of themsdves
.-ts representing the peopk in a disinterested way and with a
purity of motive that a self-serving poliCician selfishly seeking
vo.tes cannot hope to duphcate. And yet, it is...a strength of
democracy that politicians are and should be aware of and
responsive to voters. The English observer, Henry Fair lie,
auerti't that politicians "are the most hopeful messengers
of a so arty's will to improve" and that "the political world
is inherer tly good," complained that:

Political journalists have been. seduced into believing
that politics is probably, if not necessarily, ignoble. . . .

It is as if every journalist is afraid that he might be caught
in believing in something or in somebody. Yet on the
whole, the political world in the past 200 years has
accomplished a great deal of good for a vast number pf
people.54

Analysts of Possibk Media Bias
There is substantial evidence that television became a potent

influence in turning public opinion aganist the Vietnam War.
Edward J . Epstein early and conclusively demonstrated that the
three television netwo,rks all began treating the war negatively
after the 'let offensive.55 Any doubts as to this effect were
put to rest with the ilubhcation of Peter Braestrup's two-
volume study on bow the American press and television
interpreted the 'let crisis.56' The American media virtually
singk-handedly turned a iignificant arictory for Amejp and
'South Vietnameseiroops into a demoralizing defeat, eading the
tight-lipped Dean Rusk to ask sonic journalists, "There gets
to be a point when the question is: Whose side are you on?"5
Analyzing. the Braestrup stuay, John P. Roche recently
described "this period as "a shameful episode in the annals of the
American media."58

54. Fairhe, supra note 50.
55. Edward J. Epstein, Between Fact and Fiction: The Problem

of Journahsm (New York: Vintage Books, 1975) pp. 210-232.
56. Peter Braestrup, Big Story: How the American Press and

Television Reported and Interpreted the Crisis of lit-I 968 in Vietnam
and Washington (BOulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1977). ,.

57. 1 m Wicker, On Press (New York: Viking Press, 1978) p. 11.
58. n P. Roche, ",!New Book on Tet Offensive Shows Shameful

Behavio the Press," Washington Star, July 27, 1977, p. A15, cot 3'.
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Dr. Ernest Wt. Lefever, in his analysis of the _CBS Evening
-News programi in 1972 and 1973, also produced very
pressive data with respect to themedia and national defense."
lie found, for exampk, that stories on Vietnam that were
critical of U.S. policy were aired 651 times in 1972, while
stories that supported American policies were aired 153 times.
On national defense generally, hc found that major policy
questions were "almost totally neglected." Nearly two-thirds
of the stories that year presented the U.S. military in an un-
favorable light, while in only 13 percent was it shown in a
favorible light. Statements by newsmakers who were critical
of official policies and wanted the U.S. either to get out or
cut back in Vietnam were quoted 842 times in 1972, while
those who wanted to see .the war pursued more vigorously
were quoted 23 times that year, a ratio of 36 to 1.

James Reston 4ecognized that reality when he drew the
following conclusion: "Maybe the. historians will agree that
the reporters and the cameras were decisive -in the end. They
brought the issue of the war to the people, before the Congress

-and the courts, and forced the withdrawal of American power
from Vietnam."6°. And yet it is clear .that Robert Bartley of
The Wall Street Journal is correct, in stating that the essence
of "professionalism" is the setting aside of personal attitudes
.when writing stories or preparing a broadcast.b I

"Sekctive Morality" in the Media
Personal opinion and- bias, however, are not die only in-

gredients in news selectivity.
According to reliable sOurces, the death toll in Cambodia

from .beatings, shootings, starvation and forced labor has
reached an estimated 1.8 million to 2.5 million -victims since
April 17, 1975, when the cOmmunists seized control.62 This

59. Ernest W. Lefever, TV and National Defense: An Analysis of
CBS News. 1972.73 (lioston, Virginia: Institute for American Strategy
Press, 1974). ,

60. James Reston, "The End of the Tunnel," New Ybrk Times,
April 30..1975, p. 41, col. I ,

61. Robin L. Bartky, "The Preu: Adversary, Surropte Sovereign,
or Both?" M C. Will, ed., Ness. Politics, and Popular government
(Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise for Public Policy. Research;
1912) p. 14.

62. Jack Anderson, . "In Cambodia, Obliterating a Culture,"
Washington Pon, May 2, 1978, p. 812, col. 4.
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plight of the Cambodians has appeared regularly over the
French news wire services, dating from the Khmer Rouge
guerrillas' capturing of ihe country. The American daily prcss,however, until recently, largely ignored the modern-day
holocaust in Cambodia. The Wall Street Journal suggested thatthe horrible crimes of the Cambodian communists hadattracted less attention than' much smalkr crimes in othercountrks "because they are inflicted in the name ofrevolution," a view substantiated in part by Anthony Lewis'
statement that the reports were met with skepticism because
they came from "right-wing quarters."63

Contrast this, however, with the news from South Africa,Israel, and Panama, now consktered to he "hotspots." Everydeath in South Africa understandably brings with, it thorough
news and television coverage:. Massacres and mass executionsin many Third World countries have warranted only a few
paragraphs, if anything, but rock-throwing incidents on theWest Bank of Israel or a single regrettable killing in Bethlehemhave evoked front page news stories and photographs. And,while the Senate debated the Canal treaties, the ,dozens of
newspapet and television correspondents who had descended'
on Panama in anticipation of "trouble" if the treaties werenot ratified, struggled "to find anything to report." The
burning of the treaties in front of the United States Embassy,
For example, became, a major news event. "Sporadic demonstra-tions by leftist students," according to Thy New York Times,were "something of a godsend" to the reporters eveii when'
there ,were more journalists present than protesters.64

It is ironic that some of this overabundance 'of coverageis due to the fact that thepress can be found only where it ispermitted.. to be. It is difficult to cover thc story of a slaughterin CaMbodia or the tr'aining of.. terrorists in Libya where no
American press is permitted.

Walter Laqucur's book, Terrorism, poMts out that thennia act 39 a selective magnifying glass, enoimously atRacledto terrorism because of its mystery, quick action., tension and
drama. 'the terrorists in turn depend on that publicity, anii
media attention. As J. Bowyer Bell of ,Columbia Univeisity

63. Reed Irvine, "Notes from the 'Editor's Cuff," AIM Report,Supplement. November 1, 19-77; AIM Report, Part II, May 1978.64 Alan Riding, "Reporter's Notebook: In Panama, A SubduedSewe of lielpksmess," New York Times, Apia 13, 1978, p. 9, col.
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has pointed oist, terrorism and media coverage exist in a
symbiotic relationship. Television no longer just responds
to a terrorist-event; it becomes an integral part of the
event." According to Laqueur, "The media, wih their in-
built tendency towards sensetionalism, have always magnified
terrorist exploits quite irrespective of their intrinsic
importance. . . All modern terrorist groups need publicity;
the smaller they are, the more they depend on it, and this
has, to a large extent, affected the choice of. their-targets."66
Thc fact is the press and thc terrorists feed on eackother.

As an. example, Laqueur cites the Algerian rebels of the
1950s wBy doliberately transferred their struggle Prom the
countryside to thc capital, even though they knew they could
not win the battle for the capital. One of their leaders is quoted
as saying that if there were killings in the countryside, nobody
would notice; but that a small incident in Algiers would draw
the attention of the international press and give them the
publicity they needed. This proved to be true.,.The rebels
were beaten in thc capitall but won what proved to be the
decisive battle for publicity.°7

The media role in terrorist threats is producing growing
concern at home as well. The Son of Sam press Coverage
led the New Yorker to 'cortiplain, "By transforming a killer
into a cdebrity, the prcss has not merely encouraged but
perhaps driven him to strike again and may have stirred
others brooding madly over their grievances to act."68

Docs the" holding of a 'police captain in Ohio by one plan
justify banner headlines all over the country? Is our definition
of "news" such, that individual gunnien or bands of gunmen
can comthand constant and dramatic national media attention?
The news director "of the CBS affiliate in Cleveland, Viryil
Dominic, express-ed this concern well /hen he stated after the
fact, "We fed that thc coverage we give such incidents is partly
to . blame, for we arc glorifying lawbreakers, we arc making
hethcs out of non-heroes. In effect, we are losing control over

65. I. BowYer Bell, "Terrorist Scripts and Live-Action Spectucularl,"
Co/umbia Journalism iieview, May/June 1978, p. 48.

66. Walter Liqueur, Terrorism (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
4 1977) pp. 109-110.

67. lbui., p. 109.
68. ' New Yorker, August 15, 1977, p. 21.
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our news departments. We are being used."69
The dean of The Annenberg School of ComminnicItions at,

thc Ulciversity of /Pennsylvania, George Gerbner, is not. at all
sanguine that these concerns will produce change in betavior
patterns of the media, because such stories, he says; "fit exactly
into the media pattern" in that they arc dramatic and providegood action-filled film:. Ile states, "For thc media ies a
tiemendous competitive situation, and 4S long as they 'tan
attract attention and ratings by covering these things, !bey
will."70 The question posed by A. M. Rosethhal, execillive -director of The 'New York Times, was "whether wc 'are
reporting thew things or capitalizing on them.°

There arc crucial questions concerning international and 'domestic polky that aresccrying for public infor ation, dis-0cussion and knowkdge. But again, it is eaj6 and more
rewarding for reporters ti) bc assigned to co,ytr the dramittic
scoops and the scandal's. Reporters on th diplomatic befit 1.
complain constantly Irhat they have inade late assistan e ahd
rectve little attention excrpt in cases of crisis.

fretrate has beep a'.dominant theme of American 'foreign-
policy in the past trw years. Senator -Fultiright, -when he .sivas .;Chairman of thc Senate, Foreign 1ielations. Committee, cobs-.

lained -that the prcss was uninterestvi in the extensive and ,

thoughtful hearings on the subject..held by his Committte
At one time: he implied that they had mistakenly held the
hearings the .open. It would ,,bave been far hetterb h.
suggested, to, have held the hearings in secre.cy and then to
have leaked thc -transcripts. In thateway, they -would 'have .:11-received generous press attention.72 ' .

sAThePresidential Campaign of 19
Two years ago we we.re in the midst o 1.jhsidential political e

campaign. The role of the media in cant 'it. selection merits":
particular attention in an analysis of Alit- media's power,,

-responsibility and professionalism.
e

69. Phulp kevAm, "A Reporter Looks At Media Role tit 'terror
Threats." Watt Street Journal, March 14, 1977: p. 46, -col. 6.-

70.
71. %Charles p. Seib, "Free-Presi, Fair Trial In Theory, in Practice,".

t, August 19, 1977, p. A'27, col. I.
2 J. Mani Fulbright, "Fulbright thi Press," Golumbittfir Kerflal Ptiltwtnibir/Detember 1974,-p.. 42.
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The Demociatic Party, 41 part of its reform package, had
eliminated the "winnef-take-all': concept in state primary t c

campaigns. It Jihad opted tor a system of proportionate division .
within each 4tate,. reasbning .that the normal, narrow margins
iki vingle itrimary elections are only sfnall ihdicators of
pi.ipblirrtyNn a. multilcontest process. But the media ihought
otl4rwise. "Roger Mudd, on January 19, 1976, said onl,the .

CBS Ev6ing News, ."It's not- 'exactly ;the piecise :figures that
will 134important, set whether or nOt the media :'airid .,the
Politicians agree thathis ruin won and this man lost."73

Professor Thorn. Patterson of Syta .tise eniveriity, in
paper which he delivere fo- the Americati4oliticar Scitnoe,

.21)...-

Association, analyzed. t ..Press . c'o4crage 9( the 1976
. . .

Presidential primaiies an. cluded tkat to the -media "otili

...

the. winner-,m a .state. cd impoitan . N#mtter how close
VIC votiN, jie-head.ki.and most Of thee covetage went to the .

witiner,i am.f, )li. alone.- . . Moreover; the 'press. showed little,
%

. hesitancY 0...projecting thaeresults of a single primary."The 1---
, result was an exaggerated pictuie of, 'a candidate's ii.ailonal

staridihg, one , tlial the piess' with its coverage. had helped to
el:pate...74 '

.

. 7
e . .

ia. . 1 1,`
,; t .., ... . .

. An 'the- first- 'state to- thOose\ZElegates7s,'Cfrar jtenurair 28"
percent of the Iowa caucus vote onjanitarry 19;-197,6: Mudd ,

gnawed him the ':clear winner," assertAti..that 'ano arnount 9f I

' bad-mouthing' by- the 03thets can ,legsfr .3the imporOnce' of'
J nnmy Carter'sfinish."75 It is interesting that'An'Ithis tieziod,

.". the Gallup:Poll showeil Caner. with wily, a .5 kirtcent'naticinal
standipg;-behin'd.sixpther candidatet.76

In Ncw Ilampshire, Carter >Was 'hot_ fast (he post' the
priMary with SO percent of- thkvote; 60 percent 'of the gtate's -

electorate had ;Rued for one of the foia rn'ore, "liberal"
. .

andidates. But, .accurdini4o. Walt& CrOnkite; the resultilave
Carter "a commanding- head start in the race"'and, Roger Mudd

r
proclaimed that Carter's .victdry "Was ubStntia1."747-NBPs: .

.....,. . or , : .... , 4. -

732 Paul M. Weaver', *NaPtivesirid'Melodrantar Virtu York 91mei
Mita zone . Auguse29, I220. 6. -4, ..- f

, . ,
,

'1)

ss, Succe Yss a FP.iPresidential

Primarie The litlDeniogatic lisoe," 1977
. 74,

.,
die.by TMii ttcrson, "Press coverigivand candidate . .4.

Annual Weiirig of the 6.merican Politicarscicnce. Association, in
Wiskrinvont D.C.,§epteApber.1 -4; 1977,p.J.,. : , ,

)-
75. iVitelfet,supro:not;e473.*, . :.

76. ratteraoa; supra note 71, p. 4, n:.2. ,. -
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Tom Pettit called Carter "the man to beat"; Newsweek declared
him the "unqualified winner." Not only did Carter's' face
.appear on the covers of lime and Newsweek, but-ofi the inside,
pages he received 2,630 fines of coverage,. wbil9Wdall, the
candidate in second place -received 96 lines.: All of quires'
opponents .together received 300 lines. The, %sfeek- after the
New HamOshire prithary, Carter received three ,times the tde-
vision evening news coverage of his major rivals and four times
as much frontspage newspap r coverage.7.84- ,-

, ..011ie week later, Senator enry Jacksolt won the,much.larger
Massaclittsetts. primary with 23 percent of ttt 'Vcite. Paul H.
Weaver, writing in The New York TimeS Magdzine; pointed
out. that reporters did not likelekson and that television
therefore 'ydismis.sed his victories as special cases. Wherea's .
Carter's win in New Hanythire was considered a "substantial
victory," _giving him -a commanding ilead start," Jackson's ,

vote in a state seven (lines as large -was lo6)(ed upon 'only as
''a strong finish" that "scrambled the race." Carter's 23,000
%Wes merited a great deal -of respectful talk about ttiis

qi1-;-ni.:rn; Jackson's 163,000 votJes elicited NTT* more
than surprise.79

When Jackson went on to win in New York (the "second
largest state), Roger Mudd said that hii winning coalition
was "peculiar to New York': and Leslie St-ahl of .C13S News'
declared that his victory did noPlive him momentum."

***in -absolute terms, television news coverage of the New York
primary was 'only 25 percent of that i4 New Hampshire.. Each
.New Hampshire vote. teceived 116, times the amount of ciwerage
given a New York vote." It very well may-- be the case, as
Professor Michael' J. Robinion.of.Catholic OniVersity concludes,
that ,Senator Jacison was the candidate chiefly "victimized"
by the media coVerage in 19761 in those six early primary states
where Jackson .had been a contestant,.he had actually beaten
Carter by over 300,000 votes.82
!'Pro.fessor Patterson's study showed that during the early

7-i :'at tcrsoi, 74.7a note 74. p. 6.
e . 00' 73.

It.nbinson, "Tdevision and American Politics 1956-
iii,.JttbIic Interest, Summer 1977, p. 17.
MiChael J. ,Robitison, "TV's Newest Prikgraml The 'Presidential

Nomio owns Game,' " Public Opinion, May/June 1978,p:43.
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Iknfilliatic primaries, "Carter simply dominated the election
reporting. In the critical period betWeen the New Hampshire
and .Pennsylvania primaries hc leceived 43 percent of the
network evening news time given the Democrittic contenders,
59 percent of the space in Time and-Newsweek,-and 46.percent
of the newspaper covErage." Jackson and Udall, on the other
.hand, each received less ihart 20 percent of this newspaper and
television coverage and even less Of the mmazine coverage.
"Moreover,"Ihe study continu0; "Carter's coverage wa's moke
prominent than the others. lie WAS the candidate who WAS
most often in the opening lihes of lead stories; the one who
got most of- thc headlines, the ohe who was pictured and
filmed thc most:1" In thc week: following the January 19
Iowa caucus, Timi and NetvitiPeek devoted 726 lines to Carter's

. candidacy, wkik thc other candidates wcrc granted 30 lines
apiece.-Carter was thc subject' of special coverage on the TV
news prtygrams, receiving, according to, Professor Patterson's,
analysis, "about five Wales al much exposure as eich of his
major rivals. As Jur.' the newspapers. Carter, received an I
estimated four times thc column inches of his typical *

opponen t . f8 4

Presidential 4imaries attea -1-tention, particularly the one
in New Ilanipshire. In fact, Profes Robinson has formulhied
what hc terms the "dismal" theory that "the- key to winning
thc nomination is merely:4o be:declared the ikinner by thc net-
works in The Ncw Hampshire primary:"185 It is 'often "kite 2°-

'gqtten," foi instance that President Johnlon received a majority
ol die votes in thc 1968 Ntw Hampshire primary, but Eugene
N1cCarthy. was "declared" the .real winner by the press.
Robinson points out that before the 1976 ew Hampshire..

'primary, 11 states-held caucuses or conventions an at thcsc
states accounted for a tot I of 587 delegatel cdmpared to Ne*
Hanipshires 38. Yet, t c netvs stories on those 11 ,statesill
repAlsented less than I ercent of the total neiworks'
news stories 'compared to 23 -pertene for New Hampshiie
alone. Delegate for delegate, that is, New Hanipshire received
more than 80 times as. much coverage as those Carly nón-
piimitry srates11.1.6

,

83: Paiterson,,nipre nate 74., pp. 34 , . ,
84. Ibid. , p . 5.
85. Robinson, supra nee 82, p. 42.
86. Weaver, supra note 73, pa 51. '
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In the three months before the New Hampshire primary,
kccording to Pederson, 54 percent of the campaign newt on
televiiion and 34 percent of the campaign' stories in news-
papers were entirely or ',mostly about New Hampshire.
comparison, the Mauachusetts primary, which followed f
Hampshires by a week and in which six times as many
delegates, were at stake, was the topic of only one in ten

1,,news ptories." Yet, Ncw Hampshire contributed only 17of the -3,008 dekgates ,lo the Conventipn, Approximately
'otte.. in every 4

from all of this media concentratiori,"condudes Patterson,"most people Came to kilow only one' o( the candidates
earier."89 Public rtcognilion of Carter quadrupled." That-this proved helpful to Cartor is indisputable. The influencethe media in the 1976 nomination .process was clear And
Islay well have lieen.decisive.

,,., -
The Presidentia,ICampaigisi of 1968;, --.;'

"I:hedeath c4 Senator Hubert It.,Iiilupptirei and the_extensive

-

t- 1 .` "mtdits attvatisicireitii;itv:14calls t tr. rhaiielential, campaign of 1968
4 A ;la' *11 (1 i kr

1

-cruchil,.role played by the nrcli4likhich,-iii the pinion,, ,
of 'many, inay halie tilted:tem cliise eVotkon towa 'chard> _ .' - c

- ,,Nirn p '.! ' , - - , ,.4 .. A 4,,i1.0, V.- .---
.

..
. : . aA.

. .- Ar ,... k , R
. I the, Chicago convesaAion..of ttfe..Ocinocaitic, Party and thc -

matyner Op ,Ivhich it was' repaint r La, A..payty, thai.was4' Itietto i' -'y'il,- - ,until to- govem And linable ..to 4ipp, with ,its owh internal., st

y.ioltlive,arid;,disruptiln.-Baltimore Sul: 'Washington columnist,
,

-..r. Ernest It. Furgurum, rstimmarizedthe'views. of miny pbseryers,,

t . .

when hc wroit that television made 114mphrery's nominAition-- ...
'seem worthless', i. with ts "out of, balance-, crepotiing.

,

t
.

"'television.," he wrote, "came o ChicogiOn* a bdd mood!' 'r4 ..
--,, as a result of Lx. ndon Johnson's refusat ;to accommodate thenetworks hy 'holdios the tonvenrion in Miami lleiiich,-°the1- ..oRepublican ite, which would have saved thtm milli/3ns .91,.,,.

, 1o/hrs. In Chicago,- they weje haiassed by a teleptione. stiikt
xand by M:Ayor Daky't refusal to' exempt their .151oadra5ting,trailers frOm parking regulations aroundAhe major hoteld.9.1: %_-' ,,; , ,- .-

e
. , 87.. Patierion, riirro note 74p.% 5, n . 4. 7.

,
-- :'

. 88. /bid., p. 6..
89. Ibid.71PMF., -t

, 90. Ibid., p. 9.
,
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91. -Ernest H. Forgurson, "Anniversary -of- Chkagn," Naltinter/Sun,t-.
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There was violence in Chicago. There was also, however,
vioknce in Miami Beach during the Republican CoAention.
In Chicago, sniper fire was reported; there were no deaths;
-...Ario curfew was imposed. In Miami, six persons were killed

riot- area igas put under curfew. Drew Pearson and
coon, Ao had earlier reported in their column

ctworks inteded to retaliate against thc
.y. 'focusing attention on "disturbances" at the

converttitin, reported that:.
The networks got their revenge. In Chicago they played up
the violence which they had virtually ignored in Miami ...
anyone who. watched the two conventions on television
might thing 'that ChiCago was exploding with violeInce
while Miami was comparatively peaceful. The result was
an outrageously biased picture of the events in Chicago.9 2
The network? presentation of a picture of violence which

virtually ignored the 'fact that thc demonstrations had been
planned by agitators from all over the country seeking to
froment trouble and attract attention through blatant provoca-
tions was enhanced further on the second day .of the convention
after a CBS correspondent, Dan Rather, was punched by a
convention security officer. hi describing this event, Theodore
H. White, in his: The Making of the President 1968, writes,
"the television networks will avenge him by spending their
wrath on every security agent, every policeman, from now to
the end of the convention."93 Furgurson called it "a vindictive
near-hysteria on thc air" which not only affected the
commentators, but also "swept through thew off-camera
producers and directors who began broadcasting tape as fast as
it was received, making it seem that the violence in the streets
was simultaneous with the nomination process in the hall
indeed, somehow, that Humphrey was being nominated by the
force of police clubs,"9

Thus, as ,White reports, when Carl Stokes, the Negro mayor
of Cleveland, was about to second Humphrey's nomination at
9:55 P.M., the NBC film of the earlier street bloodshed was

August 28, 1969, p. A18, col. 7.
92.- Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson, "Networks Slanted Chicago

Coverage," Washington Post, September 6, 1968, p. 813, col. 5.
93. Theodore H. White, The Making of the President 1968 (New

York: A-tbeneum Publishers, 1969) p. 285.
94. Furgurson, supra note 91,7

98



aired and "Stokes' dark face is being vaNiiped from the nation's
view to show blood Hubert HumphiitY' being noQiinated
in a sea of blood."98 ... .

Writing from personal observation, Pearsim and Anderson
suggested that the tekvision cameras helped4nCite the violence.
They "found almost no action outside the circk. of- the TV
klieg lights." The netwprks, theY concluded, in an effort to
make news, "encouraged dissidents...to make inflammatory
statements and helped to stir up controversies."9.8

Humphrey was identified by the Media .with Daley 'and the
police, and, therefore, as "evil"- in Funorson's PercePtion.-
Network reporters looted for a political alternative and.
stimulated the creation of a Ted Kennedy fOr. "Prelident:
boomkt, but "long after diSorgani-sed conversation aiming
the politicians involved had faded."9-1 Describing this -effort of
the network reporters, White says, ''lf "the script .that night had
..-01-.1 for the discovery and dissemination of a Southern revolt
Y .. ti _. Canthdacy of Lester MaddoA, the reporter's .cduld thiVe

-L.- iv. led that to the nation, too -- all carved out. Of truth,
th.. lips of authentic and honest men on the floor."98

::epters proved themselves quite-adept at .finding delegate's
to mouth that which they' Wanted -conVeyed tO the television
audience, thus presenting a distorted view of sentiment on the
convention floor.. , -,

The criti ism of the television coverage of the 1968
Democratic ational convention was so strong and over-

. whelming that the .ffouse of RepresentAkives Conimittee On
:tikersta,te and Foreign Commerce ordered a staff investigatin
and then 'published a report which, in the main, supporta
the criticism.99 It presented specific evideni.e of disto ed
film editing, lack of balance,, emphasis: on violence, delib ate
selection of unflattering camera angles in photogr hing
Humphrey, and overall news slanting.

.

lci early January 1969, before Richard. Nixon's inaugOration

93. White, supra note 93, p. 302. 4
96. Pearson & Anderson, supra note 92.
97. Eargurson, supra nOte 91.

$98. White, supra note 93, p. 282, n. 6.
99. Staff of Special Subcommittee on Investigatio$ of noun

PCommitteeon Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 91st Cong., lit Sess..
Television Coverage of the Democratic National-Convention, Chicago,
Illinois 1968, Committee Print, 1969,
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u Pm ident orld-famous network correspondent visited
'Vice Pr n Humphrey in his White House office and tear-
fully apologized: "We defeated you, Hubert" was the
confession. I

At that time another friend commented that the press was
so hostile tb the Vice President that if he had walked across the
PotOmac, the headline would read "Hubert Cannot Swim."

Falling Confidence in the Media
it has been said that the media have been acquiring an un-

wholesome fascination with the singer to the p glect of the
song, placing an excess of emphasis on persontsjlties and not
enough ott policy.1" The crucial ingredient fØ gaining press
attention seem% to be vioknee and scandal,Awhethei it is

a. corporate, political or -personal. As in dr days of "yellow
journalism," new's programs appear to molie from one disaster
to another: air crashes, earthquakes, floods, sex. In a speech
to the Associated Preis, then outgoing president, Wes Gallagher
warned; "Too many,creaders arc beginning to look upon the
press as a multivoiced shrew, nitpicking through thc debris
of governmeht decisions: fOr icandali but hot solutions." 101

Expressing growing .concern, The Wall Street- journal's able
investigative reporter, Jerry Landauer, warned that as scandals
have come to "dominate the news," competitive pressures
will be apt fo "overshadow fair play, resulting in overstated
coverage" until a neW "scandal" emerges.102

When 'contrasted 'with daily newspapers, 'the sea' sationalism,
of tekvisioti jotIrnalism May -well be more evideht and thus-
mtire,serious, Since seCiniudurnalists, rathei than just reading
theif stories, makes.-them appear more credible as well as more

. familiar, their iplitignce ,is that much greater. Professor Michael-.. . Robinsqn was kd to c'ohclude that "the networks produce
'an image'of soriety Ast tends td be both melodramatk and

' .kobalAy inordinately. negittive."1
The cumulaiive...e1fect-.0i.these shOrtcomingi is a diminishing

.

., of public confidence in jotirnalisniand chit, ip itlelf, is 'a danger
:. n- - to democraiy. The Harris Pdll reports that 'Confidence in tele-t .

. -
'e

.%100. Fulbright, supstnote 72; p. 4142. e

.4 4 I el U. SLIPArs & World Repoit, August 2, 1976, p. 22: "-
.102. Jerry Landauer, "the l'reu and 'Koreagate,": Well Streef Jourhat

October-6,1977, p. 20; cot.3.
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vision news fell from 35 percent in 1975 to 28 percent in both
1976 and 1977; confidence in the press fell from 26"percentin 1975 to 20 percent in 1976 and to 18 percent in 1977.1°4
A nationwide survey conducted through the University of Texasfound that 84.4 percent of those responding believed that
journalists sometimes slant the news. lt deed, 71:6 percent
of the journalists reached the same conclus on.105-

A. H. Raskin, an editor of The New 'Yor Times, once saki:
No week passes without someone pr Uncut' in politics,
industry, labor or civic affairs corn ainin'g- to me, .always
in virtually identical terms: "Whenever 1 r ad tk story. ,
about something in which 1 really know wh 't is' goingon, astonished At hoW little of what nportarrt
gets into the papers arid how often even t at linle,is wrong. ,it 06
As has often been .observed, Were arc two. Americas. the.,..America you see on' your-television_ sereen and the ,America

7...us-t- when you walkotiut of your front door.
James Reston rccthtly 'strata, "The,credit of the AmeriCan

neWipapers with the American peirplie for accuracy and judg-ment is not high."10.7 It 'has, of ckle, from the beginnirigof our history, never been high' with political figures;'Spiro
Agnew's hyperbok was .not unitint,, Lyndon Johnson's presssecretary, Bill 1oyers, kovided this leport Of a 6ibinet-
melting, "The esident Was ch inflati, got intq,.\_6nc.of
those' passions- when he capnot 4mmand 'himselc raiWintich
pn tht personal abase which- furs ren bestowed 4A hint,.4cfied
any man on oath to produceone tngle act -cif his since,he h'ad'been in the tioveinment..witicb. was not,. done on the, purest
motives. . 'Mr.' Moyers -was n:ot refcilinK to fresident,- ,

jNiinson,. was'quoting SeclaarY of State Thomas
Jefferson docrihing-President George Washington.

thi end. of his secpnd term in office; Harry yruman wrote

104 . Louis Harris, Confidante Climbing (fhe . Irani* SurveyPress Rekase o(,March 14, 1977).
195. U.S. fle;sos & World Report, April 20, 1974, p. 33.
106. A. if. Raskin, "What's Wrong with -American Newspapersr

New York Times Magazine, June 11, 1967, p. 77.
107. Confirmed in telephone conversation with James Itesion

December 6,-1977.
108. 8. Adler, ed., The , Washington Wits (New' York, Macmillan

Pubhshing Company, Inc., 1967) p.,195.
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to a friend, "I really ftiok with commiseration over the, great
body of my fellow citizens, who, reading newspapers, live and
die in the belief that they have known.something of what has
been passing in the world in their time." 109

On the same theme, Theodore Sorenson, after returning
to private life, wrote, "In the White House I felt sorry for
those who had to make judgments on the basis of daily news-
papers."' ICI

Is Self-Regulation Possibk?
Whether the media can face up to legitimate criticisnt is n'ot

ckar. Raskin himself has expressed dOubts on this question,
considering "the unshatterable smugness" of the publishers
and editors.1 II Lester Markel went further, alleging that
"thc press, pretending to beliete that there is no credibility
gap and asserting its near-infallibility, 'countenances no effective
supervision of its operation; it has adopted a holier-than-thou
attitude, citing the First Amendment and in addition the Ten
Commandntents and' other less holy scripture."112

Constitutional protections of the press are today an integral
pan of the maintenance of our society. The dangers of govern-
ment regulation of the press are clear. ,Inescapably, however,
the power of the press presents a dear problem to our
democracy.

Indeed, two 'justices of the United .States Suprtme Court
have,publicly reaciled disparate interpretations of how the First
Amendment affects the press, an intellectual disagreeinent
that promises to send substantial conttitutional ripples when
ultimately faced and resolved by.the entire Court. In a speech
at the Yale Law School in 1974, AssoCiate Justice Potter

.Stewart ;expressed his view that the free-press guarantee of the
COnstitution- deliberately, extends, special , protettion to- ,the-
publishing- business which he' cltims is "the only organized
private business that is given explicit "Constitutional
protectipn.',' Freedom of the press, he argued, means that the
press was specially designated in the Constitution to be

109. Kristol, sup). note 10, p. 49. Also' quoted in Moynihan, supra
note 52, p. 41..

I 10- Raskin, supra note 106, p. 28.
111. lbod,
112. I.ester Markel, "Watching the Preu," New York Timeso

February 2, 1973; p..31, col. 6.
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autonomous of the Government, so that it May provide
"organized, expert scrutiny of _government." As such, itrequires special'protections to preserve its independence.11S

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, in dictum of his concurringopinion in a recent unrelated case, stated a contrary position.
The Chief Justice took issue with the idea that the "institu-tional press" has any .freedom beyond or differhit from thatof the public generally. Ile asserted that there 'is simply nohistorical basis for distinguishing the fress in this context."In short," he concluded, "the First Amenamern does not'Wong' to any definable category of persons or entities; it.1(m3s to all who exercise its freedom." 114 gudh an At alit&

vcry well, if Manifested in Court decisions, representighificant restraint on the power of the presi,_ .
An important lelsoh of history is that(selflregulatio is thebest deftnse against imdesirable control -brthe goverinnent.Walter 11. Wriston, Ghairman of Citicorp ,and a leader familiar

with power, pnce said of the press, "History teaches that when.any sector of our society griiws too powerful, it is .only a

,

matter of- time before that power is. curbed:10 15 SignifiCantly,
Ralph Nader recently released a 90-Page manual designed tofaeilitate citizen- groups in their undertaking of nttensive studiesof their local newspapers in an effort 'to make them "more
accountable to the people they serve."1 i 6 I question whetherthe Nader approach will-prove,sufficient for tht task, but it maywell be a' preview of more intensive _"consumer movement"attention to the press..

It is- time for the press to come up with an initiative of itsown to help solve the problems created by its gr'eat and growingtower. At the persent time, the media fall short ofprofessional .standards. Professions provide procedures and
113. _1:14yd Abrim , "Two Theories of Press Freedom 'Aie.

Yet llound Ito Mee,'f ,New York Times, May 7, 1978, p. ElI, col. L.For a related pronouncement on how the press should be afforded skcialtreatment in the context of Fourtlb. Amendment searches and seizures,see'Zurcher v. The Stanford Daily,"46 ., May 31, 1978, pp. 4546,455254, U.S., Nos. 76-1484,761600 (Stewart, J., concurring),
114. First National Bank of Boson v. Bellotti, 46 U.S.L.W., April 25,1978: pp. 4371, 4379-81, U.S., No'. 76-1172. (concurring opinion); Seib,supra note .21.
115. U.S. News & World Report, August 2, 1976, p. 23.116. Larry Kramer, "Nader Urges' Public to Monitor Press,"Witritinwton post; Aprd 10, 1978, p. 1)101 col. 1.'

9 3
119-117 - 79 - /
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standards for qualifying and disqualifying their practitioners.
Laws%ers, doctors and a other professionals must reach a
level of training and learn' g before they are admitted. There
arc no formal standards for admission tothe field of journalism.

Although Sigma 'Delta Phi (the society of professional
journalists) has devised an ideal (but non-binding) code of
ethics, there is no universally-accepted standard of professional
ethics to guide and judge the behavior of newsmen or their
editors. There is no procedure, external or internal, to condcmn
those who do not live up to a pattern of responsible conduct.
Stockbrokers who sell securities and even real estate salesmen

. .niust first pass' an examination to qualify and can be barred
from selling their wares to the public in cases of. fraud or failure

to 'disclose pertinent dad. But a newsman and his editor cap
inflict with relative impunity greater damage to our society
by selling wares that pollute the well of information. Examina-
tions, qualifications, standards, and "disbarments" may or may
not be appropriate measures to help journalism establish
professional standards for itself, but clearly, in striving for more
professionalism in journalism, additional . measures of self-
correction .are required. When thc Twentieth Ccntury Fund,
on the advice of some leading figures in Amcrican journalistis
and based on the success of the British example, establithed
a Press Council, such tleadilig papers as The New -York Times
and The Washington Post reftised to cooperate with that
council.1 1 7 indeed, the American Society of Newspaper

.. Etlitors a few years ago voted by three to one against thc
esta6lishment of even its own internal grievance committee.' 18

An independent press council is necessary to consider and
resolve disputes arising out of_ alleged unfair press treatment.

1 , Major newspapers and television stations should invest
. their 'Own 'independent ombudsmen, who are ' not members

of their staffs, with authority to act to redress valid corn.
plaints. In a i-ecent eichange, Hugh Sidcy tat Time reported
that ,his magazine has, never allowed a correction to run in its

, news columns.lle suggested the possibility that major errors
could and should be correCied in the same space, giving them
thc same manner of treatment.' 19 Sitley makes an important

A 117. G. 'Giancardo,,ed., Problems of Journalism (Easton. Pennsylvania
American Society of Newspaper Editors. 1973) p. 264.

JIB: lbid., p. 265. -
119. H. Purvis, ed., The Presidency and Mt Press (University of Texas

94
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point, because the manner of presenting the correction-is just.
as important as 'the presence of the correction itself. Charles
B. Seib; a worthy 'prototype in his rok-of ombudsman for
Th4t WasMngrois Poit, confirms that view with his ribservatiOni:
(4Iklewspaper contctions traditionally- ate cryptic and often

'grudging. The non-correcting conection . . . isnot unusual-
The problem is that we do not devote a small amount of the
enterprise and zeal we .show in newslathering to cleaning up
! M.CNSCS WC make. There is a journalistic truth: . .

ViPeorriiviistiostr catches up with the mistake."12°
cto,,e of tith;cs is needed that addresses itself to the

pro/Altee i personal bias on the part, of news writers and

Some Legislative Alternatixes
Legislatiim is needed that will _minimize the inequitable

protection now afforded the press. in libel htiption and
perMit public figures to sue -..fbr declaratory judgments when
they are. defamed, even if little or no money for damages
is paid. England's democracy has been able to flourish' within
its legal system of strict libel laWs and its other rigid rules on
report ing.

It_ is time to consider seriously antitrust measures tO contain
substantialgiorizontal and vertical growth.of communica-

tions conglomerates, such as. coMmon ownership of .book
publishing, newspapers, 'magazines, Airoadcaiting, and
paper products. The media as a market are just as, subjed
to monopolistic and anticompetitive pragices as, is. -the
market Ar conventional gtiods and serviees. While the
promise( of ihe First-Amendment arc essential to out 4emo-
cracy, we must not' forget that, in the words of Justice Hugo
Black, "That Amendment rests on the assumption that the
widest possible dissemination of information 'from diverse
and antagonistic sources is essential to die welfare of.the
public."1" The circle Of public disseminators of information
is dot enlargifig; instead, each day brings yet another inclicoion
that a relatively concentrated core of comniunications

at Austin: l.yndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs; 1976):pp. 84.. .
.

120. Charles' B. Seib, "The -Cast of tht Outrageous Hesdrine,"
, /...imPreon Post. April 15, 1978, p. Al , col. I.

121. Associited Press v. United Stases, 326 U.S., 1.945, pp. 1 anc1"20.



>IL in the subject matter -of .a proposed federal commission to look

'companies are controlling even ,more sources of 'our inforina-
tion. :-

To address this problem, four legislative initiatives should bc
given serious coneideration. A few years ago, Senatior Thomai
J. Mc,lntyrt, pOposd a bill which would liniiUhe number of
newspapers a company can awn and prohibit navfpaper owner-

"Alsip of television or radio stations in the same metropolitan
ar-eti 22 ln Aka 1977, Congressman Morris Udall introduced
legislation that would include publishing and communications

into. industrial concentration, saying:. "1..dread theNlaif when
all AMerAcan newspapers look alike, arid ieadi alike, and where

, there wol't be Inuch mote difference in the daily papers in
Topeka and.. NeW *ark than there is .in a Big Mac:"123
In. APril 1978, Congressman 'Udall, with 71 other; sp*Onsors,
introduced another bill, which would provide tax incentives
to local newspapers, sC AS 10, protectihem from being acquired
by.:c.hains.12.,4- Most recently, Congressmen Lionel Van Deerlin
and Louis Frey Mtroduced on June 7, 1978, a -bill Thai' Would
overhaul federal comnwications law by, among ether methods,
limiting the,television networks and other owner; of broadcast
stations to a maximum of five television.and fiVe radio staiions,
'although such ceilings ,Would apply only when present owners
sold or transferred properties.125 .. Ed.

'The Juitice Department and the Federal Communications
Comdlission. have suggested -ofnridertaken sigoificant investiga-
lions into the possibility of divestiture of rietwOrk owneckind-

,
"crated stations,-reductions in the- amount of prOgramming
netwiSrks arc apoWed to prod4ce in-house, and.o.ther 'measures ,,. .,
'intended 'to limit.. network control over local stations 'andn ,
programkning.44" Further, usi reccntjy ,the jusfrice Deparf,'

nnent ...filed a civil an ust . suit under Sotiôn 7 'of the
.' CjayOn Aet agains 118, Inc:, sking. that ii divekt itself of

raWcett .Pubhcati t, lhc. It is also reported that the Fecler;t1
+Trade Coln-mission is hpkingInto' the effects. orlait 'year's
, 122. S. 3305, 91st Cong.:id Sets., 1970.* .

123. H. K. 6098, 9kih Cong., 11t Sess.11.974 Kevin Phillips, ".Buoing
the Media Trulits Harper's, July 1177,.p. 34,

124. H. I. '12395, 95th Cont., '211 Sess.; 19.78; W,Isinitton Pose.
Mai 9, 1978,p. D8, col. 2. -;

o .
-

.

, 4 .

12$. H'.. Rn13015, 95sh Cong., Id Sew,- 199; Well Street Josirsat
jlitie 8, 1978, p. 2, col. 2.' . .". .
:' 126. Phillips, supra not. 123, p. st
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acquisition of the Book-of-the-Month Clt* by "Fime, Inc.,
as well as the proposed merger of liaryer 11: Row Publishers,
Inc., with J. B. Lippencott Company.177. Finally, on June f 2,

\ 1978, a unanimous Supreme Court upheld in ,their entirety
iregulations issucd by thc Federal Communications Commissionin 1975 to tht effect that newspapers can no kntger acquire
radio or tekvision stations in the same community Altholigh
.9owing most existing combinations of newspaper and broad-
casting outlets to continue, the Court did require divestiture
in .1ti "egregious cases" in, which, in relatively small
communities, the combination included the sok 'daily news-
paper and the solf clear-signal television or radio station.1 28

The tasks required to deal adequately with increasing con-
centration of, poWer in the press arc .not simple. A. serious
professional :effort may well require a self.reformation that
could take on the characteristics of a self-revolution. The
recruitment and training of editors, reporters and the like would
require change. News storics would have to be written less
hastily. .1; ey would probably bc longer and in greater depth,
possibly a tisk of not being as lively.

_The chat) c for thc media is to conic up with their, own
.,ihrds of professionalism and to adapt those standards to

the .realities of their responsibilities in a free society. "[here is
ho further room for complacency and arrogance. In short,
the industry must heed the directive of one of its most
emineni members, John B. Oakes, when he recently tkclared,
"We or the press have to take much firmer steps than we have
taken not ohly to improve quality and upgrade content but
to make ourselves voluntarily more accountable as well
as more accessible to the public."129

In summation, our country requires a political thedry to suit
its new role as a world power...We have had a perilously short
apprenticeship to shouldering the, burdens of that poWer. We
are unfamiliar and morally uncomfortable with our new
position. This makes defense policy, foreign commitments and

127. Washington Pas!, June 2, 1978, 118, col. 6.
128. National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting v. Federal

Communications Commusion, 46 U.S.L.W., June 12, 1978, P. 4609', U.S.,
Np:s. 76-1471, 76-1521, 76-1595, 76-1604, 76-1624, 76-1685;1 Morton
Mintz, "Press-Broadcast Merging Barred by High Court," Washmston
June 13, 1978, p. Al, col. 6.

1.29 . Oakes, supra note 14 ..
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intelligence pthering serious issues to be discussed, debated
and. undekstood.

The traditional American political pb&sophy based on 19th
century liberal rationalism is now undergoing serious challenge
and reexamination. We need a Avorking politica1 philoiopliy
that will help us to deal effectively with the problems of power.
The concept of power has been altered in the modern world
by - the revblutionary developments in technology . and
communication.

The intricate relationships that have always existed between
freedom and authority are more complex now than-they ever
have been. lt is difficUlt, but not impossible, for bel4vers in
demoCracy to adapt to the rapidly changing realities of modern
technology. 1 -

Whether or iot our institutions of society and government
can work to, help us mature to a responsible world power
committed to ilemocratic values is what is at stake in this year
and in the years to come. Thc power of the media as it affects
and reflects me national interests must be seen within that
perspective.

A
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:71T49.'EMENT By JAMES K. BATTEN, 0 yr VICE PRESIDENT/NEWS,
ummt NEWSPAPERS, MIAMI, FLA..

As a Washington Asirrespondent in the 1990s,fI spent many faseinat-ing days in Senate hearing roonis, but I must confess I never expectedto 130 bick in the role of witness. Nonoheless, I appreciate your mvita-tion, sind I am glad to help the committee explore some of the issuesunder discussion here.
-you ousht to know, by way of baekgroimd, that my career has beenspent basically as a rapcirter and editor, and that my pment corporateresponsibilities with It.night-ItidOer continue to focus primarily onour inews and ltditorial operations. I am less intimately involved, n aday-to-day way, withthe business and financial affairs of ourcompany.
My role, in itvray, reflects the long-established sepaiation of theeditorial a9.blisiness functions in our company. We are a business,to be sursytut a businevswith a difference. We are in business to makepraK but, we also have,.in our free society, enormously iniportant

public service oMigations. The dichotomy in our.mission is reflected
in our structural arrangements. We think it is vital that our editorsbe given a large,measure of autonomy not. only from corporate head-quarters in, Miami, hut from their newspapers' local business-sidenutnagement.

Within our professionor industry, &you likeI think it is fairto say that Knight-Ridder is known as a company which traditionally
has placed very high priority on editorial excellence. That traditiongoes back to john S. Knight, who, with his bri4her Jim, built our
conniany. -Jack Knight, who held most. of the titles itt ane time oranother, likes to say that there, is no higher title than editor. He wonPultizer Prize for his personal column, "An Editoifs Notebook,"which ha wrote for many years. Lee Hills, who recently stepped downas chairman of the board after a distinguished career whkch led from
a variety of editorial chairs to the chief Ocecutive'spost,,won a Pultizerfor his-own deadline reporting.

. So our company has heen shaped to an unusual degree.by practicingjournalists of consigierable dijtinct ion. And this generation of leaaer-ship, under Alvah H. Chapman, RI, our presidept and chief execu-tive officer. is deeply. committed to the notion that. Knight-Ridder inthe 1980s will be'second to none in journalistic excellence and serviceto our readers and mu' communities. We are serious people, and .wehave no intention of failing to meet that test. -
This committee's interest, as I understand it, is in the growth of

large newspaper groups. We are, unqueAtionably, one of those groups.
Knight-,Richler, owsis Q daily newspapers, ranging in size from big

*James 1. Batten. Statement by James
'Udder Newapapera. to Select Pommittee on
hearInitH on scolionate eoneejarntion in the
with permbodon IstLJamem K. ilatten of the
Miami. FN. 32101.

11

K. Bitten, Group Vice Prealdent of Kpight-
Small Ruminese, United States Sengte, holding
newapnper indilotry. May 25, 079. Reprinted
Knight-Ridder Newepapers, Ome Herald Plaza.
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metropolitan dailies like The Philadelphia. Inquirer, The Miami
tleiald and the Detroit Free Press down to small-city papers like the
Aberdeen American News in South Dakota and the Boca Raton News
in Frorithi.

Our daily eirculation is ailound 3.5 million, which that yardstick-
makes us the largest in the United States. We have nearly I6,0(X) full-
I hue employes. Our revenues last. year were around $880 million.-

So we are big; there is no quest ion about. OW. The question, I sup-
pose, is whether bigness per se is bad in newspaper publighing, as some
critics tend to assume. It. will Come as no shock to you that my IIIIS\63r.
IS MI empliat it no.

I'd like to elaborateon the reasons why in just a. minute. But first,
want to make it clear that I do uot regard myself as an %A) logist for

Yroup-newspaer phenomenon. While there are a number of
gro which, liltAcnight-Ridder, lire committed to editorial quality,
there re others which are not contInitted to that ideal. I think such

Ushers, whether they publish dozens of newsparrs or only ono,
are failing in their First Amendmeat. obligations. lhey do a grave
disservice to us all.

In VVI'S01111.1 terms, I !mist Amfess I h re is a Side to inn whieh would
prefer an idyllic mirld full. of truly cellent, ruggedly independent,
locally owned -newspapers. But that, f course, is a world that never
was, aespite the critics nostalgia.

'Nero is no question that ti fair number of American cities a 'gen-
eration or t wo ago were blet-Ised with such newspapersdevoted to
their communities, fearless in their integrity, sufficiently strong in
ecotaintic terms to do a first-rate job for thetr readers.

gut, stully, that was never the dominant pattern. Large niunbers
of newspapers in this country wetv simply not very. good, to put it
:2,-ently. In some eases the defieits werc in resources; there just wasn't.
enough money to do a first-tlass job. In other eases here M:IIS
appalling shortaAo of professionalism. And for Ain others, the, limb-

, lent was unwillingness to stand up to self-serving special interests. In
many cases, all three problems were presentAuld inevitably rein-
force( I each Miter.

think the crucial fact that needs to be understood in this debate
over grim!) newspapering is that quality and public service are not
itt all funct ions of I he'sizio-OfIt newspliper'spwner, or of how many
iwwspapers the comptuly owin;.- -They depend, instead, dIn the inten-
t ions, cupa bil it les and. perfonututce owners.

There are excellent newspapers owi1i0 by groups and excellent
tiv wspn per owned by 'local inilependents. And converselj7, there are
mediocre.newspapers published by groups and tuediocre newsliapers
published by hwal independent owners.

lit t he ease of Knight-Ridder, our size tind resonrees help us atpure
quality. Ott r reputation for improving.mmspaptg.s is well known. Let
me give you only a couple OP many possible examples:

Under Knitht-Ridder ownetship,. which epnunenced in 1969, the
1Thiladelphia qquirer has moved.front mediocrity to distiAction.Thert,,
hits -been a utassi've effort to imprOve every part of tht newspaper,
and it has been remarkably successful. A few weeks\ttgo, the Int-purer
vootk t.s fifth Piditzer Prize in five' years, an altmost unpreced.ented
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that is given explicit, constitutional protection.' In our constitutimal
,chenw, t Ile press specially designated to be indepelnlent of, and not
beholden to, the governinNit.

American newspapers today aro fallible and human institutions.
They make mistAkes. Somet imes they are unfair, and occasionally oven
irresponsibl. But overall, in iny view, the press today is inure prin-
cipled and professional thati at any tinle.in our historyAnd is Widely
acictiowle(Iged as the best in the workl. For all our blemishes,-we are
serving oii ). cpuntry and ou cif izons vigorously and well. And news-
payees owned by gronps are a large part of t hitt si ory.

4.
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A. FAIRNEs$ Duel' RINE DEItATE.

Mr. Plwx:m IRE. Mr. President, on November 26 1 inserted in the
Record part of a debate on the Federal Communications Commimion's
fairness doctrine. 1 will ask that he entire debate btl printed in the
Record..

The debate was before the t$Oth anniversary convention of the Na-
1 mimi Assoeiation of Educational Broadcasters in Las Vegas on No-
vember it,t0.

The principals in the debatti were Richard-Jencks, vice president of
CBS/Washington ; and Robert Lewis Shayon, author, critic and pro-
fessor at the Annenberg School of Communications, University of
-Pennsy lv ania.

Gelley, formerly of the FCC staff and now with the Rand ,

Corp., commented afterward on t.he debate.
In the.spirit ef fairness, Mr. President., 1 ask unanimous consent

t hat the debate and Mr. Geller's "afterword" be printed in the Record.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in

the Record, as follows:

A FAIRNESS DOCTRINE DratATE:

Nit% JENCKS. Thank you very much. Does the Fairness Doctrine violate the first
amendment.? Of course it does. And the Supreme Court will so decide when an
npprepriate ease comes before it. Tho argument made by the defenders of the
doctrine It; simple,- and on the face of its disatmingly appealing.

It is that the Fairness Doctrine enhances the First Amendment by assuring the
public's right to know. If this argument hi correct, a First Amendment applied to
the tugion's print media should be constitutional. Indeed, that very argument
was forcefully made:before the 11.S. Supreme Court in the Miami Herald case In
which a Florida statute providing a right of reply was at issue. The statute was
analogous to the FCC's personal attack rules which form a part of the Fairness
Doctrine. But the Court last June rejected the enhancement argument and unani-
mously held the Florida statute to be unconstitutional. Speaking for a unanimous
court, Chief Justiee Burger declared, "The choice of mterial to go Into a news-
paper and the decisions made as to !Imitations on Qv% size of the newspaper and
content and treatment of public issues and public officials, whether fair or unfair,
eonstttutes the exereise of editorial control and judgment.

It has yet to be demonstrated how goverment regulation of this crucial proc-
ess can be elercised consistent with first nmendment guarantees of a free press
as they have evolved to this time. If then, government compelled fairness would
not enhance the fixat amendment as to the print media, how then atu it enhance
t he first amendment as applied to the broadcast media?

The,fact of the matter js that the ease Mr a government guarantee of fatrness
is even poorer with respect to the broadcast press than with respect to the print
press. Item: the consequenee of violating the right of reply statute held unconsti-
tutional in the Miami Herald Case was only to be convicted of a misdemeanor.
lt involves no government power to shut the newspaper down.

itecontrast, a broadcaster who flouted the FCC's doctrine could, and wduld, as
in the cane of station WXUR, Wee Its license and be utterly shut down. Them: the

*Richard Jencks and Robert LPWIN Mayon. A Fairness Doctrine debate before the
Notional Aasoclation of INturational liroadcanterk LAN Vegas, Nevkda, November 20, 1974,
after comment hy Henry Geller, lit (7ohgreettional Record. Waehinkton, Ala Government
Prlattng Office, 1974, Dec. 10, 1974 : S 40ft7-749012.
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A siwrt answer to Mr. (Mier's rhetorical queetion is tha t the offeelt (it Snell
1)1.144-vedlligN i)n the stet liet imeived and lei other stations is to nneoustitntionnily
inhibit freedom of expression and the dissemination of Wens.

Although 1 hairy Geller iS himself probably-the attest knowledgeable lidvoente
oi' the fd, lils scholarly stedy indleates that he obviously reads CHS VII. Renal/
("Ill t ir NII,Ii011tli 1'4)11111111We case as resting grove doubts on the coma itutionnlIty
of the rd as It hilt.; been Iltilllillintefeli Shire 1982.

Mr. Geller isiluts out that the ceurt in Glut ellne rejected the idea of a con-
Ntil ieloni+1 rigid ef anrens 'because that would have involved the PCI. ClIr tOo
011lell' III Wil:II tile e01111 leferrell to as the "day-to day editorlai lifeiniollti of
bromiccast licensees.- Clearly. writes Mr. ()eller, if that in true /In to I.1 right of
arivas hY Persons to broadcast facilities for editorial advertisements, it is also
t rne 8 s to 1 hq npplinqtion of the fairness (10(1rine.

S+0, I o sa% e The rd. m.r. . rerommeuals that the FCC return jr Its pre-19132 fair-
ness !tractive, but with the major differenee that the commtosion would make
no MI enipf winlittiOeVer tOI'llie 011 illilividlilli l'Otlipitlilltn, lint. lather would deter-
mine et renewal time w!het her there had been such a pattern of conduct through-
out tile license period as to indicate mallee.or recklessness with Jegard to feir-
nes,t obi iga t ions_

.

Now presumably I I)ls debate this noon coneerqs the fairiless doctrine as the
Fiv now intilinistem it. And even ilenry (Idler would not. if 1..read him cur-
reall). support the argument that the doctrine as presently administered in con-
stitutional.

There are'others, however, who do not believe thnt even the refinements sug-
gested by M. Iiclier mould save the doetrine f rom being struck down ky the
,oalls sensIor proxadce was I Wine SO (IC V Of ed t 0 tile fd Unit ht was at ids Bug-
gestioe in 19:19 that it was elevated from mere FCC polio! ailed made a part of
the communicat low art. .

The swan ter recently IltIllOnored that he now pinion the introduction of a bill
to eliminate the doetrine from the statute lex(ks. -Tile heart of my ponition,''
Sen i'Coxiint re-says. "is that the fd is an appalling adman's name for jnetifyiug
dePrir lag radio and television of their first ameniiment rights." Senator Ervin,
often called the leading constitutionalist of the Senate, has wattee of the fair-
ness doctrine. "at its best it stifles controversy : at its worst, It silences it ; in its
present condition, it represents a tickle affront to the first amendment."

They are not alone. Chli4 Judge Unvid ltazelon of the U.S. Court of Appeals
Of the District of Coinnibin, a jmige with a reeord of consistent support over
the yearn for aggressive regulation of the broadenst media is also in the number.
Characterizing the FCC's revocation of WXUR's license as a prima fayle Viola-
tion ofthe First Amendment, the judge said, "It Is proper that this eourt urge
the mommission to draw baek and comilder wfiether time and technology Wive
so eroded the imprisity of governmental imposition of fairness obligations that
the doctrine has come to defeat lis purpose." His laugnage recalls a pressing
statement by the Snoreine ('eurt in its i961) deelsion in tlie red line case.

Thnt is tile ease wIth its sweeping diets about the public's right to know on
which the defenders of the doetrine must rely. The court said in red line, "If.
experience with the administration of these doctrines indicates that they have
the Ilet fq'fert or reducing rather than enitaneing the quality of coverkge, there
will be time enough to reconsider the constitutional _considerations. That time
has surely come.

The natJon's tragic experieneewith Watergate, If nothing else, must have
the effeet of foreing thoughtful people to reexamine the idea that we should
entrust goverument with enforcing the flow of information under the 1st
a mend ment. '1-

What do the defenders of day-to-day government interference with the broad;
cast press have to say about all this? All they are left with is the Iteration and
reiteration of hackneyed slogans 41111,_wetworn ideas, Onte of those is that the
airwaves belong to the people. That may be true enOugh as far as it goes.

Butilhe whole lesson of American democracy Is that we do not secure the rights
o he people by vesting those rights in their government. Isn't it clear-that
Amer .au liewsImpers and magazims lyelong to the people in a truer.and more Rig-
nifiennt nenso than the press of any country where it is subject to government con-
tract? They argue that there ILa.4echnienl scarcity of broadcast frequencies, and
in a highly teehnleal sense, thtMs true enough.
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Ile made a speech at the 110.1 ltr -ArsioChitiou in which he axprernsih Ids deubts
anent tin; hulustry's iiertormanee in thesimbile.interesi. In an outspoiten.attnek.oh
television not equaled -since Newton' MinOw'll wasteland speech he iietd that' the .

lmmst ry wits Making leillificult for judgi4i antriswyers te ensure jhat tradltiohal
gnarantees of freedom of the press coalmine to bi3 applied to television. Ho' you've
get thtitelon --whvechig between the twoextnehme.

Nevertheless, as Chief 4 wince Mottos once gala, wedixo undec a conatitu-
lion.: but the ronstltution is wlipt"the judges say it is. AN of new, the Supreme .-
CourC has said eight- to nothing in Red Lion that the' fairness doctrille is con-
stitutional,"and they said It again hi CBS vs. 1.1NO, / to 2, Of course, the i4uprelao'
Court- has Teyersed itself la the past. Classic majority diseents -have lived -to
see the day when they became majority opinions, c -

Dick Jeneks may bv the John Marshall Harland, .the great dissect& of the Illth .

century. lie mar be doing us a great public serviceby hannaeriag away nt-the
minoxity view; I could stand on what the lawyers call stare detiltis of the court
and say "kis aettled," but that teonldn't be aby Pun. So let's go into the thieket
of the i!onatitutionality of the Mimeos doetrine and ha's% another.rOund.

I take 11 Jencks, represepting many bromic:aster licensees,. wants to join the
heavenly company of the .print publishers, Who are exempt"from.the regulatory
powers,ofgovernmebt, although of course, they are beneficiaries of ealutary gov-
ernment ,intsrvention in their' busineasrby yirtue,of.enjoying fitiorable Postal:-
rates.

Publishers don't miud the camel's uose in the tont when it helps them to Make a
Profit. Tho broadcastera mint the some rights thatpthe'prha media ehjoy. Should
they have it ? Justice Hohnes buceSafd, '"l'he life of the law lum not been logic ;- it
has been experience." Nevertheless, let's try. logic. Let's not have a -'delmte let's
pursue truth.

And again quoting Justice Holmes, "All I msan by truth le what 1 can't help
thinking." The purpose of the first amendnwnt, as our .moderator sakh WOO to
keep government from prior censorebip of the press so that idols- could flourish
freely in the marketplace, robust, vigorous, clashing, antagonistee. Out of this
would emerge the wisest decisions for a democracy. "Mut was the faith. Only if
the fairness doctrine in broadcasting under it, only polititel-einultdates ithd per-
S011a specifically attacked'on the air have clear, unqualified rights to speak:

As for the rest c.)if us, in determining whose rights are paramount under the first
amendment the courts have-said that it is the right of the people to be informed
that is parthnount, not the broadcasters' rights, not the viewe'rs' nor the listeuers'
ner even the one who-wants to speak.his mind in public forums. It's the right of
all of us to have spread before us a diversity of opinion. On that, es Judge Learned
Hand said, "We have staked our all." OK, diversity of opinion and an informed
electorate, on that the broadcaster and the regulator agree.

Tho position of the tegulatoys is that it's not unconstitutional for the govern-
ment to illke the first amendment affirmatively to ensure diversity of opinion. You
know...the arguments, scut-city of frequenclee, the imblic trustee concept, the re-
cipient must give the people something in return when he gets a franchise. At
the Very least, nn obligation to eenduct informed public dieuesion on matters of
concern, and when conducting them, to be fair to ail (Medea of opinion. The
broadcasterm Is given the widest possible latitude In exercising this public trustee
fimetion. -

This is the constitutioaally approved scheme for broadcasting. It's different`
from the print medin where the publisher has an unabridgeable right to be
unregulnted. The broadcaster may even refrain from raising any controversial
issues and still escape sanctions. This happens, as you know, many years when
stations fail' to broadcast even the barestTof news and public affairs and get their
licenses renewed.

The fairness doetritn., is ha rtily perfect in its implieations and Impimuntattone,
ii klas many derogators on right and left, imt it is.the bedrock of the public inter,
est standard of the communications act, Take it Away, and you have no actpThe
position of the .broadcasters who urge the abatidOnment pf the doctrine is that
it Invades the first amendment rights of the bresulcasterS.

Mr. Vincebt Vasilefaki, president of the NAB in a !Minos doctrine.hearing.
in halt; before a Ilonse Subcommittee argutul that eveseilf110 government grants
the broadcaster a franchise with exclusive use of a traquency the goyernment
may demand nothing in return without violating that broadcaster's Brat amend-
ment rights. The argument further rims that moat hrotukusters will, by theeemmity

tied Just pilin natural. virture, for !air without regulation. Go peddle your

i
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ideas to another station, to a newspaper, make a speech, wiite a book. YotOought Into( to have trillreet legal remeoy.
There should be no way in which a tiroadvaster can he ehmitised for failureto give someone else the right of reoly io anything the-broadcasters say On theair. This'doesn'r mean.. saY the broadcasters, that tlfe listener 11.3 left with noremedy at all. There Is -remedy Wgiikis it? 1.1,4en to Mr..JahnVice l'iisident for news for Metromedia at the House Hearings in 19418: quote-There;s.a very .orderly pt.oreflurc for taklug cure 4if the bad broadcaater in thecapitalist lc-system. That Win go broke. and be forced to sell.A had broAdcaster will not survive," end quote. In short, the broadcaster

sense of decency. Thoit's how we-get diversity of opinion, arid selwe the needa.of a

should get his funichise and have no obligation Jo he fair other than his' own
democratic sodety for Informed discussion. To do otherwise, to insist that (O.brombaster to lie legally required to be fair would be to harnss, h inbibil himto chid- him, rather than risk legal sanctions, he Al engage in 'no vontrovers,ind ad his blkeadrasts will lw bland. and Otere will be no diverifity of pub a °opinion.;

What should one reply to this position? At the worst, it seems to me that ais oneonscionable that olle Man shollId say to the People of the Unitid statire Me a piece of everybodyli electromagnetic spectrum and I will Lqieratefor .,nly own partisan purposes and klrotit and keep everyone I don't op.& withoff I be air.- liut let's suspend Judsment and try it out. Let's am how It wouldaetinilly happen.
Many of you are familiar with the famous WLI11--TC case in Jackson,' The licensee was La MAr usurulleP Co. and all through the lateand 110's it was asserted by eitizensof Jackson. Miss. that the station was. goll0 of racial and religious discrimination. It cut off network civil rights broad-casts with signs reading "Sorry, cable trouble." ,Eventually with no help from tfie FCC, the Office of Communication of theklnitea Church of Christ {KT:mailed the U.S. Court of Appeals to grant a hear-. :lug, nod when the evidence was all in some live or Rix years later, the court Itselfvacated the license of LAMM. Life, It said that (he FCC's record in the eatfe wasirreparable, and it, took the license revocation sanct n into It's own htuald. Nowsuppose we eliminate the fairness doctrine.

A licensee operates one of two .vees In Jackson, fit decides to put on racistrditorials. You don't. think that can NON haPpen? 'o down to Jackson. Whtit'sto stop him? Does a black citizen rush to the yompetitive station and beg timefor a reply and possibly be refused? To the nevspapers and get turned down?Perhaps they wouldn't turn him down, but they could, couldn't they? And'he'd:,have no legal remedy, none at all.
I ask Dick Jencks, do you really believe that suck a system would serve ourneed for an informed public opinion, for fairneas in the clash orideas, presunt

p'hly
the ,lifehlood of our democracy? If you ever got the Congress to abandone fairness doctrine, and broadcaster mavericks net up the way WLBT did,. there woald be such a public cry of mitrage that the next fairnesa doctrine writ-ten into law would have the kind of teeth the present one lacks, and I don't4 thlikk the broadcasters would care.for that bite at all._They want the sameArst amendment rights as the print media. What thatmeans 1$ that they want a monopoly basAl on scarctly of frequencies, and theywant It free and clear of any legal obligation to be fair in public discudsion. I'mnot prepared to let them have it oo +those terms. You wish to be free of obliga-tions? Then I'll free you also of your monopoly position.

No obligations, tio monopoly. Turn pay cable lose. Leps have a real competi-tive market based on open entry, unit we'll discuss it. Mit they're trying to stoppay cable. They don't want an open entry. They want a protected market and ontop of that they want no legal obligations for fidrness. Trus t. us, they say, we'llbe fair bmause We hive fairness. And if there are a few bad apples, the systemwill take care orthem. Now, come on. Ok, there are,other solutions.
Let's rewrite the act. Lef's auction off the frequencies to the highest bidders.Give It to the winners, free and clear of any fairness doctrine restraints, but oneonditton that they set aside 10% of prime time for -public access and that theygive- --you're gonna love th 0% of their gross revenues to public broadcaSting.Then you can have your unharassed, mdnhibIted first amendment. You wantthat Dick? If you have no fairness obligations, why should you be allowed as1:13 to own 5 VH stations in the fop market? Why not just one? The So-calledebilling effectof the fairness doctrine is legendary, deapite the protestations of

ilq-117 - 8
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profeasional journalists, our scholarly exPert Henry ()eller says that they've
never even been documented.

Everyone knows the fairness doctrine is really a mild regulattpn. Broadcaaters,
have lived with it and maintained their profits. What the broadcasters are really
worried about is Recess. That's what they're coneepted about. People are ilot
content to let Cronkite and Reasoner, chaneeller speak Tor them mid may every
night that's the Way the world is. Is It? People want counter-rags. There Will
he more oourt challenges. Dick, In 1900, at a panel of the American Bar Associa-
tion, you accepted Red Lion as the farthest permissible roach of government.

,The figures allow that the networks ln"only one case, the famous NBO--Chet-
Ilunt ley caw, where he broadcast an editorial favoring cattle raisers When he
had Nui interest, a conflict of interest, was LW only thne the networks ever got
hooked'. In the NBC case,the courfs overtnrned the FCC. Figures. In 1971, there
were 2000 fairness doetelhe complaints. In only 168 eases did the FCC send in-
quirice to the stathms, tin 8% ratio of inquiries to complaints.

6There were' only 69 FCC rulingt, and only 5 out of 2000 wore adverse to lic-
ensees. Even in 1972, Dick, In Aspen, Colorado, you still found that the fairnoss
octrine has worked fairly well. You rolled on it in CBS vs. DNC. Judge Tatum

'for the IT.S'..Court of Appeals dissenting In the NBC pension ease said, ':The fair-
ness doctrine ns It has been utilized here is the yeast of fairness in the dough 'of
the teleeaster's right to exercise bis journalistic freedom."

Nobody, asked the broadcaster to be a public trustee. He volunteered for (hi,
license. He volunteered for it, and he did it with his eyes wide open o what the
terms id the game were a right tomake a mint of money in return for fairness
to the public in controversial issues, a balancing of his rights againat the people'a
rights under the first amendment.

If OBS or any other licensee doesn't like the way,the gnaw is played, let them
turn in their license and resign There are plenty of others waiting on the side:
lines with very eager appetittes to get WO the game under the exceptionally mild
and generous conditions of the; constitutional fairnesa doctrine.

Mr. JENCKS. Well, I'll try to dehl With Some of the matters that Bob :Mayon
raised. Ile says that the Supreme Court has firmly decided that. the Fairnees
doctrine Is constitutional, which* I don't think is the Case, and the real test will
be the S. C. gets a case in which a license hangs in the balance, such us the
Brandywine ease which did,not.go to the Supreme Court.

Judge Boyelan was among others winhio not think that Red Lion le disposi-
tve as to the legality of the fairness beet rine. And it's very curious Indeed that-
last June in the Miami Herald Oise, although striking down the right of reply
statute directly analogous to the right of reply -regulation which it had upheld
live years before, the Supreme Court of the Ihdted States did not even mention
Red Lion. mliii not attempt lo distinguish it, did not attempt to justify it.

Now, Bob nays that l'm asking you to rely upon the decency of broadcasters.
I'm te)t, anymore then I ask you in the print field to rely on the decency of pub-
lishers. Bather, I'm asking you to rely upon Jheir contentiousness and their
desire to reach their reader44. If they are running media general circulation. Ile
says thebedrock of the communleations net is the fairness doctrine, take It away
and yotehnve no act.

yon had no fairness doctrine from the inception of the act. in 1934 until
. 111-19. and you had no fairness doctrine embodied in the statute until 1959. So

elearyon can have a communications net and proper regulation of broadcasters
and no':.fairness 11001.111e. Ile talks about commercial broadcasters desiring to
strangle pay television, and if that's the case, there are laws suitable to cope
with that. The anti-trust laws for one.

.Instice Douglas made clear in his opinion from which I previously quoted,
and I quote agnin. rhe commission has a duty to encourage a multitude of voices
ion only in a limifed way. vis. hc preventing monopolistic practices and by prit-
'noting tetltnologleal developments that will open up new channels. He got quite
a laugh from you in talking eland tiqi possibility that he would be willing to
nua..tion ofT our Iirt amendment rights if we would be willing to give 10% of our
profits b61mbile broadeasting.

11'' he would really he willing to abandon his precepts for a price, then I think
we have gauged his depth of feeling about the first amendment. Ile asks me the
rhetorieni question can I really love, be says, can I really believe tint aystem
of untrammeled frerdom wool rve Our needs? And I ask you back, can you
eally believe hint the press O hls country, the print press, Nerves our needs?
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And if It throCt. why.not ? Look Omit Fon, when you Mid your morning news-paper, whether It be the Las Vegas Suit or the New vorkAsimea, or tke raw An-
gelea Times. or- the Washington Star- NA'WH. or ihe Washington hod, when youread yotir news maglaine whether it lie 1.8. ,Newtinal World Report or TImeorNewsweek, do you yearn to have Lhe power to mike a federal commivion mairetimt imblicathm tb its wip? Do you yen rut to have ihe 1 It:vamps or Those pabitea_(lona terminated? I in yon yearn 't ca We a 1' eth.rill ronrt in Washington devide%viten thrir articles II IN features had been fair anii.nnfair?

And more to Bit; point; diz you yearn lo have those editor-in-elders decisions
come one year, Iwo years. Rtree years after the controversy whielt preelpitated1"et1 You its iloProving the press npon which you depend everydny of your life?

II (10114 hot I tlet) Mt. 1111Illor0lls sollat I011I4 HMI t he decency of broatloasters arerealry beside the point. Broadcasters a re no more dtwent, nor any less, than news-paper publishers. Side 2 of nivel .Stittions as superb as any of (he bes( of (heprint media in this country. The uestion-is what Is the risk of allowing thatfreedom to happen? I doll't have any more lime, So 1
Mr. :in A 1 WI Welb as to the ronstitntionalits of the fairness doctrine. I wouldwelcome a test confronting the issue head on. DIck is right. '1'lle courts havehedgd Very at ett ht confronting he I ssile siparoy, even, in the W X It It decision,Brandy a hie. the argument was that the decision was hnseti the revocation ofIRo license on what the majority (ipiniM called "a very narrow ledgN"The judges are very sonsit,1Ye to getting into a eonfrontation of the issue, andl' fo one wouhl like to see n ease come before the court where it met It tumid-On,but as of the present .motuenl the hest Indications we hare Is t 1111 whenever facedby the Supreme Court hi n tangential situnt ion. they seem on the whole to haveupheld the necessity for the fairness doctrine.
Now. Pick says that there was no rainless doe( rine until 19M)-(11/. Now 1 disagree w ith that If you read the history of (he leederal Radio Commission, yIVIII See that In its initial rulings. they specifically anq explieltly set forth theprinciple of fairness to all shades of ipinion. Very (wieldy the polittelans got Intot he aet aml got-section 3 1 S written for them in- fairness.It look a little while longer for everybody else to get their bit into the net, butthe eoneept of-fairness was inherent in the regulatory scheme this country'sbroadcasting licensing system front the very beginning on, aml if Did( would likecnhi g 0 I records and we rinrelteek it out. Ile talks about the press serv-ing the needs. Well, I for otte happen to believe that the press in many respectsdid not st-trye the 11001i of the people.
I happen to agree with Jerome Barren that I'd like to se0 an experiment madeIn the right of a ffess for reply to newspaper space -Ws much easier for the newa-impel' to add pages thnn it Is for a broadcaster to add time, that's true. But Idon't think that the present system adequately- Inects the demilnds of the 20thcentury for all the people to get into the act of diversity of opinion. Barren isright.
The romantic convention of the first nmendinent that was in view when thefoundIrs of our republic framed the Constitution Is no longer adequate to- theneeds of the 20th century. We have different means of communication, massivemenus or rommitah;a Hon. whim) til ke a lot of money, as our moderator muys. andthe ordinary citizen Just can't.get into that game, so we have a real realisticnotion of the marketplace of Ideas, and it presents new problems.
I don't say-that the fairness doctrine as is Is the answer, but i saY, It's theanal bastion we have under the present system for the legal.protection of thecitizens' rights, and nil not prepared to tiorego It and take the risk of trustingeithtr the wisdom, or the decency or the fairness of broadcasters to implementthe first amendment rights. Let's talk for a minnte about this chilling of thepress. It's argued that. It arises as a result of the economic and procedural. andtime burden imposed upon broadcasters.
I have ii eItereut theory abont the chilling effect. It comes from the economicstructuro of he Industry. The Industry is foremost vonunitted to entertainment,so it :lays tq ,Its people In news and public affairs. 'Here's a little corner of thetotal uq*ctrjii. Yop operate Mat little corner, and,don't you dare get out of It."ilo the rronkites and'the Ressoners, naturally they're human like all of us, tht.ysay, wrhat's my little corner. That's my territory. I'm in charge of it, 80going to be the Judge-of what goes in and what goes out, and I'm going to be the'public voice, and I'm going to be the trustee."
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corner and play with it, and I say there% not ade4jualt1 to represent the rights Of
all eitizeloP today. 'Ilhere's n elambring, a Winger tor public discussion by spokes-
men who want to initiate controversies that the public media do not eveicrecog-
illw Hs e o il I roversy. How are we to deal with that problem?

Tiler; it re'suggestIons for improving the.fnirness doctrinbr trading perhaps
for free spcisli messaltes. I wou)d be in ftivnr df all experimenthl situation to

: sec whether or not it would really provide a soletIon to fairness dipriqe's
(Wee( 8, but l'ut not preparesl to scrap the (sinless doetrine until I see whether
or not Illis SySteln prbree out. .

Wind I'm arguing is that brondeastinels still not the print Media, the public
still needs protection in the area of limited frequencies, nue thnt the fiiirness
dOetrine line !,4110111II ,be held until something better can be demonstrate±1.

Question from floor.
-Dick, isn'tolt tree, aprwm; right (Isom the beginning, that %Own Secretory of

Conunerw lloover, later the President of tile United &otos, !Is the Secretary of
Commerce, he c9ps141 erM broadcasting n public property nod froin the inception
ProPosed that these be a reseyvation.pf time, something between 20 slid 25fX. of
all the bronlicnst time; morning, afternoon, and evening, shall be reserved, not
tor sale, but for public use-'t (interrupted by moderator for se'cond question
seVond question stinnulairi7A41 III tinkyoll's opeaing remarks.) .

Mr- 811A YON. Let the lake the smaller question tIrst. The philosophieni basis
fOr a 1115111S:40h of the fairness doctrine mid man's place in the universethat's
essy. Weli, a serious question deserves a serious answer. and I conceive of man
to he 4% hut I cull a thlikettelll erratItire. Ile.s etipillik of using his mind, he's. ellimble of growing, he's being exercised. It's the opposite of whit( has come
to be known ns the banking concept of information and educidion, where yotf-

?eonceive of individuals as banks into whickyou deposit wisdom, mid when netPs-
stay you subunit a deposit slip and you call it baek. Unfortunately, most of oqr
public education is banking education.

But I think public hrandeusting has' a tremendous opportunity to be a dia-
lectical sy!:iteill of eduention in which we won't tell people what the answers ore
hat we clignge with aim 111 a discussion mid we listen to them and we learn
from theta.ami together we engage in a growing dialectical experience. This is my
view Of n Milli, its a ddlosophically creative creature rather than II pensive One.
t nt, I lin t takes ear(' o the easy one. .

.

N-1w let's take 1114 imrd one_ The hard one is: what are we going to do with
this fnirness doctrine? It hns Ils defects, some people say it doesn't. work for me,
others say it works too much...everybody's complaining about( It. Welt, I think
there is no meelmnirai solutyn to the problem. X naming of broadcast time re-
served for tile public or for free speech messages, well, I'm willing to try Mat, but
again, limn Is not 9 meelitolioni erenture.you don't get a meelmnical solution toli
crest lye problem.

The only 'real problem the only rest solution to this problem ,is it real, spir-
itually iledicnted, nIfirnintive romMilment of all bwadeasters, oimmereini and
public. fo ii -rensoned diseussion of controversial issues ip the interest of an
informed public opinion.

And I say. that means lihnt tilbeyve Kot to go out and not only provide pnblie
((awns under duress but to help the people think their way through to a clarifi-
cation of the complex issues of our cemplex world! It isn't enough for a proud-
cnster to say "Here's an weeess program 20f/0 of iny time. Anybody that wants
to mine On can have a Imbil of view and sny It slid that takes care of the problem
hf dlseusslon ill It demorrney.- It doesn't. The brondensters are professionals; in
(list respect; Dick Jencks is fight.

As professionsis they sholthi serve the people, 111141 they should serve the people
by engnging in some kind of a dinlecties1 situation with,thetn. They should come
to us and say, "Winn are you trying to Huy? 14frt us help iron say It. Let us use our
resources to help yon Iniondze your views, and let Its see that everybody has this
opportunity.-

.

A meehanleal attribution If yon get 2% mid pm get 3% and Imhmeing it
that's never d'omin solve it. The Judges and the lawyers want mechanical fitatistl-
citl solutions -that's him they work, that's how their universe atruetures. They
hare la have unqualified la WH 10 willeh they cuu /Ippeal In sll their wisdom. But
life isn't like that. '

1
Bar they resist. attempts of anybody else tti take a little ithve of their preeions
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.There ore no mechanktil solutions to our problems. .kial tr.only' the commercial

.
.

broadcasters would wally NH) -kook wv.re np lo f mei huntan boat together. Prolitis not the end-of it.
The survival of our planet, or our race, of yur valaeu is involved --which has anigher 11114101y speech in the Interest of discussion 0. I' I II.t.eas to have Kir demo-% eratio insthtitIons, or speech for the peddling a commereitil products, howeverimportant they are to our eomotny?"
If only they would bitty that. 'and codimit themselves -to an affirmative use oftheir resources f4)-r toddle controVers3, We 'Wt!Ilhill't have nny fairness doctrinecomplaints or proldems. I've peen in 1 110.11r(suleastitig bitsiness. I organized thefirst l'Ils documentary unit. which Ons the first network to deal,,with eontro-versial INN1168.

.
. . .I tiediented my life to the handling of Public issues over the media, and I tell

lkyou, it can be done. It ean be (lone wilhout fuss, without fe them it takes itrit1k,- it takes guts, and there is lin seeurqty from problems. tit If .you reallywnat'to do it, you (sin persuade the pcople of this countrY flint the broadcastersare fair in their handling of puirlie vont rorersy.
.

,
Ve're not asking for legal remedies, we're asking for remedies that comefrom the hesrt. And I think ultimately, this is what fairness is all about. Notrainless that is sanetioned and eon:drained by the law, but fairness that comesfrom the heart Tutors the (slyness. that t'orir30 yars I've been begging thevommercIal broadeasters to exhibit. and now nmy I add, I beg the public broad-rosters to exhibit. Thank you
Mr. .1F.N es s. Well, to devote myself to the lpieston. Isn't it true thnt Ilresidentlloover said that broadcast frequencies pre public4roperty 811(1 that broad-casters should be required to give 20 25% of their time for piddle tufes. Yes, itis true that President Hoover said that.
There were oevasIons, on which you recall, President llost4.er Wao wrong. liewas partly right In that remark. Ile was not rightIloover with one of our Presi-dents who was not a is wyer--nad he was certainly not right in Meaning tosuggest that because the sty waves are public property that restraints can beplaced on the tirst amendnient rights of those who use the property.I think there that Judge Ilazeion was correct when he mild that governmentcannot place restraints upon the nrst amendment rights of the users of thisproperty simply by declaring "I own it," Now ns to the philosophiesl basis ofour democracy, and of commualcations generally, I take it that it finds Its reflec-tion in the Constitutiou, in the proposition that this is a government of reservedpowers. Powers that are not granted to the government are reserved for thestates and the twople. And I think that means that we trust people.The American experiment was intended. to take government off. the backs of. people. yhe framers of our Constitution could, of eourse, have decided upon a..;yvteni miller which the press would he livensed. That WiliN the precedent theyklknv. That was what deorge III and his predecessors had done. They decided,aftd they didn't much like tin. press, which then as now is quarrelsome anddillhstlt and arrogant, they decided they'd take their chances with it.They thought that *government control of the press would prove to be stupid,irrational, and 411 ppressIve of free speech, and they were riga. 315, the equaltime provision, is ft good example of Iv stupid, Irrational provlilon, ahnost every-body so recognizes now, and only the.politicians don't have the courage to ulna.that. mistake. Stupid also, is the idea of a federal commission, or a federal judgesitthig in judgment on a network documentary two years after the documentarywas broadcast, t

/There conies throughout much of this discussion the idea that if we don't likecommereial Iwondeasters, then withholding their freedoms from them 10 somesort of punitive act. We say, "We're going to treat you this way until You shOWthat you deserve better treatment." MO I say that Is at odds with the philosoph-ies! basis 4 this no that and the genius of its people. It's very much at odds withit. We've seen in the past two years the free press operate In a way which Isreally one of the,glorles of our history.
There has never been a time -In the whole nearly 20 years of this country, Inwhich the press has performed so valuable a role. So far as broadcasters are con-cerned: and CBS in particular, that, I'm afraid has been, not because of, but In,spite of the government powey ovpr the broadcast media. CBS, as Yoll kthriV. witsNo. 1 on President Nixon's list of enemies, And there were a number of effortsMade to deal with ens, and some as-you know with Katherine Graham of theWashington Post. Those didn't succeed. We don't wanti to see any efforts likethat succeed In the noir fUture.
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80/11 woAdd aay to you that the exverhnent that we want to make is to return 'to .

tlw pxperiment that we've all been einharked upon ter 200 years, which is the
ext srlment in the First. A mendment, the woe extraoTtlinary exeeriment that
na be,en utilized will. respect to communica t tans in any nation ill the world, and
VI'. i worked, desphte some of our dissat1sfactrop with the print media, we know it
1 is worked there, and I think it would work with the broadcast media, and I
/tope that its broadcasters. you wilt/Join the task of seeing to it that you insist upon

ii Hrst nwieheent rlky,lits and that brOatIcasters as a whole 10 vethem antl have ..

/ them without having to bargain for Often, have them without let and Itindrence,
/ have them Jest as the rest of 014 prestrhas them, Thank you.

Arricswotm: LOOICINO HACK AT TIM DICBATE

(By Henry Geller)
My first comment is to eonunend the excellence of the debate on, bot h sides.

Exception could be. taken to a few supporting polallt, but the essential vont entions
were, I believe, well and forcefully presented. The debate covered two main issues :
( la the I% !mess doctrine constitutional tinder existing law ; and (2) should it
be comitituelonal; does it servo the imblie interest, Including the crucial First
Aniendment goal of promoting robust, wide-open debate?

I. Constitutionality! Dick Jencks stresses the recent Miami Herald bolding of
the Stwreme Court :

choice of material to g(b into n newpoper, and the deeisloks ma0 as to
limitations on the size of the newspaper, and eontent, and ft-carmen/N.1,f ;Mite is-
sues and publie officials -.whether fair or unfairconstithtes the exerCise of edi-
torial eoutrol and Judgment. It has yet to be demonstrated how government regu-
lation or this crucial process can be exercised eonsistent with First Amendment
guarantees of a free press as they have evolved to this time." I Ethiphasis adtiptlI

The Florlds "right of reply" statute there struck down Is, he correctly points
Ian, analogous to t ho FCC's personal allaek/politleal editorializing rules. lonleed,
If anything, it is harder to make the fairness ease in the broadeast field because

though "a newspaper format is expendable .. a broadeast schedule cannot be
expanded ; nothing emt be added 'without something else being dropped" (3eneks.
pp. 3-4).

On the other side, Bob Shayon also marshalls a pt)verful ease: The Supreme
Court foand the fairness doetrine constitutional lit the 1909 Red Lion ease, and
again relkd heavily upon the doctrine in the 1973 CBS v. DNe ease (with only
two dissenters to its constlutionalItyJushices Stewart and,pouglas). There is no
indleat ion that the 1974 Miami Herald case overturned the (TS ease, derided Just
one year before. Significantly, Shayon points out, the most recent Court 0110-
ment, by Judge l,eventital In the NBC Puniness case, distinguishes the ,Miami
Herold derision, and adheres to the fairness doet rine in the hrtmdeasting

Blow ran one square these persuasive arguments on both sides? And pnrticu-
Italy how calm tine squill re the strong holding by Dick Jencks from the
Miami Ilcrold Illae wit h the statement in Red iiou that "there is nothing In the
First Anietelment hirli prevents the Government from requiring a licensee to
share his frequency %vith others and to conduct himAelf as a firoxy or fiduciary
with obligations to preseld those views end yokes which are repretifflItittlye of his
rommunity and Aiell would otherwise, by necessity, be barred from the Or-
waves" (395 p. 394).

There is no logical %lay to do so. Rob Shayon gave the praelical anteVer III his
Holmes quelatIen that Ihe life of the low has not been logic ; It Ints been expert"-
cave. Aml in the broadeasting field the eXperienee, -Ideated from the beginning"
(Pensions. p. 13). has been different from the print medium. From the 1943 Nay
rase to the 1913 CBS case, regulation of broadcasting under a short-term, public
Interest licensing seheme has been sustained-- and that is why the fairness doe-
t rine decisions have gone itt 'the FCC's favor.
Mick Jencks believes that when the right ease Is presented to the Supreme

Court one Ilke Brandywine UR) where the statign lost its license because
of fairness doctrine violations, among ot things -the Supreme Court will
strike down. the doctrine. 4 think jloy Shayon Is more npt to prove correct. on
tills Issue. The Supreme Court had the opportunity to review Brandywine, with
Judge ilazelon's powerful dissent on the fairness thwtrine yet it declined 'to do
so.
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More importIM1, it :WOWS to MO 1110at tthilkely that. the Burger-led Court WIii
1111111(in mi this issue. Itementher that (liter .lioitive Burger wrote both the 1973(Ts V. N.V.; and (lie 197 i Miami Penal( opinions, so it is unlikely that the lattermerruitts the former. And Chief Jost We Burger is,,t he author of the W1,117' opin-Ion, where Ate htares that ',.... ..atiliefence to Pie -Fairness DOctrIne Is the sinequo non o$ every. Beensee- imp F.2d at .p. 1000).Thts oddit. therefore, are strong.

_ for emit IIIIMP a 1111'111114C6 Of I he COILS( it nt lututlit y M lho form" doccrint itself
(as compared Willi the different isalle of the legality oi its genere implemento- ,lion. or some particular awIleat ion of the doctrine).

2. tin 'the seemol issue both debaters again cogently set forth strong argu-ments.pieli Jencks hti ell Ant it iti Uordernment trylug to ipsure fairness; thatno one wonnl oS shmItti desire th-at tiN t:overnment review the editorihl decisionsof Ihe-PWitsithigtott Post or. the New York Timr4 for faillieSs why then shouldJim...violent al review for (sinless of tile editrial processes of Nile. (118, or Altc
hO n014)1131.41 Or'dOsirillae? in II1S Op411011, Jenns does not make out a strong Cane..that tiOvolimentill review lots had n -ehlinug" effect on-the networks' treatmentlot controversial !smiles.

, .The networks are "big (mys" who can and tio slum! up to the ComMission (e.g.,rrii sjoh3). jeuvks. main example. ."rhe Loyal opposition" program, Wthi notdrotqwd by CBS berause of the +II-ruling (whieli did not really inhibit thepresematkon of an3 future program4 I'll:4 could merely specify 10 or more issuesto be addressed li3 the spokesman, or simkesmen) : the program simply did notMeet clIS' Oxpeclations a Ild i11(1(441,1'11H appeared embarrassed over it in itiiCongressional testimosy ( 2,1 Ft l 2.1 at p. :100, U. 2.1 ). But Jeneks does score withhim contention that Fri' fairness net ivities vitt be "chilling" as to le sandiermil itbroadeast lin Wohile I. ant Qilmittedly biased on this.0'ore, I la'lley . that fair't!less cases like k It PINI. TV" Otte SI41111e. Washington ruling cited liy ieneks)cannot be answed by nolle reeitallTat of fairness statistics a.e.. Shayon's ob-servo tiou that in over 2000 fairness romplaints, the Commission. referred onlylos to stations and rtijed against the ihrlISOO hi only live instances).The KRENI-TV ruling was favorable to the licensee, but the three-year hassle1.1early might well inhibit future station coverage of contested local issues. Fur-( he,r. .1eurks raises t Ito disturbing point : Is stich an intensive iliterventIon lit thebroadeast editorial process worth the possible -pins-- that an entirely different sandleoue hear some further presentation on an issue two Or three years later?tin the other hand. Shayon correctly stresses Ilus fundamental relationship ofthe fairness obligation to the notion of the public trustee. The Congre,ssiona Iseliellio Is iiihs nt shortlerIll licensees who obtain the right to line scarce, valuablernillo spectrum free 'because they have volunt('ered to serve the public interest.Sintyon then points to the WLBT (3aeksmi, Mimissippi) case where a lieenseewf mid nol present the integration viewpoint, largely Ignored the extensive blackpopulation,In its service area. and espoused the segregational muse.num. eau a lieeteee. w ho ows Ike frequency only to reflect his private viewson issues (if great importance to the area, be said to be a public trustee? Just asthe antitrust laws provide an overlay or national mood fostering competition,the fairness doctrine affords protection that generally licensees will act respon-sibly "as Iwo:111\4 for the entire emnimmity, obligated to suitable Bine nod atten-tion to tont tors of great publ(c concern"( Red Lion. 395 U.S. at 394).lien. again the debate presents an oddity -eaelt, side luis ndva need PowerfulFI rst A mendment arguments for Ids position and faces serious First Amend-ments dumbest his position. Agai,n-Just to state the commentator's views-litseems lo me that Shayon's overall position will reflect governing policy in thenext decade. For. one could ask Dick Jencks: Would elimination of the fairnessdoctrine fenny free broadcast Journalism?
Itemetither that the present Congressionhl scheme for broadcasting lurid es the

11 licensing seheme In. the. public interest, and because programming lo th . heart

(Jovernment siguilleantly itt the lieensee's overfill programming operatim y It is
of service to the public. the incumbent's overall programming operation iN thecrucial element examined at renewal, whether in a petition-to-deny sihmtion orin a elimpartitive hearing. This means that CBS' renewal of WCAIT-TV inPhliatielphia or the Washington Post's renewals In Florida will lie judged onwhether the inemnbent ficensee has rendered substantial, service to meet theproblems, needs. and interests of the area.

Further, the agency can affect the eemtontic health of the licensee or networkin many other nonlicensing areasfor example, by changing the multiple owner-,
,
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ship rules applicable to networks or large VHF Mations, or changing the network
programming process I hruagh prhun'ilnie nevem.; and syndication rules.

My point is %obvious: Unlike print, tile Government Is integrally Involved In the
broadenstIng ffeld. Slo long an oue maintains the public interest licensing nmi

-pervnsive regulatory scheme, elluiluallon of the fairness doctrine does not free
Allis broadcast licensee from the danger of undue Governmental prennure or in-

ttusion, but it does, eliminate the check on liertnnetvgwho would aqt like WI,BT.
lii tny Judgment, therefore, it better nerves both' the public interest arid the

irst Atiaemiment to l'etain the fairness doctrine, so long as tile public trustee
Merest licutosing seheme Is kept.

itoth Jencks arid Sliayop correctly observe that there is no Constitutional need

L. tlonolinta in that system that while the Government must license to prevent en- .
.rneering chaos, there are othit alternatives that would serve the public interest'
and yet free the licensee from bovernmental intrusion e.g., auction or rentn1 of
the frequency, with the ilroceeds going to non-commercial broadcasting or accesA
programming, szoi with certain rights to paid or free access for limited periods).

/ I iuwe er irti alternatives are 11,11 likely to he ndopted in the near future, if
ever. If this annlysls is correct, the fairness doctrine will continue to be applicaMe
In the ;lex! and its prolilenis Inns! therefore he dealt 'wit h.

The Pensions ease is indicative of One trend to deal with these problems. It
%Teeter; a mood that looks with disfavor on govermnental Intrusion in broadcast
jourmilism, except perhnps in egregious circumstances. Such a mood, may be dV11-
colt to define and may chnnge over time. llut it. Is nonetheless of great importslwe
for t he administration of the [sinless doct rine In the coming years.

As Jenelis notes, I believe that a nattier revision is needed to "save the
fairness doetrine"--that tffe Commisniou should generally examine fnirnesn iitnt-
tern only at renewal time, and then to determine "whether there had hivn such
a pattern of 'conduct throughout the license period as to indicate malice or reckless
(lisregard of Fairness oblIgations.Thp. 7, Jeneks). I OM appreciate why Jencks,
like Oliver Twist, wants more, but It seems to me that he Is not fully taking into
account the public trustee nature of the present pervuslve regulatory whew.

Judge J. Skelly Wright has pointed out that unlike " Monte areas of the law
where) It is eamy.Wo- tell t he Knott gays from the bad guys ... In the Current debate

over the brotunald media and the Find Amendment . . . each debater claims tot
he the real protector of the First Amendment, and theanslytical problems are
nuti'll more difficult than In Ordinary constitutional adJunIatIon.'"Pheranswers, he -
Pointed out. "to re not easy," but he hoped that "with careful study" we will find
some." Dick Jeneks aml Bob Shayon admirably illuntrate Judge .Wright's
Rot h ore "good guys" strongly committed to promoting FirSt Amendment goals.
!loth deplore bronidenster indifference to I hese goal H. A ii.l both have MS de an cx-
eellent oot Mullion to the study of the fasirness doctrine mid to possible courses
of action.
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Affirmative

Promotion of

Free om of
Expression#

-10-The most challenging probkms in First Amendment theory today
lie in the prospect of using law affirmatively to.promote more effective
functioning of the system of freedom of expression. The traditional
premises of the system are essentially laissez-faire in character.' They
envisage an open marketplace of ideas, with all persons and points -of
view "living equal access to the means of communication. In support-
ing this system the First Amendment has played a largely negative role:
it has operated to protect the system against interference frOm the
government. Thus the issues have turned for the most part upon me,.
onciling freedom of expression rith other sqcial interests that thec, government seeks to safeguard. The development of legal doctrine de
has bsen primarily in the evolution of a series of negative commands.
A realistic 'view of the system of freedom of expression in this country
today, however, discloses serious deficiencies that call for a different
kind "Ost Ainendment approach.

, . There amnumerous reasons for the failures now threatening the
existence of the' sysiem: Probably the most significant is the overpower-
ing monopoly over the means of communication acquired by the mass
media. Two international news services, Associated Press and United
Press International, furnish most of the international news. In 1467,
out of 1,547 cities with daily newspapers, there were competing qskilies
in only 64. Three gigantic networks, ABC, CBS, ani,NBC, determine

*Thomas Irwin amnion, The System of Freedom of ffixpression. Affirmative promotionof freedom of expresn1on, c11.17. pp. 027-873. Reprinted with the permission of the autpors. CoPYrisht 1970. .
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most of what is seen in American homes on television. In 1966, thirty-
-jive advertisers supplied over 50 percent of leleyision's total advertis-

ng income. In 1967,_ newspapers held intarests in a third of the VHF
stations and in 2 2 percent of the UHF stations. In the same year some

.
,twenty-five Congressmeti or their families:owneg interests intradio lid
tekvision properties, and about a half of the members of Congress
were members. of law firms that represented broadcaster. The eco-
nomics of radio .and tekvisiim press inevitably In the direction of pro-

.. grams that appeal to the lowest common denominatoV of a mass audi-
ence. The consequence of all .this is that/the expression emanating
front the mass media tends to represent a single; generally bland, point
Of view.'- .

Other factors are less overwhelming, but still important. Modern.
government, by virtue of its size, resources, control of information,
and links to the mass media, plays a more dominant and nacrowing
role in the system. The issues in a technical age grow constantly more
complex, and there is at the sante-time a bewildering mass of info-ma-
tion on some subjects and a frustrating paucity -of informatiOn on
others. ,Cost's of all methods of communication steadily rise, beyond
the means of the individual or.the iwdinary group. The growth of vol-
untary associations on a mass sZ:ale, while solving some problems, adds
to the disadvantage of the non-belonging person or the.less powerful
organizaiion.

. .

The result is that the systetti is choked with communications based

1 upon the conventional wisdom and becomes incapable of performing
its basic function. Search fit the truth is handicapped because much of
the argument is never heard or heard only weakly: _Political decisions
are distorted because the views of some citizens never reach other citi-
zens, and feedback to the government is feeble. The possibility of or-
derly social.change is greatly diminished because those persons with
the most urgent grievances come to believe, the system is unworkable
and merely shields the existing order. Under these circumstances it

1. I he 'figures are taken front Bryce Audible." i Nation. Feb. 8, 1965, p.

W. Rucker, The Fs, vt Freedom (( arbon- 138; and other materials cited in Thomas
dale, Southern Illinois University Press. I. Fmerson, David Haber and Norman
1968) See also Dan Lacy, Freedom and Dorscn, Political and Civil Rights in the
Cdmmunicanon.s (Urbana, University of (lasted States (Boston, Little, Brown &
Illinois Press, 2t1 ed. e965); James R. ('o., 3d ed. 1967.), pp, 900-901 (cited
Wiggifts, Freedom or Secrecy (New York,-., hereaftet in this chapter as Political and
OxfOrd University Press, rev. ed. 1964); rerril Rights in the United States).
Charles A. Reich, "Making Free Speech



becomes essential, if the system is to survive, that i search be made for
ways to use the law and legal instktutions in an affirmative program to
restore the system to effeetive,w6rking order.

In general, the government must, affitmatively Inake available the
opportuMty for expression as well as protect it fr6m encroachment.-
This means that Rositive 4asures must be taken to assure the abilit9
to speak despite economic or other barriersr. It also means that greater
attentkm must- be given to the right:of the citizen to hear varying
points of view and the right to hile, access-to informatkm-upon which
such points of view can be intelligently based. Thus, equally with the
right and ability to speak, Such an apprpach would stress the right to
hear and the right to know. -

In terms of First Amendment theory the issues fall into two cate-
gories. In the first situation the government relies upon some existing
power as the basis for regulation-designed to.improve operation of the
system of freedOm of expressiono-Thus the Federal Government may

tions to give equal time to all political candic tes; or a State may,
tseek, through use of the commerce power, to re iire broadcasting sta-

under its general police powers, require disclosure of the sources of
, campaign contributions. The question is whether, since such a regula-
tion iMpinges upon fr-eedom of expression, it is permissible under the
First Amendment. This issue, however, is not like the question that
ariseS when the government places restrictions upon expression in
order to protect or advance some other kind of social interest outside
the system of freedom of expression. As an affirmative measure the
regulation has its impact entirely within the system; it is designed to
make the system work better, not to limit expression in order to pro-
mote a conflicting interest. Hence the ordinary First Amendment tests
bad tendency. incitement, clear and present danger, balancing of
opposing interests, and full protectionare- not applicable. The prob-
lem must he resolved itf terms of whether there has been an "abridg-
ment" of freedom of expression, and the tests must be framed in terms
of accommodation' of interests within the system, nondiscrimination,
promotion rather than deterrence of expression, and the like.2

A second kind of problem arises when governmental power to fa-
cilitate operation of the system is sought in the First Amendmept itself.
Such affirmative powerof the First Amendment may be invoked in

2. 'the issues are -much the same as controls over tho right of expression, dis-
those that arise' in maintaining traffic cussed in Chapter 1X.
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rgrilwo forms. In One it is se1f-exes4ing and enkmeabk kky the courts as a
constitutional mandate. Thus the claim that a local board of education
must make a school boilfling Available for p ic meetings would rest1.
upon the principle that the First Amendment its Own force requires
Such action. In its other. form the affirmative power of the First
Amendment manifests itself i& the basis forlegislation. This might be
Federll legislation enacted directly by virtr-orthe FiFst Amendment,
or Federal legislation enacted under Section 5,of the Fourteenth
Amendment, which makes the First Amendment applicable to the
States. Skil uses of the First Amendment as an alliimative power are,
of course, rare: But soine development of the law has begun in this
direction. Here again the applicable tests are quite different from those
employed in traditional situations in which the First Amendment is
invoked purely as a negative right against government interference.

Apart from the task of developing suitable FirSt AmenAlment doe-
trine, grave administrative and procedural problems are- posed by any
effort to employ goVernmental authority tO facilitate operation of the
system of freedoni of expression. .The attempt to uSe governmental
power to achieve some limited objettive, while at the.same time keep-
ing the power under control, is always a riskx enterplise. Nowhere is
this truer than in the area of freedom of expression. Neverthele there,

- is no alternative. The weaknesses of the existing system artfso pro-
found that failure to act is.the more dangerous course. More ver, the
government is already deeply involved at many points, some of great
importance, as in its regulation of radio and television. The same hind
of _movement may be found in other areas of individual rights today,
such as the development of the affirmative aspects of the equal protec-
tion clause. The only prudent course, then, is to formulate principles

4. and devie techniques that use social power to facilitate freedom of
expression while holding the instrument of that power in check.'

3. The first comprehensive effort to
consider the question of affirmative pro-
motion of a system of freedom of ex-
pression was made in Zechariah Chafee,
Jr., Government and Mass Communica-
tions (Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1947: reprinted Hamden, Conn.,
Archon Books, 1965). A recent discus-
sion that has aroused a good deal of in-
terest is Jerome A. Barron, "Access to
the PressA New First Amendment
Right," Harvard I.aw Review, Vol. Ho
(1967), p. 1641, and "An Emerging First
Amendment Right of Access to the Me-
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(liar George Washington Law Review,
Vol. 37 (1969), p. 487. Materials and
references dealing with many of the
problems discussed in this chapter may
be found in Donald M. Gillmor and
Jerome A. Barron, Mass Communication
Law: Cases and Comment (St. Paul,
Mimi., West Publishing Co., 1969). See
also Charles A. Reich, "The Law of the
Planned Society," Yale Law Journal, Vol.
75 (1966), p. 1227: Louis H. Mayo,
"The Limited Forum," George Washing-
ton Law Review, Vol. 2 2 ( 1954), p. 261.
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A. Establishing litiliasi"Conditions

The initial responsibility of thc governmentis to maintain the basic
condition* thiit a systeM of freedom of, expression requires in &der,
not just to eat, but to nourish. This obligation is, of course, one that
the state...owes to all institutions, inside and..outside the government,
that seek to further the goals of the individual within the society. The
government must' establish fundamental law and order, Must provide
esseptial community services, and must create the underlying eco-
nomic, social and political circumstances in -which systems not baset
on the use of official force may successfully operate. Even in the case
of religious institutions, for which the 'Constitution specifically pre-
scribes firm separation, the government neyertheless supplies pofice
protection, tire protection, and other services generally made available
to the community. Clearly ike obligation of The government to support
a system of freedom of expression is vastly more extensive and compel-
ling.

Most of the measures designed to achieve these ends operate from
outside the system and do not raise any serious First Aniendment
problems. Ordinarily protection of expression against interference by
private persons through force or violence is.an accepted role for the
police. Similárly other standard governmental aids, such as the right of
a group to incorporate, are available to associations engaged in ex-
pression in the same manner as to other noncommercial associations.
kn devices specifically enacted to promote the system of free expres-
sion, sucti as exempting news reporters from the normal obfigation to
give testimony in order to protect the confidentiality of news sources,
do not pose any First Amendment difficulties. Likewise, measiires
taken by' the Federal Government to eliminate interference with First
Amendment rights by a State or its agents, such as the Federal Civil
Rights Acts or the laws allowing rernOval of State prosecutions to Fed-
eral courts, are not restricted in any -way by First Amendment
limitations. Only occasionally in the administration of these
provisions, as in the case of the hostile audience or the heckler, do
First Amendment issues emerge.'

4. With respect to measures Mired
to protect news sources see Talbot D'Al.
emberte, "Journalists Under the Axe:
Protection of Confidential Sources of in-

'

formation," Harvard Journal oi 'Legisla-
tion, Vol. 6 (1969), p. 307, and material
there cited; James A. Quest and Alan L.
Stanzler, "The Constitutional Argument
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In one area of police protection. however, difficult questions arise.
"fo what, extent is it the responsibility N the government to protect

expression lgainst interferencc,. from private (nongovernmental)
sources other than when such interferende takes' the fprin of force or
violence? Clearlirthere are limits. The systern of frei:dom of expression
vontemplates that many kinds of private pressureseconomit, SOCiUl

, and personalwill he at work as the community attempts to reach
social decisions. The government cannot and should not-undertake to
prevent or regulate these forms of interchange. On the other hand

sometimes such pressures go beyond the botanUi.iewhat can be tokr-
ated by a system of expression that can be called "free." This occurs
primarily in the etise of economic pressure. The economic power of an
employer over an employee; a landlord over a tenant, or a .highly or-
ganized group of union members over a business enterprise May result
in coercion upon expression which has all the effect of Olysical force
or violence. The issue resolves itself into one of drawing the lin`e be-
tween expression and action.,Pressures that can bc.classified as action

are subject to state control, whenever such control is deemed neces-
sary or appropria;e. without raising any issue under the First Amend-
ment. Pressure in the nature of expression cannot be abridged in Any

way.5
Some of the measures taken by government to maintain the basic

conditions for the functioning of freedom of expression operate wholly

within the system. itself. The main examples of these are traffic con-

trols, whose regulation of the time, place and manner of expression is

essential to prevent conflict. The First Amendment issues arising out
of such provisions have been discussed in connection with the right of
assembly. If the circumstances require more intensive methods of con-

trol, owing to scarcity of facilities for expression or similar factors,
government regulation moves beyond mere traffic controls into probe
lems of allocation, accessibility, and diver4ity.

In general then, with the exceptions noted, the problems in this
arca do not involve want of power, or concern over the limitations
imposed by the First Amendment, but issues of.performance. The cru-

cial need is that the society act with vigor and imagination to give
_

for Nossmen Concealing Their Sources," economic pressures in Chapter XH. The

Northwestern University law Review. question of when interference en
Vol_ 64 (19691, p. 18. On the hostile from private sources and Vthen
audience and heckler problems see Chap- ernmental sources presents a q

ter IX. state action, varying asklectkof w
3. See the discussion of boycotts and discussed throughout this boolt."

*
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anirmative support to the system 'of 'freedom of expression. This-Nis
pc..ially important in the Very broadest areas of affirmative actiOn
the maintenance of fundamental economic, political and social condi-
tions necessary for a system -of freedom of expression.to survive at
all.

B. Purificatibn of the System

Yreedom ol speech, Justice Douglas has said, may `.`be.;"t serve its
hi purpose when n induces.a condition of unrest, creates. dissatis0-

NN ith conditions as they are, or even mirs people to anger." Justice
li man has emphasized that in a democratic society speech .hould be

.:ahibited. robust, and wide-open." A healthy system of- freedom of.
,\:-iesSion embraces all this and more. It contains much that is

false. and much more that is mkleading or deceptive. The
tiil motiyes'of the Speaker, financial or othetAise,'are usually npt

and the listener muCt make his own 'discount for bias or.ultmor purpose. Often the communication is anonymous or emanates, .

a source-that is conceited: The system is rtm?iNtl Avith expres-
.,loa that appeals fai' more to passion than to reason. In short, partici-. r,tnis in the 'system are likely to yiolate all the-rules for cominunication

bet \wen oentlemen."
-fAne tniptation to clean up the-system is naturally strong and per-

sisknit:Very often, as we have sAeen, efforts to improve' the content of
the system are undertaken in an attempt to curtail expression that is
thought to harm other social interest's. But sometimes efforts are made
.slinply to refine the sysiem as a system. Controls are imposed solely.to
promote the goals of the system --to introduce honesty, decency and
openness into it---and thereby to improve the.quality and meaningful-
Tess of expression. In this situation,:as..just noted, different rules for
the application of the First Amendment.must apply.

Ilk*ssential consideration is that,while certain fimited forms of
contrOl may improve the performance of the system, such controls.
Cannot .be imposed-on any broad scale- witliout destroying the system
altogether. This is true riot only because the government has no au-,

6. The quotations arc from Tenni- 4 (1949), and NewC.Tork Times v. Sul-
."iftio v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. I, iivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964).

t7
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thority "to determine the' content or value of particular expressiim.
Even if the regulati,i,Voes not touch, on such matters, the mere pres-

ence of the government, with 'its apparatus for investigating, deciding
and enforcing, is repressive and likely to inhibit the system. Moreover,

it is always difficult for a court to determine the motive Or effect of a
given form of control and the regulation may thus in fact Operate to
limit rather than to expand the syStem. In addition ibe regulations are
likely to be vague .and uncertain in their impact and almost invariably

operate to curtail unorthodox, unpopular or minority expression. In
these respects the purification controls are different from those de-
signed to regulate the physical ordering of expressiOn, Such as traffic

controls. Hence any regulation of this nature, presents a danger to the

system and can be tolerated in the system only under the most excep-

tional circumstances.
On' the basis of these considerations the controlling principles can

-be stated:
( ), In general, purification controls constitute an "abridgment"

of expression and hence are invalid. They may not be an "abridg-

ment," ho'wever, in exceptional situations in which the regulation, in

light of its impact on the wholesystem, operates to expand ratherthan

contract freedom of expression.-
( 2 ) In applying this rule the burden of proof is on the proponents

of the regulation to establish (a) that the Control is clearly necessary

to correct a grave abuse in the operation of the 'system and is narrowly

limited to that end, and that this objecti.ve cannot be achieved by other

means; (b) that the regulation does not limit the content of expres-
esion; (c) that the regulation operates equitably and with 'no undue

advantage to anygroup or point of view; (d) that the control is in the

nature of a regulation, not a prohibition, and does not substantially

impair th-C iirea of expression ontrolled; and (e) that the regulation
can be specifically hitmulilled in jective terms and is reasonably free

of the possibility of administratiVetibuse...
The principal areas in which purification controls have been at-

tempted are ( ) corrupt practices legislation and similar controls deal.
ing with the:elect-oral process; (2) lobbying legislation; and (3) vari-
ous other types of disclosure .requirements. Libel and group libel leiws

are partly intended to purify the system but are mainly directed against

the harm thoughfto accrue to other social interests..

4
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1. CORRUPT PRACTICES LEGISLATION AND
SIMILAR CONTROLS OVER THE ELECTION PROCESS

Federal and State legislation regulating "corrupt practices" in elec-
tion campaigns and similar legislation dealing with other aspects of the
election process is widespread and varied. In general it takes the form
of (a) requiring disclosure of the sources of campaign funds and an
accounting of expenditures; ( b) limiting the amounts contributed or
spent for campaign purposes; (c) prohibiting certain groups from con-
tributing or spending in campaigns; (d) requiring disclosure of the
authorship or sponsorship of campaign literature; and (e ) other regu-
lations designed to improve the conduct of elections. All of these rgu-, lations, of course, impinge upon freedom of expression; the issue is
whether they "abridge" it. The Supreme' Court decisions on the sub-
ject are scattered and, while they mark out some of the boundaries, do
not throw much light upon the principles in.volved.'

The first direct decision of the Supreme Court in this area came in
Burroughs and Cannon v. United States, decided in 1934. In that case
the Court upheld the validity of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act of
1925, which 'required all pohtiCal,organizations to render a detailed
accounting of contributions received and expenditures made for the
purpose of influencing the election of presidential electors or candi-
dates in two or more States. The main constitutidnal issue discussed by
the Court was whether the Federal Governmept, or only the States,
possess,ed the power to enact suCh legislation. No issue under the First
Amendment was raised"by the parties or considered by the Court. Nor
has the First Amendment questiori been decided by the Court in any
subsequent case. Hence, while the result is known, the Court's reason-
ing is not.*

The second type of 'corrupt practices legislation places a ceiling
upon the amount of contributions and expenditures in political cam-
paigns. The main provisions of'this nature in the present Federal law
were enacted in thc Hatch Act of 1939. this,kind of regulation
has never been the subject of Supreme Court decision, its constitution-

7. For a collection of materials and 8. Burroughs at I Cannon v. United
references upon corrupt practices and States, 290 U.S. 514 (1934). See also
similar kgislation see Political and Civil Hadnott v, Amos, 394 U.S. 358 (1969).
Rights in the United States. pp. 624-62.8;
641-645.

Le 9 1 1 7 0 79 9
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ality seems to have been taken for granted by virtue of the Burroughs
CASe.

The third type, prohibiting certain groups from giving or spending
funds in pOlitical campaigns, has received more judicial attention.
These issues wereVresented to the Supreme Court in two cases involv-
ing Seetion 304 of the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947. That provision makes
it unlawful for any corporation or labor organization "fo make a con-
tribution or expenditure in connection with any election" for Federal
office, or "in connection with any primary election or political conven-

4ion or caucus held to select Candidates" for such an office. Shortly
aster passage of the legislation, the Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions moved to test its constitutionality. The "CIO. News," a weekly
periodical published by the C.I.O., carried a statement by C.I.O. Presi-
dent Philip Murray urging all C.I.O. members to vote for Judge Ed
Garmatz fok Congress in a special election in Maryland. Murray and
the C.1.0. were indicted for violation of Section 304. The District
Court dismissed the indictment on the ground that the statute was in-
valid under the First Amendment, saying "no clear and present danger
to the public inttrest can be found in the circumstances surrounding
the enactment of this legiSlation." In United States v. Congress of In-
dustrial Organizations the Supreme Court unanimously affirmed the
District Court. The majority did not reach the constitutional issue,
however, as they constrded Section 304 not to prohibit publication of
the article. Justices Rutledge, Black, Douglas, and Murphy, disagreeing
on the interpretation of the statute, would have decided the constitu-
tional question and held: the statute invalid as a Niolation of the First
Amendment. Justice Rutledge, writing for this minority, explored the

issues at length. WS conclusion was that, although,some form of regu-
.lation might be permissible, a complete prohibition was Overbroad and
invalid. He also expressed objections on the grounds of vaguaness:'"

The question again reached the Supreme Court in United States V.

international Union United Automobile Workers in 1957. Here the
indictment alleged ,that during the 1954 electiOns the U.A.W. had

spent some six thousand dollars for a series of television broadcasts in

which it had urged the election of certain candidates to Congress. The

District yourt dismissed the indictment on the ground that "Congress

. 9. The Hatch Act provisions are 18 United Automobile Workeis, 352 U.S.
U.S.C. f 6o8 -*an& 809. The history of 567 ( '957).
Federal corrupt practkes legislation is to. 18 U.S.C. Um); United States v:
traced in Justice Frankfurter's opinion in C.1.0., 335U.S.1o6 (1948).
United States v. International Union

V
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did not intend to write an unconstitutional law" and that the
expenditures were "not prohibited by the Act." This time the Supreme
Court reversed, holding that the expenditures were covered by; the Act,

. and remanded the case to the District Court fo'r trial. Again the major-
ity declined to pass on First Amendment issues, preferring to postpone
those questions until a complete record had been made at the trial.
Justice Douglas, in an opinion with which Chief Justice Warren and
Justice Black joined, dissented. He conceded that "(ilf Congress is of
the opinion that large contributions by labor. unions to candidates for
office and to political parties have had an undue influence upon the
conduct of elections, it can. prohibit such contributions," and that"in
.xprossing their views on the issues and candidates, labor Unions can
be required to acknowleidge their authorship and support of those ex-
pressions." But he declared that Section 304 was not "narrowly
drawn" and "abolishes First Amendment rights on a wholesaleAibasis." "

The U.A.W., on going to trial, obtained an acquittal and thus the
case ngver got back to the Supreme Court, Nor has any other case
under Section 304 come before the Court. At present both unions and
corporations have found sufficient loopholes in the law to make it un-
necessary for them to press close lo the line of viOlating the statute.
Consequently we have no expression of opinion by a majority of the
Court on the Fast tAthendinent issues, although its eagerness to put off
decision would seem to indicate it had serious doubts that the legisla-
tion would survive constitutional scrutiny. Justices Rutledge and
Douglas, proceeding (Sn theories of overbreadth and vagueness, did not

,. find it necessary to carry the argument beyond that point.
The fourth type of corrupt practices law, prohibiting the distribu-

tion of anonymous campaign literature, is found in most of the States
and in the Federal legisla4on. The New York statute was' attacked in.
Golden v. Zwickler and held invalid, by 4 Federal three-judge court
on First Amendment grounds. The Supreme Court reversed the case
for reasons of mootness. Hence the status of such legislation remains

Nuncertain."

I. United States v. International
Union United Automobile Workers, 138 .
F. Supp. 53, 59 (F.D. Mich. 1956), 352
U. 51!7, 198, 597 (1957): For materials
discuming Section 3(4 and the cases aris-
ing undcr it, as well as similar State kgis-
lation, see Political and-Ckil Rights in
the United States, p. 627.

12. Gohkn v. Zwickler, 290 F. Stipp.
244 (F.D.N.Y. 1968), 394 U.S. 103
(1960. The case was previously before
the Court, on the question of whether the
Federal courts should take jurisdiction at
that stage, in Zwickler v. Koota, 389 U.S.
341 (1967). The Federal statute, t8
U.S.C. 9612, was upheld in United States
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Another form of corrupt practices legislation came before the Su;

preme Court in Mills v. 'Alabama. That ease involved an Alabama
statute which made it a crime "to do any electioneering or to solicit
any votes . . . in support of or in opposition to any proposition that is

being voted on on the day on wbich the election affecting such candi-
dates or propositions is being helcf." Thestatute had been applied to
convict the editor of tilf Birmingham Past Herald for publishing an
editorial, supporting a mayor-council form of government, on the day

an election was being held to decide between a city commissioner and
a mayor-council plan:The Supreme Court unanimously reversed, Jus-
ticelack writing for all members of the Court except Justice Harlan.
After describing the role ofthe press in a system of freedom of expres-
sion, Justice Black simply concluded: "It is difficult to conceive of a
more obvious and flagrant abridgment of the constitutionally guaran-
teed freedom of the press." Hc then took note of Alabama's justifica-
tion tor the statutethat it "protects the public from confusive last-
minute charges and countercharges" when there is no time to ansWer.
To this he replied that the argument, "even if it were relevant to the
constitutionality of the law," had a "fatal flaw" because the statute
merely moved the time at which no reply was possible one day ahead.
Justice Black then ended: "We hold that no test of reasonableness can
save a state law from invalidation as a violation of the First Amend-
ment when that law makes it a crime for a newspaper editor to do no
more than urge people to vote one way or another in a publicly held

election." "
The Supremo Court's decisions in the corrupt practices cases, ad-

mittedly incomplete, leatte unresOlved a host of questions. In Mills JuS-

tice Black appears to be applying his absolute test, though he makes a
slight bow in the direction of a "reasonableness" doctrine. The other

justices, apart from Justice Harlan, apparently acquiesce. It is hard to

see how the absolute test can be applied here without overruling Bur-

roughs and invalidating other types of corrupt practices legislation.

Yet no effort is made to draw a line between the two or to suggest a
theory upon which,a distinctiqn should be based,

Moreover, the cases raise questions that go beyond the corrupt

v. Scott, 195 F. Supp. 440 (D.N.D. 1961).
For other matenal on the matter see
Politkal and Civil Rights in the United
States, p. 628.

13. Mills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214,
219-220 (1966). Justice Harlan con-

curred on the ground that tho statute did
hot give fair warning that "publication
of an editorial of this kind was reached"
by the provision under which the defend-
ant was convicted. 384 U.S. at 223.

.
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practiceS area. lf a candidate in an.election can be required to disclose
his income' and expenditures for expression, why cannot all-other per;
sons be required to make similar disclosures in comiection with other
expression? If the government can equalize the amount of speech ut-
tered,in a campaign, by controlling the voluine of expenditure for ex-
pression, why cannot it equalize the amount of speech uttered on any
subject? Is it the, implication of the Burroughs decision that the göv-
ernment has almost unlimited power to allocate resources available for
expression, or to regulate access to the marketplace of ideas? The
Supreme Court has advanced no theory upon which to base an answer
to these questions.

If one undertakes to apply the five criteria suggested above as lim-
iting governmental attempts to purify the system of freedom of expres-
sion, progress toward a solution is possible. By a liberal application of
the suggested criteria one might conceivably sustain all fornis of cor-
rupt practices legislation, except the total prohibition on expression
embodied in Section 304 of the Taft-Hartley Act, as well as many reg-
ulations for disclosure and equalization in other areas. But if the crite-
ria are applied strictly, as they should be, it is likely one would come
out with the proposition that such forms of regulation must be limited
to restrictions (1) on the candidate himself, (2) in an election cam-

,.paign.
For example, the main abuse at which disclosure legislation is di-

rected is the possible influence of large contributions upon the candi-
date himself, and the primary concern of the equalization provision is
the potential monopoly control over expression conferred upon the
candidate. Funds expended for expression by the.electorate at large do
not generate equivalent dangers. Hence a control narrowly limited to
correct a grave abuse would not reach beyond restrictions upon the
candidate himself, and would not be justified outside the election proc-
ess. Again, the impact of disclosure upon a candidate who is openly
running for office is quite different from that upon .a menter of the
general public who has not officially exposed himself to the public eye.
Hence regulation of the candidate would not normally limit the con-
tent of expression in the way that disclosure regulation applicable to
others would. Measures to assure equality of access to.the marketplace
by candidates could be drawn equitably, since each candidate has an
equal interest. But the same would not be true of the many diverse
interests represented in the public at la*. Of course, controls that
amounted to total prohibition, rather than regulation, would be out-

1 29
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!awed whether applied .to candidates or to others: Finally., regulations
confined to candidates and election campaigns are directed to a limited
end and deal with a limited situation. Hence they can be Iormurated
with some objectivity and avoid the dangers of abuse in administra-
tion. This cannot be done with regulations, particularly equalization
regulations, 4dressed to the innumerable different kinds of people
seeking to express themselves for different. purposes throughout -the
whole system of 'tree expression.

The results derived from such an analysis would not differ mark-,
edly from the position the courts seem to have reached in this field.
Disclosure and equalization legislation would be limited tb candidates,
and to that extent Burroughs would be modified. Section 304 of the
Taft-Hartley Act would be invalid, except to the extent that corpora-
tions could be controlled on the theory they were part of the
commercial sector and thus outside the regular system of freedom of
expression. Zwickler would prevail in his attack on the New York stat-

ute, although the rule against anonymous campaign literature could be
enforced againskcandidates. The statute considered in Mills would
Possibly application of the criteria here suggested as controlling would

lead some to other conclusions. But at least this kind of approach
would be based upon the functions and requirements of the system of
freedom of expression.

a. LOBBYING LEGISLATION

'Virtually all States and the Federal Government have enaeted leg-
islation to regulate lobbying. Most of this legislation is of the disclo-
sure type, requiring the registration of persons engaged in lobbying
and a public accounting of the sources of funds and expenditures. As
in the case of election legislation, it is clear that controls of this nature
impinge upon freedom of expression. No general requirement of regis
thition prior to exercising the right to freedom of speech or to petition

the government, and no general demand for an accounting of 'funds
used, would conceivably be sustained under the First Amendment.

The Supreme Court addressed itself to these issues, as they related

to the Federal Regulation of Lobbying Act, in United States v. Har-
rim. decided id 1954. The provisions of the Act were complex, loosely

phrased, and extremely broad. Roughly they required detailed reports

A
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to Congress from any person "receiving any contribution or expending
any Money" for the purpose of "influenkingl, directly or indirectly,
the passage or defeat of any kgislation" before Congress.. An informa-
tion charging an organization and two individuals with failure to report
was dismissed by the District Court on the ground that the. Act was
unconstitutional. The SupreMe Court, constrUing the statute narrowly,
reversed. Chief Justice Warren, writing for the majority, interpreted
the Act as applying only to persons who received contributions for
lobbying purposes or were paid lobbyists and who attempted to influ-
ence legislation "through direct conununication with members of Con-
gress." This exauded all amateur lobbying and all use of expression to
influence Congress other than by "direct communication" with a Con-
gressman. As thus construed, Chief Justice Warren held, the statute
did not violate the First Amendment. After pointing out that the
purpose of the legislation was to allow members of Congress to "prop-
erly evaluate" the "myriad pressures to which they are regularly sub-
jected" and that otherwise "the voice of the people may all too easily
be drowned out by the voice of special interest groups seeking favored
treatment while masquerading as proponents of the public weal," he
went on:

Toward that end, Congress has not sought to prohibit these pressures. It
has merely provided for a modictim of information from those who for
hire attempt to influence legislation or who collect or spend funds for
that purpose. it wants only to know who is being hired, who is putting
up the_ money, and how much. It acted in the same spirit and for a
similar purpose in passing the Federal Corrupt Practices Actto main-
tain the integrity of a basic governmental process, See Burroughs arid
Cannon v. United .Suues, 290 U.S. 534, 545.

Under these circumstances, we believe tliat Congress, at least within
the bounds of the Act as we have construed it, is not constitutionally
forbidden to require the disclosure of lobbying actilAties. To do so
would be to deny Congress in large measure the power pf self-proteo,
tion. And here Congress has used that power ih a manner restricted to
its appropriate end.'4a

Justice Douglas, war whom Justice Black concurred, dissented, on
grounds of overbreadth and vagueness. He' conceded, however', that
narrowly drawn lobbying legislation would be valid, saying: "I do not
mean to intimate that Congress is without power to require disclosure

Lc United States v. liarrim. )47 US. 613, 623, 635-626 (1954).
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of the real principals behind those- who come to Congress (or get
others to do so) and speak as though they represent the public interest,
when in fact they are undisclosed agents of special groups." "

Chief Justice Warren, while referring to a number of relevant fac-
tors, did not spell out any precise theory as the basis for his deciliion,
Nor did Justices Douglas and Black indicate how narrowly drawn lob-
bying legislation could be reconciled with their absolute theory. In
actuality, except by facile use of the ad hoc balancing test, lobbying
legislation is difficult to reconcile with the principles of the First
Amendment.

In some ways lobbying legislation is similar to corrupt practices
legislation. It is designed to improve the system of freedom of expres-
sion by allowing the legislator to weigh expression addressed to him
through having knowledge of its source. It is also an attempt to equal-
ize access to the legislator by discouraging an excessive volume of
communication from a few sources. But it is doubtful whether, in the
context of the legislature, these possible distortions of the system are
sufficiently grave to warrant interference by the government. Indeed,
lobbying legislation really has other objectives. It is primarily intended
to curtail bribery or expose the political motivations of the legislatOr to
the electorate, interests that cannot constitutionally be advanced by
curtailing expression. Hence lobbying legislation may not satisfy the
first criterion listed above for regulation intended to purify the system.
On the other hand such legislation may meet the other four criteria
about as well as corrupt practices legislation does. In any event, if
lobbyiPig legislation is sustainable it would be so only on the theory
that it is narrowly confined to the special problem of the legislature
and, as declared in Harriss, to direct comimunication_with the legislator
by a paid lobbyist. Thus far lobbying legislation has proved notori-
ously unsuccessful in practice.

15. 347 U.S. at 632. The Supreme
Court had previously drawn a similar
line, at the point of direct communication
with members of Congress, in United
States v. Rumely, 345 US. 41 (1953).
a legislative committee case. See Chapter
VIII. For reference to material on lobby-
ing kgislatron see Political and C'ivil
Rights in the United States, p. 641. Other
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cases concerned with lobbying and the
First Amendment are Cammarano v.

United States, 358 U.S. 498 (1959). and
Eastern R.R. Presidents Conlerence v.

Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127
(101), discusied in Chapter XII. On
state lobbying laws see Edgar Lane, Lob-
bying and the Law (Berkeley, University
of California Press, 1964).
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3. OTHER DISCLOSURE LEGISLATION

4Apart from the disclosure requirements found in corrupt practices
and lobbying legislation,_other forms of disclosure regulation have
from time to time been enacted or proposed. Much of this has been
designed to promote.interests outside the system of freedom of expres-
sion, and does'not concern us here. But some has been directed at
improving the system itself, or at least has been justified in part on that
ground. Thus for many years a Post,Otlice regulation has required that
newspapers and other publications wishing to avail themselves of sec-
ond class mailing privileges must file with the Post Office and make
public informAion concerning stockholders and ownership. Similarly
the Foreign Agents Registration Act proVides for registration of "any
person who acts or agrees to act . . . as . . . a public-relations
counsel, publicity agent, information-service employee, servant, agent,
representative or attorney for a foreign principal." In the period fol-
lowing- World War II interest in disclosure legislation increased. ThuspilPresident ruman's Committee on Civil Rights recommended in its
1947 Re rt the "enactment by Congress and the state legislatures of
legislation -requiring all groups, which attempt to influence public

boopinion, to disclose the pertinent facts ut themselves through sys-
tematic.registration procedures." Suc proposals were aimed primarily
at the Communist Party and other/ groups thought to be associated
with it, and formed the original basis for legislation that ultimately
emerged as the Internal Security Act of 1950. With the enactment of
that statute, however, it became apparent that disclosure requirements
could in practice operate as a serious deterrent to,freedom of expres-
sion, virtually the equivalent of a criminal sanctidn. Moreover, about
this time some of the Southern States began to utilize disclosure re-
quirements as a method of attacking the N.A.A.C.P. and other civil-
rights organizations. As a result of these developments suggestions'for
purificat of the system.of freedom of expression through disclosure
regulatio ent out of fashion and the issueehave remained of only
minor importance."

16. 39 U.S.C. 14369 (Post Office reg-
ulation); 22 U.S.C. 1611-621 (Foreign
Agents Registration Act); President Till-
man's Committee on Civil Rights, To
Sicure Pine Rights (Washington, D.C.,
o,p.O., 1947), pp. 164, 31-33. On the

Osternal Security Act see Chapter V, and

on disclosure requirements applied to civil-
rights organizations see-Chapter XII. For
a collection of materials and references
on disclosure see Political and Civil
Rights in the United States, pp. 1811-189.
559-560.
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The Supreme Court's decisions on the subject have been scattered

and inconclusive. Inc Post Office regulation was upheld in Lewis Pub-

lishing Co. v. Morgan, but that was in I 913 and there was little discus-

sion of the First Amendment: The validity of the Foreign Agents Reg-

istration Act has never been seriously challenged and in fact has been

assumed, but that kgislation deals with the special problem of foreign

control over the speaker. The registration provisions of the Internal
Security Act were upheld in Communist Party v. Subversive Activities
Control Board, but again the decision ultimately rested upon the for-

eign control element. The closest approach to the problem made by

the Supreme Court was in Talley v. California. The Los Angeles ordi-

nance involved in that case prohibited the distribution of handbills that
did not identify the author or producer and the distributor. Justice

Black, writing for a majority of five, applied his absolute test, saying

only: "There can be no doubt that such an identification requirement

would tend to restrict freedom to distribute information and thereby

fl-eedom of expression." Justice Black id not distinguish between the

case of the disclosure requir -men( signed to protect another social
interest and that 'of the one in ended to improve the system of free

expression. Nor did he attempt to reconcile his position with any of

the previous disclosure cases."
If one undertakes to probe more deeply into the isstWs, it is appar-

ent that, as a general proposition, disclosure requirements will in fact

seriously impair the system of freedom of expression. As.Justice Black

observed in Talley:

Anonymous pamphlets, leaflets, brochures and even books have played

an important role in the progress of mankind. Persecuted groups and

sects from time to time throughout history have been able to criticize
oppressive practices and laws either anonymously or not at all. The'
obnoxious ptess licensing law of England, which was also enforced

on the Colonies was due in part to the knowledge that exposure of

the names of printers, writers and distributors would lessen the circula-

tion of literature critical of the government. The old seditious libel

cases in England show the lengths to which government had to go to find

11. Lewis Publishing Co, v. Morgan,
229 U.S. 388 (1913) (Post Mice regu-
latiel); Viereck v, United States, 318
U.S. 236 (1943). and Rabinowitz v. Ken-
nedy, 376 U.S. 605 (1964) (Foreign
Agents Registration Act); Communist
Party v. Subversive Activities Control
,Roard, 367 U.S. 1 (1961); Talky v. Cali-

1 3 4 .

lornia, 362 U.S. 6o, 64 (1960). In Talley,

Justice Harlan concurred and Justices
Clark.'. Frankfurter, and Whittaker dis-

sented. See Chapter IX for discussion.
The validity of the Foreign Agents Rig-
istration Act was also assumed in the
Communist Party MSC. 367 U.S. at 99
fol.
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out who was responsible for books that were obnoxious to the rulers.
John Lilburne was whipped, pilloried and tined for refusing to answer
questions designed.. to get evidence to convict him or someone else for
the secret distribution of books in England, Two Puritan Ministers,
John Penry and John Udal, were sentenced to death on charges that
they were responsible for writing, printing or publishing books. Before
the Revolutionary Wait colonial patriots frequently had to conceal their
authorship or distribution of literature that easily could have brought
down on them prosecutions by English-controlled courts. Along about
that time the Letters of Junius mere written and the identity of their
author is unknown to this day. Even the Federalist Papers, written in
favor of the adoption of our Constitution, were published under ficti-
tious names. It is plain that anonymity has sometimes been assumed.for
the most constructive purposes."

It is true of modern society, also, that there aie many occasions on
which individuals or groups may wish to exercise the right of expres-
sion without revealing their identity. The civil-rights organizations are
onlfthe most recent example. Disclosure requirements are thus bound
to curtail expression, often from those whom it is most critical for soci-
ety to hear. Moreover, the administration of such restrictions always
entails the risk of violation and 'prosecution, arising from ignorance,
mistake or harassment. This, too, is kmajorxepressive factor.

It will be a rare situation, therefOre, when a disclosure requirement
enhances the system of freedom of, expression, rather than doing it
serious damage. Even the Post Office 'regulation could be inhibiting.
Nor can any crucial need for eliminating abuses from the system
through disclosure methods usually be shdwn. Perhaps subliminal
communication might create such a nced. Ordinarily, however, the
harm to the system, or the possibility of harm, precludes the use of
disclosdre devices.

C. Furrishing Facilities

One important way in which the government can affirmatively
promote a vstem of freedom of expression is by making available to
individuals and groups the facilities for engaging in expression. A the-

,

it 362 U.S. at 64-65.
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rotical right of expression is of no use to a .persod who does not

possess the physical facilities or economic resources enabling him in
fact to exercise that right. The government can perform this function
in two ways: it can furnish the facilities itself, or it can compel private
organizations or individuals who own or control media of communica-

tion to allow other persons access to such facilities. The latter problem,

which involves reconciliation of the negative and positive features of

the First Amendment, is discussed in the next two sections. Here we

are concerned with the power and obligation of the government to
make the means of expression available on a wider scale by itself sup-.

plying the physical or economic facilities.
The major development in this area has occurred in the law con-

cerning the right to use the streets, parks and public open places for
purposes of assembly. There is no doubt, of course, that the govern-

ment has power to make such facilities available if it chooses to do so.
1rlfrfta ...the First Amendment imposes certain limits upon the exer-
cise of that power: the government may not discriminate between

users, or differentiate on the basis of the.content of the expression, or
impose conditions other than time, place and manner. More impor-

tant, despite the doubt at times expressed by the Supreme Court, there

is strong support for the proposition that the government has a Consti-

tutional duty to make these facilities available for assembly purposes.
That obligation flows from the nature, of the right of assembly, which
contemplates a public gathering that entails the use of space, and the

inadequacy of other areas where a public assembly can be held. The

right to use the streets, parks and open places in this Nay constitutes-a

clear-cut example of the affirmative impact of ttie First Amendment.
The law with respect to public buildings and other closed pli

spaces is less well established. The poiawer of thc government allow

these facilities to be used for purposes of expression is, a , not own

to doubt. The limitations upon the government if it d s so are similar

to those applicable to open spaces, with appro e modfficatiohs re-

lating to the nature of the government's ow use. That there is an affir-

mative obligation on the government to-Make such facilities available
for public assembly has not yet tweti fully recognized by the courts,

although the Port of New York Authority case carrieksome distance

in that direction. Nevertheless the implications from the law of open

spaces would seem.to compel acceptance of a similar duty by the gov-

ernment in the case of closed spaces. The notion of assembly embraces

the idea of indoor as well as outdoor gatherings that require space; a
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distinction between facilities with or withoUta roof seems specious. It
is true that privately.owned halls and meeting.places are more likely to
be available, in which case the obligatiim Of the' government would
certainly diminish. Moreover, it would seem Inlikely that a court
would, or as an administrative matter could, order the government to
build a facility where none was already in existence. It would not ap-
pear beyond the bounds of reason to,say, howeVer,,that_yhere a suit:-
able government facility exists and there iS no other Wace available,
the government hits a constitutional obligation-toXrmit the public to
use the facilities for purposes of expression."'

From.these instances, then, it would appearThat a positive obliga-
tion falls upon the government under the First Amendment to furnish
facilities for expression if (1) the form of tho expression implie the
use of Certain means for-its realization; (2) government facilitiOxist
that would afford such means; and (3 ) the government possesses a
monopoly or near monopoly of such facilities, that is to say no private
facilities are available. How would these principles apply in other
areas?

One of the main government facilities relevant to a systein of free-
dom of expression is the Post Office. It plays a major'role in the com-
munications process. In fact the Post Office does make its services
availabk to all who wish to use them, services subject to the same kind
dl negative protection as the use of the streets, parks and open places.
In a sense, therefore, the issue of affirmative rights is academic. Never-
theless; a strong case can be'made for the pOsition that the government
has not only the power but kthe duty to tnake this facility available; that
the individual has a constitutional right to have postal service pro-
vided. Freedom of speech and the press imply more than a right of
simple expression; they include a right to communicate the expression
to those willing to hear. The leaflet distribution cases, from Lovell v.
Griffin on, are predicated upon this right of dissemination. It is a fun-
damental feature of a system of freedom of expression. The postal
service, already in existence, has a virtual monopoly over the distribu-_
tton of certain types of printed material. In such circumstances the
government has an affirmatiVe obligation under the First Amendment
to furnish postal facilities." 4+7,

,

41

19. Wolin v. Port oic New York Au-
thority, 392 F.2d 83 (2d Cif. 19611),
cert. denied 391 U.S. go 008Y See
also KissMger v. New York City Transit
Authority.. 274 F. Supp. 438 (S.D.N.Y.

1967). Both cases are noted in Chapter
IX.

20. On tbe negative proactions af-
forded )y the First Amendment against
denial by the government of the postal
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The case of the Government Printing Office ,is sciniewhat different.
The availability of printing presses and other duplicating devices is
essential to the operation of a system of freedom of expression.. But in
this situation them is no monopoly or near monopoly by tlie govern:
ment; private facilities are abundant. Hence no duty falls on the gov-
ernment to provide such services. The government of course does .have
the power to make printing facilities available, and under some cir-
cumstances it might,promote freedom of expression to do so.

Radio and television facilities pose sonie special issues. A Modern
system of free expression rests in major part upon the means of
communication afforded by these facilities. ,Indeed, effective expres-
sion today depends more On these media than it does upon the use of
streets, buildings, postal services, printing presses, or any other method
of communication. The problem arises out of the fact that the monop-
oly position of the government is ambiguous in is area. If it be as-
sumed that the government, representing the people as a whole, "owns
the airways,", in the same manner as the streeSs and parks, it would
seem to follow that there is a corresponding obligation to make those
facilities avai!able for purposes of expressiop. In practice, however,
the.government has not taken possession of the airways, but allocates
them to private broadcasting stations. One can hardly say that the
First Amendment precludes this form of control. In any event, the
government does not Own or operate the actual facilities for broadcast-
ing, and the power of the courts to compel it to do so is at best dubious.
The issue is posed, therefore, in terms of allowing access to facilities
maintained by private groups, a question discussed in the next section.

Constitutional claims to the use of government facilities for pur-
poses of expression have been made only infrequently in .the courts.
One such contention was pr.esented in the case of Avins v. Rutgers. An
author had brought suit agaimt Rutgers University, a State institution,
because the Rutgers Law Review declined to publish an article sub-
'pitted by him on the Civil Rights Act of 1875. The article concluded
that, in light of the legislative history of the Act, the Supreme Court
had erred in //Awn v. Board ot Education in holding that the histori-
cal background of the Fourteenth Amendment was "inconclusive" on

service see Ilannegan v. Esquire, 327 U.s.
146 ,(1946): Chafee, op. cit.-supra note 3,
ch. 13; Jay A. Sigler, "Freeilom of the
Mails: A Developing Right," Georgetown

Law Journal, Vol. 54 (1965), p. 30.
Other materials and references are col-
lected in Political and Civil Rights, pp.
201-206, 824-826.
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the subject of school desegregation. The editors of the 'LaW Review
rejected the article on the ground that "approaching the problem from
the point of view of legislative history alone is Insufficient." The author
contended that the Law Review was discriminating against-his conser-
vative ideas. The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed a
summary judgment for Rutgers University. Pointing outthat there were
other law reviews and other printing facilities UK Court held that-the
author "does not have the right, constitutional or otherwise, to com-
mandeer ME press and columns of the Rutgers Law Review for the
publication- of his article . . . to the exclusion of other 'articles
deetned by the editors to be more suitable for -publicvion." The result
seems entirely correct. Apart.from the fact thif the ctrarge of discrimi-
nation was found not proved, the Rutgers Law Review was not a neu-
tral facili4 of the government open to use by anyone. It was Operated
for specific university_ purposes, in a field where there was no govern-
ment monopoly, and the university was entitled to reserve it for its
own purposes. It may well be that the univerty, as a governmental
academic institution, had an obligation to presenta balance of view-,
points. But it did not have -to Make the pages ofits"Law Review avail-
able for publication by outsiders of material having no relation to the
functions of the Review."

.The argument that the affirmative power of the First Amendment
may require the government to furnish facilities for communicatiot0s,
however, supported by developments in the law which recognite that..
the First Amendment embraces a right to hear. This feature of. the
First Amendment has always tleen accepted but recent decisions have
given it new prominence. Thus in Lamont v. Postmaster General the
Supreme Court held invalid a Federal statute that placed inhibiting
restrictions upon the right of persons to receive "communist political
propagonda" from abroad. Justice Brennan, concurring, noted the sig.,
nificarkce of the ruling:

It is true that the First Amendment contains no specific guarantee of
access to publications. However, the protection of the Bill of Rights
goes beyond the specific guarantees to protect from congressional
abridgment those equally fundamental personal rights necessary to
make the eipress guarantees fully meaningful. . . . I think the right
to receive publications is such a fundamental right. The dissemination

21. Avins v. Ringers, The State Uni- (3d Cir. 1967), ceu, denied 390 U.S.
versify ol New Jersey, 385 F.id 151, 153 920 (1968).
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of ideas can accomplish nothing if otherwise willing addressees are not
free to receive and consider them. It would be a barren marketplace of
ideas that had-only sellers and no buyers:"

Likewise in Stanley v. Georgia Justice Marshall stressed that "lilt
is now well established that the Constitution protects the right to re-
ceive information and ideas." These decisions make it clear that the
right to hear must be considered in First Amendment cases on equal

terms with the right to speak. This expanding role of the right to hear
was carried further in the United Church of Christ ease in 1966. In it
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit held that
listeners to a broadcasting station had the right to a hearing before the
Federal Communications Commission on the question of whether the
station's license should be renewed. The clear implication of the case is

that the government has an affirmative obligation to maintain such
control of the broadcasting media as will provide for the listening
needs of different groups in the community. This can be accomplished,
in radio and television, by assUring access to different points of view or
otherwise encouraging diversity. But it also can be done, and the cases
emphasizing the right-to-hear element of the First Amendment point
also in that direction, through supplying government facilities for
communication by individuals or groups who would not otherwise be

able to use them."
In addition to furnishing physical facilities the government can

promote the system Of freedom of expression by supplying financial
resources. GoVernment.funds that enable private individuals or groups
to engage in expression are being made available in many fields at the

present time, probably in greater volume than is generally realized.
Government grants for education and research undoubtedly make up

the largest amount. There are also government subsidies for the

,promotion of art and entertainment projects, for legal assistance in
protecting First Amendment rights, for various types of community
organizations and activities under the poverty program, and for many
other purposes. The most direct form of government spending in aid of

expression is the allowance of tax deductions for political contribu-

tions or the free printing of position leaflets in political campaigns. In,

32. Lamont v. Postmaster General,
381 U.S. 301, 3o8 (965), discussed in
Chapter V.

23. Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557,
564 (1969). discussed in Chapter XIII;
see alio Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501

-110

.(1946). Office ol Communkation ol the
United Church ol Christ v. F.C.C., 359
F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir.. 1966), noted in

Harvard Law Review, Vol. 8o (1967),

p. 67o.
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1967 Congress established the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
under the codtrol of private directors, to which public funds arc ap-
propriated for development of noncommercial radio and It levision."

Government subsidization of private expression caiinot be coin-
pelkd by any affirmative reading of the First Amendment. even if the
First Amendment were to be construed as imposing such a constitu-
tional duty the courts would certainly lack the capacity to enforce or
administer an obligation of that nature. Nor is the First Amendment
needed as a Source of power for subsidies in aid of expression. The
spending power of the Federal Government and the general powers of
the States are fully adequate. Moreover, there is nothing in the nega-
tive force of the First Amendment, as a general matter, that would
prevent the government frOin using public funds to support various
features of the system of freedom of expression. On the other hand the
negative features of the First Amendment do impose some' restrictions
upon the way government funds are.expended. In general these limita-
tions would be the same as in the case of the governmentJurnishing
,physical facilities: there could be no discrimination between users and
no regulation of content.25

In the case of government subsidies, however, difficult questions
arise in the practical application of these limitations..Until recently it
was not clear that anyone had standing in the Federal courts to raise
the First Miendment(itsue. Under the doctrine of Frothingham v.
Mellon neither a taxpJ9er, a .business enterprise suffering economic
injury, nor ,perhaps any other potential litigant, was permitted to chal-
lenge Federal spending. This rigid rule was modified in blast v.Cohen,
which allowed a taxpayer to raise the question whether Federal funds
were being spent in violation of the religious freedom provisions of the
First Amendment. The members of the Court could not agree on a
single rule, but a majority followed the principle that Federal spending
can be challenged if the claim is made that the use of Federal funds

34. On government aid in financing
political campaigns see Martin Lobel,
"Federal Control of Campaign Contribu-
tions," Minnesota Law Review, Vol. 51
(1966). pp. I, 50-6o. In 1966 Congress
passed a Presidential Election' Campaign
Fluid Act, which would have allowed
every taxpayer to designate that Si of his
tax be paid into a Presidential Election
Campaign Fund, to be distributed to
maior political parties. So Stat. 1587
(m06), 36 U.S.C. 1600. Operation of

49-117 0 - 79 tO

the Act was later suspended. The legisla-
tion creating the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is 81 SM. 368 (1967), 47
U.S.C. 1396.

25. It should be noted that Justice
Douglas, concurring in Cammarano v.
United States, 358 U.S. 498, 513 (1959),
suggests that State subsidies for the ex-
ercise of First Amendment rights would
be invalid. There seems to be no other
authority for this position.

lij
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contravened a specific constitutional limitation. On this theory a chal-
knge would lie on First Amendment freedom of expression grounds.
Most spending by States, and virtually all spending by municipalities,
can be attacked in a taxpayer's suit. Hence the standing problem may

now be disappearing:is .

Even were this to happen, however, more serious.problems persist.
The rule against discrimination between different users becomes diffi-
cult to apply when potential recipients are almost unlimited in
number; broad discretion must be allowed administrators, and definite
proof of discrimination is beyond reach. Moreover, no precise stand-
ards .are available. The Federal legislation of t9t6 allowing deduc-
tions for contributions that went only to major political parties was
almost certainly unconstitutional. But there still remains a question of
defining "political party." And the broader issue of proportional repre-
sentation in the allocation of fundsto groups or individauls with minor-
ity points of view, or even individual points of Fiew, is especially com-

#":4 plex. Finally, the rule against regulation of content tends to break

down in the case of subsidids. The government must designate the

purposes for which the funds are granted, and this power inevitably
brings government authority into the realm of content. As compared
with the furnishing.oi physical facilities, which can be administered
more objectively, judicial supervision over suWdies is tenuous at best.

Nevertheless it seems inevitable that government subsidizing of
private expression will grow as the public sector of our national life

expands and the private sector contracts. Increased government subsi-

dization of political campaigns appears not far off. The supplying of

government funds to enable various groups to utilize radio and televi-

sion is likely to expand. Even goveinment subsidies of newspapers are
being seriously proposed. These developments bring obvious dangers.

But they also carry enormous potential. They could lead to spectacular

results: an enormous increase in the diversity of the content of the

mass media, a significant growth of popular participation at the com-
munity level, and a general.invigoration of the systern.of freedom of

expression. The crucial question is whether adequate controls ean be

devised to make such a system work.
Such a set of controls would have to be based on the concept that

the government has a political, if not constitutional, obligation to

26. Frothingham v. Mellon, 262 U.S.
447 (1923); Nast V. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83
(1968).
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finance opposition to itself. Such a notion would have been in-conceiv-
able a generation ago. Bit it is gradually beginning to emerge. Its
deepest roots are perhaps) in the public defender and legal aid pro-
grams, which have existed for many years. The recent extension of
legal assistance to the community level, through projects by which
government finances many forms of litigation against itself, is a
notable advance. Other features of the poverty legislation, operating
despite intense .hostile pressures from many quarters, have resulted in
the formation of community groups that have been a major source of
expression in opposition tp official welfare, city planning, highway and
other programs. The movement toward decentralized or conlmunity
schools is also proceeding in this direction. Thus new public expecta-
tions and changed governmental attitudes are beginning to form. New
institutions, such as councils of outstanding citizens comparable to the
English University Grants Committee, community .government at the
local level, and ombudsmen, will have to be devised. New judicial doc-
trines to make more realistic the constitutional protections against dis-
crimination and censorship are also necessary:

All this can be done. But in the end one must return to the proposi-
tion that great dangers inhere in this development, and that govern-
inent-supi)orted expretsion can never be an acceptable substitute for
independently financed expression.

D. Regulation of Privately Owned 'Media:
Radio and Televbion

The government can also promote the system of freedom of ex-
pression through regulation of the privately owned media of commu-
nication, with a view to expanding and enriching their output. As
noted above, the greatest distortions in our system of free expression
have developed in the mass media, and the efforts to eliminate these
distortkms have created many of the most difficult and controversial
questions. The principal goals -of regulation are (1) to create a greater
diversity in the expression communicated by the media, and ( 2 ) to give
a greater number of individuals and groups access to the media. The
two objectives are of course closely related. .

Government regulation along these lines has advanced furthest in
radio and, television. These two offer special problems. In the first

i 3
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place radio and television are probably the most influential media of
communication inNiur society today. They present, on a selective basis
as all communications do, not only information but ideas, attitudes,
impressions and fantasies. They pervade the home, the automobile,
and many public places. Secondly, radio, and television are, by almost
unanimous agreement, a "wasteland." The economic, political and so-
cial factors that make them so are sufficiently entrenched to discourage
expectation of change on the initiative of the industry itself. Thirdly,
government involvement in radio and television has always, and nec-
essarily, been extensive. Because they are limited access media, and in
any event require elaborate engineering coordination by the gov-
ernment, official controls have permepted the field from the beginning.

A solution of the radio and television problem might have been
attemOted through government ownership and control of all broad-
casting facilities. This has been the approach in most other parts of the
work!: To the extent that a physical scarcity of facilities is involved, the
First Amendment would probably not have prevented this arrange-
ment. But serious First Amendment problems would be posed over the
right of access to the media by private individuals and groups, and by
the government's use of the monopoly in itself participating in the sys-
tem of freedom of expression. These issues are not wholly different
from those which actually have arisen and are discussed below.

In any event the United States chose, rather than 'government
ownership and control, a different method of regulation. When the
unregulated transmission of radio signals had brought about a state of
chaos in the nineteen-twenties, Congress passed the Federal Radio Act
of 1921 establishing a system of licensing to be administered by the
Federal Radio Commission. The statutory scheme was revised and ex-
panded by the Federal Communications Act of 1934, which still
remains the basic legislation. Under the Federal Communications Act
in it.% present form the Federal Communications Commission, succes-
sor to the earlier Comniission, is empowered to grant licenses, for not'
more than three years but renewable, to applicants for broadcasting
facilities on the basis that such grant will serve the "public interest,
convenience, or necessity." Section 3(h) expressly provides that li-
censees shall not become "common carriers." There are specific prohi-
bitions against obscenity, profanity and lotteries. Section 315 makes
provision kir "equal time" for political candidates and, as amended in
1959, requires broadcasters to "operate in the public interest and to
afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views
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oo issues of public importance." Section 326 declares that the Federal
Communications Commission has no "power of censorship," nor
power to interfere with "the right of free speech." These provisions arc
the only ones that deal directly with programs or access."

The licensing system ,that has developed under the Federal Com-
munications Act has several significant features. It is predicated upon
the fact that there is a scarcity of physical facilities, that is, wave-
lengths, and that allocation of those facilities is therefore necessary.
The franchise to operate a broadcasting station, often worth millions,
is awarded free of charge to enterprises sekcted under the standard of
"public interest, convenience, or necessity." Although licenses must be
renewed every three years, renewals are given in all Nit isolated cases.
The commercial sector of broadcasting, which is the dominant sector,
obtains its income largely not from the listener, but from advertisers.
All of this adds up to the fact that, although the broadcasting industry
bears some resemblance to a traditional laissez-faire system, it has
basic features that arc quite different.

The main First Amendment issues grow out of the attempts by the
government to regulate the media in three principal ways:

( ) Some of the controls are directed toward the character of tho
ownership and control of broadcasting facilities, principally with the
aim of assuring independence and diversity among those who own and
operate the facilities. These regulations deal with multiple ownership
of stations, ownership by newspapers or other media, relation of the
station to the networks, and the like. Some are conCerned with the
financial resources of the licensee, his relation to the community, and
similar matters.

(2) Other controls are designed to achieve variety and relevance
in programming. Such regulations attempt to obtain balance between
different types of programs, inclusion of diverse and controversial sub-
jects in the programst and the presentation of varying points of view.
They are incorporated in the program balance policies of the Federal
Communications Commission and in the fairness doctrine.

(3) The third type of control iS concerned with access to broad-

27. Federal Radio Act of 1927. 44
Stat. 1162 ( 1927); Federal Communica-
tions Act of 1934. 48 Stat. 1064. 47
U.S.C. tisi II The provisions forbidding
obscenity, profanity and lotteries art t8
U.S.C. $11464 and 1304. For the back-
ground of the legislation sec Justice

Frankfurter's opinion in National Broad-
casting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S.
190 (1943), Justice White's opinion in
Red Lion Bioadcasting Co. V. F.C.C.,
395 U.S. 367 (1969), and materials re-
ferred to below.
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casting facilities by individuals and groups wishing to use the mediUm.
The main regulations of this kind are the equal time rule and the fair-
ness doc trine.

The constitutional basis for these various controls has been a mat-
ter of high dispute. The Federal Communications Commission and the
broadcasting industry tiave been at loggerheads, commentators have
disagreed, and the courts were slow to clarify the situation. Finally, in
the Red Lion decision in 1964 the Supreme Court came forth with a
comprehensive theory."

t. DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST AMENDMENT
THEORY IN COURT DECISIONS

The Supreme Court had dealt with the Federal Communications
Act in a significant number of cases, but until Red Lion it had ad-
dressed itself directly to First Ameadment issues in only oneNa-
tional Broadcasting Co. v. United States. That decision, rendered in
1943, constituted the landmark case for over twenty-five years. The
specific issue involved was the validity of the F.C.C.'s Chain Broadcast-
ing Regulations, which undertook to regulate the relations of individ-
ual broadcasting stationi to the networks with a view to lessening the
dependence of the single station upon the chain. The regulations were
attacked upon a number of fronts, including that they constituted a
violation of the First AMendment. The Supreme Court, voting five to
two, upheld them. Justice Frankfurter, who wrote for the majority,

28. A collection of materials and ref-
erences on the problem may be found
in Political and Csivil Rights in the United
States. ch. VIII. Later material includes
Jerome A. Barron, op. cit. supra note 3;
Harry Kalven, Jr.. "Broadcasting, Public
Policy and the First Amendment," Jour-
nal a/ Law and Economics, Vol. to
(196n. p. Glen 0, Robinson, "The
FCC and the First Amendment: Obser-
vations on 4o Years .of Radio and Tele-
vision Regulation," Minnesota Law Re-
view, Vol. 52 (1967), p. 67; Fred W.
Friendly, Due to Circumstances Beyond
Dur Control (New York, Random House,
t967); Roscoe L. Barrow, 'The Equal
Opportunities and Fairness Doctrines in
Broadcasting: Pillars in the Forum of
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Democracy," Cincinnati Law Review,
Vol. 37 (1968), p.. 447; Louis L. Jaffe,
"The Fairness Doctrine, Equal Time, Re-
ply to Personal Attacks, and the Local
Service Obligations Implications of Tech-
nological Change," Cincinnati Law Re-
view. Vol, 37 (1968), p. 550.

We are not concerned here with the
validity under the First Amendment of
restrictions imposed on radio and tele-
vision for the purpose of protecting social
interests outside the system of freedom
of expression. These matters have been
discussed previously in connection with
libel, privacy, obscenity and the like. See
also the discussion in Robinson. op. cit.
supra, pp. 98-111.
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dealt with the First Amendment at the end of a long opinion, saying
only:

Freedom of utterance is abridged to many who wish to use the limited
facilities of radio. Unlike other modes of expression, radio inherently
is not available to all. That is its unique characteristic, and that is why,
unlike other modes of expression, it is subject to governmental regula-
tion. Because it cannot be used by all, some who wish to use it must be
denied. But Congress did not authorize the Commission to 'choose
among applicants upon the basis of their political, economic or social
views, or upon any other capricious basis, If it did, or if the CoMmis-
sion by these Regulations proposed a choice among applicants upon
some such basis, the issue before us would be whglly different. The
question here is 'simply whether the Commission, by announcing that
it will refuse licenses-to persons who engage in specified network prac-
tices ( a basis for choice which we hold is comprehended within the
statutory criterion of "public interest"), is thereby denying such per-
sons the constitutional right of free speech. The right of free speech does
not include, however, the right to usc the facilities of radio without
a license. The licensing systeM established by Congress in the Communi-
cations Act of 1934 was a propet exercise of its power over comtherce.
The standard it provided for the licensing of stations was the "public
interest, coltvenience, or necessity." Denial of a station license on that
ground, if valid under the Act, is not a denial of free speech."

Justice Frankfurter thus made clear that radio broadcasting can be
regulated without infringing the First Amendment because, unlike
"other modes of expression," the facilities are limited. He concluded
that any regulation which met the standard of "public interest, conven-
ience, or necessity" was. "not a denial of free speeCh." There wag, how-
ever, an exception: the Commission could not choose among appli-
cants "on the basis of their political, economic or social.views, or upon
any other capricious basis." Justice Frankfurter's opinion was, to say

t,\the least, unsatisfactory. It did nt5t explain why the scarcity fac t r elim-
inated First Amendment inues, on what theory 4he, exceptio... n was
made, why the exception was limited.to applicants, or numerous other
questions .that lurked in the problem. Following the National Broad-
casting case there were scattered lower Federal court opinions, up-

29. National Broadcasting Co. v. dissented, without mentioning First
United States, 319 US. 190, 226-227 Amendniont issues. Justices Black and
(1943). Justices Murphy and Roberts Rutledge' did not participate.
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holding various actions of the Commission against First Amendment
challenges, but they did little to elucidate the issue."

Under these conditions wide differences of opinion on the subject
persisted. The broadcasting industry clung to its position that radio
broadcasting was similar to newspaper publishing and entitled_to the
same First Amendment protection. The F.C.C. adopted the broad

view that the licensee was in effect a public trustee bound to operate its
station in accordance with the public interest. It recognized First
Amendment limitations, but never made very plain how or why they
applied. Commentators argued for these and various other positians.''

The Red Lion decision involved two cases, each challenging as-
pects of the F.C.C. fairness doctrine. The fairness doctrine, in the
words of Justice White's opinion, required that the "broadcaster must
give adequate coverage to public issues . . . and coverage Must be
fair in that it aceurately reftects the opposing views." Originally a pol-
icy. of the F.C.C. in applying the "public intcrest, convenience, or ne-
cessity"standard, the rule was written into the statute by Congress in
its 1959 amendment of Section 315. One special feature of the fairness
doctrine was that when a eersonal attack had been made in a broad-
cast upon a person involVed in a public issue, the broadcaster must
give that person an opportunity to respond. There was also a rule re-
quiring any broadcaster who endorsed one candidate in a political edi-
torial to offer the other candidates time to reply. The Court of Appeals
for the District of Colunitiia hild upheld the personal attack rule, but
the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circtiit had invalidated regula-
tions embodying both the personal attack rule and the political edito-
rial rule. The Supreme Court unanimously upheld both rules."

. Justice White began his analysis of the First Amendment issues, as
had Justice Frankfurter, with the scarcity of physical facilities for
/broadcasting: "only a tiny fraction of those with resources and intelli-

,

30. The lower Federal court Ca Ws are
summarized in the Kalven and Robinson
articles, op. cit. supra note 28, and in
Roscoe L. Barrow, "The Attainment of
Balanced Program Service in Tekvision,"

irginia Law Review, Vol. 52 (1966),
PP. 633, 644-652. See also the lower
court decisions in Red Lion, and Banzhaf
v. F.C.C.. 405 F.2d 1082 (D.C. Cir.
1968), cert. denied 396 U.S. 842 (1969).

I.-The broadcastint eiLlustry's view
be found in W. T re Pierson,
Need for Modification of Section

4

326," Federal Communications Bar Jour.
nal, Vol. Ill (1963), p. 15. The F.C.C.'s
theories are discussed in Robinson, op.
cit. supra note 28, pp. 142-144; Barron,
op. cit. supra note 3, pp. 1664-1665. For
Conunissioner Loevinger's dissent from
the F.C.C. view sec .Kalven, op. cit. supra
note 28, pp. 18-19. See also the briefs in
the Red Lion case in the Suprema,Court.

32. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v.

F.C.C., 395 U.S. 367, 377 (1969). Justice
Douglas did not participate.
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price can hope to communicate by radio at the same time if intelligi-
ble communication is to be had, even if the entire radio spectrum is
utilized in the present state of commercially acceptable technology."
For this reason the government must allocate frequencies, and there-
fore "it is idle to posit au unktbridgeable First Amendment right to
broadcast comparable to the right of every individual to speak, write,
or publish:" "No one has a First Amendment right. to a license," he
went on, "or to monopolize a radio frequency." He then explained the
constitutional status of the broadcaster in the following terms:

By the sa 'le token, as far as the First Amendment is concerned those
who are icensed stand no better than those to whom licenses are
refused. A license permits broadcasting, but the licensee has no con-
stitution i right to be the one who holds the license or to monopolize
a radio equency to the exclusion of his fellow citizens. There is noth-
ing in t e First Amendment which prevents the Government from re-
quiring a licensee to share his frequency with others and to conduct
himself as a proxy or fiduciary with obligations to present those views
and voices which are representative of his community and which would
otherwise, by necessity, be barred from the airwaves."

In extending the protection of the First Amendment to the broad-
cast situation, Justice White continued, "tilt is the right of the viewers
and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount."
He repeated: "It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to
social, p;)litical, aesthetic, moql, and other ideas and experiences
which is crucial here." The fairness doctrine, he concluded, gives effect
to this First Amendment right of the public. It simply forces the licen-
see to share a scarce resource with "those who have a different view."
Justice White completed the constitutional picture by adding that the
provi.sions of Section 315 requiring equal time for candidates were
valid on the same grounds and, reaffirming National Broadcasting, de-
clared that the F.C.C. "neither exceeded its powers under the statute
nor transgressed the First Amendment in interesting itself in general
program- format and the kinds of programs brOadcast by liansees." 34

Justice White's answers to two contentions advanced by the broad-
casters throw additional light on the Supreme Court's position. It had
been "strenuously argued" that "if political editorials or personal at-
tacks will trigger an obligation in broadcasters to afford the opportu-
nity for expression to speakers who need not pay for time and whose

33. 395 U.S. ot.388, 389, 34. 395 U.S. at 390. 391, 395.
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views are unpalatable to the licensees, then broadcasters will be irre-
sistibly forced to self-censorship and their coverage of controversial

public issues will be eliminated or at least rendered wholly ineffective."

To this Justice White replied that such a jvssibility "is at best specula-

tive," that the "fairness doctrine in the past has had no such overall

effect," and that "if the present licensees should suddenly prove timor-

ous, the Commission is not powerless to insist that they give adequate
and fair attention to public issues." Justice- White also examined the
contention that a scarcity of broadcast facilities no longer existed. Re-

lying mainly on the increasing demand for competing uses of the fre-

quency spectrlim, from marine, aviation, amateur, military and com-

mon carrier users, he concluded: "Nothing in this record, or in our
own rtsearches, convinces us that the resource is no longer one for
which there are more immediate and potential uses than can be ac-

commodated, and for which wise planning is essential." 3°

The Red Lion decision marked an imlortant advance in First
Amendment theory concerned with affirmarive promotion of the sys-

tem of freedom of expression. Certain implications of the decision, and

some wider perspectives on the problem, require further consideration..

2. ME 'ITIFORY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION CONTROL

In attempting to formulate a satisfactory theory of the First
Amendment M its application to the regulation of radio and ttlevision
two initial concepts must be given bricf attention.. First, it has

sometimes been argued that the public as a whole "owns" the airways
and the government may therefore allOcate their use on such terms as

are in the general interest, subject only to constitutional prohibitions
against discriminatory or arbitrary action. This theory, much like the
Frankfurter opinion in National Broadcasting, fails to come to grips

with the real issues. It could equally well be said that the public "owns"
the streets and parks, and that consequently individuals have no right

to Use them for purposes of expression except on the government's

own terms. Moreover, the problem is not solved simply by bringing
into the picture the doctrine of unconstitutional conditionsthat if the
government ,extends the privilege of usitrg the airways to private indi-
viduals or groups it cannot attach conditions that violate the First
Amendment. Surely the affirmative power of the First Amendment de-

35. 395 U S. at 392-393, 399.
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-mands that the government make available for general use, a s a
constitutional right, the most significant medium in our whOle system
of freedom of expression. The government cannot maintain a monop-
oly of the airways any more than it can maintain a monopoly of the
streets, or of printing pitsses. Starting from this point, then, the First
Amendment issues begin to grow far more coinpkx than the _"public
ownership" theory envisages.

The second concept that needs initial clarification is the doctrine
of prior restraint. On the face .of it the requirement that any person
obtain a license before engaging in communitation by broadcasting is
the baldest kind of prior restraint: The conditions for obtaining a li-
censes moreover, go far beyond the time, place and manner regulations
that have _been upheld in other permit systems. Even if it is conceded,
under Times Film, that the doctrine of prior restraint is subject to
some exceptions, the Supreme Conn has in Freedman v. Maryland
insisted upon procedural safeguards that are totally lacking in the Fed-
eral Communications Commission licensing system. How, then, does
one reconcile radio and televison licensing with the doctrine of prior
restraint? The Supreme Court has ignored this problem. There would
seem to be two possible answers. One is that the factor of limited facili-
ties necessitates a Modifisation of the prior restraint rule. The other is
that public "ownership" of the airwaves justifies or requires this kind
of prior restraint' and that First Amendment rights are protected
through 'other methods. These suggested answers bring us to the major
issues.

There can be no doubt that the scarcity of facilities is a major con-
sideration in the application of the First Amendment to radidand tele-,
visionregulation. The essential point is that the scarcity is physical,
rather than economic. This condition takes radio .and television out of
the traditional laissez-faire system that is the basis of the First Amend-
ment's application to the press, publishing, and other types of media.
The open marketplace may control access to such media in a distorted
way, but it is the traditional means of control and, while the govern-
ment may attempt to expand. ehe marketplace, it cannot totally asnrp its
function. In radio and television, however, the open market condition
brings only physical chaoi. Not everybody can be accommodated. The
government, therefore, has a different function, and that function is to
bring initial order into, the system by regulating access to limited facili-
ties.

When broadcasting controls were first initiated there was no ques-
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don whatever that the physical facilities were in fact limited. %BCC th'ar.,

time there has beete:a signikiO4: expansion -in available facilities,

owing to the development. of. FM. in radio, UHF in television, and
CATV. Indeed,, die 'number of radio and television stati opera-

tion came to exceed by far the number of daily newspa 1966,

for example, there were 5,881 radio-and 721 television stations, com-

pared with 1,751 newspapers. Moreover, there were some frequencies',

particularly UHF television channel's in the lesser 4narket areas, still

Unallocated. It is contended tt the major factor now limiting the

number of radio and television lations is not physical but economic.

On the basis of these consider ons the broadhsters urged in Red

Lion that the scarcity factor can no longer serve as justification for

radio and television controls different from °lose applicable to the

press and other media."
The developments just recounted, however, would not appear to

change the basic scarcity factor. As Justice White argued in Red Lion

there are growing demands from industrial, military, and other users

for available frequencies. Moreover, the total number of radio -and

television stations operating Ili the country does not signify there is no

Winger a shortage of facilities in specific areas, particularly centers of

dense population. Nor does reliance upon tile total number of stations

take into account the possibility of an untapped demand for diversity.

Furthermore, to the extent that economic considerations restrict the

numbe; of stations now, those factors could easily change. More im-

portant than all of these cons4erations, however, is the fact that the

scarcity of facilities should not be measured by the number of stations

allowed to broadcast but by the number of individuals or groups who

wish to use The facilities, or would use them if they were more readily

available. The real problem is whether there is a scarcity as to poten-

tial users, not as to stations operating at a profit under present condi-

tions. In this sense a more significant comparison would be not with

the number of newspapers, but with the number of printing presses. In

these terms there remains a serious scarcity and one that is likely to

persist."

36. Materials dealing with the prob-
lem of scarcity in available frequencies
are cited in Red Lion, 395 U.S. at 397.
The figures on the number of radio and
television stations and newspapers are
from US, Bureau of the Census, Statis-
tical Abstract ot the United States (Wash-

ington, D.C., G.P.O., 87th ed. 1966), p.
523.

37. For the argument that no scarcity
of facilities now exists see John Paui Sul-
livan, "Editorials and Controversy: The
Broadcaster's Dilemma," George Wash-
ington Law Review, Vol. 32 (1964), pp.
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Once it is assumed that a scarcity of broadcasting facilities exists
tk next question becomes, what follows from that? The question can
be answered on two levels. In puiely common-sense terms it would
seem to follow that, if the government must choose among applicants
for the same facilities, it should chsoose on some sensible basis. The
only sensible basis is the one that best promotes the system of freedom
of expression. Since a laissez-faire system does not select the users, and
the government is forced to do so, it would beintolerable, and actually
inconsistent with the First Amendment, for the government to choose
in another way. Conseqbently all three kinds of regulations listed
above would be valid under the First Amendment if they in fact pro-
moted the system of freedom of expression.

The question can also be answered on a deeper level, which leads
into a public agency or trustee theory. If broadcasting facilities an
physically limited, then the government is obliged by the First Amend-
ment to permit citizens to use the facilities without discrimination.
This would be true whether the aflirthative power of the First Amend-
ment compelled the government to make them available, or whether
the government just did so as a matter of policy. The obligation flows
both from the First Amendment's right to communicate and its right to
hear. Under either concept it would be a violation of the constitutional
guarantee for the government to give a monopoly to any person or
group. The licensee therefore can only be considered as the agent of
the government, or trustee of the public, in a process of further alloca-
tion. Hence the licensee would have no direct First Amendment rights
of his own, except ,as to his own expression. The First Amendment
right would run from the individual or group seeking to engage in ex-
pression, or seeking to listen, to the government', not from the licensee
(except as lo his own expression) to the government. This would
Mean that there could be no censorship of the actual user 'of the facili-
ties, but there could be controls over the licensee to assure that he
made a fair allocation of the limited facilities both to users and to lis-
teners. Only through such a system, indeed, would the requirements of
the First Amendment be met.

This is essentially the position the Supreme Court reached in Red

719, 759; Robinson, up. cit. supra note
28, pp, 157-161. For the counter argu-
ment see Jerome A. Varron, "In Defense of
'Fairness': A First Amendment Rationale
for Broadcasting's 'Fairness Doctrine,' "
Ihtiversitlsot Colorado Law Reyiew, Vol.

37 (1964), pp. 31. 39-41. Professor Kat-
ven seems to accept the scarcity theory,
Sec Kalven, op. cit. supra note 28, pp.
34. 37. The issue is of course, at least
temporarily, disposed of by Red Lion,

53
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Lion. Justice White found the force of the First Amendment to lie in
the right of the public to hear, and he ignored the right of the ordinary
citizen to.use broadcasting facilities to speak. But he did conclude that
the broadcaster had only the First Amendment rights of a "proxy or
fiduciary," with an obligation "to present those views and voices which
are representative of his community." "

Along either path from the physical scafeity factor, it is necessary
to proceed further and to outline, at least in a general way, the kinds of
limitation which the First Amendment would impose upon government
operation of sudi a licensing system. The Red Lion decision did not
move very far in this direction. It found the fairness doctrine a reason-
able method of sharing a scarce resource, and it brushed off as "specula-
tive" the .broadcasters' contention that the fairness doctrine would re-
sult in reduced coverage of controversial issues. But it did not pursue
the questions further.

' The basic issue would be whether the government control
"abridged" freedom of expression. It might do so in at least two ways:

(I) The -regulatiOns might, as . a substantive matter, diminish
rather than expand the amount of expression, lessen rather than in-
erease diversity, or in similar respects harm rather than promote the

system of freedom of expression. The broadcasters made this claim in
Red Lion. Such a judgment would at times.be difficult to make, or for
a court to document. But it should be noted that the issue is not the
broad one of whether in an abstract way the product of the system is

"better" on some particular scale of. values. The government cannot
control the contest of individual expression, or normally try. to purify
the system, or favor one person over another..Its powers are limited to
removing obstructions in the system. It therefore must confine itself to
increasing the %Tiber of participants in the system, enlarging the di-
versity of-the exOresSion, or removing obstacles to effective working of
the system. All this must be carried out, of course, in light of the basic
functions of the system.

(2 ) The regulations might, as an administrative matter, operate
to smother freedom of expression through the power of surveillance,
threats of informal sanction, of other form of harassment available to
government officials because of the regulatory mechanism. This kindt

38. The Court's position was not See also Barron. op. cit. supra note 37,
greatly different frobt that taken by,the pp. 43-45, and supra note 3, pp.
IC.C. but the Cominission had never 1663-1 665.

spelled it out or accepted its implications.
V
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of limitation is likewise hard to measure. The government presence is
always inhibiting. The courts would probably find it unduly repressive
only in exceptional circumstances. lt remains a meaningful limitation,
however, and in the course of time might be given more specific con-
tent. In general, like the doctrine of Freedman v. Maryland, it would
give the courts supervisory power over the practical details of adminis-
tering the controls."

Quite apart from the scarcity factor in radio and television facili-
ties, it is possible to fashion a theory of control out of affirmative On-
cepts of the Mist Amendment. The regulations we are here concerned
with are not those designed to restrict,expression on behalf of other
social interests. They are intended to promote the system of free ex-
pression through encouraging wider participation by those who wish
to communicate and greater diversity for those who wish to hear. In
general the affirmative features of the First Amendment would permit
this. The ordinary negative limits of the First Amendment, as applied
to government restrictions seeking to safeguard other social interests,
would not be relevant. Rather, in this context the negative limitations
the measure of "abridge"----would be those just set forth as control-
ling when the government power was based on the scarcity theory.

Such a doctrine of First Amendment power and limitation is far-
reaching and entails obvioiis dangers. Applied to the press, for
example, it might' authorize controls over newspaper coverage that
would be highly questionable. ln the area of radio and television, how-
ever, the government is already heavily involved with the task of
preventing electrical interference and solving similar engineering prob-
lem& Thus the regulations have a ditiqvnt substantive and administra-
tive impact and would not necessarily constitute an abridgment of
free expression in the same way as comparable regulations in other
areas not already heavily weighted by government controls.

The application of these principles, whether derived from 'the
scarcity factor theory or the pure affirmative theory, would invólve
detaijed and complex factual judgments. Regulations in the first
category--those directed towards the character of ownership and con-

Arol by licenseeswould probably have the least difficulty in passing
First Amendment muster. A regulation limiting the number of stations
one enterprise may own, or forbidding ownership of a broadcasting
station by a newspaper, or forbidding a network to compel an affiliate
station to carry all network programs, is appropriate to assure the

39. Freedman v. Maryland, 38o U.S. st (1965), discussed in Chapter XIII.
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independence of the licensee and thereby promote diversity. In most
respects these forms of control are not different from those exercised
through the anti-trust laws, whose application to thc mass media was
upheld in Associated Press v. United States. Likewise, the financial
resources of the licensee, his support by various groups in the commu-
nity, and his personal character arc relevant to his function as public
agent or trustee, though not relevant to the exercise of his own right of
expression through the use of radio and television facilities. Unless it
appeared that some substantive impact of the regulation or some fea-
ture of its administration burdened rather than enlarged the system of
freedom of expression the regulation would be immtme to attack
under the First Amendment.'"

Regulations of the Federal Communications Commission designed
to assure program balance would also, as a general proposition; not
violate any mandate of the First Amendment. Such regulations require
that a licensee present programs falling into different categories, such
as news, education, politics, local talent, entertainment and the like.
They are essental to assure that thelicensee is carrying out his obliga-
tion as public trustee to secure the First Amendment rights of the lis-
tening public to hear. The distinction the Federal Communications
Commission makes between a-requirement that tile licensee broadcast
programs within its general categories, and control over tic contents
of a particular program, conforms exactly to the tileory that the
government can takeAmeasnres to expand the variety of expression but
may not censor the actual expression itself. There may be a close ques-
tion as to whether any given action by the F.C.C. does in fact promote
diversity, or whetfwr in the context of a particular situation .swcializa-
lion on the part of one station might not serve the purpose better.
Within such limitations, however, the F.C.C. is not abridging freedom
of speech. .

The most difficult problems arise when the government attempts to
introduce greater diversity, particularl by compelling a licensee to
present varied points of view on controversialissues, or by forcing him
to grant access to persons whose interests are affected by a. broadcast.
These effort.. are presently confined to the fairness doctrine and the
equal time p wision, but they could be greatly expanded. In general
regulations o his nature add to the number of participants, increa*

40. Associated Press v. United Suttee in National Broadcastin'g Co. v. United
306 U.S. I ( I 94.5). 'The chain broadcut- States, discussed supra.
ing regulations were, of course, upheld
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4iversity, and eliminate discrimination in the use of broadcast facili-
ties, without controlling the content of the expression. They are there-
fore prima facie justified under the First Amendment. Serious ques-
tions may arise, however, when the limiting conditions prescribed by
the First Amendment are applied in this area. The controls may in fact
operate to reduce the amount of controversial discussion,4at least as
the broadcasting industry is now structured, and they provide the basis
for inlensive informal influence of government officials on private ex-
pression. Particularly difficult issues arise in according fair representa-
tion to minority or even individual points of view. But they cannot be
avoided; ignoring, them is a greater violation of the First Amendment
than a rough but practical solution. On all such matters the judicial
judgment tinder thc First Amendment must turn largely on the cir-
cumstances of the particular case.

All in all, the fundamental principles that govern the control of
radio and television are not too hard to formulate. Red Lion has laid a
firm foundation. If the possibilities now opened up are exploited the
implementation of those principles will pose more difficult problems.
Nevertheless the guiding doctrines are available. Whether as a practi-
cal matter broadcasting facilities will ever be available on a wide scale
to minority groups and people without funds is, of course, another
question.

E. Regulation of Privately Owned Media: The Press

Government regulation designed to proMote the system of free-
dom of expression takes on quite a different cast when it is applied to
media of communiCation other than radio and television. Of the other
principal mass media, the motion picture industry .has Teceived little
attention. The anti-trust laws are applicable to motion picture produc-
tion, distribution, and exhibition, but beyond this there has been no
significant regulation and no obvious need for controls. We are there-
fore concerned here primarily with the press, consisting of newspapers,
magazines, books, and other forms of publishing.

It is at once apparent that the basic conditions surrounding the
press are unlike those prevailing in radio and television. There are no
technical attributes of the press that require engineering coordination

49-117 0 - 1 11
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and no scarcity of physical facilities that demands allocation among
potential users. Traditionally the press has operated in the classic lais-
sez-faire pattern. In some areas, particularly newspaper publishing, ec-
onomic factors have sOriously curtailed the number of participants.
Even so, there are no characteristics inherent in the medium that im-
peratively demand government regulation. Moreover, tho fact that the
government is by necessity No heavily involved in radio and television,
with all the dangers implicit in that situation, makes it important for
the balance of the total system of expression that the press remain rela-
tively free of government controls. Hence, in the case of the press, the
doctrines limiting governmental efforts to promote the systeni apply
with much greater force. In terms of substantive impact, the govern-
ment regalation is much less likely to promote the system. In terms of
administrative impact, the government regulation is much more likely
to be repressive.

There is one type of government control that has long been applied
to the press and has raised little question under the First Amendment.
This is anti-trust legislation, designed to eliminate monopoly and in-
crease diversity in the medium. The validity of anti-trust controls was
sbarply challenged in A.ysociated Press v. United States, decided in
1945. In that case the government suit attacked practices of the Asso-
ciated Press which imposed serious restrictions upon a newspaper
wishing to use its services if the newspaper competed with other papers
that were already members of Associated Press. In reply to the
argument that the First Amendment prohibited the application of anti-
trust legislation 'to the press, Justice Black made what, at least until
Red Lion, has been the leading statement from the Court in support of
the ailirmatiye aspects of the First Amendment:

It would be strange indeed, however, if the grave concern for freedom
of the press which prompted adoption of the First Amendment Should
be read as a command that the government was without power to pro-
tect that freedom. The First Amendment, far from providing an argu-
ment against application of the Sherman Act, here provides powerful
reasons to the contrary. That Amendment rests on the assumption that
the widest possible dissemination of .information frean diverse and
antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the public, that a free
press is a condition of a free society. Surely a 'command that the gov-
ernment itself shall not impede the free flow of ideas does not afford
non-governmental combinations a refuge if they impose restraints upon
that constitutionally guaranteed freedom. Freedom to publish means
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freedom for all and not for some. Freedom to publish is guaranteed
by the Constitution, but freedom to combine to keep others from pub-
lishing is not. Freedom of the press from governmental interference
untler the First Amendment does not sanction repression of that free-
dom by private interests. The First Amendment affords not the slight-
est support for the contention that a combMation to restrain trade in
news and views has any constitutional immunity.4'

The anti-trast laws have, as a practical matter, had little effect in
preventing a drastic decline in the number of newspapers, or in other-
wise promoting diversification in the press. Recently legislative pro-
posals have terided to take a different tack. The Failing Newspaper
Bill, advanced as a partial solution to the problem of a declining press,
would allow some consolidation of economic resonrces where neces-
sary tokeep at least one newspaper alive. There would seem to be no
serious First Amendment objection to this form of legislation either.
As long as the government regulation in fact promoted diversity in the
press, and did not choke the press under a mass of administrative regu-
lation, the First Amendment would not proscribe such an attempt to
encourage a more vital role for that medium.

Much more far-reaching proposals have recently been made for
regulation of the press, aimed at compelling newspapers to give space
in their columns for a right of reply, at airing of controversial issues
now ignored, and for expression of viewpoints rarely represented. In an
article in 1967 that has received wide attention Professor Jerome Bar-
ron argued that -at some point the newspaper must be viewed as im-
pressed with a public service stamp and hence under an obligation to
provide space on a nondiscriminatory basis to representativr groups in
the community." Such a right of access, he suggested, could be imposed
either by judicial action or by legislative provision, and would extend
to all material ordinarily -suppressed and underrepresented by the
newspaper." The following year, at its biennial convention, the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union voted to move cautiously in the direction
proposed by Professor Barron."

In analyzing the First Amendment issues involved in such propo-
sitions it is first necessary to delMe more carefully the type .of matter

41. Associated Press v. United States,
326 U.S. I, lo (1945). Ste also Lorain
Journal Co. v. United Stales, 342 U.S.
143 (1951).

42. Barron, op. cit. supra note 3, p.
1666. Professor Barron summarizes the

case law on the subject and notes that
there are no decisions thus far which re-
quire rt neWspaper Ao grant a right of
access. Ibid. pp. 1667-1671. The A.C.L.U.
National Board later declined to imple-
ment the convention resolution.
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the newspaper might be required to publish and the manner in which
the regulation would be administered. Various categories of material
can be envisaged. First the newspaper might be required to accept paid
noncommercial advertisemepts, on roughly the same basis as it accepts
commercial advertisements, in which controversial issues could be dis- .t
cussed or mindrity views expressed. Secondly, the newspaper might be
compelled to grant roughly equal space in its columns to any person
who has been libeled or personally attacked in order that he may make
a reply. Thirdly, the newspaper might be made to open its letters-to-the-
editor columns or make other space available for statements by indi-
viduals or groups on issues not reported or on viewpoints not repre-
sented by the paper. Finally, a kind of "fairness doctrine," similar to
that employed in radio and television, could be imposed on newspa-
pers, requiring them to provide on their own motion for coverage of
all "newsworthy" subject matter and .expression of all "responsible"
viewpoints. There are other possibilities, of course, but these seem to
present the main issues.

The right of reply to libelous matter, and. perhaps the right to buy
noncommercial advertising space, could be imposed by judicial action,
were a court disposed to do 1so. The other rights of access would
almost certainly have to be cstablished in the first instance by legisla-
tive action. More important for First Amendment purposes, however,
would be the nature Of the administrative machinery necessary to en-
force the various kinds of controls effectively. The first two categories
the noncommercial advertisements and the reply to libel or personal
attackcould be phrased in precise terms and readily administiged-
through the usual forms of judicial process, i.e., by injunction or Crim-
inal process. The obligation to print statements, on the other hand,
would raise intricate problems of whether certain issues had been
properly covered, whether all points of view had been presented,
whether a particular person or- group was representative; whether a
specific viewpoint was responsible, "crackpot," or irreleyant, and
many like issues.,The "fairness doctrine' would be even more complex
to administer. It is likely that these two latter categories could be en-
forced, if at ill, only through some form of administrative tribunal.

If we apply to this situation the two tests set forth above, which
limit the power of government to promote the system of freedom of
expresSion by control of the mass media, the first two forms of regula-
tion might be found valid and the second two invalid under the First
Amendment. In their substantive impact the first two regulations
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would increase the nu6iber of participants in the syMem and produce
greater diversity; they would not seem to entail 'any seriobs adverse
effect upon the newspaper. The I,titter two forms .of regulation would
also add to the number of participants and provide more diversity, but
they would reduce by an equal amount the volurne 4nd kind of expres-
sion the newspaper itself sought to promulgate.,These substantive fac-
tors might.not point clearly in any one direction. Rut the administra-
tive impact would appear persuasive. The first two forms of regulation
are narrow:objective, and readily enforced. The two latter would re-
quire an immense administrative amiaratus that would seriously
threaten the independence of the meditiff."

We conclude, then, that the kinds of regulation acceptable, indeed
unavoidable, in radio and tekvision are_ unacceptable, indeed uncon-
stitutional, as applied to the press. A limited right of access to the press
can be safely enforced. Rut any effort to solve the broader problems of
a monopoly press by forcing newspapers to cover all "newsworthy"
events and print all viewpoints, under the watchful eyes of petty public
officials, is likely to undermine such independence as the press now
shows without achieving any real diversity. Government measures to
encourage a multiplicity of outlets; rather than compelling a few out-
lets to represent everybody, seems a far preferable course of action.
Such a goal cannot be reached by mere enforcement of the anti-
trust laws. It will undoubtedly be necessary to go to the economic roots
of the problem and either hy government subsidies or other devices
create an open market with a new form of economic base,

F. Supplyhig the Raw Materialsand Improving the Skills
Necessary for Achieving an Effective System

An effective system of freedom of expression depends upon an
abundance of raw materials feeding into the system, in the form of
information, ideas, and ulternative solutions; and upon the develop-
ment of skills for utilizing those raw materials, in the form of ability to
understand, appraise, and create. This is especially true of the system's
function as a mechanism for the solution of political and social prob-

43. See the di3cussion of them prob-
lems in Chace, op. dr. supra note 3, pp.
624-630.

l
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'ems. The govermnent can probably do more to vitalize the system by
supplying raw materials and improving the skills with which they are
employed than by any other form of promotion. At one time it may
have been thought sufficient for the government to furnish an occa-
sional public library and a one-room schoolhouse. But that degree of
involvement is inadequate for a modern technological society. It is
necessary that conscious attention be given to the role of the govern-
Mont in supporting the system at theSe critical points.

To some extent, of course, the input of raw materials in the system
h&s expanded in modern times. New media of communication and im-
provements in the old have made more information more readily and
rapidly available. The development of television has added a new di-
mension. Likewise the scholarlyoproduction of educational and re-
search institutions has grown rapny, as has the supply of information
and opinion from other sources. Nevertheless, there have been coun-
tervailing forces at work. The grdwing complexity of the issues has
meant that more information must be made available if the citizen is to
have some rational basis for judgment. The growth of the government
bureaucracy has resulted in the concentration of more critical infor-
mation in the control of institutions that inherently tend to operate
within their own framework and to shut the public'out.

Not very much has been done to meet these problems. The goverikl
ment has increased its own participation in the system;but that is not
an unmitigated advantage. The single most promising development
:las probably been the enactment of-right-to-know la*s. TheSe, includ-
ing the Moss Act passed by Congress in .1966, require government
agenCies to make certain types of information about their operations
public. Thus far the laws have been weak and easily evaded. Further-
more, neither the communication media nor' private citizens have
pressed very hard to take advantage of them. The right-to-know laws
nevertheless stand as an example of the kind of measure that can be
devised to enlarge and enrich the flow of material into the system."

44. Eno Moss Act is 8o Stat. 230
(1966), i:oLlitied by 81 Mat s4 (1967). 5
U S.C. §552. On the right-to-knoiv.prob-
lem, see Harold I. Cross, he Peopk's
Right to know ( New York, Columbia
University Press, 19i3, Supp. 1939); Wig-
tiins, op. cit. supra note t; Note, "Open

eenng Statutes. I he Press Fights for the
'Right to know,' Ilarvattl I aw Review.
Vol. 73 (1962), p. 1199; Note, "Freedom

62

of Information: The Statute and the Reg-
ulations," GeorgetoA .4,9w Journal, Vol.
36 (1967), p. di; Ketilteth C. Davis,.
the Information Act: A ,Preliminary
Atalysis," University of Chicago Law Re-
view, Vol. 34 (1967), p. 761; Note, "The
Freedom of Information Act: Acceas to
Law," Fordham Law Review, Vol, 36
(190). p. 765.
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With respect to the improitement of the skills needed to assimilate
and use tho rilw materials provided by the system, there have also been
some advances. Thus the illiteracy rate is low and the number'of stu-
dents in our institutions of higher learning is at an all-time high..lt is
here, however, that the glaring defects in our educational system are
most disturbing. The incredibly low standards of education in many of
our elementary and secondary schools, and the bland and. conformist
character of much of our higher education, hardly equip our citizens
withf the interest, understanding, independence and maturity that are
essential to a healthy system of freedom of expression.

No First Amenddent problems would arise from the use of legisla-
tive power to enrich the flow of materials into the system or to
sharpen the skills with which the material is used. Adequate power
resides in government for these purposes and the negative limitations
of the First Amendment could easily be satisfied. More intriguing
questions emerge, however, if one speculates about the power of the
courts to employ the First Amendment affirmatively to achieve certain

,immediate objectives along the lines suggested. It might well be ar-
gued, for instance, that the positive demands of the First Amendment
would require the government to make public certain types of infor-
mation necessary for public decisioe making. It mighreven be that
certain_practices of the public school or university, most obviously
detrimental to achieving the objectives of the First .Amendment, could
be remedied by judicial decree. The courts wouldJof course, be faced
with all the' difficuhies stemming from lack of power, money and ad-
ministrative techniques that are presented by attempts to administer an
economic and social bill of rights through the judicial process. Fur-
thermore, they would have to operate within the principles of academic
freedom. It is not leconceivable, however, that First Amendment doc-
trine may begin tolilove in this direction.

t,
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The Power of the FCC To lagulate Newspaikr-Brinacist
Cross-Ownership: The Need for Congressional Clarification*

Who art thou that judgest another man's
servant? To his own mailer he standeth or laileth.

Roman3 14 : 4

1. 1 N T ROIrC T ION

The degree of concentration of ownership and control of the
mass communications media has been the subject of intense debate
in recent years) In February 1975, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC),2 which is vested with the responsibility of regu-
lating the broadcast media' to promote the public .Interest,' re-
sponded to this issue by adopting its Second Report and Onler.° In
the Second Report and Order, which was announced after several
years ofTilemaking activity° that aroused considerable interest among

*The prier of the FCC to regulate newapaper-broasleast..eroaa-ownership: the need ter
emigre...4onet claritleatIon in Michigan Law Review. vol. Th. Augunt 1977: 170H-1781.
Reprinted with pertnimmion of the Michigan Law Review AmmorlatIon, Ann Arbor. Michigan.
18109. Copyright 1977.

-
I. See; e.g., Hearings on S. 1312 Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly

of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 2328-29 (1968); B.
&lemur, Famord or me PRESS VS. PUBLIC Access 37-46 (1976); Johnson &
Hoak, Media Coneentration; Some Obseryations on the United States' Experience,
56 lowa kV/. 267 (1970). That control of the comtnimications, media is highly
concentrited is evidenced by the growth (;)f chain newspapers and chain broadcasting,
a decrease in the number of communities with separately owned new:topers, and the
increasing instances of cross-ownership. Comment, Concentration. of-Ownership of
the Media of Mass Communication: An ExaMination of New FCC Rules on Cross-
Ownerships of Co-located Newspapers and Broadcast Stations,,24 EMORY Li. 1121,
1121-23 (1975). .

2. In this Note, the Federal Communications Commission is referred to Viiiiously
at the -FCC" or as the "Commission.':

3. The broadcast media consists di television (UHF and VHF) and radio (AM
and FM)..

4. See Communications Act of 1934, t 303, 47 U.S.C. 1 303 (1970 & Sums: V
1975):

5. Amendment of fl 74.34, 73.240, and 73.636 of the Commission's Rules Re-
lating to Mul(iple Owneratip of Standard, FM, aril, Television Broadcast Stations,
Second Report and Order f Docket No. 18110), 51111.C.C.2d (046 (1975) therein-
after cited as Second 'Report & Order), allirmed in' part, vacated in part, and re-
madded, National Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting v. FCC, 555 1.2d 938 (D.C. Cir.
1977).

6. See, ;.g., Notice' of Proposed Rule Making, 33 Fed. Reg. 5311 (1968) (pro-
posed rules prohibiting common ownership of broadcast stations in different broad.
cast services within the same market); Amendment of II 73.35, 73.240, and 73.636
of the Commission's Rules Relating to Multiple Ownership of Standard, FM apd
Television Broadcast Stations, First Report and Order. 22 F.C.C.2d 306 (1970)
Cone-to-a-customer" rules prohibiting common ownership of VHF-TV stations and
radio stations in' the Same market, allowing ownership of AM-FM radio combinations
in one Imam.' but severely bmIelng the criatiOn of such combinations, and leevins
the issue of ammo ownershili of UHF-TV.stationp and radio 'Weals in the mune
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governmental officials and the media,2 the Commission amended its
rules conurning multiple ownership of broadcast stations° so that an .
owner° ora daily newspaper" could hot acquire a license to operate
a -broadcast station in the same market" where the newspaper is
published.'2 The amendments also required a broadcast licensee

market to be decided on a case-by-case basis); Amendment of H 7335, 73.240, and
73.636 of the Commission's Rules Relating to Multiple .Ownership of Standard, FM

n and Television Broadcast Stations, Further Notice of Voposed Rulemakinft, 22 F.C.C.
40 339 (1970) (proposed prohibition of ownership, operation, or control of co-located
broadcast outlets by newspapers, in order to limit ownership in any market to one ,
or more-daily newspapers. one television station, or one AM-FM radio combination).
SA also Comment, Media Cross-Ownership-7-The F&'s Inadequate RespOnse, 54
Tr.xAs L. R.av. 336, 337-42 (1976)-

Prior to 196IPFCC "duopoly" rules prohibited common ownership in a single
market of more than one FM radio station, Rules Governing Standard and High Fre-

. quency Broadcast Stations, 5 Fed. Reg. 2382, 2384 (1940), more than one ANS-radio
station, Multiple Ownership of Standard Broadcast Stations, 8 Fed. Reg. 16065
(1943). or more than one television station. Rules Applicable to Stations Engaged
in Chain Broadcasting, 6 Fed. Reg. 2282, 2284-85 (1941). These rules were
amended by bcgh the First and the Second Report and Order and are codified at 47
C.F.R. H 73.3A 73.240, 73.636 (,1976). Several further amendments to those rules
have been made. See Multiple Ownership of Standard, FM and Television Broadcast
Stations, 42 Fed. Reg. 16145, 16148 (1977).

7. See Second Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1046-48. Fol. a list of :parties
filing comments and rsply comments in response to the Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, supra note 6, see Second Report & Order, supra note 5, app. A. at 1090-
92. This activity also generated isonsiderable legal commentary. See Mills, Moy-
nahan, Perlini & McClure, The Constitutional Considerations of Multiple Media
Ownership Regulation bv the Federal Communications Commission, 24 AM. U.L.
Ray. 1217 (1975); Comment. supra note I; Comment, supra note 6; Comment, A
Primer on Docket.Number 18110: The New FCC Cross-Ownership Rules, 59 MARQ.
L. REV, 584 (1976); Note, Diversity Ownership in Broadcasting: Affirmative folicy
in Search of an Author, 27 U. FLA. L. REV. 502 (1975).

8. 47 C.F.R. H 7135 (AM Radio), 73.240 (FM radio), 73.636 (television)
(1976), as amended by Multiple Ownership of Standard. FM and Television Broad-
cast Stations, 42 Fed. Reg. 16145. 16148 (1977).

9. The term "owner" refers tO anyone who "directly or indirectly owns, operates,
or controls." See 47 C.F.R. SI 73.35(a), 73.240(a)(1), 73.636(a)(1) .(1976);

'Second Reriort & Order, supra note 5, at 1099, 1101, 1103. The definition of "con-
trol" is "not limited to maiority stock ownership, but includes actual working control
in what,ever manner exercised." 47 C.F,R. H 73.35 Note I, 73.240 Nole I. 73.636
Note 1 11976); Second Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1099, 1102, 1104.

10. "(Al daily-newspaper is one which is published four or more days iser week,
which is in the Englistr'language, and which is circulated generally in the commUnity
of publication." 47 C.F.R. If 73.35 Note 10, 73.240 Note 10, '73.636 Note 10
(1976); Second'Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1101, 1103, 1106.

11. Broadcast stations and newspapers are in the same market if they serve the
same Service area, defined by refirence to a broadcast facility's ground wave contours.
Thus, if the 2 mV/rn contour of an AM station, the I mV/m contour of an FM
station, orthe Grade A contour of a television station completely encompasses the
Community in 4:hich 'the nevispaper is published, the broadcast station and the newt-
paper iris in 4he same market. A radio or television station meeting one of these
standards is said to. have a "cify-grade signal." Second Report & Order, supra note

-5 `, at 1106-071
12: In effect, the amendments preclude all applications by daily newspaper pub-

,.
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who subsequently sicquires a co-located newspaper to divest one of
the two propertiea within one year or before the expiration of his
license, whichever period is longer." In addition, the FCC ordered
the divestiture of newspaper-broadcast combinatioas in .sixteen small
markets" -where the publisher of the only daily newspaper also di-
rectly or indirectly owned, operated, or controlled the only radio or
.television station." Existing newspaper-broadcast combinations not
ordered to divest were not affected by the rules unless subsequently
sold, in which case the newspaper and the broadcast station must
be sold to different parties.".

1 he Second Report and Order was appealed both by parties who
aegued that the FCC lacked the statutory and con.stitutional authority
to promulgate newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rules and by
parties who believed that the- _rules did not gp far enough." On
March 1, 1977, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit, in National Citizens Committee lor Broadcasting (NCCB)
v. FCC," affirmed those rules forbidding the future formation or
transfer of co-located newspaPer-broadcast combinations but vacated
the rules affecting existing combinationS, holding.that there should
be a presumption favoring divestiture." The court viewed divesti-
ture as the "most promising method for increasing diversity_that does
not entail governmental supervision of speech."" Thus:with re-

lishersql91.11aw co-located broadcast stations as well as requests for FCC consent to
the sale or tratisfer of existing itationswhere the buyer or transferee owns a local
daily newspaper. Thus, the rules bail the formation of any new broadcast-newspaper
combinations in the same market.

13. Id. at 11-07.
14. The markets were Anniston, Alabama; Hope, Arkansas; Albw, Georgia; Ef-

fingham, Illinois; Macomb, Illinois; Mason City, lowa;,ArkansM City, Kuno;
Owosso, Michigan;.Meridian, Mississippi; Norfolk, Nebraska; Watertown, New York;
Findlay. Ohio; DuBois, Pennsylvania; Texarkana, Texas; Bluefield, West Virginia;
and Janesville, Wisconsin. Id. at 1098 apps. D & E.,

The new rules required divestiture by Janstey I, 1980, if the only daily newspaper
of general circulation published in a community and the only radio or television sta-
tion(s) placing a city-grade signal over the entire community in daytime hours are
under common ownership. The owner of the combination must divest either the
newspaper or the broadcast station. Waivers may be granted on proper 'showing. Ids.
at 1106. Pursuant to this rule, nine newspaper-radio and seven newspaper-television
combinations were ordered broken up before January I, 1980. Id. at 1098. .

15. See 47 C.F.R. H 73.35, 73.240, 73.636 (1976), as amended by Multipk
Ownership of Standard, FM and Television Broadcast Stations, 42 Fed. Reg. 16145,
16148 (1977); Second Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1099-104.

16. Second Report & Order, sospra at 1107.
17. Set BROACCASTINCI, Feb. 10, 1975, 70.

18. 555 F.2d 938 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
19. Prior, to the decision in NCCB, the FCC reconsidered its rules concerning

multiple ownership of broadcast stations and newspapers but did not materially alter
them. 53 F.C.C.2d 589 (1975).

20. 555 F.2d al 965.
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spuct to the retroactive aspects of the rule, Chief Judge Bazelon s
opinion for the court concluded:

The Commission has sought to limit divestiture to cases where the evi-
dence discloses that cross-ownership clearly harms the public interest,.
. . (Wel believe precisely the opposite presumption is compelled,
and that divestiture is required except in those 'cases where the evi-
(ence clearly discloses that cross-ownership is in the public interest."

The United States Supreme Court recently granted certiOr'ari- ,in
NCCB."

The controversy surrounding the FCC's Second' Report, and
Order, its appell, and the subsequent decision in NCCB raises basic
questions concerning the statutory authority of the FCC to promul-
gate rules concerning newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership. This
Note suggests that the FCC, notwithstanding judicial affirmation in
NCCB of the Commission's authority to adopt such rules, might well
be exercising more authority than Congress intended it to possess
under the Communications Act of 1934." This Note therefore con-
cludes that, irrespective of the merits of the Second Report ant
Order, Congress shoukl reexamine and clarify the scope of- the

- FCC's po we r itrthis regard,_
21. 555 F.2(1 at 966_ This ruling would force the breating up of over 50 news-

papertekvision nation conibinations and 120 newspaper-radio station combinations.
N.Y. Times. Oct. 4, 1977, at 25. col.- 1.

22. 46. U.S.LW. 3179-82 U.S. Oct. 3. 1977). In so ruling, the Court Con-
solidated six ii'etitionsofor certiorari rising out of the NCCII decision: FCC v. Na-'
iional (itizens Comm. for Broadcasting, cert. granted, 46 U.S.LW. 3179 (U.S: Oct.3, 1977) No. 76-1471); Channel Two Television Co. v. National Citizens Comm.
for Broadcasting, cert granted, 46 U.S.L,W. 3179 (U.S. Oct. 3, 1977) (No. 76-1521);
National Assn. of broadcasters v. FCC, cert. granted, 46 U.S.L.W. 3180 (U.S.
Oct. 3, 1977) (No. 76-.1595); Ametkan Newspnper Publishers' Assn. v. National
Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting. cert. gnInied, 45 U.S.L.W. 3180 (U.S. Oct. 3,
1977) (No. 76-1604); Illinois 'Broadcasting Co. v.. National Citizens Comm. for
Broadcasting, cert. gratqed, 46 U.S.LW. 3181 (U.S. Oct. 3, 1977) (No. 76-1624);The Post Co. v. 'National Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting, cert. granted, 4,6 U.S.
LAY 3181 (Li S Oct. .3.-1,977) (No. 76-1685).

23. 47 U.SC(1'5 151-609. (1970 &'Supp. V1975). 'The Supreine Court may :ad-dress this issue in its ieview of NMI, even though only two pf the .auccessfill Peti-
tions for cettiorari in the ca.se, see mite 22 supra, raised the issue!of the-FCC's statutory
authority to adopt newspaper-brOadcasi cross-ownership:.rdles tInderihe Communicarnous Act of 1934: American Newspaper Publishers: Assn. v.. National Citizens
Comm. for Broadcasting, cert. granted, 46 U.S.L.W. 31110 (U.S. Oct. 3, 1977) (No.
76-1604), National'Assn. of Broadcasters y. FCC, cell', granted, 46 U.S.L.W..3180
(US. OcV 3, 1917) (No. 76-1595). Several other successful petitiAns for certiorari
-questioned sshether the Act requtres the-ordering of divestiture: The Post Co. v.
National Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting, eta: granted, 46 U.S.L.W. 3181 (U.S.
Oct. .3, 1977); Illinois Broadcasting Co. v: National Citizens' Comm. for Broadcast-
ing, cert. granted, 46 U.S.LW. 3181 (U.S. Oct. 3, 1977); Channel Tvo Television
Co. v. National Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting, cert. granted, 46 U.S.L.W. 9179
(U.S. Oct 3, 1977).

The petitions for' certiorari appear most Concerned with the issue of whether the
NCCIt court exceeded its proper reviewing role.

1
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It Thy. FCC's PURPotirtip RULEMAKING AUTHORITY FOR
RECJULATION OF NEWSPAPER-BROADCAST CROSS-9WNERSHIP

In Om Second Report and Order, the FCC claimed authority to
adopt rules prohibiting cross-ownership of newspapers and broadcast
stations in the same market area pursuant to its "long standing pohcy
of promoting diversification of ownership of the electronic mass com-
munications media."'" t Although it did not cite any statute,.that spe-
cifically authorized the adoption of rules prohibiting newspaper
owners from acquiring broadcast licenses, the Commission claimed
that it derived general rulemaking authority from several provisions
of the Communications Act, including section 4(i), which provides
that "rtihe Commission may perform any and all acts, make such
rules and regulations, and issue such orders . . . as may be neces-
sary in the exgcution of its functions,"" and section 303(r), which
states that "the Commission from time to time, as public conve-

.

24. Second Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1048. The FCC, citing Associated
Press v. United Suites. 326 U.S. I (1945), allg. 52 F. Soon_ 362 (S.D.N.Y. 1943).
claimed that its diversification policy is derived from both.the first mfiendment and
antitrust law. In the district court opinion for Associated Press, Judge Learned
Hand, in holding that certain bylaws of the Associated Press violated the antitrust
laws becapse they restricted access to news. stated that

one Of the most vital of all gtneral interests list the dissemination of news
hum as many different sources, and with as many different facets and colors
its is possible. That interest. is closely aki'n to, if indeed it is not the same as,
the interest protected by the First Amendment; it presupposes that right con-
clusions are more likely to be gathered out of a multitude of tongues, than
through any kind of authoritative selection. To many this is, and always will
be, folly; but we have staked upon it our all, ake.'

Assoeiated Press v. United States, 52 F. Sapp. 362, 372 (S.D.N.Y. I943)."The Su-
preme Court affirmed the district court's opinion, stating that the first amendment
i'rests on the assumption that the widest possible dissemination of information from
diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the public." 326 U.S.

at 20. See generally Citizens Comm. to Save WEFM v. FCC, 506 F.2d 2414(170-
83 (D.C. -Cir. 1974) (Bazelon, C.J., concurring); Howard, Multiple Br ast
Ownership: Regulatory History, 27 FED. COM. B.J. 1 (1974).

Although it noted that newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rules are supported
Principally hy first- amendnient consider4pns, the FCC in the Second Report &
Order also cited antitrust policy "as a cillferelative source of authority for [a] di-
versification policy because requiring competition in the market place of. ideas is, in
theory, 1110 best way to assure a Multiplicity of voices." 50 F.C.C.2d at 1049. Even
though- the Supreme Court has held that the FCC is not emputvered to decide anti-

trust issues, United States v. 1Radio Corp. of America, 358 U.S. 334 (1959),
antitrust policy may be Considered by, the Commission in its determination of whether
the public interest stindard -will be mot in particulpr situation. 358 U.S. at..351.
In this regard, the Court..has declared that

in a given case the Conunission might find that antitrust considerations alone
would keep the statutory standaid ftom being met, as When the publisher of the
sole newspaper in an area applies for a license for,the only available radio and
television facilities, which, if granftd, would give hint' a monopoly of That area's
major media of mass communications.

, 358 U.S. at 354152. See also Bennett, Media ConcentratioAd the FCC: Facusing
with a Section ikvettlens, 66 Nw..1).1., REV. 159 (1971). .-

25, 47 U.S.C. 1 I54(i) (1970).
%.
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nience, interest, or necessity requires, shall . . . lake such rules
and regulations, and prescribe such restrictions and conditions, not
inconsistent with law, as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this chapter.' In addition, the Commission found statutory au-
thohty for promoting diversification in its mandate to grant licenses
in the public interest." In this regard it cited section s:109(a) of
the Conununications Act, which provides that

the Commission shall detertnine, in the case of each application filed
wtth it . . . , whether the public interest, convenience, and neceSsity
will be served by the granting of such application, and, if the Com-
mission, upon exatnination of such application and upon considera-
tion of such other matters as the Commission may officially notice,
shall find that public intcrcst, convenience, and necessity would be
served by the granting thereof, it shall grant such application."

Since the Communications Act gives the FCC the power to promul-
gate rules and appears to authorize the promotion of the policy of
diversification of ownership, the FCC concluded in the Second
Report and Order that it possesses the statutory authority to regulate
newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership through ndemaking.

Although the Communications Act aathorizes the FCC to grant
or to deny a license to an individual in an ad hoc proceeding, the
statute does not explicitly empower the Commission to make rules
that prevent a particular class of applicants from acquiring broadcast

-licenses. It is clear from the Act* hat the FCC must regulate the
broadcast media in a manner that promotes the public interest;" in-
deed, this standard- has emerged as "the touchstone for the exercise
of: the Commission's Authority." Moreover, the long-standing
policy of promofing- diversification of ownership of the broadcast
c'oimnunications media, which wAs. cited by the-Commission as the
principal justifieation for the Secdnd Report and Order,' has been
deemed to he an iMportant element of the public interest by both
'the Commission and the courts." However, section 309(0," the
provision governing the procedure for- granting broadcast licenses,

26. 47.4).S.C. 1 303(r) (197.0).
27. .5:4,4! Second Report & Orderoupra note 5, at 1041.

44..11.5.c. 1 309(a) (1970).
79..The statuioly, standard of "public interest, corrvenience, and necessity" is

typicatiy referriA to as the "publrc interest," See FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co.,
309 U.S. 114 137-38 (1940). Me tern) "public inierest,' according to the Commis-

-sion, encoMpasses many factors, including "the widest poisible dissemination of in-
fortattoO Wm diverse and antagonistic sources."- Second Report & Order, supra
note, 5, at 1048 (quoting Associbed Press v. United States, 326 U.S. I, 20 (1945)).

30. FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U.S. 134, 138 (1940).
31. Second keport & Order, supra notti 5, at 1048.
32. Sec Clarksburg Publishing Co. v. FCC, 225 F.2d 511 (D.C. Cir. 1955). See

aho Scripps44ovard Radio, Inc. v. FCC; 189 F.2d 677 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied. 342
U.S. 830 (19111.

33. 47 U S.C. I 309(a) (1970).

1 69
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allows the Commision to allocate licenses only by considering the
public interest on a case-by-case basis in the context of each license
application. Although courts have upheld FCC efforts to promote
diversification in comparative ad hoe proceedings, in which the Com-
mission must choose between two or more applicants for the same
license," section 309(a) neither authorizes nor expressly prohibits
the Commission from adopting ruks that prevent an entire class of
applicants from acquiring broadcast licenses.

M. Storer: JUDICIAL APPROVAL OE PROMOTINC
DIVERSIFIED OWNERSHIP

In United States v. St Orer Broadcasting Co.," the Supreme Court
confronted the ambiguity of section 309(a) and recognized the au-
thority of the FCC to promote diversified ownership through rule-
making. proceedings. In Storer, the petitioner challenged FCC
multiple-ownership rules that prohibited broadcast licensees from
acquiring rore than a certain number of stations." Storer had earlier
coQ3.,&51 the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia." that
these rules emasculated section 309 of the Communications Act by
denying Storer's application for a new television station without an

34. See. e g , Scrtms.11oward Radio. Inc. V. FCC, 189 F.2d 677 (D.C. Cir.), cert.
denied: 342 ll_S 830 (19511. In this case. Scripps-Howard owned one. newspaper
in Cleveland. vi here (Ise AM iadio stations and two daily newspapers existed entirely
independent of Scripps:Howard control. Sciipps-Howard was &tried a broadcast
license by the FCC, and the Couit of Appeals for the District of Columbia, in up-
holding the FCC's denial, stated:

In considering the public interest the Commission is well within the law when,
in choosing between two applicants, it attaches significance to the fact that one.
in contrast with the other, is dissociated from existing media of mass cornmuni-
cation in the area affected. . . . This is not to say a permit should he withhel
from an applicant because 0 is otherwise engaged in the dissemination of news.
. . . But wbeie one applicant is free of association with existing media of coin-
munication, and the other is not, the Conunission, in the interest of competition
and consequent diversity, which as we have seen is a part of the public interest,
may let its iudgment be influenced favorably toward the applicant whose sitna-
non pronuses to promote diversity.

189 F.2d at 683.
31. 351 U S. 192 (1956).
36. See "duopoly" rules cited in note 6 supra. In 1953, these rules limited a

licensee to one station within a service area and tO a total or seven .AM, seven FM,
and five television stations. Thcy also provided that ownenhip of I% or more of
the voting stock 6f a tiroadcast corporation would be considered equivalent to owner-
ship, operation, or control of the station. When Storer applied to the F,C.0 for licigns-

iring of a new telesision station in 1951, it was alrea licensed to own and opefate
three television stations, and its wholly owned subsidlies were licensed to own and

.orerate twb more. In light of these facts, the FCC dismimed Storer's application
as being inconsistent wtth the multiple-ownership rules. See Storer Broadcasting Co.
v. United States, 220 F.2s1 204. 205-06 (D.C. Cir. 1955), trvd., 351 U.S. 192 (1956).

37 220 F 2d 204 (D.C. Cir. 1955), revd,, 351 U.S. 192 (1956).
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ad hoc hearing in which the company would have the opportunity to
demonstrate that the acquisition of an additional station would not
impair the public interest." The court of appeals stated:

IT]he Commission freezes into a binding rule a limitation upon its
consideration of the public interest in a respect in which the facts and
circumstances may differ widely from case to case. It has decided in
vacuo that there can never be an instance in which public interest,

'-tonvenience and necessity would be served by granting an additional
license to one who Is already licensed for five television stations. The
power so to decide has not been committed to the CommisSion."

In effect, the court of appeals concluded that whether a particular
degree of concentration of control is compatible with the public in-
terest is a matter.that must be determined on a case-by-case basis with
consideration of all of the factors embraced by the public interest
standard Thus, it held that the arbitrary limits imposed by the
multiple-ownership rules were inconsistent with the hearing provisions
of section 309( b)."

On appeal the Supreme Court reversed," holding that the mul-
tiple-ownership rules were consistent with the powers accorded the
FCC by the Conununications Act. The Court noted that It]he
challenged Rules contain limitations against licensing not specifically
authorized by statute. But that is not the limit of the Commission's
rulemaking authority. 47 U.S.C. 1 154(i) and § 303(r) grant gen-
eral rulemaking powers not inconsistent with the Act or law."" Un-
like the lower court, it did not read section 309 as a limitation upon
the Commission's rulemaking authority. Instead, the Court stated
that .qongress intended the Comniunications Act "to assure fair op-
portudity (or open competition" in broadcasting" and that section
309(b) should not be interpreted to bar "rules that declare a present
intent to limit the 'Amber of stations consistent with a permissible
'concentration of control.' The Court said that the multiple-
ownership rules simply "announceld) the Commission's attitUde on

38. See 220 F.2d at 209.
39. 220 F:2d at 208 (footnote omitted).
40. Set 220 F.2d at 209. In 1960, the hearing provision was moved from 1 309(b) to 1 309(e). Act of Sept. 13, 1960, Pub. L. No. 86-752, 74 Stat. 889, 891(codified at 47 U.S.C. I 309(e) (1970)); see Citizens Communications Center v.

FCC, 447 F.2(1.1201. 1203 n.4 .( D.C. ('ir. 1971), clargied, 463 P.2d 822 (D.C. Cir.1972). Section 309(e) provides that a hearing must be held if a substantial and ma-
terial question of fact arises in any application to which 1 309(a) applies or if the
Commission is unable to make a finding from the application alone of whether the
public interest, convenience, and necessity would he served by granting the applica-tion.

41. United States v. Storer Broadcasting Co., 351 U.S. 192 (1956).
42. 351 U.S. at 202-03.
43. 351 U.S. at 203.
44. 351 U.S. at 203.
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public prokection against such concentration,' and the Court was
willing to defer to the FCC's judgment on this matter.

In response to the argument found crucial by the court of appeals
--that the rules limited the Comt*sion's consideration of the public
interest in an area where facts Laid circumstances vary widelythe
Court concluded that the Act's waiver provisions afforded the FCC
ample opportunity to consider whether the applicant's request is-con-
sistent with the public interest. The Court stated that, for those ap-
plicants who have acquired the maximumnumber of stations allowed
.by -the rules, the. Act requires a full hearing 'only if the applicant
presents adequate reasons why the rules should be waived or
amended." In such a case, the FCC must necessarily decide
whether the application of the rule in that specific instance setves
the paislic interest; in the Court's view, the nature of this decision
approximates the kind of choice made by the FCC when an appli-
cant unaffected by any rule seeks a license. Thus, under the Court's
analysis, the Commission, whether evaluating thc merits of. a request
for the waiver of a rule or deciding whether to grant a license to
an applicant who already satisfies the rule, must consider the public
interest: "In each case that comes before it the Commission must
,still exercise an ultimate judgment whether the grant of a license
would serve the 'public interest, convenience, or necessity.' .48

The result in Storer is unassailable." By allowing the Commis-
sion to promulgate rides that prohibit a class of applicantsthat is,
those broadcasters already owning a certain number of stations--
from obtaining broadcast licenses, the practical effect of the decision
is to reduce the number of situations in which the FCC must engage

41 351 U.S. at 203.
46 See 351 U.S. at 203-04..
47. 151 U.S. at 20%. An adequate reason for waiver, a ing to the Court, is

one "sufficient if true. to justify a change or waiver of the Rules." 351 U.S. at 205.
The.FCC, however, strictly limits waiver grants. For example, in 1975 the FCC,
without holding a hearing on the matter, announced that it Amid nOt grant a waiver
of the newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rules to Joseph Allbritton and the Wash-
ington Star. According to one trade publication, in this announcement

itjhe FeC . . . met the first real-world test of its newspaper-broadcast cross-
ownership rules with a clear sign that it will be slow to grant the waivers it had
left itself for hardship cases. . . . Mite FCC's action contained a message that
was presumably being read with interest in Affices far from Washington: that
the Commission will not be easily persuadedlo grant waivets of its crossowner-
ship rules, particularly now, with the Star case as precedent.

liainocAxritm, Aug. 4, 1975, at 23. See 'generally 46 Gao. L.J. 166, 168 (1957).
In this light, it will probably betome increasingly difficult to make a showing of "suf-
ficient justification" to obtain a tvaiver hearing.

48. 351 U.S. at 205 (emphasis ,added) (quoting National BroadcalUng Co. v.
United States, 319 U.S. 190, 225 (1943)). ln National Broadcasting, the Court up-
held the FCC's chain broadcasting regulations under which licenses were denied with-
out individual hearings, which created a waiver issue identical to the one in Storer.

49. ilta -see 46 Oro. Li. 166, 169 (1957).

4
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in a comprehensive, particularized appraisal of all the factors that
might affect the public interest." Although a broadcaster may still

50. By utilizing iulemaking rather than adjudicator), proceedings. see gene:silly
11. Scitwaarz, AntniensTaarava Law 183-90 (1976), the FCC can reduce the num-ber of situations in which a particularized appraisal must be made of all the factorsthat might affect the public interest. Of couise, the FCC must consider all of these
factois when decidmg to grant or to deny a license application in an adjudicator),
ploceeding See McClatchy Bioadcasting Co. v. FCC, 239 F.2d 15 (D.C.
modified, 239 F 2d 219 (I) C. Cir. 1956), cert. denied. 353 U.S. 918 (1957); rt.Scripps/loward Radio, Inc. v. FCC, 189 F.2d 677 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 342 U.S.
8)0 ((951) (failure to make specific findings on each factor does not invalidate aruling so long as the findings on the factors considered are sufficient to support theresult). Similarly, the FCC must consider these factors when jt promulgates a rule.See Radio Relay Corp. v. FCC, 409 F.2d 322, 326 (2d Cir. 1969). Once promul-
gated. however, such a rule might rewire the applicant to satisfy certain conditions
before the agency will hold an adjudicatory hearing to consider alliactors in the pub-lic.interest. Such conditions preoedent might mandate that the applicant show both
the presence of paiticular factors deemed to be of special public importance that favor
the approval of his application and the absence of certain factora that especially sup-port the denial of the application. See, e.g., Second Report & Order, supra note 3,at 1074-73 (after considering how newspaper ownership of broadcast stations might
affect the public interest by limiting mtdia diversity, the Commission concluded that
diveisdication of ownership was such an important factor that FCC rules should
piovade that newspaper owners are precluded from acquiring broadcast stations
located in the newspaper's market). Thus, a rule limits the number of instances in
which all of tho factors need be considered.

In stunt. it Is clear that in an adjudicatory proceeding the FCC must considerall factors relevant to the public interest in determining whether to grant or deny
au apigication for a broadcasting license. Yet hearing is required if an applica-
tion dbes not satisfy arule validly enacted by th FCC, which must have considered
all the relevant factorsoin promulgating the rule.1 Moreover, a waiver of the rule is
not called for by the applicant's showing that in, his case the public interest would
best be served by discounting the factor deemed ,to be of special importance in theFCC rule. Set note 51 infra.

In contlast to the FCC rules that disqualify a particular group of applicants for
broadcasting licensessuch as the multiple-ownership rules in Storer and in the
Second Report and Order, supra note 5Citizens Communications Center v. FCC,447 F.2d 1201 (D.C. Cir. 1971), clarified, 463 F.2d 822 (D.C. Cir. 1972), concerned
an FCC policy statement that favored renewal applicants and, in effect, rejected otherfully qualified applicants Athout a hearing. See Policy Statement on Comparative
Hearings Involving 'Regular Renewal Applicants, 22 F.C.C.2d 424 (1970). Petition-ers challenged this policy statement on the ground that it violated the hearing pro-
vision of S 309(e) of the Communications Act, see note 40 supra; and that its
method of enactment did not comply with the Administrative Procedure Act, 5U.S.C. 1 551(4) (1970), which requires that certain procedures be followed in rule-
making proceedings. The court did MX reach the latter issue, although it did question'
the propriety of the FCCs action. 447 F.2d at 1204 n.5. The court did scrutinize
the 1 309 challenge and held that the polii ! statement violated that provision because
It failed to provide license applicants with a full hearing in which all the relevant
criteria are considered:

The Commission cannot ignore a material difference between two applicants
and make findings in respect to selected characteristics only. It musttake into account all the characteristics which indicate differences, and reach anover-all relative determination upon an evaluation of all factors, conflicting in
many cases. ,

447 F.2d at 1212 (quoting Johnston Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 175 F.2d 331, 356-
57 (D.C. Cir. 1949)) (emphasis added). The Court stated that this reault was notinconsistent with Storer:

Whatever the power of the Commission to set basic qualifications 'in the public

1

49-117 0 - 79 - 12
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request a waiver of the FCC rule and force the agency to consider
all of the factors relevant to the public interest, the rule does create
a presumption against the applicant in this situation that does not
exist in an ad hoc proceeding." lt is patently reasonable that the

. FCC, vested with the authority to regulate the broadcast media, may
create such presumptions against broadcasters," since no benefit can
be derived from conducting hearings in situations where a particular
factorin this case, diversity of ownershipis so important that it
almost always overrides all other considerations.

IV. NCCB: JUDICIAL AppROYAL OF FCC's
RULE M AKIN() AUTHORITY

Certainly the Communications Act as interpreted in Storer vests
_

interest and to deny hearings to unqualified applicants, the cases cited above
(including Storer) cannot be read as authorizing the Commission to deny
qualdied applicants-their statutory right to a full hearing on their own merits.

447 F 2d at 1212 ii 34 (emphasis original). See also 447 F.2d at 1213 n.36; note
63 mita and accompanying text. The court also noted that the FCC in a rulemaking
proceedung --as opposed to adjudicatory hearings or policy statements- .could specify
siandaick for renewal if such rules were consistent with the public interest. 447 17.2d
at 1213 n 35. The court also "note(dl with approval that such rule making proceed;
ings may soon be under way 447 F.2d at 1213 n.35. For the status of the pro-
ceedings on tenewal standards, see Docket No 19154, 43 F.C.C.2d,1043 (1973).

51. For exaniple, suppose five factors determine whether the FCC grants a broad-
casting license in each case. Suppose further that factor A, diversity of media owner-
ship, nsually has a weight of 10, while the other four factors usually have a weight
of tine each. In the absence of rules prohibiting concentration of media ownership,
the FCC is forced in every case tq make a particularized appraisal and showing that
10 is gteater than the combined weights of factors B, C, 1), and E. However, when
the UCC in a rulemaking proceeding determines that 10 is usually greater than the
combined weights of B. C, D, and F. an applicant requesting a waiver to the rule
bears the burden of proving that in his case diverlification of ownership is not 1he
dominant consideration. Thus, even if waivers are occasionally granted, the estab-
lishment of a rule nevertheless reduces the number of instances of particularized ap-
praisal by the FCC.

52. The judiciary has recognized that the license applicant who must request a
waiver hearing in outer to seek a license is subject to greater burdenuthan the ap-
plicant who is barred by no rule and thus can move directly to the ad hoc proceeding.
The applicant desiring waiver must plead "specific facts and circumstancea which
would make the ieneral rule inapplicable." Tucson Radio, Inc. (KEVT) v. FCC,
.452 F.2d 1380, 1382 (D.C. Cir. 1971). Reviewing courts are reluctant to order
agencies to carry out waiver proceedings; "Itihus, a heavy burden traditionally has
been placed upon one seeking a waiver to demonstrate that his arguments are sub-
stantially different from those that have been carefully considered at the rulemaking
proceeding." Industrial Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 437 F.2d 680, 683 (D.C. Cir.
1970). See aLiv American Tel. & Tel. Co. v. FCC, 539 F.2d 767, 775 (D.C. Cir.
1976). See generally Washington Util. & Transp. Commn. v. FCC, 513 F.2d 1142,
1160.65 (9th Cir.). cert. denied, 423 U.S. 836 (1975).

Although it is not implausible that Congress sought to vest the FCC, which is
charged with the authority to regulate the broadcast industry, with the power to
relegate certain broadcasters to the waiver procedure, it can be disputed, in view of
the burdens imposed, whether Congreu intended the FCC to be able to require non-
broadcasters to forgo the hearing requirement of I 309() and use the waiver pro-
Cesium.
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the FCC with the general power tO pursue the policy of diversifica-
tion of ownership by adopting rules that prohibit certain broadcastersfrom obtaining licenses. Moreover, the policy considerations dis-
cussed earlier with respect to the multiple-ownership rules in Storer
.are equally indicative of the need for rules to regulate media cross-
ownership. It is questionable, however, whether the Act enables the
FCC to make rules that prohibit the licensing of all members of a
group who are not broadcasters, since broadcasting is the only media
expressly covered'by the Act and Storer involved rules that regulated
only the holdings of broadcastors." Thus, it is by no means certain
that the Act allows the FCC to adopt a rule preventing newspaper
owners from obtaining licenses for co-located broadcast stations."

53 Storer columns language suggesting that narrow reading of the case is notumeasonable In discussing whether Storer had standing to challenge the FCC rules,the Court stated. "The regulations here under consideration presently aggrieve the
respondent. Thc Commission exercised a power of tulemaking which controls broad-casteis.- 151 U S at 199 (emphasis added).

That the FCC can consider a broad range of factors unrelated to broadcast' cons-munication itself --such As newspaper ownersh in the context of ad hoc hearingsis clear See note 54-infra.
54 See Reply Comments of the American Newspaper Publishers Association inOpposition. at 7 (filed August 18, 1971). In re Amendment of Sections 73.35, 73.240and 73,636"of the Commission's Rules Relating to Multiple Ownership of Standard.FM and Fekvision Bloadcast Stations, FCC Docket No. 18110. Congress, thecourts, and the FCC 311 agree, however, that the Commission "can consider the factthat a broadcast applicant is a newspaper . . . in the context of ad (toe licensing pro-

ceedings." Id. See. e.g . McClatchy Broadcasting Co. v. FCC4410 F.2d 15, 18 (D.C ('u ), modal led. 239 17.2d 19 (D.C. Cir. 1956). cert. denied, 353 U.S. 918
(1957), Orlando Daily Newspapers. Inc.. 11 F.C.C. 760. 767-68 (1946) ("1110 con-sidering conflicting applications: between an applicant having no newspaper interestsand one controlling newspapers, particularly whore no other daily papers are pub-lished in the community, the Commission has'on numerous occasions favored theformer.") Ste also Massachusetts Bay Telecasters, Inc. v. FCC, 261 F.2d 55. 63IOC. Co 1918). modified. 295 F.2d 131 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 918
(1961). Scripps-Howard Radio. Inc. v. FCC, 189 F.2d 677, 683 (D.C. Cir.), cert.denied. 142 U.S. 810 (1951); Easton Publishing Co., 17 F.C.C. 942, 973-74 (1953);Lubbock County Broadcasting Co.. 16 F.C.C. 293, 323-24 (1951); Heckman. Di.ressificatmn CI Control of the Media of Mass CommunicationPolicy or Fallacy?,42 CiPo. L.J. 378 (1954)

The Commission has acknowledged that "there is no basis in fact or law for find-ing newspaper owners unqualified as a group for future broadcast ownership."
Second Report & Ordei. supra note 5,, at 1075. For this reason the Commissionlimited the geographic effect of its cross-ownership rules. Id. Moreover, the Com-municattons Act does not exclude newspaper publishers from eligibility for broadcastlicenses, it excludes only aliens, foreign controlled corporations, and those whose li-censes !lase previously been revoked for violations of the antitrust laws in the cons-nnimcatams field. 47 U.S.C. I 310(a), 313(b) (1970 & Supp. V 1975). Rut cf.the statement of Senator Clatence Dill, authoi of the Communientions Act of 1934,quoted in Note, Antimar"CrossAfedm" Ownership and the Antitrust LawsA
Crnical Analysis and a Suggested Solution, 47 N.C.L. RIM 794, 810 n.97 (1967):If I had dreamed that newspapers would acquire radio and television stations,1 would have written a prohibitton into the act. Certainly newspapers whichoccupy monopoly positions in a city should not be erniitled also to own radioami television stations. This country cannot afford t have monopoly over pub-lic opinion any more thand can afford to have monopoly in industry.

1,
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Furthermore, Although a newspaper owner can force the FCC to
conduct a waifrer hearing to consider all the factors affecting the.pub-
lic interest, ii is not clear that Congress intended to empower the
FCC to promulgate rules that create presumptions against nonbroad-
casters and that rekgate them to the waiver process for obtaining
licenses.

The FCC concluded in the Second Report and Order that it did
possess the power to regulate newspaper-broadcast cross-owner-

ship," and, in NCCB," the Court of Appeals for the .District of
Columbia Circuit was quick to agree with the Commission's conclu-
sion. The court cited those provisions of the Communications Act--
sections 4(i),31 303(0,56 and 309(a)59that authorize the FCC to
regulate broadcast licensing and then stated:

In United States v. Storer Broadcasting Co., . . . the Supreme Court
upheld a portion of the Commission's multiple ownership rules pro-
mulgated under these proVisions. In essence, Storer permits the--
Commission to codify in rule its understanding, if reasonable, of the
public interest tcensing standard. . . Here, the Commission has
determined the public interest would not be served by granting broad-

- cast licenses to newspapers and [earlier in the opinion) we held this

'policy was reasonable. It reqUire5 no extension of Storer to conclude

the Commission possessed statutory authority to impose the prospec-
tive ban."

The elise with which the court concluded that Storer was disposi-
tive of the appeal, of the Second Report and Order is somewhat
troublesome. Certainly the rules upheld in Storer .and those af-
firmed in NCCB are grounded on the same policies--promoting di-
versificatiOn of mass media ownership and, concomitantly, furthering
"the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and
antagonistic sources."' Yet it is not clear that the Communications
Act authorizes the FCC to pursue such tlolicies by regulating non-
broadcasters. In effect, the reasoning of NCCB would allow the
Commission to adopt a rule prohibiting newspaper owners, dentists,

or any other specified group from obtaining 'a broadcast license if

the Commission can demonstrate in a valid rulemaking proceeding
that such a rule would be in the public interestt It is not obvious
that Congress intended the Act to reach this far.

The NCCB court recognized this difficulty of statutory breadth
when it stated that "the rules under review (do not] involve regula-

55 See text at notes 24-28 supra.
56. 555 F,2d 938 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
57 47 U.S.C. 1 '154(i) (1970).
58. 47 U.S.C. 1 303(r) (1970).
59. 47 U.S.C. 1 309(a) (1970).
60. 555 F.2d at 951 (citation and footnote omitted).
61 Associated Press v. United States. 326 U.S. 1. 20 (1945). See note 24 supra.

76
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lion of an industry over which tho CommissitSn lacks jurisdiction.The prospective ban simply imposes qualifications for broadcastlicenses." Literally speaking, the court is correct: its opinionsimply reflects the position that newspaper owners as a class arc
"unqualified" to own co-located broadcast statiotts." Yet it ispossible that Congress never intended to vest the FOC with the au-thority to make this type of qualification. even if Congress intended_
to allow the FCC to consider newspaper ownership as one factor
among many others in an ad hoc proceeding," it does not necessarilyfollow that Congress meant to give the FCC the power to deem all
co-located newspaper-broadcast combinations to be ipso facto con-trary to the public interest." It therefore is necessary to consider
directly the extent of power Congress intended to, vest in the FCCin order to determine whether the Commission has the power to pre-scribe the rules affecting newspaper owners announced in theSecond Jteport and Order.

V. CONGRESSIONAL INTENT REGARDING fcc
RULEMAKINO POWER

Resolution of the question whether Congress intended' the FCC
to be able to prescribe rules affecting newspaper owners as a classis aided by examination of the history of FCC actions involving
newspaper ownership and of the congressional response to these
actions. In Jannary 1937, three years after the adoption of the Com-
munications Act, Senator Burton Wheeler; Chairman of the Senate

62. 555 E.2d at 952 n.41,
61 The court declared that "it is reasonable for the Commission (through. rule-making( to consider newspapers as 'unqualified' to acquire licenses in the city ofpublic:mon." 555 E.2d at 955 n.52. See note 54 supra.
64. See uote 54 supra.

65. This an'alysis is subject to criticism, however. The Court in NCCB asserted
that no extension of Storer was required to uphold the Second Report and Order, si"etest at note 60 rupra, and thus the arguments used to validate the multipk-ownership
rules in Storer can be used to criticize the position that the rules in the Second Reportand Order ate invalid. Thus: the waiver provisions, to the extent that they. were*found sufficient to protect broadcasters in Storer, arguably are adequate to protect
newspaper owners affected by the' Second Report and Order. See 555 1.2d at 95$njl. In addition. Storer held that. notwithstanding the absence of express au-Muization in the Act, the FCCcari promote diversifkation by promulgating rulesthat tuna the number of stations a (11:met may own1 this holding suggests that theAct's lack of express language authorizing newspaper-broadcast cross-OWnenhip rulesshoukl not bar FCC regulatory efforts. However, both of these arguments suffer
front a weakness noted earlier. sei text at notes 60-62 mere. in that they assume that
the Communications Act was intended to auth6rize the FCC to regulate newspaperowners and all other nonbroadcasting groups. Although it may be that the opportu-
nity for waivers in fact does adequately protect the interest of newspaper owners, it
is mot certain that Congress intended to allow the FCC to require tIonbroadcasters
to resort tic-licewaiver procedure as the sole method for acquiring a license.

17'1
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Interstate CoMmerce Committee, asked for "tut opinion Wm. the
ChiefCounsel .of ttk (FCC) on the question as to whether or .not
the Commission has the authority, at the present time, to deny an
application of a newspaper for- radio facilities, on the ground that
it itv.against public policy. "4, The FCC, in an opinion prepared by
Himpson Gary, the COMmission's first General Counsel, concluded
that

the Commission does not have the authority, under the existkng law
. aml in the absence of au expression of public policy,on'the subject by

the Ctogress,, to deny in nOplicatibt1 to a newspaper owner for radio
faOlities solely upon the ground that the granting ot such an ailplica-
tion vpuld be against public policy.c

l'he'oriiniOn went on to state that the Commis!iion had The duty to
eamine'all,Ne facts coneerning a license appiication, including. "the
business C0111WC110113 Of thc applicant, newspaper or other," and that
the tommisilon could deny a neWspaper owner a 'broadcast litense
if upon all the facts it could not find that granting a license wpuld
serve the public interest.'"

Althiiiigh the Gary opinion can bc interpreted in several ways,"
. .

. 66. Comments of American Newspaper Publishers Asaocintion in Oppotilion. at

16 (filed April Z. 19714, br re Sections 73.35, 73.240 and 73.636 of the Commission's
Rules Relating to Multiple Ownership of Standard. CM and Television lhoadcam Sta-
tions, F('C Docket No. 18110 (quoting letter horn Snator Wheeler to the FCC
(Jan. 7. 1937)), ,See also Heckman. supra note 54, at 390-93.

, 67 Comments of Anwrican Newspaper Publishers Association in ()linos 1011,

supra note 66. at 16 (quoting Mr. Gary's opinion (Jan. 25, 1937)), reprinted in Legal
Memoranda in Support of Comments of American Newspaper Publishers Association,
Memoland(ini F. Attachment A, at 3 ( uilcd AIM! 2, 1971), In re Amendment of Sec-
tions 7,1 15. 73.240 and 73.616 of the Cosnnussitni's Rules Relating to MOltiple
Owiter4ip of Standard. FM and Television Broadcast Staqons, FCC Docket No.
18110

68 Legal Memoninda in Support of Comments of American Newspaper Publish-
ers As,ociation. s'upra mite 47, Memorandtim F, Attachment A, at 3 (tePrinting Mt.
Gary's-opinion)

69. Ske Stahlman v. FCC, 126 Fld 124, 127 (D.C. Cir. 1942); 9 Fed. Reg. 702-
03 (1944). Foley. The Newspaper-Radio Decision, 7 Fau. Com. Feb. 1-944..
at 11-12. .S'ee generally tlIs. Moynahan, Perlini & McClure, supra note '7, at 1217.
19.

Opponents of the newspaper-broatkast cross-owhership rules have cited (he Gary
opinion a, a long-standing administrative interpretation that took a restrictive view
of the Commission's authority. They have argued that the opinion is emitted to great
authoi native %%eight because it involved an early construction of the Commimications
Act by the FCC's first General Counsel, svho should have been uniquely aware of
Conaiets' intent in passing the Act. See Comments of American Newspapeir Pub-
lishers Association in Opposition, supra note 66, at 16-17. See generally Norwegian
Nitrogen Prod. Co. v. United States. 288 US. 294, 313 (,1933); 1 K. 1.36.vls, ADMIN-
1st amIve LAW NUMB t 3.06 (2d ed. 1958)..

However, in ;kcond Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1051, the FCC developed
fout reasons to instify u.s deciaion to treat the Gall opinion km irrelevant to the ques-
tion whether the Commission could prohibit newspaper-broadcast cron-ownerthip.
Fait, the Gary opinion dealt llh ad hoc Comparative proceedingl rather 'than rule-
making proceedmgs SecOnd, the optnion was concerned with denying licenses to nil
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.,
..a proper analysis indicates that the opinion is not relevant io a deter-minatkp of the FCC's authority to prohibit nesvspaperebroadcast

crogLownership. 4Critics of the Second Report and Order can argue .that the Gary opinion intimates that the FCC cannot deny broadcastlicenses to individuals solely bechuse they own newspapers: Nhichin turn suggots that a rule prohibiting newsPaper-broadcast cross,-iwnership is invalid.' tiOwever, Gary was responding to the, question
whether the FCC had the power to deny a license application to anewspaper owner on the ground that granting the license woula vio-late a public policy standard, not whether the FCc may promulgatea rule affecting all.such owners based on the CommunicationAct's
public interest standard." Thus, as the court in NCCB correctly ob-served,1: thc Gary opinion does pot provide any relevant'insight Intohow the FCC viewed its mandate at.an early stage in the Commis- 'sion's develOp'ment, 0

The Commission Pext focused on cross-ownership'in 1941, whenit initiated an extensiVe three-year investigation of newspaper owner- .
, ship of broadcast facilities." After compiling a "massive recd141,14,

.the Commission dismissed the proceedings Without promulgating,anyt,new rules:- "The CPmmission has concluded, in the lightof. theirord in this proceeding and of the grave legal and, policy question -.invAred, not to adopt' any general rule with respect to newsPapk. .ownership of radio. stations."" Although the Commission,. did ficitl, .:.elabbrate upon the nature of the "grave legal and policy qUestidns,!'- s .

---44-7 1 ' tnewspaper owners rather than Just to those who seek licenses for -broadcastini sta- itions existing ill the sante tocale as the newspapers they own. Third, prior4tatements 1 . ..'by a regulatOry agency regarding hi: jurisdictidn are not determinative of the legality 'of any subsequent efforts to assert juriadiction,vee, e.g., United States v, Southwestern "Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 169-7041968). Fourth, the problems of cross-owlehhiP
.-and concentration of-media ownership are much different today than they were ln1937. e , .

.
. -*70. See Legal Meniorandq in Support of Comments of American Newspaper Pub, ' t,i

.

fishers Association. supra note 67, Memorandum F, Attachment A, at 1-2 (reprintingMr. Qary's opinion).
.

1

771. 555 F.2d at 951-52, . .
.

-,72. FCC Order 'NO. 79, 6 Fest Reg. TIO (19410C Order No. 79-A., 6 Fed. it. if a ....Reg., 3302 (1941). The CoMmission undertook this investigation. Which was thy* :only inquiry dealimewith
newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership prior tothe proceed-. II.ings that resulted in the Second Report and Order. u4Sart of its.early effqrts to for:. .mutate policies for the ,licensing of FM stations. The stud& was subsequently ex- 4, /.panded to cover the general.p'reibkim 'of newspaper qwnership of radio stations. See C ,,,, Legal Memoranda in Support of Comments of Anittican Newspaper Publishers As- .... sociation,. suprd note 67. Memofandum F, at 6. ...- ''..

144, 73. Ile investigation lasted jthree years, during which time the Comniission took ,extensive written and oral testimody from leading everts in the -fieldr of news es; '.4 e .
'-.. 'semination and the law. The record of the proceedings consisted of over 3500 pages. ". 4;and 400 exhibits. See Legal Memoranda in Support of Comments of American CNewspape blishers Association, supra note 67, Mernorandum F, it 6; Foley, suisra ' i, ..., note 69, 13.

inke
74. d.tAg. ?,92-(13 (1144). .
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one contemporaneous accOunt of tiv investigation suggested that .the
FCC feared Ancroachingt upon ate freedom of the press." This . / .
indication that the FCC at one point questioned its own authority

\., to ..ptomurgate a newspaper-bioadost cross-ollinership rulet ,Though
lArnihglrekvant to .a determination of the validify of the Second ..

tport and.Order, was not mentioned,by thi) court in NCCB.

, k 'At Vhe conclusion of its inv9stigation)-the Commission forwa0ed.
.a suntmary of tile evidence aCcumulated,Auring the proceedings to

'. appropriate eninmittees." As kresult of thi.,Commis- ...,

sion's investigatio iarious proposals to,,prohibit the kf,CC from
%

"discriminating" against newSpapers when grattlingsbroadcast licenselt,/ V p t' "

wire introduced in Cong during the 1946i., .The legi4oti0e, ....

,
history suggests t4at Crg -failed to-eivilt these proposals because .-
it thought the ,FCC lact the au(horit to adopt a rule that flio-l
hibited appnwirig lice Wipplietions'frThn neOpaper owners.

. 1 Thlt firet pror>b'silNs the White-Wheeler 01,11 which, as subse-.

. l'quentily incoptprateil ilito the White-Wolverton bill,r sought 'to add
a new'se5tion.tO the Communications .Act prohibiting the coMmis-.-
Mon from making a rule-"to effect 'a discrimination lietween,pefsons
b'ased upon cace,., religionl or, palitical 41ffiliatidn.ot kind of Jaw-

... ful- occupation or business associati2n.7d The pripcipal- intent:of
iiis: sec ttion. was 'to,pro4ibis the FC1111 from, proiniggeinlEa rule. that.

4
prevented newspaper owners frO\n obtainiwbroa4cahtliE&SeV.3

.,
, , , _:,- _:- . r

jk. 75. Foley. supreosote 69. eV 15, Mated Wilt au(tOere 'am 'a generfil agreemeM' among severstdf the witnerets, lhat It.oneral rut...rah:dills newspapers tl.snn list ob-
tainipg of licenses to operate radio stitiops woutd be ilimitiition On afros likes." -....

. 76. Although the FCC's peering: ran only:from 'Jury.' IrOtt'oeFef:rua"ry .15/4. the ,_

Commission-did not officially claw the-proeeeding and Mind i summary of,the evig
demo try.Congres1 almil January 1944. According to the gemniission, it forwarded* the evidence'to CoOgred "in order to infispn them of the (tent developed lly the in:

, vestigation and for any consideration which they4her deckle tq give the mitten" +9

s
Fed. Reg. 702-03 (1944). However. ebnerma had already commenced hearings On

the White-Wheeler Bill. S. 814. 78th Code., 1st Sem. 5 32 (19434. discussed tn text

at notes 79-84 irqra..by the tiisse it recgived the mimmary of evidence from the Fcc.

,, 'Sri Hearings...on S. 814 &lore lite Senate' Comm'. on 1r:titivate Colsrpterce,.18th
t.

, Cong., lit Sess. 406 (1943). -
,.

..,

. a - 77, See S. Rar..bio. 141, Illst Calsg4, 1st Sess.2 ( t949):
1 -

78. S. 1973. Ilht Cong., l st -sea?. 5. K. (1949.): ii, 1333, 80th Cong.. 1.1. 'sew: I .,

.^ 25 11947); S. 814, 78th Copp., ht,Sess. 02 (1943). 's.

79. -S, 814,-70 Cong.. 1st Sess. 1,
;,

412 (.194i).
.,

.

. ;,, 80. S..,1333. 80th CimillaeSess. It 111 119474. f . ' . ,
,.

../ .

'r I
-,i 81.
,

, %.
..:-I.

, ,
, i

-
f .

. 82. s S. A ar. No. 741, 81st Oong.. 1st Selst12.,(1949).. as See also 'Hearings On
a -.. 1. 1973 Oelore a Subcontm. of sks-tanater Comm. olp Intfrstav ami;Foreign-com-

trlrcet..81M+Cong.,1st,Seag. 20-21 41949) (quoting remarks of actingk=Theirmin 4 +.)
kosej HydeNn the subasqugpt 1909 McFarland- proposal, which conteined relevant

x. langtlige itlentical.to die Whrte-Wolvertqn bill: "The principal intent- of ihe"leotion
is. qf etstaise, to outlaw the passibility of any.fule'excluding nesreaper omnerstrom
owning radio stations")1 de 9 .. a

*i_

- i , 4K l: a_

- ...

S.

ed.
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In testimony before a Senate subcommittee, acting FCC Chairmiin
Charles Denny stated that the proposed section merely reflected cur-
rent Commission practice and that a newspaper owner was qnalifirAl
to become a radio station licensee." Consideration.gt the proposal
was subsequently taminated.in 1947."

In,1949 it virtually identical antidiscrirninatitra proposal'. was in-troducrd by Smator Ernest McFarland as part of a bill intended to
revisF several sections of the CommuniCations Att." Testifying be-fore a Senate sub4ommittee, acting PCC.,çhainnaik. Rosel Flyc lestoed that, althotigh the Act contained tuiv language eXPrassly pro-
hiitipg the Cottimts.sion frotit adopting a rule preventing 'all-persons
engagtcl in a particular busincsssuch As publishiAg :nctwspApersfrom obtaining a license, the Commission n'evertheless did not have ,the authority under the Act to proinulgate such a rule even i/it wore
believed to be, in the public interest." \Ito subcommittee, ifer-,suaded by Chairman Hxile's testimony," subseqtiently eliminatedthe antidiscrimination proposal from the...bill.. 'In its report on tho
bill ulti'mately sent to the Senate floor; the full committee explainedthe decision to delete the antidiscrimination proposal as follows:

It should be distinctly understood that in eliminating the section the
committee has done so solely because the,Commission is now follow-ing the procedure which was outlined in fhe section, has tZatfied that
it intends to follow that procedure, and-that it is .of the opinion Thatit has no legal or constitutional authority to follow any other pro-cedure."

.The Senate approved the committee's recommended amend,ments to tho Communication& Act,° _,* and the bill then went to theHouse of Representatives for considlion. The. liguse committee6te%

'to which the bill was assigned added an Antidiscrimination provision,the so-called "newspaper amendwent,7"tsimilar to the amendments
iv.,

83. See Hearings on S:1333 Before the Subcomm. of thi tSenate-Comm. on Inter-state and Foreign Cqmmerce, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 44 (1947).
84. See Comments of American New.spaper Publishers Asiociation in Opposition;supra note.66. at 18,.
85, Section 14'ot S. 1973, 81st Cant, 1st Sess. (1949), as originally proposed,

was intended to add 1 332 of the Communications Act. It provided:
Limitations on Rule-Making Powers; Discrimination Prohibited
Sec. 332. No sanction shall be imposed or substantive title or order .be issuedexcept within iurisdiction delegated to-the Commission and as authorizedThe Commission shall make or promulgate nd rule or regulation of substance
or proceduk the purpose or result of which is to effect a discrimination between
persons based upon race, religious or political affiliation or kind of lawful, Oc-eupation or business association.
86, See Hearings 6n S. 1973 Before CI Subcomm, of the Senate Comm on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, 81st Cong., let Sess. 103-04 (1949).
87. 'See S. Rtr..No. 741, 81st Cong., 1st Sess.. 2-3 (1949).

.

95.CoNo. Rat. 41048-52. 11090 (1949).
90: fee Comments of American Newspaper Publisli'ers Association in Opposition,

1
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thAiad been comidered by, the Senate committee. During debate
on the House floor, Congressman Oren Harris explained that the
purpose of the antidiscrimination prOvision was "tct, mike- it clear be-
yond any reasonable doubt that the CommunicatIons Act does not
authorize adoption by the Commission of any blanket rule or any
arbitrary polle,y with respect to the granting of radio oi television sta-
tions to newspapers.' -The!,packagc of amendments to the Com-

. munications Act subsequently passed by Abe House included the
newspaper amendnient." The Settnte-Honse cotiference- committee
handling the pill. however, deleied the newspaper amendment, con-
i'luding that an antidiseriminatiqn provision was unnecessary. In the
committee's view, the existing Act did pot authorize the Commission
to promulgate a rule, that would deny -an individual a broadcast li-
cense because he owned a newspapere',3

It is difficult to discern why Congress concluded that the Cont-
.( munications Act did not authoiiii the Commission to promulgate

rules regulating newspaper ownership of broadcast stations." The
clearest .expression of Congress' reasoning., exists in a Senate eon.;
mittee report of that time: roierring to the FCC's efforts in the
19:10s to promulgate a. newspaper-radio cross-ownership rule, the
committee noted tfiat the FCC's "threatened action was of,question-

\\ able constitutional validity, particularly in' tile absence of speCifiti
Authority in the basic act 'to ackipt sw:h a rule." Although the.com-
mittee failed to indicate which lonS of the Constitution such a
rule might violate,,, presumably the and first amendment;'are
the most logical proviskms upon ,which to challenge the rule.

The comniittee might Juive believed that. a tfross-ownership rule
applicable only to newspaper owners.would' violate the 'equal protetv, 41-
lion requirement inherent in the due process ,clause of the fifth
anlendment. The Communications Act-;cfoes nOt permit the FCC
to, construct "arbitrary and capricious classificaiionisl of entities by
irrelevant standards."' Thus, if Congress believed that-no rational

g

r
supra noie 66. at 2.1; Legal Mem randa in Support of Confronts of Arn dean thy-
paper Publishers Association, 'up note 67, Memorandum , at 9.

et.91. 98 CONG. Rrc. 7420 (19 ) 4.

NP2. Id. at'7421. ,

,

93 the codference committei expressed the.opinion that "under the present law -
the Commission is not authorized to Make or .promulgate any rtile or regujation the
effect of which would be to discriminate against any pridn because such person fins
an onetest In, or amociation with, a newspaper. or other medium (or jiathering 'add

,tplissernatips information." PI.R, REP. No.4426/ 82d Cony, id Sess. 18-19(1952).
94. The elusiA reasoning of Congiess provoked much speculation concerning.

cotigi'issimial intent. See, e.g., Bennett, supra note u24, al 192: Notb, Newspaper-
Radio Joint Ownershjp: 1.1nblest de the Tie TA( Bin4s, 59 WILE L.E ,134 13.10-3 I
(1950 ).

95. S. REP. No. 741, 8Ist 1st Sess. 2 (1949) (emphasis added).'.
96. Comments of the United Swags DephrtmenCof Justice, at' It -(filedMa

14111 I

4

19,
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1 reason existed to apply special rules to newspaper owners; it would
k .have assumed ttiat the Commission had no power to make a pews-

03er-broadcast cross-ownership rule. It is unhkely, however, that
Congress was thinking in-these fifth amendment terms. Even as
congressional committee hearings on the various CommuiatIons
Act amendments were being held, the Commission was taking news-f` .

4. paper ownership into consideration when denying broadcast license
applications in ad hoc comparative proceedings." Because courts

. had upheld the results of these proceedings," Congress presumably
realized that the standar& used by the FCC to determine whether

, ro grant a licenseincluding newspaper ownershi0----were not it-
-relevant,. arbitrary, or capricious, and thereore not violative -Of the
fifth amendment." _ ..

A more plausible expthnation Of congressional concern is that
Congress believed that a rule denying broadcast licenses to news-

.,
J paper owners might violate the first amendment's protection of the

freedom of the press.'" Clearly .,thefirincipal thrust of the attti-
I

discrimination amendments proposed in Congress was to prevent dis-
, 2 ,.

:. crimination against newspppers, an(l-this may.imply that first amend-
ment considerations pyompted Ccafgre'ss' narroW view of FCC au-.- .
lbority. Mvretiy,er; .i'vriceni for fiTeslonf of ale press was emplyati-
tlity,r,a4d-bilfie'Altrse of contslAitiet.lt6aring*?'",, - ,

Altlmuiti,..the. ,congreisiolial 'ratOoktffor .conCludii* that the
2 Ckwiimuilicitions 'Net did not-19th6lize the Fcc to'promdlgate news-

paper- `ifo Ale ;is t evss--ow*iship Npt 1,S;',.unaear,- a decision 9f :the
Court of Appeals for. the_ Dishitr. -Of Colutiibia-, whith was an- ,, , , ., ...nplincql during the Ft4."'s J4441ii*,agation of newspaper

...;:tywnerititp of broadcast facilities, reastird the same 'cohclusioh and
Iniplicitk ,Ntseir this Aiterminalion tici dm- first-amendment munds..

2 1, Jim Siiiih/Wcin v. FC(c-,'" the appellant;,.a 'newspaper' publisher, re,,... ., . it . - .
__ , s, Rit...;,.71--- . en--,

1971). In TA. Alnendinbnt of Secfions 73.35, 73.24,nd, 73.636 of the Comsglissioti's -
Rules Helatinkao Mujiipie Ownership of Standard, FM iord Television proadelot Stu,
lions. FCC Docket No. IstIn .: i

. 97r. Se,:, e.g ,. Karns Radio Broadcasting Co. v, Fbe, F4i,1'..359 (D.C. Mr.,
1949), See also llearass on S. l333,Before a 'slecOttim. of the Senate Comm. on -

... interstate and tivrilgrCermerce, 80th Cont....1st Sess. 44 (1947 ); notgli4 supra.
9211-See. }criPpstioward Radio, Inc. v. FCC, 189 F.2d 677 (D.C. Cli.), cert. .,, . .denicd, 142 (1 g 830 (1951); note, 54.supra. Cl. Plains Railio Bro?.dcliting C9, ..v.

.YFCC. 175 F 2d 359 (D.C. Cir. 1949) (aldnial of license because of ownership:, of ,
local newspaper reversed tivause tCC failed to, consider that Itteoppiling license 'ci
applicant owned scveral newspapers in the surroun'ding Ilrea).,

-
. ..,99. SN et xienerally S. Ittup.'No. 741, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1949-).r.

,. 100. (7. Stewart. Or of ,the Press, 26 HASTINGS L.1,7691; 633" (1975) (Justice
Gt

I
Stew

art noies that t14'-publishing business is the Only plate business given, e?tplicit
-constitutional proteclion.). .'. -

101. See IfiliNtes on S. 814 Before thae Sepate Comm. oW.lptirstote,ComWrce, ....-, .' 78th Cons., 1st Sess. 436-46 (1943). ,
k _. .."

102. 126 F.2d 124 (D.C. Cir. 1942). .

-
4.
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(used to comply with an FCC subpoena on the ground that it ,was
issued in connection with an investigation that the Comdlission was
not puthopized to undertake.'" The court concluded that the FCC

)ssess the general power to conduct the proceeding, and there-
conrt rewired the appellant to respond to the subpoena.

, bowever7-the tourt stated that, if the investigation had been
.n.solelY for the purpose of considering or adopting a rule

ewspaper ownNineligibie to receive broadcast licenses,
th idqu ry Would have been "wholly outside of and beyond any of

the powers with which ConLfelas clothed the Commission.'"04
The court then suggc.stedth rule banning newspaper ownership
of broadcast stations would violate the first amendment because it
"would be it) total eontrayentibn of that ttquality of right and oppoi-
tunity which "Congress has meticulously written into the Pict, and
likewise in contravention of that vital principle that whatever fetters
a free prdss fetters oursefves."° Unwilling to press its constitu-
tional analysis further, the court declined to consider whether Con-
gress possessed the authority to legislate such a prohibition.'" Al-

though the court did not elaborate upon the scope accorded the free

press right in the context of broadcast licensing, it was obvipusly con-
cerned about the constitutional implications of a newspaper-broad-
east cross-ownership rule. Having already determined that the
Communications Act did not authorize the FCC to make such a nile,
the court concluded that, putting aside potential constitutiohal diffi-
culties, any eitension of the FCC's power in this area must be ex-
pressly authorized by Congress:

.Hence it is that in the presetnt state 'of the law a newspaper owner
who is also the owner of a broadcast station may very well say to
whoever challenges this dual right: "Who art thou that judgest an-
other man's servant. To his own master he standettkor falleth."1"

_
too. 126 F.2d at 126.
104. 126 F.2d at 127.
105. 126 F.2d at 127.
106, 126 F.2d at 127.
107. 126 F.2d at 127.28' (quoting Raman., 111). Although the Supreme Court

upheld FCC rules limiting eligibility to receive a broadcasting license in United States
v. Storer Broadcasting ('o.. 351 U.S. 192 (1956), and National Broadcasting Co.
(NBC) v. United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1943), the question discussed in the Stahl-
man thctathe power of the FCC to 'regulate )iewsPaper ownership of broadcast
statidhs as oppoled to its power to regulate brollAcasters themsdIveswas not spe-
cifically addiessed in either NBC or (Storer, Destille this fact, the District of Coluni-
bi4 Ciisuit in NCO' ratber disingenuously relied on NBC to distinguish its tallier
suggestion in Stahlman that the FCC lacks the power to adopt rules affecting news-
paper-Froadcast combinations. The NCCB ctittr1 first noted that the Stahlman
cussion was dicta and therefore lacked precede/dial value. The court then riferred
to other language in Stahlman that suggested that any applicant satisfying certain
Yulairications.--cluzenship, character, and various financial and technical standards
"must be granted a frequency if atflPis4available." The NCCH court stated that this
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VI, THE NIIIID FOR CONORliSSIONAL CLARIFICATION

The reluctance of the FCC in, the 194&16 promulgate_ a news-
paper-broadcast cross-ownership rule and the history tot angirs:,.
sionM inaction between 1943 and 1952 are hardly conclusive support
for the position that the Communications Act does not empower the
FCC to adopt rules such as those found. in the Second'Rcport and
Order. Certainly an agency's view of its own authority can evolve
over the years, and an agency should not be bound to opinions ex-
pressed in earlier times and under differeht- circumstances.'" More-
over, post-adoption history has minintal weight for kurposes of statu-
tory construction, since statutes are Usually conitrued "with rtference
to the circumstances existing at the time 4 the passage.'bua The
court in NCE11, therefore, correctly refused to conclude Op the basis
of this evidence alOne that the FCC lacked the authoriiy to promulgate
a neWspalvr,broadcast cross-ownership ruk.no% Nevertheless, it is un-
fortunate that the NCO; court refused to consider. -why CongreSs first
proposed and then rejected legislation b4ring the FCC from adopt-
ing rules affecting newspaper-broadcast combinations. The -court's
reluctance to . address the -crucial questionwhether COngress in-
tended the Communiciitions Act to aiithOrize the FCC to.piirsue the
policy of diversification of ownership through a rule barring co-
located newspaper-broadcast combinationsundercuts the legitimacy
of the NCCB decision.

. .
The Supreme Court will have an* opportunity td resolve this

matter when it reviews NCCB."` It might. behoove "the Court to
address this question in light of the previously discussed evidefice
that Congr .s might not have intended the Communications Act, tb
authorize th FCC to adopt rules such as those found in the Second
Report and Order.Iti This legislative historykhoweVer, ip admittedly
sketchy, and, given -this uncertainty, the Supreme Court would en-
t":ounter some difficUlty in pttempting to determine how much auartr-
ity Congress has given the FCC to promulgate newspaper-broadcast
cross-ownership rules.

Congress can more easily resolve this.issueregardless of whether
the Supreme Court determines the Commission's authority under the

view was later repudiated. by -the Suprecne Court in NBC, which indicated that the
Stahlmon dicta was based on an interpretation of the Act that,has been subsequently
abandoned. 555 F.2d at 952.

108. .1te Second Report & Order, supra note 5, at 1051,
109. Ignited States v, Wise, 370 U.S. 405, 411 (1962),,'

.

110. 555 F.2d at 951.
II 1. This question is among those raised by.the petitions for certiorari growing

out of the Nt'CB case. See note 23 supra.
112. The Supreme Court's resolution of this questron is crucial in reviewing

-
e - "

. 4
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current stattr7-by explicitly endorsing the Second Report and
Order and tlw NCCB decision or by stating expressly that the FCC
lacks the power to make such rules and that such regulations !mist
be statutorilyi prescribed by Congress,'" In any event, since various
congressional committees are currently reviewing the Communica-
tions Act -in its entirety,'" Congress now has a most timely oppor-
tunity to address the, issues posed by newspaper owners controlling
or acquiring broadcast stations."'

,

N(1-1., for if the FCC is foun3 not to have authority:to promulgate such rules, the
other questisms raised by petitioners for reView are moot_ But as in the court of ap-
peals decision, Ihe Court could assume this FOC authority.

113. A congressional pronouncement in this regard would also be preferable to
the 1 CC'S assertion of id own authority. See generally Wright, Book Review, 81
Yst a Li. 505 (1972), where Judge J. Skelly Wright expressed the view that Congress
itself should articulate public policy rather than delegate this respoosibility-to com-
missions not subject to the democratic process.

Congress is capable of legislating with sufficient sPecificity to make a clear pro-
nouncement of the FCC's authority to regulate cross-ownership of media. See gen-
erally hife,-The .111usion at the Ideal Adrhinistrarion, 86 HARV. L Km 1183, 1189-
90 (1973):

It does .not at e sense to 'say that the burdens of the coniressional -workload
and the presio e exerted by opposing political forces preClude a detailed legisla-
tive solution a given probfent, so that vasitte, Itederal.delegution is the better
or the only Iternative. . The monumental detail of the tax code suggests that
ColIgfess CI t. and does. legislate with great Specificity when it regards a matter
as su(ficie important. NM can a political conflict fie avoided by relegating
a ploblem the care of an agency and invoking the talisman of "expertise.'
The effec such a Ran er of functioh is simply to shift the legislative process
to a dif r t level, and there is no reason to believe that the agency will be
able to u e bove power p.ontflcis to achieve solutions that the legislature itself
cannót or d -ntft c hoose I to prov

114. See BROADCASTIP4o, IOCI 3, 1977, at 30-31. BamocurriNti, Sept. 5, 1977, al,
28, 12-11; BaosocasrPro.,A41g. 8, 1977, at 21-25";'llaosocssru4o, July l& 1977, at
21-24, Bao.sinsssrnsu, July 4, 1977, at 25; IlitoaocAszmo, June 13, 1977, at 32, 34,

naosocastavo. Isfily 30, 1977, at 19; BaosocsSuNd, 'May 20977, at 26-27;
BROADC1S1ING, Aprtl 25. 1,977, et 21-23; BROADCASTING, April 11,-1977, at 37-38;
BROADCASTING, Feb. 21,-1977, at 60-62; BROADCANTINO, Dec..20. 1976, at 25; Ilsomr-

(:ASI!NU. OSA. 41, 1976.-,a( 16, Bitisibtssrtreo,'Aug. 30, 1976, at 30-31.
- .

115. Congressional claufication ot the rote of the FCC in this area is also re-
(pitied beeanie of rapnlfy-changing technologies in the mass comatuninations media.
It is significant that. in -constrMng the Communications Act. the court in NCCB was-
limited to vasidering 'the circumstances existing at the time of.passage.' 555 F.2d
at 952 n.41- (quoting United ,States v.Wise, 370 U.S. 405, 411 (-1961)). ',The as-
sumptions made in 1934 about regulatory needs in thp commtinicationi irea were of
course based on the circuinstsinges -existing at that titne, and many of them are no

-longer valid in liglatof modern tectoologies.
Some of Mesile- lechnolOgies have a direct\impact upon neWspaPir-broadcast

combaurtions. The cross.ownership rules.are based an the Commissibn*s long-standing
policy that "diversification of media sources is of central importance." 553 F,2d at
963, see Second Report & Order,,sapra note 5, at 1048. DIver4ification, however,
is based on the assumption that the available broadcast spectrum is a limited resource.
555 F.2d at 948:950 n L. See llational Broadcasting Co. v. Wed States, 349 U.S.
190, 213 (1101). As Med by Chief Judge Bazelon in NCCB, currently available
technology could eliminate thics scarcity. . . . Alleviating scarcity wPuld-. . . eli-
nate thf.need for promoting diveNity." 555 F.2d it 950 n.311. Although Chief Judge
Banton emphasized that stich "hopel for the- future do not diminish the importance

e'
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Of encouraging diversity today," 555 F.2d at 950 n.31. it would seem appropriate that'Congreu should consider whether the new technology has undermined the basis ofthe fundamental national policy of encouraging diversity to arch an Went That news-
paper-broadcast cross-ownership rules are not neeessary to protect the public interest.0. United States v. Midwest Video Corp., 406 U.S. 649, 676 (1972) (Burger, C.3..concurring) (arguing that the advent of cable tekvision calls for a congressional re-xamination of the Communications Act).

--a
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COMMENTARY
rAn Economic Analysis of the

FCC's MUltiple Ownership Rules*

Allen Parknian

*The recent Supreme Court tlpisionl upholding the 1975 Federal
Coimnunications Commission's 4FCC) modifications2 of its multiple

ownership rules3 has again drawn attention to the question of the opti-.
mal structure 'of the-electronic mass media. tinder the FCC's 1965

Policy Statement,4 diversification of ownership so as to generate diver-
in viewpoints and programming was established as being the most

'important issue governing the choice. of who was .40 succeed in a
comparative hearing pertaining to the issuing of a license for either a
radio or TV station. The multiple ownership rules now prospectively
permit a party to own only one AM-FM combination, one VHF TV, or
one or ininv daily newspapers in a given market. Radio-UHF.TV sta-
tion combinations are viewed on :tease by-case basis.5 In addition, one
party eah own no niore than seven AM, seven FM or seven TV li-
censes, and only five of the TV licenses Can be VHF.5 This article dis-
cusses the results of t'he niultiple .owneirship rules if viewpoints and

Alfrii Rothman. Assistant Professor of 1:commies and Law. Anderson Sclibol of Man-
agement. University of hlew Mexico. Albuquermw, In Administrative I.ew Review, vol. 81,
spring-10M: 295 -221. Reprinted with permission of 81 Ad. La* Rev..209 (19794 tr_pUlk ,.

Ileation hf the Administrative TA* Section X' thh American liar Association, 1 jiff East ,

imp, St.. Chicago, 111. 60087. Copyright 1979. ,, ..

1FCC v. National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting, U.S. , 98.S. Cf.

2096 (1978). . . .

'Second Rport ami Order, 50 F.C.C.-2e1 1046 (1975) (hereinafter cited as Second
Report ).

447 C.F.R. g 73.34, g 73.240, and g 73.636 (107):
4Polity Statement on Coniparative Broadcasting Hearings, 1 F.C.C.2d 393: 394

(1965).
',Memorandum Opinion and Order, 28 F.C,C.2d 662 (1971).
on C.F.R. il- 73.636. note 8 (1977).
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prop amming -on television are viewed as economic goods rather than
as the free goods that are implicit in the FCC and Sniareme Court de-
cisions. It concludes that on a local level many "voices" do not produce
many viewpoints and programs. Because of scarcity, fewer vbices may
in fact inoduce more nnique viewpoints and different pmpams. Meami .
while,,the national policies of the ECC eestrict the quantity of different
viewpoints and programs because the' FCC has.ignored the economics
of television net worki.

. AN ECONOMIC: PRIMER

An awareness of song basic economic principks is necessary
analyze the structure of the electronic mass media.' First, there is the
distinction between free and economic goods. An economic good re-
quires scarce resources in its production, while a free good does not.
Where.maikets exists All economic good can easily 1w identified because
it has a poSitive price. Therefore, practically all of the goods that we
observe are e«momic goods. In fact, there are very few examples of free
goods. Clean air in the desert is one. Labor is a scarce commodity. H
more reporters are sent to cover a given event, then other activities
that they could be accomplishiiig, e.g. reporting other events or sonic
other non-journalistic activity, have to be sacrificed. Therefore, the
information prmlined by the reporter is ckarly an economic good. Be-
cause an economii gocxl requires scarce resources in its production, the
basic economic issues of,what is to be produced and who is to receive -
that optput have to be addtessed by society.

Second, there is the market in which economic goods :ire produced.
The amount of scarce resources per unit of output required to produce
an etonomic gcxxl varies with the level of output. One important char-
acteristic of production in the electronic mass media is ecilmomies of
:teak. If an industry has high fixed costs, then the average cost of pro-
ducing additional units of an economic good will decrease up to the
output level -where the fixed inputs are fully utilized and have to be
duOlicated. If for example, the outprit of the television industry is de-
fined as the number of viewers.watching a given program, then this,is
clearly an industry with significant economies of scale. A siewpoint or
piogram requires large fixed costs in its manofacture. Since they ari

'similar from the production point of view, let us just look at view-

7An- excellent introduction to the leiconomks of television is availaWe in OWEN.
finuar. and MANNINc, Trt /VISION lEcoNosilcs,(1974); and NOLL. PICK, and MCGOWAN.
ECONOMIC AIFECri OF 141/VISION RIAGULATION (1973) (hereinafter cited as NOI.k.
and MCGOWAN).

49-117 0 - 3
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points. A unique viewpoint requires research based -on the accumula-
tion of facts followed by analysis. all of which require resources. How-
ever, after the viewpoint has been cre.ated, it can be presented to large
numbers of viewers at a very.small additional cost per viewer. The
average cost per viewer declines as the number of viewers increases.
Meanwhile, society wants to hear more than one viewpoint because
valiety of viewpoints is a good. The most obvious and relevant view-
points will probably .be generated, first, so that the incremental bene-
fits to society.of being presented additional viewpoints declines as new
viewpoints are presented. Additional viewpoints are only desirable so
long as the incremental benefits exceed the inaemental costs, Since-
significant economies of scale'exist in the television industry, it Would
appear that the optimal number of viewpoints should be produced by
a limited number of large firms.

This discussion of the procluction of viewpoints leads us into the
economics of tbe firm. A television station is a firm. A firm purchases
inputs for prodming outputs. In the case of televison stations, the own-
ers prodiice viewpoints and programs to attract viewers for whichthey
are paid by advertisers. Viewpoints and programs are imerthedia.te
products with viewers being- the final product. The firm maximize)
profits by producing viewer's so long as the incremental revenues from
advertisers exceed the incremental cost of producing viewpoints and \
programs to attract theLyiewers. A given TV station has basically two
options when prothicing a viewpoint, either repeat an .existiq otie or
incur tile cost of creating a new ond If a number of viewpoints ayeady .

exist on a given subject, a new one will probably notsattract many ad-
ditional viewers. The revenues generated by the firm may not warrant
the incurring of the cost. If viewers will not reward a station by their
patronage for the additional viewpoints generated, then socivety would
be better off if the station's resources were directed to some other type
of programmintfor which viAvers will reward the station with theirc

patronage. For example, a station may contemplate sending a report-,
er to the governor's weekly ne4conference. The last time that it did
that, the reporter came back with essentially thesame information
that was available fr9m a wire service. Therefore, no additional
viewers were _produced' because a, unique viewpoint was not possi-,
ble.This time the station user the wire service report of the news con-
ference and sends the reporter 6n another'assignment. The potential
diversity of viewpoints as to the news conference was reduced below
what it would be otherwise, but society receives more breadth of infor-
mation. Society does not want an infinite diversity of viewpoints. It
wants diversity only so long as the benefits exceed the costs. The televi-
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sinn stations,. as firms, will respond to these desires by attempting
maximize their profits.

An analysis of programming will proceed in a siMilar ,ntannerslAn
epivqe ot a TN4 series is expensive to produce..The Average cost, per
viewer is very high if it is seen on only one chantrl. 'Pit average cost
,per viewer is iechwed by showing it on many channels. The lowest
prOduction costs per viewer would exist if everybcx1Y were to view the
program. flowever, viewers bave heterogeneous tastes. so that society's
welf.ue is maximized by providing variety. As the number of programs
increases, the aveLage cost per viewer of these programs increases as the
number of viewers per program declines. Meanwhile, because the most
popular types of programs will tend to be prodmed...first, the incre-
mental benefits to society of new programs decreases as additional pro-
grams ate generated. Eventually a level of program diversity is reached
where the imrememal costs -of pioduction exceed the incrementalbenehts.

I-he last concept that needs- to'be ctiscussed is the goal of a firm's
tivities. 111 _economics, file goal of a hum has been

viewed as being profit maximization.° However, ihe, introduction of
income tdkes and the corixirate form of business, for example, has made
utility maximization for the decision makers a more realistic focus. An
income tax reduces the «ist of sac:rificittg profits to obtain-other goals.°
Fhe- owner 'of a TV station knows`'that beyond the level of outptit
whet e Profit-s would be maximized, there is a trade-off between the
popitlaxity 01 hcv news and profits, both of which are.components of
his utility funition. The impositión of a corporate Income tax reditces

,the cost of popularity. 'The .utility maximizing-Owner would therefore
increase the popularity of his news.

The separation of ownership and management 4n a corporation
might have a similar effect A manage!: realizes that there is'a trade-off
between the popularity of news presented by his station ana. profits:
However. his compensation, is only indirectly a function of the &fits
of the station...1f he increases the populnrity of the news by 1 percent,
which enha-nces his repirtation in thecommunit, profits could be re-
duced by $1. Through profit shating, stock options, and tilt possibility
of getting tired, his expected reduction-in income might be .10¢. Mean-.

eThe maximization of utility as a firm's goal rather than the maxiinization ofprofits is discussed bdow.
If before the tax a one dollar sacrifice of profits increased populadty by 1%, a50% tax reduces the cost of the 1('I increase to 50o. Since the manager views popu-larity as a good, as- -its cost is reduced he will demand more.
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while, if he Owned the station the reduction in his income would be
Since the cost of higher popularity is less to the manager than the

owner, the manager has an inducement to produce more popular
product than the owner.10

llowever, the freedom of the manager is limited. Itjhe 6wner is will-
ing to make a major sacrifice in potential peofits to 'ther increase the
ixiintlarity or bias of the news, that is within his power., especiAlly in a
market where he lum the potential for ..monolvly profits. However, if
the manager kti the profits fall below an acceptabk level, he would be
replaced by the shareholders who receive no benefits from More than
the profit-maximizing number of viewers: The sharehoatens. are not.
willing to sacrifice profits.'1 -.

The remainder of this article will analyze the FCC's.prultiple own-
ership:rules in tbe context of their effect on diversity of viewpoints
and programming. These viewpoints and programs are economic goods

.
produced- under condition:of economies of scale by utility maximizing
decision makers. Given this framework, it would appear that the FCC's
rules are counterpoduuive in accomplishing theifstated goal." The
multiple -ownership rules consist of the one-to-a-market rirle," which

toThis assumes that the owner and the manager have similar utility 'functions. If
the owner fcTls Alorr ti.lially rexpousible ot is more visible to ecceive public clitiM
tot his highly popular neWs, then their Milky functions will differ. Tlw owner may
choose as.high, if not a higher-. level of popularity as, the Manager even though the
cost to the owner incroases. . .

ItEven-if niost of the Shateholders are passive, the lower profits will tend to drive
k 410%11 the salute of the scoutou'.s shares. making it possible fin. -an individual who

views' the stafton.as being inisoranatd to buy up enough shares to gain contra
IV( is ',dear to ut that be idea- of diversity .of viewpoints from antagonistic

..4 Vtlifes is at the heart or t,he Commission's licensing responyibilities." Second Report
tt 1079. n

,' 1347 C-710.R. § 73 636( )0) (1977). , .
...- . .

No licensel,fot a ileirvisioll broadcail statioja shall be granted'to any party 011-
s ° chiding all patties under contmon control) if such party directly or indirectly
tt. owns, opelates, or controls: one or -more ielevisiun :broadcast sfatitins and the

grairr of.stule license will res en an overlap of the Grade B contours of thc
existing and proposed slat s, compiler in actordance wielt § 13.684; or one or
more stanilard--broadca titios and the grant of such license will"result in the

..- Grade A contour of proposed station, honputed -in athtialantio with § 73.684,
encompasling the entire communitf of license of one Zif the stand& broadcast

, - stations. 01' will result in_ the predkted or. measured '2 mv/m grouindwave con-
totir(s) of the standard broadcast station(s), computed in accordance with § 73.181
t9f § 73.186, encompasaing.the entire cmirmunity of licethe of the proposed stiktiOn;

,N't or of the- FM broadcait station(s), computOd in na'ccordace, with § it73.313. e
' o one oi- more FM broadcast stations, or will result in the.pred,kted 1 mvfm con-

7, ,\ctimhassing,the entire commumity of liCense of the proposed siltion; 'or a daily
,itiwspaper and Ore granrof swh license will result in the Gra4 A contour, totn,
putted iiku actordanci.. with. §,.73.684, etfompassing the entire community in which

4' such newspaper is poblished. , . -. i .
4 y
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-controls local diversity, and the seven,seven-sevei .le,14 which con-trots
national diversity.

THE ONE-TO-AMARKET R

l'he Second Report of the FCC which established the current "one-
to-a-matket rule" was adolited on Janaary 28, 1975. It- retresented the
cumulation of proce&lings that began March 27, 1968.1° The First lite-
port and Order whkh prohibited prospective combinations of AM, FM.
or TV,stations in the same market was adopted on March 25, 1970.16A
Memorandum. Opinion and Order adopted in 11171 . modified these
rules to permit AM-FM combinatioins and provided that all applica-
tions involving comMon ownership of UHF and radio stations would
be treated on a. case-by-Zase method.'7 Meanwhile, in 1970, the Fnrther
Notice of .Proposed ,Rulemaking contiiibell a.. proposal that would re-

_quire divestiture within five years to reduce a party's holdings in any
market to either a TV station, an AM-FM combination, or one or more
dady newspapers," The- Second Report prohibited prospectively the
establishment of the thvnership patterns presented in the Further I4o-
ice. In addl.' n, in seven markets where the only TV station and the

ly newspa re jointly owned, and in nine markets where-theie
wa. no televis union 'and the only AM station and the only daily
newspaper were jointly owned, the Second Report called for divestiture
within five years: However, waivers would be .considered."

1447 C.F.R. § 76636(2)(2) (1977):
No such Ikense for a lelevision broadcast station shall be granted to any party

(including all parties under common control) if such party, or any stockholder
offiCer or. direct,- of such a part, directly or indirectly owns, operates, controls,
or has anj, interest in, or is an -officer or director of any other television broadcast
station if the grant of suer] license would result in a concentration of control of
television broadcasting in a matmerinconsistent with public Interest, convenience,
or necessity. In determining whether there is such a concentration.of control, con-
sideratiou will be given to the facts of each case with particular reference to such
factors as the size, extent and location of areas served, the numbcr of people
served, 2:W94he extent of othem.competitive service in the areas in question. The
Commission, however, will in atiyevent consider that there would be such a con-
centration of control contrary to the public interest, corrvenienee or necessity for
any party or any of its stockholders, officers or directors to have a direct or indi- e-rect:interest in, or be stockholders, officers, or directors df, more than seven tde-
vision broadcast stations, no more than five ofwhich may be in the VHF band.
1533 Fed. Reg. 5.315 (1968).
1622 F.C.C.2d 304 (1970).
1728 F.C.C4d 662 (1971).
11)22 F.C.C.2d 339 (1970).,
111Second Report, supra note 2, at 1089.
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The one-w-a market rule had its Idundation in the dimpoly rule,
which tesulted from the Chain Broadcast Regulations of 19.11.2" The
Chain Broadcast Regulations established new rdles for the network-
station relationship. 0( particular importance sias the requirement That (no party «ruld Own two of the sante typqf license in (he saint. marKet.
Although there were other parties who owned two licenses (Or the
satne service in a given market, this requirement-was directed 'at the
National .tlioadcasting Company 21 At that time, NBC had two of the
three major radio fietwOrks.22'

die Radio Alt of 19272" established effective licensing.of radio
stations, the federal government has allocated licenses through com-
parative hearings. The teason.for these hearings was the supposed
Varcity of the electromagnetic spectrum.24 Pven before the formahia-
tion of the duopoly rule with it3 emphasis On diversity, the FCC hail
pursued a policy of rfitouraging as many voices in a community as
possible. One of the biggest conflicts involved .local newspaper appli-,
cations for a to.lio ticense. Althmigh the FCC did not exclude news-

Argrs. RH-. 7 (1941).
21N BC challenged theseoegulations. but the )Supteme Court sustained the Cont-

- tiii. Mcision NBC v United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1913). NBC then sold half of
its stations, inchnling stations in each of the markets in which it 1tt two, to Edward
Noble, the 1.ifesaseill king. who ca I I ed the new uetwolk the AmeAcan lboadcasting
Company The thitd mapn radio netwOlk.Was the Columbia Biomkasting Ssstem.

221lokward, Aluitipfe Br oadca,t OwnerShip: Re-gufatory History, 27 Fin. Cost. B.).
4 (1974) [hereinafter cited as llowardr-
) 2344 Stat. 116 (1927).

24.The scat-city argument:was vet y weak even in1942. At 10 kilocycle intervals otj
the AM spectrum between 540 and 1600 kilocycles. !bete are 107 potential chaonels
for stations. To pit-vent interfereme from stations that have adjacent frequencies,

Pe FCC requires 3 empty (hannels between stations. Therefote. a market could have
:Is many as. 27 ddlelent staC s out the: current AM spectrum. In 1940. FM stations
were assigned to 42-50 megacycles (1 megacytle 1,000 kiliw) des). Thetefore, 27
stations were possible on little oser I megacydeAnd 8 megalycles had 1n-en allocated
to FM. The higher frequency- range pioduced a shorter range for a signal for the
same power, out it would haVC Ewell MOW than Inthinate for jnoviding more than
MO signals for each what] area. Meanwhik, the 540 1600 kilocycles band conk1 be
used for higher power transmitters to cover te rural areas. In the 1930s. WI.W-
Vilicinnati used 500,000 watts to cover most of the Midwest but it was eventually
forced to go back to 50,000 watts. BARNOUW, THE Cp.DEN WEB at 133 (1968). In 1945
FM was moved to 88-1911 kilocycles where there were 100_ channels 200 kilocycles
wide. Between AM and, FM there is*tio itgbificant ,scarcity oi broadcast radio fre-
quencies today.

A similar pattern of artificial scartity exists for ielevisiml channels. The VHF-
spectrum which pet ndtted 13 channels allowed for seven channels per market so long
as one inpla-t was not too close,to another. In 1952-when the UHF specttum was
allocated, seventy new channels were cleated. WO One chatowl vacant between
allocated channels there weie 43 potential channels per market. It would appear
that it was the :C. rather than the spectrum, that creAd scarcity.

I
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papers from consideration,)«lid,view them in a slightly negativelight. Most of the time, a newspaper could overcome this bias by show-ing that the radio station would be operated separately from the news-_piper." The most significant diversity ce:::' ivor to the dimpoly rulesSibl:
was Port Mimi Broadcaitmg Companv,2" w ere a non-newsp'aper ap-plicant was seleued over i local newspaper applicant. It is not a strongopinion, bm it sown ts the valui of a new. medium foliate disseminal(ion of news and,intOrmation. Ilere we have a preview of a policy that/continues ..to this date. The FCC strongly encourages newspaper-radio

ot---:--tv combinations to divorce their newspaper operations from theirradio or TV operatimis. Implicit is'the fact that additional viewpointsand programs are, available at no additional cost. However, that is nottrue. In a small town a sinall radio station May not have the resources
to produce any lik-ws 91 its Own. If the radio statiOn was operated in
'combination with the local newspaper, it could use the newspaper's
resources to produce a mcique.viewpoint. "The combination would in-
crease the incentives for die newspaper to gather more news becausethey would have a larger mat ket for their information. Otherwise, theradio station will probably eeport the limited information tharthe
neavspaper has «Alected and poblished by using that as the basis for its
local newscasts. The quantity of radio news is reduced, and diversity is
reduced rather thao streng n?hee(f.27 e?

Will) the exception of .the duopoly rule, there were no new formal
rules on a local diversicl until 1970. Tile FCC continued to treat the
possessiOn of media ownership in the same market as a negative attri-
bute in ,comparative hearings." Starting in the 1940s, the important
Comparative hearing shifted' from radio licenses. to TV licenses. WorldWar 11 ended with nine commercial TV statiops licensed." This num-
ber grew to 108 by 19,18.3" However, since the TV industry lost $15 mil-lion that year, the value of a TN' license was in doubt. At that point:
the issuing of new Ikenses was frozen for four years. The freeze ended
with the release of the Sixth Report and Order which was effective on

25For a discussion and extensive footnotes, see Toohey. Newspopee thoryship ofBroadcast l'acilatses. 20 Fcn.Cost. B.J. 44, 45 (1966).
205 F.C.C. 117 (1938). .

-21Albliquerque, New Mexico, for example, has 19 radio statAms only three ofwhich have reporters outside the station. On the other 16, reporters rely On eitherthe bite sersices or the published versions of _the two local newspapers."lf either 01the two local newspapers were permitted to purchase one of the 16 stations withoutoutside reporters, i! is difficult to believe that the diversity of actual viewpointswould not increase.
28Iloward, supra note 22, at'19.
nifisrowicAr. tirkris-rrs ow THE U.S. COLONIAL TIMES TO 1970, at 796 (Bkentenniallcd. 1975).
30Id. at 798r.
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July I. 1952.31 In that year the TV industry made profits of $56 million.
A TV license had obviously become a valuable commodity.

Confronted with numerous applications for licenses, thte FCC de-
veloped some informal criteria which emphasized the factors .of the
diversification of media ownership, local ownership-in the daily oper-
aticcrt and previous broadcasting experience." Titese procedures were
relatively ineffective in increasing even nominal diversity of viewpoints
and programming. Fintounder the McFarland Act passed_by Congress
in 195, transferees were considered as if they were the sole *appli-
-Cants.33 Therefore, an "attractive-applicant" could acquire a license in
a comparative hearinorlf he then sells the lifx;nse to another party, that
party's record or orlter holdings lutve to be very offensive before the
FCC will deny the transfer.34 Second, e4cept in the case of AVIIDIM3

- no incumbent commercial station'-with a iccoril "within the balance
of average lierformance"3" has eVer had its license denied on renew"a1.37
Therefore, an applicant with the preferred credentials could make
promkes during a toinparative heating knowing that the standard
by which he will have to live is going to be fairly low."

The bias against newspapjs in the name of diversity was challi!nged
in the courts by McCiatchy Broadcasting Company." In an initial hear-

,

3IReport and Order. 41 F.C.C. 148 (1952).
121 F.C.C. Criteria for I.:valuating Qompeting Applicantl, 43 MINN. L. RE

479 (1959).
3347 USX:. § 310(b) (1970).
Wee Watkins. Diversitypwner%hip int Broadcasting: Affirmative Policy lu Se rch

of au Author. 27 U. FLA. L. RP/. 502. nve 119 (1975) for a discussion of iy1 at is
prqbably a common situation. . -

An example of the inequitable result of this statutory appro:ich is fo lid in
Aladdin Radio & Television. 10 I' & F RADIO REG 773..(1954).sAfter 11. 1 ng and
dose comparative proceeding between Aladifin, Inc. and 13enver Televisio , a Den-
ver TV license was awarded to Aladdin on the basis of its broadcast r perience
(it owned AM and IM stations in Denver) and local ownership (58% Aladdin
was locally owned, compared to Denver's 51%).Xlie FCC'did not think televant
that Aladdin not only oWned broadeasNtations in Denver, but also a number of
other Colorado stations (Aladdin' Radio & i'Olsixision, Inc., 9 V& F R mo R1c. I,
4-19). Barely four months after it had' been'awarded the license, Ala din applied
to transkr its license to Time. Inc. Althimigh Deliver intervened. iii kr the pro-
visihns of the 1952 anyndment it could not be compared, favorably ir otherwir,
with Time. Inc. Sine( the Commission found no evidence of fraud ii the,previous
proceeding, it awarded the license to- Time, Inc. finding that it woi d IA render
service inferior to that of Aladdin. 10 P & F RADIo Rro. at 772-275.
.33And even in,that Case, there were some inproprieties disang t e application,

perocess and WH OH never had clear rights to the license. WHDH, Ii ., 16 F.C.C.24
1 (l969): (reater Boston Televisiov Corp. v. F.C.C., 44 F.2d. H4I Cir. 1970).

34Id. at. lo-At.
31Renewal is required every three years. 47 C.F.R. A 76.630 (1977)
381'his policy was established in Hearst Radio, Inc.. 15 F.C.C. 114 (1954.
38MeClatehy Broadcasting Company, 19 F.C.C. 343 (1954).

-a
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ing on the litense of a TV Ntation in Sacramento, Cahfornia, the FCC's
examiner found Mc Clatt by to be superior In all respixts excdiver-
sity of ownershipand awarded the license to NItClatc by. Thti.:C., re-
versed that decision and NbClatchy appealed to the U.S. Court of
A1)1eals:4° which upheld the night of the FCC to estabhsh its own
criteia for awarding licenses in comparative he:1rings."

in 1962, the Commission adopte;(1 a ride that a party who
holds a license for less than three years is subject to an autoluatic heat-- r

ing." This did not stop transfers, it just slowed them own. Because(
thesFCC did not accept the economic teality, they were ef ivdy giv- '-

log away a very valuable asset. Meanwhile, their local diversity policies
were being circumvented, in the market place. The parties that end up
with the 'licenses tend to be-the ones that can operate the st9tions most
profitably. elbere. are very kw areas where there is a television mo-
nopoly. Profitabi lity in markets whore viewers have options represents
the ability of the Management to efficiently generate large audiences by
giving these viewers the programming that thcy prefer. In short, the
BCC's initial allocation of lit enses has been inefficient, but it would be
more ingfficient if it bad been any more effective.

With subtle pressure from Congress and the Department of justice.
the FCC in 1968 started to tpasider making stricter ruks for local
diversity.43 By a unanimous decision The conmnssion proposed tcf
prospectively limit broadcait licenses to one full-time station of any
type in each market." The announced purpose of this proposed amend-
ment was to promote diversity in the viewpoints expressed over the air
in individual localities. In 1970 the FCC .adolited rules which expanded
the concept of the thtopoly rule by extending the prohibition'of own-
ership of two stations to all three.areas 4AM, FM and TV) in the same
market.° The prohibition was prospective.

40McClatchy Broadcasting Company v. FCC, 239 F.2a IS (D.C. 04t. 1956):
41The winning applicant for Channel Ten was Sacrato Telecasters, Inc. 1

their apphcation for the channel in 1954. Sacramento Telecasters gave s715.000 a
theit cost of construction. 19 F.C.C. 343, 348 (1954). In 1958, they sold the channel li-
cense for ilt5 million. In 1964, McClatchy bought KOVR, Chamick13, Stockton-Sac-
ramento, CA for $7.8 million. This example raises serious questions about the FCC's'
licenseissuing procedures. The winning applicant made a nice profit. while the un-
successful appli6ant still-accomplishes his initial goal, just at a much higher cost.
Society would have been better off if there had been an auction in the first place.
Then Ole value of the SCarCe television license would have gone to society rather
than to the successfol applicant.

42Riport and Order, 52 F.C.C. 689 (1962).
431loward, supra note 22. at 56.
4453 Fed. Reg.'5515 (1968).
45First Report and Order, 22 F.C.6.2d 506 (1970).
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.

This' order was ev, ntually amended 16 permit AM-FM combinations
generally and AM-UtIF TV combinations on a case-by-case basis."
-Fhis hearing process culminateA in the Second Report." which added,
local daily newspapers to the oneffo-a-market prohibitions presented in
the First Report. The Second Report *was challenged by the National'
Cititens Committee foi Broadcasting. the Justice Department, and vari-
ous media Mal ests." The National Citizens Oimmittee for lkoadcast-
ing felt that the FCC decision did not go far enough, while the Ameri-
can Newspaper Publishers Atisociation felt that it went too far. The
Court of Appeals remanded the Cas'e. because the grandfathering of
existing combinations was vielVcd as being arbitrary. The case was ap- 116,

peale(l to)the SupreMe Court which upheld the Second Report."

'THE SECOND REPORT

Since viewpoints and programming are economic gOods, the SeCond
Report's rules willa be counterproductive in creating true diversity. Be-
cathe the FCC asstpes thm viewixiints and programs are free goods,
they make the statethent that "the thrust of.recent rule changes in the
area of multiple ownership as well as the underlying principles go in
the direction of increasing diversity."50

The flaw in their thinking is elementary. Newspaper ownership is
analyzed in two contexts: first, economic consequences" and, second,
diversity ,of program and service viewpoints." The ,economic conse:
quences cleal only with antitrust problems. Diversity is viewed as not
lick-1g an economic problem. It is implied that no costs are involved in
the production of diversity. In the course of the Commission's discus-
sions, three arguments are mentioned' as to why newspapers do not
make.such bad owners cif TV stations: professionalism, eparate man-,
agement due to the different technologies, and the existing variety of
mass medi4 sources. No mention is made of the fact that well-run TV
stations are profitable. X newspaper and a TV station possess an impor-
tant complementary relationship, especially in Ow production of local
news and public affairs. rh fact, while being so concerned about view- .

46Memorandtun Opinion and Order, 28 F.C.C.2d 662 (1971).
4750 F.C.C.2d 1046 (1975).
411Niatipial Citizens Committee for Broadcasting v. FCC, 555 F.2d 938 (D.C. Cir.

1977). 4
49FCC v. National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting, U.S. 98 S. Q. 2096

(1978);
tioStcoNo Rreoztrsupra note 2, at 1075.
mid. at 1056...
521d. al 1059.
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points and programming, tle'Commission never focuses on the pro-
, gramming. the owners can significantly control. In 1971, 88% of the

television stations iv the United States were network affiliated." Al-
though the stations have the right to reject network plograms,h4 few
stations exercise that right because viewers tend to prefer ne.twork
programming. Thelefore. in a vast majority of TV stations the- owner-

, ship only contro,is local news and priblic affairs. The 11ct that news.
papers and TV stations, as well as other local combinations, possess
complementary ielationships is not with respectto a small.part of thcir

.programming, but rather with respect to the only major progiariuning
over which% the ownership has a ny significant control.

Even without the Fairness Doctritie" and renewal hearings every
three sear_s,5" the profit motive would.limit the temptation for biased
news,reporting. Nliddle.of-the-road newscasts appeal to the f.argest: and
therefore the most profitable, audience." Biased news can only be
piesented at a substantial cost ro the owner. A reading of the FCC

t--
53F.c.c.. ANN Ittr. 41 (1975).
5447 C FR § 73.658 (e) (1977).
3513 F.C.C. 12-16 (1910).-
5647 § 76.630 (1977).
57A is pical example is gisen in Nol I . Pith. and McGOWAN, supra note 7. at 50.

A mulcts with 450 people consists of four groups, three of width piekr spciialty
television programming. but many of whom will watch mass-audieme programs if
theli pidcured piogi AM% ate not tittered. The table below ,illustrates this sittiation.

NusinER '01- VIEWERS WATCHINC PARtICULAR
l'itotat,ist IN OVEN TIME SLOT

PROCR itS1 TN 11'

PROCRAM PRYFI RFNCF. CROWS

I II XII IV
Selq:IAI Ts A 101 0 0 0

'SPIT:IALTY H 0 100 0 0
SIFCIAITY C 0 0
MAtifA1111Iiper. M 60 60 60 150-

All 101 nwmbers of Gioup I. for example, would watch Specialty A piogramming if
it were ollered. However. if mats audience pi-ogramining is offered in place of Spe-
cialty A plogramInitag. 60 will still watch television: Therefole, if Oleic% is only one
station. it would inaxilnize its audience hy presenting mass-audience progiamming
which attlacts 330 ,siewers. A setond station would maximiie its audience by dupli-
cating lie Ives of plogiants ofteled bv the first station and. in pi inciple, it would
attlact 165 %jewels. .1 he same types of provains would be shown by a third station
which woulil attract 110 viewers, which is mill buttes. than the best specialty alterna
tive. which is 101 viewers. Only with the atrisal of a foutth station will there be an
ini cult is e tot sperialtv programming. That station would faceohe altetnative of 82.5
viewers In du plii ating the exislagg programmingAversos 101 viewers by prodining
Spetialty A. Therefore, it tvould chow to buiadcast specialty piogramming. Al-
though prow amming is presented generally in this example, the same analysis would
be appiopriate lot middle of-theroad serstls biased newscasis.
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Second Report leaves one with the impression that newspapeu and
television stations are charities.rather than businesses.

When e«momies of scale are discnssed,",the argument is rejected
because of a lack of empirical evidence. The theoretical presence of
e«momies of scale is so obvious as to be almost undebatable. The only
ielevant question is, "How much?" Later when studies are cited, the
wrong questions are asked. The Commission's own study is psesented,in
Appendix C of the Secoinl Report." A regression study is presented in
which nnnutes of program cate,gories broadcast is the dependent vari-
able. The newspaper-owned stations in '1973 fared moderately well, pre-
senting 6 pgcent more local news. 9 percent more local non-entertain-
ment, and l'2 peicent more.«)tal local programming:including enter-
tainment, than -other TV stations. The differences.:ire statistically sig-
nificant. but the Commission still proceeded to adopt the. Second
Repo' rt.

ln fact, we would expect the Complementary relationship to be re-
flected in better local news programming, not necessarily longer pro-.
grams. In no case does the Commission consider studies showing the re-
lationsbip between the tiwnership patterns and the popularity of their
local news offerings. A recent study" dernonstrates that the Nielsen
ratings of the local news prodnced by group and newspaper-owned sta-
tions arc significantly greater than the 'other stations. A reduction in
the number of local media coinbinations would reduce social Welfare
because their conkplementary relationship would be destroyed. The
viewers prefer a few good viewpoints backed up 1-, substantial re-
sonrces rather than a midtitude of mediocre ones ,backed up by
limited resources. With only limited resources; "voices" become echoes
rather than truly unique viewpoints..

THE SEVEN,S.EVEN-SEVEN RULE.

The FCC has attempted to increaSe the national diversity in tele-
vision viewpoints and programming by limiting the number of stations
that one party can license to seven of which only five can be VHF. Re-
stricnons on the number of TV licenses controlled by one party .were
initiated in- 1940 when the maximum number of experimental TV sta-

. :itions was Ret at three in Rule 4.77, which is now section 73.636." That.

--5ti5Wond Rep-Oi-i: supra note 2, at IOW
.59/d. at1094. 4

ihmarkinan, The Effects of Tekvision Station Ownership on the Popularity of
Local Taivision News, (1978) (unpublished manuscript).

6147 C.F.R. § 76.636 (1977).
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utpnber was hut-eased to five in 1944." AlUthese'stations were can the
VI-1F band because it was the only one available at that time.

The issue of the maximum number of licenses owned by one party
'1( was addressed again when the UHF channels well% established in 1952.As with local diversity, the Commission expressed its opinion that mi-

clonal diversity'was in the society's best interest. "It is our view that
the operation of broadcast statioms by a large ntImtwr of diversified
litensees will better serve the public interest than the operation, of
broad( ast _stations by small and limited groups of licensets.""

With the availability of the sevent l m
le n

iF channels, the total nu-yfhet of tevisio chnanels was increai. tl, substantially. However, the
Commission did not modify the exisiing ride that each party could own
no !note than five licenses. In 1954 it adopted rules that amended theearlier rules to permit the ownership of seven licenses so. long as only
five were VIIF,"' At this point, the Seven-Seven-Seven Rule,was estab-lished in a form which still exists tociay. Dy permitting group ownersto expand by acquiring two UHF liCenses, the FCC-hoped- to aid that
Itew service."

.Just at the local diversity rules reduce true local.diversity because
1, the FCC ignores the cotnplementary relationships that exist within local

combinations, the national diversity rules reduce true national diversity
because the FCC ignores the eeono4cestPucture of the national pro-.
duction of viewpoints and programs. With the exception of local _news
and public affairs, the number of different viewpoints and. programs
that exists on Anwrican television is a function of,the networks rather
than the ownership of the individual stations.

.The FCC does not have direct control over the networks. In the
middle of the 1950s, ihe FOC made an investigation of the Xetworks
called the Broadcast Network °Study." One of its recommendations
called for the Cinmnunications Act of 1934°7 to be amended to give the
FCC regulatory power over the networks." This recommendatio&was

.. never enacted.

629 Fed. Reg. 5.44:P(1944). I

(s)
68Report and Onkr, 18 F.C.C. 288 (1959).
64Report and Order, 49 F.C.C. 2797 (1954).
66The major groups however have not been attracted by this alternative. Although

the netw,n4s have owned UHF stations in the past, NBC, CBS and ABC do not nowown any UHF licenses.
Nrrwortx. BROADCASTING; REPORT OF THE Nrrwfir STUDY STAFF TO THE

NETWORK STUDY COMMITTEE (958).
6748 Stat. 1064 (1934).
681n July.1978, when the FCC Wanted to penalize the CBS Television Network for

a miskading tennis promotion. its only mechanism was through a decision to re-stritt the renewal of the next CBS-owned station that comes up for a renewal to aless than normal period Wan Street Journal, July 19, 1978, at 12.
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Indirectly, tfiroui.,,h 'fts natiOnal diftrsity rule% the FCC has had a
significant influence-on the network structure in this country. The pro-
duction of a televi;ion program baskally represents a fixed cost no
mattet how many people see it. The 'larger the atuPence that view5 a. ,

, program, Ow smaller the cost per viewer. Therefore, ah exhibitor who
.ean pi ovide a large audience (an charge advertisers a smaller fee per
viewer ancl still wver his colts for'a giiien program. By negotiating with
a guaranteed niarket, the networks clin provide a producer with a
larger inolit for a given program thp is available to him ifrom nego.-,
tiatim with separate stations in the individual markets. THerefore, the
networks, rather than the individual, owners, domina,te programming:

Because of varied tastes, there is room in. the United States for:more
rhati one network. The three that currently exist is an arbitrary num-.
bet.. All three of the current television networks had been established
by l927 as radio networks." Even in the radio eras the FCC. had .a .
tendency to piik non-group applkants in comparative hearing0 'Al-
though they (lid not have any rules on AM radio owners1Siti until' 053,
the FCC became mote resistanf.as die immber of licenses held by an
applicant nureased.' Prior to the 1953 rules, the precedent for the
maximum of seven radio licenses had been-established by the KQW
case" in Which CBS was denied a transfer of a radio !license that would
have been its eighth. i' ''

If a network ekjsts in either radio or TV, a new network has signifi-
cant entry, yroblems. Tlw remaining independent stations ay surviv-
ing by providing their own.programming of reruns, syndicated pro-
grams and movies. The independent stations ate unwilling to commit
themselves to the newc()Iner until tbey have soMe evidencb that he is
going to survive. One method of providing.evidence of the ability to

.survive is to present a schedule of programs. However, if the new !lei- ,
work controls only. a l'ew stations its revenues will be so limited rela-
tive to its costs that it will go bankri0 before it can collect enough
affiliates to reduce its cost per viewer tO a competitive level. Because
potential ne w. networks were limited to the ownership oC seven sta-
tions, the risks of starting a new network in radio were so great' that
only Mutual Made the attempt on a.national basis, Jnd it was not par-
ticularly successful. ,

With the advent-of the television era, the NBC, .CBS, ai I ABC'I
i`

radio affiliations gave these radio networks a headstart on estab ishing

ON that year NBC had the Red and Blue Networks and CBS had just started.
The Blue Network was sold in 190 to create ABC.

IalIARNovw. supra note 24. at 221.
7iSherwood B. Brunton, IC F.C.C. 407 (1946).
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. .
networks. Jn 056 the.'NBC, 'CAS ant- ABC owned.TrVstà-

tions -invered -23 percent, 2Q pereeWt and Iff percent of the U.S. popu-
lation, res.liectively..7= For .ati\Other netwOtk to be Aible. it had to-haVe
a guaranteed audience at least that-big, if not.bigger. fhe-only attemPt
to compete wati made by the bumont Tekvision Netwo4 Which at one,point owned part or: iarof five ,stations." However, it was not-able to
get- its pr,ograms ti a large enough audiene to compete,,with existing
networks.InA953, when .the FCc..allocated four or 'mtire stations,40,-
only ,i)( of the top-twenty-five:markets, pumant's fate was 4.081M and
thii went ourCif buiinem in 1955.AC the present dine, the possi-bility additional network anti substantialincrease in viewpaititS
and programs in the' United States is., effectively prohibited by the
seven-severt-seven ruleand the alloCatitin system,Of The FCC,'If:a
tèntial mitwork couldhold ntorettran seven.hnses, it mightbe Viable.
To attempt netwtirk programming witir-only seven gUaranteed ontletta
wottkl be financial suicide. In adthtion, the VHFTV spectrum'
channels permits a .ina-Ximuni-tif 'even statitins in a in4rIcet,':while the
UHF sp&trum of 70 channels would .pei-mit anothers.3 if there were
mie blank channel, between tad] :license. If the. ftC mado a moiC
realistic out-let allocation of channels," it colad'substantially increase
the number of mariets with 'MC:we than three channels.7 4

An ;!tItlitionat.'reason.:for the FCC to :thcourage-gronp ownerkhip
based-tin the legal strue,ture of group- ownerships ,A gi-oup is nitire likely
((Yalbe a corporation than i.,single,license:olVner. A corporation is le0
likely ,to have incentives for biased prog6mming. .ity privately owned-
station may be- Willing to sa'crifice pmfits by pmenting biased Hews

altiacts les's tban:the optimum number of viewers. Meanwhile, the
.SharehOlders,of a ctitporaiion are only interested in the income that'
then' shares will pr*Oduce:. They,will exdt pressine on tlw.group's:man-
agernent tp prodqk programming thaipmaxiMizes profits. For news as
well.!as other type.s of programming, the profit inaximizing mix 'takes a
migale-oUthe-road position. Although Many.eommentators are:unhappy

. ,

tvviall, BroadiwatItielinfi thiAolitrust Laws, 142 DON & CONTUall. PROIS. 581(197). . . - . 4 '75flochen, Tke Ruse and run 0/ tilt Duriloilt Network, ANIFAI('IAN BROAli.e.ASTINC 191,(Lichy amtTopping, eds. 1975). ' ..
' 4 ., 4,. .

4
19.14. at 192. --.

. ,. i . . . . .

.

711The ens-inn Aocation :of VHF. chant-tea- is nnr4listic. For example.-Albuquer-que, 'New hiciLico, Oie eightieth bigg6t televii,ion markit in thisconntry, was.allocated.three comrarcial:AtIll channels. Santa Fe, New Mexico, with a 111111:ept podation()lief's than 75AX/0:and cove'red by the Grade A signal dt the Albuquerque stahbns,was also allocated 'three cothmercials channel's. None'.o1 the three Santa Fe V14Fchannels are currtffuly on the air. . .-. .. .TeNor.t., PIECK. and .McGrmyess, sura note 7:at 99-10.8,. .. (

s.
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uth *this situation with regard to-entertaimnent, it isle protectinn in
the area Rf-rtews.

.,

1. : .
-- CONcL.,USiON

St>cleri.-'b'enehis from,*V.ia'riety of viewints and progranis on tele-
.. 'vision. However, the-Value of additiOnal viewpoints md programs de-

clines while-A+ 4.'Ogts increasts-At-some finite number, the incremental
'costs ollidditibnal viewpointiand programs exceed theincremental.
.1)4?-11.efirOtecause the .F.C'has been reluctant to take a realistic look at
the economic. sir.itaure of televisionjudustry, it:has generally ended
up_WitO.rule,s'ihat generate Jess true diversity than if the rufes did not
eg lit at. all, Locallvr,by lhniting future- cdmbinations while discourag-

,

ing exiAtinccombinations,. tbey, reduce the number of auly rlifferent
voieei , lova news: ..thse 664., popular ...piokrams cOntrolled by the

"..liwilers: Nationally.- imtioging limits-on the number of stations that
'can be controlkd:by.one party anti by inefficiently allocati4gitiVexist-
,sing Thautreii,:; thery rechice. /be ...possibility of mother inetwOrk. being
. Cireated:LMore network%would create iddifional diversiii in program-

. ,. san.area oVir.whith individual.owners have ve,4 little
14

IP.
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'N1àr'afiity and liroadCastirig: FCC
,

Con 1 Of "Indecent" Mayriai
-Following Paeffica*

1r"

INTKODUC'TION .

In a fivipto-four decision on July I 14?78, the Stpreme
Court upheld ihe Federal Communkatfons Commission
(FCC4I cetisure of a radio mation for the Mtentional and -re,peti
tive daytime broadcast of seven ."Filthy Words." The Court in
Federal Communications commission v. Pacifica af'moidation'
lwld for the first time that the FCC can reguhiTe a radio broad:
iast that is indecent, although not constitsptionally obscene,
llowaer, the Court provided no guidance on what material
will be considered to be "indecent," and epressly refused to
.review the definition of indecency which the FCC had promul-.

gated in its original order.
The decision was a departure from past Supreme Court

opinions which had held that, because Of first amendment con,-
siderations,. speech in other non-broadcast contexts must be
obscene in orderto be banned. These prior decisions had con-
centrated on distinguishing obscenity from sexually oriented
but constitutionally protected materials. They had developed a

tfairly restnctive test which had to be satisfied before the words
could be declared obscene, and thus outside the protection of
the Qrst amendment and censurable.
. While the obscenity standarils thus enunciated did not.

I solve all the problems associated with government censorship
of morally objectionable malerial, they 'at least provided a con-

,.

stitutional framework for decision-making, d served to give
speakers, publishers, moviemakers and others "fair notice" of
what .material Would be_cbnsidered "obscene." 'With Pacifica,
however, the Stipreme Court has created a new class of censur-

ise\i;1

if

Suas:d. Wing in Federal Comlnunicatione Law Journal, vol. 81, No. I winter 1978:
145--173. Reprinted with permIsMfn of the Federal Communications Law Journal, UCLA
tiehool of taw, 405 fillgard Ave.: LON Angeles, Ca. 90024. Copyright 1978.

,

I. FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 98 S. Ct. 3026 (1978) [hereinafter cited as

49-117 0 - 2,05
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-ablemwerial "indecent" broadcasts.- hut has givert no indi-
catidit- of what standards are appropriate to judge ,.such
material. The Court has left to the FCC the task of dew-min-
ing which 'material is suitoble for broadcast and which is not.
The Commission, however, has indicated that it will not estab:
lish standards. hut will'instead decide gach case,on an ad: hoc

.6asis. .

The chilling effect'on bradcasterS caused by this lack of
standards is predidable. Lensees who must petition the
Commission every three years for renewal of their commer-
cialiy valuable licenses will be reluctant to 7jeopardize that eco-
nomic advantage through broadcast of marginal material
which may ev posi facto be determined by that same body to
be unsuitable for the public airwaves. The lack of standards
could thus become an etkctive Commissiom lover over the
policies and operations of broadcast mAnagement to deter
presentation of controversial albeit constitutionally pro-
tected- material. .

This Comment will analyze the. Courrs Paqica decision
in light of the FCC's original order and the Court of Appeals
opinion in an effort to define the scepe of censorship permitted
by the Supreme Court. Additionally, standards applied to Mor-
ally ohjectionahle material in other contexts wfil be examined
-to determine if they are applicable CO indecent broadcasts. Fi-
nally, having concluded that few meaningful standards remain
relevant to this new class of censurable material;the Comment
will propose that standards beestablishtd througll the FCC's

.A-rulemaking process to-provide broadcasters a measure of cer-
tainty as to what material is suitable for airing.

I. ME HISTQRY OF P:4C/F/C4

This section will examine the' factual setting of Pacifica,
and outline the decisions of the FCC, the Court of Appeals. for
the District of Columbia, and the Supreme Court.

A. rhe Factual Setting of the Case

An understanding of fAlr, circumstances of the Pacifica
broadcast is important to In .understanding of the decision,
since the Court eflophasized that the holding is confined'to the
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monologue "as hioadcast.": At twb o'clock in the allernoan,
WHAI; a noncoMmercial iadio station, tirothkast, as.part of a
general discussiOn (It comemmary society's attitudes toward
language, a satirical, monologue by- comedian George Carlin
entitled "Filthy Words:" Immediately prior to the broadcast
of the monologue, listeners were advised that it included stnsi,,
live language which might be- regarded as .offensive to..ome;
those who might be offended were advised, to change the sta-
tion and return to WHAI in fifteen minutes. In tlre recOrding
Clihrlin_named and discussed seven "Words you couldn't say on
the public airwaves, the ones you (ielmitely wouldn't say,
ever."' Following a complaint' by a -single listener,'' the FCC
issued a declaratory-order granti% the Complaint.'

The Commission..held that dse cif these- words, while chil-
dren are likely to be in the radio or tel6ision Audience, is "in-
dejent- regardless of context, and thus censurabk. While not
imposing a penalty from its arsenal of Sanctions," the FCC
stated that the order would be "associated with the station's
License tile," to ,be reconsidered should any subsequent com-
plaints he received.'

In its memorandum opinion, the FCC sought to clarify
the standards it would use in judging "the increasing number
of complaints" it had received regarding "indecent" material

2 Id at A01.A
1 "t;eotge Occlipation Foote,- Little David Records. recorded live at

, the ( uLle Star Theater, San Carlos, California. he segment of the rccord tlroad-
ast was Cut of Side 2, tttkd 'Filthy Words" w Inch :an II minutes and 45
set. onds

4 The words used by Carlto are. "shit, piss, fuck, cunt, etwksucker,
motherfucker and tits A. transcript of the monologue is appended to the ,Court's
decision Nacittca-1.1 S., supra note I, at 3041.

5 It is the Commission's practice to forward all listener complaints to ,station
managepibt with a request for its comments. The management is informed that the
complaint and the station's response will become part of the hcensce's *renewal
See Note. Bee:dun/11' Broadcast Obscenity, 61 VA. 1, RI V. 579, 6116 (1975,).

6 rhe complainant was a man who had' heard the btoadcast while driving
with his young son In re Citizen's Complaint Against Pacifica Foundation Station
WRAI (I- M) New York. N.Y., Memorandum Opinion and Order, 56 F.C.C. 2d 94,
95, 32 R R. 2d 1 31, 1332 (1975) !hereinafter cited as Pacifica-FCC!.

7 ld
8 The UC may: first, revtke a station license, 47A1.S.C. § 312(a)(6) (1970);

second, issue a cease and desist order, Id. § 312(b)(2); third, impose up to a S 1,0(x)
line for broadcast of obscene, indecent or profane material, id § 503(b)(1)(E);
fourth, deny license 'renewal, id at § 307; or MTh, grant a short-term renewal, id

9 Pacifica-FCC, supra note 6. AI 99, 32 R.R.2d at 1337.
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.on the airraves"' stating that:
the concept cif ".indecent" Jti in-timatOy conneCted with-exposure of
'children to language that describes, in terms patently4lensive as
measured by contemporary vpmmunity standards for7lie broad-
cast medium, sexual or excraskry tictivitics and organs, al times of
the day when there is a ryasonable risk that chntlren may be in the
audience II

.

The.Commission distinguish'ed "indecent"_ language frOm con--
stitutionally unpftitected "obscrne" language in that the for-,

mer: 1) lacks the element of appeal to the prurient interest, and
.2) cannot be redeemed by a claim that it has literary, artistic,
political or scientific value wheti children are in the audience.'2
The.Commission. noted iliat when children were not in the au-
dience it would consider a licensee's claim that the proscribed
material had redeeming social value, but emphasized that the
broadcaster would still be required to make "substantial and
solid efforts' to warn unconSenting adults. In stating that it
wis not establishing an outright ban on this objectionable ma-
terial, the FCC analogized its, action to public nuisance law,
which generally speaks of channeling certain behavior, rather
than prohibiting it altogether."

To support thlf more restrictive regulation of material dis-
Serniinted over radio and tdevision, the Commission asserted
that the broadcast medium, has special qualities which distin-
guish it from the Other modes of communication:

Broadcasting requires special treatment because of four important
considerations: (1) children have access to radios and in many
cases are unsupervised by parents; (2) radio receivers are in the.
home, a pface where people's privacy interest is entitled to extra
deference; (3) unconsentingledults may tune in a station without
any warning that offensive language is being or will he broadcast:
and (4) there-is a scarcity of spectrum space, the use of which the
government must therefore license in the public inlerest.1

The Commission issued a second Memorandunr:Dpition

10.. Id at 94, 32 R.R. 2d at 1331.
II. Id at 98, 32 R.R. 2d at 1336.
12.. Id The current constitutional standard for judging language "obscene," and

as such unprotected by first amendment guarantees of free speech, is set out in
Miller v. Cal., 413 U.S. 15 (1973). The Miller standard is discussed at text accompa-
pying note 50 infra.

13. Pacifica-FCC supra note 6, at 1(X), 32 R.R. 2d, at 1.338.
14. id at 98, 32 R.R.2d at 1336.
15,..e Id at 97, 32 R.R.2d at 1335.

208
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ald Order" in the WBAI case over a veer later,. stating tha4-44.
never intended to place an absolute haiton the brbadcast of
in.dsccent language, hut sought only to channel it to times of the
day when children would least:likely be exposed to 'it" At-
tempting to narrow the scope of its original Order, khe Com-
mission ruled that indecent language could tie used ilea news
or public affairs progfram or otherwise if aired 'at a time' when
children were less likely to be in th'e audience, provjiled there
was adequate-warning and provided the program ha& redeem-
ing social value."

.

B. Court ol. Appeals Review ,

e
In reversing the FCC's original Order, the Circuit Court

of Appeals for thc Distrkt oT Columbia found the Commission
had 'violated its duty to avoid censorship of hroadcast commu-
nication. Additionalljt, the court determined that, even assum-
ing arguendo that the Commission may regul e non-obscene
speech. the Order was overbroad and vague he following
respects: every use of the seven words cannot be eemed offen-
sive even as to minors; the Order failed to define "children";
the radio audience is not so captive that the set cannot be
turned off; and in preventing distribution to children, the
Order effectively denied consenting adults access as well."

The opinion of the court was delivered by Circuit Judge
Tamm and joined in by Chief Judge Bazelorf A separate con-

16 In re "Petition for Clarificatipn or Reconsideration" of a Citizen's Com-
plaint against Pacifica Foundation, Station WBAI (FM),-New "York, N.Y., Memo-
randum Opinion and Order. 59 F.C.C.2d 892. 36 R.R.2d 100M (197f4 (hereinafter
RTNDA Petition!. The Order wa.s in response to a petition by the Radio Television
News Directors Associanon (RTNDA) for "clarification or reconsideration" of the
Pacifica order In its petition. RTNDA sought a ruling to the effect that the Com-
mission "does riot intend to apply its definition 9f indecent language lo as to pro-
hibit the broadcasting of indecent words which might otherwise be reported as part
of a bona tide news or public affairs prograM." Id at 892. While the Commission
observed in a footnote that it would be Bieqaitable to hold a licensee responsible for
indecent language broadcast live where no opportunity existed for editing, it refused
to categorically rule that live broadcasts were 'outside its definition of indecent, and
len open to question whether recorded news and public events were prohibited if
they contained the offensive words. Id at 893, n.1, 36 R.R.2d 1010, n. 1.

k 17. Id at 892, 36 R.R.2d at 1001.
18. Id st 893, 36 R.R.2d at 1010. The Commission declined to discuss its

original ParOca Order further "in the absence of a concrete factual context."
19. Pacifica v. FCC, 516 F.2d 9, 17 (D.C. Cir. 1977) (hereinafter cited as

Pacifica-Appealsl,

299
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curring opinion was delivered by Jugge Be lon in ,which
expressed the v.iew-thitt the Order violated the first amend-
me,nt, as well as the no-censorship provision of .section 326 of
the rominunications Act of [934.2" Additionally. Judge
Bazelon analyzed-and disknissed as non-compelling the charac-
teristics- urged by the Commission as justitYing suppression of
otheiwise .constitutionally .protected

Addressing the Commission's children-in-the-audience ra-
tionale, Judge Bazelon conceded that the Supreme Court's de-
cision'in Ginsberg v. Nek' iork22 allows the government greater
control over speech aimed at children." However, the concur--"\
rence notea that under the doctrine of Butler P. Michigan"
such regulation is Qbjcctionable if its effect is to keep such ma-
terial from adults entirely." Judge Bazelon continued: "If the
Commission finds it impractical to accommodate tliese,. inter-
ests, any regulation must err on the side pf tinder- rather than
over-regulation. Any harm from uncle:P.-regulation may be
minimized by pre-program warning and parental supervision.
Any harm from over-regulation, on the other hand, isVir-
remedial."I's

!nits original Order, the Commission had relied on Rowan
v. Post Office Department" to support its prohibition of non-
obscene speech from invading the privacy of the home. But,
Judge Bazelon pointed out that Rowan establishes the location
of the viewer as only one of several factors to be considered in
a determination that speech is unprotected. Judge Bazelon
stated that "although a. person can claini a greater privacy in-
terest when at home, that interest is reduced when he 'opens up
his, home' by turning on the radio."2."

20. 47 U.S.C. §.326 (1970).
21. Pacifica-Appeals, supra note 19, at 30.
22. 390 U.S. 629 (1968) (material not obscene by adult standards may he treated

as obscenity if sold to a child).
23. Pacilica-Appeals, supra note 19, at 24.
24. 352 U.S. 380 (1957).
25. Pacifica-Appeals, supra- note 19, at 27. Judge Bazelon stated that "Adults

with normal sleepini'habits will be limited to programs 'fit for children.' Id
26. Id at 27-28,
27. 397 U.S. 728 (1970).
28. Pacifica.Appeals, supra note 19, at 27. See Cohen v. Cal., 403 U.S. l5

(1971)(visitors to a county courthouse can "avert their eyes" to avoid being offended
by the slogan "Fuck the Draft" on another person's jacket) and Erznoznik v. City of
Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205, 210-11 (1975)(where pas.sers-by were offended by nude
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The ()emission had also argued that since the number of
broadcast frequencies is physically limited, indecency over the
,airwaves mast be prevented in 'order to avoid. misuse of. Scarce
resources. The' FCC relied on Red Lion Broadcast* 'C'a v.

FCC" to.support the proposition that the scarce spectrum _Ills-
. films stricter controkpt the broadcast media. Judge Bazelon,

'however, pointed oin that' Red Lion involved a- question of
inereas* the diversity o( broadcast optjons, Ind did not jus:
tify censorship of certain points of-vie*. or the use of certain
latiguage.'"

C. The Supreme Court's Decision

The Su.preme Court -did not rule on the validity of the
FCC's detinition of "indecency," but instead limited-11A deci-
sion to a determination, that the ('arlin monologue was'inde-
cent "as brqadcast."

In arriving at its decision, the Supreme Court cOnsidered
two statutory questions: whether the FCC's actipn was "cen-

, sorship" forbidden, by section- 326 'of tht Comthunications
Ad"; and whether speech that is not "obscene" may be re-
stricted as "indecent" under section 1464 of the Communica-
tions Act." Noting that the two statutes have a common origin
in the Radio Act of 1927," and thus that the former does not
render the latter nugatory," the Court determined that the
anti-censorghip statut; is aimed only at prior restraint and does
not, limit the Commission's power to review the context of
complete broadcast's and to impose sanctions on licensees who

, .
scenes on an outdOor mate .screen, the' Court refused ,to allow censorship of the

...: movie, but instead stated thatthe burden of avoiding exposure .to objectionable
material ntirmally falls on the viewer1).

29. 395 U.S. 67 (1969).
30. liacifica-Appeals. :Ora nOte 19,.at 29.
31. 47 U.S.C. § 326 (197.0) provides that: "Nothing in tnis Chapter shall be n-

derstoOd or construed to give the Commission the power of.oensorship over r. dio
communications . . . and no regulation or condition shall be promulgated or ed
by the Comntission which shall inteifere with the rigftt of free speech by means of
radio comniunication." .

32 18 U.S.C. § 1464 (1970) makes it a criminal offense punishable by a fine of
not more, than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than two years, or both, for
anyone wife "utters any obscene, indscent, or profane language by mewls of radio
communication. . . ."

33. Ch. 149, § 1, 44 Stat.1162. ..

34. Pacifica-U.S., miorp note 1, at 3034.
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engage in obscene, indecent or profane broadeastirg."
The second staLute, sectivn 4464, makes it a criminal of-

fense to broasigast "obscene, indecent or profane" language.
Since the Commission conceded that Carlin's language was
not t'obscene" and thus not censurable under the Miller P.
Citifornia obscenity stapd'ards,'^ the question before the Court-
zirtkwhether language less th obscene, bikt nonetheless objec-.
tionable, could te proscribe .

While this :particular section of the crimihal code had
never before received high. court review, the Supretne Court
had previously determined that siMilar disjunctive lahitiage in
two companion sections must be read narrowly, so as to pro-hibit only "hard core," patently offensive material." In
PacOca, however, thc Court determined that igdecent lan-
guagethat is, language that would be obscene but for its lack
of appeal to the prurient tinterest--was intended by Congress"

35. Id. at 3035 See KFKB Broadcasting Ass'n, Inc. v. FRC, 47 F.2d 670, 672
(D.C. Cir. 1931); Tnnity Methodist Church, South v. FRC, 62 F.2d 850, 851 (D.C.
Cir. 1932) which held that § 29 of the Radio Act of 1927, ch. 169, § I, 44 Stat. 1162,
did not prohibit review of completed broadcasts. See also Bay State Beacon, Inc. vFCC, 171 F.2d 826, 827 (D.C. Cir. 1948); Idaho Mkrowave, Inc. v. FCC, 352 F.2d
729, 733 (D.C. Cu. 1965) which likewise construed 47 U.S.C. § 327 (1970) as al-
lowing post-broadkast reyrew ot "improper" programming. cy: 4104-Defamati(in
League of B'nai B'rith, Pac. S.W Regional Oftice v. FCC, 403 F.2d 169 (D.C. Cir.
1968).

36. See text accompanying note 50 *rd.
37.. In United States v. 12 2(X) Ft Reels of Super limm Film, 413 U S. 123

(1973), the Court, while not deciding the question, said.
If and when such a "serious doubt" is raised as to the vagueness of the
words "obscene," "lewd," lacivious," "filthy," "indecent," or "immoral"
as used to describe regulated material in . . 18 U.S.C. § 1462, . we are
prepared to construe such terms as limiting regdlated material to patently..
offensive representations or descriptions of that specific "hard core sexual
conduct given as examples in Miller r CalyOrnia. . .

Id'at 130 n 7 IA Flambling v United States, 418 U.S. 87, 113 (1974). the Court
approved this language in connection with a vagueness attack on 18 1.S.0 § 1461,

'which prohibits the mailing of "obscene, lewd, lacivious, iiidecent, filthy or vile"
material IneUntied States v Simpson, 561 F.2d 53 (7th ('ir 1977), a federal court
for the first time held that "obscene" and "indecent" in § 1464 are .to be read to akingle proscription In reaching that conclusion, the court assumed that the.
Supreme Court would interpret "indecent in § 1464 as it has in 118 U.S.C.1§ 1462."
ld at 60.

38. The legislative history of § 1464 is silent as to what meanin& Congress in-
tended to convey with the words indecent and obscene. Section 1464 Originated as§ 29 a the Radio Act, ch. 169, § I, 44 Stat. 1162, 1172-73, and was.carried over to§ 326 of the Conimunications Act of 1934, ch. 652, 48 Stat. 1064, 1091, without
sutstantive change With the overall revision and codification of Title 18, scum-
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le be kept off the public airwaves. Thus, Auch maiirial could
be banned by the FCC, even though it would be protected by
the first amendment in other contexts.'

The Court relied on two distinctive qualities of the broad-
cast media as supporting this more restrictive view of, the first
amendment."' First, since broadcast media have establiAlied a
uniquely pervasive presence in Most American homes, the
Court aetermined that an individual's, right to privacy "plainly I.
outweighs the first amendment rights of ihe intrOder."°' Sec-
ond, since children have easy access to the media and the gov-
ernment has an interest in protecting the well-being of its
youth, the Court found additional justification, for this more
restrictive treatment of indecent broadcasting.42

plashed by the Act of June 21, 1948, Pub. L. No. 772, ch. 645, .§ 1464, 62 Stat. 683,
769, the last sentence ef § 326 became the present 18 US.C. § 1464.
/ Curiously, in the atibence of any legislative history regarding Congressional in-

tent, the Supremo Court looked to the FCC's long-standing interpretation of the
statute to determine that § 1464 encompasses more than the o'bcene. See Pacifies-
U.S.. acne nose 1, at 3036 n.16.

39. Pacifies-U.S., strew note I, at 3036. The concurring pinion of Justice
Powell noted dist, because of firit amendment considerations, Carlin could not be
punished "for dehvaring the same monologue to a live audience composed of adults

b% knowing what to expect, chose to attend his performance," and assumed that
wan adult could not constitutionally be prohibited from purchasing a recording or

transcript of the monologue and .playing or reading it in the privacy of his own
home.", hi at 3044.

40. IL at 1040.
41. /4 Without extended analysis, the Court asserted
Decease the broodcast audience is constantly tuning in and out, prior
*endings cannot completely protect the listeneror viewer from unexpected
program content. To say that one may avoid Ilirther offense by turning off
the radio when he bears indicent language is like saying that the remedy
for an assault is to run away after the first blow.

Id See Rowen v. Post 011ke Dept.., 397 U.S. 728 (1970). The dissent of Justice
Brennan argues that the Court's opinion misconceives the privacy interest of one
who voluntarily brings radio communications into his home,-and that-it ignores the
constitutional rights of those who wish to transmit and those who wish to receive
beoadeasts that some mily find offensive. Id at 3048-49 (Brennan, Jdissenting).

42. /A at 3040-41. tree Ginsberg v. N.Y., 390 U.S. 629 (1968). Justice Brennan
argues in diaseist that , relied on by the Court as supporting stricter regula-
tion af availattIrtchildren, dots not allow govenupent regulation which
prevents A's ammo to materials dot obscene tothetti. Pacillca-U.S., swipe note 1
at 3050 J., dissenting), Noting that the Carlin nionologue does not appeal
lo Ike prurient intineets even of children, Brennan objects-that the effect of the
Court's &cilia* is to make "eompletely unavailable to adults material which may
net (WI cosatitutionslly kept even froM children." Id

21 3
Oir
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U. WHAT MATIRIAI IS CENSUltABVT. AS -INI4CFNT"?

The Supre.me Couk thus left the following question tman-
swered: since the Cburt refused to appiove the Commigsion's
definition of indecency, what material is now properly censn9-
ble by the FCC?

.

A. Is Pacifica "Confined to its Facts7

In declining to review the Commission's broad definition
of "indecency," the Supreme Court emphasized that its deci-
sion is limited .to a determination that the Carlin monologue
*as indecent as broadcast .4' Thus, when viewed from the fac-
tual context of the WBA I broadcast, the CoUres holding is that
repetitive, deliberate use of Carlin's seven specific words during
an afternoon broadcast whcn children are likely to be in the
audience is proscribed. 1-knvever, there is language in the
Court's opinion which Wuld support a much broader ban.
The cornerstone of the decision is that the wOrds "indecent"'
and "obscen'e' as used in section 1464 have separate, distinct
meanings. Qiie facet of that distinction, the Court determined,
is that prurient appeal is not an essential component of
"indecent" language." The Court's opinion, though, goes even
further. It states that " 'indecent' merely refers to nonconform-
ance with accepted standards of morality," and includes a foot-
note YeferenCe to the Webster's dictionary definition:
"(Alltogether unbecoming."4 Such broad language, as the dis-
sent of Justice Brennan notes, could provide a basis for impos-
ing sanctions for broadcasting portions of the Bible.' While it

41 Id at 3012-13. .

44. Id at 1016
45. Id at .3035 n.14.
46 Id at 3052. Brennan points out that the two factors relied on by the major-

ity the intrusive:nature of radio and the presence of children in the audience --are
"plagued by a common fading: the lack of principled limits on their use for FCC

censorship. He continues:
INleither of the opinions comprising the Court serve to clarify the extent to
which the FCC may assert the privacy and children-in-the-audience ratio-
nales as justification for expunging from the airways protected communi-
cation the Commission finds offensive. Taken to their logical extreme,

'these rationales would support the cleansing of public radio of any."four-
letter words' whatsoever, regardless of their context.

Id at 3051 Brennan names works of Shakeware, Joyce. Hemingway, Ben Jonson,

Henry Fielding, Robert Burns. and Chaucer as tentielly proscribed from the air-

waves. Id

0
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may overstate the FC(''s position to suggesi that ihe Commis-
sion would attempt to ban Bible readings from the public air-
waves, it is certainly plausitIle that the Fecg definition of
indecency (issued irt its opinion of the cast), combined with the
Court's language, could be used to' keep literary works of clal-
sic and modern authors otIVhe air during daytime and ear,ly
evening hours." And certainly, the Nixon taNs, heavily pep-

. pered as ,they are with the seven "Filthy Words" ysed by Car-
lin in another contekt, would be considered by some to be in
"nonconformance with accepted standards of morality," and
by most as "altogether unbecOming," and thus Would be un-
suitable for brOadcast udder the Colirt)s.broad definition of
"i ndecency."'"

B. Pre-Pacitica Standards
.Prior to the Supreme Courk's Pac(fica decision, lower

courts faced with the question of what kinds o objectionable
material broadcast over the airwaves could be b ined had held
that the only material properly censurable under Section 1464
was that determined to be "obscene.' The standard for ob-
scenity was established by the Supreme Court in Miller r..
CalOrnia,") where it was held that to find speech unprotected

47 See ot at 302, (Brennan, J., dissenting). See also, Brief lbr Appellee Ad-
dendum. FCC v. Pacifica Foundatiod. 98 S. Ct. 3026 (1978).

48 In the Petition for Clarification or Reconsilleration filed by the Radio Tek-
vision News Directors Association, RTNDA specifically noted that language con-
tained in the Nixon tapes would be definable as "indecent" under the Commission's
standards. RTNDA Pftition. syra note 16, at 893

. .,49 United States v. Simpson, 561 F 2d 53, 60 (7th Cir. 1977) (Simpson used his
citizen's band radio to broadcast explicit references-to sexual activities and organs.
The Court of Appeals decided he was not properlytonvicted of violating 18 U.S.C.
1464 (1977) when the jury found his language was'"indecent" but not "obscene.");
'Pacifica-Appeals, sicora rime 19. See a/so, Duncan v. 'United States, 48 F.2d IN
(9th Cir. 1931)(Duncan s broadcast speech named ah individual as a "grafting thief'
and said he was a "slick, thieving, grafting, dirty, cowardly scoundrel." Thecourt
expiated the words "Indecent" and "obscene" as used in the statutory predecessor of
g 1464 and said this speech was not indecent since it did not !'arouse lewd or lacivi-
ous thought" in the minds of the listener.

50. 413 U.S. 15 (1973). In the landmark case of Roth v. United States, 354 U.S.
476 (1957). tke Supreme Court held that the standard for judging obscenity was
"whether to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, tha

1...Aintinant theme of the material, taken as a whole appeals to the prurient interest."
ne years later in A Book Named "John Cleland's Memoirs of a Woman of Plea-

sure" v Mass.. 383 U S. 413 (1966), the Court added that material was condemnable
only if "utterly witho'nt redeeming social value." Thus, the Roth and Memoirs deci-

A? t7:
11.1

Stk
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because obscene, a couit must decide:
(a) whether "the average person, applying contemporary corn-
munity standards," would find that the work.Aken as a whole
appeals to the-prurient interest, . . (b) whethclAie work depicts
or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual' conduct specifi-
cally defined by the apphcabk state law, and (c) whether the
.work, taken as a whole, lacks s4rtous literary, artistic, political or
scientific value.''

. 1

Thug, under Miller, morally objectionable material was pro-
tected unlebss it met six specific requirements:
(I) the work appealed to the prurient interest of the average

person;
(2) the judgement of prurience was based on the work as a

whole;
(3) the work was judged by contemporary state or )ocal

standards;
(4) the work affronted thcise community standards in a pa-

tently offensive way;
(5) the sexual conduct involved was specifically described ei-

ther by the statute or by later judicial construction;
(6) the material as a whole lacked serious litfrary, artistic, po-

litical or scientific value.
`Additionally, the Supreme Court decided that offenrce

language and conduct maY be prohibited, even though . t is
protected under the Miller standards, if,it falls within one of
several exceptiois to the obscenity defiiiition: material corn-.
mercially exploited for its sexual interest, evet though it lacks

sions established a very strict standard for obscenity--to be judged obscene, a work
had to satisfy tbree enteric (1) the dominant theme of the material taken as a whole

4 must appeal to the prurient interest; (2) the material must be patently offensive in its
affront to contemporary community standards; and (3) the material must be utterly
without redeeming social value. Very few obscenity convictions withstood appeal
under this restnctive test. See rgote. Obscenity from Stanley to Karalexis: A Back
Door Approach to First Ametanseht ProtectiOns, 23 VAND. L REv. 369, 384 (1970).

In Miller v. Calfomia, the Supreme Court ettempted to redefine obscenity. The
principal holding of Miller was to substitute thc "utterly without redeeming social
value' test with a looaer requirement that material may be found obscene if it "lacks
serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value." In addition, to give fair notice
of what is obscene, the Court required that an obscenity statute, either by its lan-
guage or by judicial interpretation, specifically define the kinds of sexual acts which,
if portrayed, could lead to a finding that material is obscene. .The Court also Altered
the RoM-Measoirs definition of obscenity by defining the "community standard" in
state and local terms, rejecting the national standard previously employed.

51 413 U.S. 15, 24 (1973).'

216 4
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prurient appeal," material regulated because of the state.* de--sire to protectshildren" and material which assaults individ-/ ual privacy m the home.!' The decisions establishing these
exceptiodS, however, were made in non-broadcast comtxts,and a strong argument exists that at last two of the exeptions
were importan*y modified as applied to the broadcast inediii."

C. o\Pasi FCC Decisions Provide Guidani:e?
The FCC fias consistently espoused the view that morally

. objectionable material, although protected'hy the firSt amend-
ment in other contexts, may be properly cenSured if broadcast
over radio or television. In its 160 Priwramming- PolicyStatement," the Commission asserted:

We recognize that the broadcasting medium presents problems
peculiar to itself which are not necessarily subject io the same
rules governing other medii of communication. As we !have!
stated . . "radio and TV programs enter the home and are read-
ily available not only to the average normal adult but also to chil-
dren and to the emotionally immature. Thus, for example,'while a
nudist magazine may bc within jhe protection of the first Amend-
ment the televising of nudes might well raise a serious question of
prOgramming contrary to 18 U.S.C. 1464.'7

In at least a dozen opinions since that enunciation of its policy,
the Corrunission has.sanctioned licensees for theii broadcast of

Ginzberg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463 (1966). In this case, the Court af-firmed a conviction for material which was notper se obscene, but which became sobecause it was commercially exploited for its sexual interest. Thus, even thoughmategilil.is not wholly obscene, it may lose its conititutional protection if it is"pandered" for sexual appeal.
53. Ginsberg v. N.Y., 390 U.S. 629 (1968). This doctrine, though, must be readtogether with an earlier decision which held thet in protecting children, the statemay not submerge the rights of adults to receive non-obscene matter.. Butler v.

MiCh 352 U.S.1380 (1957). In his concurrence in Pacifica-Appeals, supra note 19, at24, Judge Bazelon notes that since children are in the audience until the very late
night hours, "protected speech will not reach all who have a tight to hear it, unless
they are willing pz. forego sleep," I d at 24 n.20.

54. Rowan v. United States Post Moe Dept., 397 U.S. 728 (1970). In his
Pacifica concurrence, Court of Appeals ChiefJudge Bazelon opined that Rowan did
not support the protection'of privacy exceptiOn in a broadcast context: "Although a
person nag claim a greater privacy interest when at home, that interest is reduced
whew he 'opens up bis home' by turning on the radio." Pacthca-Appeals, supra note19, at 26-27.

55. See sterna MAN 53 and 54,
56. Report and Statement of Policjt s: Commission en ham- ProgrammingInquiry, 44 F.C.C. 2503 (1960).
57. Id at 2307.
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-taierial not ."obscepe" under thc%existing constitutional
standard,." , .

The Stlprtme Court, jn' deciding (hal section 1464 prohib-
its'both."obscen2: and "indecent" materials, relied heavily on
the FCC's long interpretation of the _section's scope as encom-,
passing more than the obscene." The Court referred speciti-
villy to four Commission decisions in which the agency had
penalized stations for presehtations.falling far short of meeting
the "hardcore" obscenity standard required by the Court in
other contexts. Aft examinatiun of the standar& announced
by the FCC. in two of those.four cases may help define the
contours of what material may .be proscribed under the
PacOca decision in the future.

I. WUHY-FM"
.

In 1970, station WUHY, the -Eastern Educational Radio
noncommercial station in Philadelphia, aired an interview with
a rock group leader who punctuated his coMments on ecology,
music and politics with numerous !bur-letter expktives." The

_

5$. See. g . In /Y Revocation of License of Mile High Stations, Inc.. Memoran-
dum Opinion and Order, 28 t C C 795, 20 R.R 345 (1960)(offensiyA sound effects
and disk jocky comments), pr re ApplicanQn of WREC Broadcasting Serv.. Deci-
sion, 19 E.0 C 1082, 10 R.R H23 (1955)(six songs in "less than good taste"), In re
Apphcatwns of Palmetto Broadcasting Co.. Decision, 33 F.C.C. 250, 251, 23 R.R.
483, 485 (1962) (vulgar. suggestive materials susceptible Of double meanings with
indecent connotations"), -/e re Applications of Pacifica Foundation Station KPFA,
Memorandum Opinion and. Order. 36 F.C.r. 147. I R.R.2il 747 (1964) ("filthy"
poems); United Fed'n of Teachers, WBAI-FM. 17 F C.C.2ii 204, 15 R.k.2d 1096
(1969) (allegedly anti-Semetic program); In re Petltiols by Oliver R. Grace, 22
F.C.C.2d 66:4.18 R.R.2d 107 (1970) ("vulganty" on televiaion); In re Application of
Jack StrakNemonal Foundation, 21 F.C.C.2d 833, 18 R.R.2d 414 (1971). (several
uses of that unspecified four-ktter words); Trustees of the U. of Pa. (WXPN),,57
F.C.C.2d 782 (1975$obecenity during a radio call-in program).

59. Pacifica-U.S., arm note I.
60. Id at 3036; n.16.
61. In re WUHY-FM, E. Educ, Radio, Notice ,of Apparent Liability, 24

F.C.C.2d 408, 18 R.R.2d $60 (1970).
62. Examples of the language, set forth in the! Opinion, are.

S--t man. .1
1 musCansweirthe phont 900 f----n' times a day..m.an.

Right, and it sucks it nght f g Mit of ya, man.
That king( of s--t.
It's f----n* mann man E:veiy yeaC
. . this st.

and all that s--t--all that s--t.
. so f g long.
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Commission assessed alorfeiture for the use of "indecent" lan%,
guage. The standard under, which the language was judged to -
be indecent was: "the material broadcast is (a) patently offen-
sive by contemporary community standards, and (b) is utterly
without redeeming social value."" The. standard was' consis-
tent with the then prevailing, definition of obscenity, with the
exception that there was no requirement for appeal to the pru-
rient interest." However,- although the Commission- included.
the "contemporary community standards" yardstick, it neither
discussed the selection of the community under whose stand-r
ards it declared the work indecent, nor revealed how it ascep
mined that community's standards."

Furthermore, the determination that the broadcast 41-theWill/I case was "utterly without- redeeming social value" is,
Suspect since the speaker was expressing vieWs on political, so-;
cial and artistic subjects. In Cohen v. Ca' lifornia," decided
after the Supreme Court determined that the govern-
ment cannot "forbid particular words without also running a
substantial risk of suppressing ideas in the prOCess,"^7 and held
that thstfirst amendment's free speech guarantee extends to a
person wearing a jacket inscribed "Fuck the Dra&' in a county
courthouse. The danger noted by the Court in Cohen is that

Everybody knows everybody%o f n well that . .

- S--t
S--t I gotta get down there, man.
All that s--t.

:t Readily available every f g where.
Any of that s--t either.
Political change 13 30 f g slowN

/d at 409, 18 R.R.2d at 861.
63 Id at 412, 18 R.R.2d at 865
64. The then prevailing standard was the so-called Rpils-Alemairs rule that, to

be judged obacenes a work had to satisfy three criteria: (1) the dominani theme of
the material taken as a whole must appeal to the prurient interest, (2) the materials must be patently offensive in its affront to contemporary community standards, and
t3) the material must be utterly without redeeniing social value2.The ralle was de-
rived from two landmark obscenity; cases: Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476
(1957), and A Book Named "John Cleland's Menniirs of a Woman of Pleasure" v.
Mass., 383 U.S. 413 (1966). See note 50 .rupra.

65. Unar the then prevailing Roth-Memoir.s rule, the "community standard"
was a natiaal one. In Miller v. Cal., 413 U.S. 15 (1973), the Court altered Roth-
Memoirs by defining the contemporary community standard in state and local
terms. See note 50 _supra.

64. 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
67. 'Id at, 4+. 4

21 9
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the manner of speech cannot be divorced from its underlying
thought, so that if the underlying thought is protected, so too, is
the manner of expression. Di*senting Conimissioner Johnson
voiced similar concerns in WUHY: "What the Commission
condemns today are not words, but a culture--a lifestyle it
fears because it does not understand."'"

Insofar as the indecency standard announced in WUHY
is parallel_to that used by the FCC in PatOra----that is, the
then-prevailing obscenity standard, minus the" prurient interest
requirementthe two opinions appear consistent. The FCC's
application of the ,standard in WUHY, however, seems defi-
cient in that there was no apparent determination of the rele-
vant community's standards, and thus no judgment that the
broadcast was patently offensive to those standards. Addition-
ally, the finding that the material as a whole lacked serious
value is questionable in light of the later Cohen decision.

Sondeirling Broadcasfing Corp."
During,a radio call-in program, a talk show host in subur-

bs= Chicago elicited discussion from membibrs of his audience
regarding their sex .Iives." The five-hour dajftime program,
called "Femme Forum," which 'then contained explicit sexual
reference, was the top-rated program in the area.' The FCC,
after reviewing portions of the program, Mund what it called
"topless radio format" to be both Obscene and indecent, and
imposed a $2,000 forfeiture on the station.72 In an appeal
brought by a group of the station's listeners," the Circuit Court

WUHY-FM, E. FAuc. Radio, Notice of Apparent liability, 24 F.C.C.2d

- 408, 422, 18 R.R.2d, 860; 872 (1970).
69. hurt Apparent Liability of Station WGLD-FM. 41 F.C.C.2d 919, 27

R.R.2d 285 (1974),.ard .nrb mom Illinois Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting v. FCC,
515 F.2d 397 (D.C. 'Cir. 1975).

70. The FCC specidcatly'bbjecai to piNkams aired on Feb. 21 and 23, 1973;
whiCh included discussions "about oral sex .. .4,46orisistingl of explicit exchanges in
which femak callers spoke of their oral sex experiences.' 41 F.C.C.2d at 919, 27

R.R.2d.at 285-86.
71. 41 F.C.C.2d it 924, 27 R..R.2d at 297. Sonderlidg was one of many licensees

nation-wide to adopt thii.tekpfione call-in format in which sexual relations were
'explicitIy discussed. See Note, 25 DRAKE L. REY. 257, 258 (1975). "These shows
were apparently extremell popular but generated a number of listener complaints
which came to the FCC irectly or through members of Congress." /at

.72. 41 F.C.C. 2d 91927.R.R.2d 283.
73. Illinois Citisens Comm. for Broadcasting v. FCC, 515 F.2d 397 (D.C. Cir.

C075). The licensee decided to pay the fine rather then take the issue to court be-
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of Appeals for the District of Columbia agreed with. the Com-
mission's determination that the program was obscene, and
thus did not reach the indecency question.

The indecency determination was based on WI/Il }" as
precedent and buttrcssed by the additional consideration that
there were children in the audience,. Although the FCC de-
clared the dOminant theme oe the material to be obscene, the

- Commission did not discuss the content of' the program beyond
a few examples listed. Furthermore, as in Wi 111Y,the deci-
sion failed to reveal the community standards by which it mea-
sured (he offensiveness of the program or to discuss how those
standards were ascertained. And, as the dissenepoints out, the
Commission's label of "patently offensive by community.
standards" is "remarkable" in light of the prograw's top ratk-
ing."

The standard used by the Commissieni to judge this popu-
lar program was the same two-prong test established in
WWII': that the program was patently offensive as judged by
community standards and utterly without redeeming social
value. And, as in WWI Y while the test is acceptable, the
FCC's application of it to the program under consideration
was questionable.

D. What Standards are Appropriate in a Broadcast
"Indecency" Determination?

in WU HY and Sonderling, the Commission defined incie-
cency in ternis of the Supreme Court's standard for obscenity,"
minus the requirement of appeallo the prurient interest. Simi-
larly, in Pagica, the FCC disti4uished its definition of broad-
cast indecency from the Court's definition of obscenity in that

cause of the "tremendous financial burden involved " Letter of May 3, 1973, from
Egmont Sonderling, Sonderhng Broadcast Co., to FCC, quoted I , at 40. How-
ever, the Illinois Citizens Committee for Broadcasting and the Illi is Division of
the Amencan Civil Liberties Union filed a Petition for Reconsiderat on as repre-
sentatives of the listening public. W,Iien the FCG,relhsed to grant the relief, the
groups sought review in the Court of Appeals. Id at 397. .

74 41 F.C.C.2d at 924, 27 R.R.2d at 297. It should be remembered that at the
time of the Sonderhhg decision, the Roth-Memoirr rule was the applicable standard,
under which the relevant cominunity was a national one. In light of the widespread
popularity of such formats, 'however, it is arguable that the program was not pa-
tently offensive even under this presumably more restrictive national community
standard See note 71 arm.

75. See test accompanying notes 63 and 64 supra
A

49-1l/ 0 - .7%) - 2,1
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the former need not appeal to the prurient interest when chil-
dren are in the audience.

The most narrow reading Of Pacifica, therefore, is that the
tests established in Miller r. California,'" when applied to the
broadcast media, arc altered only to the extent that, when chil-
dren arc likely to he in the audience, there is no requirement
that the ihroadcast materials appeal to the prurient interest in
order to be banned as ':indecent." The other Miller require-
ments----which provide procedural as well as substantive safe-
guards against suppression of Constitutionally protected
miiterials----remain intact an ust be met before the FCC may
censure a broadcaster for its pr tation of morally objection-
able material.

However, when analyzed in Conjunction with thalCC's
Order in the case and with the prior FCC indecency determi-
nations discussed above, the Pacifica decision may be read
more broadly 'to-leave very little of Miller in the broadcast in-
decency context. Which of these readings is the correct one,
however, is unclear, and as Justice Brennan -notes in his 'dis-
sent, "neither of the opinions compriMng the 'Court serve %o
clarify thc extent to which the FCC may assert the privacy and
children-in-the-audience rationales as justification for expung-

, ing from the airways protected communications the Commis-
sion finds offensive.'

An examination of the obscenity standard in light 'of the
indecency standards applied by the FCC in Pacifica,
Spnderling and WUHT, will demonstrate its survival, modifi-
cation, or elimination in the context of FCC decision-making.

I. The Objection to the Material Must be Based on the
Work As a Whole

In Paqica, the FCC censured station WBAI based on the
Carlin recording alonenot the recording in its context of the
whole program, which focused on societal attitudes toward
language. The Sonderling Broadcast Company was censured
for isolated instances of indecent and obscene language which
were part of a five-hour program." ,And in the Com-

76. 413 U.,S1. 15 (1973). See text following note 51 for a specific enumeration of
the six elements of the Miller test.

77, Pacifica-U S, mere, note I. al 3051.
78. Thc FCC staff had monitored and tined 61 hours of programming that fo-

f
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mission apparently listened to only selected excerpts of the re-
corded interview. Thus, the two-prong test formulated by the
Commission in Willa and applied in Sander/Mg effectively
eliminated the requirement that the work be judged in its con-
text. The Commission claimed by way of rationalization that
radio programs are generally episodic in nature, and that it is
therefore cOmMonplace for the audience to listen only to
"short snatch," of a broadcast. The Court of Appeals, in re-
viewing the Commission's Sonderling decision, approved this
reasoning and, klirther, placed the burden on the licensee to
present cyidence as to why the "dirty" material must be judged
in the context of' the whole."

Similarly, while the Supreme Court in Pacifica does not
extend this segmented approach to allow FCC censure of "the
isolated use of a potentiilly offensive word,"4° neither does it
require the Commission to judge -instances of indecency in the
context of the entire program. The Court suggests, however,
that the content of the program will be somewhat determina-
tive of the program's audience and thus will be useful in a n-
sideration 'of whether certain material is "indecent" as to Qiat
audience.''

2, The Work Must be Judged by*Community Standards
One of the more significant holdings of the Miller decision

was that "communtly standards" were to be defined in state
and local terms. In so holding, the Court rejected the imposi-
tion of a national standard previously employed in defining
obscenity. Even though the Constitution covers one nation, it
was said, determinations of a work's offensiveness are factual

cuscd On sexual topics. the "dirtiest" 22 minutes of which were culled for presenta-
tion to the Comnussioners. See, Illinois Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting v. FCC,
515 F.2d 397, 400 (D.C. Cir. 1975).\

79. Id at 406. As Judge Bazelon noted in dissent, wider tests kstablished by the
Supreme Court, there ts an affirmative dutyon the censor to consider the material as
whole. Id at 418. The Court of Appeals, however, found there was no soch duty.

80. See Pacifica-U.S., supra note 1, at'3046 (Powell, J., concurring).
81. The Coun noted:

Even a prune-time recitation of Chaucer's Miller's Tale 'would not be
likely to command the attention of many children who are both old
enough to understand and young enough.to be adversely affected by pas-
sages such as, 'And prively he caughte hir by the queynte.' 0. Chaucer.
Me Wier's Tait 1.3276 (c, 1386).

/d at 3041. n.29.
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rather than legal and, as such, vary from community to corn-
, munity." 'Although Miller, addressed a question of state law, a

companion case, limited Slates v. /2 200 P. Revir 1 Super 8mm
Alm," established that the local standard is also applicabk to
federal cases and federal legislation."

Under the definition proposed in the Pacifica Order, the
C sought to establish a new standard-L--the "contemporary

co munity standard tOr the broadcast medium.'"" Three
ques 'ons arise from the suggestion that there is a unique corn-
munity.standard of morality for the broadcast media. First, is
it a national standard, or one to be applied variably a( the local
level?k The FCC has stated its position" that, .although the
Supreme Court has declared that the relevant community ex-
ists it the state or local level, that decision may not be control-
ling'in a broadcast context." While the Commission may find
a national standard to be more administratively manageable,
overriding constitutional considerations recommend that state
and locil standards should be applied. In Order to set a na-
tional standard, the Commission would in some way have to
average the tolerance of communities nationwide for poten-
tially objectionable material. Moreover, in setting this 'aver-
age" standard, the Commission Would deprive some more
tolerant (perhaps more cosmopolitan communities) of material
that would be permitted if local standards were applied, and
would subject less tolerant communities to material that would
be considered objectionable by local standards. No east deci-

'sions 4ive guidance as to what is meant by "community stand-
ards" in the broadcast context; it is important that the meaning

82. 413 U.S. 13, 30 (1973).
83. 413 U.S. 123, 130 (1973).6
84.' Soo oho, Hamblin v. United Slates, 418 U.S. 87 (1974).
85. Pacilica-FCC, arw.no(e 6, at 98.
86. Explateation 9tF 'vend Ammdmost to tho Cornieminatioat Act *119)4. 122

CONG. Ric. S. 17101, 17110 n.122 (1976). (The FCC had proposed legislation in
1976 to clarify its authority to keep objectionable material off the airwaves. While
the Commission is no longer pursuing enactment of the proposal, explanatory mate-
rial forwarded to the Congress in support of the Proposal is helpful to an under-
standing of the FCC's position concerning its authority to regulate such material)
!hereinafter cited as Cosa. Bac).

87. The Commission noted that the decision which held that the community
standard was to be defined in state and local terms dealt with a mail statute and did
not address the electronic media. Because of the differences between these two me-
dia, the FCC contends that the decision may not be controlling. Id al S.I7110
n. 122.

2 9
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of this teim be clarified so that broadcasters will know specifi-
cally the indecency standard to which they will be held.

A second unanswered question is: how will the FCC de-
termine the community standards once the community is de-
fined? In a supplemental opinion in Illinois (Wizens," Judge
Leventhal said the Commission must adopt, in its deliberations
leading .to substantive determinations of obscenity, approaches
which provide ",as nearly as possible the functional equivalent
of a jury determination of a clear commun. y consensus that
tbe material is lewd and offensive."" The Coinmission be-
lieves that this requirement is met in fbrlilure cases by the
trial de now procedure available under sectio 504' In cases
where de novo review is not. available (i.e., license renewals)
the Commission has suggested that it will conduct a proceed-
ing which will ensure public participation." One commentator
has suggested that the need to ascertain community standard'
requires expert testimony uniess the Commission introduces
juries into its deliberations." Each of these three meth-
odspublic participation, expert testimony, and jury-like de-
liberationshas- aspects which recommend it as a suitable
means to determine community standards. Each, however, has
its short;comings. In order to provide the certainty required by
the Constitution in a criminal context," it would seem desira-
ble for the FCC to determine which of these methods Suits its
administrative needs, and to seek public comment regarding its
application.

A third question, and one which perhaps requires resolu-
tion by the Supreme Court since it was not squarely addresscd

88 Illinois Owens Comm for Broadcasting v s 15 I.2d 06 (1) C Of.
Ik)75)

Ng hi Al 407.
90 CoNr, mpra note 86, at 17110 n. 121 "Section 504(a) of the ('ornmu-

cations Act of 19 4. as amended. 47 U.S C. § 5040)(1970), gives a broadcast licen-
see a statutory right to refuse to pay an FCC imposed forfeiture voluntarily and
thus to require the Commisslon to seek to recover it in a trial de novo before% court.

91 CoNli !Ike , nrra note 63, at S.I7110 n.123. The Commission, however,
does not suggest in these materials what procedures it would consider Appropriate in
gaining this public laarticipativm.

92. Note. Itegwlaimg Avaskosi Olucerwr, 61 VA. L. KEY. 579, 636 (1975).
93 the use of cnmmal standards is appropriate since 18 U.S.C. § 1464 (1970) is

a criminal statute. 'While criminal prosecution under this section is solely within the
junsdmion of the Department of Justice, Congress has also given the Commission
certain enforcement obligations with respect to the section. See 47 U.S.C. §§
503(b)( IR h. 312(0(4 312(b)(2) (1970).
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in Paqfica, is: are community standards for radio and tdevi-
sion more restrictive than for other media? The FCC main-
tains they are and has kept strict control over broadcasts of
questionable material for years. Consequently, the community
may pow be more offended, (or at least more shocked) by po-
tentially obscene or indecent Material heard over the broadcast
media, if Only because it has learned not to expect such mate-
rial. However, this self-perpetuatidg argument.may not be per-
suasive enough .to override the constitutional considerations
involved.

3. The Work Must be Patently Offensive
This requirement involves a factual determination, closely

connected with the determination of the relevant community
standards. Insofar as the patent offensiveness of the Carlin re-
cording was conceded by WBAI, this question was not at issue
in Pacifico. Additionally, both the definition proposed by .the
Commission in Pacifica, and the two-prong test established in

include pie requirement of patent offensiveness. This
element would ftrefore appear to survive as a condition pre-
cedent to a finding of "indecency." /

However, the Commission's application of the require-
ment to specific factual situations is questionable. In
Sonderling, the Commission labeled as "patently offensive"
the most popular program in the Chicago area. The deficiency,
though, may lie in the determination of the relevant commu-
nity standard, and not in applying the "patently offensive" la-
bel to material analyzed in light of that standard. In
Sonder ling; as'in there was no discussion of what
community was looked to, how its standards were determined,
and thus no articulated judgment that the broadcast was pa-
tently offensive according to those standar&

4. The Conduct Proscribed Must be Specifically Defi by
Statute or Later Interpretation
The Miller decision Tequired specificity in state statutes

prohibiting obscene expression," and suggested .examples of

94. IWO now confine the permissible scope of such regulation to works which
depict or describe sexual conduct. That conduct must be specifically defined by the

bcable state law as written or authoritatively construed." Miller v. Cal., 413
U.S.. 15, 24 (1973).
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acceptably precise formulations." This ruling regarding state
obscenity laws was extended to apply to federal statutes a year
later in Rambling." The Court in Pacifica, however, did not
addreiss the question of statutory specificity. Instead it rested
its decision on a quasi-nuisance concept of indecency.

The definition proposed by the FCC in its original'Order
in the case attempted to provide a eon of ihterpretive specific-
ity to section 1464 as it applied to indecency:" but that defini-
tion %/Us declared invalid by the Court of Appeals on the
grounds of overbreadth and vagueness. That court held that
the definition was unsatisfactory in that it failed to define chil-
dren, and because every use of the seven words could not . he
deemed offensive .even as to minors." In 1976, the FCC had
proposed to the Congress legislation to amend the Communi-
cations Act of 1934 with respect to the dissemination of ob-
scene or indecent material." One sefAion of the proposal
would have precisely defined "indecency,"" and would have
eliniinated any vagueness objection. However, the Commis-
sion has not pursued enactment of that legislation and has re-
questedk_no clarification of (its authority to regulate or define
indecent or obscene material in connection with the current ef-
fort in the House of Representatives to re-write the Communi-
cation Act." Funhei, the Commission staff has indicated that
the Commission will probably not seek to clarify the obscenity
standards or their application through the. rulemaking proc-
ess.""

95 "(a) Patently offensive representations or descriptions of ultimate sexual
acts, normal or perverted, actual or simulated. (IV Patently offensive representa-
tions or 4escriptions of masturbation, excretory ilmetions, and lewd exhibition of
the nitals." hi at 25.

Hamling v. United States. 418 U.S. 87 (1974).
97. Pacitkm-FCC, isfris note 6, at 98.
98. Pacifica-Appeals, avow note 19, at 17.
99 COW). REC., Apra Wet 86, at S. 17101.

100. "The term 'indecent material means a representation or verbal description
of a human sexual or excretory organ or function, which under contemiiorary com-
munity standards for radio communication or cable television is patently offensive."
M. at S. 17101.

101. Telephone conversation with Harry M. "Chip" Shooshan III, Chief C'oun-
sal, Telecommunications Subsvmmittee. Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, House of Representatives. Washington. D.C., Aug. 29. 1978.

102. Telephone conversation with Frank Washington. legal assistant to FCC
Chairman Ferris, Dec. S. 1978. Washington emphasized that an actual decision not
to issue regulations had 'not been made by the 5-membet commission, but con-
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Thus, the /Willer requiriment of statutory specificity has
not been applied by the Court in the area of broadcast inde-
cency. Nor does the FCC appear inclined to provide specific
statuatory language in the absence of a judicial mandate to do
so.

5. The Material as a Whole Must Lack Literary, Artistic,
Political or Scientific Value

In its WBA-/ order, the FCC announced,that when- chil-
dren, are likely to be in the audience, a broadcaster's claim that
material has redeeming social value will not be considered.
During the hours when children are absent from the audience,
redeeming value will be considered only if a substantial effort
was Made to warn unconsenting adults of the possibly objec-
tionable nature of the broadcast.m' This policy is h departure
from the standard announced in WUIIY and applied in
Sonderling, where the Commission, guided by the then-pre-
vailing obscenity standard, said that to be judged indecent, the
broadcast material must be "utterly without redeeming social
value.""'

In practice, therefore, it can be assumed that Miller's re-
quirement that the material lack "serious literary, artistic, po-
litical or scientific value" will no longer be applied during the
hours when children are presumed to-be in the audience, and
will be applied in only a limited manner at other times:

6. Summaty

The FCC has defined "indecency" with reference to

ceeded that such a decision was implicit in the tone of Chairman Ferris' July 21
speech to the New England broadcasters and FCC decisions following Pacifica. See
test accompanying notes 105-22 mfra .

103. Although this Order was overturned by the Court of Appeals and not re-
vived by the Supreme Court in its review, the FCC has recanted the definition, and
thus perhaps indicated its intention 41 pursue it. WGBH Educational Foundation,
43 R.R.2d 1436 (1978) .

104. WUHY:FM, 24 F.C.C.2d 408, 412, 18 R.R.2d 860 lik70). Both WIMY
and SowdertiNg were considered by thr Commission before Milkr was decided by
the Supreme Court Mdkr rejected the-previously applied .ruli that material was
censurable only if "utterly without redeeming social value" and substituted a less
restrictive rule that permits prohibition if the material lacks "serious literary, artis-
tic, political or scientific value." 413 U.S. 15, 24-25 (1973). Neither of these stand-
ards are applied by the FCC, however, in judging morally objectionable materials if
children are in the audience.

Of
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Supreme Court obscenity standards. However, of the six
requisite ekmtnts of obscenity established by the Cour( in
Roth and Memoirs and refined in Miller, only the requirement
that a work be patently Offensive appears to have survived
Paci lica intact.

While it remains necessary that a work be judged by corn.-
munity standards in order to bc banned as "indecem," the as-
certainment and apOlication of these standards are surrounded
by important questions, the resolution of which may decide the
ultimate vitality of the requirement. Additionally, the required
element that a work must lack serious literary, artistic, political
or scientific value in order to be banned will only .be applied
during whatever few hours children ate deemed not to he a
part of.the audience.

The other tests established in Miller --that the work ap-
peal to the prurient interest, that it be judged as a whole, and
that it portray or describe conduct specifically proscribed by
law- -would now appear to be inapplicable in judging broad-
cast indincy.

ill. APPLICATION OF P1C111(4
4

Abssaz"The Fe-C Is Nor Going To Become a ('ensor!'°'
In a speech to New England broadcasters two weeks after

the Pacifica decision was announced, FCC Chairman Ferris
told his audience: "I do not want that case to lead to timidity in
your coverage of controversial subjects."!' In an effort to de-
fuse critics of the opinion, Ferris noted that the circumstances
of WBAI's broadcast are "about as likely to:x)ccur again as
Haley's Comet."°' He then pointed to the Commission's July
20, 1978, decision in Boston ,Station WGBH-TV's license re-
newal proceeding" as a demonstration of the restraint the
FCC intends to exercise in responding to fhture indecency
complaints. In that Oroceeding, Morality in Media in Massa-
chusetts had filed a petition with the FCC to deny license re-
newal for noncommercial station WGBH on the basis that the

105. Speech by FCC Chairman Charles D. Ferris to New England Broadcasters
Assoc , Boston, Mass., July 21, 1978 !hereinafter cited as Ferris Speech!.

106, Id
107 hi
198. 43 R R.2d 1436 (1978). -



station was "consistently broadcasting offensive, vulgar and
otherwise harm14 material to children without adequate su-
pervision or parental warnings.""" The petitioner identified
four specific programs which_either expressed philosophies not
deemed fit ifor youth, or which contained isolated usage of
"vulgar" words."' In denying_the petition, the Commission
stated,

we cannot base the denial of a- license renewal application upon
the 'subjective determination' of a viewer, or a group of viewers,
as to what is or is not 'good' programming . . . . (Al petition to
deny must contain 'specific allegaiions of fact sufficient to show
(hat a grant of the application would be prima filch- inconsistent
with the public interest, convenience or necessity."'

The Commission continued:
With regard to "indeCent- or "profane" utterances, the First.
Amendment and (he "no censorship" provision of Section 326 of
the COmniunications Act severely limit any rolc by (he Commis-
sion and the courts in enforcing the proscription contained in Sec-
tion 1464. The Supreme Court's decision in lPacy'ical affords this
commission no general prerogative to intervene in any case where
words similar or identical to those in Pacifica arc broadcast over a
licensed radio or telvilsion station. We intend strictly to observe
the narrowness of the Pacrlica holding."2
In announcing the decision, the Commission said its con-

sideration was limited to a review of whether a licensee's over-
all programming had served its area and not whether any
particular program was appropriate for broadcast. It is the li-
censee's responsibility, the opinion asserted, to determine what
programming-is appropriate or suitable for airing..

B. The Need To Establish Standards

The WGBH opinion and Chairman Ferris' speech clearly
demonstrato the FCC's present intention to stay well within the
most narrow reading of the Pacifica decision, acting only .to
censure the most blatant broadcast "verbal shock treat-
ments," such as that delivered by WBAI in its airing of the
Carlin recording."' However, this Commission's approach to

r-
r- 109. Id, at 1436.

110. The'programs complained of by the petitianer were: Masterpiece 77,eater,
Tke Thin Enke, Monty python's I?ying Circus, and Rock Follies. Id

111. Id at 1439
112. Id at 1441.
113. Pacifica-U.S., supra note I, at 3044 (Powell, J., concurring).
114. It should be poinied out, however, that PacOca and the WGBH opinion are

230
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the problem of morally offensive programs has not been shared
by past Commission majorities,'" and there is not assurance
that it will continue to be the majority attitude: An administra-
tive agency--even an independent, agency such as the
FCC--in which decisions are made by political appointees
with terms of limited duration, is likely to be subject to pres-
sures from the executive branch and from Congress. This, ob-
viously, is not the ideal forum for a determination of
constitutional rights. It is even less so when the decisions are
made on an ad ho4icase-by-case basis.

Justice Powell, concurring in the Court'sP(4w decision,
expressed confidence in the FCC's ability to make the "sensi-
tive judgments required""6 in balancing free speech rights
with the rights of unwilling adults to he free from exposure to
objectionable material. Justice Brennan, on the other hand,
was "less certain. . .that such faith in the Commission is war-
ranted- in light of past FCC indecency-determinations.i ' Thc
larger question, though, would seem to be whether the
Supreme Court should have left to agency determination im-
portant questions regarding first amendment freedoms without
some indication of procedural safeguards to assure that pro-
tected, speech is not unconstitutionally abridged.

The danger inherent in the decision is that, in the absence
of precisely defined indecency standards, the Commission will
be forced into the decisional quagmire which the Supreme
Court itself faced until it established the constitutional tests for
obscenity articulated in Miller. The frustration of the stan-
dardless adjudication which the Court confronted prior to
Miller was expressed by Justice Stewart in Jacobellis v.

distinguishable to Ihe extent that the latter involved license renewal. As such, the
consequences of the Commission's findings of indecency on the part of WGBH
would be much more severe than in the WM/ case.

115. For purposes of comparison, it is instructive to contrast the tone of ('hair-
man Ferris' speech, supra note 105, with that of a speech delivered by Chairman
Richard F. Wiley in 1974 warning licensees that "he saw 'dark clouds' on the TV
horizon and that broadcasters had better show 'taste, discretion and decency' in
their programming." WarkAgron Post, Nov. 3, 1974, at K-I, col. 4.

116. Pacifica-U.S., sorra note I. at 3046.
117 Id at 3051 (dissent). Justice Brennan refers to Illinois Citizens Comm. for

Broadcasting v. FCC. 515 F.2d 397, 418-21 (D.C. ('ir. 1975) (statement of Bazelon,
('.1 , as to why he voted to grant rehearing en banc) to support his lack of faith in
FCC obeicenity/indecency determination..
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Ohio:""
I shall nix today -attempt further to define the kinds of material
understand to be embraced within that shbrthand description
Ihardcore pornographyl; and perhaps I could neVer succeed in in-
telhgibly doing so. #so. I know if when I .sre ii. . .1'9
A precjsely defined test against which to judge questiona-

bk material duninishes the danger of infringement of constitu-
tional rights. However, the FCC has indicated that it will not
seek to assure broadcaster certainty through its eulcmaki4
process.u° In the absence of court-established,tests or FCC.
regulations, licensees seeking guidance can only look to the
broad conclusory statenfent contained in Chairman Ferris'
July 21 speech: "The Commission's highest priority continues
to be to encourage bold, innovative and controversial program-
ming not to discourage it."'"

The establishment of,precise standards through rukmak-
ing procedures would not only provide more certainty for
broadcasters who must make daily programming decisions, but
would also lead to the development of more consistent, ra-
tional and socially beneficial criteria than mould be ivssible
through case-by-case adjudication. The Commission woOld be
in a position to solicit the views bf the industry, constitutional
and sociological scholars, community groups and others who
would be unable to participate in individual decisions. Addi-
tionally, relatively straight-forward technical factori--such as
determining the hours when children ate sufficiently absent
from the audience,AO permit presentation of "adutt" materiali
at what age should children be protected, what community is
to be looked to in establishing comMunity standards, and how
those standards arc to be ascertainedcan be more efficiently
determined in a rulemaking rather than an adjudicatory set-
ting.

, A serious danger inherent in the continued absence of spe-
cific standards is the chilling effect the decision is likely to have
on licensees. Despite Chairman Ferris' admonition that broad-
casters must not let Pacifica "lead to timidity in . . . coverage
of controversial subjects,"122 the broad discretion apparently

118. 378 U.S 184 (1964) (Stewart, J., comeurrtmg).
119. hi at 197 (emphasis added).
120. see noie 102 supra
121 Ferns speech. .niora note 105, at 6
122. Id at 2



granted to the Commission by the Supreme Court in Pacifica
will undbubtedly inhibit much speech as broadcasters react. to
protect their commercially valuable licenses.

,

CONCLUSION

This Controversy between the FCC and Wll Al in Pac Ora
allowed the Supreme Court an opportunity to indicate where
the balance 'was to be struck between a broadcaster's freedom
of speech in presenting non-obscene but objectionible Material
and an individual's fight to be free from such material receited
through the broadcast media in the privacy of the hcune. In
determining that the privacy interest was the greater of the two
freedoms, however, the Court failed to articulate standards for
future review of objectionable broadcasts, and apparently
Weakened tfie Miller test as applied to the brOadcast media.A1

It is now the FCC's' task to flesh- out the contours of tglir
PacOca opinion in order to provide broadcast licensees with
the operational guidelines which the Court's opinion lacked.
'While it is the Commission's present intention to proceed on a
,cafte-by-cisti basis, this Comment has proposed that a formal
rulcmaking would be the preferred course of sction. Technical
questions could be resolved in a more efficient and less costly
fashion; the Comtnission would have the benefit frOm a com-
plite and rationally developed standard of 'what objectiOnable
material is proscribed. Without such standards to define where
the line between acceptable and unacceptable material will be
drawn-=-.or at least a determination of whatcriteria will be con-

s,sidered in deciding on which side of the line questionable mir,
terial will-fallbroadcasters may be 'reluctant to air bold,
divçrse or unpopular views lest they jeopardize rene*al
'their licenses. It is only through the establishment of compre-
hensive standards that the FCC will assure that the airwaves
will remain open ,to the full range or protected speech.

Susan Wing*

Amociata, Hogan & Hanson; J.D.. Georgetown University Law Center. 1979;
M.A. in Communications, Sanpmon State University, 1972; B.A., Spnng Hill Col-
lege, 1969:
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Regulation a
Television Broadcasting
How Costly Is the 'Public Interest"?*

.Robert W. °uncial!

s vnivinui of American television- lip
across their dials in search of soma
thing they Would like to see, they are

silently mocked by.seventy-five or mote chan-
nel demarcations where their sets do not re7
spond. Instead of many choices of program,
they must reconcile themselves to three, four,
or perhaps five.

Sometimes they most wonder why. If
inked, they are likely to blame the limitation
on technical problemst there atc not enough
channels available, so the government has to
allocate a minimum Dumber to each commu-
nity. The explanation sounds reasonable, and
it is the one that has been encouragedor at
least not discouragedby the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC).

The real reason has littlelf anything to do
with ekctronic phenomenawith either a
shortage of channels or. as some would hava
It, the inherent inferiority of UHF. Rather, the
limitation exists because of .the FCC's desire
to ntake sure thet viewers ace offered a big dol-
lop of edification with each swallow of enter-
tainment no matter how edifying. the edifica-
tion or how entertaining the entertainment.

A 1 do not intend to disctiss program quality
or whether federal regulation of the television
industry is necessary or desirable. My objec-
tives are far more limited. They are (1) to ex-
plore the rationale underlying the FCC's Airy
for regulating commercial television broad-.
Robert W. Cymndall. deputy director of the Council
on Weise end Price Stability, formerly served as:
professor of ecorromics et the Missechtasetts
'Mate of Tartmoiely mod as aivisor toa member
of the Federal Commoinicatibris Commeissiom.

casting and (2) to examine whether that policy
has been effective, regerdless of the merits of
hose objectives.

I address the first point by sht.;wing how
the FCC's policy for allocating channels has re-
strained comPetition, fostered monopoly prof-
its in broadcasting, and provided the means for
subsidizing "merit" programmingprogram-
ming that is regarded as worthwhile by the
FCC but that would not be provided by the
station on the basis its audience appeal. This
merit programming 'Consists of local and na-
tional news and public affairs, along with al-
most anything else (in addition to news) that
is locally produced.

I address the second point by assessing
the extent to which the FCC's merit program-
ming policies 'Yield nonentertainment program-
ming costs roughly corresponding to the mon-
opoly profits .brought about by the limitation
on the number of stations. To do this I will
analyze the costs of different kinds of progrpm
tning. Essentially my analysis represents the
first attempt to mtasure the degree to whiciez,
the FCC extracts a quid pro quocosts in-
corned by broadcasters for merit programs
in return for benefits4that go along with re-
stricting the number of stations and providing
a more limited choice of programs.

Interprathtg the "rub& loteraet"

Were profit maximization sufficient to ensure
that stations served the "public interest," the
commission's only role would be to enforce
spectrum property rights. Once stich rights
were &Amid, broadcasters could bid for them

Robert W. Crandall In Regulation, vol. 2. Jan.-Feb. 1978.: 31-89. Reprinted with per-
missiotrIkAtnarican Enterprise luatitute fur Publin Policy -Research, 1150 Seventeenth
Mt. N. W., Washington, D.C. 2008e, publisher of Regulation. Copyright 1978.
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and offin any plogiamming that they believed
to bc mohtmasinurnig (lowly. the FCC hrs
not litloprwteti the 1934 C cations Ac I
to the limited way this would suggesi Tekvi
%ion station lit ensees are evaluated on the basis
of their record in serving a wale tamp, of ill
disklual lii IC Ivia a. in reporting los al_national
and monk! etents. and m examining the malty
wow% iao OH pi catimiii,liv (acing) diet!
%love i s lii Whet won LIN. a station.% PC 140i to

IS 115,1ehled by the Ft.( 14C101(IMIt to
toes of the quantity and quoins of its non
entertainment pnigranoiling iii genet ill and lo-
cal pi owl& Ill Pm tit olio

Not suipiettntly. the ci ttt nission has he
On 10 I (Non i that stations tabulate the
tonsaim Of meta programming Of all types that
is tilleerti dm tag an annual sample of Nes en
class shoseli at ituttionit it has also begun to col
lest mu! pubhsh thrae tabulations Ito sta.
mins. with this infon ntation bet muting pay t of
the itt-ctoe retiira al plot ess esery three years
III :K41111011, n sti111011 lllll somehow ascer-
tain Its t011111RIOIR .5 pi °RI untriting needs anti
design its oficrotg,, And

to nwet thero his pi OcesS ls supposed to
make fot all statIo11 Manager% 11101 e tesponsive
to the conceit's of their commulittle

lt I !imam I mit to that FCC ivg
ulatton of telesetion broads astmg, is aimed
primarily at the 'ration licensee Each recsiwOrk
ossits fise stations. all VHF and all in major
Mal {WI s /Yu ii oi these stations and the net-
won k s licensee (but not as a network per se)
ate sublet I to the same tegulation and hcellie
tencwiti rot ai any of the twtwot It's 200
to mote other itihhates Though IletWOIks are
not sub test to licensing, pu °seeding!' except as
station owners, the rec. does have an effect on
the goaltiiis am! qualify of network program-
ming I'm mstame. a 147Q decision 10 restrict
the amount of entertainment programs that
may he offered during prime viewing hours
was bascd tilt thc commission's view that sta-
ti(1ns Should he encouragest to select programs
from a wide universe of program suppliers.
The result of this rule hos been to substitute'
g shows (which are relatively cheap) for
morc exmosive programs offered by the' net-

) VI/IF t verrfillgh ftequemv transmission) accounts for
twelve of the eighty two channel numbers appearing
on the TV dial. IMF (ultra high ftNtiencv transittiv
Still I rickotints for the other seventy

works One°may note alto the recent iniv-mal
and apparentfir illegal -family hoiir- limitation
of ses and vioklice during evening hours ne
gutiated %kith the network-4. but formally di-'
reeled at the shown,: proiviunthittg activities.
To the (-item that a station's pwaramming de.
Ctston is simply to :unties/1 or not gonnect to a
netwotk feed from New 'folk. the policies
aimed al affecting station pi ogt am quality ot
tionotit are also), in fait. aimrd at: the 'net won k

Monopoly.Croas Subsidy,
and FCC Leverage

Id 102, %shell the FCC announced its final VHF-
UHF television plan. It reaffirmed (7grand
futhei est' i'the existing VHF allocations, most-
ly to n'yoid conhonting the owners with a loss
of ittukhise saae ilecikoPe of this &cation
anti also bet aust of a generally "populist" phi-
losophy. the commission dispersed VIII' clum-
nels acioss the country in such a manner that
only 30 percent of nit television hometV can re-
ceive lout IA more commercial VHF stations
"oll the ati" (meaning without, some inter

Ilk
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methary such as cable). and less than 15 per
cent can receive five or more Markets him
Roston, tleyeland. Chic luinati. Hishimore. Phil
adelphint. and Atlanta were given only throe
lOtilMettlai VHF 'stations- so that Hartford,
Toledo. ( 01 bus (Ohio). hint:aster (Penn
%Vivant's). Chattanooga. and Macon (Georgia)
could have One 01 mom

While another 50 percent of television
honws can receive a tom th coniftwi vial tele-
sit ton tel V it ethrough the UHF bandand
mans other mai id s have unused UHF affoca
nowt. the infenority of VIII' statinns when
sompeting with VIII stations in the sanw mai
ket limits stall actual oi potential competitton.
UHF signals ale am as easily received and are
mush mole difficult to tune in on the ayes age
hinisehokd set Thus, the commission has,
through its allocations plan. cleated substan
nal monopoly tamel in television broadcast
ingtito ... poly power which iv by no means
inevitable. given the as affable spestr and
the technology that sells be applied to use tt
Far e compeotion would have been tech
los ally feasible nd still svinild be

Our was It! permit the gmwth I compe
ntion would be to per television signals tis,
be 6roaduast oser a 'h wider speitu
than the FCC allows. Another would be to re-
allocate the eighty-two thannels now desig
tinted for teleyiston so as to give each major
market perhaps as many as ten or twelve
equivalent. sompeting ta tions Smaller mar-

'keit could then be accommodated with cable
television or translators

All prdposals to increase competition.
however. have been rejected outright or simply
not acted upon. One of these. made by the
Dotnont network in 1948. was to centralize
VHF allocations in the larger cities. Aviv five
or more channels to each, and to use UHF to
serve the smaller outlying markets Another
recent proposal would have increased the num-
bet of VHF outlets by reducing the geograph-
ical distance between selected stations. A third
would have reduced the "Intermixture" of VHF
and UHF channels so as to increase the num-
bcr of effectively competing commercial sta-
tions in each market This could be done by
giving VHF to some' cities and UHF to others
nearby The effective use of UHF would of
course greatly Increase the number of stations
that each market could have (The twelve

channels In theipresent VHF band support over
500 commercial stations. while seventy chan-
nels In the UHF band support fewer than 200
commercial stations ) in any case, the mactic.al
effect of the allocations pion has been to pro-
vide the PC( with considerable leverage for re-
quiring licensees to cross subsidize programs
that the commissioners believe reflect the
-public interest

Thus, the commtsalon has, through its al .

locations plan, created substantial monop-
oly power In television broadcasting....

(And] whenever change is suggested
... the ctunmIsatoo accedes to arguments
that greater competition would be con .

trary to the public Interest because it
would reduce discretionary ftvenues used
to subsidize merit programming.

The co llllll Ission does not assert that it
has deliberately contrived a channel scarcity In
most markets, nor does it admit that it has
deliberately created monopoly profits for tome
c ercial programs. Nevertheless, whenever .

a change in the system is suggestedwhether
by means of spectnim reallocation or greater
latitude for cable television servicethe com-
mission accedes to arguments that greater
competition would he contrary to the public
Interest because it would reduce discretionary
revenues used tq subsidize merit program-
ming. Thus in fact the policy is one of offering
the quid pro quo: a limit to competition
among broadcasters offering entertainment in
return for a commitment to offer presumably
unprofitable programs that are deemed to be
-of greater social value.

This policy of cross-subsidization is fami .
liar to students of public regulation. It has
often been employed In the fields of transporta-
tion and telephone communications, with
dubious results. Rarely does a regulatory corn-
minion have evidence that the policy actually
works. But since it does not have contrary evi-
dence either (in chooses to disbelieve any that
it has), it listens sympathetically to existing
franchise holders who argue that admitting

14.
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new entrants would destroy the cross-subsidt
latton chetished by the regulators However
the FCC has not even insight evidence to sup
poll its view, or even the data from which
evidence cimld he assembled

The Coat of Merit Preirermt+Insi Thew/

It bi not imnwdiawly obvious that, other things
being equal, a broadcaster's profits should
vat y inverttely with the amount of news and
publit affairs mograms offered_ Merit programs
may cost no more to tooduce than other pro-
grnno If st heduling a substafinal number of
these programs makes license renewal castet .

the station may well by pleased to do it
On the other hand, offering more merit

progra g could reduce profitseither
Ii let 'vases in revenues or from illereasei
in programming costs It news and public, al
fairs ate ION% popular with ,viewets than co-
wl t lnmeiit programs but require Outlays as
great or nearly as great. they will produce, at
their.hrondcattieg hour, a revenue loss to the
station Flowe0i, 'twee the sue of the total
viewing audience in a market at any hour is
tit tunny fixed, one station's sacrifice is an-
other's gain_ Thus. if all stations in a market
slionld °fret the same mot of news and public
affairs and popular noel tai ... tent. the total
audience tot each station should be unaffected
over time. eve,p If news and publw affairs suffer
greatly in competition with other programs

Analysing the precise effects of the require-
ment for low, audience merit programming
is even more difficult than this masoning sug.
gests During SOIT4C periods. such velem-1y or
late evening. all stations may be offeViig iwws
programs io sonic markets. aunt in these cases
the evidence suggests that few, if any, viewers
are lost During other periods. twO or three
stations may by offering network or lot-al news
while an "independent" ( -network affiliate)
nation shows an old motion picture or network
rerun lii this case, there Is a distinct tendency
for the stations offering news to lose viewers to
the Independent_ Since public affairs programs
and certain local programming will usually be
run opposite at least one entertainment pro-
gratn on a rival channel, tBese programs will
usually drive viewers away, leaving the broad-
caster with a smaller audience for the merit
programand perhaps, because of viewer in-

14
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ortia. even during succeeding hours. But, as we
noted. if all stations offer the sante proportion
of merit programs, each will experience its
share of temporary viewer loss, nd.the rela-
tive position of the stations win he infidfeeted.

GIvenihat viewers tend to switch channels
rather than turning their sets on. it follows that
the ITC's policy of requiting progratmning iii
the "public interest" coulti affect total broad-
caster profits oniv if it affected the cost per
viewei hour delivered to advertisers This
might oecur if news and public affairs pro-
grants were 'Imre expensive to produce per
VI nut', attracted to them than the entertain-
wig programs they displace. But even If they
were, total program costs per viewer for all
broadcasters might not be salted because of the
effect of Merit programming upon the audi-
ence for competing pt ogrants at the s hour.
A simple example will illustrate this effect.

What a network will pay for a program
will depend on what it expects to he able to
charge for commercial time. Suppose that a
network paid $2 million for the rights to ex-
hibit Jaws during prime time, It might have cal
culated that it could sell twenty minotes of
llll inerclid time during the exhibition of this

filni et. say, f150,000 per minute, assuming
average competition from the other networks'
programs during thc time the film is shown.
Faced with this awesome competition, a rival
network might choose to offer a public affairs
program that provides, say, a detailed look at
air bags for automobiles. Once this sacrifice is
a ed, the network offering Jaws will raise
its asking price of commercial minutes in the
film to perhaps $175,000 per minute (II it has
not yet sold all of the time). Can the film corn.

patty that sold the rights to Jaws nose raist its
price? The answer is "no" because program
contracts are signed considerably in advance
of exhibltionoften as much" as two or three
yearswithout any provision for escalatiort if
the audience is larger than anticipated.

In this hypothetical case, even if the air
bags documentary were tnore expensive than
law5 per viewer delivered, the total cost per4
viewer of all network programs during rele-
vant hours might be no higher than if all thKee
networks offered standard entertainment fare.
Hence, while a higher cost per viewer for news
And public affairs is a necessary condition for
the existence of cross-subsidy, it is not a Sta.

23 '7
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dent condition, There may in fact be corre
*Nutting reduced costs per viewer for the pro-
pitious the viewers ehoorse to watch tweed of
the merit program; Only if all nowa and pub-
lic affairs were offered at tunes when oda,'
types of programs were unavailable Lordst one
assert that the higher cost pet vitrwel foi such
programs would pi ove crows subsid vat ion

The Coat of Merit Frogramming:
Network Data

In this section, I attempt to dee the 11C1

wol k cost NI viewer pel hour for mime-time
courron iiii lent series and for network news and
public alien's mogramming If there is a sub
stanttal added cost to merit progremtning.
there may be a t roils subsidy and we 'nay be
able to measure it If there ii little rri no added
cost. there can be no cross subsidy

Unfortunately annual tabulations of net
work news and public affait progsamming are
not now published. but each network supplied
ihe author with a complete Jilting of its 1973
programs,. as well as average audience ratings
if they were available ' Many special (one time
only ) public affan prostallis wet e 111,1 !Med

iaby the c ii mercial audience surveys, so tatings
'1Were assumed for these programs equal to the
average of those special progtams that were
rated. The results for each network are pre-
sented in Table 1, which shows the iii iber of
hours of news and public affairs on each net-
work and its average Nielsen mon* (the pm-
portion of the nation's television hdmes view-
ing the regular and "%Pedal- programs, accord-
ing to sample surveys/

Obviously, some tvay of distinguieung
among programs most be found For present
purposes. the distinctions arc dictated by the
availability of cost data Each network submits
its estimate of the costs of "news and public
affairs- programming annually to the FCC,
which publishes an ageregation of these esti-
mates This aggregate cost estimate Is used in
my analysis, so that I include as "news and
like« iniairiti-e-ind the bocal.ststion -iiii-kiis.
deecribed below, were submitted to the author while
he was an adviser to Commissioner Glen 0. Robinson
in 1074-15.

°TN. is an estimate Weed upon reported total pro
cramming coats, data on the rust of new and continu-
ing programs. end conversations with network *stem

public affairs- all the programs so classified by
the networks themselves

The varianee in the number of merit pro-
gr lug hours olfered by the networks is
striking ABC lagged behind the other two by
a wiiIc inarein, though It led in average Audi-
dice yield Its slightly better audience perform-
ance derwed from the fact that it offered fewer
programs during margimg, time periods, rather
than reflecting the perfortnance of ABC's night-
ly news prow ams or of its regulat public af-
fairs offerings NBC scheduled the largest
inn of news and public affairs hours because
the Today shim was classified as being entirely
in this category ABC hid not yet begun cool
pet ing wit h Today.

Sincv prime thne entertaitiment series at-
tracted on average 18 pekent of the nation's
television homes, Trilile 1 suggests that, on aver-
age, oetwork news and public affairs attracted
between 40 percent and 50 percent of the audi-
ence for primetime entertainment series in
1973 But how much did these programs cost
hotb absolutely and in relation to the more
popular entertainment series? The 'Individual
network data are not available for public dis-
closure, hut reports to the FCC Can by need to
obtain at least a. rough estimate. In 1973. the
three networks combined reported that they
spent $119,836.000 for the progratns includell in
Table I. $9,483 per rating point per hour. If
prime time (ev-ening) entertainment programs
cost the same per rating point per hour. attract-
ing 18 percent of television I seholds, average
costs would Cottle to $170,750 per hour Itt 1973.
thr networks incurred costs of approximately
$310j)(10,0M1 for prime-time entertainment pro-
grams, or slightly more than $180,000 per hour.'

Table
NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING OF THE

THREE NATIONAL TELEVISION NCTWOF1KS, 1971

Total Hours
og News and

Neon:WI Public Attain
. _ .

ilegur*ly scheduled Oloslredis

Aver***
Audlefte
(rmaceni of

national tiesvmen
homes)

ABC 234 7 7
CBS 619 6 2
NBC 748 7 2
Specials
ABC 21 8 7
CBS 210 8 2
NBC 218 8-yr- - - ---
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On this basis it appears that the networks may
actually vend less per viewer 'for news and
public affairs than for antertal cm series ex
Whited during prime time The comparison is
only approximate. however, and should be
qualified for two impo tant reasons

...it appears that the networks may ac-
ually spend less per viewer for wows and
public again than for entertainment series
hilittoint dining prime finis.

Film and most important. in 1973 an n nu-
sualk laige bor of public affairs prow ams
were unsponsoied especial eve1113 many of them
dealmg with the Watergate Ault An inspec-
t ttttt of the, actual pi-01;1mila indicates that ap
proximately 12 5 percent of the total viewel
hours DIM' have been unsponsored oi relatively
frce limn commeicods On the other hand,
most network news and public Anus pits
grams are broadcast at non pi one hours, due
mg which the networks and local stations in-
sert nuce commercial minutes of advertising
than they do in prume hoof s These two facto, a
may cancel One anotherthat is, the absence
of advertising In muse may be offset by the

-.greater-than-average amount of advertising in
othets. Even if they do not cancel out. howevet .
the average cost per viewer oll*ionsored news
and public affairs programs %timid rise ma-
terially above the Sla0.01.X3 for entertainment
pi ogta111% The artworks almost certainly do
not lose ey on entertainment Therefore, it
seems unlikely that news and public affair!' arc
a source of economic lossesso long as adver-
tisers using them pay no less per viewer than
they du for eittertainnwat programs

That the networks do not lose money on
news and puhlic affairs might appear surpris
Mg. but a reading of recent network activities
suggests that network news is indeed profitable,
at least at the margin Each network has been
studying the posaihility of extrodtng its nightly
half hour of news to a full hour. but affiliates'
objections have apparently blocked the move.
Moreover, the cotnpetu at 7' ) A so , based
largely on news and information p gramming,
suggests that . the networks heti e this pro-
grammiag can be ren llll erative Donickss.

soma of tho public Attire programs In prime-
thuts sacrifice audience, but the numbers would
indicate that the overall cost per viewer of pub-
lic affairs and news is no higher than the cost of
prime.thne entertainment Thus, as long as the
total audience of the three networks at each
time period is unaffected hy the insertion of
news or public affairs programs, their com
bined profits are unaffected hy satisfying the
FCC's appetite for merit programming

The Cost of Merit Programmtng:
Local Station Data

lii this section. 1 offer fairly strung test of the
degree of cross-subsidy at the local station level
by comparing the cost per viewer of news, pub.
Itc affairs, and local programs with the seine
measure for coin !aliment prow ams. If the
total television audience is unaffected by thus
extent of merit programming. such a test pro .

vides a maximum measure of the degree of
cross subsidy If one station's sacrifice of news-
and public affairs proeams enhances the audi-
ence for rival stations, this net-gain should bo
deducted from the cost of the merit program
in establishing the net cost to all broadcasters.
Ou the other hand, if viewers simply turn off
their sets in response to the merit program. it
is unclear whether total broadcaster profits are
raised or lowered, since one cannot know
whether a decrease in audience raises the price
paid by advertisers per viewer nture than it
decreases the number of viewers. The c
sinus's policy might reduce total audienceand
therdore advertising outputto a level closer
to monopoly equilibriunt. which would mean
that the "cost" to broadcasters (as a group) of
the policy of requiring unpopular program-
ming might actually be negative.

Surprisingly, the FCC does not have h
in the way of usable data on the extent of local
Ntotion programming, its audience appeal, or
Its cost. In order to analyze the economics of
local programming, I asked fifty stations, ran-
domly selected fröm a list of all licensees, to
submit their daily program logs for "sample
week" of seven randomly chosen days in 1972--
71 Of these fifty stations. thirty-five provided
sufficient information to permit identification
of local programs from these logs. Audience
figures were obtained from a national market
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reseineh survey of progyalmnIng In the respec-
tive loud markets. Wherever audience odor mas
tient WAS missing, Ii Was Alilartetrott the flasks
of data fur similar progra ting in the same
market at similar (Imes. The same was done for
all filmed and taped progra ttttt tog ( most of
which consisted of reruns of old network
series). Since it tuity be assumed dust pioftt
mardittising decisions generale the prices for
the fixed SILK h. of these film tupe Kuwaitis.
they serve as a control wimp lot analyzing the
ec01101110 5 id IOCAl prow alimony

For liMItI station prow rimming costs, I fol
lowed the FCC pm Ike of ASNOI lllll g thin all le-
pot 11%1 prow run expenses olheo ilkin film and
tape rentals are assignable to "local" pi ow ant-
ming Conaldeling the FCC's stress upon iotil
prvio umining tit the license renewal pocess. io
is ceasAable to ptes that any bias tit sus
tion teports will be towards idiom:ming the gen
eral expenses of station opelattons to "pt(5
grooming': (which heir means local program
lInsig) Therefore. o. histons On the cost of
101;41 prop g ale likely to be biased up
wai ds by an unknown al llll int

Table '2 inmates the SOMIOAIN data lot
kiln tape and othel (local) pi °gran" by aVei
Itt station outlays per week, total stewing
households dining the piow mu week. and the
avel age cost pei h ll sehold Since the "sampk
week" spanned 1972-7A, the cost data were
averaged lot the 1972 and 1973 calentlat years
The audience data were drawn fr two sam
ple periodsone in 1972, thr ot het iii 1971

Fn. these stations, local progra lllll ing ap-
pears to be much mole expensive per viewer
generated than film tape programs Obviously.
therefore, the stations were not acting as profit
maximizers If they had been, they would either
huve uffistituted film tape foi 10C'al program
ming untd the incremental costs per viewer
were equalized. or they would have reduced
total prograsu hours by keducing local offer-
ings. The observed patterns carthlot he consist
rot with profit mustimzing behavior in view of
the smaller audiences realated per hour of Iii
c iii wow t g

In then reports to the FCC, the thirty-five
stations in the sample described above showed
un riveter of 14 3 hours of local programs per
week My review of the prow am logs produced
a slightly lower estimateI3.1 hours In part,
this difference may have resulted from the fact

9

that I did not count very short local a llll ounce-
mentor and other minor interruptions which a
statlint might call local plograntolting Oot the

-other hand. I assigned an entire hour to local
prograinnttitg if the show was scheduled for an
hour, whereas the repults to the FCC aro sup-
posed to omit contitteicial Interruptions in cal-
culating local program minutes Certainly the
fact ohm my estimate of local progrant hours is
not highly correlated with the official tabula-
tions provided by the stationsindeed the cor-
relation is only 49 percent --suggests consklel-
able valiance in the definition of local program-

mingThe difference in die estimates of local pro
grainnting is not trivial lit ordel to analyxr the
effect of competition, station size, and certain
other facto! a Olt local progrant effort. I at
tempted to cal ry out regression anaiysis both
on ivy sample of 35 stations and on a much
huger sample of 465 stations. (The latter sant .
pie includes only network affiliates and utilizes
the official FCC. coinpilations of program

s In the htrger sample, station revenues
appealed to contribute t to explaining the
valiance in local programming effort, followed
by newspapel ownership of the station and the
size of du. market.

When my estimate of local program hours
was used for the sample of thirty-five stations,
it turned out that the ber of stations in the
market was the only characteristic highly cor
relattd with the total tier of hours. More-
over, for these thirty-five stations, local pro
gramming hours were more highly correlated

Table X
STATION PROGRAMMING C6STS

PER VIEWER, 1972-73
(35 Mahon samp(e)

TVplft of Programa

Film lags Other
(non It5c51) (WM)

-

Average elation outlays
per week in 1972-73
(thousfinds of dollars)

5.660 14,430

Aver tige audiences
during sample weak
(thousands of households x hours)

1,241 560

Average cost gar 1,000 households
per hour
(dollars) -

4 72 25 77

Norm FCC Fwms 324 and American Research Bureau,
Matkot Reports
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with market size than with station revenues
This suggests that competition Induces more
local program effort. while additional station
revenues Mr a given market site and degree
of competition) have no perceptible effect

Thee* results cost doubt on the notion that
the FCC can stimulate local programming
snort by restrkting the number of stations
In a gIvrtt market and thereby raising *ta-
ttoo minuse.

These tcsults cast doubt on the notion that
the FCC can stimulate haat prograo nn Ins ef-
fort by restricting the her of stations in a
given market and thereby laming station reve-
nues Even asTepttlig the results of the regrrs-
Sion alialysil based upon the larger sample--
and making use l)( the stations' own repolts to
the FCC one must conclude that the total
a vvvv Urn Ol total programming is not incirased
by restricting the bet ot stations Other
things being equal a reduction in station reve
lines generates a reductbm in local progtam-
Mg hoots which is equal to one-third of the pin -
cottage reduction in ievenues.' Thus, a dou-
bling ot stations. which shouhl approximately
decrease revenues by one halt, should reduce
local programming on each station by one-
sixth But d the number of stations is doubkd
and local programming effort is five-sixths of
its original kvel per station, total local pro-
gramming in the market is actually increased
The average outlay per program would fall, but
one ca assert that the 14 would neces-
sarily affect program quality 1A.it her forecast-
ers salaries might fall, but the accuracy (or the
attractiveness) of the meteorological forecast
probably would not change--if one assumes
that the sante (or equivalent ) weather (Ole.
(*stets would continue working (or lower sal.
arics

The Quid Pro ()on

It appears that network public affairs and news
programs are not more costly per viewer than
entertainment programs, but that lot-al public
affairs and news programs are consitkrably
more expensive than their alternatives (filmed

and taped motion pictures and network re-
runs) One might conclude, therelote. that FCC
regulation HUN}, succeed in forcing cross-sub
sidy 01 merit Nygren g of a local nature
limn the profits yielded by entertainment pro-
w anis, but that it has little effect upon the
amount of netwolk news and public affairs.
Yet, how precise is the FCC quid pro quip for
the local 5tattot& ix it litCesliary to testrict
the -Aver of stations to its current level in
order to provide each with the remotes to sup-
pun local programMing, or could similar re--
sults be obtained from a less restrictive policy?

The estimates in Table 2 suggest that as
much as 82 percent of all tionfilm program out-
lays wpm ted by stations May be sacrifices to
the FCC's appetite for local progranunIng ef-
fort (liven 1973 total bioadcast reyeinies for
licensed stetsons of 12.06 bidon and 073 min-
t-dm program expenses of $0.46 billion, the di-
version (cross-subsidy) is at most 18.3 percent
ot total broadcast revelThes. In other words, if
a station could substitute lilturape entertain-
ment programming pt the current average cost
per viewer for local fare mid not lose revenues,
ifIC helotc taxes could rise by 18.3 percent
of mvemies. Since stations averaged a return
(income plus interest) on sales of 24 6 percent
before taxes, we might conclude that the FCC's
allocations plan would have allowed stations to
earn nearly 43 percent on sales before taxes in
1973 if cross-subsidy had not been practiced.

To translate this arithmetic into a return
on capital requires only a measure of the total
capital employed by television stations in 1973.
The FCC reports that net tangible capital em-
ployesi by teltvision stations its 1973 amounted
to $749 nufillon. Since television stations are not
investors in grand entertainment projects such
as those developed by the networks, only about
one-fifth of their capital is intangible.' Before
'This Is the-result predicted by the regression equa-
tion based on the larger sample.
'This estimate is based on my review of balance
sheets for new television station licensees. A review of
public balance-sheet dal. 'for five multiple station
owners for 1973-76 generally supports this estimate.
These live companies had current assets (Including
film sights) In !Mess of current liabilities equal to
6percent of their total assets less those assets covered
by current liabilities. When one deducts Intangibles"
mostly capitalized monopoly franchise rentsfrom
the denominator, the ratio rises to 23 percent. Hence,
the estimate of 20 percent appears to be corroborated
by historical cost data In licensees' public balance
sheets.
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taxes, 1973 profit* of these stations were $4611
millkm and interest payments were $38 million.
Therefore. their beforerax return on all capital
employettwas 54 1 percent

-
tilestalun broadcaating earned

healthy 11percent return on capital above
and beyond the cost of attracting it.

The industry's cost of capital. before in
collie 111)1[3. was about 25 percent in 1973.'Thus.
tekvision bioadvasting earned a healthy 79 per-
cent return on capital above and beyond the
cost of amusing it. But without the ment
P rograinnung isquit einem. stations might (by
my estimate) have earned 95 percent on total
investment before taxes, or a 70 percent return
above and beyond the cost of attracting the
capital This 70 percent represents the quothe
monopoly profits provided by the lak of com.
petition. The difference between 70 and 29 per
cent represents the cost of the merit prop am
mingthe quid

This estimate of monopoly plaits is at best
a mint iiiii m one 111 ad(lition to the possibility
that 1 have overestimated the cost of local pro
gu g. there us also a substantial moba-
bility that a large share of 'the monopoly neve
n oes created by the c 'sSioll accrue to pC11--
formers as well as stations Actors often cant
$1000X) per hour of film in a continuing kries
and local newsmen may earn as much as $100.
000 per yealprfcea gOatly in excess of their
earnings potentials elsewhere These large sal
aries are greatly enhanced by the lack of chan-
nel choice in television Were Johnny Carson or
Carroll O'Connor competing with five or six
other national programs at the same hour. ad
vertking revenues from thcir programs would.
be 10 percent less than their existing levels As
a result. program production companies would
bid less for these stars, directors, producers.
writers, and other talent

* This assumes a dcbt-mequity ratio of 1 1, a stated
cost of debt capital of 9 percent. and a before-lax cost
of equity capital of 13 percent (or 17 percent after-tax)
This toxt of equity is the return demanded by cm rent
and prospective stockholders it is what they expect
to get in the was of dryitirlItis and growth 'The esti-
mate is hissed on a "riskiness" of the television intim
try derived from the capital-asset pricing model

2'12p

Should the FCC attempt to "tax" away the
remaining excess profits of television broad-
eastersprofits Its policies have createdby
imposing more demanding merit proglamming
requirements? Or should it perhaps entertain
ideas of admitting greater entry into television
broadcasting, increasing competition and chan-
nel choices available to most viewers? The lat-
ter course, whether pursued by liberalizing
cable television ndes, adding new assignments
to the alloeations table, encouraging satellite-
to-home broadcasting, or shifting all television
broadcasting to the UHF band, is generally op
posed on the grounds that it would endanger
the viability of some current or prospective
television station somewhere. Roswell (New
Mexico) and Hagerstown (Maryland) provide
favorite examples As long as the regulation of
television broadcasting is based upon the belief
that such very small sfistlons must be nurtured
by a unifonn national policy, large monopoly
profits will be earned by stations in New York,
Chicago, and ot her large markets.

The price of the present regulatory strategy
is not measured solely by the magnitude of the
monopoly profits and the size of the merit pro-
gr lug cross-subsidy. By restricting corn-
petitioli, the FCC deprives viewers of a variety
of alternative programs, which niight have sub-
stantial value to them or to society. Is this re-
striction worthwhile? One would have to ask
the viewers if they want more choices among
mysteries, situation comedies, and movies at
the expense of coverage of local politics, garden
clubs, and bowling contests. Perhaps someone
should
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INTRODUCTION

This is the first of two Articles analyzing the Federal Communi-
cations Commission's attempt to reduce network dominance of the
television program procutement processthe process by which tele-
vision programs are produCed, licensed, distributed, and ultimately
exhibited on local stations.' This first anicle focuses on the period
between 1959, when the Commiision Instituted its program inquiry,'
and 1970 %Oben theCommissioii adopted rules designed to regulate
network program procurement practices.' Although most of this arti-
cle consists of an extensive analysis of the Commission's economic
assumptions and conclusions, a significant [Cordon of the article is
devoted td a description of the Commission proceedings and the
lengthy reports which were released during the course of, the pro-
gram inquiry. This descriptive maierial is necessary for a Complete
understanding of the Commission's treatment of the program pro-
curement process, which is essential if the subsequent analysis is to
be meaningffil.4

...
1 The primary official -sources of bilbrmation for this article include: (I) House Comm. Om

INTIIRSTATI AND FOREION COMMBRCB. NISTWORWBROADCAVINO. H.R. REP, No. 1297, 83th .

Coes., 24 Sms. 1 0958) (hereinafter cited as NETWORK BROADCASTING): () FCC, INTERIM
RSPORT BY THU OFFICR OF NIITWORK STUDY. RESPONSIBILITY Foe BROADCAER MAMA
(1960). rxpoixxi ix NOUS. COMM. ON INTERSTATE AND FORE(ON COMMERCE. TELEVOIoN.
Nirrwonh PROORAM PROcUREMENT. H.R. REP. No. 261, Nth Ors., 1st Sess. 197jI963)
Ibminafter cited as INTIRIM REPORT): (3) FCC, SECOND INTERIM REPORT (PART 1) SY rte.

OF NETWORK STUDY. TELEVISION NETWORK PROORAAr'pRoCUREMBNT. /Err/main
IfOUSII COMM. ON INTIRSTAT1 AND FOREIGN COMMERCR, TELEVISION NETWORK PROCURE-
mINT. H.R. Rer. No. 251, Slith Cog., 1st Sem 13 (1963) (hereinafter citpd as SiCOND !N-

EM RSPORT, PART IL CO FCC, SSCOND INTIRIM REPORT (PART 11) SY THE OFFICE OF
ETWORK STUDY. TELEVISION NRTWORK PROGRAM PROCUREMENT (1965) Ilieleinafter died
SRCOPID INTBRIM RePORT, PART 11).

. ,
i 2 24 Fed. Res. 1603 (1939). .

, 3, These mine OOSsist of the network syndkatios rule, 47 C.F.R.11 73.6311()X1Xii) (1976); the,
minim* financial interest MIR. 47 C.F.R. 1 73,656(JX1)(i) (1976); and the prime.time access
not, 47 C.F.R. 1 73.635(k) (1976).

4 A detailed Imostat of the Cominission's actiOns regardiut _program procurement is un-
available elsewhere. Ais Overview of the proceedings prior to 1970 iscontained in an article by,
Ashbrook Strait, thee Chief of the Oftica of Network Study. Seellryiat. Afirforkw/esed &wird
Arias a/ Comm/region e Norms Castro/ ix TWeririm, 34 LAW a CONTREIP. Pi011. 610
(1969). a .
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The second article' will focus on the period between 1970 and
1978, and will deal with the two.major tulemaking proceedings initi-
ated by the Commission in an effort to restructure the prime-time
access ruk" and the Commission's treatment of waivers from that
rule.' The second article will also include an evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of the rules since their adoption in 1970 as well as a detailed
analysis of possible alternatives which could have been employed by
the Commission to achieve thc results which were not achieved by
the 1970 rules.

Dtiring the' program inquiry an4 the subsequent rulemaking
proceeding," a great deal of economic evidence-was submitted cOn-
cerning the re tive positions of networks and ihdependent produc-
ers in the p me-time television program magkets. Based on its
analysis of th s economic ividence, the Commission concluded that
the program procurement process was dominated by the networks to
the serious economic detriment of producers who had been
"crowded" iut of the non-network exhibition muarket and forced to
sell their programs to networks under onerous terms reflecting the
oligopsonistic power of the networks. According to the Commission,
these restrictive network practices seriously constricted the diversity .
of prime-time entertainment programming and impaired the ability
of local stations to operate in the public.interest. However, as this
article Will demonstrate, the Commission seriously misunderstood
the economic realities of the program procurement process and, as a
result, adopted rules whia had no chance .whatsoever to achieve
their intended result.

Despite the fact that much of the first article deals with events
which occurred eight years ago and relies primarily upon 1968 data,
the analysis therein is not solely of historical significance. This anal-

:. ysis not only demonstrates the futility of the Commission's 1970 ef-
forts, but also is intended to.serve as a framework for fliture analysis
of similar economic &sues. The current relevance of such a frame-
work is underscored by the Commission's recent decision to under-

5 Schwissler, Me Prime Awe Access Rule /970./97*- 411 Analysis of Replatory Farre,.to
be printed in Nw. Ut. Rev.

Considerauon of the Operation of, and Pouible Changes in, the "Prime Time Access
Rule," Report and Order, 44 F.C.t.2d 1061 (1974) 'hereinafter cited as PTAR 11); Considera-
tion of die 'Operation of. and Iroesible Changes in, the "Prime Time Acceu Rule," Second

, RepOrt and Order, 50 F.C.C.2d. 529 0975) thereinafter cited u PTAR 1111.
Between 1971 and' 1975, the Commission issued on more than 100 requests Ibr waivers;

ftOm the rectitirements of the primetime access rule.
Competition and Responstbdity in Network Television Broadcasting. Notice of PrOpoted

Rulemaking, 45 F.C.C. 2146 (1%5) 'hereinafter cited as Proposed Rulemaking,

r,

a
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take a new network investigation which will again examine "network
dominance" and, more specifically, "the question of whether the net-
works have maintained anticompetitive policies which, unduly re-
strict the development of other programming sources."9

HISTORY OF Nt.TAtoRk REOULAT1ON

The Chain Broadcasting Regulations

_ In 1938 the Commission, alarmed at the' increasing centraliza-
tion of power in the radio networks, initiated an investigation "to
determine what special regulations applicable to radio stations en-
gaged in chain , . broadcasting (werei required in the public inter-
est, convenience, or necessity."' Three years later the Commission
issued its Report on Chain Broadcasting" in which it fbund that
forty percent of the nation's radio stations, 'accounting for ninety-
eight percent of the national nighttime wattage and mord than one-
half of industry revenuet, were affiliated with a national network."
The report acknowledged the great benefitspinherent in network
broadcasting" but expressed alarm at the virtual absence of compe-

42.Fed. Reg. 4992. 4992 (1977). The Commission elso noted that the istquiry would focus
primartly on another essentially, economic issue --the relationship between the networks and
their &Mated stations. On June 30. 1977, the Comnouton stayed the Inquiry as a result of the
Senate Appropriations Commtltee's teasel to permit the Commoston to reprogram the necos-
Sary lands to establish an inquiry staff. This rellisal was "based upon a desire to preserve tle
options of the soon to be named new Chairmen of the COIllitliii1011. . . ." See Order Regard-
ing Stay of Inquiry. 42 Fed. Reg. 34913. 34913 (1977). ltilwever, a. npw Chairman has been
apprpted and has promised to reinstitute the inquiry. See IillOADCASTINO Oa 3, 1977, soapy

note et, at 34.
113 Order Instaptina Chain Broadcasting Investigation, FCC No. 37 (1930, rowelled to

FCC. REPORT ON CHAIN BNOADVASTINO 95 (1941). Chain broadcawing is dellnedsin the Coin-
municalions Act as the "simultaneous broadcasting of an identical program by two or more
connected stations." 47 U.S.C.11 15.3(p) (1970). The. Act also empowers the Commission to
"make special regulations aPplicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasitng." 47
U.S.0 I 3041) (WO).

At the time of the investigation, there were four national radio networks owned by
three different organizations: NBC, which was (and still is) a subaidiary of RCA and which
operated both the "Red" and the "Blue" networks: CBS, which was owned by the Chicago
Tribune; and Mutual Broadcasting, which was owned by R.14. Macy & Co. For the early
history of networks see National Broadcasting Co. v. United State', 319 U.S. 190, 210-15
(1943); SECOND INTRRIM RAPORT, PART II. sliOra note I. IR III; Bryant, Regulation e Broad
oato Neiwente. 13 ST. louts U.L.J 3, 3-11 (1970); Collor, 4Int1irstii/radivni l# thy Television

.
,:.largidnowing /*Autry, 22 LAW.* CONTRIAP.. Poor. 549, 557-58 (1957).

11 FCC, %PORT ON CHAIN 111110ADCASTINO (194).
12 ld at 31-0.
13 The report mutinied the following eaplanatiot °

The growth and development of chain broadcasting found its impetus in the desire to give
widespread programs which otherwise would not be heard beyond the romp-

"boss aria of a station. Chain broadcasting casket possible a wider reoar4ioss for
espeniiim Me at ant ciihural programs add alto !kir programs of hational or rie-,
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titidn among the national networks and their affiliates." After a de-
-tailed examination of the complex contractual relationship between
the networks and their affiliates, the Commission concluded that
there was no reason why broadcasting could not function as.a com-
petitive industry:

If the industry cannbt go forward on a competitive basis, if the
substantial restraints upon competition which we seek to eliminate are
indispensable to the industry, then we must ftankly concede that
broadcasting is not properly a competitive industry. If this be the case,
we recommend that the Congress should amend the Communications
Act to authorize and direct regulations appropriate to a noncompeti-
tive industry with adequate safeguards to protect listeners, advertisers,
and consumers. We believe, however, that competition, given a fair
test, will best protect the public intetest. That is the American system.' 3

Finding that many of the abuses of chain broadcasting resulted
from restrictive terms in the affiliation agreementsletween network&
and local stations," the Commission adopted rules" prohibiting
such practices as option time," exclusive affiliation of stations,' ter-

&Ronal significance which would otherwise have coverage only in the locality of origin.
Furthermore, the access to greatly enlarged audiences made possible by chain broadcast-
ing has been a strong incentive to advertisers to finance the production of expensive pro-._gra Mi.

Id at 4.
14 Id. at 47-48.
15 Id. at 88-89.
16 Id:at 97.
17 Prior to 1970, the 'Coinmission took th6 position that the Communication, Act did not

authorize the direct regulalionof networks since networks were not required to be licenied by
the Commission. However, the same result was aghieved indirectly by prohibiting any licensee
from affiliating with any network by means of an agreement which contained any provision
prohibited by the rules. The Commission had Io difficulty in finding ample authority for such
rules:

We are satiskd that the Commission has jurisdiction to issue the regulation contained in
the attached order, both as an exercise of its licensing (Unction in the public interest and
under the grant of authority contained in Section 303(i) "to make special regulations ap-
plicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting.".Either basis alone amply sup-
ports our jurisdiction; together they leave no doubt that the power exercised in these
regulations is within the clear intent of Congress.

Id. at 80. Although the chain broadcuting rules were originally adopted as indirect restric-
tions on radio networks, they were subsequently made ipplicable to television networks. 1,1
.Fed. Reg. 33 (1946).

18 6 Fed. Reg. 52581(1941). Option time provisions entitled the network to insist, upon 28
days nofice, that an affiliated station carry network programmUig during specified time peri-
ods. Shortly after its adoption, the Commission amended the rule to peimit a station to optiim
as Many as three hours during each of four specified daily time segments to one or more
networks on a non-exclusive basis provided that the station was given no less than 56 days
notke by the 'network. FCC, SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT ON CHAIN BR0ADCe4STINO 9 (1941).
Option tinsel provisions were completely prohibited in 1963. 47 C.F.R. § 73.658(d) (1976) (tele-
vision); Option Time and the Station's Right to Reject Network hessian, Second Report and
Order, 14 F.C.C. 1103, 1130 (1963). For a fUrther discussion of option time, see note 34 //On.

t9 6 Ped. Reg. 2282 (1941) (codified at 47 C.F.R. § 73.638(a) (1976) (television)). The exclu-
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ritorial excliAivity,' and network control of:station rates.2'
The validity of the chain broivIcasting rules was upheld by the

Supreme Court in Naitwal Broadcasting Co. v. United Statan a
landmark, opinion defining the t xtent of the Commission's r ula-
tory authority. NBC and pthers argued that tha Commissio ed

. regulatory authority to adopt the chain broadcasting rules;
rules were arbitrary and capricious; that, even if the Communica-.
tions Act did confer the requisite authority, such a grant constituted
an unlawful dele.gation.of legislative ixiwer;.and that oe rules vio-

sive'affiliation provision prohibited an affiliiited station from broadcastinikrograms offered by
other networks. .

20 6 Fed. Res_ 2282 (1941) (codified at 47 C.F.R. § 7.1.658(b) (1976) (television)). The gni-
tonal exclusivity provision prohibited networks from offering to another station in the same
market programs Much had b*en rejected by an affiliate

21 6 Fed. Reg 2282 (1941) (codified at 47 C.F.R. # 73.654(h) (1976) (television)). This rule
was directed at provisions HI affiliation agreements prohibiting affiliated stations from charging
a lower rate for non-network advertising tune than the networks charged for network advertis-
ing time. The chain broadcasting rules also limited the term of affiliation to one year This was
increased to two years in the Supplemental Report. 6 Fed. Reg. 5258 (1941) (codified at 47
C.F R § 13.658(c) (1976) (television)). Ste FCC. SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT ON CHAIN BROAD-
CASTINO 4 (1941)

The rules also prevented several other network practices Network ownership of radio
mum, was restncted 6 Fed Reg_ 2282 (1941). For limitations on ownership of television.
stations, sea 47 C.F_R §§ 73 636, 73.658(I) (1976). Affiliation agreements were prohibited from
preventing or lundenng a local station froth refusing to exhibit Vtitwork programs which it
"reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable" or "contrary to the public interest." or
(tom silbstituting "a program of outstanding local or national importance." 6 Fed. Reg. 2282
(1941) (codified at 47 C.F.R. § 73.658(e) (1976) (television)). Finally, the operation of more
than 044 network by any network orsanizition was prohibited. 6 Fed. Reg. 2282 (1941), The
latter rule was subsequently suspended. The Commission noted that "Pleparate owpership of
what are nOw the Red and Blue networks of' Ne is so generally recogniled to be desirable
that we believe a separation will soOn occur without the spur of a legal mandate." FCC, SUP-
'PLEMENTAL REPORT ON CHAIN BIOPADCASTING 14 (194i). Despite the fact that NBC sold its
Blue network to ABC LIS 1943, SECOND INTERIM REPORT, PART II, Arra note I, at 176. the
network ownership rult was readopted in 1944. 8 Fed. Reg. 16.065 (1943). See Blake & Blum.
Networh Television Rate Practicer A-Case Study M the l'aihsre rSocial 'Control of Price Dis-
crimmanon 74 yALE L.J. 1339. 1394 (1965). For a general analysis of the chain broadcasting
rut's, see Note, The Impact of the FCC's Chain imadcasting Rule; 60 YALE L.J. 78 (1951);
Note. PCC Rerdation ,of Competition Among Radio Nelmork$ 51 YALE L.J. 448 (1942). On
March 23. 1977, the Commission repealed several of its regulations conceming radio network
practices, including those limiting or prohibiting exclusive affiliation, option ume, terms ol
network affiliation, and network control over station time rates. 42 Fed. Reg. 16,415 (1977).

22 319 U.S. 190 (1943). Shortly after the adoption of the chain broadcasting tules, NBC and
others attempted to enjoin the Commission ftom enforcing them. A three-judge distnct court,
la an opinion by Judge Learned /land, upheld the Commission's action. 47 F. Supp. 940
(S.D.N.Y. 1942). For a discussion of the chain broadcasting rules and the NBC case. see Bar-
ber, Competition. Free Speech mod ACC Radk, NeNork Repdationa 12 Gco. WASH. L. REV. 34
(1943); Bryant, supra note 10, at 19-20; Kalven, Broadcasting, Ptilk_Polky and the !Vs,
Ameninsioi, 10 1.1. & ECON. 15, 41-45 (1967).
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. .1.
lated the first amendment.2.1 Rejecting the arguments that the Com-
mission's regulatory power was narrow, the Court found that
"Congress endowed the Communications Commission with compre-
hensive powers to promote and realize the vast potentialities of ra-
dio"" and that these were "not niggardly but expansive. powers.'"
This broad authority included the adoption of the ruleS in question,
which were properly delegated to the Commission and which were
not exercised in an arbitrary and capricious manner.

The Court, almost in passing, rejected Ihe appellants' first
amendment argument, noting that, by its very nature, broadcasting
is a limited channel of communications which is not available to all
who wish to be heard over the air and that it is the proper function of
the Commission to decide who, shall have this opportunity add who
shall notiprovided that the basis for this choiceis proper." Approv-
ing the choice implicit in the rules as within the "public interest," the
Court held that:

Congress did not authorize the Commission to.choose among appli-
cants upon the basis of their political,.economic or social views, or
upon any'n(her capricious basis. If it did, or,lf thc Commission by
these regulanotts proposed a choice Among applicants on some-such
basis, the issue before us would be wholly dilferent.27

The Network Broadcasting Report

Twelve years later, on July 20, 1955, the Commission initiated
its second investigation of network practices by creating a committee
of commissioners' "to determine whether the present operation of
television 4nd radio networks and their relation,ships with stations
and other components of the industry tend to foster or impede the
development of a nationwide, competitive br;adcasting system."29

11 319 U S. at 209
24 Id at 217.
Section 303(g) provides that the Commission shall "generally encourage the _larger and
more effective use of radio in the public interest"; sUbsection (i) gives the Commission
specific "authonty to make special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in
chain broadcasting", and subsection (r) em ipowers t to adopt "such rules and regulations
and presi!nbe such restrictions and conditions, not inconsistent with IAW, as may be neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this Act".
25 Id at 219.
26 Id at 226-27.
27 Id at 226.
25 FCC Delegation Order No. 10 (July 22, 1955), reprinted in Nei-worm BROMWASTINO,

islpPO note I, at 667.
2.4 NErviortit BROADCASTINO, farce note I, al I. FOr a general analysis of this report, see

Barrow, Nerword ProadcastutrThe Report ti the FCC Neitturk Study St44. 22 LAW & CON-
remr. Pena 611 (1957i and Keyes. Recommendations of the Network Stud1 Sue A Study of
Nm-Frice Discruninatiom im Iltroodcast TrIrralon 27 0/1.0. WASH. L. Ray. 303 (1959).
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In additiim to the network activities which had previously been dealt
with in the Chain Broadcasting Rep Ort,' the network study commit-
tee directpd the staff to investigate numerous aspects of network op-
erations involving the production, distribiftion, and.sale of programs
for network broadcasting. These included: ( I) the effect of the net-
work program selection process on competition among program
sources, (2) the capability of independent producers to produce net-
work quality programming, (3) the possibility of network discrimina-
tion against independently produced programs carried on the
network, and (4) the advisability of permitting networks to obtain
financial interests in independently produced programs eithibited on
the networks and to engage in program production:"

ao°
The study committee recommended that the Commission adopt

rules prohibiting several network practices, including option time,
continued attempts by networks to influence the non-network rates
of their affiliates, "must-buy" practices,' and network representa-
tion of affiliated stations thit were not owned by the networks in the
sale of non-network time. In addition, the committee recommended
that the Commission seek congressional authorization to regulate
networks directly." DUIC to the refusal of some independent produc-
ers to provide financial data, however, the staff was unable to include
an analysis of the programming issues which were originally within
the intended scope of the study.' It noted that "itlhe remaining mat-
ters involving programming will be the sublect of a supplemental
report at such time as the necessarS, information may be obtained.""

3() Stenotes 18-21 supra
II NI, TWORIL BROADCASTINO, IllipA1 note I, at 7.
32 Prior to 1960, the networks each had tome form of ".must-buy" or "minimum-purchase"

requirement under which an kdyertiser was required to purchase time on certain specified
stations (CBS. NBC) or on a minimum number of stations (ABC). This practice was volunta-
rily abandoned by the networks without Commission rulemaking. Ste Salant, Fisher, &
Brooks, The /41/MIHMIS and Proem-es of a Televisiom NeIwork 22 LAW & CONTEMP. Paoli. 584.
599 (1957).

n NEI-woe& Beonnt.ASTINU, sarra note I. at 654-61. The Commission subsequently
adopted rules abolishing option time, 28 Fed. Reg 5501 (1963) (codified at 47 C.F.R. §
73.658(d) (1976) (television)), and prohibiting networks lkorn representing &Billeted stations
that were not owned by the networks in the sale of non-netwifrk time, 24 Fed. Reg. 9003 (1959)
(codified at 47 C.F.R. § 73.658(i) (1976) (television)).

" NETWORK BROADCA3TIN(1, Awn note .1, at 7-8. Tber FCC subsequently prevailed in its
attempt to obtain this data. FCC v. Cohn, 154 F. Supp. 899 (S.D.N.Y. 1957).

35 NETWORK BROADCASTING, mime note I. at 8.
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FCC INVESTIGATION OF PROGRAM PROCUREMENT

In 1959, the Commission instituted an investigatory proceeding
designed to obtain information', and data concerning "the policies
and practices pursued by the networks and others in the acquisition,
ownership, production, distribution, selection, sale and licensing of
progtims for television exhibition . . . ."" More speOfically, the
Commission indicated that it sought information concerning, net-
woik ownership and control of programming, network involvement
in program syndication," and the extent to which networks obtained
financial interests in independently produced programs as a precon-
dition to network exhibition."

In 1962, pursuant to the original order for investigation, the Of-
fice of Network Study submitted Part I of its Second Interim Report,
in which the staff concluded that network program procurement
practices "unduly restrict and restrain the competitive development
of the market for independently produced network television pro-
grams.' In 1965, the Commission promulgated proposed rules
designed to correct the competitive problems in the program pro-'
curement process identified during the course of the inquiry.40 Five

36 24 Fed. Reg 1605 (1959).
37 Program Iiimbcation refers to the "sale" (licensing) and distribution of tolevision pro-

grams on A station by station basis. Off:network syndication involves the "sale" of programs
which were originally exhibited on a netwonk and which are being distributed for exhibition
by local stations as "reruns." erst-nm *mkt-anon involves the "sale" of programs which have
not been previously exhibited on a network and which are being distributed fororiginal exhi-
bition by local stations. A program "sold" in syndication is licensed to as many local stations
as possible but only to one station in each market. Commission rules limit such territorial
exclusivity it; an area 35 miles beyond the city of license. 47 C.F.R. § 73.658(m) (1976).

311 SAMOIC 36 now Nine months after initiating inquiry in response tp both the television
quiz show scandal and aUegations that records were benapromoted without proper sponsor-
ship identification, the Commission enlarged the scope Writs investigatory proceeding to in-
clude a study of the selection and presentation of programfning which is not in the public
interest and which fails to meet generally accepted standards as to "decency, propriety, fair-
ness, and balance . . . ." 24 Fed. Reg. 9275 (1959). Pursuant to this supplemental order, the
Office of Network Study submitted its First lntenm Report to the Commission on June 16,
1960, INTERIM REFOAT, note I awn The Commission also dealt with part of this material in
aut. well-known en banc session. S. 23 Fed. Reg. 7291- (1960). Most of the Material dis-
cussed An these reports knot rekvant to the program p urement process and will not be
discussed.

39 Letter of Submittal from Ashbrook P. Bryant, Chief, Office of Network Study, to the
Commission (Nov. 28, 1962), reproved M House Cows. ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COM-
MERCE, TELEVISION NETWORK PROORAM PROCUREMENT, H.R. REP. No.281, 88th Cong., 1st
Sess. II (1964.,

40 Propoeed Rulemaking. note 8 miens Four months liner the Office of Netwoat Study
submitted Part II of its Second Interim Report on television netwiirk prOgram procurement.
Sworn) Irs-rteou REPORT, PART II, note I Acme The -main purpose of this report vms.to
proyide documentation for the "statements, conclusions and suggestions" contained in Part I

235
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years later, the Commission adopted the proposed rules with some
important modifications.4'

Network Dominance

Based on information obtained in the pr6gram inquiry and the
rulemaking proceeding, the Commission concluded that the televi-
sion networks dominated the program procurement process. It
stated:

The in ion and data before the Commission appear to establist
tha work corporations, with the acquiescence of their affiliates,
h e adopted and pursued !practices in television program procurement
and production through which they have progressively achieved vir-
tual dominaiion of television program markets. The result is that the
three national network corporations not only in large measure deter-
mine what the American people may see and hear during the hours
when most Americans view television but also would appear to have
unnecessaiily and unduly foreclosed access to other sources of pro-
grams.42

Altbough the Commission did not clearly define the relevant ec-.1.4

onomic markek it is clear that it was concerned with network domi-
nance of the malkets available to the independent program producer
for the "sale" of prime-time entertainment programniing in the top
fifty television markets in the country." Essentially, the Commission
viewed the problem as one involving competition between networks
and independent producers for access to prime-time op television

of the report. This documentation consists of.excerpts from the testimony of thief directly
conormed with the program production and procurement process. For a synopeis of the pro-
gramming inquiry, see Bryant, note 4 rare

41 Competition and Responsibility in Network Television Broadcasting, Report and Order,
23 F.C.C.2d 382 (1970) 'hereinafter cited as PTAR I.

42 Proposed Rulemaktne. rape note 8, at 2147. r
43 The Commission stated that acoeuto prime time was "the key to a healthy syndication

industry because it is . . the time of day when the available audience is by far the greatest."
FlIAR 1, _reverends 41, at 394.

44 The Commission focused on the top 50 markets because they contain 75% of the nation's
television audience. The Commission cpncluded that aocess to stations in these markets was
essential to form ashadequate base of stations fbr "a healthy syndication indust6 . . . capable
of product-ha prime-time quality programs . . ." PTAR I. 3*r/a note 41, at 386. The Com-
mission noted that "while a program need not be shown in all 50 markets to be financially
succeufUl. it must be shown in% substantial number of these markets." Id at 394 n.32. The top
50 markets are to be determined by reference to Americ,an Research Bureau (ARB) figures for
total homes viewing in the market during prime tints. See Request for Waiver of the Prime
Time Access Rule (Stations in the Mountain Time Zone), Memorandum Opinion and Order,
32 F.C.C.2d 66 (1971). The Commission was also primarily concerned with entertainment
proeramming. PTAR I. rewenote 41, at 385. Hereafter, unless otherwise indicated, the discus-
eon will be limited to prime-time entertainment programming on stating's In the top fifty mar-
kets.
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stations in the top fitly markets. The market position of cavil was
_analyzed in terms of the average number of weekly hours devoted to
network or first-run syndicated programming on such stations. In
these terms the Commission found that the networks, by virtue of
their economic and creative control over both network anct.off-net-
work programming, had gained a position of almost total domi-
nance.

Non- Network Exhibition. ----Indepthdent producers attempt to
Nell their first-run syndicated programming to both .network-affili-
ated" and independent stations." In view of the fact that the in-
dependent stations, having no network affiliation, exhibit virtually
no network programming,' the Commission felt that these stations
should be the "backbone of the syndication market."" However, it
found that first-run syndicated programming on independent sta-
tions was rapidly being replaced with off-network programming
which was economically and creatively controlled by the networks.49
Furthermore, the Commission noted that only fourteen of thc top
fifty markets had one or more independent Very High Frequency
(VHF) stations. 5° Thus, the Commission concluded that access to

41 An golliaird rialion is one which has contractually "affiliated" with one of the three na-
tional networks. Affiltaas are selected "on the basis of.their ability to provide the widest possi-
ble coverage without substantial duplication." Blake & Blum, supra note 21. at 1343. In 1970.
AIR' had 153 pnmary affiliates. CBS had 202 pnmary affiliates, and NBC had 184 primary
ffiliates. 119701 BROADCASTING Y B. E8-E15.

4" Although networks produce virtually all of their own news iaid public aflitirs program-
ming. they prothnsi almost none of the entertainment programs exhibited on their facilities
Proposed Rulemaking. supra note 8. at 2152.

47 In the rare event that an affiliated station fails to "clear" its time for the network pro.
grant, which it must have the nght to do under 47 C.F.R. § 73.658(e) (1976), another station in
the sante Markel may exhibit the network program. /d § 73.658(h).

" PTAR I. .nipria note 41. at 385
44 Proposed Rulemaking. nieranote 8. at 2156-57. The Commis.sion found that the percent-

age of prime time devoted to first-run syndicated programming on independent stations de-
clined from )5 5% in 1958 to 25 4% in 1968, while the percentage of such time devoted to off-
network programming increased from 2 8% to 32 8% over the same period. PTAR I, supra note
41. at 385.

50 rrAR 1, .nipea note 41. at 386 The Comnussion did not consider the fact that.there were
an additional 22 markets in the top 50 with one or more independent Ultra High frequency
(UIIF) statiom. See Aarinnt LIME, INC.. TELLVISION PROORAM PROUUCTION, PRO-
CURFMENT. DISTRMU LION ANO SCIIFOUt mo, 147 (Table 61) (1969) (hereinafter cited as 1969
Lyme RLroarl. This was undoubtedly due to the fact that UHF stations operate at a distinct
disadvantage vis-a-vis very Ihgh Frequency (VHF) stations due to deficient electromagnetic.
propagation characteristics and because, at that time. many television sets did not have UHF
tuners. See BitNe.N. TILE VALUE OF TELEVISION TIME AND THE PROSPECT FOR NEW 'STATIONS
(1973), KRASNOW & LONOLEY, THE POLITICS OF BROAOCAST REGULATION 97 (1973): Park.
Cable Television, oar Broadtariing, and FCC Regulatory Pollcx 13 1.1. & ECON. 207 (1972);
Webbink. The Impact of 11H1: Proinorion. 77er All.Channel Television Receiver Law 34 LAW &
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such stations alone would nbt provide an adequate number of sta-
tions to support a healthy syndication industry."

The Commission also concluded that independent producers
had virtually no access to the affiliated stations, which in 1969 in-
cluded 153 (68.3 percent) of the 224 television stations in the top fifty
markets. This lack of access occurred because mast of the prime-time
programming exhibited on these Stations consisted of programs pro-
vided by the networks" and because the percentage of non-network
time devoted to off-network programming on such statio s was rap-
idly. increasing." The Commission concluded that the i herent ad-
vantages of the networks in competition for prime tin on the
affiliated stations constituted a major obstacle to ,the redevelopment
of a healthy independent syndication industry even in the absence of
the now-proscribed op!ion time clauses." The Commission speCified
four advantages flowing from the network-affiliate relationship: (I)
the ntitural tendency of affiliated stations to do more business with,
their dominant supplier, (2) the simplified network pyogram distribu-
tion system, (3) the economies resulting from the affiliation agree-
ment itself, and (4) the economies of scale networks can offer

.CONTEMP. PROS. 535 (1969): Note. Me Darkened Channels: UHF Tr/eta/on and Me FCC, 75
tiAav. L. REY 1578 (1968).

33 VIAR I. nepes, note 41 at 386.
32 Networks generally offered a prune-time schedule consisting of three and one-half hours

* of network programming per night. /d at 395. According to the Commission, affiliated sta-
tions broadcast. or "cleared." more than 94% of all prime-time programming offered by the
networks. Proposed Rulemakipg, nyvii note 8, at 2149 n.14. The Commission also found that
in 1968 affiliated stations carned an average of only 3.3 to 4.7 hburs per week of non-network.
prime-time programming. depending on market size. PTAR I. skpla note 41. at 385.

33 The Commission found that the percentage of non-network time devoted to off-netwOrk
programming on affiliated stations increasad from 4.8% in 1958 to 19.6% in 1968. while the
percentage of non-network time devoted to first-run syndication decreased on such stations
from 38% to 17% ever the same period. PTAR I. Illpra note 41. at 386.

34 /d. at 394. Option time clauses were a standard provision in contracts between the net-
works and their affiliates whereby the affiliated stations agreed to broadcast all sponsored net-
work programs which were offered during designated hours. The Commission concluded that
option tune was not in the public interest and eliminated h. Option Time and the Station's
Right to Reject Network Programs. Second Report and Order, 34 F.C.C. 1103, 1130 (1963)
The Commission found that option time restricted independent producers' access to certain
broadcast hours and concluded that this anticompetitive effect was not in the public interest.
reasoning that option time was not necirssary to successfill network operations and that tt acted
as a restraint on the licensee's responsibility in program sekction. Option time was discussed
by the Commission in FCC. REPORT ON CHAIN BROADUASTMI 62-65 (1941). Set also NrI-
Vioilit BROADCASTINO, arra note I. et 279-400; Barrow, Antaratt and the Regulated Indwart
Promoting COSINNIMON at Sroadnuting 1964 DUKE Li. 282, 289-91; Boson & Soligo, The
Econanks ty the Network---4/iltattr.,Relatiorah* in At Television lima/carting Irahotry, 63
Am. ECON. Rev. 259, 265-66 (1973); Blake & Blum, supra note 21, at 1395-97; Schwartz4fin-
mem imtd the FCC: The Probkm Network Dominance, 107 U. PA. L. Rev. 733 (1959).
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advertisers."

The Commission attributed the substantial loss of sales by in-
dependent producers to their lack ota unified distributional system
and not to superiority in the quality of network programs. This con-
clusion followed from the fact that almost all network entertainment
programs weie produced by independent producers."

Network Eihthition With the rapid contraction of the non=
'network exhibition market, the Commission found that independent
producers were forced to look to the network exhibition mareket for
program sales. Prior to 1958, there were two potential purchasereof
prune-time programming for network exhibition: the three networks
themselves and a large number of national advertisers" who would
then purchase time from one of the networks for exhibition of the
program." However, the Commission found that, since the 1957-58
television season, the number of programs purchased directly by ad-
vertisers" began to decline sharply, while the number of programs
licensed directly to the noworks,m) and controlled economically and
creatively by them, rose concomitantly. Thus, in 1957, 35.6 percent
of all prime-time network entertainment programming during se-
lected sample weeks consisted of independently produced programs
licensed to advertisers, while only 43.2 percent of prime-time pro-
gramming consisted of programs licensed directly to.the three net-
works." By 1968, however, only 3.8 percent of network prime-time
entertainment programming consisted of independently produced
programs purchased by advertisers while the percentage of prime-. _

" VTAR I. suora note 41, at 386-87
56 Id at 387
" The Commission estimated that there were 50 to 100 such advertisers in thitpotential

market
18 Seeli;hitiu4rtaist REroal. PAR I II. supra note 1, at 218-19, 721-22. As a matter of

policy. networks would only sell broadcasting time to advertisers and political.cantlidates. See
Proposed Rulemaking. sirra note 8. at 2150 & n 15. Thus. in testimony taken during the
programming inquiry, an executive from NIIC stated that NBC would not sell time to an
mdependent producer who wished to place series on a network. SECOND INTERIM REPORT,
PART II, Awn, note 1, at 194. 721 See also SECOND liv-trami REPOR r. PART I, supra note I. at
97,

59 Network programs licensed by advertisers front producers were known as "advertiser-
licensed" programs.

64) Network programs licensed from producers by a network were known as "producer-
licensed" programs.

61 PTAR I, salmi note 41. at 390. The remaining 21,2% was produced by the networks
themselves /d These figures differ slightly from 'those found in .the 1469 LITTLE R6PoRT,
supra note 50, at 5-8 (Table 2) The Commission indicates that their figures were based on data
submitted directly by the three networks. Pl'AR I. nipra note 41,.at 389 n.17.
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tinie programming licensed by independent producers directly to
networks increased to 92.1 percent."

According to the Commission and the network study staff, this
dramatic change was the result of the adoption of new advertising
techniques and network scheduling practices. As the data indicate,
prior to 190 it was common for a single sponsor to purchase one or
more entertainment series from a producer and utilize the advertis-
ing time during each .episode to exhibit its own commercial
messages!' However, as the result of substantial increases in produc-
tion costs," caused in part by the switch to longer program formats"
and the use of fILm as opposed to live programming," the number of
national advert sers who could afford sole or dual sponsorship of
network progra4ns rapidly diminished.' At the same time, advertis-
ing research indicated that it was more effective to diversify advertis-
ing investments in shorter units of commercial time, known as
"participations," which were placed in a number of different pro-
grams." As a result, most national advertisers stopped sponsoring
single programs and began to rely on short thirty- or sixty-second

62 PTA R I . s u p ra note 4 1 . at 390. ProgrammMg produced by the networks dropped to 4.1%.
Id

6-) Id .At one tune Procter and Oamble was the sole sponsor of 12 regularly scheduled
3enci on network television. Id. at 408 n

04 Testimony indicated that the tom of an hour-long program increased from $70,000 in
1956 to SI10,000 in 1961 SECOND INTERIM RIPORT, PART II. supra nme I. at 259. By 1968,
the average production coat of an hour-long program had nsen to 5195,730. TEL EVISION MAO-
Amt., May, 1968, at 22-25.

05 The percentage of pnme-time hours consisting of hour-long programs increased from
JO 19, in "1957 to 76 7% in 1968. PTAR I. Arra note 41, at 390 n.19. The staff noted that almost
all of these hour-long programs were " 'controlled by, 'committed by, financed by and placed 1'7
in the time periods and offered for sale' to advertisers by netWorks managers ii such' on a
'take it or leave it. basis' " and that thc transmon.to hour-long programs was "Ial substantial
factor contributing to economic and creative control of piogram markets by networks." SEC-
OND INTL RIM REPORT, rAiiT mew note I. at 733.

-06 This change was made because the use of film (or videotape) permits subsequent syndi-
cation of programs and because it makes possible programming which could not have been
undertaken in a "live" format. SECOND INTERIM REPORT, PART I, swpra note I. at 76 SECOND
INTERIM REPORT*. PART II, AVM hole 1 at 325. According to the staff the "massive sluff' to'.
film led to the almost complete domination of the syndication market by off-network prqducts...
SECOND INTERIM REPORT. PART II, AIM/ note I. at 760.

6/ Leonard points out that in 1967 the estimated annual expense of supplying an entire
program was $12 4 miltion.in,tunt and program costs for a full hour evening show and $6.7
million for a half-hour seri% A. a result, he found that only 3) advertisers had budgets lap
enOugh to buy a half-hour series and that only 14 could afford an hour-long series. Leonard,
Noisy,* Teleavon F*wg 4 COMMINI, 42 J. Bus, U. Cui. 93, 94 (1969). Sef aro I ARTHUR
D LITTLE..INC , TELEVISION PROORAM PRODUCTION, PROCUREMENT Atari SYNtsicAnqi4 2$
(1966) thertutaaer ciied u 1966 Limn ReponTI.

6. Sei Blake & Blum new note 2t; at 1346-47.
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participations."
The staff also concluded that the networks were-actively seeking

to gain control .over their programping by obtaining thc network
exhibition rights to as many of the prime-time entertainment pro-
grams exhibited on the networks as possible in order to be able to
ensure thc scheduling of programs which appealed 'to Mass audi-
ence!" In comments tiled with the Commission,chowever, the net-
works argued that the changes in advertising methods had not been
brought about by the networks hut were solely the result of determi-
nations by national advertisers that dispersal of comMercials over
several programs in the form of participations was more effective
and efficient than sole or dual sponsorship!' Furthermore, the net-
works claimed that they had no motive to reject programs licensed to
advertisers. First, they argued that revenues from-advertiser-supplied
programs were greater than revenues from network-licensed pro-
grams!2 Second, they noted that the switch to network-licensed pro-
'grams had increased network risks significantly since they no`tv must
purchase thc program before selling commercial time to advertis-

..

60 lit IWO. the Commission noted that the trend was towards 30-second spots PTAR I,
lUpra note 41. at 390 This was primarily duc to the fact that 30-second commercials were
found to be almost as effective as 60-second spots Id at 408 n.22.

IN1tRIM R FPsR r. Arra note I. at 327. For a discussion of the reasons why the networks
seek to maximize audiences, see text accompanying notes 345-49 Osfra. It has also been sug-
gested that the networks facilitated the change to packager-licensed programs is a contractual
method of ,vertical miegration which would avoid the regulatory action which might be pro-
voked if the networks expanded their own program production activities. Long. Antitrust and
he TeIeverwm Networks. Restroteaermg Via Cable TV. 6 ANTITRUST L. & ECON. REY. 99, 105
(No 4. 1973) See also OWEN. BEEDL. & MANNINO. TELEVISION ECONOMICS 20 (1974), Blank,
releverion 4diertstmg The drew Daeosou //liefliNt or lionipandy Reward, 41 J. Bus. U. Citi.
10, 20.22 11968), Crandall. The Ecomoute 4fleci gi Televiston-Netuvrk Program "Ownersh4o."
14 I I. & E ON 385 (1971) The staff also concluded that the increased usemtliffUrItiii pro-
grams sod participations was not without benefit in that it enabled smaller advertisers to
purchase national television time SitLIND INTERIM REEORT, PART II, SUpra note I, al 733.
llowever, the staff warned (hat the practice had been carried to extremes and had betome "a
highly effective implement of concentration of progrism contiol" whic\h tended to discourage
diversity "especially since almost all hour-long film series are consciously designed . . ..for.
hulk circulation ",/af at 734

PTAR I. supra note 41. at 407
72 The staff rejected the argument that networks had mattered large "program" losses as the

result of the switch to producer-licensed programming. The argument' warbased on a tompari-
son between program costs to the networks and revenues received from advertisers for "pro-
gram charges." Ilowever, the staff noted tiiat the networks faded to take into sovuht revenues
received from advertisers for use of network time and that when both time and program neve-
nues are examined it is clear that network revenues and profits were raiiidly expanding. SEC-
OND INTERIM REPORT, Nar..11. Apra note I, at 739. The staff found that, since the network
testimony in 1962. total net income of the networks from network operations had almost treb-
led Id at 17 See atm Proposed Rulemaking, .rupra note 8, at 2156 n.37.
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ers.7)

Despite the fact that the leading advertisers attributed the in-
crease in hour-long programming to the networks." and the fact that
counsel for CBS admitted that networks controlled the creative proc-
ess in order to attract large circulation advertisers," the Commission
concluded that "ftihe testimony before us is in conflict as to whether
tho increased control has been used in order to maintain bulk circu-
lation, or whether it has been due to the increased productions (sic)
costs of 'quality nctwork programs, or to the evolution of more so-
phisticated marketing, techniques and advertising practices." How-
ever, the Commission did find that the switch from advertiser-
licensed to producer-licensed programming had greatly facilitated
network control over prime-time programming." The Commission
fiirther concluded that this concentrition of program control was not
in the public interest since: (I) it adversely affected diversity of pro-
gramming;'62) it impaired the ability of independent producers to
compete with the networks or to deal on an equal basis with them;"
(3) it tended to retard the development of the non-network syndica-
tion industry which was thought to be necessaiy to the development
of new Ultra High Frequency (UHF) stations;" and (4) it placed

73 SEAOND lNTiIM REPORT. PART II, AVOW note I. al 267.
74 PTAR I. rare note 41, at 408. Howe.ei. At least one advertiser, Charles Underhill of

United States Steel. testified that the result was accidental Sieconn INTERIM REPORT, PART
Arra :Vale I, IR 82. For a summary of the advertiser's testimony. see SW:ONO 'INTERIM RE-
PORT, PART awe note I, al 742-55. Commissioner Cox, in his concurrence to the adoption
of PTAR I. note 41 .npinr. argued that the networks' control over pnme-time network pro-
gramming, with the concomitant demise of first-run syndication, occurred af the result of the
*ideation of network programming into the 10-30 to 11(X) p m. period and not from the switch
to botir-long programming and participations, which, he asserts, came later Id at 417 (Cox.
Comnir. Qoncurrini).

75 rIAR I, Ara note 41... at 391
76 Proposed Relemaking. imam note 8, at 2153 (footnotes omitted). See also SECOND IN-

TERIM RePORT, PART II, 1110011 note I. at 735.
" PTAR I, lyre note 41, at 387. The staffs conclusion is laponed in SECOND INTERIM

RANA; PART I, uranote I. at -97-911. Sea also Johnson, l'Yeedom to &ewe: The Implkations
Antlinisr Policy for Television Programming Content, 1970 LAW & Soc. ORD. 337. For

COGCSIMIdeunption of the program development process. SCe SECOND INTERIM REPORT, PART

seem cwt. 1, at 217-18.
79 Proposed Ruletnakmg. rwranote 8, al 2157. The Commission noted that "lai diversifica-

tion of economic int-erest and power in this area is a cardinal principle of the, ublic interest
Maadard of the tommunteations Act " Ii

79 "In the top 50 markets, which are the eaSential base for independent producersib market
provams outside tbe network proceu, they are at such a serious disadvantage tkut prime time
brat nie syndicated programming has virtually disappeared." PTAR I. Arra note 41, at 194
ifbotao(e omitted).

/00 The stair noted that if the anticipated new UHF stations are to succeed, they will have to
be able to compete wtth existtng network-Affiliated VHF stations. Given the economic barriers
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netwiorks in a position where they had a clear conflict of interest in
choosing. fo; original _network exhibition, between programs in
which they had subaiquent financial interests and programs in which
Oiey hitd no such intereats."

Network Acquirimm gf Subsequent Righis-M. Programming

According to the-Commission, the lack of a national advertiser
market and the disappearance of the first-run syndication- market left
producers with _only one viable alternative-,--licensing (heir programs
to the networks for, network 6thibitiOn. However, the _Commission
found that, in Mc process of liconsine their programs .to networks,
producers were almost invariably required to cide -a snbstantial
shikre of the subsequent rights" in these programs to thelietworks
a quidpro quo for network exhibitiOn.:" The Commission nOted that
data acquired during the program inquiry and the rulemeing pro-
ceeding revealed that there had been a significant increaSe in net-,
work acquisition of subsequent rights frOm 1957 to 1967" and that
network power was such that neither producers-who had succeeded
in selling programs to networks ovet- a .period of several years nor the
major motion picture producers" had been able to secure , a

to the creation of a Iburth network. these new UM stations will be unable tti acquire network
affiliation. and thus "the ultimate answer for the program procurement problem of nonaf-
filiated stations must be fi:Ctilcifin a greatly expanded independent syndication industryan
Industry which is financially competent to provide rfsk capital to produce programs ofa 'quali-
ty' wmPerable to those which p4sently are available for network exhibition." SIWOND IN-
TERIM Iti.rost, PAR t II. Arra note I. at 768. The Commission has long been concerned with
obstacles to the growth and development of UK stations. See note 50 Arra

IL Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 8, at 2157.
82 The.Commission,noted that these rights included "the right to distribuie the programs or

series m domestic syndication and in foreign m4r,kets; the right to share (usually 50%.. . .) in
the profits froin domestic and, foreign syndication sales; exploitation rights and share of profits
us merchnndising, and tlitright to share in other non.broadcas(interests (e.g., motion pictures,
books, magazine stonesligid articles, phonograph records and-plays derived ftom the prO-
grams)" II at fl3I SevabvSrcorio INTERIM REPORT, PART I. rupninote I. at 63:SECOND
INTERIM REPORT. PART II, sorra note I. ilt 210. In view of the fact that in 1967 the revenues
denved from the non.broadcast.rights amounted to only five percent of network syndication
revenues. distribution nghts and syndication profit shares were the most important of the sub-
iequent rights Crandall, nopra note 70, at 390.

Proposed Ruleqpkine. sigma not* 8, at 2151.
" The percentage of producer-licensed prograMming in which networks acquiredzdomestic

profit shares increased from 31.9% in 1957 tti 65.4%.in 1967. The percentage Ofsuch program-
ming in which networks acquired domestic distribution rights increased from 15.9% to 23.8%
over ths same period. PTAR I, sera note 41, at 392.

*5 MGM, Parartibunt, Screen Gems, Twentieth Century Fox, United Artists, Universal Pie.
tures, Walt Duney, and Warner Brothers are them major motion picture producers. Id at 388.
United Artists subsequently withdrew from television production. A. PEARCE.. THE ECONOMIC
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favorable bitigaining p6sition vis-a-vis one-time producers."' The
Commission also found that producers were often-"forced" to oper

! ate at a deticit since they were unable to recover their program pro-
duction costs from the license Ices they received from the nctworke'

. Thus. the Conmtission concluded that independem producers-
were at a serious disadvantage. In order to obtain the network exhi-
bition vitahy necessary to estitblish the value of their progranis in
domestic and forpign syndication, indlependent producers had to
'bargain with the networks who wer.; also their competitors in the
syhdication'busMess, "! a iirocess which often resulted in their being
compelled to grant the networks significant financial interests in 4te
subsidiary rights in their programs," ;

Noting the.draMatic increase in netwbrk acquisition o( syndica-
tion rights, the staff pointed out that if independent producers were
not required to cede these,profitable rights to the networks'in 'order

-, to obtain network exhibition, they would be able to share in the
,"risk" of production. their motivation to expand their' opezations
would be increaSed, and Iiindividual initiative and business acumen
would then replace, in large measure, the faVor of network managers
as credentiaN" of entry to television program Markets."9° Further-
more, the staff noted that, if the profitability of independent produc,
ers was substantially increased, the networks would be "relieved of a
large part of the 'enormous risks' in financing program production
which they now assert as economic justification for their acquisition
of v-arious kinds of subsidiary interestg in the programs they finance
for network exhibition.I't

CONSEQUENCES OF TIIE FEDERAL COMMUNICAXIONS COMMISSION'S PRIME-TIME ACCESS
RULE ON' I IIE RMMOCASTINO AND PRNRAM PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES 102 (1973).

trrAn I, now 11, at 387-88. Of the 27 series sold to the networks by the major
movie producew in 1964, the networks acquired domestic distribution rights in 4 *(14:41%) and,,:
domestic profit shares in 23 (85.2%). Id.

117 Id at 388, n 16. Proposed Rulemaking. pea note S. at 2150-31.
" Prior to the adoption of the networC synidication rule in 1970. all three networks main-

tained a syndication division which engaged in domestic and foreign syndication in competi-
don with independent syndicators, many of whom were the large program producers.
Prorsed RUlemaking, note I. at 2155,

Id. According to the staff, however', tbe producers denied that they were required to
such rights in order to obtatn 'network exhibition of their programs. although MCA did testily
that "it was 'usually' necessary to cede" subsequent rights when faempeng to seicure network
exhibition of a new untried prows& PTAR I. mpra note 41 at 319 n.30. Som./especially the
major motion picture companies, testifidd that they were able to undertake their own financing
without network "nsk" capital but "preferred" for business reasons to accept network financ-
ing and ro grant the networks profit sharing righu. .

" SECOND h-4-reatm REPORT, PART II, swot note I,. at 769.
91 m
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During the programming inquiry, the networks "vigorously de-
nied" that they insisted on the acquisition of subsequent rights as a.
quid pro quo to network exhibition, maintaining that they only
sought to obtain interests in the subsequent.rights to programming in
those instances Where they assumed substantial economic risks, ei-
ther by virtue of pfoviding develo'pmental financing to the producer
or fpr assuming the "risk" of selling commercial time for the pro
gram to 'advertisers."' lñtht inquiry, network officials teitified that lo-
t hey were required to make financial comthitments six _to nine kr-
nigntfis in advance for minimum of tweq y7six episodes and that
the advertising for these programs was frequently not completely
sold when the series began." Furthermore, thcy testified that if the
series failed and the-sponsors, who Were often only committed flit
thirteen-week cycles.' withdrew from the program, the

' had to absorb the committed costs.'"

The Commission conCluded that network acquisition of subse-
Auent rights in indeperfdently produced programming was not neces-
sary. First, it pointed out that income derived from domestic and
foreign syndication accounted for only *a small percentage of net-
work revenues and profits." Next, it noted that any "risk" under-
taken by the networks in conjunction with the sale of advertising
time was essentially non-existrt id view of thehigh demand for net-
work advertising time.' rinally, it coficluded that acquisition of

92 Id. at 2201CBS), 267.(NBC). id at 302 _C)n(A ; Sir INTERIM REPORT. PART I,
supra note I. at 68-64 (NB('). id at 71 (CBS); id. at 73 (ABC). The stall' also noted that the
Attorney General of 4he United States had investigated the alleged network tie-in practices
prior to the beginning of the Program inquiry The Assistant Attorney General in charge of the
intitrust Division suggested that the matter "might nioreappropriately.be handled in the first
instance, at least: through the Commiss)on's authority, rather than through actitm under the
antitrust laws Id] at 114 At that time the Commission concluded that the evidence was
"inconclusive" and declined to take action. Id

93 SE«)No INTERIM Rtroar, Nat- I. supra note I. at 71 (NBC), id. (CBS): id. at 74
(ABC) See alvo Proposed Rulemakang. supra note 8, at 2153 n 29. This "risk." according to
NBC..amounted to S2.500.000 annually for a half-hour series. SECOND INTERIM REPORT,
PART II. itipra note I. at 267

" NBC officials noted that, in the case of advernser-hcensed programs, advertisemcommit-
ted themselves for 39 of 52 weeks SECOND INTERIM REPORT. PART II, supra note I. at 260.

45 Officials from NBC testified that "if the series is even below the'mid-range of audience
success, we may have to redtice the price to advertisers below our cost to maintain sales, or
continue the program with partial sponsorship. or both." Id. at 259.

46 Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 8. at 2156. 'The Comniission noted that the total reve-
nue from network domestic and foreign syndiption of packtiger-licensed programs in which
the networks hakracquired subsequent financial interests "wecounted for less than one per cent
of the combined reve'nues trom the We of time, talent and program material to advertisers.'
Id at 2155 n 31-

. -
97 /d' at 2151 n 23. The Commission quoted the President or: CBS as stating that "PK the
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subsequent, rights was not essential to the formulation of a prime-
time programmin. schedule."

The Commission also found that network acquisition of subse-
quent rights in independently produced programming adversely af-
fected the public interest because such subsequeni rights were
economically essential to a viable independent production industry
capable of producing programs for first-run syndication competitive
with network programming." The Commission also rejected the net-
works' argument that no independent producer could afford to pro-
duce programs solely for first-run syndication. It noted that several
producers had stated that if it were not necessary to give the net.
works -a substantial share of their profits, they would be eager to
compete in this market.'w In the face of conflicting testimony the
Commission concluded:

Mite matter cannot be determined with absolute certainty short of
tome operational experience under competitive conditions. The likeli- ,

hood that independent production will succeed is sufficiently great, in
our judgment, that it should be given all opportunityeThe rule can ,
readily be changed or rescinded if it fails to achieve its purpose.""

Network Conflict of Interest

ln its Second Interim Report, the step' also concluded that net-
work acquisition of subsequent rights in producer-licensed netWork
programAfiraised serious conflict of interegt probleMs which ad-
versely affected the networks' obligation to exhibit programming in
the public interest. Since the subsequent rights acquired so fre-
quently by the networks had no value unless the program was cho-
sen for network exhibition, the staff found that the netwks had
.compelling economic motives to select for exhibiti6n programs in
which they had acquired such rights as opposed to advertiser-li-
censed programs in which they had no syth rights.":a Although the
netsVorks did not deny that they acquired subsequent rights in pro-
grams licensed from producers, they Maintained that they did so
only in return for assuming various financial risks;'03 and &icy vigor

,Surgeoa General's repon on smoking leads to dechnkin cigarette advertising, CBS will be able
to more than off-set such losses by acquisition of dip advertising business." Id.

98 /d at 2161. The Conimission 1130 concluded that network risks "will be.diminished to
the extent that the financing of program taken over by other sourtrs of risk
money." /d. at 2158.

" PTAR 1. supra note 41, at 398.
I® Id. at 396.
MI M. at 396-97.
102 SECOND INTERIM .RERORT, PART I. supra note I. at 76, 103.
103 The staff pointed 'out, however, that the potential for bias in program selection is en-
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ously demedlthat the existence ornonexistence of network financii4
interCsts in a program was a material factor in their program selec-:
tion process.")4 The networks argued that they select programs which
will benefit both national advertisers and the public and that any

4

other method of program selection would be "economiC suicide" in
view of the highly competitive nature cf network television.'"'

Despite these protestations; the Commission found a direct rela-
tionship between programs chosen for network exhibition, and pro-.
grams in which the networks acquired subsidiary rights and
concluded that n6tworks accepted virtually no entertainment pro-
gramming in which they had not acquired financial interests." The
Complission observed that even a potential conflict of interest would
warrant the elimination of the practice.'

Nenivrk involwment in Syndication

The Commission also expressed concern with the involvement,
of networks in the syndication of off-network programming. Al-
though netvork syndicatio,9 revenue was small in comparison to
overall network income, the Commission found that network sales in
thi,i area were rapidly iifcreasing and that the networks accounted
for 23.6 percent of overall sales in this market in 1967."

The Commission concluded that thc involvement of networks in
domestic syAcation was not in the public interest since it plaCed
them in the position of selling non-network programming to In-
dependent station's in competition, with their .own network program-
ming being exhibited on affiliated stations int the same market. The
Commission further concluded that ,the network-affiliate relation-
ship'° gave networks an tindue 'advantage over independent syndi-

hanced. not chi nnn ished. by the prFsence of an actual linanCial need to recoup investment,: it.*
the stronger the inotqation fpi acquiring subsidiary rights. the greater the potential forties in
program select to insure that the rights ao obtained will have value 1d.lit I1)3-04.

1°4 PTA R I. rupro note 41, At 404: INDRIM Rrl'ORT, PAKIII, SON note I, at 266
(NBC), al at 302 (ABC) .

I

10 5 Sh ONO !NI RIM RI-POR T. PART I. supra note 1, at 00.!
WC' PTAR I. cUpra note 41, at 341. Proposed Rulemaki'ng, Jupra note 8, at 2157.
107 17TAR I. rupra note 41, at _PM
los Ia at`341

-1°4 /d at 184 n 8 Each netwprk owns five.of its IMF affiliates, the maximum allowed
under CommisSion rsiks. 47 C R. § 73.636(a)(2) (1976) Set ulso id. § 73.658(1). These are
known as the "owned and operated" stations and are found in the largest markets in the coun-
try Each network ov.ns its affiliated station in the top three markets (New York, Los Angeles,
and Chicago) In Addition, ABC owns its affiltates Os Detroit (sixth largest market) and San'
Francisco (seventh), CRS owns its affiliate, in Philadelphia (fourth) and St. Louis (twelfth);
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cators in selling off-network programming to these affiliates."'
Although the Commission fouuld no evidence to indicate that the
networks had actually taken advantage of this relationship, it con-
cluded that the potential for abuse in these situations would be elimi-
nated if networks were prohibited from engaging in domestic
syndication.'"

The Commission and the Staff also concluded that a rule barring
networks from engaging in domestic syndication would not ad-
versely affect the public interest in maintaining economically viable
networks sincc network financial returns from acquisition of subse-
quent rights were smallin comparison to overall network income."'
Further, such a rulc would enhance the ability of independent pro-
ducers to increase revenues, thereby enabling them to finance first-
run productions fot the network market and reduce thcir reliance 9
upon network financing.'

Program Diversity

According to the Comnussion, virtually atl of the previously dis-
cussed problems found in the program procurement process tended
to reduce the opportunity for diversity in television programming. In
the Commission's words: "The total effect . . . has been .a marked
tendency to centralize control of what thc American public may see
and hcar through television in network corporations and thus to
hamper the competitive development of 'diverse and antagonistic'

'sources for television program service,'
, Thus, the Commission found that, as a result of the switch from

advertiser-licensed to producer-licensed network programming, net-1
Dr,

works had gained almost complete creative control over network
programining,'" This was because the contractual arrangements be\d,,
tWeen networks and producers "usually accord netwbrk corporations

and NBC owns its affiliates in Cleveland (eighth) and astungton, D C (ninth). IfikoAtxAtir-
INtl Y H. A-114. A; I A-I18 (1)70)

I PTAR I. him, note 41. At 394.
111 f t 3911

112 Id in 392 R28. tittONO iflTIItIm REPORI", PAR1 I. mpra note I. al 104.
112 Sitcoms INTERIM REPORT, PAM I. IWO note I. at 104-05.( P..oposed Rulemakih, ;Apra note 8, at 2154. SiteST.COND LNIPRIM REPORT, PART II, "

Arm note I. at 258.59. The elnimis.von's concern with diversity predates the programming
inquiry by many years. For eitarnple, in the Clhatit BroatIcasting Report of 1941, the Commis-
sion stated that: "If radio broatkisting ut, to serve its full ilmution in disseminating informa-
lion. opinion and entenamment. it must bruig wise peo"ple uf the nation adiversdted program
bervio." FCC, Rukinr ON CHAIN BROADCASTINO 4 (19411

114 ,In 1%8, 92 1% oft network pnme-time entertainment was producerlicengd while an
additional 4.1% was net ork-produced. PTAR I. mpra note 41, at 390. f
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the right t participate m the creative process to the extent neccaary
to assure themselves and masa advertisers that the program or series

-will initially be designed to attract large circulation and that subse-
quent episodes of a series will adhere to the 'formula' originally
designed."' '''' Furthermore, thc Commission found that network cre-
ative control extended to a substantial amount of non-network pro-
gramming since off-network programming, which had originally
been produced under network control, constituted "a principal stapk
of the non-network program market"'

In Part II of the Second Interim Report the staff noted that tele-
vision had not always been so deficient in diversity of programming.
During the programming inquiry, many witnesses testified that in its
formative years (1950-1970) the networks otkred schedules which
Servcd not only the maximum audience but also significant minority
audiences as well. These witnesses pinpointed the 1957-58 televi-
sion ,acason as the end of reasonable diversity on network television
and the beginning of schedules.dominated by action-adventure and
other stereotyped film series to the exclusion of such diverse, adver-
fiser-licensed progiamming as music, children's shows, and serious
drama.'" According to their testimony, the reasons for this transi-
tion incIndek (1) a change in network policy, whereby networks sub-
stituted "purely commercial considerations based on circulation and
:coSt perthousand' for considerations Of overall service to all adver-
tiscrslindio the various publics, as the dominant-motives in the plan
and, design of network scheduks;'' (2) increased program costs, re-

II^ ['reposed It islemaking....nzprn note 8, at 2151,, These production."fonnulas- " 'set' the
characters, Irceze:.theme and action and bmit subject minter to 'tested' commercial patterns."
Id al2151..ii 24 .

lii ['TAR I, uspra note 41. at 1X9
.1." SI 0141) IN 1 I RIM kt PORI, PAK I II, rupra note I. at 515. 0

" Id at 5)5 It.'was..L4so poiiited out that minly advertiser-licensed programs have
been .considered IA, the critics to\ have been superior to programs licensed directly to the net-
works." Id at.., 11 I Sri iiNti Nil RIM Ri PORT, PAR1 I. supra. note J. at' 79.

120 Stsortp.INIFRISA RIORT, PART lk supra note I. at 3357 Snek1CONI) INIVR1M RI-
NK 1. P,1/41/11.-stpra note I. at 99 David Susskind, a produCer of long eaperience in television,
stated With iispeci to the decline in diversity programming:

the firm thins tha)'s caused it. in my mind, is the deathgdp on prograihming by-,the
networki, where -fornierly in that Golden Age of Television it was- possibie to sell a good
peogram or an mteresting program to a host .of advertisers or advertising agencies, the
industry bas now gotten to the point where three men msike ill the prograninting deci-
siOns for the three networks, and thsti.reducell the oppopunity.

StcoNs.) INInRIM REPOKT, PART II, supra note" I, at 55g. Fotmer Commissioner Johnson
states

ITIhe supreme goal has become ratings, Cosi per thousand, and advertising revenue. This
single-minded drive for profits hits quite naturally produced-many of the motivations for
content control that follow Centralized network control over programmtng, seeking profit'
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suiting in greater emphasis on these commercial factors by the net-
work5 and mass advertisers; (3) the switch to filmed program series;
and (4) the emergenceof ABC as a viable network with its emphasis
on "counterprogrart ming" emphasizing action-adventure. program-

Testimony of several producers indicated that programs offered
by independent producers which- would have added diversity and
balance, and which had been accepted by advertisers, were subse-,
_quently rejected by networks because they were not designed to at-
tract thr maximum .circulation.wThe- staff conchided that lack of
diversity on television was not required by the economics of the in-
dustry'" since, in addition to audience size, advertisers are con-
cerned with other factors such as audience impact124 and
selectivity.I2'i Thus, it noted that the "target audience" sought to be
reached (tigers from advertiser to-advertiser; as a result, there is a
"potential decisional range of wide scope and breadth in the choice
of 'markets' and !write 'audiences' which the sum total of network
television advertisers seek to reach."2 ''

The stafi found that, although there is an obvious need for the
"formula" mass circulation series, the networks had failed to meet

masimirrtion, produces uniformity and blandness just a.s certainV as all meat, run
through the same grinder, inevitaldy emerges hamburger

Johnson, ntpra note 77, at 359.
ill Set ONO INTERIM Rrroar, PART II, .n,strea note I. "at 535, 308-12 It is soinewhat ironic

that the staff cites ABC's use of counterprograniming as a factor which contributed to the
decrerse of daversuy of network television in view of the fact that, by definition, counter-
programming is an effort. to compete with existing network offerings by exhibiting different
types of programming Thus the staff noted that "lijn ABC's 'continuing use of counter-pro-
gramming it examines schedules of all three networks to seek to determine what 'is needed to
provide a diverse schedule Id at 308

121 Id at 534, Sic oNts INTERIM REPORT, PART I, supra note I. at 86, 98. In the First
[merlin Report. the staff noted that a

network must be constantly csinscious of its 'circulation' position vis-a-vis its competitors.
A show which is satisfactory to the advertiser for any or all of the reasons outlined above
(sponsor identification, compatibility of the program and the product, cost-per-thousand
circulationi may be unsatisfactory from the network's point of view because it does not
produce a sufficiently ltrge audience or does not provide, in the network's judgment, the
best kind of program for the time slot involved, or for a variety of other reasons.

INTERIM REPORT, nitara note I, at 327 (footnote omitted).
125 Sit ON() IN rtAlk4 RiPORT, PART IL wpm note I, at 200
24 Ataberwe Impact was defined as "the degree to which an advertising message penetrates

the public consciousness" id at 34
121 Andre/we telecuvur was defined as "suiting the audience for the advertising message to

the market for the prodtict " Id.
"6 Id at 369-70 See SECOND INTERIM REPORT, PART I. tivra note I, 41 101. All three

networks agreed with the stairs conclusion that not all advertisers are interested in maximuth
audiences SrcoNt) INTiam RIPOR1, PART II, supra note I, at 239 (('BS); id at 233 (NBC);
Id al 370-7I (AB(')
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the needs of a large portion of the viewing audience, consisting of the
"better educated, higher income population," which, according to
thOstall, constitutes a 'rich market' for nttwork advertisers."'" Fi-

ally. the staff concluded that, in any event, programming decisions
based solely on maximization of audience size was unacceptable:

Any notion that the raw materials required for our intellectual, spiri-
tuals and political development should be circumscribed, wholly or

by a supposed mean average of the tastes and attitudes of 'thc
majority' at a given time, as indicated by 'scientific' head counts or the
'educated guesswork' of advertising 'experts,' 14 contrary to (he essen-
tial purtxmc of cultural democracy.' 28

Tilt NEPWORK PROORAM PROCUREMENT RULES

The Proposed Network Rules

In its Second Interim Report the stiff concluded that the Chain
Broadcasting Rules adopted in 1941 had failed to re.duce network
dominance" and recommended that further efforts be made to
change the structure of network television to increase competition in
the program procurement process.' Specifically, the staff recom-
mended that thc Commission consider adopting rules which would:
(1) prohibit network restraint of conmetition among sources of pro-
gramming or among local television stations; (2) limit the number of
hours per week which a network could devote to programs in which
it had acquired the first-run license; and (3) prohibit networks from
engaging in domestic syndication and from acquiring subsidiary
rights in programs they exhibit.'"

Largely in respo se to the network study reports, the Commis-
shm proposed to ail t rules regdating the program procurement
process.'" The proposed rules were addressed to the three b6ic ar-r

121 SCCOND INT I RIM Rt PORI. PART II, Jura note I. at 34-35. See PT AR I, supra note 41,
at 191

125 St t &NV Nit RIM Kt roar. P., R! rupra note I, at 28-29_ TIsp staff also noted that the
local station licensee is %aurally helpless to correct the lack of diversity,and other program-
ming deficiencies resulting from network progral nn ung due to the high., cost of comparable
programming and that "the composition of the network schedule . . becomes a highly limit-
mg factor us the licensee's ability to serve his community." gl.coNII INTI RIM RIPOR1, PAR.T II,
sivra note I, al 191 See SI-lONts INTPRIM Rtl'ORT. PART I, nzpra note I. AI 59.

124 Srk.imo Inn RIM Rt PORI. PART I. nopra note 1, at 100. Schwartz notes that "the chain
broadcasting regulations proved ineffective to curb the networks because the F('C seriously
underestimated both the ecomunic _power of the networks and the practical realities ofbroad-
casting Schwaru, istpni note 54, at 785.

IN) Si.oNts INrIaiseRFroar. PART I. supra note 1, al 100-01.
"I Id at.114.16
"2 Proposed Ruletnaking, note 8 supra.
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ens of regulatory concern resulting from the programming-inquiries:
network involvement in syndication, network acquisition of financial
interests in producer-licensed programming, and the nionopolization
of prime-time viewing hours by privams in which the networks
,havc a financial interest.

q144'

Under the proposed rules, networks'" would be prohibited
from: (1) engaging in any domestic syndication; (2) engiging in for-
eign syndication of independently produced programs; and (3) ac-
quiring any financial interests in programs, or in their distribution,
which were produced wholly or in part by indektendent producers
with the exception of thc exclusive right to network exhibition.'"
With respect to the alleged network monopoly of prime time, the
Commissii sought a return to advertiser-licensed network pro7
gramming By, propo-sing a rule which would prohibit the networks
from offering a prime-time network schedule in which more than
fifty percent of the programming, or fourteen hours a week, which-
ever was greater, consisted of progamming in which the networks
had any financial interest including the first-run hcense.'" Accord-
ing to the Commission, the proposed rule was intended to "provide
opportunity for entry of ,more competitive elements into the market
for television programs for network exhibition, ,and . . . to en-
courage the growth of alternate sources of television programs for
both network and non-network exhibition.""6

The Conunission pointed out that, under the proposed "50-50
rule," the market for the "sale" of network programming would be
expanded to Again include advertisers, thereby greatly enNincing the

Ifl The proposed rules would apply to "network television licensees," a erm obviously
intended to descnbe the three national networks in their capecity as bro licensees (each
network twins five VHF television stations) in order to avoid a perceive ack of statutory
authority to regulate networks directly A /Nowt* television bcentsce was defined as "a Idevi- ee
sion itatton. . which ewes in chain broadcasting," and chain broadcasting was defined as
the "flunblung of programs to a 'substantial number of televiSion broadcast stations on a daily
bans for a substantial number of hours per day." Id at 2164 73.65900).

I34. Under the proposed rules the networks would also be required to divest themselves of
any such mteregs. Id § 73 65901)(3).

115 The proposed rules also made it clear that the rules would not apply to situatiOns where
advernsen acquire the network exhibmon rights from a prsducer and subsequently purchase
time from a network for its exhibition. The proposed rule provided that "nothMg herein shall
prohibit a network' television licensee from agreeing with another person or persons as part of
a contract of arrangement for network time and facilities that the particular program or series
involved wall be broadcast exclusively on the network during the term of such contract . . ."
However. such exclusivity agreements coukl not exceed a term of one year. Id, (11 73.659(d)).

Id. at 2147. Th. Commission also nowd that the proposed rule would create new pro-
gram sources for additional UHF television stations which might form the base for a fourth
network. Id at 2158.
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ability of independent producers to compete for access to network
time."' According to the Commission, direct sales to advertisers
would benefit the public interest in two important ways. First, it
woulcf facilitate diversity in network programming since the number
of-entities making programming decisions would equal the three na-
tional networks plus all of the advertisers purehasing programs di-
rectly from producers.' Second, direct sales would enhance the
financial stability of independent producers since advertisers who
purchase' programs from the producer rarely seek to acquire any of
the subsequent rights in the programs, and thus the producer would
he able to retain these important financial interests.1

The proposed rule would also have exempted several categories
of programs from the filly percent requirement. These included
novscasts, news interviews, special news programs, on-the-spot cov-
erage of news events, and sustaining programs.14°. Such program-
ming was exempted because the Commission found that it involved
the networks' "journalistic and editorial responsibility."4' Thc
Commission also raised the question of whether public affairs docu-
mentaries should be exempted because of their close relationship to
the network news function. On one hand, it notcd that the networks
supervise and control such programs carefully and that the presenta-
tion of Tiblic affairs plogramming should be encouarged. On the
other hand, the Commission noted that thire were other producers
capable of producing documentaries who w6ld add new viewpoints
to mill programming.142 The Commission Ook no initial position on
this issue, merely requesting commcnts on whether such program-
ming should be exempted and whether the "network policy of exclu-
sive production of public affairs documentaries (was] in the public
interest."'"

i" Id. al 2160.
1)8 Id at 2148. 2150.
449 Id at 2150 As previously noted, the Commission took the position that these subse-

. quent rights were cntical to the economic vitality of program producers since producers set:
dom recover their initial production costs ftoM the network run and thus rely on domestic and
foreign syndication for their profits. Sea text accoinpanying note 87 supra.

44° Sustaining programs are programs broadcast without sponsorship. SECOND INTERIM
IREPOIRT, PART U. :wpm note I. II 22940. ,

I41 Proposed. Rulemaking, Ayres note 8, at 21M.
112 Id

443 Id. The staff bad previously ivncluded that there was no valid reason for precluding
independent produoers from bbtaming network exhibition of such programming, noting that
isluch a monopoly ihacklei the potential effectiveneu of our most powertnl and pervasive
means of disseminating information to the public." SECOND INTERIM REPORT, PART II, SOira
note I, at IS,
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1970 Network Rules

Five years later, the Commission adopted a modified version of
the rules it had proposed in I965.144 The network financial interest
and syndication rules were adopted virtually as proposed."' How-
ever, the fitly percent rule was substantially modified. During the
period provided for comment, Westinghouse Broadcasting Company
submitted a counterproposal known as the ''prime-time access rule,"
which would prohibit network affiliates in the top filly markets in
which there arc three or more operating tilevision stations from
broadcasting regularly scheduled network programs for more than a
total of three hours during the four-hour'4 prime-time period.'47 In
announcing its decision to adopt the Westinghouse proposal, the
Commission stated that it did not consider_the proposed rule un-
workable an4 that, inits_view, it would have achieved the desired
results without any negative side effects. However, it preferred the
Westinghouse proposal because it was concerned that the pltoposed
rule mighi adversely affect ABC's ability IQ compete successfully
with the other two networks,'" and because it felt that the Westing-

144 PTAK I, note 4 r supru. For an overvrew of.the FCC proceedings, see Bryant. note 4

supra
145 PIA R I. _area note 41. at 398-99 The only Chpflge WAN the deletion of that part of the

financial interest,rule which would have required networks to divest themselves of interests in

programs they pretiently held Hy adoption of the syndication nile. which prohibits networks
irons engaging ui domestic syndication, the networks were forced to divest themselves of their

syndication divisions.
146 Prorre,ume was defined as "the hours lbetweenl 7 p.m and 11 p.m local time, except

that in the central time Lone the relevant period shalTbe between the hours of 6 p.m. and 10

p m." 47CFR § 73 658(k) (19701
147 33 Fed Reg 14470. 14471 (1968) A similar proposal was rejected by the FCC when it

eliminated option time in 1963 Option Time and the Station's Right to RejectNetwork Pro-
grains, Second IttOrt and Order, 341 C.C. 1103. 1130 (1963) See note 34 supra. The C6m-

mission noted that AI that time "Iwle Wished to see whether elitnination of option time would

Correct the competitive imbalance hetween networks and their affiliates and increase diversity

of pjogram source I5TAR I. _supra- note 41, at.384 n.7- The proposal was originally rejected as
anticompetitive, at which time the FCC' noted that "freedom of choice (ofl the licensee should
be pteserved against derogation by artnicial restraints, as long as no public benefit flows there-

_from." 34 F C.C. at 1128 The Commission also noted that, "if it appears !that the public
interest would be served by action along some of these linesl, of course such action will be

considered Id at 1131 In the program procurement proceeding, the Commission concluded
that "Itlhe record .herem demonstrates that our elinnnation of option time has not operated to
make more time avilable to nonnetwork programs and to multiply competitive program

sources PTAR I. supra note 41, at 396.
I" PTAR I, Jura note 41, at 384 & n.6. Commissioner Robinson, in his dissent to PTAR

HI, maintained that the Commission rejected the 50-50 proposal "essevially beaus of ABC's
objection that it would be unfairly disadvantaged by a system of independent program bro-

kers." PTAR III, supra note 6, at 889 (Robinson, Comm'r..diuentini). ABC maintained in its
comments that it would be weakened competitively if it were prepluded from filling its Inhed-
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house proposal was mote direct in providing non-netw'ork markets
for independent producers."'

The rule, as adopted, does not apply to noncommercial stations
and continns specific exemptions for "special news prograins dealing
with fast breaking news events, on-the-spot coverage of news events
and political broadcasts by legally qualified candidates for public of-
fice."''') The rule also prohibits affiliated stations in the top fitly mar-
kets from filling the newly created "access time" with off-network
programs or with feature films which have previously been shown in
the same market.'"

The Commission stated that the prime-time access rule was not
intended to limit network programming to three hours per day but
only to limit the amount of network programming any statiOn in the
top fifty markets could offer during prime time. The Commission
further expressed the desire that the networks consider the feasibility
of continuing to ott'er a longer --sthedule in view of the increased

ule with programs procured directly from producets because it was the weakest of the three
national networks, lacking comparable tat:dines and having fewer affiliates Congressman Cel-
ler attribute0 AlW's comparative weakness to three (actors. (I) it was the last of the three
networks to be organized. (2) whenCBS 'and NBC radio affiliates acquired television stations,
they acquired VHF stations and became television affiliates of the networks with whom they
had previo.usly had radio affiliations, and Cit as a result. ABC had to obtain its market cover-
age by using UHF stations in intermcced markets tts a tar greater degreaLita either CBS An
NBC Celler, nwpra note 10, at 559 n 35 Barrow notes that the FCC approved the ABC-United
Parlimouni Theaters merger to enable ABC to acquire sufficient working capital to "develop a
competitive network BarroW, rupra dote 54, at 287. For a discussion of ABCs competitive
position in network television, see the FCC proceeding on the ABC-1TT proposed merger.
Applications by American Broadcasting Co., 7 F.C.C.2d 245 (1966) and the discussion in
Levin, Itroaskast Sintaure, Tet-Anologr. oad the A8C-177 'Verger Ovarian. 34 LAw & CoN-
Testi. PROD. 452, 479-82 (1969) See also SECONO INTERIM REPORT, PART I. supra note I. at

, 57

149 l'TAR I. supra note 41. at 384. The Commission stated that it would hold the proposed
rule in abeyance while it evaluated the effectiveness of the Westinghouse proposal. Id.

13) Id. at 385. 'The Commission noted that although it was not exempting live sports pro-
grams, it would consider waiver requests for such Sports events which normally %include
before the beginning of prune time but continued longer than anticipated into prime time, or
for sports events beginning wtthm the 7-11 p.m. period which continue beyond the' thret-hour
limit. Id at 395 n 35 The Commission also stated that a waiver would be granted where a
network affiliate presents one hour of local pews front 6-7.p.m. which is followed by network
news at 7 p tn., notmg that the same result %Vold be achieved by Merely interspersing the
network news at 6..30 p.m.. ptoceeded and followed by one-half hour of local news. Id. at 395
n.36.

153 Id. at 395. The Commission stated that if stations were permitted to exhibit movies
during the newly created access penod, the.purposes of the rule would be frustrated. Id. The
future 61m restnction was subsequently mOdelled to prohibit the exhibition of feature (Urns
which had previously been exhibited on a stalion's market within the previous two years. See
note 172 erfro.
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availability of comercial UM stations in the top fifty markets."2
_However, the Coinmession found that, even if the networks reduced
their evening arogramming front three and one-half to three
hours,"' network affiliates in markets below the top filly would not
be substantially affected since they would be free to utilize off-net-
work programs.and feature films previously exhibited in the market
during the newly created "access time.'U4 With respect to the argu-
ment that these stations would sutler economically as the result of
reduced advertising support, tht Commission simply stated that the
benefits of the rule had not been offset by a reasonable .demonstra-
tion of detriment to thc small market stations.'"

.
In its Report and Order, the Commission indicated that the

'facts favoring adoption of the proposed rules were compelling. It
found that high-cost, primelime. first-run, syndicated program-
mingthe major competiticm for network programshad almost
completely disappewed, that the netWorks controlled the network
program production process "from idea through exhibition," and
that, due to the dramatic increase in the use*èf off-network prograin-
ming, the networks also controlled "the production and hence, the:
form and content, of a large share of the syndicated programs exhib--,ned by television stations_"'" The Commission noted -quit thc
prune-time access ruk was designed to further thc public inte-rest by
alleviating this dominance and by providing an impettk to the regen-
eration of a viable syndication industry composed of independent
'producers capable of producing high-quality prime-time program-
ming)"

As was originally proposed in I965, the new rules, prohibited
networks from engaging in program distrihution except for foreign
distribution of network produced programming. While the Commis-
sion's explanation for this distinction is somewhat unclear,'" it un-

15= PFAR I. mpra note 41. at 345 Atlhe time the rule was adopted, 34 of the top 50
markets had one or more independent stations Ste BROAN Asi INq Y.B 23-53 (1970).

1" Prior to the adoption of the prime-time access rule, the three networks offered only
three and one-half hours of network programming dunng the four hour prime-time period.
PTAR I. Apra note 41. at 395

04 Id at 396 n 38
i" Id
Or' Id at 389
I'? Id At 345, 347 The Commuston also noted that the rule was further designed to facili-

tate the development of new program sources so that local stations would have more than a
nominal choice of pnme-time programmIng. It pointed out that increased program sources
would aLso benefit the development of MB' and might facilitate the presentatton of local
programming during access time Id at 3?±I, 39.5 n 37, 397,

I" The Commission merely stated thatToreign distribution of network produeid program-
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doubtedly rested on its sletermination that, in the domestic
syndication market, networks have an unfair competitive advantage
over independent syndicators due to their pre-existing relationship
with the affiliated stations.'" The new rules also prohibited networks
from acquirmg either foreign or domestic profit shares from produc-,
crs. The Commission noted that unless networks were precluded
from acquiring foreign as well as domestic profit shares, these rights
would continue to be'a significant factor in network program selec-.
lion and would diminish an important source of revenue available to
independent producers.'m

Two Commissioners, Burch and Wells, dissented from, the
.adoption of the three network rules. Writing for- the'. dissenters,
Chairman Burch directed his comments to the newly adopted prime-
time access rule, challenging the Commission's assumption that
merely creating one hour of "access time" in the top fifty markets
would stimulate the independent production df new quality pro-
gramming profitable to both the syndicator and the stations?,.' This
assumption was erroneous, according to Burch, because, unlike the
networks, the producer will have no assurance that his programs win
be purchased by a sufficient ntimber of stations in the top fitly mar-
kets: "Even if the program is selected under existing economics and
tax structurec it is quite clear that very great amounts of capital will
be required to produce prograrnining, The fractionated top 50
market is simply ndt sufficient to sustain the expensive programming
etliirt here required."62 Thus, Burch expressed 'the belief that the
ruk will never achieve its intended purpose--the reestablishment of
a viable independent television program production market. Burch
was also less than optimistic about the Commission's reliance on the
prime-time access rule to increase program diversity. He predicted,
with a notable degree of prescience, that the rule .would simply lead
td the production ot' more of the same, ie., "more games, more light

nut% differed from domestic distribution of such programming without indicating how it dd.*
fered. Id at 399

159 Id at 191i
Ito Id at 199 The Commission ordered that divestiture of th,e networks' srdication

dri,complished by September I. 1971. thus providing one year for an "orderly phase
oloi." that networks terminate acquisition of domestic and foreign subsidiary rights by Septem-
ber I. 1970. and that the prime-time access rule become effective on September I, 071 which,
amording to the Commission. provided "sufficient lead tune to permit networks, program pro-
ducers and oations to make the necessary arrangements and alterations m their operations."
Id The Commission also announced that it was not ternunating the proceeding since it wished
to "study the effect of (thel new rule in practical operation." /d. at 401.

161 Id AI 413 (Burch, Chairman, dissenting).
162 Id

2-57
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entertainment along proven formulas, land, more 'emcee' talk
shows."'

Finding that the Commission's action would provide no bene-
fits. Burch then assessed the costs of the iiew rule. First, he noted that

'the rule will deprive vieWers in the top fifty markets of a-significant
amount of prime-time, high quality network programming.'" Sec-
ond, he argued that there will be a similar, albeit MOIre adverse, dep-
rivation in the smaller markets. He pointed Out that, although these
markets are exempted from the rule, in effect they are not so ex-
empted since the networks have already announced that they will
not cOntinue to provide programming for the smaller mickets during
the acceks petpod. Because these markets do not have tilt requisite
advertisi4 base, the stations therein will be unable to afford high
cost, syndicated programmMg even if it -were offered.'" Third,.the
rule will have an adverse effect on the independent- UHF stations,
despite the majority's assumptions to the contrary, since such sta-
tions will now have to compete for non-network programming with
the powerful VHF stations in the top fifty markets.'" Finally, Burch
assailed the Commission's refusal to eXempt news interviews, news
documentaries, and newscasts from the operation of the rule which
he characterized as a subordination of news programming to en-
tertainment program-ming."'

In closing, Chairman Burch noted that if the Commission
wished to increase diversity of television programming, it must "en-
courage a different economic base for program presentation."'"
Under the existing broadcasting structure, where a station is limited
to one channel, Burch observed that stations will continue to pro-
gram for the mass audience. As an alternative.to an unworkable rule
creating an artificial access period, Alurch suigested that file Com-
mission focus on" the obvious alternatives such as subscription televi-
sion, cabk television, and uoncommercial educational television.'"'

In response to a number of petitions for reconsideration, the

163

PM Id
163 Id at 413-14
166 Id at 414 U. noted that, for this reason, the Association of UHF Broadcasters argued

that the rule would damage UM broaduisting. Id.
I67 Id

168 Id at 416l" Chairman Burch also dinented to certam procedural aspects of the proceeding. ht
4 at 414-15.

258 7-
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CoMmission made several minor changes in the rules.-11(4The. term
"network" in the prime-time access rule wasiredefined to thiike it
clear the the rule applied only to the three major -halional net:
works;Y1 the rule protibiting stations in the top filly markets from
using off-network programs or feature films previously shoWn
market during "access time" was clarified;"2 and the effective date
.of the rule prohibiting the use of off-network programs and certain
feathe films during access time-was postponed for one year'to'give
stations adequate time for the transition and to permit them tO ust
the programs within this category which they had already ac-
quired.'"

.

,

The Commission also refused to reopen the proceeding to ob'-'
tain more ecolibmic faCts" -and again 'rejected the argument that'
individual producers were 'sconomically incapable of competing'. t'with network-producer combinations, reiterating their position -that :
the issue could not be resolvpd,without actual competitive cxperi-
ence.'" One petitioner argued that the new programs' prodilcecl-
wider the rule would not differ from those currently being produced '

T

in the first-run syndication markdt and would consist primarilk of '
: talknierView,lame, animal, and -music shows.'7 Howeiier, the ,

ConuniSgton Concluded that normal competitive forces would result -
t . ..

$
li

.;,170 Competition and Respoiislimlity, in Network Television Bfbadcasting, Meinorindurn,
()vino& and.Order. 25 F C C.2d 318 (1970).

k. 171 hi.-at 333.
112 Id at 333-34. First, the Commisaion amended the rule to make it clear that the featurt

illm restriction do not include films previously exhibited in the market by way of a CATV , . i
4 ...

distant signal. Next, the Commission limited the future Alm restriction to films whith have
- been exhibited on televisioirstations-m the market At any-time during the previous.two yeius.

-. This was adopted in -response to commenis.pointing out that it would bi very difficult for an ... ,.

4

individual affiliate to ascertain whether or not a film had beln previously exhibited on one of
the other stations if there were no time limitation for such 'priSr exhibition. .

- 0*.
173 Id. The Commission also reflued to.extend the exemptions to include news programs

and -news documentanes, noting that it would review the exemptions after tlie rule "has been /in operation for a reasonable length of time." Id. at 3341n addit n, the effective date of-the
pnme-time access rule wa,echanged ftom September I. 1971 to, r 1, 1971. Id. The Corn-

- mission also relbsed to stay the effectiveness of the ru.les pendin appeal. Id. at 335-36. How-
.

ever. on October 14, 197004he Commission did stay, pending Appel!. the effectiveness of the 0 , .syndication Me insofar &eh prohibited networks ftbm acquiring Aomestic and foreign rights .in transactions other than those arising out of their network program sekction process.'Cons- . t.petition and Responsibility in Network Television Broadcaring, Memgrindum Opinion and eOrder, 26 F.C.C.2d 18 (1970). .. , . -.._ . . ,,
.,0 74 The Commissibn noted that it had relied heavily on the economic 4fiaa which hadteen 4_1 9 4supplied by the networks and which supported most of the IentatO conclusions set foilh in its. ..11.

1965 nobs apropoeed rularnaking. 25 F..C.2d at 321. For it discussion of the data relied " . A! .;
upon the Commission, see note 113 lino: i... 175 25 P.C.C.2d at 324-25,

(..
176 Id. at

,
.

..
,

I * . ts--.44.._\.et, I.
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in the productiOn of an adequate supply of programming for the ac-
cess period.'" , -

. .. ./
Several pttitioners again argued that thereductioh in network

pi-ogrammifg resulting from the prime-time ackess rule swould 4eri-
9usloiltarromall-niarket affiliates without any Zffsetiing public ben-
eilt"/1. fn Ila lancing this potential adverse effect against the'overall
public querest, the COmmission simply coneluded thai thq probable
eff4ci iin''small,-market,stations wu'uld not dutweigh the lienefits frOm
ihcreailki coppetition- and dkversity resultifig from the rulel'74 The
'Commission also .reWd to bxtend'the network ,syntlicatiol(rule to_

,... prohibit networks fed% engaging in foreign diSitibytion of network- et,.
5produced pro 4&rams.''. . A,J1 . --.,

s
. One petitionekaritrd Ilk tallowing nravorks to engage in this .

practice would perpetUatee. ccihflict of,eiNcrest s4ice netwbrks will
tend to sele1.1"these, pr r ins-foe netwOrk exhibfon as opposed to

a

. Aindependtntly rrodkic pfograrpming in which they have' no,'for-
s, -,

. cign distribution
,
fightts.)' In refusing to ado"rdithe suggesfed amend- ,

I
-. .rnent; thC commission merely 'stated that it believed that the existing 'k

, Tula "will tend to impcove fill bargaining p5)iitions.pf paoduFeni with

..
netivoirks so as to bting abOut a desirable degree of expansion of st'it:

_
ble ind .viable program 'sburcei" allikttlit if it does -nOt. Lave' thii ,

'eittet: the-su; ested -ithiendineni votF then bmliderelf"117 q,.

Stibsequently, several parties filed ettiOns in the Circhit court "
, .Aof appeals to revieyv the thFce network ruies?alleging that. tile ruitts-t ,

, .. .. , .

violated the first amendment aikd exceeded We Commissiohl.g ltatu-....

0 y , ..
o I : .....r.r.a. ',..--A,...

.0..
.% .

177 Id. at 325 , ..- . , A '. ' i 1 ,

17" ld st. IV - . . I . . .- 1 A
O 179 M. at' 330. The ,Conitntssion predicted thin swims reRorting rovenues tin 4,004 of

$1,000,000 for 1969 an the markets below the top 50 woulpusrain rhvenue h3Aes of less thstn
.- $20.000 as a result of-she prime-time access rulemhile stations reporting revenues of les!lhan

$ 1,000,000 would sustamirevenue losses of nti mi5te than $-44,000. Ak at 325-29.
180 In ietterattng ns decitton to adopt, thenetwo4 kydaication'andlnantialinterest rifles,

tbe CoMmtssion stated that the "prim:4)24 purpodes", i'f the two rules *ere twofoll First; the
s. rules were designed to le4en the bargatning leverage provided by net;vork sontrol over pro-

6 -gram exhibitton on moststations thrilughout tit% conntryAhis..leyerago wasThoughtitenable r:
'networks to bargain sucAssflilly.for subliatary 60w and into* with` producers. She setr : ..

-',-purpose,was to remove the possibiliv that aquisStimkof sitch rightilrometet a preiclyilisit o. .e .

i acceptance of.a pr4ra1 for network exhibilion. id. at 331. ,,, - .1' 4s

, Ta! Id, at 3,31-32. ...,, ., . , ,
, ..

,!81 Id. at V2..Chairman itlidagainllisVeptett for"the same reasqns that lekhim to dissent
l'4 t, ., .

, frosnftbe original adoption of the rule, stressing the adversaveffeet on stations-Mill* smaller
markets and thb aierse impact ,on the development of UHF. ,Fle conolked: "I pros.believe

r 1". #
. the latnemial financial damage tp,,Itus.many stations Car oiltweigbs She tenuous We of 6blster-

Mg the Milt pendent.syntitcatibikmigkeN to which the majority clings in .denying retontsidera- .
. lion.", hilt ill *nth ChairmaIlissentingj ,.

,
- .. ..,

., , 3 ,. , - V - 1'
,,,

11.

-1
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*tory authority.'" Petitioners aigued that the prime-tim.e access rule
restramed network speech by barring netWork programming frpm
the top markets for one-half hour a day, that it restrained affiliates'
speech by limiting their ability to choose network prograin ling:and
that it restrained the first amendment rights oPviewers byAcventing

1

them from selecting network programming duringlhe acce.S.S- pe-
nod "4

- -The,Court of Appeals for the Second,Circuit mected petition-
ers' first amendpient arguments on two groundckirst, itnoled that,
the Skreme Court.,ha4 held tlit'the permiSlible six)pc of tioVern-
mental rt,gulation was bioader with respect to other media.'" &m-
ond, the cOun concluded that the nile in question wits.designed to
fulfill a fundamental precept of free speecbthe encouragement of
program qiversity and the development of " 'iverse and antagonis-.,-
tic sources of program service; -18' The court also rejeCted the argu-
ment that the adoption of the prime-time ac,cess'roli amounted to
censorship, noting that the Commission lutd.not prohibited or man-
dated what networks or licensees may or may.notbroadcast; it had
only. required that they afford others "the oppprtunity to broacIT
cast. ""1.

The court then found that the iTommission had.not exceeded its
statutory authority by adopting the rules..With respect to thc prime-
time access rule, the court found that section 303(g) of the Commu-
nications Act, which dirtcts the Comthission to "generally encourage
the larger and more effective use'of ratho..in thc public interest,""".

kvrovided ample autho'rity for the a4optiOn-9f the ruli.th? The court
rejected the argument that the rule must be overturned because it
could not succeed, finding that the cibmmisAm's determination that
there was a sufficient probability of Success to warrant adoption of

"3 Mount Manstieki Telemon Inc. v FCC, '442 F.2d 470 (2d Cir. f971). In addition to
AlotorhtfanOeld, Teletamm The , CBS challenged the prime-time access and network financial
interest rules, while NBCartil ABC challengedlnly the network financial interest and syndics-
tram Ades. Id at 472 n.1
' "4 Id at 476.

"3. Red Lion rcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 386-90 (1969). Tire court observed that
the dual standard was jusufied because technoloical lunitaions prevented everyone from us-
ing-the broadcast Ads& and because of the "preferred position conferred on existing bcen-
sees by the government. Mount Mansfield Televisibb Inc. v. FCC, 442 Kid at 4'77. te
literature on this subject is evensive. See. eg.. Robinson, The FCC and the first Amendment..
Observatio)u on 0 rears of Radio and TeIevidon Regsdation..52 MINN. L. REV. 67 (1967).

"6 442 F.2d at 477.
1117 Id. at 40 (emphasis in onginal).
"8 47 U.S.C. § 3034) (1970).
189 44.2 F 2d at 479-80.

r.
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thealle was based upon a substantial record and wa% not arbi-
trarr 19`)

The evidence 'in the record leads inescapably to ths cOhcits-ion that'
access to network affiliated stations Suring prime tirmk is virtually im-

possible for independent producers of syndicated programs. On the ba-
sis of this conclusion, the Conimissión'S attempt to _remedy the
situation is far from artiltfary, it is direcled in fact to the heart of the
problern.ill

-
With respect to ,the syndication.andu tinaricia l. interest. rules, tht.

#

court held thal.the. lack of 'expres):statutory authority to dipectly reg-

ulate network activity wigs not cis.mclusivem and found that the net-
works were engaied in chinn brOadcusting'91 for the purpose of
section 303(i) of the- -Communications Act .which authorized the
Commission "to make sptcial reg'uliitions apphcable to radio -sta-
tions engaged in chain broadoisiiitg."'94

."
The court 'also found that it was reasonable 4br the .'ommission

to conclude that "the fiRaAcial interest prhibition may well be a
necessary tool to forward the development of the strong independent
suppliers who will be,necded. in the newly created market if the aims
of increased diversity sad decreased network domimition 4re to be
acc mplished."'" Similarly; .the court concluded that it could itor

19" Id. at 481.84 The court also found ite off-network and feature film restrictiogs.
Tom:lined in therlirinic-time access rule were reas Ie. thereby upholding the Commission's
conclusion that the use of rtruns and hlm during acces, ime woukl frustrate the purpose of.*

rule which was to create-a market for first-um, syndicated programs. M. at 484.
191 Id at 483 .
192 Id at 480 The court relied heavily onike Supreme Court's decision its United 'gtates4. 9*

0 Southwestern Cable Co 192 U N 157 (1968). %herein the Supreme Court upheld FCC regule. -

tkm,of CA TV despite the abscnse of specific 'statutory authrity. Imeaching it decisaon, the

'Court agreed with the Commission's conclusion that tt Was necessary to regulate CAIN/ in
order to develop "an appropriate system of local television broadcasting." Id. at.177.

195 Chain broadcast:mg is denned in the Conummtcattons Act as the "simultaneous troad. .

C. g 153(p) (1970). .casting of an identical program by two or mote connecte$1 stations.
\ 1 he Act defines broadraiting is "the dissetnimumn of radio communication ntended to be

received by the public directly or by he intermediary of relay stations," 47 U.S.C. § 163(*.

(1970) The court found that "netwo S transom their signals 0-rini a network ovined station

ovkeased annecting fines. (whic signals ale then relayed to the Oldie by other network a.
owned stations and by affiliated nsees . . " 442 F.2d at 481. -.

194 47 .U.S.C. g 303(i)(1970) The Act defines "radio' comniunKanon ar:the transmission by

radio of writing, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds including all instrumentalities,

facilities, apparatus. and services incidental to such tripsnusston." 47 U.S.C. § 15.3(t)
(1970) Ste 442 5 2d at 481, The coup indicated iblicthe Cnnimission was specilicallyauthor-

lied by 47 US C 0.13 (1970) tAconsider the,proli&m 'of network 'dominance and empowered '

hy 47 V.S.C. § 303(r) (1470)'to adopt rules necessary tO carry out the pikposes of the Act. 442' ,
F.2d at 481 Hi wever. the court epparently inisrtink§ 313, which only prosli'des fry -ticense

revocation sh i Id a licensee be found guilty of an antitrusblaw
195 442 d at 486. 440 .

A

.
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4nd unreasonabIe the Commission's decision that the financial ,inter-
.

chit piohibition was necessary in order to "reMove the incentive for
networks to choose for exhibition only those shows in which thesb
fs9niication] rights are granted (and to) increase-the profitability of
independent productions.'

r. With respect to the remaining aspects of the .rute des'igned to'
- decrease network dontinance, the couit noted that the Commission

had not contended that networks presently doMinate the_syndication
.4

htdustry hut only contended that network revenues from syndication
.. ,are substantial and increasing'.`,Nevertheless, according t2 the court,

-- th e tact that the rule- is directed at potential 4s opposill to actual
domination l's a sufficient basis for regulatory authority.'" Thus, the
court r:'oncluded that "the syniliclion rule is supported by evidence

t and is `reasonably ancillary to the effective performance of the Com-
, mission's various responsibilities' for the regulation of television

.broadcasting.'
. ,

, 'ANAI.YSIS CW:111E: COMMI9SION'S ASSVX11) now; CONCERNIN6
.. CONcENTRAtION OF Ee914641(.7 CONTkOL

..r1- ''' ,
w :, ..larspitclik :.44)iit#,Vion' s asyrtiopitlkit `jp.ifirticular attention

: -,,.?.hasbefri,p4a. 44 the econornigs_ o lyetwdrk -40,viion progrim pro'-
curetnent and pit;auction and thtt effot tfMts tbe public Mjerest in

4.. 'telrision'e.cogram seOce,""little eltor,j was -made to unOertike a.s, , I0 '
metiningftif economiearmlySis or t ..iqtradess. -4/ks commissioner_.
Hyde, noel in 1965: "Thetelis 9tY IJnhh otaipAiliptions, opinion
ankargurielit on the matter, but there' i'g'cii pauelq of dcfinitcyc infor-
'mittkiii, anstnpfilranaLysii regariling ttiirle'codoni,k factors in pros-

i . A t4p-9 ritm piactIces. 1ii', Ole following finalysii1;"`an Attemptlo a.
...,,a, -

&Wed this' omillionand tii provide a framework-forswore extensive 4!... -.:: ---

. -economic inalyks." 7 ,
0r
'... '

' - t.

4 4' .. '? I. n Pr'196../d. '
.. .r., tai % 0. , 197 Id at 48.6-87.

, .,
198 Id at 487 Thexoirrt els%held that the fact that4m:ill maiket f(èinsees would initially

s;ifer etonotruc lcasm thd n6t p&lude the adoption of the prime-tiMe access rule, Ed. al 488,
..... and rejected several prOcedural arguments ld. at 488-89. On June 7, I97Z the Commissionoset

the gttective dates of the.network symileatirn and Itnancial interest rules, which had been
stayed pending appeal, as June 1,...1971 an0 August 1. 197,2, rerctively. Conipetilion and
Responsibility 4ii Network Television Broadcasting, Memorandum Opinion. and Oraer'Stting

I.. t tractive Dates, 15' F.C.C.2d 411 t fil.22)i

0 . I's Proposed Rulentakink. mew note 8, at 2146. atr, ' -
0

. ,

.1

n
/

&" 20° Id, at 2174. ,,, o -.

--24' Alihoygh .no tvmp4hensive econornic analzsit of the Ciiminission'A 1970 rules-his -..
' . been undertaken, eeffnesgots have dealt with various aspects of these rules.,aerneragy X,"

' N6u, M. PECK, & J. l'ActioWvQ,,TCONoter ASPECTS OF TF.LF.VIMON REOLILATIO4 (107A)
a
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`TIfC adoption of the three network rules in 1970 was designed to
correct the problems the Commission found to exist in the grogram
procurement process These problems, which included a significant
reduction in the number of television program sources, a decline in

n program diversity-, and economic harm to independent
atuputed.by the Commission to the concentration

icand creative control.

rapt .to analytepetwprlo dominance of the program
ct %Oft proceSs. the Commissi6n failed to define carefully the

economi-c ,Market or market's within which network economic power
was to be measured. Thus, the Commission referred to network
domination of programs for tekvision,2"2 for network-television ex-
hibition,20' for ii-Ighttime television exhibitiOn,'" for evening tflevi-
sion exhibition,2" for prime-time exhibition,2'6 for exhibition on
affiliated stations,207 for the independent station market,'" and for
the independent syndication market 2"" Not only did the Commis-
sion fail to define the relevant market, but it also made no effort to
determine the relative market shares attril;utable to the competing
enuties-networks, producers, and advertisers.

It is clear front the Commission's analysis of network domi-
nance that three markets niust be considered. These include the gen-
eral program exhibition market: consisting of all prime-time
programnung exhibited on stations in the top tifty markets,2 the
network eXhibition market, consisting of prime-time network pro-
gramming exhibited on af1Iliate0 stations in the top fifty markets;
and -the non-network exhibition market, consisting of non-network,
prime-time programming exhibited on stations in the top fifty mar-
kets. The relevant market shares in each of these maatets will be
computed in order to test the Commission's conclusion that networks
have achieved "virtual domination of television program mu-

le
-. - .

[hereinafter cited as It Not II, B Owl N. ,1 111.1 tn. & W MANNINO, TULEvISION ECONOMICS
(1974) [hereinafter cited as B 0At NI. Crandall FCC Result:In'''. Munopso and Nen+yrk
rilertsnm Program (osts, 3 Flt.Lt. .1 E.coN. 481 (1972); Crandall, note70 supra.

202 Proposed Rulemeking, supra note 8, at 2147, 2151.
34" a at2147, 2152-54, 2156, 2158, PTAR I. Jupra note 41, at 386, 388-90.
2°4 PTAR 1 *ea. note 41, at 184, 385, Proposcii Rulemaking, supra note 8, at 2156, 2137.
205 supra note 41, at 189
2°6 Id at 185, 194.
.207 Id it 186, 394.
2" Id at 385, 386-87, 389
209 Pniposed Rulemakmg, supYa note 8, at 2147, 2156.
211) For a deicussiod of why the top 50 markets were chosen for the Commission's analysts,

see note 44 supra As was indicated earlier, this analysts wili focus on prime-unit entertain-
ment programmmg ahibited on stations in the top 501markets unless otherwise stated.
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The General Program ifthibitiOn Market
.

The relative market sharr4 of entities owning exhibition
rights2u to programming exhibited in 1958 and 1968 may be derived
from the following .data taken from the 1%9 Little Report:=11

TABLE

Average 0'c...eh& Iloiers of Prime-Time Entertainment
Proramniiiv on .11hhiated Independent

Stations br.ProductiOn Tye
/9.stv

hro.Run

Affiliated

.5.0.115431

Indcpendent
4ialkons Tolal

Percentage of

Syndication 556 208 . - 764 14 48
Off-Network 70 17 87 1 65
WYK'S 315 Ill 502. 9 51
Local 520 - 175 693 1317
Netwqrk 3229 fi 112 .

intal 4690 587 5277 o 100.60

ill -Jbonlep.ed Itulemaking, Awl; note 3, !if 2147 .

212 ,Econttout. conirel s defined thr purptises (or this arucle'S analms is the ownership of
proiram's exhibition right prior to It; "sak" to' locel.stpons for Wanton. Thin, the adver-
tiser "econoffiically controls" the adveruser.11censed, network pLogretu since it acquires the
first-run exjubition nghts from the-producer prior to the program's exhibition. Sinularl net-
works ectinormcally control producer-licensed and network-produCed programming. Øtc term
salr is used to denote eiiher a .hcensing arrangement, as between prOducers end 1 1 stations
for firstrun programming, or the contractual arrangement betWeen networks a their affili-
ates whereby the network purchkses local station time for a prograks exhibitio . The houn of
prime-tune programming econonocally controlled by each enoty was lel ed la a relative
meisure of market position unwed of total dollar sales because the Com ission syas almost
exclusively concerned with "access" to prtme.time exhibition markets./

211 The Commission relied almost exclusively upon the Arthur Li te, Inc. Report f net-
work and industry data This report was originally submitted to th Commission by t
works in 1966 and supplemented in 1969 However, on Ap 21, 1969, Westinghouie
Broadcasting Co. questioned the accuracy of data in the 1969 rt. On September 15, 1969,
CBS and NBC notified the Commtssion that some of the data theeeport was inaccurate and.
on January 2, 1970, they filed revisiona of Tables 35, 37, 7 5, and 77-98. PTAR I. mom now
41, at 382-83, 385 n 9. For a discunion of the inaccuracies mimed in the 1969 Report, see id.
at 386 n 13 In the Commission's order denying recon eration, it noted that "a large pan of
the Commission's Report and Order, most particula y.that part dealing with the syndicatiorf"
market, relies vsry heavily on the data contained the Little studip." Competition and Re-
sponsibihty in 'Network Television Broatkast g, Memorandurif Opinion and Order, 25
F.C.C2d 318, 321 (1970) (The revised tables ill hereinefter be cited as 1969 Lime REroar

1.14 The figures in Table 1 wen taken m 1969 Lyme REPORT (Rev). sorra note 213, at
177-78 (Table 80). 196-97 (Tabk A9), 2 .05 (Table 93).
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' /WM

Ftlyt-Itun

Affiliated
RA Ina_

hidependant
Statim. Toll

Percentap of
Total flours

.

Syndication 1 227 184 611 9 18
On- Network 263 4% 759

412)Movies . 354 340 694 1101.4

Local 4% 291 787 11.82

Network .407 . 3t107 }7.1§

Total 5147 1511 ' 6658 100.00

In order to determine the-relative market:dial-es from-this data:it is
necessary to ascertain which. entities eCononiially ,contr011ed tile
various program types listed in Table I.

. - First-Run Srndicated Programming. Since all first-run syndi-
aited programming cchibited in 1958 and 1968 wo-produced and
owned by independent producers, all hours devoted to such_pro-
gramming in the general exhibition niarket should be incluVr

,. _

within the producer's market share.'

Of Network Prorammdig -.One of. the .mosi notiCeable -facts
revealed by, Table 1,,ii..ihat, cieoite the Commission's concusion that

. .1.. ''' network Onininanct -1ia.1 &I-6*n significantly sir,ce 1958, the peruent-
... amot piime _time bi;cupied b,,network programming in .the general

,-;nifittet actiAany deceased froin 61.19 percenr in 14513 to 57.18 per-
2 ... ..\ '.cenl.p.,1948. ib It i4lear.lh640..cr, that the:Comimssion..assumed",,t..

ta.M4-iietwurk.yri. .nming was economitally cotrolled by the,

'uiiiro-tks,2." it00,;wiiiil :slthevfpri&lutve inclutied thi hours demoted
...., io suct pfiiiikmmin4 itgnih netw9rks'iparXet share.2" While it

..tukkft;9;iirgued thAI,4 e Z.tworks erlpiewt ilediivec'otittol over ,coff-
.:..,...'.
-.. .: . ...-1,4t.wc;ek pro411164iilg 2 with- itie,t*xteption;of the'small nuniberbt .-

, ,
iirograips.fiey oi-igin ally cvd*etrthemsely,i's,:ihtlea js,n9 eVidence

- - ;' ,t0:_.ingilt,*te that ttitWilWs ic nliol suct .p64,4riiming.e6k3Aomically:I.,: ,.....,...
;--. ,-.. ,

_

.1.-,-.::,-,-, .---,,, or 1, . ;,--.....2....;_____4-4.---,4;;-----i------L-t--- .
s 1., ".

'' 213 Moat 41i,:t Smaller :ptei4itce rq. ho ilit!ii, iiiiintain di4064iooiactlit3e * cilnirailed
. - i 4.,:' .- willutjit4ohorki oruKtependerii ;quit 0,61 distribute dui, laidoktatits'in tKotOnetwork, 7:

.st.Z44icatitin rnarkit. ,. . - ,. ',L..'
...,,1 . .. .. ';'ii. .1,7 t. -..

% 41 lib' 'This tictl:tifus 4an hirrInly,{4. eap 'Enid i),..41,i ma that the nuctitO;Of inilerepderit."..,
.. , . , .

t-I ,. ;mops, tit obf,tbp. glanatkm. whiLl) exhi tcnt?fl-netviOrk prograxwitittivinereuttgrom 19 oy-1..-...'' ..!

...-' \ .. ;',.<-'-' ,',.' ,. in, 19,841013,in 1.9q1f. 149:itrtil Rt.r.lo. (mv.), sapd\note. ill.,111 20445 crIpt;16:931. .;,,,.....i.i'',,' !*i.2._ , . sm4..;,j: '" Atroloueperidett groputers Itty Itia Iiixil their pOlgrarna; ,. . thrOugh fhtedoniestia.".;:.
'''''''' '1YlediCaltort It1arkit!1Initxr dOmpe1e,t44iltnolf, etworill **Una which are 'Oliva! of crvtiethisi

' ''' 4---' .i. ,; .rt;, : 21. ii.k Renew* eterponuooss." P.,r(iN)Ielytutema ,,o(i, note 8, at 2156-'7 (edipile,410,*ilied),
,. :.,". :j.1/4 SEY 00,:d. st.213,.PY,,,L), nitita nota.:11 .1) 389: A, ,..,;;41.i '' \ !' '4:

'C'*. ''.' 4 44 Undes Ilk it ArlIpM progtam codisolled by .436kCilsgiss 'would have inCreased ,: !..1.':!..
'., . . littbni 62144 in4195 to 6894.A491511.1:Yet 'Me I ,,imprei,.... , 1...1,%., ,Li,..,,,:-',.1, ,. -

= .. .. :- CpuNrniation of cyea114 tonffol is tr ted Vde,10kcompahrini notca:?8,1t8(11.1fivitr.,'. .7,' .'...'
-

,.. 'r .....1*
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Os nership of exhibition rights to the off-network programming
broadcast on local stations in 1958 and 1968 cannot be determinea
directly since neither the Commixsion proceedings nor the Little Re-,ports contain' such inforMation However, if it is assumed that the
off-network programming exhibited in 1968 was originally exhibited
on a network between 1962 and 1966,2' and that 1968 off-Aetwork
programming was made up of the same proportion of producer-
licensed: advertiser-licensed.and network-produced programs as the
net%kork programming exhibited between 1962 and 1966, an accepta-
ble approximation of such ownership rights can be made.'

Table 2 'sets forth the peicentage of network Progranuning
which was producer-licensed, advertiser-licensed, or network-pro-
duced during the relevant periods.

TAnt`J-. 2

Pereentage Neovork Prime-Time End.rrainment
Programmuw-byiLieens* Arrangement: 1962-1966

ick .22.2
1%)62. -6023.. - %

,-_-Nev4e,4Produced 241- 8%
-9. en I let Produced. .3o% 7% 44.

u cat- I. icensed 404- 859'vrrod

Total ' 100% 100%, .- ,

TJiii's it mav.be.assumed that 8 percent 'of all off-network program-
..1.`, thing exhibile'd in 1968 was .6riginally netwOrk-produced, that 7 per-.. . ... .

cent Iowa's origina.g, act'Vertiser-licens'41, arid that 85 percent was
,9,riginally prodlicer-licensed.!24..SiOce informatiOn is available cqn-

: ..,...-. .. cerning tb,e-iwnership of stlisequent rights within,the three' produc-= ,--,. .,.-4,..:.-.. ,
. \: , 3.20 Now otk proiZi;ge not released for off-netwotk 'syndication until at kast two years

r ,

i .1.....- ARei the neiCA otkfeikef *as initiated since.k.:r.eqtrirks a minirnutit of'two years to 1n:cumulate.. .

4 'ens*.isti-ditterciti.episodes t.ti.mak!'off-rietwork syndication' plothiblet .R.- Nou.. supra 'note
,..21b17ii 74. A the-iyearompte 'ow .tiosen beysuse off-netwWklirogrionming'was often more
tharitWoyisrs olccin4tew of **Tact that. under the id up! 9.ir the producer-network (iontract., a
ietin s',6111.4 poi be tdeised'for dqtrsestw otr-neffitifirk sylidication until, the comPletion of iis

Vitivorb. Kcirn, 44:.:61111(11...44freq.note $5, iit.- 6. 5; PTAR I, ,a4rAliATIWAI, it.t 398-99.'1,ti,ie -0-.44ii at avatiato pfiot V.1931. it wdl be assUmed that the 1957 network. .... .

.",ililtittii104:dati is.tep,leieniativa of the per.cod between 19321,.mAii 1.95-0. .

14119'.1tr1 ii:ikEPOitt,.ssrpnettee*-30, ilt 5-8.(Tabler2) -In this report. 0.7% of network
plogginnitnir **attributed topoenbutalion cnturei.A.eiwden advertisers and plaiducers This

-- ''-.; fial.bien included in the -p.rtidueir)kontestcat-qpiif Since there,is no. jindtcaiion thai advents- ,;_..:,:.
.

.4 :..:',-.! u- ets retained_ ani ownteriOipinwelita in khei tetultant olinetwork:tratiamming. e* ' r. ;.. 22-!../st The-1,1.9k attributed to.eoMb*Ations duringthivoenM wasinFluded in the pro-. . . .. vAlskit:ticensed'ategory lee note 2;2 , fovea . .-.
.-, --:;,..- -.....- ..linila..rly., .1i if 'assumed 'that ;441 Of oi14.nctiitli isrogrionmin& eib,tblted in 1938 was

,;14 43....

': ',....pifiipitilly itiiii.Ort-piqinied, that 313-ter :wa ll. adveitiSer-licensed, arid.lihai-'40% was producer.'.- literised...,' ... . ,.
,. !t
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tion typos, it is now possible to ascertain which entities economically
controlled the off-network programming exhibited in 1958 and 1968,

Producer-Licensed Programs.The Commission's conclusion
that producer-licensed off-network programming was economically
controlled by the networks was baseti on the assumption that, by
acquiring syndication profit shares and distribution rights in such
programs, the networks thereby acquirdi economic control over
them. Even assuming this to be an adequate measure of economic
control, there 'were a substantial number of hours of producer-
licensed programming in which networks acquired no subsequent in-
terests at all. Although the percentage of such programming is not
provided by the Commission and cannot be inferred from the data
cited by it, data in the 1%9 Little Report indicate that, between 1962
and 1966, networks acquired subsequent rights in only 69.4 percent
of the ptograms they licensed fronl5rodncers.225 Sincc networks ac-
quired no subsequent rights in the remaining 30.6 percent of such
programming, these off-network hours must be included in the pro-
ducer's 1968 market share.26

With respect to the remaining prodUcer-licensed programs in
which the networks did acquire subsequent rights, a close analysis
dethonstrates that, by acquisition of such rights, the networks did not
thereby obtain economic control over such programming. The fact
that. networks acquired some degrcc of participation in the expected
profits from future syndication of network programs does not neces-
sarily mean that they thereby acquired economic control over such
programming. This is .especially true when the size of the profit
Shire's acquired by the ,networks is considered. Thc Commission
chose to ignore those data, merely noting in one instance that the
networks,"usually" acquired the rights to 50 percent of the. prohts
from aornestic distribution2" and noting in another instance that
sprodtiCer were required to transfer "a substantial patt of the poten-
tial profitability of their products" to the networks.'" Thete esti-
mates, however, were not accurate. Data in the 1969 Little Report
indicate that, during the five7jPear period between 1962 and 1966, the
average domestic profit share acquired by the networks was only

225 i669 Lirnt REPORT. orra note 50. at 57 (Table 26).
, 226 in 1957. networks acquired Lufsequent rights in only 58:4% of producer-licensed pro-

gramming. Id. Therefore, the remaining 41.6% of these hours must be included in the produc-
ers 1958 share.

227 Proposed Rulemaking. Iwo note 8. at 2151.
226 PTAR I. ssiera note 41. at 388-89. Ser also Proposed Rulemaking, supra npte 8, at

2156.

- /68
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,23.95 percent.229 Thus, the profit shares actually acquired by the net-
works were in fact relatively small and their acquisition does not
support the conclusion that networks obtained economic control
over the "sale" of such programs in the off-network market.""

In view of the fact that neither the acquisition of minority profit
shares nor ,the acquisition of off-network distribution rights con-
ferred economic control over such prOducer-licensed Off-network
programs, ab of the hours devoted to such prègramming in which
the networks merely acquired subsequent rights in 1968 should also
be included in the producers' market share.

Mvertiser-Licensed Programs.lif view of the fact that the
Commission found that advertisers rarely acquired tubsequent rights
in programs they licensed from producers, it will be assumed the
producers retained all of the syndication rights to these programs."'
Thus, all of the adveniser-licensed, off-network hours should be in=
eluded in the producers' market share.

Network-Produced Programs.Since there is no reason to be-
lieve that networks conveyed any-subsequent interests in network-
produced programming to others, all of the hours devoted to. such
programming will be allocated to the networks' market share.

Network Programming.In view of the fact that networks ob-
tained the network exhibition rights to all producer-licensekpro-
gramming,,these hours must be included in the networks' market
share along with all of the hours of network programming which
were produced solely by the netwprks."2 However, the hours of net-
work programming consisting of advertiser-licensed programming
cannel* be included in the networks' share since advertisers, not the
networks, acquired the network exhibition rights from producers to

229 1969111-ILE REPORT, issera note 50. at 56 ?Table 25).
2141 SeeCtantiall, supra note 70, at 399. Similarly, the fact that networks acquired distribu-

tion rights to 23.7% of productr-hcsnsed programming between 1962 and 1%6 (derived from
1969 I.irrui REsrar, lyre note 50, at 52 (Table. 21)( does not mean that therthereby ac-
quired eanomic control over these programs. It siniply means that the networks obtained the
right to distribute the programs to local stations and to receive an agreed-upon distribution fee
for doing so.

231 Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 8, at.2150. See Crandall, supra note 70, at 387-88.
Data concerning the acquisition of subsemuent rights by advertisers are not available. It is also
assumed thet producers retained all subsequent rights in programs produced in combination
with advertisers. See note 222 Arra

232 In 1958, 45,5% of the hours devoted to network programming were producer-licensed
while 23 1% of such hours were produced by the networks. 1969 LrrTLE REPORT, AVIV note
50, at 5-8 (Table 2). In 1968, 92.1% of such hours wire producer-licensed and 4.1% network-
produced. PTAR I, supra note 41, at 390. s

49-1 1 7 0 - 7 9 1.9.

.25)5
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such programming and merely purchased time. from the networks
for exhibition of these programs.'"

Movies---ln its diwussion of the relative economic positions of
networks and producers, she Commission ignored the fact that most
of the movies exhibited on local stations were originally produced by
independent television program producers. Although there are no
data available indicating which entities owned the exhibition rights
to movies exhibited on local stations in 1958 or 1968, it has been
suggested that i112}4 or at least 80 percent2" of the movies produCed
in the United States were produced by the major independent televi-
sion producers.236 For purposes of this analysis, it will be assumed
that 80 percent of the movies exhibited on television in 1958 and
1968 were produced by the niajor independent television producers,
and that 80 percent of the hours devoted to movies on local stations
in 1958 and 1968 should be included in the producers' market share.
The rcmaining 20 percent will be allocated to non-television movie
producers.

Local Programmiqln the absence.of any information con-
cerning the ownership of local programs, all such programming' will
be allocaNd to the general category denoted "local producers."

As a result of the above analysis, the relative market shares of
each entity owning exhibition rights to programs exhibited on sta-
tions in the top fitly markets between 6 and 11 p:m. can be deter-
mined said are set forth in Table 3:

TABLE 3

Market Shares in the General Program Exhibition Market ..

1958 1968 Chahge
Networks 42.8% 55.9% +13.1%

Producers 23.3% 28.1% + 4.8%
Advertisers 18.8% 2.1%. 16.7%
Local Producers 13.2% 11.8% 1'4%

Non-Television and
Movie Producers t.9%- 2,l5

Total NV% 0%.

233 In 1958, 30.7% of the houri devoted to.network programming were advertiser-licensed.
.1969 Lrrrut REPORT. MOM OM 50, at 5-8 (Table 2). In 1968, o!lly 3.8% of such programtning
was advertiser-licensed. PTAR I, Ivry note 41, at 390.

234 Crandall characteriles movie producers as merely a "subset" of producers of television
provamming. Crandall, Arra note 70, at 399-400 n.36.

'235 A. PEARCE, AVM ROM 135, at 89.

236 See note15 Awn for a list of these entities.
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While these market shares reveal that the general program exhi-
bition market is somewhat concentrated, they do not stipport the
Commission's conclusion that the networks "control the entire net-
work television program production process . . .,"=" tat
three 61ganizations control access to the crucial prime-time evening
television schedule,'" or that "network corporations . . . have pro-
gressively achieVed virtual domination bf television program mar-
kets."2".'

The Non-Network Program Ed:ill/lion Market
According to the Commission, a viable supply of first-run syndicaied
programming was important iri order to provide an alternative to
network programming and to ensure the economic well-being of in-
dependent producers.1'" However, it coacluded that first-run syndi-
cated programming had "virtyally disappeired'; as a result of
network domjnance Of the general ex,hibition market and network
economic control of off-network .programming."'

The. first problem with the Commission's analysis of this market
is the fact that first-run syndicatecLprogramming had not "virtually
disappeared" in 1968. In support of its conclusion that such pro-
grammitg had disappeared the Commission cited data in the Little
Report which indicated that the number of half-hours during sample
weeks devoted to first-run Syndicated entertainment programs "on
all stations in the top 50 markets" decreased from 1,065 in 1958 to.

237 vrAa I. supra mite 41. at 38'.
238 Id at 394
239 Proposed Rulemaking. .nrKs note 8, at 2147. This general exhibition market would be

described by econoniats u falling Just within the "highly concentrated" category in view of
the lict that the four largest firms (the three networks and the individual independent pro-
ducer with the largest market share) accounted for 58% of the frime-time hours exhibited on
stations in the top 50 markets in 1%8 According to Bain, highly concentrated industries in-
dude those in which "51 to 75% of industry shipments were supplied by die largest 4 firms." J.
BAIN, INDUSTRIAL OROANIZATION 114 (2d ed. 1968). Although an industry with a concentra-

-lion level of 58% is characterued as highly concentraied, it &interesting 16 note that in 1963
8% oldie 417 manufactiiiing industries analyzed -hy Bain were industnes in which the 'bur
largest firms supplted 76 to 100% of industry shipments. III. It is also interesting to note that in
1972 many industries had significantly highe1 concentration levels thad the television program
exhibition market. These mcluded cigarettes (84%), greeting card publishing (70%), explosives-
(67%), dat glass (92%). primary lead (93%), electric lamps (90%)and mqtor vehicles and.car,
bodia (931) U.S. DRP'T OF ('OMMERCE, Buttx(su OF TIIE CENSUS. STATISTICAL AIISTRM'T
OF THU UNITED STATES 737-40 (Table No. 1262) (1975). It may be argued thaxconcentration
levels in.4he communications maks deserve more regulatory concern since first amendment
values Ate involved. See B. OwEN. ECONOMICS AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 121(1975). See
Silo text accompanying notes 295-305 Wka.

240 PTAR I, two note 41, at 394; Proposed Rulemaking, AVM 'note 8, at 2159.
241 PropOted Rulemaking, supra note N. at 2156. See also PTAR I .nrra note 41, at 385.

,
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833 in 1968.7 This analysis, however, was seriously biased' against
firlt-run sYndicated programming. First, the data cited by the Com-
mission (set forth above) were based on the 7,11 p.m. time period,
even though all Other comparisons had been based on the 6-11,p.m.
period. Selection of the 7-11 p.m. period to test the yiability of first-
runsyndication is biased because it omitted the hour4Then first-run
syndicated programming is most likely to occur on affiliated stations.
Tips, in 1968, 53 percent,of all prime-time hours devoted to firsi-run
syndicated programming on such stations was exhibited between 6

. and 7 p.m.' Further. the data cited by the Commission did not con-
sist of thc totil number of half-hours devoted to first-run smodicated
programming on al/stations in the top fifly.markets but eontained
only the amount of such programming broadcast on a 1968 sample
of .such stations whioh excluded twenty-seven independent. sta-
tions:'" Since independent stations exhibited an average .of 8.54
hours a week of first-run syndiclited programming in 1968, *hile af-

,3 Mated stations exhibited it.n. average, of only 1.55 hours a weck.of
such programming,' the data employed by the Commission was
seriously skewed against first-run syndication. However:even if it is
assumed that the stations which were omittdd from the samples
broadcast the same amount of prime-time, first-run syiicated pro-
gramming as those which were include&There still was, in fact, al-
most no change in the tota) hours.devoted to first-run syndication
between 1958 and 1968.24°

Up to this point, this discussion has focusceon an absolute
measure of first-run syndicatifitri in order to test the Commis.sion's

.

242 PTAR I. supra note %I. at 385.
243 1969 hrreE Rfroar (ay.( ), supra note 213. it 197-91? (Table 89)..
244 the Nog sample alsii.mmited two affiliated stations The 1958 sample omitted eight

affiliated and live.mkIer4dent stations. See 1969 Lirat Rtiront . supra note 50, at 142 (Table
36). 1969 Lim c RePtiRT (REV.). riVea note 213, at 197-98 (Table 119). Stations used in the
sample were Mose included in Arnirican Research Bureau's "Veep Survey of Ttlevlsibn Sta-
tions " The stations omitted were th s than a specified "estimated audience level."
The eruct criteria for selection of temple are forth in 1969 LI rrt.E Ittircia'r, supra note
30.. at F-I to 1.4 rAppendix F

245 1969 IMLE REPORT ev /wpm note 213, at 190-91 (Table 86j, 198-99 (Table 90). In
1968. 63% of the prime-tame hours devoted to lirst-run syndication Orogramming 'Were exhih--
ited on independent stations. Ste Table I riipa.

244 If all stations are included under the assumption stated in the text, the total hours de-
voted to first-nm syndicated pwgramming decieased from 852 in 1938 to 846 in 19611 Tlo
assumption that the omitted stations broadcast the same amount of lirst-run syndicated pro-
gramming as those which were included in the sample is probably somewhat skewed4n favor
of firstrun syndicated pgramlning since the omitted stations were the smeller stations in
these markets and Probably devoted a somewhat smaller portion :61. their time to first-run
syndication.
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conclusion that such programming had v ally disapreared in
19(0,8. It mnst be noted that.a relatiO compariso of tirst-nm syndi-
cated programming with other programming types.competing for ac-
cess to local station tioe indiCates that fhe share of plime-time
occupied by first-run sytidication did decline from 14.92 percent in
1958 to 11.08 percent in 190.24: Even with such a relative compari-
son, however, it is difficult to suppou the Commission's conclusion
that a program type occupying 11 percent of all prime-time pro-/grammmg has "virtually disappeared."

The second problem with the Commission's analysis of the non,
network exhibition maiket was 4ts Conclusion that the significant in-
crease in the number of hours devoted to off-network programming
in this market came at the economic expense of independent produc-
ers. The CommisSiOn's conclusion that producers have not been able
to compete successfully in the nofiznetwork exhibition markef was
based on the erroneous assumption that networks economically con-
trolled the oft-network programming which was being exhibited in
competition with -producers' first-run -.syndicated programming. In

Is

view of the precedifig analysis which demonstrated that produCers,
not net

%

rks, economically cimtrolled off-ndtWork Kogramming,248
this cont.'1i makes no sense. Anexainination of market shares in
the non-ni :"irk program exhibition market should dispel any con-
cern that producers have been unable to compete' effectively in this
market.

TABLE: 4

Aiarket Shares of Entities C'ompeting in the
Non-Network Exhibition Market'

Share Share
'Independent Prancers 60% 65%
Lmal Producers . 341 -28%
Non-Television Movie

Producers 5% 51.
Networks I% 2%

tot I On

Thc Cimmission's conclusiOn that network dcuninance of
prime-time programming on affiliated stations impeded the ability. of

147 these figures arc derived from 1469 Um i RI'oK1, supra note 50, at 190-91 (Table
86), '191-49 (Table 90). and from the assumption's set forth in text accompanying note 246
supra

2" See test acconipanying notes 221-24 supra .

?" Table 4 is based dn the data contained in-Table 1 and rhe previoui ailalysis,of the
ownership of exhibition rights in off-network programming

.6
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producers to gain acCess to time on these stations fm first-run syndi-
cated and off-network programming was correct in view of the fact
that the number of prime-tune hours devoted to network programs
decreases the number of prime-thne houi-s'available for noh-network
proAramming. However, the Conui?ssion's assumption that netwock
control over access to affiliated stations,had resulted in a ccintraction
in the size of the now-network prograM market frOm 1958 to 1968 is
incorrect. Although there was a 13 percent increase M the "hours of
prune-time programming offered by networks to their affiliates dur-
ing this period,2' the petcentae of prime-time hours devoted to net=
work programming on stations.' in the top fifty markets actually
.declined, from 59.9 yercent m 1958 to 50.5 percent in 1968.1"

the Commission's conclusion that producers would eco-
nomiLilly benefit from an increase in sales of_first-run syndicated
programming eis(sumes either (1) ,that any increase in prime-time,
first-run syndicated programming.would not result in a decrease in
another frogram type frotn which producers derive economic bene-
fit='= or (2) that the gain in revenue from an increase in the prime-
time hours devoted to first-run syindicated prograMming would be
greater than tht revenues loSt from the resultant decrease in hours
devoted to other program types. The Commissioffs prime-time ah-
cess rule dearly attempts to encourage an increa4d use of first-run
syndkaled programming during prime time af the eXpense of net-
work progranuning.2" While the rule may result in a decrease in the
concentration of creative control, there is no evidence that it will eca-
rtornfrallr benefit ihdependent prodfters since no effort was made to
undertake the requisite economic ana1ysis. 254,

2so 1969 I trrt F RitFORT, supra note 50, at 154-57 (Table 68).
251 See note 248 rupra The total number of hours per year devoted to non-network pro-

gramming rose from 2048 in 1958 to 2851 in 1958, an increase of 38'-e. See Table I .rupra. This
resulted from a significant increase in the number of independent stations included in the
sample in the 1969 Little Report (from 19 in 1958 to 45 in 1968). 1969 LII-PLE REL'ORT (REV.),
supra note 213, at 197-98 (Table 89), 204.05 (Table 93). See pote 245 mpra. If all stations in
the top tiny markets are included, under theirevioully adopted assumptions (see text at note
24i supra). the number of prime-time hours devoted to non-network programming tncreased
by 639: while ist relative terms the percentage of prune time occupied by non-network pro-
grliuming increased from 40% in 1958 to 5()% in 1968.

252 As was indicated earlier, these include first-run syndication, most off-network program"
nimg,.80% of the movies, andall of the producer-licensed network programming. ,

25 VTAR I, supra note 41, at 395.
254 Obviously, whether or not a.,given producer will benefit economically will depend on

ttie nature of its business. If is is primarily involved in production of network prdgrainming as
opposed to first-run syndication, it will suffer by thg mandated decrease in network pPogr4m-
ming Coayersely, if its programming i:onsists primarily of first-run syndicated programs, it
will be behefited by the rule. ,r
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The Network Et lulutam Marher

The Onumission also expressed great concern for the economic
well-ben1 of independent produt!ersvin their dthtlings witli the three
networksfhe network exhibition itlikitet. The Commission found ,1
that this':-iiiarket was ,almost completely-dpminated by the networks
as the result of the shill from advertiser-licensed to proditcer-li-
censed network programs,"` ..iind that the reWltant "oligopolistic-
MtKket structure placed independent producers at a serious eco-
nomic disadvantage in dealing with the three networks.

The 7, Momission conclqded that the networks were asserting
oligopso

IIstie
power in this market because producers' were "forced"

to cede a substantiol portion of their subrquent rights in producer-
licensed network programming to the networks,' and because pro-
ducers wer "forced" to operate at a deficit in their dealings with the
networks.'" More specifically, the Commission concluded that
neither the "giant motion picture" producers nor producers who had,

supplied,at 'least .one program per season for an eight-year period
had been able to gain. afavorable bargaining position with the net-
works vis-a-vis onc-time suppliers.'" This conclusion was baSed on
the fact that long-time suppliers and movie producers "ceded" sub-
sequent rights tcl networks in appro'ximately the same percentage of
programs as the "'generality of packagers."'" `" ..

This "evidei 1\ce" of network ;market power fails to support the
Commission's cOltclusion. First, although the Conimission con-
cluded that long-tfrm program suppliers were unable to obtain bet-
ter treatment from the networks than one-lime suppliers, it cited no
data what:oever co icerning network acquisition of subsequent rights
from one-time sup liers. Furthermore, the Commission's emphasis
on the frequency wi h which rights were ceded tO thenetworks ig-
not-0 the two most significant factors pertaining to the economic re-
lationship betwoen prOlucers and networks: the magnitude of the

t

2" In VW, 412'; of an network prime.time entertainment ,programming was producer;
licensed Bs 19(18 this had increased to 92 Li During the same permd. the percentage of
prime-time network plogramnung licensed b.s advertisers decreased froM 35 6e'r to 3
PIAR I. cupra note 41. at 390

.
2tS Id at 389 Since thesnetwork'exhibition market contains few iluyers and many sellers. it

IS (note appropriate to characterue it as an ohropsonssrsc market. Ste I ScuLtrun,

2"
NP1AR

nipra note 41. at 388.89, 343
2" Id at 388, 398, Proposed Rulemaking. nspra note 8, at 2150-51.

NIkk I SI AM) h 242 (1970)oNositi Pi HI ORMAN ( 1 ,

259 PTAK 1, riapra note 41. at 388.89
264) Id at 188 In fact, the Commissum noted (hal the terms of entry for the major motion

poure producerrs waistless fasorahle than for "the generality of packagers Id.
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subscq tient rights acquired by the networks and the. amount of tfie
_license fee .p.nd by networks to producers. Witkout such data it is

impossible to reach any meaningIU1 conclusions (concerning the
(elms of entry for large and small produters since the networks may
have acquired significantly larger profit shares' from the smaller pro-
ducers or paid larger producers a higher license fee .

finally, although the Commission indicated that one would ex-
pect long-time suppliers to acquire a favorable bargaining position,
it did not state why this favoritism should be bestowed in the form of
'price concessions. The Commission failed' to consider the possibility
that such Lis *Ism might be shown by preferring one producer over
another lin th 'i! selection of progrrming for network exhibition be-
cause of the networks' past experience with a producer. This possi7
batty would be entirely consistent with the Commission's data
indicating that long-time producersthave sold at least (me proram
per se.ason from 1957 to 1944,'Y

hAnch of the Cominission's analysis of network' power in this
markersuffers from its erroneous assumption thiit network acquisi-
tion of subsequent rights in producer-licensed programming demon-
strated the existence of network oligopsony power. Implicit in the
Comnussion's analysis is the assumption that networksby virtue of
their market power,' were able to compel producers to grant them
substantial shares of the subsequent rights as a condition of entry
into the market at no cost to the networks. 01course, this ignores thc
very reiil possibility that nevorks were in fact purchasing these sub-
sequent rights from producers by paying higher license kes.262

Tti't Commission's conclusion lhat networls Were asserting oli-.

gopsony power was also based on the Commissiw's discovery that
the license fees producers received from networks were, in most
cases, less than -production costs. As a resillt, the Commission con-
cluded that producers operated at a deficit and were "forced" to rely
upon syndication profits in hider to recoup their "losses."' klow-
ever, the existence of network market_power cannot be inferred fr(om
the fact that producers incurred-a nct loss as the result of their sale to
networks since such a conclusion fails to take into consideratiop the

261 For s discussion of producer-network "friendships," see B cri N. supra dote 201, at
21

262 Crandall, mpra note 201. at'492. According to crandall, '111&tworks purclast antillaty
rights in programs exhibited originally on their networks at Kmi winch reflect ante expec-
tations .11 their discounted present value Id. See au) text accompanying notes 369-85 in"
(discussion of the financial interest nile)

261 See note MCrupra
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economic position of producers after e.xploitation of their subsequent
'nghts.'" Thu (In all ofs, it would he necessary to take into consii

the piogram revenues received by producers including etwork li-
cense fees andtotal syndication reveniie before conclusions could be
reached concerning their economic viability and thcir relative bar-
gaining position vis-4-vis netwoEks."

It also appears that the Commission's conclusion (plat producerN
operate at a substantial deficit idler their "sale" to the networks is
Vestionable. The only "data" cited by the Commission to support
this conclusion is a reference to an article in l'ariefr which stated
that "20th century Fox recoups only 80 percent of its television film
costs from network first-run fres."2" This estimate, hOwever, failed
to take into consid ation the fees received from netivorks for the
right to repeat episo( s. In 1%8, netwoas used twenty-six original
and twenty-four repeat episodes for a year-long series."' Noll, Peck,
and McGoikan haveestimated that thc amount paid by the networks
for the right to renin these episodes was approximately &pal to 5
percent of the first-run license fee.2 'Acicording to the Little Report,
in 1968 thr average first-run license fee for a one-hour episode of an
entertaimiient series was $163,000.' Since average productiOn costs
in that year were $183,830,1 ' it would appear that there vias an aver,.
rige deficit of $20,830 (11.3 percent) per episode. This completely ig-
nores the 5 percent rerun fee, which, when included in prodUcers'
revenue, reduces the deficit to-only 7.2 percent. To the extent that
reuse fees exceed 5.percent, the deficit may be even smaller ornon-
existent."' Furthermore, the Commissiou also overlooked the fact

2" Revenues front subsequent rights can be substantial. Pearce notes that a popular pro-gram is capable ot grossing as much as 830' million from domestic syndicalion alone, A.h supra note 85. at 116 Since, ui 1968. the avelage doniestic profit share acquired by
'the networkS was only 22 4%. the isroducers' share of such profits would be significantly large&
than that of the networks 1969 Lim i RE POI( I, Stira re 50. at 56 (Table 25).

InS 1.or an example of such treatment, see R. Not t., supra note 201. at 302-11
26° VIAR I. supra note 41. at 188 n 16. lb addition, the saareported. but the Commission

did not ate, considerable testimony by producers to the,effect that such deficits MST SECOND
ruaisl Rurtni T. PART IL supra note I, at 214.
2°7 IIIRMAN W 'LAND ASSOt IATA,S, IN(' , TELEVISION ANII) THE. WIRED CITY 89 (1968)

thereinafter citeil as LAND) See 4/Toth-tic u ou TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY. ANALYSIS .OE
THE CAUSES AND Littl'IS LIF INCREASES IN SAMV-YEAR RERUN PROURAMNINO :AND Ru-
t Anis lisitus IN PRIME Til.au NETWORK TELEVISION (073) (hereinafter cited as OTP Rt RUNRt rl

268 R Nor t, supra note 201. at 110-11.
2°9 1969 ltruu 'throat, iupra pote.50, at 41 (Table 15).
21.0/ Tut Esft;ION MA..A.ziNt, May, 1968, at 22-25.
271 In 197), the Office of Telecommunications Policy estimated that reuse fees were ap-, proximately 25% of the first-run fee OTP RERUN ROiroRr, supra note 267, at 5. If the rouse fee-

_t_
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that, in many iAsta ices, networks have agreed to permit producers to
recoup excess production costs from profit shares acquired by the
networks ''' . 4

Finally. it is interesting to note that the Commission concluded
that the three networks were able to assert a high. degree of oligop-
sonistic power in the network-exhibition market itylwut any compar-
Ison ty- propis. While the Commission did refer in passing to high
network profits," at no time did it take intv consideration tile actual
economic position of independent producers. This was a crtOical
oversight because, without such'information, it is impossible tecon-
.clude that independent producers were actually suffering economik
harm as the result of network dominance in this market. Even if the
financial evidence revealed that networks were earning ail exorbitant
return on investment while producers were merely earning a normal
rate of r'ettlrn, the mere fact that networks were able to capture all of
the excess pfotits' in the industry does not necessarily mean that
they were asserting excesSive market power.' Such a high degree of

"netiork pr t tits c inould be bxplaed by the presence of significant-
economies o 4cale in the network process' And by a highly compet,

,
itive supply industry. Economists have, in fact, concluded that the

. program supply industry is very competitive. ;There are a large
number of sellers in thc industry"' with small individual market

L.
was actually 251-. there wbuld have been nti deficit bq rather 4 9e-c -surplus." The existence of

4r production "deficits" may also be questionable in view of the act:bunting methods employed
by producer% which (resiliently Include salaries to producers within production costs. 'See A.

PEAR( E, supra note 85. at 112
272 See Crandall, supra note 201. at 490 In 1968, 67.7% of the series hours during a sample

week were subject to a partial or total recooment agreement. 1969 Lirrt.E Rfronir, supra
note 50, at 61 fable 30) See also NBC testimony in the SECOND NI ERIM REPORT, PART II,

SUpra note 1, at 270.
2" Proposed Rulemaking, rupra note 8. at 2156 n.37. In 1970the network profit rate (in-

cluding profits from owned and operated stations) before taxes on net tangible broadcast prop-

erty was 134% R Nov , supra note 201. at 17.
2r 4 Excess profits are those which exceed a normal rate of return With respect to produc-

ers, Noll, Peck, and Malowan assred normal profits to kJ 12.ei aller-tax return on Invest-

ment in pilots R Not..t . supra note 201, at 66. A pilot is a trIl or sample episode of a

proposed series usually an hour and a half or two hours 104 which is used to 'convince pote'n-

nal purchasers of a series of its merit Id at 64.
225 "(N (either ponopoly power in advertising markets nor monopsony power in program-

ming markets is required to yield the nttworks a substantial scarcity rent . . ." Crandall,

rupra note 201. at 489
-276 i"ey b,OwEN. supra note 201. at 18-20.
2" Id at 17;18. 29 Crandall notes that there were 49 different pioducers of network

pinnelime entertainment faograms in 1967. Crandall, supra note ;0, at 396. According to the(
Little Reirrt, there were 51 such producers in 1968. i969 Lints REPORT, supra note 50. at 94

(Table 42). Since both figures refer only to producers who were successful in selling programs

I.
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sliares which ha. e been ohserN ed to be volatile over time:' barriers
to entry are slight in \ iew of the tact that production factors may be
rented,' and,program prodirion involves no distribution econo-
mies. Under such conditions. and in view of the fact that.producers
are selling differentiated products which are easily substitutable, the
industry has been d'escribed as monopoktically competitive.'" In
such an industry, according to Owen. Beeb; and Manning; "compe-
tition among such producers ensures that no\producer will earn prof-
its in excess of a 'normal- rate ot- return on his capital and skill."2"

'Given the fact that producers are unable to earn profits in excess
of a "normal" rate of r5turn dtie to the, competitive nature of the
industry, it is clear that .netw ork oligopsony power cannot be as-
serted to tOrce producers to accept lower prices since any such co-
erced price reductions would dn e producers out of business. As one
commentator noted. "Mt is inconceivable tb4 the networks could
force suppliers to accept a rate of return orr 'program investments
which is below the opportuult\ cost of capital."28-2 Furthermore, it
makes little sense to conclude that networks are forcing prices dpwn
to a level where producers cannot cover their costs when the number
of independently produced -tele ision programs is increasing.2" It is
als6 highly unlikely that networks would want to see a decline in the
number of producer's "given We importance of maintaining an
uninterrupted flow of programs for exhibition.",'

This discussion has assume,d that networks were able to capture
100 percent of the excess pwtits 2.enerated by the network.broadcast-
ing process. It has been 'arilued. however, that prodUcers have been.
able to capture a portion of.the excess profits generated in the net-
work exhibition market:

(Tlhe networks have not completely suppressed the bargaining power
of program,owners even though they have obtained shares in profits

-
to the networks, it i probable that the total nUmber of producers competing for network sales
was larger

2/8 hi 1968, the 7 maior program producers accounted for only 269W of network program
sales, wiee mdisidual shares ranged rrorn 0 to 8%. B QwlN, supranote 201, at 22. See a/sochndar supra note '0. at 396

27? B Owi VU/Mi note 201. at 19
280 hi At O.
281 Id at 17 note h Noll, Peck: and McGowan do not share the view Out the supply

industry is highly compeonse Mice they; found that prqducers were able to caigure'a substan-
tial share of the scarcity rents .R NOLL, wupra note 201. at 45-46, 66-67. For a critic .sm of their
conclusions, see test accompanying notek 285-94 Igra.

282 Crandall. rupra note 70, at 508. See a/so R. NOLL, mpra note 201, at 63 6
283 Crandall. suprd hote 201, at 399
284 Id Seeu/so td. 'at 397
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290.

from .sl-OctwOrk syndication , (11rom 7 to 17 per cent of the
amount actually 'paid for regular series entertainment programming
repreents terns extracted by program owners----payment in excess of
those ticr%sary to cover the cost of resources devoted to program pro-
duction 1"

Unfonunately, ttie data used by these authors to obtain the "pro-
gram kw ner's share in broadcast revenue from the network run" ap-
pear to ha% c been production costs rather than the aetaal ficpse fees
paid b% the'networks.'" To the extent that the network fee was less
than thc c,w of procuctton,2 their estimate of the producers' share
of gr re% enues was overstated.' Since a reductioh in the program
owner's share of broadcast revenue,will result in a similar reduction
in the amount of any excess profits.Captured by them, the conclusion
that producers were able to succeSsfully bargain for a share of the
excess profits is questionable.

It has been further suggested that producers "accumulate" bar-
po%er if their series, becomes 'successful.'" Whenlhis hap-

pens. it h; said, the producer will then be lible to capture some oftehe
extra profits generated by the program.'" Owen, Beebe, and Man-\
ning base this conclusion on data which indicates that the average
price paid by networkslor a series increases over time;29<) and Noll,
Peck. and McGowan have attempted to quantify this effect, conclud-
ing that each rating poiht above fifteen achieved by a program will
result in n average price increa-se gl $1,555.00 per half hour.29'

There ire two significant problems With these conclusions. First,

285 R No..... supra note 20F. at 66. In reaching this result. these authors'compared an
estimated -miramum share of revenue netwolts would have had to give up in order to insure
program ow 7_Cfs an expected 12 percent after tax rate of return on pilots, given the network
shares in's.r..:.1:ation profits" with "the average share of revenues actually given up." Id.

281 The cr,\Iticers* "actual share of broattcast revenue" for 1968 was taken from TelevIstars

Alaga:uir iThe authors note that "average cost wisI computed from data for the 1965:66
through the 1 4,8-69 seasons appearing in the annual- 4yelecast' article provided by 'Tekvirion
Alaga:Ine" R Noik, supra note 201, at 311. The "Teleasl" stticle for the 1968-69 season lists
all programs :a the three network schedules vying "the show's title, its sponsors, their agen-
cies, the estur...Ited product:on Cosi of a single original inn series, the sktiog price to advertisers

, and the F;roduction 30Urce of each show." TELevISION MAdAZINE, May, 1968, at 22
(emphasis adced)

287 For a ctscussion of production deficits, see text accompanying notes 263-76 supra.
2" R Nott.. supra note 291. at 65. B. Owkr,i, swira note 201, At 38. For this reason,

netnorks bargain for a share of the subsequent rights *t the outset. "when their bargaining
power is grea;est . . ." Id at 65.

289 R. Ow EN, Three note 201, at 38. Noll, Peck, and McGowan suggest that when lus pro-
gram become strectsasftd, the producei "becomes a monopolist dealing with three cortrpeting
tinworks." R NOLL, supra note 201, at ,45.

290 B On ts,, men; note 201, at 38.
291 R Nott. supra note 201, at 45.
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these authors rail to explain how a productr can successfully negoti-
ate .an morease in his price when the terms of the pilot-serief contract
between the producer and network, which is executed before the se-
ries begins, specify the_ price the network must pay five to seven years
in the future.2'" .Second, the _fact that program prices Increase over,
time does not necessarily mean that producers are capiqring the suc-'
cess rents. While it is true that program prices for successful series
are otten increased even under,the restrictive terms of the pilot-series
contract, such increases represent, escalations to ct.wer specific exi-
-gencies set forth in the contractlior resqlt from the willingness of
networks to make adjustments*.for increased salary demands of tal-
ent.' Thus, it lould seem, in the absence of any evidence to the
sontrary, that increases in program prices for a successful series do
not represent the acquisition*excess profits by producers but rather
consist of pre-arranged:price escalations and excess profits captured
by talent, not ptoducers'. ,

1

ANALYSIS- Of' TUE COMMISSION'S ASSUMPTIONS CONCRNING
CONCLINTRA LION or ,CREATPIE CONTROL

The Commission also -concloded that creative control of net-
work and non-network pri'me-time nter,tainment programming was
concentrat'ed in the thnee networks2'5 anti that the networks "in large
measure determine what the Amegican peoele may see and h,ef dur-
ing the hours whea.most Americans v.iew televis t

Network Propumming
,

The Commission found thatosnetwork creative control of net-
work programmingAemmed from the deep involvemtnt of networks
in the creative aspects of producer-licensed network piogrammipg.
which, in 1968, accounted for 92.1 percent.ofell network, prime-tithe'
programming.2'1 When the hours of prime-time programming
were produced by the networks are added, the perc,entage of prr .

time hours creatively controlled by networks amounted to 26.2 pe

291 A Prmtx Aupra note 85, at 112. Only in,the unlikely evenithat a series remaini on the
.network longer than this five to seven-year period will producers be able to bargain for a share
of the excess profits. Id at 115.

29-1 These contracts norinally iriclude a set escalation clause of 5%. list
2" See R. Not. I. supra note 201, at-63 n 10: B. OWEN, supra mite 201,`at 38, /

P95 Proposed Rulemaking, suira note 8, at 2147, 2153-54, 2157;.PTAR 1, supra note 41, at
389, 394.

296 Proposed Rulemaking, suprattote 8, at 2147.
247 PTAR I, supra note 41, at 390.

S.
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cent in 196") while only the remaining 3.8 percent was creatively
contiolled by aivertisers.2"

NbnNetwe)rh Programming

In addition to exercising creative control Over programs broad-
cast in the network exhibition market, the Commission also con-
cluded that networks exercised creatiCT control over a substantial
proportion of programs broadcast in ..the non-network exhibition
market rn view of their control over off-network protvamming. This
was said to result' from the fact that networks ditati1/4,ely controlled
such programming when it was originally produced for network ex-

While it is _clear ihe programming cottoned creatively by the
networks almost completely dominates the network exhibition mar--
ket., an analysis of the non-network'exhibitionMarket reveals that in
N68 only 25 percent of all non-network programming was creatively
controlled by the three networks, while produce6 creatitely con-
trolled 41 percent of such programming:

TABLL 5

Concentration of Creative Control th the
Non-Network Exhibition Market-196e'

Average
Weekly Hours

Percent of
Total Flours

Networks 706 ' 25

Producers 1166 41

Advertisers 53 2

Non-Television Movie
Producers 139 5

oc:al Producers 710 27

Total 2851 100'

298 hi
299 hi While the Commission assumed that advertisers exercised little or no creative con-

trol over programs they licensed from producers for network exhibition, the evidence is to the
contrary Advertisers controlled the creative aspects of programs in great detail. Ballow notes
that, during the programming inquiry, "a/network official testified that the advertiser or.agency
might patticipate in the creative phases o( seridus drama or entermanment 'at every step and as
to every element of the process.' " and that "lsicripts were editediby advertisers and agencies to
render the show compatible with the product,'"' Barrow. The Attainment' of Balanced Program
Serilet. in Mewsion, 52 VA. L. R F. v. 633, 637 n.14 t 1966).

it)4) PTAR I. supra note 41, at_389. See. also Proposed Rulemaking. ,rsiora mite 8, at 2154-
57

V
101 See Tables 1 and 2 supra. The figures in Table 5 are based on the assumption that 1968

off-getwork programming was,made up of the same proportion of producer-licensed, adver-
tiser-licensed and network-produced pavgrams as network programming exhibited between
1962 and 1966 See 'text accompanying notes 220-23 supra. Since networks +creatively con-

282
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In view of these data, the Commission's conclusion that programs
creatively controlled by the nstworks dominated the hon-network
program market in 1968 must be rejected.'

Genral Program Exhibition AtarAet,
For a more realistic test of the Commission s conclusion that

networks creatively controlled "the entire television, program proc-
e.ss- jn 1968," the gene`ral exhibition market, .consisting of prime-
time ehtertaMnwnt progr.amming exhibited on all stations in,the top
fifty markets, should be examined. M cah be seen frpm Table 6, 66
Nrcent of such programming was creatively controlled by the net-
works in 1968 while only 18 percent was controlled by producers:

TAnt.E. 6

Concentration q/- Creative Control in /he General
Program Ethrbitioil Market-19M's

A% cragc

Week)v flours
Percent of

Total flours
Netl,,orks. 4368 66 0
Producers 1166 17.5
Athertiser, 198 3.0
Non-Tele% i.ion Mo 5, le

Producer, 119 2_0
I..ocal Producer,

Tout
7$7 5

6658 190 0

It was this concentration of creative control which gave rise to the
Commission's concfrn for the viability of first-run syndicated pro-,

4ramming. Since bdth network and otr-rietwork programming were,

trolkd both network-produced and, producer-licensed programming, the off-network hours
made up of such pioduction tr pc, are attributed 16 the networks, while the remainder is attrib-
utabk to advertisers The producers' share includes all of the hours devoted to first-run syndi-
cated progranumng and 801- of the hours devoted to !Voyles. See text accompanying notes
'234-36 tupraSk% en!) percent of the hyurs devoted to Movies are attributed to non-television
movie prodecers. and all of the hours devoted to local Progiamming are attributed to local
prod llierS.

3432 The commission also concluded thlit the networks creatively controll&fthe syndication
market "[Title great bulk of the programming available for syndication

. . . Consists of 'off-
network' product." Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 8, at 2156. Presumably the Commission
considered the sYndtcation market tkes be ntlide up of first-run syndicated and off-network pro-
gramming Even if this %ere a reasonabfo market for determination of creative control, the
percentage of progranoupg creatively controlled by the networks in this artificially narrow
syndication market was only 51 59- in 1968 while 44.61- was controllt4by producers and 3.51'
by adwerusers.

PTAR I, supra note 41, at 389.
The figures in Table 6 were obtained by adding the weekly hours of network program-

nung controlled by each entity to the hours of non-network programming so controlled as set
forth in Table 5. .
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for all practical purposest creatively controlled by the three net-
works: the Commission viewed .tbe decline of first-run syndicated
progniimming'° and the increased.uSe of olOietwork programming

as a threat to the diversuysof rine-time entertainment program-

ming. Thus, w,hile it makes little sense to argue that producers_ were

economically dhadvantaged%bacause of the decline of first-run syndi-

cation saks and the conconntant increaSe in sales'oroff-network prO-

gramming, since producers conttolled both ecanomfrallg there was

reason for concern at the concentration of creative control whichl-i-

_sulted from network creative control over both network and off-net-

work programming.

Tim PROGRAM PROCUR M E. NT RULES

Hie Commission concluded that the concentration of creative

control adversely affected the public interest by significantly reduc-

ing the diversity of high quality. prime-time programming" and by

limiting the ability of local stations to make meaningful program
choices in fulfillment of their responsibility for broadcasting in the.

,public interest.'" In 1965 and 1970. the Commission considered Uvo

quite diffaent approaches to these obviously interrelated problems.

In its proposed rules, the Commission sought to increase diversity in

detwork programming by mandating a substantial return to the ad-

vertiser-licensed network program. However, by adopting the prime-

tinie access rule in 1970, the Commission chose to create a new mar-

ket for tirg-run syndicated programming in hn attempt to provide

additional sources of (I iverse noh-network prime-time programming.

Before analyzing the potential efficacy of these two approaches,

it 1is necessary to distinguish two differenrconcepts of diversity: di-

vetsity of source and aiversity of programming. In broadcasting, di-

versity- of source refers to a multiplicity of sepai-ately owned and

controlled sources of television programming,'" while diversity of
programming refers to actual diversity in the kind of programming

broadcast by local television stations."' The two concepts are inter-

1t) As was pointed out cachet. the Cofnmission's conclusion that tirst-run syndicated pro-

gramming had "virtually disappeared" was erroneous See text Arcompanying notei 240-42

urpra
s P1 A R I, rupra note 41. at 395 Sty text accompanying notes 114-28 :Ora

30' Pf AR I. rupra note 41, al 397, a). Proposed Rulemaking...rupra note 8, 'at 2148-49,

215h" For rules dealing specifically with multiplicity of source, see the Commission's multiple

ownership rules. 47 C ls R § 73 636 (1976)
" Progiam diversity Is generally measured by the number of program categories or pro-

gram !Nye% which are offered during a gisen,time period Ser. eg.,-Table 7 !Vivi. The
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telaetd to the extent,that it is assumed that tan inCrease in diversity of
source will result in .asn increase'in program diver-sit), n" In both the
proposed titty-percent rule and the prime-time access sink, the Com-
mis>ion announced.that its main" purpose wa) to increase thp number .

Lit' different sources of "network quality" prime-time..programming in
the hope, or unkr the assumption, that there would be a concomi-t
tant increAe in'the diversity Of "prime-time programming.'"

A..

nom: literature concernuig diversity in broadeasung is extrusive See, e. , LXND.,note 2
ruppa, B Owr.N, DIVIRS111 AND TitLyisioN (1972), Beebe, /mutational Nfwcture and ()-
gram (hmAs in Felerwon Markets, 91 Q J EcON 15 (1977), Blank, The QuiltjOr Qua lair
and 1),I'r,ili in Ieleriaon Programming. 56 Am L ON. Ri v 448 (Sur% 1966): Domini k
Prix. lren,Li m Network Prinie-7'ime Programnung IV,c_?- 74, 26 .1 Com. 70 (1976); lod-
hardt Si'Ehrenberg. Duplication qf Il*st.ston Viewing Within and Between ChatrA, 6 J. '1\

KET1ING.RLSEARutt 169 (1969), Go:edicts & Barnett, IT Program OiveratrNety Evide
,md ()Id lheories, 61 Am EcoN REA 59 (Stipp. 1971); Hall & Bathvala. Market Structure and
Duplication in Il" Broad:aging, 47 LAND EcoN. 405 ((971), Lprin. PZgram Duplicauas,
versus, and Faective Vtewer (hoices Some Empirwal Findings, bl AM [CON. Rtv g (Supp.
(971). MaIowan. Competition, Regulation, and Perfi)rmance tn Teksision Broaticaswfg, 1967
WAND UNIV 1..Q 499, Rothenberg. Consumer Soverivnty and the gcsounnics qf TV
Programming. 4 Sul) Pun ('oro 45 (1962). Siemer, Program Patterns and Preferences, and
the HOrhabilits 0/ Competawn Radio Breadcasung. 66 Q J [CON. 04 (1952), Wilts, Pilk-
ington and the Theory of Value, 73 [CON J 183 (1963)

311) Not surprisingly, there has been considerable debate concerning diversity.of source and
diversity of progranmung Thr assumption ihat an increase in the diversity of sourtfe ydl in-
crease diversity of programming is not universally accepted. Former Commissioner Nicholas
Johnson states that "tallthough diversity of ideas rather than multiplicity of forums has been
the goal of the hrst amendment, mu1iiphcity, of forums has Seemed a useful means to that-end:.
He also noted that

the major thrust of the FCC decisions, as well as that of the antitrust laws, has been to
promote multiplicity or forums. The reason for this is fairly obvious. Feeling the con-
stramts of the First Amendment. the Comnussion haS sought in its actions to create a true \
broadcast "marketplace of ideas" open to all views, and yet to remain "content neutral" at )
the same tune

. Johnson, supra note 77, at 343-44. 367. See also Barron, An Emergmg First Amendment Right
of .4ecess to the Medur'. 37 (3EA.). W.6tt L. Rio/. 487, 498 (1969). Coase, The Economics 61
BroadcasYmg and Closernment Policy, 56 AM. ECON. Rt.y. 440 (Supp. 1966).

311 PTAR I. supra note 41. at 397. Elsewhere the Commission described the purpose of the,t
prime-time access rule,as serving 'the public interest in diverse broadcast service . . . ." id
See also Propos& Rulemaking. supra note 8, at 2160-61, 2162. The CoMmission has con-sist-
entiv- taken the posithm that, under the first amendment. it may not directly man-date diversity
of progranmung. See SFCONO 1NTLIUM REPORT, PART 11, supta note I. at 2. The issue, how-
ever. is not settled In a memorandum to the Cotnnussion, FCC.General Counsel Henry Gel-
ler advised the Commission that the Supreme Court's opinion in Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v.
FCC, 395 U S 367 (1969), "constitutes ample legal authority fur the Commission . . . to spec-
ify minimum percentages of time to be devoted to various programming categories provided a

reasonable pubtrc iiiterest basis is demonstrated for the specification.'5 Memorandum From
General Counsel to the Commission. 20 Rhd. Reg.'2d 381. 384 (1969) (emphasis in original),
ror a similar view, see *e concurring opinion of Commissioner Cox in theadoption of the
tonme-ume access rule. PTAR I. supra note 41, at 421-22. For an earlier discussion of FCC
program regulations. se;-iit:TWORK BROADCASTING, supra note I. at -46. See also-ken--
nedy, Programming Content and Quality. 22.1-Avi & CONTEMP. PRO (1957); Loevinger,
The Issues in Program Regidation, 20 FED. Cow B.J. 3 ((966).

49-117 0 - '79 - 20
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The Prime-Time Access Rule

By adopting the prime-time access rule, the Commission sought
to increase the hours of brime-time 'programming supplied indepen-
denti of network creative control. This was to be accomplished ei-
ther through the.entry of new suppliers or by expansion of existing
sources of first,run Syndicated prograMming. To accomplish this, the
Commission artificially increased the number r)f potential buyiers of
prime-time programming by ehminating the network brokerage
function from one,hilf 'hour tof prim; time per evening.'" As a re-
sult, producers will be l'orcecf to deal directly with local stations and,
to the extent they are succe;sfuLthe portion of prime-time occupied

it by first-run syndicated programming will increase.
The extent of the incrtase in prime-tiMe first-run syndicated

prograpiming will depend on the ability of producers to compete
successfully with local programming and older movies.'" If past
non-uetwOrk prograMming patterns continue, the expansion of non-
network 'time mandated by thc rule will result in a significant in.
crease in the hours of prime-time devoted to fira-run syndicated pro-
grammMg on affiliated stations.3" This increase may be offset to
some extent, however, by a 4creasein the use of first-run syndicated
programming on independent Itations. This would occur if in-
dependent stations, which may exhibit off-network programming
during access.time,3" are unable to compete with the economically

312 Although the rule prohibits affiliated tenons front carrying more than three hours of
network.programming during the four-hour period between 7 and 1 the rule effectively
eliminated only one-half hour of network programming since networks offered only three and
one-half hours'of network programming dunng prime time pnor to the rule..PTAR I, supra
note 41. at 395.

313 In response to numerous petitions for reconsideration. the prohibition against exhibit-
ing movies during aCcess time was limited to movies which had been exhibited in the market
within the previous two years. Competition and Responstlfility in Network Television Broad-
casting, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 25 F.C.C.2d 318, 333-34 (1970

3" Twenty-seven percent of the hours devoted to programming other than network or off-
network programs between 6 and 7 p.m. on affiliated stations in 1968 was devoted to first-run
syndicated programs. 1969 LITTLE REPORT (REV.), supra note 213, at 196-97 (Table 89) If
affiliated stations continue to devote 27% of such programming to first-run syndicated pro-
grams alter the effective date of the rule, there will be a, 110% increase in the number of b-uir,
devoted to first-run syndication programming. The 6-7 p.m. period was chosen for this :mak Nis

rather than the first' hour covered by the rule (7-8 p.m.) becinte the 6-7 p.m. period cot>tained
the least ammint of network programming in 1968 and would therefore be more indicathe of

'affiliated stanon prograntining patterrisan the absence of network prpgrarnming.
3" Independent stations will probably prefer off-network programming to first-run syndi-

cated programs because )ff-network programming is cheaper and is more likely to attract
larger audiences. particularly when there is no competition from network programming: Off-
network .programs are likely to be cheaper than first-run syndication es:en though distnbutiorl
costi are the same becauVe revenues derived from first-run syndicated programming must be
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stronger aflihated stations for e\hfbition rights to first-run syndicated
programming. This is especiall4 true in of the sharp increase in
demand for such programs.which will be engendered by the

Thus, it is reasonable to ex-pect that the Commission's &cation
of a relatively "eompetinon- free haven'''. for .first-run syndication
on network affiliated stations will result in a substantial inerew in
the quantity of 44st-run syndicated programming exhibited during
prime time on stations in the top fifty markets. Furthermore, givep
the low barriers to entr, in the program production industry, it is
also reasonable to expect that the expansion of the market for first-
run syndication will attract new program sources.'"./ -

It is clear from the Commission's report that the prime-i-iine ac-
cess rule was not an attempt to increase program diversity without
regard to quality_ The rule was Licsigned.to encourage the production
of programming whicn would be competitive with network offerings,
and the Commission frequently referred to the need to increase the
exhibition of 'quality' tilm entertainment,' "prime time quality
programs,"'") and "qualitY high cost programs.":"' For 'this reason,
it is reasonable to ask whether the increased market for first-run syn-
dicated programming will result in the production of network quail-

.

_

applied to the Tull production costs ot the program, whereas off-network programming need
only meet the residual fees which are significantly less th5n production costs B. Owl.N. supra
note 201. at 33.

116. For this reason it isIdoubtful that the rule will benefit the development of UHF stations
as envisioned by the Commission PIAR I. supra note 41, at 394. 395. See also Proposed
Ruletnakmg, supra note S. at 2157 Independent UHF stations will have to compete with the
affiliated VHF stations for the new tirst-run syndicated progranuning stimulated by the rtde.
However, in view of the' fact that affiliated 1/111: stations attract laiger viewing audiences evin
for non-network programming than unaffiliated UHF stations, producers of first-r,un syndica-
tion programming will only seU to the UHF station in a given market if it cannot sell the
proiram to one of the affiliated VHF stations in that market. See R. Not I., supra .note 201. at
86. See also Cotnnussionet Burch'sdissent to the prime-time access rule. PTAR I. supra note
41, at 414. For a discrsion of the UHF handicap, see note 50 .nrra.

317 Although the Commission-states that "it is not . . . our intention . . to carVe Out a
competition free haven for syndicators," to the extent that it has prohibited networks from
competing for station time, this is precisely what it has done PTAR-1, supra note 41. at 397.
'the rule also proiected access programming from competition by network programmMg ex-
hibited on other stations in the market during access time. See note 327 ntfra.

.-
318 For a discussion of barriers to entry in the program production market. see note 277

- axiom

319 Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 8. at 2149 n.14.
320 PTR I, suilra note 41, at 38b.
321 Id t 397 litexplicably, despite the Commission's continued reference to the need for

high qual. y, syndicated ,prograrammg, in concluding its zeport it stated that: "(W]e emphasize
again that it Is not out' objectivt or intention to . . . promote the production of any particular
type of program-- whether or not it be included within the present category of quality high cost
programs," Id.
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ty provamming for the new "accesS-" period.V2 li

During thi rukmaking proceedOgs, several parties argued that

the production costs and financial risks involved in the pfoduction of

first-run Syndicated programming were too great ie undertaken
by individual producers.' The Commission rejected these argu-

ments, noting that various producers had testified that: "IGliven reit:

sonabk access to top rated -evening time in the top 50 markets,

, program producers both present and-potentialcan .and will sup-

ply programs fbr the syndication market .reasonably competitive

with network prime lime offeririgs."3" The Commission agreed with

these witnesses, noting that.increased production costs were not nec-

essarily.a bar to ttie prosiuction of tirst-run syndicated programming:

"It is familiar doctrine,that dollar costs in television are not as cru-

cial to economic ,success as are the costs an advertiser must incur to

place his message before his prospective customers. A higher dollar

cost to reach a larger audience is acceptable to most advertisers."'

Thus, the Commission concluded that, while the production

costs of high quality programming might well be prohibitive ih low-

rated time, such costs will be acceptable in ."high-rated time" be-

cause of its larger audiences.'" The Commission reasoned that, since

the rule will give independent producirs access to one hour of "high-

rated time" each evening without competition from network pro-
gramtniijg,' their first-run syndicated programs will be able to at-

--#

322 It is assumed at the term C"quality" as used by the ommission is directly related tolh
production costs Owen. Beebe. and Manning have noted that "it is generally valid to speak of

program 'ponulanty."quality; an.4 cost as being highly correlated." B Owt.r4, supra note 201,

at 96' See also A. P. F.AiRC-F, itiiira note 85, at 30. Manning cites "Iclolor shows, better technical

production, longer episode shooting schedules, more careful editnig. VC." AS examples of the

relationship between% cost and quality Manning. The Supplv of Prime nme Enieriainmeni. ,

Programs 58. Memorandum No 152, Center for Research in Economic Growth, Stanford

University ( I973) See also the OTP Rerun study. which suggests that networks engage in non-

price competition by attemptmg to acquire more popular actors. more successful writers and

producers. better sets, and by employing on-location shooting. OTP Rerun Report, supra note

267, at 6 e qb
12-3 PTAK I. supra note 41. at 396
324 Id. the Commidion also rejected this'argurnim on reconsideration. Competition and

Responsibility in Network Television Broadcasting, Memorandum Opinion and Order. 25.

F.(' C 2d 118, 121.2S 11970)
325' PIAR 1, supra note 41, at 396. _

.

326 Id
)27 Although the rule was designed to provide a one-hour Period during which access pro-

gramming could be exhibited without competition front netwgsk programming, it failed to

specify which hour of prime tmie must be free of network and oft-network programming. As a

result, n was entirely possible that affiliated stations in the same market would utilize different

hours during pnme time for acms programmingnn such a market, network programming

would be available to the viewer throughout prime time and access programming would have
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. tract large au(jJ.nces with a resultant coy per thousand acceptable to
national advertisers. flowever, to the extent that production costs of
"quality high cost" first-run syndicated programming are similar to
those incurred in the.proAction of proiratmnink for network exhi-
bition, the Commission's Op imisM was seriously misplaceti.

The Commission:1S as- imption that ind :)enderit producei* will
,

be able to produce tiist-r n syndicated programming of Comparable
-.costs to network prograi nung tbr the new access peri d is unreason-.
able in view of the fact mifhat first-run syndicated progr -ing cannot
be expected to gt;nerat é revenues which even approach those derived
ifom network programming and because tirst-run syndication non-
production costs greatly exceed such costs for network programming.

Revenues fiom first-run syndicat,ed prograrnining exhibitedr during prone time will be suhstantially less than revenues from eom-
parafile network programs because independent producers will not
be able to achieve market penetration levels similar to those regu-
larly aOieved by 'the networks, given the extremely high percentage
of network programming "cleared" by network affiliates.' Thus, in
order to even have an opportunity to attract comparable size audi-
ences, producers will have to sell their programs to local stations in
virtually all of the top fifty. markets. As was pointed out by Chair-
man Burch, however, in-the absence of a semi-permanent affiliation
agreement with stations in the top fifty markets, it is highly unlikely
that independent producers will be able to achieve network penetra-
tion levels:24

The ability. of first-run syndicated prommming to attract audi-
ence levels comparable to network programming will be further lim-
ited by the networks' decision to restrict network programming to
the last three hours of prime time:3" As_ a resuk of this decision;

to compete with it...Vee Crandall. supra note 70, at 407 n.19 The prOblem was rectified when
the networks, in response to a request from the Commission, agreed to restrict their program-
inmg generally to the 8-11 p ni time period. PTAR II. supra note 6, at 1091; Prime Time Rule,
21 Rad Reg 2d 1586 (1971).-

128 See .Proposed Rulealaking. supra note 8: at 2149 n 14.
329 See text accompanymg note 162 Arra. Pearce estimates that, for two showings of a

half-hour program dunng access time, a first-run syndicated program can expect at most
$70,000 in 'total reSenue. whereas a producer of a network program would expect a fee of
between $90,((X) and $125,000 A PIARCE, supra note 85, at 118. Noll, Peck, and McGowan
note that the gross revenue of a first-rtrn syndicated program with a given anticipated rating
would probably be less than one-thtrd of the grass revenue of the same program on a network,
concluding that lulnder these conditions, it can be profitable to invest only in first-run syndi-
cated frograms in which the coat per episode is substantially lower than that fo; network
programming." R. Noir, supra note .201, at 85.

33° See note 327 supra.

,
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access programmng *ill be relegated to the first hour of prime time,

. a period known.for lower audience levels:

,. The prograat death rate in this Anne period has always been high due
to the fact that the audience is in a transition stage, relying heavily on

' childien and old people, two'gioups lacking major advertiser appeal.
Young people and adultsagEd tibtu 18 to 40, the most desiiable group
4 television watchers from Me Anisers.viewpoint, tend to view tele-

- vision beginning at about 8,p. onwards . . . .3"

in its discussion of theAttonomic feasibility of first-run syndi-
cated programming. the Corviinission also overlooked the greatdis-
par,j,ky between first-run syndication 1,ind netwqrk non-program

co
10ts"2 which will seriously undermine tht ability of producers to

---p od u cs. network quality programming for first-run .syndkation.
Elsewhere in its report, however, thc Commission acknowledged this
disparity.'" Quintitative coniparisons between networks 'and first-
run syndicated non-production costs have been made. Owen. Beebe,
and Manning .note that non-program costs in first-run swlication

. have been estimated to be between 25 percent and 38 percenNiif total
costs, while network non-pro(luction costs amounted to only 12 per-

331 A. KAM Is, supra note 85, at 39-40 1 he Commission also overlooked the relative\abil:
ity of first-run syndicated and hetwork programming to derive reyenue front syndication.

Crandall, supra note 201, at 4% n 23 Theie profits can be quite substrntial. See note 264
!yrs: However, the chance that a sufficient number of original episodes of a first-run syndi-
cated series will be produced to make subsequent syndication profitable is ntuch sntaller than

it is for network programming. It has been estimated that network programs Must remain on a
network for at least two years in order to be selected for ofFnetwork syndication..R. Nut.,
sr/pro:note 201, at Ill In their commenu filed in PEAR IL producers indicated that -the hope

ts for the program to be successful, so that it continues in production and exhibition for four
years, and the entire package of RH or so episodes can then be sold on a 'strip' basis." Strip-

ping is the daily exhibition 0(3 tes episodes rather than the normal weekly exhibition. PTAR
II, supra note 6, at 1111 Owen Beebe, and Manning. however, note that on1/13% of all first-
run syndicated programs intr ced in the 1960s lasted for more than one season end only 3%
lasted longer than two seasons. R. Noti, cupra note 201, at 77. Data from the Little Report
indicates that only 10.4% of the rst run syndicated senes introduced in 1967 were retained for

more than one season, 1969 LI E Reponr, supra note 50. at 76 (Table 35). Although these
figures refer to Inst.run syndicate Ogramming exhibited prior to the Adoption of the.prime-
time access rule, since the rule will not able producers to produce network quality program-
ming nor achieve network audience sizes there is little reason to assume that such program-
ming will fare substannally tte as the esult of the rule.

1A2 Non -production costs nbution and transaction costs. See note 334 IlAa.
333 PT AR 1, sorra note 41, at 386-87. Owen, Beebe, and Manning illustrate the difference

in transactional costs by pointing out that if there are.citfations and Y advertisers, in the first-
run syndication market there will have to be X times Y contracts Written between stations and

advertisers. In the network market, however, if the X stitions aria given network's affiliates
there will only have to be X-4- Y connects, X contracts of attintion and ly contracts with
advertisers. B. OWEN, supra note 201, at 19 note d. See also R. NOLL, slim, note 201, at 59,
63-64, A PEARCE, skpra note 85, at Ilk Crandall, supra note 70, at 407.
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cent ot t tal costs "' A:suming that production costs were identical,
lot a net-work progi am and a "network quality" Inst-run syndicated
program and that tirsi,run.synthoted no4roduction costs were 30
perc.ent ol, top! costs \ hue netwOrk non-production costg4were 12
percent of total costS,, the total cost of an hour-long lire-run syndi-
cated progiani ut 19ti,;.would. have been S53,716 higher per.episode
than an hour-long4tworqrograin This large cost-differential cOu-
pled with tlie latx .t hat revenue's' ftom lirst-run vnaication will up-

,.

doubted)); he signiticant.k lower than network revenues indicates
that, in the absence -of a semi-permanent allkliation arrangement
with a large number of stations and.econonnes of scale, independent
producers will not be able to Alpply "high cost, network quality"
programming for the newly created access period. As a result, the
programming which will be offered will be those kinds of programs
which can be produced relatively cheaply and still attrawreasonably
large audiences. As Chairman Burch concluded in his dissekr, these
will undoubtedk. include game, light entmainment, and talk'
shows.'"

The Comnnssion's conclusion that network practiites led to a
reduction in program diversity was based on the testimony of several
w.itnessesn' and upon dm asumption that the concentration of crea-
tive control invariably reduces diversity of programming."' Thus,
the Commission attempted to apgment program diversitythy adopt-
ing a rule which would increase' the number of prime-time programs
produced independently- of the networks.'3 The assumption that-

"4 First inn sv mils...own non-production costs include those for milling extra prmts. those
lot adverlyfing the series. and those incurred in distribution and sales. Network non-produc-
tion costs include those assjciated v. oh sales, distribution, and administration B. Owt. N. supra
note 201, at 34. 41.42

nAR I, yap:a note 41, at 413.14 See also R. Not t., supni note 201, at 89; II Owl. N.
.qipra not* 201. al 137-38 On reconsideration, petitioners argued that programming induced
by the ruk would probabey corvist of "additional talk, Interview, game, animal, contemporary
and country western music chovvs of the type currently being offered in the tape syndication
busmer Competition and Responsibility in Network Television Broadcasting, Memorati-
dam Opinion and Order. 25 Is C C 2d 118.'322(1970). This prediction should not be surprising
in view of the fact that more than-half of the first-run syndicated programs exhibited in 19(18
consisted at talk and game shov.s See 'I.able 7 infta.

"6 Nee note 118 supra
137 PTA R I. supra note 41. at 394 See also Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 8, a 2147,

2153-54_ The-Commisswn, hav.ever, offered no empirical data to support its conclusi n that
there has been a significant diminution in psogram diverstty on network television. One rectnt
sthdv fOund that the diversitv of network programming in 1970 was almost equal to that in
1958. Dominick AL Pearce, supra note 309, at 77. See also Table 7 infra

338 "A principal purpose of our prime time access rule is to make available an hour of top-
ratea evening time for competition among present and potential nonnetwork program sources
seeking the custom and favor of broadcasM1 and advertisers so that the public interest in
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program -divorsity could be .4gnificant(y increased by increasing the
number of entines,making programnUpg decisions ignored the eco-

nomics of the demand 5idcwf the .progVamming process. The Com-
mission assumed that by removing the network funnel.from one
hour of priThe-tiune programming each clay\.Nlocal stations would be

4 lice to,purehase first-run syndicated programming directly from nu-
merous producds and that, given this opportunity, the programs se-

° leoed by these stations would be significantly more diverse than the

network pro'grams they replaced.

Ii is clear, however, that a rule which transfers the program se-
lection function fr..vi networks to affiliated stations will only lead to
significant chavges the nature of prime-time programming if the
aIlihated stations make their programming decisions on a different

basis from that employed by the networks. Obviously, networks have
concluded that" profits can be maximized only by exhibiting pro-
gramming designed to attract the largest possible audience"' and
that the maxinium abdience can be achieved only by programming
designed to appeal to general rather than special interest viewers.'
(iiven this rationale for network program selection:it makes no
sense to expect different behavior on the part of local stations when
they choose independently produced access programs. Individual
sutions also seek to maximize audience size. and, for this reason.
they will select programs which they think will 1044-act the most view-

ers at the least cost precisely the same Considerations th!'it deter-

mine network choices."'

diseise broadcast sets ice may be served PTAR I. rupro note 41: at 397. See also Proposed

Rulcmaking, gip-a note S. at 2148
13') the, largei the audience practed to a given progylm. the greater the revenue &used

theretrom Whether or not attracting larger and larger audieiTclots will result in increased proms

is a function ot the additional program cost required to nicrease audience sue. To the extent

that the marginal cost of attracting an additional viewer is-less than the nuirgotal resenue

derilcd from the resultant increase in audience size, profits will be increased. See R Not L.

mpro note 201. at 10-11 n 26. B OWEN. suRra note 201. at 96-97. The factors deternumn2 the

lesel at network program expenditure are complex and involve the dynamics of oligopolisli.:

pricing See generath F Scittai R. note 256 supra.
540 R Not I. rupra note NI. at 50; B OWEN, supra note 201, at 99. Crandall, supra twit

70. at 191 Both networks and local stancips broadcast a small amount of prograMnung
is not mtended to compete for the maximum audience but rather is designed to slums the

Commissm's requirement that stanons broadcast a certain amount of "public Interest pro-

granumng Set ,Venwrk. Programmurg"Ingurrr, 25 Fed. Reg.,7291, 7293-95 (t960). See nole

347 us/ra
341 Continissioner Cox agreed, noting that he had
no illusions that, in the process, we are going to get better programming. I recognize th t
the economic motives of the local affiliates are the same as those of the networks. I situçjv
hope that we will get somewhat more varied programming, with more people involve
the creative process. and without forcing everything through the network Alma
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It may be argued that_ increasing the numtw'of entities deter-
tinning which progtams maximize viewing audiences from The
three-networks lo 150 local stations will result in greater 'program
tliversity sincti the opportunity for Oivergence of opinion as to which
prograMs will in fact maximize audience's will he increased."' lItr:v7
ever, such effects will, be relatively short-lived since programs-which
fail to capnire a share of the audience which appruximates the sta-
tion's prQ rata share will be replaced until that share is reached."'
Furthermore, producers pi first-run _syndicatiori programming will
not continue to offer programs which are not purchased by'a signili-
cant numbei- of stations in thelop fifty markets, and they will cancel
such unsuccessful programs and substitute others until they are suc-
cessful.'"

The Comthission staff expressed great concern with the fact that
there were virtually no prime-time, entertainment prog e ms
designed to appeal to specialized minority audiences who wishe to
see 'onginal- dramli," "good theatre,- or "children's programs."34S
The Commission correctly attributed the lack of such programmtng
to the fact that networks and stations select programs which will ap-
peal to maximum audiences. Minority audiences are ignored be-

PTA R I. 1up.41 -note 41, at 41:4 See also Crandall, supra note 70. at 407, i.evin, mrpra note 309,
at 81-84

"L" In his concinimg opinion, Commissioner Cox concluded
WI these new producers simply turn out more of the same, thc public will at least be
getting -more games, more light entertainment along proven formulas, more 'emcee' talk
shyws from more different sources and without everyNng having been homogenized tolifghe tastes of only three small groups of people. It this results in the development of ahealthy syndication industry, it seems to me that we will have somewhat increased the
chances that new program coycepts will be attentpted_ Certainly continuation of the pres-ent system would guarantee more of the same, so we arc losing nothing by making that
e fro rt itt incre a se com pet it ion

PTAR 1. supra note 41, at 419 (Cox, (' omm'r, concurring).
-14 Gcneralh. a pro rata share is deternun by dividulg the total number of homes view-

ing by ffie number of stations in the market. Flo ever, network affiliated stations in four or
more station markets, have higher expectations. Se note 348. Infra

344 For this reasim. It has been suggested that the rule will simply lead to the creation of
new "accets" networks which will enter into affiltation agreements with stations subject to the
rule (as well as with'as many stations in the smaller marketsis possible) to provide one hour a
proginunui per night Crandall, supra note 70, at 406-07: See also Commissioner Robin-
son's alsent to PTAR 111.. Aura mate .1), at 901.

." St< CiN413. INTUUM Ituroal', PART It, supra note I, at 30. See also test accompanying
note 218 ,rupra Barrow describes these limited audience appeal programs as including "news,
public affairs, significant original drama, opera, ballet, classical music and children's pro-
grams.- Barrow, supra note 299, at 636 n.11. Despite this concern fot special interest program-
ming, the Conunission indicated that it was also concerned with diversity of "mass appeal"
programming "Ielmsting practices and structure combhied have centralized control and virtu-
ally ehminated needed sources of mass appeal programs competitive with network offerings in
prime time PTAR I, supra note 41. zit 394 (emphasis supplied).
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cause the number of viewers._ who could .be attracted to such
spcciahted programnUng is substantially less than thc share of the
gerteral audience a given broadcaster hopes to captute. Thus, if one
assumes that the size'of the potential audience is constant reiardless
of what programming is-otfered."' that there are three stations in file
market, and that 10 1Cercent of the audience coreld he attracted by a
special interest program,' it is ckar that'none of ihe.stations in thie
market would'forego the Qpportunity of capturing 33 percent"' witli
mass Appeal programming in order to obtain an audience consisting

A

of 10 percent of the viewers."'

410P

540 The sire of the viewing audience At any given time is virtually constant regardless of the
programming offered and varies only seasonably Owen. Beebe. And Maiming note that "the
average total prune 011ie audience in the month of April between 1953 and 1972 varied
almost at iandom between a dun) uuu m of 57 3 (1963) and a maximum 01 62 0 (1957) B.

rupra note 201. at 95-96 Land points out that the introduction of public television did
not am act new viewers to television but suhply diverted those from the pre-existing audience

Aroi, ruin,: note 261. at 24
54 1 Land found that thc audience share attracted to several prune-time network documen-

taOr st&cials broadcast in 1967-68 langed from 6 5 to 15 5% of total homes viewing television
at that time Documentaries on independent stations in New York City fared much worse,
&mailing from 0 to 1 0% of home viewing Tven when a network doc uuuu entary (CBS Town
Meeting of the World) was exhibited in competition with reruns on the other networks, Land
found that the documentary attracted only 10 6^L of the viewing homes. LAND, supra note 267,
at 127-28 With respect to public broadcasting. Noll. Peck, anti McGowan found that the aver-
age prime-time audience of VIII: public tele% ision stations in the 10 largest cnies was only Ico
ol the television homes viewing ti Noit, supra note 201, at K2

34K In markets with more than three stations, the networks must also compete with the
additional independent and non.commercial stations Ilowever, these stations have accounted
fill only about iv+ of the total viewing audience Thus, it is realistic to characterize networks
as attempting to capture a imum of 10% of the, total audience. B. ONSTN, supra.note 201, at

41

540 Hall and Bathvala have pointed out that
Iblasiv alb, the eniire FCC approach ignores the underlying causes of duplication that
have heen understood for many years According to a generally accepted theory among
economists. duplication artses from the ability of individual channels to attract more audi-
ence by haring the audience for the most popular program types rather than catering to
the chouc of smaller groups of yiewers_

& Bat vala, 14e Prime-lime Rule ,4 W,.radivniure in Broadcast Regulation .'. 17 1
Baosoi sT INs. 21i, 220 (1973) Commissioner Cox made a similar observation in his concur-
ring opinion to PTAR I "(Ill the time period ikone in which maximum audiences are avail-
able, broadcasters will norma)ly seek programming to attract large numpers of
viewers whether at the network or the local level " PTAR I. supra note 41, at 417 (Cox.
Conun'r. concurrtng) From this analysis it is also clear that the creation of a fourth network.
even it ii had access to all markets, would not.result m an increase in diversity of prbgram type
sim:e the new network would compete with existing networks for a pro rata share of the gen-
eral audience Noll, Peck. and McGowan suggest that there would probably have to be six
networks before one of them would attempt to capkg,e a special interest audience consisting of
15 to 10% of the viewing audience R. Not' , supra note 201, at 52-53 See generally Park, New
Tekvoton Networks, 6 Bet L 3 ECON 607 (1973)
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'Thus, since the 0, pe of progr'amming seleqted for televisioii,x-
hibition is a function of the number of channels in the market, a rule
which simply excludes networks and trataers prime-time program-
ming depsions to local stations kannot,be expected to result ina sig-
nificant increase in program i,liversity"')- uniess. the _differences in
vosts between nefwork lid access programming are such that cost
restraints result in the production of different 'program types for the
access period_ As was noted earlier, due to the large disparity in non-
program costs and reN enue potentials, access programming will not
consist of "high quality", network type programming."' Assuming
that first-run syndtcated programining deyeloped for.the access pe-
riod will consist primatily of the kind Of programming offered in the
first-run syndication market p-rior to the rule, the figures in Table 7
indicate that the rule will result in an increase in the diversity of
prime-time programming on affiliated stations:";

Tel L 7

(Percenrai,,e (?/- Hal/ flours .1) You'd
To 07ret: Program Tipes-1.0,s""

Music. Varlet,. & Per.
sonalloi

First Run
S)nthcation Nem ot I.

12

Inteisiew & 1a1k 39 0
Documenutry 0 0
Adventure. SAence Fic-

tion & Drain& 2

Mystery & Police 0 15

Western 0 IX,
Comedy 0 35

Special Interest,
Women.'s 4 0

Sports 2 0 Ii
Audience Parilcipanon

& ames lb 4
Specials 0
Others 0 0

Others 100 100

351' See Hall & Batlivala, supra note 309, at 409.
351 See text accompanymg note 335 supra.
332 This dock not mean that the preceding analysis is invalid. It was based on the assump-

tion that program quality, as measured by cost, was a constant. Since first-run syndicated pro-
gramming will fie of significantly lower quality, it is not surprising that the resultant
programming will consist of different program types. However, within the category of first-run
syndicated programming, stations will vettet programs which maximize audiences,

353 1969 It m 1. REPORT, supra note "40, at 72-75 (Table 34) (first run syndication); TELE1/1-
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An analysis of Table 7 revedls a wide disparity in Rogram t pe be-
tween network schedules and first-run spdicated programming.
NetworkS devoted 84 percent of their prime-time schedule to four
programming categories (adventure; scina fiction, and drama;
mystery and police; westerns; and comedy) while only 2-percent of
first-run syndicated programming consisted of such progranthung.
furthermore, 55 percent of first-run syndicated programming exhib-" -

ited,in 1968 consisted of interview and talk shows and audience par-
ticipatkm and game programs. while only 4 .percent of network
prdgramming was devoted to such programs.

In sum, if first-run syndicated programming under the priine-
time access rule continues to consist largely of the inexpensive pro-
gram types that predominated prior to the adoption of the rule, the
rule will result in an increase in program diversity &ring prime time
by replacing network drama, mystery, and comedy programs with
cheap game and talk shows----hardly the result envisioyd by the
Commission.

The Proposed Rule

Since the prime-time access rule will not achieve the goals set
for it by the .Commission, it is-appropriate to ask whether the pro-
posed rule would have done so. Under the proposed rule, fourteen
hours of network prime-time programming per week would have to
be licensed to non-network entities who would then acquire time
from the networks for the exhibition of the program. The most obvi-

.,
ous question that occurs in an attempt to analyze the proposed rule is
why the Commission looked to advertiser-licensed programming as
a means of increasing diversity after both the staff and the Commis-
sion itself had concluded that such programming had virtually dis-

appetire for economic reasons. The first answer to this question is
that th _ommission was never comfortable with the conclusion that
the networks were merely passive beneficiaries of economically in-
duced changes in national advertising practices.'354 Despite the fact
that no evidence was found which conclusively demonstrated that
the switch to producer-licensed programming had been engineered
by the networks in order to give them almost complete control over
network programming, the Commission noted that the switch oc-
curred in part because of the significant increase in the use of hour-

SION MAOAZINE. May, 1968, at 22-25 (networks). Movies and news programs were excluded.
Hour.long programs were counted u two half-hour programs.

"4 PTAR I, supra note 41, it 408-09. "(Me record leaves considerable doubt as to who
was responsible for the change in program control and sponsorship patterns." Id. at 408.
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long programs and (1,10 the testimony or witnesses who alleged that
the networks were responsible for this change.''"

The Commission also concluded that if the rule had been
adopted, advertisers would have found different methotis of program
procurement rather than abandon television network advertising.'"
According/Jo data in the 1966 Little Report, however, in 1964 net-
work time charges"' and the cost of a half-hour or hour-long series
"exceeded the budgels of nearly 88 percent of the advertisers.r3"
However, the Commission indicated that there were .other ways in
which the. networks could comply with the proposed rule. It noted
_that network time might be acquired by producers, who could then
sell commercial tnne directly to advertisers,'" that networks could
assist in obtaining advertising support for such programming, and
that networks could award cost-justitied discounts to advertisers who
cooperated with independent producers in supplying independent
programs. '`"'

If the proposed rule had been adopted, it is clear that thc adjust-
ments necessary to maintain a full schedule of prime-time, network
programming would have been made and that the networks would
not have reduced their prime-time programming to fourteen hours
per week. If advertisers proved to be unable or unwilling to purchase
hour-long programs, undoubtedly shorter programs would be of-
kred. If advertisers still failed to purchase the time protected from
network encroachment, new categories of program brokers would
undoubtedly have arisen to till the void.

One of the most serious problems with the prime-time access
.rule is that, because of its reliance on non-network programming, the
!quality of the resultant access programming will be significantly

See note ht supra
56 PTAK I. tupra note 41, at 409.

357 Prior to the change from advertiser-licensed to network -Ikensed programs, network ad-
vertisig rates were based on time and program charges. Time.charges were equal to the sumof the rates of all stations affiliated with the network. Program charges rellectedihe productioncosts of the program in question and were charged only whtn the network produced the pro-gram or licensed it front a producer. However, since the almost complete switch to producer-
licensed network programs, there is no longer any relationship between advertising revenuesreceived by the networks and the compensation paid to affiliates. Ste note-72 supra. For adiscussion of the advertiser-hcensed network

program process. see Salant, Fisher, & Brooks,
supra note 32. at 590-93

358 11 1966 LirrrE REPORT. supra note 67, at 6.4. In 1969, only 6.9% of network programhours were sponsored by one or two advertisers. 1969 LITTLE REPORT. supra note 50, at 17-20(Table 8)
359 This would necessitate a basic change in network policy of selling time only to advertis-ers. See Proposed Rulemaking, .rtyra note 8, at 2150; PTAR I, supra note 41, at 410.

PTAR 1, supra note 41, at 410.
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loWer than that of the network programming it replaces. The pro-

posed pile, however. was designed terincrease diversity h network
_programming by limning the amount of prime-tinte programming in

which networks could have ownership interests. As it result, the pro-

graMming whia would have been engendered by the rule would not

. have suffered the cost and revenue disadvantage's that 'face tirsttrun

syndicated programming under the prime-time access rule because

the proposed nile would preserve the-metwork affiliate relationship

and thc substantial economies of. rscale inherent M network program
distribution Although the propos,ed fifty-percent rule would have

a.voided the quality problem's of the prime-time ticóess rule, it 'would

not have achieved the CommisSion's diversity goals. Certainly, had-

the proposed rule been adopted, it; would have resulted in an in-
crease in the number of entities creatively controlling prime,time
programming since programming creatively controlled by the three)

networks would be limited to fourteen hours per week.'6.1 However,

thc Commission's assumption .that this'increase in the aiversiv of

program .sources,would also resillt in significant increases in the di

versity oe network prograMming was,Unwarranted. As indicated in

the analysis of the prime-time access rule, transkrring the program .
selection flinction to non-network sources will result in an increase

in the diversity of quality, prime-time prograhuning only if)the new

program sources make programming decisions differently than. net-

works. Since there is no reason to believe that advertisers or pPo'dL-

ers would not attempt to maximize audiences, there iS little reason to

believe that the proposed rule would have had a significant effectpn

program diversity.
It is clear from the staff report NO the Conunission proceedings

that the Comniission believed that there were a substantial number
of.advertisers who wanted to sponsor high-quality, pdme-time pro-
gramming.which was not designed to atiract the maximum'audience

and that these advertisers were willing,to pay higher costs per.thou-
sand viewers in order to do so.2 While this may have been true ih

the early 1950's, it, is. very unlikely that advertisers would be milling

.to do so in thc l970's. The Commission's assumption that advertiiers

161 it) view of the fact that the networks only offer schedules during 3.5 houn offnme time

dAy .the piiiixmed rule would have required uttworks to obtain 10.5' hours ik we4 of pro-

gramnung which vlas neither peoducer-licensed nor network produced Since 3.8% clnetrork

piiine-ume schedules in 1968 consisted of advertiscr.licemed programming. the Aetwoilta

would have had to acquire 41 additional 9.57 hours per week of either advirtiser-lice

programming a prograniming based on some new form of licensing asranymost to re

similar amount of programming in which networks owned the first-rtin exhibition n

162 PTAR I, Arra note 41, at 391
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are still willing to sponsor programming whichowill appeal to less
than a maximal audience ignores economic reality.'°' Crandallre,
fers to the Cpmmission's view as an "illusion about the willingness
of advertisers to commit resources to inefficient promotion and [to] a
rather romantic ahd nostalgic view of times past."'." 1-k points out
that the Commission's assumption that high quality advertiser-li-:-.
censed programming disappeared because advertisers were unable to
obtain netWOrk time for it was illogical since advertisers have failed
to make this demand felt in producer-licensed progtams by a will-
ingness to pay signifiCantly higher rates for commercial time on seich
specialized progrannning.'" According to Crandall, the real reason
for the disappearance of such programming lies in thc tremendous
increase,in the opportunity cost of television time,'" and t.is, cou-
pled with substankial increases in program costs. Amakes s an-t-
thropy a very cos0, policy for an advertiser on today's net
tekvision."3"

Thus, in view of the fact that, like the prime-time access rule,
the proposed rule will not alter the basis for program selection, there
is no reason to believe that the proposed rule would have had any
effect on program diversity.'"

1 .1

The Financial Interest Rule
The adoption of the financial interest rule was designed to curb

vtwo practices which the Cqmmission concluded were detrimental to
the pnblic.interest. First, the rule was intended^to prevent networks
from acquiring subsequent rights in programs licensed from produc-
ersin order to enhance "the producees.ability pror.tokly to operate
in ntetwork television . . .."369 Second,' the rule was adopted to prd-,

363 See id at_403 See also discussion in text accompanying notes, 234-39 supra. Oppo-
nents of the proposed rule argued that there was,insuflicient diversity of marketing.interest to
support significant amount of network programming more diverse than presently offered.
PTAR I. supra note 41, at 403.

364 Crandall. supra note 70, at 394,
3,65 ld The increased rates would result from the advertiser paying,the same gross amount

for a low-rated program as the networks could expect to receive by'substiteting a high-rated
program. In addition. the tdvertiser'woukl have to compensate the network for any adverse
adjacency effect unless the advertiser-licensed low-ratbd program was scheduled at the end of
the network's prime-time schedule. See Barrow, supra note 299, at 638.

366 glondall notes that in 1953 only 50% of the.nation's homes had television sets while this
iacreArio more than 95% by 1968. Crandall, stiftra note 70, at 395.

367 ld
368 It should also be noted that the proposed rule would actually result in less diversity

than 'she prime-tiine access rule since there would be no influx of new, "diverse" game and talk
.shows

3/19 PTA12, I, supra note 41, at 398..See Proposed Rulemakg, mpra note 8, at 2150, 2154.
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hibit conflict of interest which, according to the Commission, re.
suited in the selection for network exhibition of only those programs
in which networks had acquired subsequent rights."0

With respect to the.enhancement of producer profitability, the
rule makes no'sense whatsoever since it erroneously assumes that the
license fees paid by the networks Will remain the same even though
the networks are prevented from acquiring, valuable subsequent
rights in such programming. In view of the fact that the rule will
neither reduce the networks' bargai'ning ptr;ver vis:a-vis producers
nor diminish the level of competition among producers, it is obvious
that prohibiting networks from acquiring subsequent rights in pro-
grams licensed from producers will simply result either in a concom-
itant decrease in 'the amount networks are willing to pay for the
network exhibition rights alone,"' or in lower prices asked by pro-
ducers in response to competitive pressures."' in fact, prohibiting
produgers from selling a portion of their subsequent rights to net-
works at the time networks acquire the first-run license will impair
the economic position of producers since the decrease in the fee ob-
lained llorn networks will increase the size of any production deficits

- and because the time lag between program production and receipt of
revenues from domestic syndication wilf bç subaantially in-
creased."' Furthermore, the rule will also require producers to ab-
sorb the entire risk of syndication failute.374 At the time a series is
sold to the netwoAcs, it is very difficult to psedict whether or not the
series, will remain on the network long enough.to have any syndica-
tion value. Prior to the adoption of the financial interest rule, pro-
ducers were able to sell a portion of this risk to the networks 'by
"selling" a portion of their syndication profits to the networks in

Crandall characterizes the rule as an attempt by the Commission to protect producers from
network monopsony power. Crandall, supra note 201, at 491.

320 rrAa-1. isdpra note 41. at 399.
371 Szv Crandall. supra note 704t 400
372 In other words the resrilt will be the saalkterrdless of whether network license fees are

a function of network oligopsonistic power or coluptitivcipressures in the program production
industry. See text accompanying notes 273-84 supra. There was testimony during the program
inquiry to the effect that subsequent rights in producer-litensed programming were purchasoi
by the networks. One NBC executive testified that "(vile have yet to pay a prite,which repri.
sents only an allocation Of the value Of the program limited to its network exhibition." SECOND

INTERIM REPOR r. PART IL supra note I. at 268. See also SECOND INTERIM REPORT, fART I,
Arra note I. at 68-69.

373 Foreign syndication may take place concurrently with the network run, bitt, under the
terms of the pilot agMement, a program may not be released for domestic syndication until
atter the network run ends.

374 Crandall, supra note 70. at 399 n.35.
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conjunction with the sale oftliFtretwork exhibition rights.3"
Some commentators have rejected the argument That networks

will simply lower prices paid producers. In their view, producers
have sufficient bargaining power to enable them to capture a share of
the excess profits generated by network broadcasting.'As was noted
earlier, however, there are serious problems with the conclusion that
producers were able to capture part of these excess profits."' Fur-
thermore, even iloproducers possessed sufficient bargaining power to
enable them to capture some of the excess pi-Wits prior to the rule,
there is no reason to expect that the adoption of the financial interest
rule will enable them to capture an increased share of these profits,
since there is no evidence that the rule will increase their bargaining
power."

In fact, there is good reason to belipve that producers' bargain-
ing power vis=a-vis the networks will be diminished as a result of the
financial interest and prime-time access rules. As was noted earlier,
the financial interest rule will adversely, atiect..the economic position
of' many producers, while thc prime-time 4ccess rifle will decrease
dernand.for network programming by reducing the amount of
prime-tin network programming by 14 percent.

The (.."( mmission also concluded that the networks had a "clear
conflict of interest" in choosing producer-licensed programs for net.-
work exhibition since it found that their choice was greatly influ-
enced by the existeive or nonexistence of subsequent rights in such
programming."' Although the Commission focused on "neyv, un-
tried," "packager-licensed" programs,'" it also concluded that the
problem eiisted generally: "The overall result is that, save for about
6 or 7 percent of their schedules which.were the result ordirect deal-
ing between independent produCers and sponsors, networks accepted
virtually no entertainment program for network exhibition in a 5-

315 See Commissioner Robinson's dissent to PTAR III, supra note 6, at 890 n.3.
376 It Not I.. supra note 201, at 83.
377 See text accompanyrg notes 273-96 supra.
378 If networks.are unable to reduce the price they pay producers despite the fact that they

are prohibited from acquiring subseqqem rights, the rbvenues producers receive from commer-
cial exploitation of a given program will increase by the amount attributable to the value of the
subsequent nghts previously acquired by the networks and network revenue will decline by a
innilar amount.

3" PTAR 1, supra note 41, at 398, Proposed 'Rulemaking, sapra note 8, at 2157.
380 PTAR I. mpra note 41, at 393 n.30. Betwreen 1900 and 1964 the Commission found that

networks acquired distribution rights in 37,6% and syndication profit shares in 81.4% of new.

prograniming licensed to them from producer" Id at n.29. Since no similar data was con-
tamed in it:: 1969 L. irrLE REPORT. the Commission noted that "it may reasonably boinferred
that the same cfmdirions continue . . . ." Id.
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year period in which thcy did not have financial interests . . .

The first problem with this conclusion is that it is based on a
false premise. Not only did networks accept producer-licensed-pro-
grams in which they had no subsequent interest, they accepted a sub--
stantial number, of such programs."2 Despite the fact that the
Compission suggests that the networks accepted virtually no such
progrimming between 1960 and 1964, the Liktle Repori indicates
that during this period 28 percent of producer-licensed network pro-
gramming consisted of prograths in,,which the networks had no sub-
sequent rights whatsoevet.3"

Furthermore, there is statistical evidence that networks do not
favor programs in which they have subsequent rights. Crandall ex-
amined all prime-time series which were scheduled ?or the Novem-
ber composite *eek in-the years 1960 to 1965 to determine whether
or not the existence of network subsequent rights was a factor in
network decisions to retain or cancel existing network programs."'
He found that programs in which networks had acquired subsequent
rights were not morc likely to be retained buiwere more likely to be
cancelled than series in which the networks had no such rights,'

The Network Syndication Ruk

Although the financial interest rule would prohibit networks
from acquiring distribution rights from others, it would not prohibit
them from engaging in,the distribution of network-prodticed pro-
grams. The network syndication rule, however, prohibits Atworks
from engaging in the domestic distribution of network-produced

311 Id. at 393.
382 The Commission recognized that there was a decrease in network acquisition of subse-

, quent rights atter 1964 but noled that ''the practice continues." Id. at 393 n.311

383 1969 Lirrtir REPORT, farm note 50, at 57 (Table 26). During the period ftorn 1957 to
1968, inclusive, networks obtained no subsequent rights in 30% of producer-licensed program-
ming. Id. It is also significant to note that between 1960 and 1964, the networks *cud 37
pilots in which they had acquired distribution rights and 75 pilots in which they had acquired
profit shares. PTAR I. supra note 41, at 393 n.30. Ste 1966 Lirrta REPORT, afro note 67, at
53.

)84 Crandall, .rayrns note 70, at 405-06.
365 Id, This is to be ex.pected, according to Crandall, in view of the fact the network,s payed

higher prices for programs in which they aoquired subsequent rights:
A program ef average success on the network and in which the network has syndication
interests is not hkely to be more attractive than another program of equal success in which
the nereibrk has no interests because the former's cost per episode shown on the network
is likely' to be higher than that of the latter. Indeed, the above results show that in some
instances ownership of the syndication right may upon occasion increase the chance of a .

program's rejectiop. The Commission's theory of supplier exploitation simply is not sup-
ported by the evidence.

Id at 406.
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programming but permits networks to distribute such programs in
foreign markets. ' The Commission's decision to prohibit networks
from engaging in syndication was made M part because of its con-
cern with the potential conflict of interest ill the network program
selection process which led to the adoption of the financial interest
rule' and in, part because of its concern for competition in the syn-
dication market."'

While the Commission did not contend that the syndication
market was dominated by the networks, it did find that network rev-
enues from syndication were ','substantial and . . increasing"'
and that.the rule was necessary in order to prevent potential netwoik,
domination of the syndication market. The Commission's analysis
of network market power ;in the syndication market was incorrect.
The fact that network sales in the syndication market increased from
$5.4 million in 1957 to $26.1 million in 1967' is not an indication of
network power in this market since it doeS not involve a comparison
of network sales with total industry sales. Furthermore, these figures
represent network sales of off-network programming alone and thus
do not take into consideration sales of featpre films and first run syn-
dicated programs which accounted for 69 percent of total omestic
syndication sales in 1967.1" If all three syndication mark re ex-
amined, it is clear that network market power wits relatively small in

llte' 47 C I- R. § 7) 6580 Xi) (1976)
"7 See Roic iv supra The Commission also indicated that the network 'syndication rule

was adopted to prevent( 'a "potential- conflict of interest arising from the faci that networks
Were engaged in distributing off-networli series to independent stationi in competition with
their own programming which was exhibited on their affiliated stations in the same market
PTAR I. rupra note 41, at 394

I See note 18l) supra.
)89 FEAR I. supra note 41. at 192
391) One of the reasons for the Commission's concern for potential network dominance $as

the networks' competitive advantage over independent syndicators resuhmg from the long-
term relationship between networks and their affiliates. Id at 398; Proposed Rulemaking,
supra note S. at 21l9 While the Commission did not elaborate, presumably it was refernng to
the possibility that netwOrks wt4ld UM the threat of disaffiliation to coerce affiliates into
purchasing olf network progranuning front them as oppo4ed to other s> ndicators, although the
Conunission mdiciped that there was no evidence that the networks were then attempting to
secure syndication sales in this manner Competition and Responsibility in,,Network Televi-
sion Broadcasting. Memorandum Oputioh and Order, 25 F.C.C.2d 318. 331 (1970). In 1959,
similar conclusions concerning the networks' representation of aftiliatXf stations in the spot
sales market prompted the Comnussion to adopt a rule prohibitininetworks front representtng
any station other than those owned hya network, in the sale of spot tune. 47 C.F.R. §73.658(t)
(1976) Nee Report and Order. 27 F C C 69.7 (1959), attd Metropolitan Television Co. v.
FCC, 289 F.2d 874 (D.0 Cir. 1961).

"1 PTAR 1, supra note.41, at 393. .

"2 Derived from 1969 Lima REPORT, supra note 50, at 108-09 (Table 45). These data
refer to saks in all markets and are not limited to the top 50 markets.
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1967 and that, it had been declining rapidly. The network share of
industry sales in the general syndication market, consisting of sales
of feature films, off-network and first-run syndicated programming
to local stations, decreased substantially from 23 percent in 1957 to 8
percent in l967." The network share of industry saks in the televi-
sion series syndication market, consisting of off-network and first-
run syndicved programs, also declined sithstamially from 51.2 per-
cent in 1957\4o, 18.7 percent in 1967.'94 Finally, even if the sale.of off-
network programming alone is considered as a separate tnariet, the
network share of industry sales in such market decreased more sub-
stantially than in either of the two other syndication marketsfrom
6144 percent in 1957 to 22 percent in 1967)9' In view of these declin-i
ing network market shares, it is not surprising that economists have
concluded that the television series syndication market was reason-
ably competitive.'"

CONCLUSION

in an effort to decrease network dominance and enhance the f

profitability of independent producers, the Commission interfered
with the normal market forces in the network television broadcasting
industry. The Commission concluded that such interference was nec-
essary because the concentration of economic and creative control in
the industry was depriving the viewing public of diverse and antago-

A nistic sources of prime-timc television programming. It has been the
position of this paper that, by confusing economic and creative con-
trol' and by failing to frfeasure the extent of network powier in the
relevant markets, the Commission's evaluation of the concentration
of eConomic power was erroneous. A careful analysis of these mar-
kets reveals that, 'while networks economically controlled the net-
work exhibitiqn ,market, it is clear that they had not achieved total
domination of either the nonnetwork or general program exhibition
markets. Furthermore, the Commission's conclusion that networks
were asserting oligopsonistic power in the network program maiket
was unsupported by the tvidence. The ability of networks to .assert
anyoligopsonistic power in this market is highly questionable given

393 hi
'394 hi
393 Id
396 R. Nou.. .raywu note 20I, 'at 75. Owen, Beebe, and Manning noted that "several syndi-

cators survived with Only 3 to 6 percent of the market" and concluded "that coMpetitive forces

are quite strong In the market for syndicated programs." B. OwnN, AVM not, at 34-35.

See aro Crandall, isrew- note 70, at 399.
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the high level of cmppention in the network program procurement
industry.

The Commission's analysis of the concentration of creative con-
trol is on firmer ground, although network control over program-
niing in the nonnetwork exhibition market was found .10 be
miniscule. Ilowever, thc Commission's "solution" to the .problem of
concentration of creative control was doomed from the outset,,ince
economic laCtors will preclude an increase in the diversity of "high
quality." prime-time programming. Any increase-in diversity will be
the result pf an inthix of' cheap game and talk shows at the expense
of high quality network programming.

Similarly, the Commission's attempt to protect producers from
the "rapacious" tendencies of networks by the adoption of thc
financial interest rule will not benefit producers. In fact it will proba-
bly economically' harm those it seeks to protect by not only prohibit-
ing producers from selling On of their syndication risk to networks,
hut also by significantly prolonging the delay between incurrvce of
production costs and the receipt of syndication revenues, thereby in-
creasing any existing production deficits. Network dominance. .as
measured solely by the number of prime-time hours economically
controlled by the networks, will decrease as ilk-, result of the prime-
time access rule. At the same time, network bargaining power vis2a-
vis producets of network programming will increase as the result of a
significant decrease in demand for such programming mandated by
the rule. Further, the new "access period" will not be free of network
influence. By virtue of their ownership of fifteen VHF stations in the
largest markets in the country, networks will be in a position to
greatly intluenee the selection of access programming."'

In view of these results, the Commission would have been wiser
to follow its own admonition, expounded in the recent rerun inquiry,
that "it appears to us to be wistr to permit these essentially economic
relationships to be worked out in the open market than to subject
them to governmental control:""8 The Commission awmpted to
regulate the "essential economic relationships" in the program pro-

Pearce notes that "Iwlithout a sale to a network 0 & () lowned and operatedl group,
worth between 120010 and. I30.000 per episode, it is very difficult to make money with a
syndicated series." and, as a result. "the fate of the lirit-run syndication business depends.
indirectly. on the networks, since there is assumed to be some degree of network relationship to
the owned and operated station groups." A PIAn.r, supra note 85, at 126. The question of
network dominance via their owned and operated stations will be treated at length in the
forthcoming artnie. See note 5 mpg.

3" 61 F C.C.24 946, 94/ 11976)
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curement prix:ess and. failed. Its failure was, however, nOt,unpredict-
able, for as Chairman Burch noted in his perceptive dissent to the
adoption of thc rules, "unfortunately, the Commission, despite its
plenary power to regulate, cannot so easily regulate the laws of eco-
nomics."

399 PTAR I, ssrm note 41, at 413.
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A rewrite of the communications law
has sparked debate that may undo the FCC's

protection of TV station monopolies.

DECIDING
L.1S1 J1 I'S, 7 liE nOCSE
Co anon. Subco.ionitsee
released its drill of new law re-

s anipinfi the entire Cs ttttttt unicattons
Act of 1934, siul tube ce chair
men Lionel Van lkerlin (D -Calif ) is
shooting for pawage by the House in
19,9 and it completed bill ready for
the Peendenes signature before the
cod of 1980 'I' he proposed ITIVI would
lit. its prewoi form. Somata other
things . tree cable Tv from Federal leg-
ila . &How telephone pauks to
enter the cable held. TIT wally (tercet,-
Itste radio, lessen tegulatton of TV;
make the duration of broadcast li-
censes inskfinite: 1Ind levy fees for toe
of sitwve frequencies.

Ihe toil also purpoeely deletes Ow
Nevem requitement that regulation of
b9eadcaseing be "in the public Inter-
est" and would instead permit regtila-
tiim only "to the extent that market-
place forces are deficient " Either
phrase Is no doubt intrinekally mean-
highs., but swapping the one for the
other will significantly affect *domino-
trause and Judicial inkrpretation.
The oew lenguage makes competition
rather than regulation the oortn to
elucidating the aims of the legislation.
Insfrad of the Federal CoMnosnica-
lions Commission there would be
Communicatkoss kegulmory Com-
minion, with live neinhers rather than
the seven now appointed

The bill recognises some of the vast
dowtcumings of the current reo-run
rystem AM without fundanwntally
challenging it, .attempo to modify it.
Tu this end It would tax way the mo-
nopoly podiu created by the rce's
allocation plan For tv channels, by
levying freqttency-use fees on broad-

^ V-
10.4 WILMA,. N.* saawnirk, we,
it...4, ...p.m. J. lAm Witll street joonsist

Funny*
BY IDA WALTERS

casette. Thew feea would be baled on
the frequency's woo& as dwermitseci
by ka scataty value. In other weds,
fees are highest kw the network-owned
stations and the twat profitable tiet-
work affiliates These fres are expetted
to yleld.moce than $250 million annu-
ally anti wookl be used to suppoet pub-
he-broedeast programming, minority
ownership of stations, and rural tele-
communicatious, es well as pay the
coats of broedcast regulatOn.

The authority to determine the uses
to whkh broatkast frequencksare put,
would be transferred to the National
Tekcommunications and Information
Administration. NTIA would Iso be
given a new name and become an
executive branch agency outeide the
'cabinet departments. Nevertheless,
Henry Geller, chairman of meta and
former Fee counsel, complained at the
hearings on the bill this fall that the
proposed law gives his agency mix
"primary" authority to allocate cues
of frequencies (Once Upon a time,
sena was the White House Office of
Tekcommunications Policy, which
Carter's first reocganisation made a
beand new, 280-pessott addition to
the Commerce Department.) Geller
advised that the word "primary" be
deleted. He also &moo] that NTIA
should he granted the authority to set
national communications policy.

Geller's critks, especially broad-
casters, argue that hi gets hif way
the White House could use MA'S
power to punish or get rid of unfriend-
ly tv stations. Oeller replies that such
Fear is "u-sfouoded" since the agetey
vonald be independent. His claims,
however, rune political realitks.

Former no cotuntisluner Nicholas
Johnson, flow at the helm of the Na-
noon] Cit 1qens Communications Lob-
by, ia appalled by the proposed bill
because it will "deed television Becomes

to the curteot operatocs in perpetu-
ity," thereby allowing mh poisoning
and contetnittetion of thr ;MTN ATts
(his metaphor).

The CUTTS' administrailim has yet
to voice an official opinion on the pro-
posed new communications law. Thie
sissy well be an allempt to avoid the
kind of political embarrassment suf-
fered by President Ftwd who, after
initially pursuing cable reform, totally
capitulated to pressutes frdin the net-
works to drop it.

Now that deregulation of cabk teie-
vision--and communication rekient
is possible, huw have the netwneks and
other politkally powerful broWacast-
ers responded? A recent report of the
National Association of Broadcasters
(was) denounces cable, saying it will
"transmit borderline pornography,
deceptive and irresponsible advertis-
ing, subvershc propaganda, the out-
pourings of the lunatic fringe and tha
appeals-of countless others wheee ap.
pearances have thue far been mini-
mised by broadessters' respoosibillty
to peogram lo the public interest."

The was produced research "prow.
ing" that the markc t. for nonienadeast
fare is minuscule, and then claimed
that allowine tabk firms to cater to It
would "destroy the greateet communi-
cations system in the world." The wag
has pounded away at the high Vein
of cable servile, cabk's shinty to eater
in highlwow Minority tastes, and even

supposed danger of social divisive.
nes, charging that "fractionalising
the 'shared' television screen would
heighten the cultural tendency toward
disunity and dhoritaninoioo,"

The cable indostry, which has al-
ways foughf rev restrittions on its ex-
pansion, now wenn to lie federally
regulated; that is, it wants protection
(rolls restrirtions that state and local
governments might impose on it, and

Ida Walton in Inquiry, vol. 2, Feb. 5, 1979: 10-20. Rprinted with permission ofInquiry Magesine, 1700 Montgomery St. San Franeleco, Ca. 94111. Copyright 1979.
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I on I at ntn., tsgthstors, ad othei in
si ing". fot mine Control

, let t .01,11 4144ia llllllllllll (MONIS
slosh.) IlOi 011ie IIuç "10)Ititt algo
1111 lit 11Cil 411 the ate of broadcast fre-
+trot an Vsli be used to justify
r ijsalahlig salute system., or dlicrt to,

satrIlatcs,
utt Li rtunpreheorm c regulatol v
Lu ton ttall he difficult to pas&

AI holt...W. 1 1 A/ AMON
%lessen ite 4 olistaiitl) otot keit
by the ;annum, ilent than.

neit they thp 'mit to their lean h
tot sootraliati tit' w atrh fiaget fin
girdle! chimer iiil tarldlt. they may
woody, to hy vv is homed to to 'few
hattorls tatol wlo Mete ollet fare that
is ft, la1 i he eaplanation ts all-
twnshingly Intildr '1 he Fractal (:0111.

Communal rimmed It
thm uay

In the 1440s, 12 frequent tes tii the
vile (Wry high hermetic y) Inamikast

orl of the anti lllll *gunk ore II o lit
were set rank for television signals
1 he PVC carted op the country Into
ilorrits ill adjot g ''VI11111111.1111tia.

4114 alkm sited to call. a few airwavt
IreqUellele T. 1.,vtut imearlynce,
the Mtn, lug power of Cash
WaIllitlItCll DO that no broad( tut signal
cottkl eaten,' bey I the geoltraphical
boundanes drawn by the eat

The ea's plan limits viewing
el es to a frartion of what Is tech.
nically pooble, since 1 2 national gut-
tans cookitill the entire- vile distinct
capat tty with prows llll ang With 1 2
choices, each able to thaw upon the
entire conittry for its andtence, it
would bet profitable to appeal to
other than the lowest mass taste

'fhe allocation plat, affects station
, profits tat At kast two ways On the one

hand at protects them by limiting the
outolser of peting broadcast sig-
nals in an area On the other hanal,
the em's plan ties a station's prosperity
to the tree of h lllll cs its signal can
reach because broadcast profits art
thrived from advertising revenues,
chick are bawd solely on the number
of .viewrrs a 111.11011's programming
attracts The plan', therefore, delayed
the totroduction of Iv to thinly point.
laud areas for years, eVen dryades,
and created superrich stations In
densely populated allocatkm areas to-
gether with marginally profitable ones
to less populated areas.

D ending this structure Is hkely
to (Wove dittleult, in pert because of
entrenched support for government
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tht lAttlig that broadcast st
none be locally oriented Armed with
the authority to act In the name ol the
lariat, Interest, convenience, and
neeewity,:t the rest has always insisted
that iv ttial 1 441110 stations should
origniale, programs spa-, dically th-
in-out toward the arca in which they
Ate 10(1111.4 This puti,v, Iltilte appm.
pliatr ly, is known a. "tor Prik.
Indians in the tinantlithe have Ma faiWil
to nonce that local stations roughly
match etre toral dual icts aod peovide a
lot for teaching voters, while Mc ea;
kW and favorbk coverage ol politit al
figures may often depend on how well
bripedcasters' in lllll ts are protected

Local' Was Imposed on television,
as it had been On Wallin, through the
freqoency allocation plan It wal fur-
ther enfneces1 by requiring stations to
perivkle t ertain antount of news, pith-
ily affaus, And other lot-ally oriented
progranuning as a condition of licens-
ing Fscept for new., which is pro-
duced profitably by anon stations, such
programming is very costly to present.
Once it generally attracts nefew view-
ers tltat advertisers won't support It

Lest anyone imagine that the local-
doctrine li merely a jelfersontatt

Impulse toward independence and au
tononty that has gone slightly awry,
the frank tllsrusalini of the ree's role In
a I9M stall report of the Senate Com.
tierce Comudttre makes clear that
this is a centralised plan that Is being
applied Locally: I'
The Initial choke of the type of service to
be propoeed for given cornmonity should,
of coolie, be kft to Its damns or to entre-
preneuts who are willing to undertake to
install the facilities necessary to being tek-
vision to the arse. however, If we are to
have an °okay development of our corn-
munkatkins system, the linal determin.s .
don of the type of meek, beet fitted to the
paruculer circumstances should be kft to

centralized egency, whkh must mean the

The Nixon administration had Its
own variety of localietn. Niaon's
broadcast reform proposal sought to
put the onus fur any controvelnal tie u-
woek programs on local stations at
license renewal time. Fearful local sta.
tions, the White Houle hoped, would
then reject network programs that
might offend some locI pressure
group. In a sense, the Nixon strategy
was a verelon of the Burger Court's
"comntunIty standards" criterion for
obscenity applied in this case
through the regulatory process to put
II nits on the political content of broad-
casting.
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11 WA1 ill flit 11011111 11111-11-11 10 1/011el 1

rstahloilird TA 140.1111 mitre ability 10.
pros Mt )0C A1 111 0141911011111g T011a 1 ,

0111) 30 prIttill ill PP les 111011 1101111, le-
1 CiVr A tilt 11311011 A1111 141.1411 111001

111.111lo 111 f1.11 1 10 I :Jolt IrlIt1113 that
11111 i.", ',With, a 11111i 'fignals tut a par
1, ith , lit tr, cloesol

the ror.'s
braining TV IerrillIon III 11111110.4 0(
110.01.61 AV mildly Ip8votet1
Industry In Olt laic 1 940., ablt (um.
pauses rushrd in to fill Mt al Oficial
gaps that had bcen I mated in the mar
ket They began hy buddllig tall", on,
munity !iittrintall to pick up In 1111411.1
bromic ast signals, then *II these
through I able 114 subscribers at thr
fling,- Of the broad, all 111148 While if.
crption was poor, 81111 bryolirl, where
tIll retc111 lllll W1111 11440311f ',MCI, ill
Al 11 AV1 1110If 11111145 1111(1.1 rabic ty
Irma 'nopro led.' signals from distant
111.31 1,11 1v14 1111(10WVC)

Iii 0Ailt A1111.1 I C01111/111111r11, 1011 lilt
IOC 111 1959 It-film-A A (01114114111i01111 1

111140 10 ft 11111A 1t die fable 111dUltry,
oh 111X KI01111t1 111110. it had nu jtirisdic-
non Ili ti did not think lIst Ail
11111101f 11 11%1-effort juslilied, it (sward
ablr systems to thupprar its Ms plan

for preading eo llllll unlostions sot
ceded When this hadn't happeitrtl

by 1965, the ...011111111.11011 V4110111 y

froxr (AO- telt vi l
Federal (: lllll mimic l llll 1

llllllll ssion hacked lion regulation of
rattle fin 1 965) . . became of Its poten-
tial In-gaily,- 1111pAC I 011 C1111Vci1110114111

1,0401C1111111114," noted JaMtary 1976
report of thr Home (loom lllll irations
Sulx.o lllll

et 1 mcviligc 1, 0 1 ihlIhhIIiItllllltI at
Mr time, raised an angry volt e in 1%5
0.14811111 h:11111 %be Mc. Wil 10i011 31C
14111.

IV, are gnhiiI Merl 1111 link, I0ral 01.11
igmal stations fin rierly hamlet anal trues-
10.4111 1015111 111.1 111401 1101 1,1121 othetwlec,
but we arr g g culotte A system whit h
14 dependent opal. the favor of (1,,vem-
111r111 for Its cominord existroce
rrrI has made Its IllUStIlillIl hut If the
103111.1 1.10r. 001 010011111, Wt wIll 10111nor
infaitIlrel 10 Kt that the 111A111C1 11111 1101 10
11.1. 111[111 011e illy in A1101101 Will 40
ilus by denying lIltIll every othet ilIltltt
bin the one 111a1.or Coon

1"1,1..figil Ill 1101.0.1 Ovil" e

if flIlIlilillI CA1111.1 5, 111t re.0 haltrd rta.
hils4 111111111 ht*I 1401311 and refused to
In role table companies to build their
own ll l rowase fa, Milts Still later,
when t able systrms could Ill cue mo-
gr 8 1111111 satellites Mr their pay
cable hamirls, hilt vt.t; prolohlircl
thrill f Kling with IV fur
most pet-1111nm progr lllll Ong, anti M-
I11111(11 Mem to Commie( L100,018)
earth rerriving stations when f20,0110
fat Mors would have sufhr rtl 'The rt.

moo on oltpor trd pulp
and on pay rabic left Mr I able industry
with little to Idler 111 Ai cal where three
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ii 1C 111111t 111111 broad, ant 11,111A13 anal

.0.elf Sri cp *ISA sithrtl
1,0 110110.11e as 31133T 14 I ,,,,,

Inissuoter I ix-sante. pi I lt the
on -ittune, Mete rc momn

nom brined -the I I c ul lin pith
In mantes rd %volt he not k Imo it
the y, 311,1 101.1011,1

Ate 01 her wet
Even with All the tiltom kl plat

to path, chle 54,1,01 111.1115 1 MI al

of I llerAhle point. ea! Ilitriti it the
late 14b1Ja Alol I ails 14 7111 ii,. 1. 11

jili.t,ie ellnip.1111y tnt ii 011.111er ille
held, 140 ss prlillthm 41 I he
%Inky, 1443 tat 1,110 11 1, 31,1 .13 moo?

(Able p.-14 llllll s. ltltl.tI.hi.l ! t ,a,11

them h lllll 1110401 114: 111,01.1.,1.01,1

for 4able 1,st-tit...ins 11131 100
1111111[11, MI 1111 1, 11.11 Ii I thal 11
1111411 1 stilt Ill 1. Is ta tht- 1st ours

ncedni p Iasi.. "not it, el and
the resent., 11311 1 tt 00 att. 114 ilion

A. Ian as the It t 55 at llll
ealsk IV was 10 kat, nal nel3.,115 kilt
(MCI on b4 Clad( ait ii lit 19; .1.
es er, Illt lll.tt%tlhi 0.. lower 1101113 the
hien- li,'lltt iiit tOt youti ill aot gh.,e
11.11 111 /111113111311h Oa .11t1e fle1111

111111111e11 pilot 10 191.5 1/1 11 o err i 11.

Olg 1/101.11. lllll 1 111.. lllll

11111111111 11( the It, etc I. plat tog it
wok ettortlitt Inn loins eil make able,

111 its 1.0 ssillt11. I %014111 111e111 lts

T3'' 1101 A lava!

Notoralls the able
t) sae los %tilt lot ;Onto, 11 1111611114 laule
new sytlem, lIt toy tile tht
at CU I Isa I. (1411 I tapped ht I 1

eSsenti.111) tree t lianyte ptsts ilte
la, dint t. and perlittotcl to

ton thrill Itto 3 11,IT, AI .11,14'311s t

01 1911 1-111.,1 that contorts had not
Horn the ti tio audition, to litipote
welt tripturententl I- i.tih,er llllll e, the

held that e. en II Congress had
done in, sot 11 pOts11 stattlItl probably
lie 0111111111 lllll .11 AS 5,014,101130f the

"" \"" """"*"" "re Wfvs I"4"l"
totes Its'

.111. Anirmis,itt.t',mt. tole, , it twitsAted lair
111014 Its I 'he

lit , the Amer. ii. ( 'Is 11 I &el 11eS
,11.111. 10s1 ,111011i lobbting

4.11114 that 1:n o, stillaor) Al al
lays. the 1 Itgli Court agreed to te

so..s tliat del mon 1 1 MAT tide. prob.
Ibis ale, .01 lllllllll 11 311.012 All
Ill 1,1 psoeti. OIl sti., diet cattle is 10

lit 34'11 111.x 111113111 14 or Ur
511,14 It 551.0 I turf J ( MO

It Is t. I. it Nmeittlinent stain to be
lit Cy 13.1

1 1, t. 101.04,11S 111 Ille
tIt" 111'1 It ilys1111, 01 pat fable
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1Int die 1t1 7 7 court dr, IsIon littios4
pato scot tt toots on prop PAY
t shIn hat It/trimly tits t tubed 'I he In w
cable s) tic Ins has.- lllllll elst1111 -per
Iseult Alit iMy rattle 1 Witold.. whcrc

1. tprr tab rcti programming al
salting Olt es I Alt Ire -ordered- sit&

001(1111et -1,111C(1 0101111tly rot matIllt-
111m, pas 1.11111' system recently
iitleicti the 1 a St Ma tooth. of
I...4110141 lir itioona tin 12 10 1,1 Olt no
lei loot al I llllll *11011 011 Ille bcr of

Able It It that Alt lw olles ed. ...ta
111e Markel as Ott: sole 1 lllll 011 %that
is pc. ol pony Atittottig last Irr itte-
W111C1.1 oil 1111-115. t al hie 111 141 11a FS ran
onile tevath MO lIlt ItrlstIut 1 lllll
its.ttler la tass el 104-testi Cable altsh-
eillef, hi thte,t spe1111111g pit ITTIts, ran
Make dirt, ItlefeiTsit es 1010,0, 31.11
salt-piles, to aasltttttt,tg Ill A nottiber of
1 Able 11,11.111A, /Mt HAlltel 110.3c atst11
eltt es. est.. thlitigh Ows ate i elattycly
small

1
I is FAsi. 10 An:1'M: 1111.:

rt I lit alS Altlia311Ie e1101 I 1 Of
Windts counting the late of the

Itsoadrattitipt ottltIorI with the littlilti-
ottelerc NH IIIIr 1111.3e3 she larger
1101111 rile e1 A' Nits (111111Vellell 111 te-

nt tit. dem, and reject bro)d, no.
tog t contpc to order to protect
broad, Marti' AIM 1111.1411s CI 11111T Iles 111-

IcrcIts, not the pillilit's as it t latilted
.Atty significant threat to broadcast-
ing's ttrk 43 the tlo lll I ll ant prow anion,
of the h tliteo vet would also be a
MITI t tht eat to the allocation plan, to
loralsoo, And to the govt. llllll tie t role
in broad( wing As tlissentIng runt-
lona lllll er I aievinger Nutted nut in
1945, reAtrtt Mins on table program-

a were "based explicitly on the
premise that the ter will continne
to recpure local stations to present local
live plot/rams and will supervise these
programs 'Ille protection olfrred to
local MI llllll 3 by these restrictions on
cable, bisevi tiger added," ply gies
the ivy' moldier gro I fitr asserting

1TI41/'",7 "r"."
VIrskrivalstr,
tersjuct*;

shaticre (*.anal
restgicte di

ixtevuiyway' :1

the right to sioperytte the prop
of local ormolu " iii other winds, die

system built 1 its allot nun
plan it 4 nranykra weir, and the rev
itself could ser that moilificnont
doraten to tuiravel the whok Mina

Yet with a rompentor like cable,
and with video cassettes aod ditto ex-
pee led to play dm Increasingly larger
role in home viewing, it is easy to tee
that broadcast Iv requires total next.
Itility it is to survive and flourish

Now.alies lb. !cc has went 25 yea..
Or (coati% its plan, what It the net te-
nth' At last count only 100 (500 vnis
and '200 tows) of the plan's proposed
2000 stations are operating on a rota-
tory-tat bans, in only 2111 of its too-
pose,' 11fK1 markets. Slone broadcast
henna are tun expensive, and nitre
they are wellknown moneymakers,
%%II) haveuet the attn.; 1300 station al.
tor ations bee n snapped im? Ike attic the
plan ;relates I Ireds ot markets that
do not °main enough viewers tu gen-
erate the *Overfilling revenues neces-
sary to support popular programming
ttaul thrift make the operation wont-
*bk. The allocation plan has' meant
Mae with or without competition
s station ran rarely operate profitably
in a market mashie the top 100. Ste-
t in the top-100 markets, about
half of all existing stations, cant a
whopping 112 percent of total TV prof.
its This leaves the remaining stations
in th.e bottom 110 markets with a very
small 1101.1100 of the 10141 TV profits Ill
divide.

S14110113 in,,the largest titles reach
millions of viewers and make money
Networks, through there and other
Militated stations, reach many
millions and make mote nroney. Net-
works supply 00 percent of all pro-
gramming to 75 percent of ail stations.
The 15 Iliad (five each) owned by
the networks are in the MO heavily
populated markrts and together earn
20 percent of all Tv profits, more than
all stations (nimble the top-100 mar-
kelt (about 350) ism together. (Net-
work affiliation doesn't confer profits

llll natically- It confers priority new
rest to prog g that is most in
demand, but the affiliate's profits are
still bated on the ber of viewers in
its arta, an(1 ninny are Mu,
ginal operations )

The three-network system is often
said to have a stranglehold On Tv pro-
gra Mg, but the allocation plan
dirtates this. "three is she maxi llll till

ier of stilton' (either because tif
the T(31.1 frequency allocations or be-



To exertme
its old power-

, the miuld
need control.

over all video

ci.. of niarket population) that an
be received by about half of atl tele-
viscon homes, A four lit Wider of lia-
litmal prutr*lllinlicu would have AC-
ens Ip half the vieuers dim the present
network. can reach The complatot
that r. programming !MA! any real
diversity, may also be blamed to some
extent ito the alio( plait tcicitciuc
viewing to moody duce choices ha
meant that they all lllll st appeal to the
same viewers The same %lung wuold
happen if automobiks or hats could
llll c Iii only three st) les ll duce

wooki be pretty Ii alike because
that would be the mon protitabk w a)
to market diem Nut when
dunces art allowed, motets& (urers of
cars said hat. diversify their product,
satisfy more tastes, and still turn a
profit. This wookl timely happen with
a dotobling or tripling in the tcuncbcC
of national tv choices

A printetione network program
Must a Mart viewers on roughly &third
of all eosin use at the univ it is shown,
of It will be cainelled A recent c
scatty acclaimed iv show on the life of
Benjamin Franklin drew 15 maim,
viewers, bin was lint considered a
meretal mecto,Whereas lies cry house-
hold had eight or len hones instead
of three, prove g that ippeals to

sinalkr petrentage of viewers
could be considered sin cessful mice
the criteria for succesa linatket share)
woukl change with du, achlit llll of
more viewing dmars

11,11' C.I N ri Ho A DCA N 7 I t
." quite the """hc doh% touch
needs to c onmete with its lieu

technological i is all I hiss i an we
eltutinate the plogram (month that
have shackled the c ililtIlls
merlin and that remain an ,riesole.fui
gum llllll tit intrusion' l'ioperts lights
in frequencies lune been nthorated
fiw decodes Ivi minim llllll ---ootatils
Ronald II Coale, at the Universtls of
Chu nett and others of various polo-

0
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had pelsoasfutia They sciy that hastog
pron.-Ft) giallo its ftemienetes ts the
most direct route to Mei() and doci-
lity in televlsion finny Goldberg, *
coi tuns lawyer iii Washing
ton, D ( 1 , who Is au authority on
broach an iegulation, said iii an inter.
view with Agl'IRS that 'gellimit led
ui the roc or lease g its authority,
and providing for property rights In
frequencies a the ats way to arhieve
.1)0th freedom and al lance in Tv
broadcasting "

Property righl11 III frequencies would
almost certainly result in chapters in
the manlier in which frequencies are
user) and would kad to the creation of
numerous national and regional sta.
nom tVich property rights, margin-
Illy profitable sttion`s frequency
could easily be worth more than its
pi event value if sold or recited to a its-
non Welting a clear eosilit-lkneolld
channel A roe station might find It
more profitable to disputa, of its vlie
fremient y and at-Trite a leer expensive
icssi frequelltY, or to rent a table
channel for its twogranuning. With
owttershm rights ii freqiirovies
which would be protected by the
courts from 11 lllll dons by signals from
interfering transit lllll rs like any other
property rtgld protected against tree-
panall stmts of rearratigementi for
otoreeffu Wilt and profitalok frequeucy
use are possible, including ow of the
sante frequency at different tunes by a
local statioy anti a clear-channel sti-
non No doubt one or two national Eta-

woolsi prewto pay broadcasting,
with -programming that ttracts
enough pat ma subsetibers to ilupport
it but not enough- viewers to justify
support frolic advertisers

Such changes to frequency use
woold spread the costs of eight or ten
progra g chokes over a national
audience Vast, thinly populated areas
would 31 Iasi have lllll than one or
two viewing chokes (Sevcrtil
homes in these areas still cannot re-
c rive televis lllll bruath asts ) &Cattle
of Me expeow, c able sysictill cannot
now service these areas any more
profitably than local stations can. Ilitt
national stations need only clear chan-
nels acid relay transmitters to ler vc-
them

Katlic) has lung 'had clear-channel
stations. In the early days radio Wail
mit very profitable. 1.icensees wanting
low-powered local stations were few
and far between, except in the largest
tines The public demand fur radio
service, however, forced the ice to per-

ilt

not few high-powered, ritilt
only, dear-channel radio station. hy
Lk-amine half the Ass MISIMOS (Of day-
tilos operation only. Millions of Baum
era not rewired by their nearest low.
powered local station during the day,
could at least have radio at night. Ott
December 19, I97, the coo gave Its
Winn to abolishing thew MAO.
watt stations arsd replacing them with
125 slots foe local stations. Ilse Man
Deesrlin draft would also break up
these cleaochannel stations ao that
"every co llllll unity, regardiels of Ilse,
is provided with maitintuz(471:41ine
local broadcast service." A 114n

foe the Clear Channel Droatkasting
Service testified that this would leave

toillioo people without may radio
at all.

As reit be wan, the propowd bill,
despite what critksclaini, by no means
num the "public" airwaves over to
private ow, Neither would It do much
to benefit viewers oi broadcast tele-
vision. It shows that at bottom lite
Douse stsbco ince Is more COO-
certied with localism and the measure
of control this allows government trier
rv broatkasting than with whether
there Is to be mute variety ill TV or
with whether broadcast Tv is able to
Lottipete well with its techunksgical

Yet tiow that ttoottere novel idea of
fairly unrestricted use of frequencies in
exchange foe payment is actually being
seriously advocated, it la only short
hot all-important--step further to es-
tablish full property rights so that TV
itself lias the greatest flexibility possi-

lle and rv's competItort will not be
regulated from expanding and pro.
vtding additional services that are in
demand. Property rights lii (requiem
cies would encourage diversity and
would put an end to compulsory local.,
bon and to gover lllll cut oversight of
progr g hi the "public interest "
Suit h policies may have been luirative,
but they have limited television's po-
tential and denkd First A Iiientlmetit
rightism broadcasters, and by exten-
sion, to their competitors.

A. enliven Is about to review the
structure and goals of c
law, we repeat thy question raised
earlier: Will cable he recognised as a
legitimate challenger to television
broadcasting and Iv itself be free to
respond to this competition In ways
that have long been kasible technolog-
ically, or will Congress give %berm ad-
tiltional authority's, that it can "plan"
broadcast iv's competitors?

3,27
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loINIDOM Of INFORMATION CINTIR WORT NOW

CATY AND THE BROADCASTERS*
This report wee written trl NB nom ea WA. camildele
at thr tlehrueity el Ilerreeri Scheel rf Astumilern.

*hen Wen* reeldenta al *aux County, Del.. turn on Lbw
lidension eels, they may receive broadcast signals from
stations in Baltimore. Waahnetton. aod Salishery. Md
If they subscribe to xi cable television service. they Ell

eteltone from Bakimons. Washington. D C , and
Salisbury. , Pad Tits Noses CeunUans are caught In the
middle of the rontroveisy ever the mutational CATV

A group of Delawareans asked (Washington Peet. )-22-111
the !Wend Communications Commiulon in MO to atop
regulating cable Ideviden entirely. especially in Delaware..
The second smallest state Is one al only two in the nation with
no over the.air commercial broadcasting stations of its own
Ben Joisph Ridge. told the cost/Woman

Baltimore offers sbeolutely no coverage of
Delaware The Want I could conscientiousty accept
is a breeli-up of the hold on the many Deimos%
viewers who receive only the Baltimore per .
spective. that Ia. allowing Philadelphia station to
be carried by cable he the arees thit do not now
have the beiwill

Viewers in northern Delaware eon receive the Pluladelphia
gationa am well as Baltimore signals over Ur au

But PVC Brock est Bureau Chief Wallace Johnson replied
to Buten h> saythg the thitawarr CAW systems can't carry
Philadelphia because the move would hurt one or more of the
Baltimore Mallon., which are reerivist over the mr by some
Sows County roradems Johnson's °pluton points up caw al

toloc.Or controversy la CATV regulation in IVO
Because the Baltimore stations are closer to southern
Delaware. those Walloon receive protection from the un-
niobium of distant signals from Philadelphia lInfortimately
for viewer. In thy Rh% lor historical and geographic reasons
Philadelphia stations are more apt to provide progranuning
relates' to Delaware Hut the regulatory workl In broad-
(.11.11114/ h&I begun to change lo the late 'Ttla Viewers may
have some relief from these kin& of PCC rostrictions at the
NUM time they are offered a wide variety of choices in

comminke twos chamois In Ow future

re Deregulate sr NM le Demotaie

Odd* television woe illsolsn Glebe, 14-77i 11 years old In
BM According to Indostry Illiereo. abut OS percent d the
cable systems are en No fringes al er outside the IS map(
conventional TV markets In the Veiled States But CATV le
beginning I. unstring Ow large markets. A. N. sub-
scriptions appearti the "meek" *pureed peeler-led by Ihe
networks for 1911. It min more and More chalimjte overthe-
Wr mdwerlw hw movie, and spoft A. CATV !WINK%
dominate the oollykig anus end smaller broadcast Markets.
It may pose a threat as weq la Ute snub teem Iscadcsating
mistime These leers fueled Usti fire OM the regulation
problem In 1171-7S

There are two primary ways CAN is likely I. idled
broackesters as It grows the nerd several years. "Pay-TV"
concenw the networks. "distant signal Importation" the
local broedcaster. Pay-TV Involves an tetra fee the cable
subscriber pays to view C special program that onginates
with the CAN operstien. UheaM signal imporiation Involves
a rablecaster who brings television lignite from other titled
Into the local market in competition with the local brood-
caster Each hos potential to affect areethewir broadcasters
ec000mically, primarily as competition for the television
viewers, thoodiestera feel CAT/ ant "ragmen" the local
market sod consequently reduce the vlue of the brew.
Networks look toward a time In the nottoo-distant More
when CAN networks will be able to outbid broadcasters for
first- nal theatrical films and melor warts avails

Broedcasters' fears al the economic threat al CATV ire not
nithfut merit. From service to 2.1 million subectibers in
INS. CAN has Increased (Ptow York Thou, 14-7S) seven-
((Ad By the end of lea. the indultry estiMated. 14 minion
homes would be wired, serving 13 million pentane. The CATV
industry expected its revenues to pau the billion dollar mark
In ITN. And if the Industry can meet Its goal ol N perrent
penetration al American homes by 11111. CATV offIciala
expect for the first time to become an important rival to over-
thewir television.

CATV has capitalised especially In the last decade on........
Sommury: The competitive battle between cable television and broadcast stations is

being fought on two fronts in the United States in NM pay-TV and distant
signal importation. Pay-TV most directly competes with the networks by
potentially "sirting" away sports and feature films. Cable systems
that import dnt signals could' potentially "fragment" the local
audience. Both areas are more competitive than ever before, thanks to
recent court and PCC decisions..

11111.Flanagan in Freedom of Information Center Report No. 399, Januttry 1979, 7 pp.
Reprinted with perminalon of School of Journalism, University of Missouri at Columbia,
Columbia. Mo. 05201 and the author. Copyright 1979,
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Inol RICPOST NO. MI
CATV ANIS Mt ShOAKASTSIOI

Anwr Irani love ahem with their televississlets The average
home hut liiyiton Mute. 4fli Ow television set on sixrunt
0.1'4111 bouts per day That mkt' up to"1.200 hours per year. or
MO more annual limps than' the averrge American emcks Ily
romparison, American(orwnd shoot 200 hours each year
reading new quinces, 200 lending inagarows and about It)
hours *ph book& Since television 00 do(IUnate, the 01
AnwrIcan !amities. it NOVI A% 1111Ie surprise that with Ilw
chalice to Nave cyrli IDure channel& they will pw) an) where
fl 0411 .11114 )0.1011,3rs prr nionlh

The wiling 01 cable has relied on what l'elebrIty editor
Janie,. M01141(0 call. "bhie-dty Cable in,lvocatespcouniseit
a media millennium with enough channel& tor all litnority
viewpoinul and larde and. 0.1411U011y. a whale bug 01

That nutlemituni has yet In develop
Ivrai urban penetration lager away Hugon, chicaan and
Vialdniigton hre no inner city cable service. and
mettopoiltanSVIliff 10111Ited in eilwr major cities

CA1N's slow pellet-ethyl of urben markets .1111 be traced
(110411.1111e1.1:3-11,77 Ito two major factors the iugh cud of
miming cable and the legal and ccenpetitive premium irons
*siding media To action* M percent saturation by 1101. the
CATV resnpanies will have to spend three to four billion
dollars Present cable investment Sands at about one billion
dollars The costa have turned ties away ff urn

Wit ell" future_ Th city of Batton wn proposal to
install CATV in MS. because wiring the city would have cost

te 10 million dollars.
Many CATV owners insist they ultlmately will provide

variety of progranuning and viewpoints lhat goal seem
critical to the 31.10.4til of CATV Summarizing prospective
effects of deregulation. Yale bramirtein says extra con-
ventional poiramming frequently hes little effict un fctal
audieoce Ilse. perticularly In .1 market already served by
several network and independent stations. But one study on
the effect ol tekviaing the Watergate bearings has shown
that progranulung "nsertedly idIfferent from thr standard
furs can attract a significant member of new viewers and
increase thetotal television audience 0

Manhattan Cable. for *sample, is already faced with the
problem of trying to Maui viewers The company turned a
pi ofit In 1917. one el the first make urban cable systenss to do
so Hot CATV companies can face a "dropolr' rate of about
21 percent a year Vie wets &fide tOdr.19 Own subscriptions
To meet that @commie threat. Manhattan Cable has turned
to advertising in two of its channels It oilers sponsors a A
potential audience of MVO). a "magaiine-sised" sudiroce
The t'AIV system has drown a quarter of a milleon dollars in
advertiaing revenues without any full-bole salesperson.,

These developments kid James Monaco to believe CAN
will wind ult.with an economic &trot:lure like magazines

The drnpoll problem is directly parallel 1,11h

inagaziiw renewal grata Futpre income will be
derived from a rninbtnahon ci paid advertising and
subecription fees, plus "indivkhlal copy" sales

4 A demoeraphic approach I. television has some
drawbeck% it poses problems fee the minority groups that no
advertiser wants to reek+ It may mean inure diverelly of
Fentirsmming for differeol segments of the n0ddle alas
already Served generally by network television There Ls the
potential to turn the poor even more into erond-class
citizens as f ar all (decision Is concerned

3

Nolte Public service ImPiketions of the growth of CATV.
the broadesiters have good reason for economic fears as
well As the industry moves into fen, the FCC is looking
fornselly into the economic impticaUons of CATV Com.
uivasiun Chainutio Charles Ferris has called (Well Street
Jewell, 64461 on th.. cnry induatry tp exploit "the sub-
stantial nionber of viewers with specialised Interests" left
unsatisfied by 11 rv iodustry "caught in the iron
grip of the rating ipotilion Itrointraikters claim the
111%-cf:lIty Sought 14 the FCC will never roma about, and they
have fought CAr.' because of its potential to drain con
vennonal progratiuneng Through pay rv sna dnond munol

- untwoutiun. browilcasters feel CAP: will provide them with
unfair competition- In the future

Pay-ly, and the Networks _

Pay Tv us heghuung to pine a competitive threat to thr
pi event structure of network lavadeasting It clOrnes II threat
to local affiliates because of the potential to uodernune the
networks Sic hundred entv !Ardent, offered parry
channels in 19711. with I 6 million subscribers in 46 states Its
revenues are approachlng the SOO iilIioo dollar mink per
year Aboot 15 percent of the total CA TV suhscribere also buy
some pity -TV service

To some degree all kinds of CATVI are "psy 'Able " All
CATV systems charge some kind of subscription fee, uaually
on a monthly bUs. Joe the service. But the -TV the
networks fear Is of a somewhet different
scriber psys his standard moothly su
another lee foc a channel of recenthlecrut

sub-
nd pays

ne. special
programming Of 1190f12 "Rome Box Office" and
"Shairtime" are two firms that syndicate such 'Pedal Pay
channel nationaliy With the use of astellite-to-CATV con-
nertionl, the pay-TV firms can Join a national network of

.cial programming, all for an added fee. Some services
charge for each special program viewed, others have a
standard fee for all the programming on a given psy chorine!.

The networks are concerned about pay-TV because the
nuniber of CATV viewers needed lo outbid the networks for
rights to a pusior motion picture is relatively small. CIIS
President Arthur Taylor said In le15 thatjhe network leers

e justified

the time when pay cable Will be able to outbid
a network for movie is likely as close as five years
down the road.. .

With its best and MOPS popular programa lost to
pay cable, free television would have far leas money

. to spend on the more expenslie but less profitable
types ol programing which the public has come to
depend upon news, public affairs, chIldren's
programs and so forth '. 2

Taykw said in 1/711 that the Ulm is approaching when
families will be able to view maior Ittractlona only by going
to the expense of "large and continual drain tin their family
income.'

The. 101111 01 pay Wlevisinn to which we art
epecifically opposed I. that by whith fre4
televislookrldlractlons are to be diverted to pay
cable television. . . When gelatine Is alphcesed from
one car to anothe'r, the car that waives the fuel
nay week beautifully, but the other Is at a severe
disadvantage.?

In one example of the poseibie effects of siphoning, CS8
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pointed to the teleeind ol the Preskr-Ali henvyweighl Ink
light in lint According I. the network. about II militan
pinions paid more than 1111 million I. nee 030 light on clamed
circuit television In the 1111001 States and Canon. Ovenwas.
hundreds of nillinme saw It on Wee-the-ale TV. but they
returned only a Inaction of that reverie, to the promoters. 6

Others Inaba thy networks have exonerated their Nan
Ralph Hamel. the president and duel exocutive officer ol
VIM:Wit international. testified before the House tunv
mm14411(16'1 ilubconunittee In IWO that If op to 5 million
hooka were to subscrihe to pay cable. an memo., of 701
pervent over the siuniber of viewer. at that tUne, without
expanekin of common 141 television audience*. freemen
tellon would amount to only sie loathe of one percent ' An
extremely large proportion of the AMOV41111 viewing public
would have to suberribe to CATV to significantly cut Into the
eon of millions tulwal into tiw networks on any given night

The small number of potential viewers ori any given night
hae. the ecrioanic potential to challenge the neiwis

Althialah fregmentation may not threaten the networks,
Notional Assoctopeo 01 Ismail/caster, hesident Vincent
Wasilewski cautions that there ti i reel threat of siphoning.
433 uyitIr113,341 by the Frasier-Ali tekcaid. Anal the NAH presi-
dent says iWsahinitomi Slat, it 7-75i Siphoning is t illseervwe
In the over-thelor audience

progreao in connuunicalions historically has
always resulted In a bluer audience at Inner
root Pay cable results In I smeller euttlince at a
higher coat. thaw broadcasting system could here
gilded Mit as a pay operatioo Ale late 43 196.
there were inany people who thought edvertiser
supportive television could not be successful. and
they laid the only way to go would to through a pey
operation So. I would say that pey cable repnownts
the antitheals M.iwogreas in the conununleations
art

Campetitlea son

One way the networks have been able to fight Use threat ol
Optioning ls through the use of the "exclusive contract it
works well in the battle for broodcast rights to both feature
Mins and sports events The CATV firma have begun to
challenge these "exelualve" enetrects in the muds, and Has
new litigation rney tliark the next itirectiOn for cable-
broadeaater offers

A recent lisremp over ractusiyity occurred in 1977 when
Warrwr Cable an Cul ham Ohio, &cider' to telecast two
Ohm State University football genws Columbus Is an Ideal
marker for siwh a 1014431 "People here go dark raving 11111(1
iou Nalunlays." wait glean Street Joan's!. 9-24-771 cable
chairman Oustnve Hauser "Football la the thing here they
want ilww games Wr have a facility to present these palms',
which unit twiIt televised anywhere We're only balking
about the ganws nobody winds

SM. TV may net have wankal the Ohio State ganws. but It
did hove an exclusive rontfact for college (Withall with the
ffidlonol Collegiate Athletic A.....ociation The contreet Mei
not iwnint kcal betvideast of football games that conflItS
with o network college football broaden* The NCAA ap-
proved the Columbus cablecasto at fink because the network
Mid sma announced brockast times an the two Noverfiber
Saturdays in queation When ANC announced conflicting
linws, the NrAA revoked Warner Cable's right to teletext
the Ohio Slate games to the local area

Hauler said 'Wall Street Unreel 11-21-77i the network'a
move was not Notified' "When en Ohio State game le bathe

e

Fel HICTORT NO. VS
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playest the pei.de In Oolombor who aren't in the Wadi= are
lutenistg to the game on rade% they aren't walrhing network
IV

In the Columbia Inefirv.. the network exclusive 'rights
prevented Uptowns Whetter that will Away* be the cue la'
merry Both the Congress and the FCC are looking at the
infloienee of each/Aye coni.N.cte onprcgr.mWmsg. The Cdrir
challenge in Cohenbeatvold become part of a puredeni far
change* In the law concerning exclusivity.

Ihe economics of an exclusive mired also Holies Into
play In CATV-broedcaeter Mations In the world of (velure
him broadeaat rights Yet filmmakers find themselves both
fur and against CAW, depending upon which element of
modern IIIM dixtribution la concerned. At peeveni. film
studio.' still must rely on large network c'onlr4ts to produce
any real profit. Cable. TV consultant Hick I bee said Ms
unlikely filnunakerx sill abandon the nrtworklwjatd C
can pay as moeh for brosdeset rights.

tl

One wince subscribers en pay eyebolts would
3071 Income to each of the studios of about

0407 The Audios don't keep all of the dollars
but, les say they receive as much se fifty percent
of 104,0011 That amount of money ta nol very
muningful to Mem.

And If Home Box Office had ten million pay
eubocribers, the amount of money that the stu&li
would receive still wouldn't be too ineraniuM
compared to the theater awl network punching... ..
IA It present, the cable and pay television pro-
moters have to ewe they hes* thi rood to utopia,
and It's going tolb long trek." '

large film Audios cks nal only produce fihns fot theatrical
release, they produce many of the netwock televleke series.
In this area as will they hasei vested Interest ki preserving
the status quo in their relaVoratip to oyer-theuir . Notion
Picture Association of Murk& President Jack Valenti says
pay-TV threatens those profits. Valenti says AIM companke
prow/illy fun Axel 1112 million from pelmellme'vecies
syndication. A production nonpany can suffer five years of
deficit financing u network supplier before syndicetion
begins Bid a cable systenthas the -ability to pick up a distant
signal and tranamit it into another markej where no station
hes purchilsed It. Because the program fe avnliable in the
area. Valenti says It's km likely a broadcirster will purchare
1111

The MPAA is fighting to retain some element!' of ex-
clusiyity and a limitation cm the number of signets cable
system can bring into the market. Valenti says Importation
threatens to reduce the revenue potential of syndicated
programming. Hut the maJcr studios are pushing two ways
at once In their desire to rely.on netwoek revenue* for feature
films for the time being, and their deAre to Moe off distant
signals In the local areu.

In the long term, filmmakers claim pay-TV and theatrhul
flints serve two different market,' Indostry fissure Indicate

-30 percent of the populetias between 12 end 20 years of rqe
atcounts for 63 percent of the theater-going Public. Pay-TV
serves an older audience that Ass lost the movie-going habit.
Columbia Pictures Vice President Allen Adler odd. "Theoe
Audit* buttress oUr belief that pay collie will augment.
rather than compete with, our theatre sa1es"11 With long-
term prospects of pay-TV an a potential morkel, flint 'In-

1.1 a
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IMITOSTMD.
CATV AND NI INIOADCASTWItil

brute will have herd over Use non several yowl
tryiho to decide which side In the CATVinowicast (Sande to
get on

flu 'Mein nee Mins' caw

Tw VCC for many years mash an effort to protect the
network* and local Unison fiLirni siphoning. with altki rules
over the hindu of programming allowed on CATV The
mutationu wonted feature hints 41 pay-IV only If lew
then two years or more than to Asia elapsed since their
theatriral Sports events were available for pay TV if
they rod not been breodeut Awn the air within the previews
two ?.ears. And wriertype proerams could hot be siphined

tMV at all! Cobh systems hod bows obit to circumvent
the rsies by incorporating the pay-TV charge Irdu the buic
monthly mbecriptioa ran. rather than on a per-program
tans (kis New York cable synem seed that *opting to offer
Manure hockey and Itntekerbockert basketball games to

The %throat Uncial*, of firoadcasieri levered the
regulation Wel Skid the rides, meow** pay-TV to duel%
umovalive progranwrnia My enneving reshietions on series
programno. NAN said the PVC risked damming its own
effort to brUte about new erain choices,"

In DM the Ji Coustd Appeds hi, Warihnijloas U C unmet
the Mahn quo with its ruing in lime Ilea Oglee v. FCC. The
court ruted that the First Amendment due not permit the
some type of firderol repalation el pay cable thst it don di
conveisnonal. ellvertleme-erpponed televiena l'a atriuing
down PVC pay-cable progrementeg reetrictiden the court
found the comminion did not *how that the limitations were
necesury to further an "Ionportant government Interart. '

Tlw commission was enable to convince.** resort whether
the Misted MON** phenomena waeroal or Ins/Med.

IT Ike Commiesiot has nowhere Wiled Mil *Yell a
ewer/ of the denude which could renal I. lon of
eroadcaat televinee service to regions not *erred
by cable Nor I. each dynamic noddy apparent
Fix cramp* cabin-eases ore ninety to withhold
feature film end sports motorist from markets *ey
do not sera sincw breadcast of this miliarial in such
means coold ne4 reduce the potential cable
audience and because eshabstion dehto to thts
innerial wouki undoubtedly have substantial value

.In Uwe. circumstances. the postulated loss of
notional service Is too speculative to support
Jurisdiction

the appeals rourt alio hod difficulty understanding Fe('
plot Ktion of tenure films In particular

with rwpsrd to futon Mins vie question how
the Cosiwnbaon. which has dated thud tt hu no
(Mena by which to dletingaish sanung formats,
muld haro deteemlud thud futon ban. are s
odflciently anon format * warrant protection

4116 rimed demonstrates that broadcasters are
4wriasingIy subsithiting tende-for-telarisIon

.-fisselea fer viNch "siphon*" la not a problem
ince the broodrosien um the copyrights for
feature films"

Anttempt to cutest the onion el CAIVubieusts wae.
in the roan. -se haugM with thiponnUal fir imptngmnnt
won First Amendment fish* that It should lid be aerictioned
by implication "11 Although the court said the FCC could Doe
regulate content, the roc foukt apply objectItse
regulation tor Which n could' legitimately regulate the
broadcast media

The WOW Doi (Nike declarer turnino aside ItVrtelphuning
protection rallied the 'Ire ul the hroadcostcrs. CATV
Intern* felt the ruling did not go far enough in that the .
networks MID hod recourse to kaigterm contract% with
filmmakers that would penult them to Mott for years the
cablecest ol films now per nutted Alerthe viuml ruling The
try dwidt.li to wall a while to see If the Dirt court decision
%rookt have any effect in Irving up film broadcast rights
before the commisaion would take any; action tal the long-
term contracts and esclueive rights CATV chief at the
JaMfe Ifirbson. said the comminion lould wall to eve how
the marketplace distributed films "

Even before the Ilene Ilea Mks decision, the Office of
Telnonununleathen Policy had drewn Its own conclusions
about the prOjected economic Import of CA1V Puriphruing
Its report,

I CAV does not car an Immediate threat to thr
public in driving oventhe-air broadcasting out cd
bunions
1. CAN dose poor an 'commie thread to the
broadcasten, but only bunny ,.lt threatens
mcncenlistic position. More competition trill result

knee profIti for the television Industry, and the
Allot of the television Ikenae wWiall The effects
are not brood immesh to cause wholesale reductions
In the number of Dourless! stations
1 Existing television provides sufficient In-
formation to unable government officials to un-
*setae a msrket-by-market analysts of cable But
Ws hard to Make detailed predictions 0/ which
station might loll."

Milan digests end thnlocal Stattoo,

Pay-1V has the potential to matructure broadcasting. But
It represent. only an Indirect threat to most station ownirs
They ore more apt to do all they .can lo stop CATV systems
from Importing distant signals Into the market The local
station owner 'sienna he will be forced off thc air If he has to
comps,* with the signal from a much larger city In that
sense, the bronicaner believes distant signal linportation
serves to reduce the diversity of local channels

The Supreme Court has upheld the right of the FCC..to
provide sonic measure of protection for local television
stations Conunlesice authority over the disf.int signal
question can be tracel to the Supreine Court decision In ti.S.
v. Southwesters Oilisle in IMIL A local station owner, 'In San
Diego had complained because a CAN system transnutted
Means of los Angeles broodcanting stations. KFMR-11,
contended it was affected adversely, in conflict with the
public Ifiterest The court itunmarind the FCC's contention
that

.

0110 distant signals into **Dente areas
olintcadristations may also "destroy oe *seriously
degrade the service offered by a televialon
broadcaster . . . and lbws ultimately deprive the
public MON venom Waffle of a sydem of local
bro.udcutlng stations. In particular, the Com.
mission feared thin CAN might, by dividing the
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available audiences and revenues. significantly
magnify Me chariot teriatically wowe ftnencial
drifts-011We of UHF and educational television
breadeasters

e

Thr cowl ruled the VII had ties purer to regulate cable
television

Hut dues the threat to the local broadcatter really con.
OHO, a threat to the pubilt Intervel'One arommtat at the
(MIA ce Teleconuowocations Pulley reel loony doubt on
that

An important point to (whew Is that the audienee
diversitin araulnent really wocks againat thwe who
would block cable I ht Opponent Audience thverslon
can he important enough to threaten many
howAlcasters only if nearly everyone In a market
mitioci in.,. to cable WA Alna nu viewing to new
cable wi vireo Yet if this phenonwnon occurs. It Is
her 01LAC cable %revives are generally reganks1 sa
onperioi wed household' In which ease there
it little reason to protect over-the air
Is oadr ado, "

liw FCC chUM., huWevOr, to provide same inealitint a
protection for broarkasters. regulations the National Cable
Television Association in 1997 asked the rtv to rtillav The
NUFA appoorwhorg Cowrie in Its Howe Conuntinicstiow
SubcommIttee reflew of 11w Communicetions Act of 1104 and
proposed putting broadcasters on the definaive against
CAN deregulation tinder the plan. If a broadcaeler waa
hurt by dialing signals, he could go to the FCC to seek tn.
divItinisl relief a.y.ar after CATV mauling, mend. The
burden would had.. shifted to the broaoksator to &mandrels
harm sod to provide financial data to prove his
Within a year, the 9:CC chose on its ovm to follow a limiter
pilh

For marry years since the SwIlkweelers decision. the rcc
had reatrIcted a CATV system's right to duplicate keal
progrenuning by Importing distant signals mo regulations
controlled the rone of protection around each breeders/I
station CATVe could import distant signals frequently by
btankuig out programming that wow thre winw ea the local
welkin. In ibis fashion, local aikikneri were livced to look
at local contnwrcialt in network prodrenuning duplicated on
both the distant and local station

Ttw tolonutiton dechksi in 17T1 to chsrige its sone* of
lootertlon Instead of basing them on a station's signal
strength. they would be based on standard 33- and 53-mile
moil bye limit. A group of Olt affiliate% and other in.
It-IA-4d broad, indlog partici took the FCC to court over the
molter, mid tlic t owl of :Sweats in Washington, C
tiphci.1 the IV III ii thilly14,11 In likti Network Affiliates v

-t.

ism sit . o, tool A4 able television IS Its ability to
ingsai mknals horn ili.dant stations that cannot tie
pn kusl tip oe the Air- Oil IA4'1;00011
oeta Importation .4 distant network progranumng.
however all !uplift' A lilt Ai network affiliate by
fesetionalinns: the market for. its network ut-
tering% "

the court said the F Ws provided wiw nooduplication
rides!). awe

First, importation of distant ItYplleative netwoek
signals MAI se-en at unfair competition with the

332
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kicol netwerb alltkohas . Second. Ws practice
threatened the Newtst viability el tarot affilkeles
andto Out Meat diarierved the public Were* 11

Kid the court upheld the FCC. brvetstion en the distance of
signal protection, despite the rowdentlen of the networh
(Mateo that It wriwid teal them ecoreentosly 'iThis may well
be the dominant effect" a renaming' ',Mien by Justice
lavenihst said "Ten new ruhre msy. Indeed, work 8 pub-
'tunnel shift In irronsenic positioo, hut It I. not one that the
courts can mamma on the grouod of l&Cil of removed
tiecisiomnaking."

The court re)ected the argument that the new saws
drutically rodeos local stations' needwilcallon protection.
Flied mileage tones were designed to protect "the heart of
tho uIativaii Martel" ind chdn't alter the beak rce policy of
regulating distant signal important; hY cable iYaten to
prevent unfair competition with WO iwtwork affiliates In
len. the FCC took the court's ruling a step further end
exempted from nonituptication requirements the rule that
cable system dekte iwtwork programming on any dation
Which hes significant lumber of viewers among non-cable
subscribers In the area.°

The FCC Appreached literegaleties

Two FCC decisions In the fan of 1,711 have done even MOM
to shake up the distant sIgnal controversy Ilw rulings
concern morons,' "wsperetes." no ere 01 aupsretstlotel
began when CATVe began telecasting WTCG-TV, Altenta, all
over the nation via Saloom and SoUthern flatellne In October
Mt the FCC °mid the way to rin even greeter penetration
of super-elation& The commission endorsed an "open setty"
policy for meek carder, thst feed local stalkers te CATVe.
Mher Make independent stations Could iolfl WUXI *
push tat CATV markets Waldo the stations' normal
broadcast area. WON-TV, Chicago, has expressed
Other possible Independent, Include KIVU-TV, Oak
Francisco; KTTV-TV, LOC Awl's: and WP1X-TV, New
York *

&nes superstallona receive no direct compensation from
th. CAT/. that distribute their e4neta, they will have to
challenge nit netvierks for the nadonal advernaing dollar.
WT('O distributed a new rate cord to reflect its pro)ected
January 1779 penetratioo of 2 $ million eabt euhricribers.
The Atlanta station claims it can deliver a cost per thousand
two thirds that of the networks and deliver audiences with
belie the per'capita inconw ViTC0 expects total network
audience shores to drop Se percent during the next five to 10
years with the proliferation of super-Mations The networks
may soon be so easter to challenge distant signal Importation
as thr affiliates are now.

The FCC motioned Its move toward derteulatica In the fall
of Ma with another ruling that finally shifted the burden of
proof of economic harm to the keel stations. Prior to Oc-
tober, a CATV seeking waiver of the rule limiting distant
signals was required lo make two thowinge;

I) that the Insportathm would nol adversely affed
the ability of the dation' In their area to peeve the
public as a result of toes in eithee audience or
revenues; thet there were unique circumstanros
that Justified the waiver.*

tit
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tfil ne.1.14011 NIS
t A Pi AND Tlth fIROAMAKTVIth

Under the new policy, the second showing la no king..
required llw l'ATV system must show only that Ow local
Alaimo would im.4 lulfer at a ranntt .4 the peopueed +WW1
unpamishun 11 the Yet' Atitven that the l"Ary riwn, has
gillusi AW, particularly in Its. telwi es1 of en uslepenstetil
distant urinal. 11 will lipve us. stilton an opportunity to oiler
rebottal. a rebuttal tlewstkeisttag ttlogaitier unit woad nut
the station fluency* al issiw H

Along with the decision in iho W1t11 case Ilw lateal F Ct.
rutluug tvuld Irail to t pi "lifer *lion o4 superstations The NAP
*AO the claillftlual°0 *An engaging lit legislathat by
w els ei the NITA sant it regarded the action es 11 1111r11111
thiscutre until the 1.11 completes its cible.bi vadratti
inquiry Nit-T.% l'reinitritt Hobo rI w lutudt aim e+ieti Inaw the
°elate/mutat Manta 'de% elop y eilwrohy ably Is

regulated in teltnt 01 ite nutlet, I ot, Ill, teittlt, 1'111.11-M 1.allera
then do iitoul out Inv 'pit. Al- attelest. ur broad, unleu n

A. to ihe eveolual threat ol Ilw superstations. l'A IV
tun roe I turf Ilulip Vrneet said tt loo rat is to tell.
Although Ilw staff ts looking inlo Its. pi oldrins reword tit
selvIlite foil I 'A tv itthatn h ) sten to Far the moment he
soul. the nit mi element in Hurl thru v p, not cinieigh
out there even if Ma %tattoo Mel* vaunt:4 l° en er, home. to
do what -.been alb Muted loth. uspve stations 11ww stationa
probably won't end usp with larger andtent tha n thnot, sit
independent station. In New Yolk '11

FAIN tad dw

llw rv contt overtly continua+ The federal gosertutwot
serum to be shifting Its poutton toward deregulabon Both
her Ft Moat recent Mk-Mailings Mk1 protweed revision.

"of the rontinunicatIona Act of ION point in that direction
Scarcity has Itn years Mantled the regulation of all facata
broadcasting There shindy were not channel,' fur all the
voices that demanded attention The thrust of proposals to
deregulate the broaskast Industry bikes the view that If
competitiv31 force. us the marketplace are allowed tu take
tonunand. regulation will no longer be nevermore to allocate
resources !paned hit first public statements on CA TV. Fry
tlsaluinart ihartes Freels told tho Nt'T A

I have notWed in my fleet few t jji011N. et it*
consousalon that you often have en A akin view
ul regulation and conspention

Nut you realty were not compe(ing with broad
easteri except perhaps In Irgal pleadings us the
regulatory forym In the marketplace you have
latgely only helped broadcasters cutup...le more
effectively with each other Von have brought till),
stations into teehliWal partly %oh yin.' Aiwa,
1' 041 have iniported distant signals to enillpele with
bwat ones Rut these are lervieve that Carl be per
formed by improved television ate . or by trolls
Ishii linked to Waite dishes You have tally nitt
ligun to actually compote with brontk.44er, bs
141crIniii your twit program set is vs "

reeds told the emblecauteru . oil have called sourwlf a
ionlitall Of Cheese, but nftelk.i ou have only prou tikst an
taw The chairman announced an FIT iniestigation into

economic tinpacl The utquiry It looking at etonomic
data. but Use 1.1'1: will !Minima HA pre-Wilt gosh in
regulation. to suaintatil our vs stem of over the oir broad

49-117 0 - 79 - 72

tent Aortic, . end to flatter t Able .5:tooth In tinfei to porn Ittr
itnitrolty itt neolltainitinug loot broailhenti ron iiii unit-ations
setreIvir lhe votiunissioners i-tinlinne tu behrve both
etirilleelio are inenpelltee

In mkkliosi to the Ill' imestigatioil,IXtrareow is con .
mulering its own change, ot present lerwsk rod regulation
Ilep Cloned Van lirertili. 1)4'4111 . WW1 the ',wide will
clear obstacles from the poll, of Hew technulocies end
promote diversity of Cony tttttt etnenn 1h) PoPo4r.1
revialom would renswe cable trona ft-sterol regulatisat The
Senate is also *taking tio revokes" tu the l'tIiiillunlem1104111
Art 111w conininnIrislIons tut. apartattcc cheiriluni ErnesI
I 10111sygs. lwIlyees ''the mailiclidla should niwt at e
whrry'vri twesit,ls limit llolhons would art to rionliul some
uplusung I tear that ml we do tu.,i mit set sports siletoning
Itaw, lt In oPrli a Ittattel 0( time belie,. Inv s tyt Wu; tot
Series ia Natter Dowl will tie bought tip

Itiit llw p1 uspet 1 of teller:0 ttrl Iu,l,%iuwu °I t A Pr alias not
Ise completely Metro/WI.' by the I Al V teq alit Iti'shIrs the
!von1 hassles of dealing with lot n1 wises nments foi

ATV m alto thiYal .nt1 by th. growth (4 nevi
teel tttt logo- Iloilo( into tiro Julio (los pits if hew Volk
wry i New York Times I ili the ultuttalt. !cal ol both
CAP/ and (Art isinn it that r will ta a singlc us a t-
-tettung tato the 110itte a Mir, irlstallVd 1111111 titimittlitlitiA by
AT&T made nip of °piny!l vlibvi h. and olio lug ettough
channel 1-Apin 1k) 1° carry ordinary telephone mossogrs. air
AblintlanCe Ul tiviouuiri programs And ,all 'wax 4 ,tais
coanninniestions 11w phone company ts already well
idactil to make the necessary iseuserlions t1ropoyilt In the
rewrite of the emionunli-ation, Art *until nichnk permission
for AT&T lo cutlet TV uteri...4s

tither technoloirlcal rkvelopitionts that could upaet the
shaky status quo torloile VIII' drop ins In maturated markets,
and a nese totter developed by Incas histrwiwrita that can
ihvhle the electromagrwlic spectrwit to Increase the inunber
of both and stallons r-apable of being received
iluviigh the All 11111: parity could double tir triple com-
petition 1'

l'aentiAtitiat

The seemingly unlimited Writhe) of corninunicatIona
technology and the breakdown of the regulskswy lamina
Imply munw sort Of future program diversity. either onliATV
or over the air CoituntinIcationa consultant Herbal
Dordirk het sold that

before the bud 14 the century all oi TV will be on
*tone awl, 14 *WA I believe that one ay ths
uh-twockn will decide not to be networks anti will
voneentrate on program production They'll gat
others to pull together ailhoc networks

The future as we see,11 iv nit longer the future We
Al r nd Nab* net work now, picking up !replicated
autliencea The timss media is becoming no longer
the moss media Or, es sometsnly said, the Mute of
TV is radio

TIrre is little point to milking broad lwrillchorts whoa
whether pay TV will event unit% mil compete the networks for
films and sports . or whether distant signals will so fragment
die lot mit markets that local broadcast Millions can tic longer
exist The view/sof the CATV operators and broadcasters are
by their nature hissed In favor of their oar media But recent
trends in legislation, regulation and broadcast tectsnotog)
Irani likely will change the face of American
too early to tell how %than A1114.1101 %Ill be a wired nation, or
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Eli A. Rubinstain Television and the Young Viewei*
Thy pervasive social influence of television on
children is twin increasingly documented, but has
yet to be translated into a continuing and-effective
social policy

For some children, under some mach.
lions, some %elm mum Is harmful
other children undarthe saw condltions.
or fur the mme children under other
condumn., It may be beneficial, Fee
children, under mom condition*, mom
Selemsion le probably neither pan
harmful nor perlicularly benlittimif.
!Schramm, Lyle, AO Parker l9111. p II

l'hat assessment, made in 1961 hr
three leading Stanford rem/ashen,
was the general 'conclusion of wee of
the (int major studies of television
and children. Mhiost two awed.a and
about two thousand studio& later.
their conclmiun remains e reasonably
acourate ndrastion of the complex
and differentiel impact of television
on its millions, of young viewers The
published rematch since 1961 hes
further confirmed the harmlni

.to some children of some televi ailit
under some condition*. At the AIM
time, stronger evidence for the cor-
ollary has been found: for sumo chil-
dren. undo; some conditions, some
television le beneficial.

It is In the differentiation ketween
corn/ children and most children and

SA A Ruhrylittnsa, sss 10.a. HUT Aa.
D...41or 64 Ow imslilidt

Memel Neekh. cher. hui last maim Papaw
uktatts ...re al Von Chawaapi if Ow 310.

af Me,111.0 kwattfte *Amory Communes
at ea-Mitot the hes vorromr 4 'ewer.%

"epotforAlea narked frve, Mel previa. No
centimes, Am reseirtA lele*ott it leitaitem
e4 mist behottof *AIM minim Nob 111111
1075 aa hoht.o of Psyehiatry end Psyche,.
Ito al IA* $1011. thuiveni0 4 Neu YorS ci
Stony &gab /ft Oriel« HMI S. became

Reararrh Pft0100 4 Pl.),M04,43 a. the
Vaaoffs1) 4 Nana Cvotina. alera A. in.
tenth tome... AAA., all. andirm P4404

rghtecli to wolf petho amines
Depertment Ai PmPtAaAp. t'sneenoty if
NOM Carolina. Chaptl Nall, NC th 14

in the distinction between sone
television and ascot television that,
the scientific findings are etIll not
eliar. . Air in to many other instances of
exposure to persuasive memages, it Is
the cumulative Inspect over extended
periods of time that should be the
crucial teat of coneermenom. It Goan4
ressonatie to assume that when mil.
lions of young viewers each spend on
average about a thousand hours per
year watching hundreds of telriviers
peogrerna, such time spent rant have
some significant effect on their sociAl
development. It I. equally reasonable
to mum. that If the effect is so tan-
gible there should be little difficulty
in identIfYing its charecterbtles or
amemIng its strength. Here, however,
the evidence le Ims than definitive
thus the continued applicability of
the Schramm, Lyle, and Parker gen
relleation.

While the total impect of television
on the young VIMOT ia still unclear,
thr Pursuit of evidence has @directed
incrtming interest on the Dad alio'
vial scientists. In the appendix to the
1961 report by Schramm et al., 62
earlier publications dialing with
television and children me annotated.
and they make up a fairly complete
het of rekvent prior research. By 1970
(Atkin, Murray, and Hayman 1071)
that list of pnblications had grown to

total of almost 500 citations. By
1974 a total of almost 2,400 publica.
tiaras were cited under the category of
television and human behavior In a
Tr*, review of the field by Comstock
e nd Fisher (1976). Sims 1974, re-
search Interest has continued una
bated as new topic* begin to be el.
plored The concern about televised
violence hes been augmented by
concern about we on televielon, the
persuasive power of television ed.
veil King on children, and, indeed, the

effect of television on the entire so.
claheation process of children

Two events In the early 1970. pro-
vided the most compelling influence
toward that growth of Interest. One
was the development of the program
"Semmes Street," in which formative
rematch was pursued in partnership
with the production of the proems
itself. The other was the tceplcilo
In 1172 of a ,malor federally ed
research program, now knoem SI the'
Sufoon-General's program, to oval.
irate the relationship between TV
violence end aggressive behavior In
children.

"Seume Street"
"Sesame Street" provides the most
extensive example of how mievlsion
can be made beneficial for isome
chitdren under ease conditions.
story of It:Ifrowth and development
Ism berm ectively told by its edu.
cations] director (Lifter 1974). Prom
the research pomposity*. "Smarm
Street" marks a major Innovation: It
ia the first intensive and continuing
partnership boterhen Mitiration *Pe.
ciallets horn academia and the creep
Om and technical specialists re.
sponeible foe math* television pro.
grams ori the air. How that portals.
4iip evolved into not Jtat tonstruotive
interchange but poductIve results is
itself, lesson In formative research.

The educational goals of Ileaame
Street" were developed over a series
of working eeminers in 106S, with
participation Isy experts from ell tel.
event sperialtiee. The instructional
goals were modesty inevnulated in a
series of specific statements on five
major topics: (1) social, moral, and
effective development; (2) langunto
end reeding; (3) mathematical and

Nil A. Rubenstein In American Scientist, vol, OS NovemberDecember 19TS 680-69S,Reprinted with permishion of Siwma XI, the SclentItc Research Society, Inc., S4111 WhitneyAve., New Haven, Conn. 06611 and the author, cow ght 1078.
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numerical shills, tei reasoning ehd
problem soh Ing, IM perception 'the
target audience was dnetantaged
Inner city childwin

Overall. the develociment of the total
pl irlf111 toward the achnivement of
those goals was structured by the
continuing Interplay of production
people and at atlemn researchers in
Wedba, k i gen, involvirg observe
I ,,, ii children wising programs as
the% Ihrft prodoi vd Happily. all the
major part icipeniF iii this innovative
enterprise. were iumpletelt &basted
to the larger task Of equI good fur.

vtone sac the initial allocat . from
prii ate and public sources. of SO
million for the start up and produc
(ion costs for the first ighteen
months of -sesame Street While

, those three ingredients dedicated
Went, dequate start up time, and
ample funding do not always pro
duce inn cr., thy% rerteml% represent

gori Iwgisming sod were put to
court niCt Ivr Me in I lir devekipment
of the program

Sonw tFn year rifler lie nit rottlItt
Sesame Street- hes become not met

a national but an international phe
nonie lii arldit ion to being the
most %%irk viewed chddren's pro
grain in the rimed States. "Sesame
Street.- in both the original version
and in foreign language versions, is
brivadcast In more than NO countriee
around the world The Children's

.Woritchup, the parent
both for -Sesaiiie Street and all the
other durationsl prolirstils, ales
more than 120 article. and books
ChilitrIPII s Television Workshop

16771 primarily on "Sesame Street"
and "The Electric Company Addi
timid publications through early 1978
bring the total above MO research
reports These range from studies of
attention during the actnal program
viewing to major evaluat Ohs of both
"Sesame Street" and "The Electric
Compa " The total literature pro.
Vides en thpretedeiited body of re
search on bqs the ntertainment
appeal of tele.. on can be put to ed
ucational use

Moat, but not ph. of the evaluations
are positive O major stud) suggests,
that "Snam Suitt" hes been less
useful to dtas vanteged children than
advantaged ihildr,n (Cook et al
1975) bavauf. of differences in view

And. in England, for es
grave concern sac initial!)
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reseed that the very format of "Sem
ase Street" is inimical to the learning
promos because the program over
emphsaime sheer attention gowns
&vim end because It links learning
too closely to commercial enter
tainment format (Subsequently,
Sesame Street" wes aired in (Item
Britain and achieved much viewer
encores

But these am won for the educators
FroIll the stndpoint of research on
television and the young viewerohe
history of "Sesame Street" has been
of great significance Formative re
winch has schieved new status
thruugh the oneoing efforts Wellettl
Otte the wore*. and achievements of
what Joan Gans Cooney, the director
of the entire enwrpris*, has called
twrpetual television xperiment."
Mt Program ha% clearly demon-
strated that television can teach
children while still holding their vol
untary attention as well, if not bettor,
than conventionsl television pro-
gramming It is the clearest example
of the positive potential &television
translated mto performence.

Televised violence
At about the same time that "Sesame
Street" was being prepared for
broadcast in 1989. a major federal
research program was initiated to
mama the effects of televised violent*
on children. The history of, that re-
search enterprIse has boon thoroughly
described and evaluated from vari-
ety of perspectives (Bogart 1972:
Cater and Strickland 1978: Rubin-
stein 1975) The belief is fairly wide-
spread that the body of research,
published in five volumes of technical
reports, provided a major new set of
findings.

There ts much less agreement about
the report and conclusions of the ad-
visory committee itself, bemire of the
cautious language used. Even now,
years after the report was published;
the conclusions art debated The de-
bate ass sparked initially because of
a misleading headline In a front.page
story in the Neal York Times (-TV
Violence !PM UnharmAil to Youth")
when the report was first released. A
careful analysis of the subsequent
press coverage revealed how influen-
tial that headline sli in further con-
fusing the interpretation of the find
ings (Tankard end Showalter 1977).
The committee had unanimously

speed that there was km* evidence
of causel relationahip between tel-
evised violence and liner aggreseive
behavior. However, the concluaiun
wee mu moderated by qualifiers that it
was, end still is, criticized and raisin
terpreted hy industry spokeemen as
being too strong and by researchers as
being too weak

The effect of televised vhdence has
been en testi. of public Concern al-
most from the Inception of television
in the early 1950s Periodically. oVer
the past 25 years. a variety of con
gressionel inquiries as well as corn
missioned reports have drawn atten-
tion to the prohlem of televised vio-
lence In almost every instance con
cern wee reibed about harmful effacta.
In all them reports. however. rola
lively little new research on the
problem was produced. Even the
prestigious Eisenhower Commisnon,
which was asked by President John-
son In 1968 to explore the question
within its total inquiry Into violent*
in America, devoted its attention
primerib to a synthesis of existing
knuwledge rathet than to collecting
new scientific infotmation. Ita con .
clusionsthat violence on televition
encourages real violencewere seen
as less than persuasive and were
largely ignored, especially since at-
tention was then focused on the now
Surgeon-General% Committee.

The Surgeon-General's program
provided the first major infusion of -
new monies Into research on televi-
sion violence, which In turn has
stimulated geecond harvest." as
Schramm (1976) calls it, of new work
on television and *octal behavior The
debate on the evidence frorn the five
volumes of remarch reports produced
in 1972 \ by the Surgeon-General's
proeram Is also still lively. The se.
sence of thr.debate emerges from two
contrasting aTitoaches to assessing
het evidence. Surgeon.Generers

advisory committee, while acknowl-
edging flaws in many debt individual
studies, held that the conoergence of
evidence was sufficient to permit a
qualified conclusion indicating a
cause/ relationship between extensive
viewing of violent* and later aggres
sive behavior. This conclusion,
without the qualifications. Is en
dursed by a number of highly re-
spected ellsearchers, some of whom
participated in the SurgeomGeneral's
program end some who were not di-
rectly involved



A different and seemingly more rig
mous opproach to the vidence is
adopted hy some other experts in the
field. This contrasting view is span
miserl by Killian and Singer 11976).
who conclude that the total evidence
does no more than support the null
hypot heals

A brief explanation is appropriate
here atom the theoretical f la
lions losi Co11111 llll to ibr r
underlying the whole question of
1611,110011 1111d Agg:,1%
Quite simply, three posaibilities
exist - and all hate their proponents
(1) Teletision has no significant re-
lationship to aggressive behavior (2)
Television reduces aggressive be
hector (3) Televisioil causes agar.%
KIST be havtor. a variant on this pm,
silidny Is that both tele% loon viewing
and aggressive behavior are related
mit to each other but to a 'third
variable" which niesitstew between the
first two variables

-h

The Kaplan and Singer poeition, to
give one recent exaniple, is that the

-h far has demonstrated no
relationship between televised vio
letice and later aggressive behavior
Th, y. characterize this as the "con
"ensue*" sa.satefl( of the evidence
and c ll to that ion by find
ing no study persuasive goo gh in its
ownright to bear the burden of sig
nifitint correlation, let alone causal
relationship They are not the only
ones to conclude -no-effect". Singer
(1971) came to the same conclusion,
as did flowitt and Cumberhatch
(1975)

The second point of view hu boon
spoused primarily by Feshbach
(1961) The catharsis hypothesis
holds that vicarious *valence of
aggressive behavior, as occurs in
viewing TV violence. may actually
serve as a release of aggressive ten-
sions and thereby reduce direct ex
presoion of aggressive behavior This
view has not been supported by re-
search evidence, although it emerges
time and again as a "common uns"

ent of the relationship be-
tween vicarious viewing of violence
and later behavior Indeed, the thesis
itulf goes back to Aristotle, who
considered dramatic presentations a
vehicle for discharge of feelings by the
udience The Surgeon-Gneral's
committee, in considering this thesis,
made one of their few unequi% ocal
l s llll menu --that there was-no CI

3:-3

latency thst would support cat hanus
tritrpretation.-

The third unseal conclusion, and the
one now prevailing. is that there is a.
poeitive relationship between TV vi
'dem. and later aggressive behavior
This facilitation of later aggression,
xplained priniarilt by social learning
theory, I. endorsed by a number of
insestigaton The basic theoretical
f, Whin is generally credited to
Flandura Mendota and Walters
19631. who began hit outiel learning
studies in the early 1960s, when ha
and his student, clearly demon
strafed thet children will imitate ag-
gressive acts they witness in film
presentations. These were the iso-
called "hobo doll' studies, in which
children watching a bubo doll being
attacked, either by a live model or
cartoon character, Mee more likely to
imitate such behavior These early
studies were criticized both because
hobo dolls, made for roolh and lum
We play, tend to provoke aggressive
hitting end because the hostile play
was only against inanimate play
ohyacts Later studies have demon-
strated that such aggreesion will also
take place against people (llsiiretty

. et al 1972)

Variations on the basic sociel learning
theory Me rather numerous Kaplan
and Singer make a useful schema by
incorporating three related theoreti.
cal branches under the general label
of -activation hypothtees." Bendura
and his students are inclUded in the
cotegory of social learning and imi-
tation A second branch is repre-
sented by Berkowits and his students,
who follow a classical conditioning
hypothesis, in whir hrepeated viewing
of aggressive behavior is presented to
build up the probability of aggressive
behavior as a conditioned response to
the cues produced in the portrayal. A
number of experiments by Berkowits
and his colleagues have shown that
subject' viewing vliclent film after
being angered were more likely to
show aggressive behavior than
suhiects, similarly. angered before-
hand, who saw nonaggreesive Mins
(Berkowitz 1965, Berkowitz and Gun
1966)

In still a third variation on the acti-
vation approach, Tannenbaum (1972)
holds that a generalized emotional
arousal is instigated by emotionally
charged %letting material and that
this level of arousal itself Is the prir

cursor of the subsequent behavior
Any earning content, including erotic
content, con induce this heightened
arousal The nature of response is
than a function of tbe conditions that
fend at the time the activation of be-
havior taku Ow* '11-rut, according to
this theory. It is not so much the % to
lent content per se that induces later
aggreesive behavior as it is the level of
arousal evoked Stdisequent circum
stmices may %helmet the heightened
arousal in the direction of aggressive
behavior

In an importani exemination of the
utility of these serious fin tuulations,
Watt and Krull 11977) reanalSled
data on 497 adolescents from three
prior studies, Involving both pro-
gr &nutting ,att ramie& Isuch as per-
ceived violent content) and viewer
attributes (such as viewing expoaure
and aggressive behsvidr) through
aeries of correlations They contrasted
three models, which they labeled ca-
tharsis model, arousal model, and
Iodination model The first two
models are essentially at:described
above The facilitation model is
identified as general social-learning
mutlel without regard to whether the
process is primarily imitation, cueing,
or legitimization of aggressive be-
havior Thus, the Bandura and Ber-
kowitz studies both fall into the fa-
cilitation model

se-

Through series of partial correla-
tions. Watt and Kroll found (1) no
support for the catharsis model; (2)

n of the fe-
els; and (3)

to age and/or
I model a some-

support for conibina
cilitation and arousal
some differences
sex, with the a
what better explanation for female
adolescents, wh the facilitation
model better described the datil for
males. (Sex differences in results in
many- st(tdies of television and be-
havior are quite common. One of the
major studies in the field, by Leflio-
wits. et al., 1972, found significant
correlation, between TV violence and
later aggressive behavior with boys
but not with girls.)

Whet ere the iniplications in this
continuing controversy about the ef-
fects of television violence on ag-
gressive behaVior? As in so many
other social science issues It depends
on w hat you art looking for The di-
lemma is neatly characterired in a
legal case in Florida in October 1977,
in w hich the defense argued tha) an
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adolescent ban who admittedkv Milled
e n elderly woman, WU suffering firont
-involunterr subliminal television
intoxication (This terns, which alp
pears nowhere in the mientlfk liter
Stmt. was inttoducod by the defame
attorney I In trying to show thst the
K le III Inc inidencir on television's ef
feet, on N.A.% tor was not directly
pertinent to this murder trial. the
prosecuting ettororv asked eh espert

ttliella II all) iicientillit studio,' indi
catird that a %wiser had ever been lb
awed to r onun it a teflolis (linty fol
lowing the viewing of TV siolence
The teilffeell answer to that question
was "no.' The judge therehy ?ruled
that expert testimony on the effects
of televised violence would be tiout
miscible and brought back the jury.
which had been sequestered during
the interrogation of the expert wit-
ness Ott the basis of the evidence
presented to it. the jury found the
defendant guilty bf murder and re
',cord the plea of temporary insanity
by virtile of "involuntari subliminal
television intosiceti llll "

While there is indeed no ecientilot
es idence thst excessive viewing of
tales issid vioience can or does provoke
violent crime iii any ;me individual, it
is clear that the bulk of the studies
show that if large group. of children
watch great deal of televised vio-
lence they will be mom prune to be
have aggressively than similar groups
of children who do not watch such TV
violence. The argument simply fol-
lows from the basic wenn.e that
children learn from all aspects of their
environment To the extent thst one
or another environmental agent oc-
cupies significant proportion of a
child's dell) activity, that agent be-
comes a component of influence on
his or her behavior. In a recent com-
prehensive review of Al the evidence
on the effects of televiston on chil-
dren. Comstock et al 11978) conclude
that television should be considered

MaJOr agent of eocialization in the
live. DI children.

An important confirmation of the
more general influence of television
on the young viewer derives from re-
march on the so-called "prosocial"
effects of television Stimulated by
the findlnert of the Surgeon General's
program, a number of researchers
began in 1972 to explore the c Ilary
question. If TV violence can induce
aggressore behavorl. ealt TV proeoi iii
programming stimulate posititi. he
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hayloft By 197C this question was of
highest Intereet to active »marchers
ig the field, according to a national
Torrey (Comstock and Lindsey
1175).

A smnificent body of literature has
-now been genereted to tonfirm thee*
proeocial effects tRubinstein et al.
1974; Stein and Friedrich 19M) Re
search by network scientists (CMS
Broadcast GrouP1977) has dmfirened
that children learn from the prosocial
message* included in, programs de
signed to impart ouch messages Be.
cause the effect of prosticial program
content is so clearly similar in process
to the effect ot TV violence, confir-
mation of the former effect adds
strength to the validity of the latter
'fleet

In all the intensive analysis of the ef .
fects of "I'V violence. PerhaPe the one
scientific issue most svongly argued
against by the netwoh officiabi has
been the definition and arnessment of
levels of violent content. The single
continuing source of such definition
and assessment has been the work of
Gerbner and hie associates (Gerbner
1972) Beginning in 1999 and con-
tin llll annually. Cerbner has been
publishing a violence index which hes
charted the levels of violence among
the three networks on prime time.
The decline in violence over the entire
decade had been negligible until the
1977-78 meson (Gerbner et al. 1978).
following an intensive public cam .
paten against TV violence by both the
American Medical Association and
the Parent .Teacher Association.

Gerbnar's definition of violence is
specific mid yet inclusive "the overt
expression of physical force against
others or self; or compelling action
against one's will rn pain of being
hurt Of killed Or actually hurting or
killing " Despite criticism by the in-
dustry, the Calmer index has been
widely accepted by other researchers.
An extensive effort by a Committee
on Television and Social Behavior,
organined by (he Social Science Re-
search Council to develop a mom
comprehensive violence index, ended
up essentially endorsing Gerbner's
approach (Social Science Reliearch
Council 1975).

Perhaps of more theoretical interest
then hii s Mime. index is Gerbner's
present thesis that television is a
"i lithos) indicator" He argues that
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television content reinfoeme beliefs
about various cultural themesthe
sociatrealitim of fife are modified in
the mind of Ow viewe0yrthe lump*
portrayed on the teletiakm screen. To
the -estent tbat the television world
differs from the real world, sonic
portion of that difference influences
the perception of the viewer aboot the
world in which he or she lives Thus,
enamor Am found that heavy viewers
see the world in a much mins sinister
light than hubs iduals who do not
watch as much television Coubner
argues that esmealie portrayals of
violence on television inculcate feel.
Inge of fear among heavy viewers,
which may be as important an effect
as the findings of increased aggressive
behavior Some confirmation of this
feeling of fear was found in s national
survey of children (Zill 19M. children
who were heavy viewers wart fe
ported signifitantly Mere likely to be
more fearful in general than children
who watched less television.

TV advertising
An area of reaearch that has been in-
creasing in importance sincr the "irk
of the Surgeon-O./mars program haa
been concerned with the effects of
advertiiing on children One of the
technical reports In the Surgeon-
General's program described a series.
of studied on this topic by Ward
(1972), which was among the first
mafor published studios in which
children's reactions to television ad-
vertising were examined in their re-
let ionship to cognitive development.
That report provided preliminary
findings on (I) how children's re-
sponses to television advertising be-
come increasingly differentiated anti
complex with sic 121 the develop-
ment of cynicism and suspicion about
television pongee by. the fourth
erode:13/ nAthers' perceptions about
how 'television influences their chil-
dren, and (4) how television adver-
tising influences consumer eocialim-
lion among adolescents.

The entire fiel d research ion effects
of teleision a bring at least
acadomic published searchhas
only begun to develop i he 1970s. A
major review of the pubIIs litera
ture in the field was sponsored and
published by the National Science
Foundation in 1977 (Adler 1977). It is
noteworthy that only 21 studies, all
published between 1971 and 1976,
were considered eignificant enough to



he singled iwil tor Mt lueion In the em
annotaten appendix The total

body ot evidence is still smell that
no nowt theoretical formulations
have yet nierpil Inane& the r
search follows the gsnerel soul
learning model inherent in the earlier
remarch on televised squirm:1i

Despite the loch uf exteiwivir rowan+
findings on the flects of toleviaion
advertisiog un children, formal con
Cern shout possible ffect. began to
moue. the early II4h Self regu
nutty guideline. *ere sidopted to the
National Amonation of Bowl, asters
in 1941 to define erceptable tuy d
meowing pmetices to children Sub
Impiently, published NAB guidelines
were emianded to include all sliver
toting direCted prinimils to children
An entire mechanism has hem es
VeleleakaLailltLie ry ler
the respoosi NAB Ten
vision Code Authoriti throogh chicly
guidelims on children's adsertie
mg - as well es other broadcast sum
derde are enforced In addition. in
1974 the National Advertiaing Divi
limn of the kkk eil of Intim Businem
Bureaus established ('hildren'.
Ad vertiaing Itesiew Unit to help in
the ielf ttttt of advertising di
meted to chiliirem aged eleven and
under That organization, with the
aniatance of e panel of social science
'Ammo.. developed and imued ita
own am of guideline. for Oaldren.
advertising

The role of research in helping to
make those guidelines on children's
advertising more meaningful iv only
now receiving some attention, thanks
in part to th. NSF review cited ehom
Two recent eventa have highlighted
both the paucity and the relevance of
remarch in tho field In 1915. the
Attorney Gmorral of Massachtseetta,
in collaboration with Attorney*
Genera) of other states. petitiemed the
Federal Communication. Commie
mon to bah all drug advertising be-
tween 9 A m and 9 M , on the
ground that such advertising was
harmful to children After a mom of
hearings in May 1976, 91 which rta
earchers end scientists toot died, the
petition wee denied for lack of lion
tifk evidence to support the claim

In 1976, the Federal Trade Commis
lion formalls considered petitions
requesting "tht promulgation of a
trade nile vegulating telemmon ad
mooing of canch and other sugared
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prodocta to children " A coming-
Menem-e staff report on television ad
vellumg to children (Ratner t al
1971) made recommendiatione to tio
FTC, coot much of the olevaii aci
entific literature on edvertising to
Children es vidence .upporting the
mod for sie h a lied. rule At the tone
of this smi(ing. the moire matmr was
still hr active conetderstion

What dine the existing research in
this aras demonstrate' II IA clear that
children are termed to a large num
bey of tiles ision commercial. The
statistic& thernmlves 4re significant
Annually, on evelage, children be
tween two and elesen yeas of age an
now exposed to more than 20,000
television Ct! nernals Children in
this age group watch an average of
about 25 hours of television per week
all through the yea The moat cliched
etetiatit quoted is that, by the times,
child graduates from high school
today he OF she will have spent mon
time tn (ront of a television Nal 117,000
hours) than In a formal cl iom
411,000 hours) halted, all the nails
tics on talevumo viewing from earliest
childhood through age mghteen ahow
that no other daily activity, with the
xception of sleeping, Ii so clearly
dominant

Just as was chSvm in the earlier re
march mai IS the effect& of pro-
gramming Content, even the limited
research now vailable on television
commercial& documents that children
learn from watchine these commer-
cials Whether it is the sheer recall of
products end product attributes
lAtkin 1976) 01 the singing of com-
munal jingly. 1Lyle and Hoffman
19721, the evidence I. positive that
children learn More important,
children and their parente are In-
fluenced by the Intent of dine corn.
mernale One study (Lyle end Hoff.
son 1972) showed that nine out of
tan preschool children asked for food
items and toys they saw advertieed on
televtaion.

A number of studies have also rev-
ealed various unintended effect* of
telesision edvertising While a YAM
marority of the advertimments ad-
here to the guidelines that attempt to
protect children against exploitative
precticee. a number of studies have
eluos n thet, over time, children begin
to distrust the accuracy of the MT-
ratiRral MIreSage B) the sixth grade,
children ere generally cyilicel shout

the tru Wm.. of the ad. A recent
educationel film by Consumers
Union, on lime ol the mcmoive
claims in TV advertising, highlights
the problem of disbelief (Consumers
Union 1976) There have also Wen
number of survys in which parents
ham indicated negative reactions to
children's ommerclah In one study
(Word, Wecliman, and Wartelle
1975i 75% of the ;Immo had such
negative reactions

In the survey of the literature evidu
med in the 1977 NSF' review, the es
idence is mainlined against some of
the major policy concerns that have
emerged in the development of ap-
propriate ..gonlelines on eliiiihren's
advertising Them concerns tam he
grouped into four categories. 11)
modes of advertising, (2) content of
advertialug, (3) product* advertised.
and lel general effects of advertis-
ing.

Studies of "modes of advertising"
ahoa, for esample, thal separation of
program and commercial is not well
understood by children under eight
years of age While these youneer
children receive and retain the corn-
nietcisl they are less abie to
di.criminate the persuasive intent of
the commercial end art more likely to
perceive the message as truthful end
to vont to buy the product (Robert-
arin and ROSSilar

The format and the use of various
audio- oisual techniques alao influence
the children's perceptions of the
rammer, . This influence (senility ac-
knowledged by the advertisers and
the broedcasters, who have included
eaplkit Instructions In the guidelines,
especially for toy products, to ensure
that audio and video production
techniques do not misrepresent the
product What little romarch there is
on this entire aspect of format is still
far from definitive. Whit Is clear Is
that attention, especially among
young children, is increamd by active
movement, animation. lively music,
and vieual changes. (All of this, and
mom, is well understood by the ad..
vertising agencies and those who de-
velop the ads, and they keep such
knowledge confidential, much as a

trerje secret.)

One other relatively clear finding on
audio visual technique relates to the
understanding of "disclaimers"
special statements shout the product



that may not be slur has& the soft-
mercial hug, such m "batteries not
Included." A study of disdains*r
wording end comprehenalon (Liehed
et al. 1977) revealed that standard
diulaimet ("some seem% in-
quired") wall 64 well understood by
6- and 8-year.olds than modifica-
tion ("You have to put it together").
The obvious conclusionthat %void-
ing should be appropriote to the
child's ability to understand--is just
one of the many wys In which this
research can play s rule in refining
guklelines

Studio. OD the vontent of edurtialrin
hive shown that the appearance of
particular character with the product
cen modify the child's evaluation of
the product, either positively or neg-
atively, depending on the child's
evaluation of the character. It is 1160
clear that children are affected in a
positive way by preunters of their
own we and race (Adler 1977). On a
moreseneral krt. usual stereotypes
in advertieing probably influence
children in the same way they do in
the program content_

Although. there is relatively little
sienificant research on the effect. of
dame of products, two such clames
have been under intones public scru-
tiny In recent years. proprietary drug
advertieing and certain categories of
food advertising Governmental reg-
ulatory agencies are currently con-
sidering what kind of control. should
ba placed on such advertising to
children.

Concerning the more general effects
of advertising targeted to children,
surveys suggeet that parents have
predominantly negative attitudes
about such advertising because they
believe it reuses stress in the parent-
child relat.oneldp Studies on ques-
tion: such as this, and on the latest
ham of how such advertising leads to
consumer socialisation, am now being

Ward and hia associates
Warkman, and Wartella

; 1975) have boon examining the entire
I question of how children teem to buy.

The highly sophistiosted techniques
! dud by advertise» to give a SO-riec-
' end or 110-seued commercial strong

Iimport on the child viewer make
these commercials excellent study
material for examiMeg the entire

of consumer sucialisation.
tralebsportant reuarch still reni
sins tube dom on this topic.
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Sox on TV
Of the many public concerns shout
toleoleina end ha potentially harmful
i4fictset, chlidres, the issue oleos on
Ukuleles' la et Resent among the
mom visible end the Men understood
If research on the effects of advertis-
ing la still In its early development,
research on see on television has
hardly begun.

It has been found that children who
watch large amounto of television (25
hours or more per week) are more
likely to reveal stereotypic sea rule
attitudee than children whii watch 10
hours or legs per week (Fruets and
McGhee 1975). Research has docu-
mented the stereotyping on televiekon
of minion as passive aM rukabiding,
while men ant shown as &ignitable.
powerful, end &muter than women.
AN% youth and &Medium*s are
stressed mom kW females than males.
Thio evidence of stereotyping was
included as one part of an argument
by- the U.S. Commission on Civil
Iiighu that the Federal Conununl.
cations Commission should conduct
an inquiry Into the portrayal at mi-
norities and women in commercial
and public television drama and
should propose rules to correct the
probiem (U.S. Commiuion on Civil
Rights 1977). Program content in
1977 and 1978 has given Increaud
emphagis to oo-called "eel qv+ televi-
sion," at the same time that violence
on television is decreasing (Gerbner
et al. 1978).

Despite all the public concern and
stunting', including cover stories In
*Laing newsweekliee, relatively little
ecademic research has been done on
eel on TV. Two studies reported in
1977 provided Information on the
level of physical Intimacy portray-
ed cm televialon (Fransblau et al.
1977 ond Fernander-Col,lado and
Greenberg 1977). Fransblau,
Spralltia, and Rubinstein analysed 81
prime-time program shown on all
three networks during a full week in
early October 1975. Results showed
that, *kik there was conaiderable
casual intimacy such ao kiosing and
embracing and much verbal innuendo
on sexual ectivity, actual physical
intimacy such as intercouree, rape,
and homosexual behavior was absent
in explicit form.

Fernandes-Collado and Greenberg
examined 77 programs aired in prime
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tutu durine the 1973-77 seettoalid .

concluded that intimate metal arts
did occur OD commercial television,
with "the predominant act being
usual intercourse between ketero-
ertuela unmuned to eft& other." An
examination f the data, however,
reveale that. In this study. verbal
statementsidentified as verbal in
nuendo In the study by Fransblau et
al.greyed aa the basis for the con-
clusion reached. In fact, explicit en-
usl mita such as identify an K. or an
X-rated movie do nor occur on
prima-Wes network television.

Even though few published studies
have so far examined the question of
sex on television, at least two impor-
tant teepee have been highlighted bY
the two studies mentioned above. The
moat obvious point is the difference
in interpretation of the data by the
two reportsurifortunately not an
uncommon occurrence in social
science retouch. Labeling and de-
fining thr phenomena under exami-
nation. let alone drawing conclusions
from results, 'how varistions from
investigator to Investigator. While
this kind of difference is not unique to,
the social sciences, the more complex
the date and the lees standard the
measurement quelitles often in-
herent In social science studieethe
more likely thews individual differ-
ences of interpretation.

The second point illustrated bY thou
two studies of sex on TV is more in-
trinsic to the subJect matter itself.
The public concern about eel on TV
suggests that tbe general reaction ia
much in keeping with the substitution
of behavior fot verbal statements, as
Is found in the study by Fernandes-
Collado and Greenberg. And, in tact,
there are no scientific data to Indicate
that verbal innuendo may not affect
the young viewer as muchor as lit-
tleas explicitly revealed behavior.
What is impertant here is that we do
not know the effects of either the
verbal dekription or the explicit
depiction on the young viewer. Re-
march findings of the Commission on
Obscenity and Pornography in 1970
suggest that exposure to onplicit
*fluidity annul hemline. Neverthe-
less, pubiic sensitivities are clearly
high; whether those sensitivities are
justified by the fade still remaine an
open queetion. At the very least,
studies should be undertaken to give
some objective enswers to these
queetions.



One such eff ort is a [envoi content
analysis lei liubinstem sod his col
keen.. (Sal% encash et al 19W, which
confirm do absence of sphcit we In
net woi k programs crest In the

n 79 esuo.sits hot document. a
iiiii vd tic mseitial innuen

dos Fonlviitnore tntersomsse
whisis a as nes ri ',en contextually
Implied to the Pr. s 70 soilvos bv
Fran:bleu rt ill 11C7i Yves so on
phett (Meet.. I do, thr tot

proirO.I. 71111R Ird lo the 19:! 711
trpwl t.h.111, lb. "HUTA dr. tease

,Ilittnt is 114f1411% 011,0 1)%
atlilid rnspha On Se u,,I

Issues of policy
What Wt. the 1.11, iniplo Al l0111% III
lesrattlh On tele. 1.1011 And so, %al be
has nu" l'erhap. the funda
ittritt41 point to lir iilj,lr is I h.si
Nith forts deal h findings the
policy to be ("Dour nods emerges
IP S direct rrmilt of, 4 be research

The honors of t hr nirg ron General's
prograin priu11105 useful tase MAO%
of the lumpiest IPS of this labor
When the Stirgion tie nor at's pro
grain of lesesitch %As initiated. thr
advisory co tte, w as t hargrd hy
the Secietary of !IPA Hobert Finch .

with the responsihdity for alleseiering
the question martially raised bY
ietultor John Pastore Cita lllll an Id
dui Senate Sol tier on Com
noulications l'tors the \ 1114111.11 of
violence stimulate ettli.te". brhis
44 on the pall ol t hildren' The
conointter *as enponed
f malting pol re, minuends
twos, ponce the 1-1S, has no regola
tory responsibility in this area Thus,
when the is,liiuIilTIe, report was is
sued in 1972, Alert well no discusaton
of direct policy implications, nor were
there ily specific policy reconsmen
dation% in that final ihwoment

Senator Pastor, on receiving the re
port In January 1E2, was sufficiently
concerned, both about tbe cautious
worchng of the concluoion and the
absence of policy recommendations,
to call another set of hearings in
March 1972 to clartf s. the interpre
tailor% of the results nd to ask the
committer members for their polIcy
recommeodatione now that they *nor
nu longer under official tonstt aims
What Senator Pastore learned at
those hearings ts now s famihii
characteristic of scientist, speaking
out on public policy then St lentific
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immune affoids them little stivien
lag, ii tht public pohcy arena Thor,
were relatively lea workably and
concrete policy yeesimmemiations.
forthcoming Indeed, the most spe-
cific reioinnoindai llll cans* front Ow
Senator himself a eviltlest to the
".4,tetatN 01 HIM and th, FCC that

nnoel snileare- mike be published
that woold measure the aililluni Of
Wei ised ssjleiice loitering American
houlos such fdlc<Utt Mlles ha% !VII
eltler.rd. although Ger bner has an
nonIts iu,sillued such a measure. as a
°minuet f hts ong g resrati hi

program

v5 ton is spar from an esa llllll Anon of
thr Sufi/eon General's program in
retrospect is that thr advisory com-
mittee a as coreectl confined to the
est llllll Ation of the rrsearch question

t he nest step was not takento
sec up differnt com lll ttee to de
%clop polit recommendations oo the
bau, of that research and in keeping
with legal ionstraints and operational
(twofold% locked. it might well have
tekun noire time and care to ekMuttle
hr omplexit wia of social policy in

order to come to realistic and useful
conclukions allYoui a social course of
action than it took to evalonte fhr
resrmch findings.

Attempts at policy fortnation con
cerning 'sexual content on TV will
bring t hes complexities .of social
science e llll rch to public attention.
For ',sample, as Dwiwthier (1977) hale
pooitati out, the coneluetuns of the
Surgeon General's committer affirtn
thr social learning modal 'The Com
mission on Obscenity and Pornogra
phy,un the other hand, concluded in
1970 that expoeuee to explicit sexua-
lity teemed harmless Aside from the
fact tht the differences in those two
sits of conclusions may be partly
reflection of idlersl versus conierva-
hive value judgments relating to
aggrtssion and tees (Rerkowiu 1971).
there e intriguing implications
for tal policy in other differences
bet the portrayal on television of
violence and physical intimacy,
Ditnst bier suggests that Increased
portrayal of sex on television may
become an Important substitute for
extentive sew educeitton programs-
While such an &emotion may provoke
cousiderible debate among social
'scientist.s . tet alone the public ail large,
it is worthy of further consideration,
as still another pertinent h
question

Difficultly. in arriving in poliic
guideline. tot ads:enmity to ihildren
re equally spin/Hem lit ciiiiciectiufl
with the rtirrent FTC examination of
the mertt of a trade role to regulate
tales isiim advertising 14 candy and
other sugarrd prialucts i. lithiren,
thy st moths eviction's pi iniarth ile
rived from the NSF report (Adler
1917) and horn On into linetation of
that es oir hy the rl illainer et
al 19710. is the source of mooch de
btt Solo, of thr PI ir1111,1, Vt 11011111

Ilblitrd II. iilf 1111.101%1ft Ale puhht Is
tomplaming that their findings art
nio.intri tatted in thy rl I. Pantl re
port ISchain 19781

It is a mow, irony that lesearchere are
lust 11, quo kmo taki issue sith (nter
pretations -which the) lut g0
yond the data drsigned to mipport
sonir changr cii policy on televuotin
adve ig as. their colleagues were in
1.972 to take lassie a tth interpret&
lions b) thr SingeonGrneral's cons
mote, which the y. felt dui nut sn ma
far ai their dein indonted The cur
rect generilication may well be that'
social ecientists find it difficult to
accept someone else's interpretation
of their findings regardless of the di-
rection of the policy iiiii

lo all thr 'aright examination of re-
search otc tekvisitin and social be
hivinr and it. implical for social
policy there are a ber of itnpor-
tant nom,* to consider On, point that
bears repeating is that the research
does not hiy itself idrittlfy the policy
direction Nor, for that matter. does
the research to dattlkatmfaci(crd deal
with the many iiii irch questions
that arr relevant to the policy direc-
tions At a major conference on
pr iii tugs for research on television
and children held in Reston, Virginia,
in 1975 1Ford Foundation 1976), an
entire agenda for future research was
developed Topice and methodology
recommended ranged from simple
experiments to identih effects of
disc(aimers end warninge in teltvision
advertising to long- range studiea, In-
cluthn itudies, to
study the effects of television on po-
laical arid social beliefs.

However, except for the Surgeon-
General's program of research. phis
new program suppoet ed the NSF
in 1976 following the 1975 Reston
conference, no nia}or federal prograni
of h exists Time and again
over the past twent) 'ears. following



Airkma cengeessional hearings deal-
lag with the effects of television, rec-
onitnendaikma have been mode foe a
"televiaion temarch center " %early
1916. Senatoir Wendell Anderecm of
MInneeole began otPlonni 'I" 64'
sibility Ut imialation to develop
"Television Impact Act."
but to date no final draft bill has
nisterialued

The gum major networks. primarily
responding to the pro/one's* eon; thg
Surgeon Geflfral plogiam. have
expended um, 10.0 APProsimateky
113 Million. arils on the issue of
televised xiolence The American
television indusiii seems much lem

lo tsamine the aired, Ng
major mogrem of ressostch than doe,
the British Bioadcasting Corpora
lion, which, in 1976. commissioned an
eminent sociologist, Ehho Katt to
drvelop tompirhemove sat of NV
ommandations for program asocial
research (Kett 1977 ) With the
American tido wion industry *per-
sting at about $10 billmn annual
budget. even one-tenth awe percent
devoted to mcial research would

own( to 110 million a year. What
Katt has recomme.nded to the BBC
would serve evil both the American
television industry and the public.
comprehensive program of research
under the auspices cit a new founda-
tion funded by a viriety of smarm.
including the broadcasting indus-
try

What is critical in such an endeavor
is that It he seen as ton' term pro-
gram In an radon paper (Rubinstein
1976) I propooed such long term

diatrumentaIlty that would include
*idying ways of enhancing (1m valuea television to the child viewer It is
likely that important findings still to
be uncovered may provide guideline;
for making television a more useful
agent of socialisation than it Is at
present.

A whole series of new populations of
television viewers await the benefits
of a constructive examination of the
way television influeoces.our lives.
The evidence is already rimy that
older people watch increasing
amounts of televieion. Organisations
of older individuals- have begun to
criticise the televieed stereotypes of

'1111 the holpleu and infirm elderly Re
gent public broadcast plogramming
Mich es "Ovir Ea's," directed to an
older audience, has shown how tele.
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Amon can be of specific Interim and
benefit to this population.

Another grouP worth,' of &Pedal at-
tention Includes the inatitutionalmed
mental patients, who. in public mew-
MI hospitals, watch e large amount 04
commercial tereviakon in their day
rooms (Rubinstein et al. 1977).
Careful study may provide insights
into how this leieury.tinie activity can
be converted into. more meaningful
part of the total therapeulk program
of the institution Rubinstein and his
colleague, have been studying the
ffects of TV on Institutionalised
child:en (liochnower et al 19711)

A bridge between
research and policy
What was initially a narrow focua on
thr presumed harmful effects of Lel-
evtaad violence haa begun to Wooden
into other areas that may have even
mom extensive and important policy

Social scientists can
make impottant conttibutions to
policy determinations, but there ate
important constraints thst moat be
understood apd accepted. InPar-
suasive atgument, Reran 0977)
makes a cam for the role of the sci-
entist in contributing to the policy
procses He stresses the need for sci-
entists to "seek active roles in pol-
icy making both in the public sod in
the private sectors." Fundamental to
taking such role is the need to rec.
(ignite the different, between the
world of the scientist and the world of
the public official. There is bask
dichotomy between an empluais On
mientific inquiry and an emphaals on
action and decisionmaking. That
dichotomy le just as real between the
eocial mientist looking at television
and its effect* on the viewer and the
television officials who have Obi daily
responsibility for deciding what does
or dims not go on the air.

All too often the *oriel scientist
venturing into television policy COD-
siderations mak*, naively sweeping
recommendations with no under-
standing of the enormous complexity
of responding to all the pressures and
nemmitiss of production. At the lame
time. some responsible members of
the television industry take refuge in

defensive posture about the impli-
cations of the research findings. In
this context, a variation on lievaril
recommendation that scientists en.
gage In the poliQ process would be

1

that the social mienlists and the
telivieiun industry officials engage in

continuing dialogue on hoe thr re-
match on television and children can
be mom effectively utilised

Fortunately, Rome efforts In this di-
lectern art already untie, way. All
three networks have variety of at -
twill.. In ahith -outside researoh
consultants low with television
personnel On progiammine for chil
dren Special conferences and work-
shops on research have been spon-
sored rectM years lo fuondetions,
by the Industry, In clump action
groups, and by professional meant-
sations

Perhaps am most compelling reason
for more collaboration among all
*mulls industry . mem-chem. the
viewing public, foundations, and
government agenciesIs the common
objectives held Television is now a
dominant voice in American life. It is
a formidable teacher of children Its
healthy future should be the Interest
and responsibility of all of ifs
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"The state4of the art of commercial children's
television proves thit the nation's children are
not as Important as the blottom

or`

Children's IV: Sugar -i'and

and Nothing Nice*

TELIVIS1ON TODAY IS a (otn-billion-dollar
industry it is %elbows, and Itatman, his-
tory and hysteria, creative entertainment and

mindless mayhem. But above all, television in
this country is big, big business. And children
are a disproportionate part of that business.- They
are used, misused, manipulated, and misdirected
by an industry that regards two-to-eleven-wear-
old children as a product to be sold to the high-
est bidder

Few of our young people can remember life
without television. The medium bps grown up
along with them. Over the last thirty years, tele-
vision has grown from a novelty, a luxury for the
wealthy, to become a staple In almost Se lsercent
of all American homes. Children today spend

.1 Arne time watching television than they spend
In the classroom, or in any activity except sleep.
Ily the time a child reaches age eighteen, he has
spent two full years of his life staring at a small
screen. e

Althougb only 13 percens of a child's viewing
time kik.' place during daytime hours on Satur-

, days trici Sundays, the Khedule hour
atter hour of what a reciVnt hwc"ihigists State Uni-
versity study has called "the most viplenVind
most deceitful time block of programming on
television." In addition, a considerable portion
of a child's TV viewing takes place during after-
school hours, whin independent. and UHF sta-
tions recycle outdated situation comedies, west-
ems, and quiz thows to attract Young viewers.

Peggy Chime is president el Action tar Children%
Tqlevisson tACT).

is

by PEGGY CHARREN

In the late 1941s, animated programs 'shifted
from the standard Mickey Mouse and Donald
Duck Cartoons to series featuring monsters, su-
perheroes, end science-fiction creatures. It is not
uncommon for characters to resort to murder,
bombings, ear chases, and shootings to extricate
theMselves from sticky situations. And if all else
fails, there's always the last resort! mysterious
death raysl

These antisocial behavior patterns are often
combined with racial and sexual stereotypes. The
world children watch on television Is peopled
primarily by white American males, age eighteen
to thirty-five. Women are more often witches
than workers; blacks sing and dance; Orientals
are villains; and the elderly are victims.

The commercial broadcaster has no Incentive
to develop innovative, age-speclfic programming
for chiltkren as long as ratings Is the name of the
game. In .the eerly days of television, programs
were-the bait used to sell TV sets. Now that more
peopl In this country have a television set than
have Indoor plumbing or refrigerators, programs
are the bait used to attract audiences to the ad-

vertising messages.
Tehrvidon advertising to children has waived

into a complex, highly sophisticated Industry. In
1939, 5300,000 was spent on radio advertising te
children. Today, the two-to-eleven-year-old mar-
ket is the object of a $400,000,000-a-year *dyer.
thing &mutt, with ads for toys, candy, meal,
record offers, amusements, and fast-foott chains.
Advertisers obviously have not nude this kind of
investment to attract nickels and dimes from a
child's allowance. They recognize the persuasive
Powers of children as surrogate salesmen. U a

*Peggy Charren in Business and Society Review, No. 29, eurdner 1977 65-40. Reprinted
with permission of Ruttiness and Society Review, editorial oftices-870 Seventh Ave., New

York. -N.Y. 10019. Copyright 1977.
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A kear III" lot )01wwlys Teeth
Printed below Is a pholosraphk version el a lhirly.second ad for We $awn whkh appeared on WC1S- -
TV In New York. Tha cornroente below She ad are those of Oeili Cifessera, head of the nutrition depart-
ment at Columbia Terkfterf

I. MUM MAN I. CNOIllie INi nsy ure 3. MAN MGM &wee nese Iled
woes rens.lerriaontilaSser.eaaa

mak.

4. OrMIS. Maw S. =11tUelinaillr Way Len

AL-

0'

S. trra"tri.rh_liVt
. t.

...ar.r.sra.r..g..
a disk.

S. ==.......
Kam

"A witty and wonderful commercial, seNne a protkoct which Aids would be better off without. Sucking
one Life Savo after another, bathing one", eirmh with mem over an offended period of tima (*They.*
fun on your tongua and made to lase) Is practically guaranteed tb produce cavities. .The '22 holes" are
probahly what parents will Rnd in ,thoir chiklrov's teoh if thay buy them the product."

315
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child doesn't have the resources to buy a product
himself, edvettiusts know that he has ways of
getting Mom and Dad to buy it for him. As an
Oscar Mayer executive puts it

"When .you tell a woman on a product and
she goes into the store and rinds your brand
isn't in stock, she'll probably forget about It.
Out when you sell kni on your product, if
he can't gel it, he will throw himself on the
flour. stamp his feet and cry. You can't gel
reaction like that out of an adult.-

During a single week, the average child will see
almost three thousand commercial met, sages;

5 that's five hours of advertising every v;estit for
the nation s 35 million children There are more
c servals on children's 1V than on adult prime
time

No wondet the issue of selling to children has
become a matter of intense concern to all those
who cafe about the health and well.being of
children Many people believe that beceuse chil-
dren ate nnthot able to distinguish fact from
fantasy, nor undetstand the functions of the mar.
ketplace, edvertising to children is inherently
misleading and unfair Dr Richard Feinbloom,
Medical Director of the Family Health Care PIO-
gram of Harvard Medical School, expressed this
opinion in a statement to the federal Trade Com-
mission

"''An advertisement to a child has .the quality
of an order, not a suggestion. The child lacks
the ability to set priorities, to determine rela-
tive importance, and to reject some directions
as inappropriate."

IPUGAll MI TIM MOSNING

Almost half of the advertisements directed So
children are for heavily sugared foods. Less than
2 percent of the food ads we for milk, fruit, or
vegetables. Candy, junk food, end supermen
cereals are marketed to children as nutritious,
delicious, and fun lb eat Some cereals advertised
as appropriate breakfast choices contain so much
*user, more than 30 percent, that nutritionist inn
Meyer has suggested they be rebsbeled as "imi-
tation cereal" and Owed on the candy counter.
Pediatricians, dentists, and even the FDA state
that sticky gusar between meats causes cavities,
yet Mars, Inc markets Milky Way to children,
with the oft-repeated slogan, "At work, rest, of

316

play--all day, Milky Way Do the executives or
Mars, Inc encourage their own cNldron to nibble
these sticky snacks at any hour of 'the day, Of do
they ccueluily leach the facts of dental life to
their Vulnerable offspringf

"Some cereals advertised as appropriate
breakfast choices contain so much sugar,
mOre than SO percent, that nutritionist
loan Meyer has suipsted they be re-
labeled as 'imitation cereal' -and placed
on the candy counter."

When they are not sweet-talkirii the young,
1V's admen are busy turning the living room into
a toy store The TV commercial Is the answer to
a toy maker's dream it affords the opportunity
(or visual demonstration, loud music, slow mo-
tion, fast action, engines whining, and babies
crying. Armed with market research, pretested
packaging, and program tia-Ins, the toy salesman
appears *arty and often during the pre-Christmas
season. There was a time when toys were inex-
pensive, simply made, and related to the devel-
opmental needs of the child. Now the pressure
to create an effective IV commercial affects the
design of toys. A rag doll looks dead on televi-
sion, but the doll that walks, talks, blows bubbles,
and burPs is a star attraction In a thirty-second
drama. Despite the disclaimers "batteries not
included" or "each item sold separately," a child
is often disappointed to find that Barbie doesn't
corm with a fur coat and lour friends, or that the
Hot Wheels rece-car set doesn't really look that
much lika,Indianapolis after all.

Toy commercials accounted for rt percent of
all children's advertising during the after-school
hours on a New York City station In November,

IMPARTMENT OF BUSINESS WISDOM

"To understand Cuba it helps to understand
They have these drinks in Cuba. They

call them Mohltos. Rum. Soda. Sugar. Urn. juice.
A sprig of mint. Everyone drinks them.

"It changes everythlog. Two or *see Mohltos
and you begin 10 understand. You bee* to see
more dearly. Yes, Cuba Is a communist country.
Rut laid beck Very laid bad,"

--Sally Quinn
journalist
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1117S. olds-art Advertisers boort calculates that
manufacturers of toys, Isamu, and hobbycralts
Woos about 331.144-CuO on network advertising.
In 1173. nearly half of it directed to y000g vtew-
on on Saturday and Solidity mornino.programs
The proliferetion of homed toys with TV Ois-Int
creates a boomerang effect. A program Ilk*
"S.W.A T." spurs a demand for S.W A.T. ectIon
figures, which in turn wry* as an annmpresent
reminder to watch the heroes on the tub*.

Until recently. the broadcasters' Code of Good
Practice permitted pills to be pusIsed to young-
stets. pills that said on the back ot the bottle,
"Keep out of reach of children," because in over-
dose, they would put children into coma or
shock it was not until Action for Children's
Television tACT) petitioned the Federal Trade
Commission lo prohibit the wiling of vitamins
directly to children thatilie industry tuok action.

Hudson Pharmaceuticals ignored the Code ban
in an attempt to market Spiderman vitamins, us
ing the comic book hero Spiderman to endorse
the special qualities of the pilh. (Hudson is
owned by Cadence Industries, which also owns
Marvel Comics ) In moon,* to a corrolaInt from
ACT. the FTC issued a consent order prohibiting
the company lmm salting vitamins to child au-
diences

In another illustration ql corporate disregard
for the vulnerability of childhood concerns,
WDCA. an independent TV station in Washing-
ton. DC. In 197%, during the two weeks before
the fourth ot hdy, that station scheduled fifty-
four commercials promoting the sale of lino
works The manufacturer bl the fireworks hod
allanpd for all these sales pitches to be broad-
cast on popular children's programs, itoluding
"Sup Sunny," "Soto's, Circus," "Gilligan's Is-
land," and "Superman." Complaints from the
American Academy of Pediatrics convinced the
broadcaster to cancel the potentialty dangerous
campaign.

0011041101 FOR MAIM

In deigns* Of self-regulation, the television In-
dustry frguiss that outside regulation is an un-
necessary imposition and would result in extraor-
dinary expenditures. Industry and government
talk a lot about the costs of regulatiopin time,
money., energy. and paperwork flut the real I--
sue is **cost of no regulation. The state-of the
art of Commercial children's television proves

that wIl-reeolation does nor work; that left to its
own devices. business does not make the right
decision, that the nation's children are too as
important as the bottom line

"In a lypical Saturday morning of cartoon
shows, an animal is more apt to have a
speaking part than a black." .

.

The cools to- society will be enormous if we
continue to treat two-to-elewn-year-old childten
as a market to bet captured Some of the costs
are obvious poor dental health and nutritionally
disastrous food habits The toll In dental Nils
has reeched a stastarina $5 billion annually.
Deolists Inoanise that the single' bluest threat
to4ental health is sugar. And yet television eon-
tkiioss Its super-sweet sales pitches hundreds of
limes a week.

Some of the costs of inaction are more subtle.
What are the effects on a child's perceptions of
society when he is constantly loomed to racial
and sexual stereritypesr In the world of television,
capable, sell-assured, ruggedly handsome males
predominate In the leadership roles. Women,
in contrast, are often shown as weak, insecure,
scatler-brained, and submissive. In a typical
Saturday morning of cartoon shows, an animal
Is more apt to haw a speaking part than a black.

What are the effects ol incessant exposure to
violent interaction on televOlont Are children
learning that violence ancl.algreWon are accept-
able oolutions to problemst II it works for their
heroes, why not for themt What is the effect of
violence on people'. perceptions of real-life vi-
olence and danprt Drs. George Gerblwr and
tarty Groh of the Annenberg School of Com-
munications have found:

"heavy viewers significantly overestimated the
Went of violence and danger in the world.
Their heightened sense of fear and mistrust
is manifested inlhelr typically more /member.-

*sive responses to questions about their own
personal safely, about crime and law enforce-
mem, end about trust In other people."

What are the results to society of an atmo-
sphere that encourages materialism and consump-
tion In children at a very early eget With s II the
sophistication that Madison Avenue can m stet,
television advertisements are beamed to chit ren

31
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Ulan Candy to a Baby
The following thuty second ad for Startursi f ruit Chows appeared on WNII(.TV In New Yolk Again
faan Guessw comments below

I. C140111.4 Mt 'felt
itairb.r ,a1

et erli Oars.

4. Yew ern a Was* NINA
flower WO ewosse. leswee,
strawherry leo.

1. 5. MUSIC)

I. A Swell 4 fnilI nave. from
Moo eery eless show.

a, Itaracteet Pratt Chows.

1. A bora 44 'Mt 4194Ms S. MI& as 'My tint show... 9. (MUSIC)

"It's hard to be against candy ads. since candy is espetted to be sweei and It's a confectionary by de/-
mirrors. It's not that the idea that you have to sell candy todildt Is somehow ndkulous On the world
()I Saturday morning TV where almost everything which isn't a toy Is sweet and gooey, there Is an over-
kill ol sandy ads People use the phrase 'hke taking candy (lOrn a baby' to indicate that something is
easy but IMIDO/al On nutritional grounds. I'd suggest that selling cindy to a baby is equally easy and
perhaps more unmoral

"like many candy ads, this one tends to identity candy with something wholesome, in this case fruit .
se seen candy ads where a bag of peanuts turns into a candy bar, one company got In trouble for show-

ing a eats n4 nnn into a candy' bar. nmtying that they were nutritionally equivalent. It also seems
to nw that a very young child might have trouble distinguishing 'fruit flavor' (I.e., flavoring chemical)
/RIM 'Flavor 11001 (Mr (I e turd vo(e) ?don-over, this Arnd of chewy candy Is the most devastatIng in
causing iavities"
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Who IS "ACT"I
Action for Children's Te lesion's (ACT) Is a

nonprofit. national consumer organisation.
based in Newlynville. Massachusetts, working
to improve broadcast practices related to chil-
dren Through legal action. ducation, and
rttStalt h. the group is trying to reduce violence
and CO llllll eft salif111 and 10 encourage qulity
and diversity on children's television

AC1's a(10011es include petitions and cons
plaints to regulatory agencies, maintenance of
a referent* iibrary and speaker's bureau, an-
nual conferences on various aspects of chit
down s television, and distribution of material>
to parents physicians. teachers, and industry
AC1 putdishes a quarterly newsletter. sponsors
research studies, end currently is preparing a
series ol handbooks on %pettish:el areas of
children's piogrammint

AC T s a c omplishments include successful
lobbying to reduce weekend children's ad-
vertising time by 40 percent,, eliminate vitamin
pill advertising on children s programs, and
liminate "host" commercials (No longer can
the children's favorite performers sct as sales-
men for a sponsor's product)

ACT has a paid staff of teo. over a hundred
volunteer representatives, and fifteen affiliated
groups across the country ACT is funded by
members and by foundations, Including the
Ford Foundation. the Carnegie Corporation of
New Yolk, and the National Endowment for
the Arts For more information, contact ACT
at 44 Austin Sheet. Newtohville, Mass , 02160

is 9-1 1 - ;9 - 1 'I

who tack wen the bask abaft to ton where 4
program emit and an ad begins Through com-
mercials, children are led to believe that unless
they own a certain toy they won't be happy, that
there Is something intrinsically 'latter" about a
cereal which comas with a pilafs In the box, that
they can actually buy a device which will make
'them bionic We're raising a new generation of
children who know Peter Pan `only as peanut
butter, and think Mother Nature Is middle-aged
Jady who tells margarine Although it is no longer
permissible to exhort a child to b. "the foist kid
on your block" to own a certain pioduct, ad.
velours still aim at a child's sent* of security and
worth in ads like the ono for a footwear com-
pany that promised. "Wear our sneakers and
you'll never be lonely again "

Advertisers don't market moderation. lhey
don't suggest that a particular toy may be too
expernive for the family budget. They don't warn
that too much candy can lead to cavities or
weight problems_ They don't volunteer the in-
formation that sweet cereals do trot contribute
to a balanced, nutritious diet. Advenising to
children has little educational value It Is there to
encoinage them to acquire, not inquire

American society historically has provided spe-
cial rotection for Its children child labor laws.
testrictions on the legal drinking age, and laws
governing the ability of minors to enter into
contracts Until the regulatory agencies act to
prntect children WIT the TV marketplace, broad-
casters must exercise restraint and responsibility
In program practices directed to children At
present, the Industry, by both Its actions and in-
actions, Is not responsive to thr social and human
needs of developing children.

Ttit GLUTTONY Of THE TOILTUNT 30D

'Unbridled growth of nation's corporate giants en-
dangers U.S. economy. Companies in Fortune 500 list
ifCfille sales by 13 IX past nye years to $171 billion.
Hike assert by SI 7% to 6736 6 billion. Improve net
lorome bY 110% to $41.4 billion. Gross National' Product grows 39 1% to $1.7 trillion In yipie period.
Civilian work force expands 14.5% to 114.e million
while employment in fortune 500 companies grows
Mora 3 I% lo 14 1 million ((rom 14.3 million' Itt 1171).
GP, predicts number of 'shotgun' corporiie marriages
to me over rant five years as result of Sig fusions
muscle Forced mergers to be sole route So survival!'

The Gallagher Priasklents'
Report., May 10, 11177

3 19
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Compromise
in commercials
for children*
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In the 'hidvid' war,
there is a way
for both sides to win

Scott Ward

TM Perim! Tiede Com
sniselon's -kidetd tole" la
elte heaviest attack to date
ow children's televlskin
advertising In the recent
wee between consume,
activists end lesuletory
apencles. on the one
hand, and the TV *dvel-
tiwts, on the *Mel,
howevel. the nal Inuit
undsliving the val100s
charges against TV
dvettlaInk /to childten
en Me from eket-eut,
nes this auntie He points
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Por lame years Dow, the effects of tblevision ad-
vertising on children have caused a great deal of
controversy. While the questions have particularly
concerned food and toy advertisers, who devote
approximately Savo million a year to television
advertising during children's prime viewing times,
the WWI suggests some broader Implications for
reeolving conflicts among marketers, consumer
groups, and regulatory agencies.

Under the stewardship of three suCC4laive
chairmen of the Federal Trade Commisaion Miles
Kirkpatrick, Lewis Ingman, Calvin I. Collier, and
Michael Pettschuckl, the sublect of advertising and
children has been promoted to canter stage of the
irres activities. Since the early isms, tbe commis-
sion has brought cases against advertisers, charging
them with deceptive advertising to children, but of
the Trade Regulation Rules promulgated in this
area, the most comprehensive and potentially devas-
tating to marketers is the recently proposed "kidvid
rule," which would:

I. lien all advertising to children on television
at times when children In a pankultr age range.
comprise a certain percentage of the audience
possibly so%.

2. Ban advertising of products that contain over
a set amount of sugar, by wet or dry weight.

3. Require advertisers to sponsor health and/ow
nutritional disclosure messages In proportion to the
amount of food advertising that I. directed to child
audiences.

The Wyid rule comes st a time when passions on
both sides tun deep, and when research evidence,
while growing. is 'till far from conclusive. It also
comes in the midst of broad political and social
currents that have mixed implications Fur example,
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while the Cann edministration has proclaimed the
goal of lemming federal regulation In the day-to-day,
life of on/sena, there era countervailing trends of
concern about the family (some alNis thin saver-
tieing canoe. imrafamily conflict) erW about nutri-
tion and health /some anew that the imam ad-
vertised to children pose health threat).

My position I. that It ie possible for business
and government to avoid the long and coedy regula-
tory and legal battles that an currently 'Kepi/ up
Ott the kidvid rule. A compromise solution wil es-
quire that we ignore the nutensists on both sides,
who will accept nothigg short of either a total ben

s on odvonlanittikohlIdntn Or, on the other aide, no
movement the sums quo' The *animists
argue from positions rooted In Personal values, and
all the arguments and empirttal data are melees
against entrenched value inionlosio. Rut if the FTC
lawyers 4nd consumer groups can see that changes
aimed toward the goals of the rule can accomplish
their obiectives, and if busineasmen are willing to
acknowledge ihe denrahilitY of compromise, then
perhaps the issue of advertising to children can be
put to test

In this article, I review some prominent land-
marks In the kidvId Inoue. suggest what I feel are
the central issues and research findingr in this area,
and discuss three, possible models for resolution of
the conflicts embodied in the kidvid nale

Landmarks in kidvid

Americans have long exPreseed concern river tele-
vision's effects on children, but the real depth of
that concern is hard to mem Por example,. while
mint Americans express concern in opinion polls
about television violince, programs with aggressive
themes are among the top-rated. And Raymond A.
Bauer and Stephen A. Greyeer found that, when
prompted, people complain about advertising In
general, but it is not a major concern when pollsters
do not prompt them to respond '

Polls are similarly murkir about public attitudea
tovond advertistog to chathen, some polls indicate
that it is a uniquely highbiow issue, drawing Its sup-
pint nom an elite band of people who an die .

thigulshed by their high .ocial status as well as by

I 19e 11.I.4.4 A stun 114 Itt... ,,,,
I 0, VI.Ar ,500,, II. P.M.% h it ow...
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thou conerm tot others it, doe seem safe to con
elude that there is ismic latent support among the
laiget poptila hit the vocal consumei groups on
this issue that a tip 01 the ictbsig
esist hen: Regaidlesi of the delver oi popular sup
port, howevel, tunes involving advenising and
chiltlyew and e hilthen's health. ale pohnially quite
ppealing. notenng legislative nd legulatory agency
attention

The lint lorys in the battle were sounded by
Robert Choate, who Is now chairman tlf the Council
tnt Cinithen. Men-fluidising and Media, a consumet

p based in Washington, 1)C tic has long ex
premed c ern about the no I health of
Antes lc ans lie discovered that legislanos wele -h

lesponsive to arguments About advertising to
thilthen than !hey welt to &momenti about the nu
tntional health of children ChOate was ioined by
Ac lot Chilthen's Television (ACT), which ex
panded its original koneeni with the quality of pnv

anuumg for chtlthen to encompass advennong and
',lockets anned al child audiences

thc original conc&n of the eddy tyros
about the lllllll tonal value of bleakfast cenals (and,
subsequently the adv.-Inning for these moducts),
attention shifted to t oncems about vita ad
Yenning to childten, whwh was yoluntattly with
&awn by industry

Frc action

A few years ago, the Frc 1111111ell a nide reguktion
ide ITRRI which OW hve banned advertnifig to

children that contains plemium Wien packaged with
the toothier But the ETC withdrew the TRR when
festal-eh evidence indicated that children obtain
f11:11 as h Infonnition about rooducts in
set mid TV ativeinsements. whethel premium oflen
art included II ttt In add the llitical climate
seemed to favor withdrawing the Ploposed .TRR,
aInce a vigorous battle appealed to be imminent

Toy advenoets have so far been telatively
unscadied by the battles While consumer groups
fiequently express concern about the extent to which
c hilliei Lin ktstand claims In tov advertising
(and ploduct disclaimer.). the debate &mond food
advertising iticoses as (Shell on the moducts them'
selves as on the advenising lot them Such attacks
on the products themselves do not occ of so fre-
quently leganimg toy.'

1 he tedetal Trade Commissum has tespooded
to 1.011.111111M intereSt iii Children's televis tttt with
spine initiatives of itt own Since the 19,1 Hearings
on Modern Advenising Ptactues, chaired by Miles

K it atmk. television advenising's impact on chil
d ri hs Wen a center of debate Pollowing its (pith-

onal cast by-casit sproach, the ITC chanted the
Wonder limed Division of fluctuations! Telephone
and Teleinaph Corpmanon with misleading children
by visual and audio kpresentattons that the pod-
uct "helps build strong bodies is ways "

Mote recently, however the c isaion has
followed its chief alternative COUrse of actimi in
propoaing MRs to modify advertising Nethera af
kcung chilthen While the TRR on prennum ad
yenning has been withdlawn, the Indv id rule mire
bents a much mole comprehenaive pooposal and
one with a great deal of staff time and effon itt
vested, hence, no withdrawal of it is likely, in spite
of a legislative Maneuver to withhold the FTC's
appropnation if the agency -shoold attempt to ban
advemsing fm any food found unsafe tot hnuiaii
consumptiona move that is Intended to block the
kidvid ruk

Industry response

Pot then pan, advertisers who spend notch of then
budgets to teach child audiences have followed
what caul hest be described as a policy of drawing
a line and then backing away nom it, to, more
accurately, compomising without &dunning it. The
lack of unified and eflective industry response
probably reflects the divensity of advenisers who
promote theft product, to children

At Alit glance, it appears that the maim ad-
vertise!s are manufactuters,of food and toys, who
cleady have different perspectives and approaches
to the ploblein Howevel, amnng food advertisers
them are widely divergent views and approaches,
owing to different product characteristics.

Tot example, while co men may feel that
sugar on or in cereals and sugar in snack foods such
as candy bars are similar in then "bad" implications
fat nutminn nd dental health, the fact is that the
implications fot morn diets can be quite diverse
Breakfast eitbil kelVertisels do not want to slapildes.
the charges leveled at snack food advenisefi, any
noire than manufacturers of candy such as chocolate
bars want to shoulder thc charges leveled at such
snack foods as Calitta Or othet products in thc genetic
caregoly of snack food, into which chocolate manu-
facturers ate unwillingly put

in any case, the various companies and tunic
associattons have got togethet in self.tegulation

notably in the guidelmes offeled by the Chit
then's Adyenising Review DIM (CARD) of the Na
tiottal (.01111cli of Reiter !highness Biltea Us and in the

4t,
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code of the National Association` of Broadcasters
(NAB) Both efforts odes detailed specifications lot
adveitisements directed at children.

Those who (*vat iederel regulation have leveled
various charges et the self-tegulistory mechantams
They ate said to lack timely enforcement, to involve
esandards that are unevenly applied /research on
the *thins of problem commercials is not routinely
conducted on children dsenseelves kut instead on
what adult ludas* feel the effects on children an)
Other critics note that the NAB cods applies to onIF
about lio% of U S. television station.

Whatever the charges, there is little doubt that
advatisang addressed to children is vastly different
now then it was even few years ago. Consider-
ably more cave I. taken in preparinifn of such ad-
vertising Messy advertisers now nee pilo, cams:an-
cient to test the accuracy of children', perceptions
as.well as simply to test for mall. There is also
lea. commercial "clutter," since advertising during
childten's prime viewine times has been reduced
(occluding to the NAB code) to nine minutes an
hour.

These changes, and the hick of attention to
them, isplain why I feel that tuainess hes com-
promised without saying so. Why, then, has the
controversy contineled, culminating in the Weld
rule? Some of the criticisms of the self-regulatory
mechanisms are at least partially valid. But it I.
AIM true that marketers to children bave not effec-
tively publicised their efforts toward compromise
by self-regulation.

There la a moee pervasive nom, however. wfly
self-regulation has dot stemmed the tide. :The prob-
lem is thin the NAB code and the CARU guidelines
are ernennally a series of don'ts apnlying to adver-
tising to children First, such negatives are unappeal-
ing from a business perspective becsuse they imply
reetraint and they liaise q about what hap .
pened before the docile without extensive
and costly reasarch on c dren, it I. difficult to
always demonstrate that forbi n practice
the don'tactually does not cu a given com-
mercial One cannot prove e I hypothesis that
an effect doe' not occur.

Bask issues

Against this backdtop of consumer charges, FTC
actions, and industry self regulation initiatives, the

I. 3 53
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teal 1111111en Ale blutry, owing to then sheer diveisity
Ind complexity

A suivey spoinsoutil by the National Science
CovrIcd niatkelets consomet sumps,

legulatins and leviewed rume than lio resemch
studies to 411 attempt to apetify and study thc
remittal tulles The foundation thscoyeted that lc
sponikow contents centeled chiefly on the effec(s
ot the following

I Ability to distinguish co llllll eicials floni pn)
. yam maternal,

Fo llll at and audiovisual techniques and chit
tit cll perteptions of ciiiiiiiierciil messages

swine effect (the impact 8 person preseutinx
411 Ati 1144 00 buyer and self concept appeals1

4 l'rc oikra
s Violence and Unsafe ACM
6 Volume and repetition

Consuniel sociahzation {how chddren learn
ttilisumet tkiltiif

8 Patent had iciationships
Plopitetarv medicine advertising

Itl Food Ativeltlolulg

These 14411cli boil down to duce maim ateaa I he
fitat prfiniti to children's cogottIve proccumg tiJ
(minuet. tals -that is, then patterns of seleping.
Intelpretuot, and evaluating infon11111011 in co lll
men Issue% t through 6 full to thus area The
Dent tWt1 INOUE'S (7 alld ill 11[111111 to adve lllll ng's
mip8a t out the tinnily no domicil and pale1118 AtlUe
iii 11401111111 WAva JhOlit Ather414111titeliciated pur
base acquests of is then. Instinctive discussion no

parenta 111cdt4te the Meets of advelmong on chit
then finally, the last general area pertains to ad
vet using lot food and eniei the counter medic me
plotittt to (Mtn's U Ail& 10

he miles Art. di Vet,(1. bur they PIC 11111011I 111

111r11 e41180141111.11 10111pleltlIV Melletlyel tile eel
della e 4841181,1e 11001 IC:W.111;h e. ply supply

solution, lealtly beceillse the Males AM Clink lllll ded
with pet I VAIllel tendering coupon al odium.%
non II Irlevant. paid!: because the lescarch et not
CO11011%04' NW there Afe 80/11e suggestive findings

Complexity 01 the rule

A key Ism.' is whethei the puF'pose of conottmet
pimp. iii geneul Jilt! the Wyo.! rule III paittenlin.
Is to acpmlatc ad vt Iii cmlix to chile/ICH or the ploducts
du OMAN-% Soule It'd that banning advertising of
silia Ie.! inittlin ts aict h uc break tau ceieals. will

redine Ill even eliminate the Consunip
non it auth [imam tc

r-34

Critic, of the kidvid rule point out that cisalette
consumption has actually increased since the ban

N, on TV adventains, the'y also point out that pet
capita mural consumption has changed little doling
this century-before and after the advent of tele
viston -and that the proldelation of plesweetened
'mica!i ha. moulted horn intense brand compethitio
III the induatty se manufacturers have sought to
meet demand among various market ailment,

A second complexity in the kidvid rule stems
loom the facts that children watch at all hour. of
the bioadcast day nd that childten's abilities to
evaluate venous adv s claim. are ckasly age.
related While the share of audience consume mainly
of a- to 11-year-oliTchildien on Saturday mornings,
the weekend daytime hours account lot only IS%
of total weekly television viewing among children.
Thc hours from 4.30 IP 114 10 1 1 00 P.M. IICC.011111 for

mole than half their average weekly viewing'
Regarding ssc relationships, the kitivid rule

proposes banning advertising dming titnes when
preschool chddren comprise a certain percentage
of thc total audience Aside front Ira impracticality,
the ploposal is unappealing because even young
chililim's viewing times are very divetse and be-
cause might restrict advertising for prodoets not
aimed at child audiences at all.

A third point that makes thc kidvid issue in-
ordinately complex stems from where the burden
of woof lies. Must inthistry demonstrate the lack of
validity in the FTC charges, or does the burden
he with thc FTC to ptove the charge, alleged in the
tole? ()nc industry observer has explemed the opin-
ion that the side that haa the burden of proof will
have a vcry difficult time.

1 Rieherd 11111,. tvatel Loewe bemae 11enra..
Rowe° anti %um Wahl Pw.mh ow 0.110.0 PI T.,...0P 44
on disi1.11.1 1WwIttnyow. I) U Nominal kiase. 1.
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A I h AKA ii pethaps thc most complex tdII the evidence pcltaliling to the mitunon and
heIthtulnesa ol . product, ttanitattillig sligal The
VIC staffs ptoposal devotes sonic pages to discussion
of thesdrinues, but ti seems that the evidence is fat

llll t lear One nuttummst in a law food company
set ciuly ohwiscil that cattogemc plopetties td food
&vend not only on the mothici but nn the pamcolat
loom of the moduct Ic g . candies that sttck to the
teeth versus mak hocolve bar, that melt in the

hi a person's total chewy intake indtvtdual
at'Id levels in the omoth. nd 341 UII

lit one c iin u it a aniniI fermi. a compatative
ana/yset shows that (Mit% tont.em mote nuutents
than intik chocolate moducts hot that the latter Ale
not &stud iii noutents Minetiver, ii uliii ittrh as
apples and dates contain Mole Clbohriltalea Mud
!trail,. as man. t Altmes as thice highly populat
t Inst ilIte S ontc, Chills

Rcsedfc h evidence

Although the health and Metall. Mille% lal%Csi itt
tue Illtheld Ude Air hry01171 the scope of this amide.
it is possible tgi levlets smile 1111Villtallt hChaviolai

h Hitting', that pfltallt Ill the pitaposed rule
A baste Boding from resealt II Is that their Mr,

not NtlIplisingls. Age gelated diticiences uti chilthrit's
tti fully evaluate and undennand ativenising

messages lii mite of the sell evidem mimic of this
moluisl I on. teseatch sponsmed by i Chicago ad
vettoong agency clanns to show at children
''untlerst And comment als -they siniruk, t ant" vet
baltze then undemanding '

It is true that cluldten's cognitive Abilities dr
vault hetute thett ye-that abilities, and the Chicago
study doe; show that children can distinguish be-
tween, ant! iee tigntze, iiial chatactets. as op-
posed to chatacten in television plogiams But, in
Illy op this study dors nor rittinatc anything
about utiderstanding n*II which is a Mote com
phli phenome non than the study tocamiles

Age tamed thiletences ate teen in childien's
behaviog as well as in skcit verbal responses .to
ques llllll hit esinple. i it study childten wete
unotutitstYcly observed watchout television at home
tintiti I kill lll stances ' Across many Mill:tem
viewing tunes. young chilthen ji 7 yea!) oldl showed
lode t hang,' in attention when c nett leplaced

Vitirlatits a Inuttnc teleywon watching Oltkt
chtlthen lei Ii yeall Old) showed mailed shifts in
attention

This finding is consistent with the hypothesis
that y g childien thu ntn disc toninate as mad&
between mograms and ct foals li do Oldel
ChIlthell It is intelesting that the Weatinglimise
Broadcasting Corpotatton stations have beenexpesi
molting with rottotta audio and visual devices to
signal a 0oi lll encial's coming on This picture is
totitutely employed in- k. pe doting chilthon't
mune Viewing tunes

Although childien do indeed ask theft patents
to buy products they gee advertised tin television,
thc extent and implications of much tequesta seem
highly ouggetated the critic's model holds that
tclevision atlyeinsing 10 ohilthen tliketly land pow
("fully) adects chtldten, ond the resulting bat sage
of lequeits lot advettiscd products does vioktice to
d lll estic ttanquility Some early studies decried the
faci that children in supermarkets Often asked their
patents to buy vatious breakfast meals and some
times pm ttp a fuss if they did llll COMP!), Cmt
vet5ehi, othet tesearch showed that children shop
ping with then policing ask fot 4 wide vatkty of
goods, ntany of theui expresaly designed for con
Burnt-mon by chlhhen, and some even adveltised
on (cleats llll '

In qualitative and follow tip labotatory reseatch
conducted at the KAMM! affiliated Marketing So
eller Institute, welound that the pusduct vinif SItu
the child's lecent bchavitu are vastly mom impottant
than .ly advertising In a motheits decision to pant

child's request fog product '
Iii othet tescateh, wc foutd that parents actually

en&nitage then childten to use advettuung media
ipartnulatly catalogs) as a means of finding out what
thcy want fog Chtistruss gifts' And we have also
found that parents Can 4ilti do mediate the effects
of advettising hy using the oppottunity affoided by
c llllll leleials 10 help their chilthen apply developing
cognitive skills l

At peseta, we are completing a study In which
extensively trained mothets kept foe one ntonth a
dilly of all products one di their children requested
each day Othel Marks weic filled out daily to in.
theme moducts purchased in Wren categories le.t,
cetests, candies, sitac,kol even if the child did not
Mineral purOhasc, alid a diary wag kept regiuding
children's television viewing The results *ill pro-
vide sante of the first data on childten's actual asking
behavim in the home envirotiment.iinost studies to
date have simply asked fru reports of children's pun-
chase requests and putthase hequency on lining
scaltsl

355
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Neer *lushes

A final area of mulch, and provocative one, is
6,1111114g to Indicate that even very yoUng children
/down it, and including, prerehool childrenl can be
taught relatively complex concepts and modes of
seasoning. Other research we are completing is in-
veetigeting the extent to which-and how-iyoung
children can be taught to carefully evaluate 'M-
yer tilling message.

. In contrast tn much "consumer edueetion,"
wtuch streams admonitions about advertising, we
eel experimenting with helping children to under-
stand fthrough school ininuctIon) the concept of
advertising, the nature of selling, the distinctions
betwein programs and commercials, and how to
select and nee information in%dvertising,

OUT applied research ia bared on recent findings
in child development mewl. These findings ex-
tend the work of Icaillriaget, the Swiss psychologist
most responsible for Aiming OUT knowledge of chil-
dren's cognitive development. It appear* that the
stages of cognitive development Mager desetibcd
are not inflexible barriers to children's learning. The
"rico Newnan." are finding that learning among
even young children can be greatly acceletated if
one simply approaches them In terms most con-
sistent with their cognitive abilities at a given time.

Modes of resolvtion
Pt))

356

Given the stale of affairs sketched to this point-
the nature and development of the kidvid contro-
versy, the complexities of the issues, and tlie research
findinikhow Can blUnnesainell, consumer groups,
and regulators beat resolve the Woes? Some cynics
say that it is impossible. There are models of indus-
cry rni cooperation, however, that.have saved busi-
ness and government the enormous costs involved
in protracted litigation.

Unfortunately, the moat prevalent model Is still
the "political-legal" approach Busineeses employ
large legal staffs, and the FTC I. :stipulated mostly
by lawyers, so it is naturel for conflicts terfailow
the rocky road of initial investigations, pretriarygo
trillions, gathering of evidenkc and bowie a of
prospective witneues, delays-and postponeinent
This rould then be followed by hearings before an
administrative law fudge, the district court, and
finally the Supreme Coutt
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The battle signals tot this approach have already
been sounded lot the iticivid rule Mikat i). gniuN
have charged FTC Chainnan rettsehuck with bias
in the matte, and have petitioned hun to step aside,
lobbyists have effectively appealed to the interests
iii inninessmcn and senators, who havg'. mai:11rd
thr octet to thr ETC appiopna a bill mennunct
eathet that would have the effect 41 stopping wur
on the kidstd tole

The future scenario calls for extensive And ex
prnove legal plepatation, lengthy healyags -on thc
Tule and ultimately, appeals through the counts A
t ritual goal of the model seems to be delay

Whethei or hot one believes that industry ran uln-
Metely the case the coats will be enolmous,
the publicity bad, and the resulting envi iiii tuint
vets, wive-Haiti

A second model might be called Mc "rational
"Ian- approach. telleeting Hot so much the assump
tom in economic- thew that man Is capable of op
tonal ischavim at the undedying value of ratumaltty
Mir hopes to have in conflict tesolution Some m
the IrSeatch c llllll ninny -and no doubt, on both
sides ot the kidvid rule- would opt fru mole resealch,
m ti least mom reliance on cumin tesearch

ni deciding on the merits ot the rule
It is title that comincirl' resealub has come

long way in regulatoly anti legal ploccedings,
replacing al last the spectacle of psychtati IC testi-
mony. in which club side lines up an equal number
ot psvi Inatrisis %V oh e tat al? opposite opin based
on "clinical expt'llence (The net effect, of comae,
is that each haisk ut psychiattists nullities the othet
Itut the merhanisins foi mcorputating research find
mg, regulatory proceedings ate tat Via weil
established Moletivel behavioral science concepts
anti methods are far front pellets(

Ii is unlikely, then, that wc will sec thc rational
man niodel applied here, it is equally undeurahle,
m iny view, that the political' legal apploach should
ptolong the issues etnbothed in the lodvid nile

The thud apploach. AM! ale MOM desuable, iii
my view, calls tot the parties tel die culitellYt my to
seek eommoonse Instead of a ban on advertising
addressed iou chtldten, I have in mind using pro
gtaotiiitatie Matt'llals lit teach children ahout adver-
tising aild puidue v.,/ instead of lequirtng advettiters
to M,Onsof health m nutrition disclosure messages

childien would mint likely misunderstand),
I propose teaching childien how to eiahLate foods
and establish good diets Instead of trying to assert
that youn,g childien "leallit can" undeistand achter
using I oiggest a ngonios approach to lostelIng and
actually demonstrating that uncle!standing

What I am suggesting is Industry anti goveni-
ment sponaorship of nistructional programs-mob
ably for use in 0i:hoofs-that would build on the
emerging research and plovide I tenon for ell&
then in evaluating commercials and products The.
tootle! for this apploach 10 "Sesame Shied," which
has cnioyeil continued financial support And wide-
spread acclaim primanly because the producersepn
ducted "formative" research to detertutue how to
most effectively reach children This program a
conducts cum g evaillative relitatCh to relent
well it is meeting objectives and to make chat
when necessarY

Petharls the single reason why many buswess
initiatiati concerning advertising and chiltiera) Pa%
had little impact is that empirical data pn effective-

mesa have been lacking Initiatives Finch as Kellogg's
notrition commerclah, Westinghouse Broadcasting's
prsigramc mercial difftrentiation techniqUes, and
vanons cbmpanies' educational materials thus look
like public relattons efforts rather than serious at
tempts to deal with serious problems, It is not
enough for advertiser* to assert that "the schools
should do it " Schools buy curriculum niatettals
and textbooks, and curnculum designers supply the
schools-and that is where corporate sponsorship of
curnculum llll ovations such As the* comes in

If these were to be a national educational effort,
such as 1 have-Wketched here, what would have to
be thc p of compromise to replace the proposed
)(Ovid nile with tilts prdpoital? r-

The consumer group and FTC perspective would
regime flexibility tegarding the role itself The goal
would have to becorne a reasonable level of sophis-
tication And information among child audiences
regarding advertising and foods rather than rigid
adherence to thc goal of ultimate vtctory for the
proposals in the kidvid rude. °

S'uch a gtial would require focusing attention
.on schpol-agc children rather than on holding ad-,
vcrtisers acconntable for effects of advertising on
even younger childlen, since school-age t!'hildren art
more active arrd acquisitive than younger children.
I ant excusing wrong impressions that very
y g children may gain front watching commer-
cials, hut I sin suggestMg that parents have diffetent
concerns for their children at different stages Educa-
tion ahout commercials and products cats and should
effectively begin with the school-age child

F an industry perapective, I am suggesting
a more unified and demonsttable approach to

promisr than has been the case sti far. Adver
titers must eggiarse the dual ideas that children
al ld he atiti evaluate advertising messages
fairly and that it is desirable to cooperate.ifi efforts
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to educate children toward that end end toward tits
goat of eppropriate dietary habits

This entomb does set mean that advertisen
must say tt "emir In any IMAM I. brd," but
it does suggest that advenliers should help to fate,
toast dietary habits It does not threaten brand com .
petition through advertising kw marketus to en-
clave. the propoeition that children should be able
to evaluate effectively commercials derived to ap.
peal to them and that children should form good
dietary habits. Whether it I. ultimately industry's
responsibility to undertake such Atka& mess moot
at the moment, given the alternatives pkopmed in
the lark! nil..

One queetion remains Who can get such a
compromise proposal under way and how? Taking
Scut from the diplomatic caps somebody la 'Ong
to hove to signal somebody. But industry will have
to be assured that efforts such as those peoposed
hue will find a noteptlie audience at the FTC. let-
haps an industry trade aesociation could pose
sponsorship of the iceman:re research for the
tionsl prepares, the retum *rad could be an ex-
pression of interest in the results from the FTC.

Industry should replace public relations pat-
grams with educational programa of demonstrated
worth The traditional political-legal approech to
regulatory matters is a poor approachit tarnishes
the image of businese and offers oo sure outcome
in the vapidly changing environment, even if some
"favorable" court ruling obtains in the distant hi-
ture. Compromian will be celled for on both sides,
but the goal should be educating children now
rather then 'pursuing political.legal processes on
propomd rule that promises endless debate.

eroal.
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The. Censorship of Violent Motion Pictures:
A Constitutional Analysis*

Violence in motion pktures and television shows has 'recently become-arr.
issue in the courts and legislatures. For example, in Florida, a youth charged
with murder offered the defense of temporary insanity resulting from wat
ching television.' In California, a plaintiff in a tort action against a television
network sought damages for injuries allegedly inflicted upon her by jUveniles
imitating a scene cef brutality in a television drama.' In t hicago the City
Council in 1976 amended an ordinance' in order to set up a procedure for
censoring violent motion pictures for audiences under eighteen years of age.'

The existence of the Chicago ordinance, plus the public concern over
controversially violent media, necessitates an inquiry into the constitutionality
of censoring violent motion pictures. Although the censorship of obscene mo-
tion pictures is constitutional if done by means of a system with procedural

Sir

Mitry It root In Indiana Law dournal, vol. 53. No. 2. 1977-1978 : 381-398. Reprinted
with permleidon of Indinnit Unlveraity. 502 East 4th Mt., Bloomington, Indiana. 47405.
ropy right 1977

part

'The Indianapolis Star. Oct. I. 1977 at 5. col. I.
'011v14 N v. N 11 C.. Inc . 46 U,S LW. 226k.(Cal. App.. 1977).
941:incnco. ILL . MUNICIPAL Conl S 155.1 to 155.7.4 (1969).
'Id t S 1/5.5 The amendments (hereinafter referred to as Chicago Ordinance) reetd in

155 I. It shall.be unlawful fin any person to show or exhibit in a public place, or
in a place where the public is admitted anywhere in the city, any motitin picture.
whether an admission fee is charged oir not, withoui first having secured a permiL
therefor (rom the Superintendent of Police

155 1 It shall, be the duty of the Superintendent of Police to refuse to issue such
permit if the motion picture. considered as a whole. la harmful (obscene) when viewed
by children. MS ftelined. herein

The term "children" means iny persons leu than eighteen years of age. '
"Ipiespful when vowed by children" means "obscene when taineed by chile:en" or

"violent when thiteed by children," at those wins are defined belayu.
A A motion picture u "obscene 'when viewed by children": wheit.taken as a Whole

it (/) to the average chad. applpitif contemporary community staiiclardi. appeals to
the prurient interest, (2) depicts or describes in a patently kiffensive Way sexual conduc,
di defined herein. iind (I) lacks serious 'literary, artista, political, or scientific value.
Each of these dug* elements shall be applied in termf:of i.hat the adult community
judges is appropriate for children

B A motion picture is "tiolent when viewed by children" (1) when its theme or plot is
detoted primarily or substantially to patently offensive deeds or acts of brutakty or
violence. whether actual co; ;insulated, such as but not limited to assaults, cuttings,
stabbings, shootings, beatings. sluggings, floggings, eye gougings, brutal kicking, burn-
ings, dumemberments and other reprehensible conduct to the persons of human beings
or to animals and,(2) which, when taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic,

.political, or scientific value .

Eotb ol these elements shall be applied IPS terms of what the adult community,
applying contemporary, standards, judges is appropriate for children.
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safeguards,' the Supreme Court has not decided whether violent motion pic-
tures can be censored This note will examine whether traditional modes o(
First Amendment analysis nonprotected categories of speech, balancing, and
the c orient-version of the clear and piesent danger test can justify such cen-
sorship. and as an aid in deciding the legal iuur of censorship, recent social
scienr e IT3eill(h on the effects of viewing violent media will be reviewed.

DEFINIM. VIOEENCE OUE OF LIR FIRS-I AMENDMENT'S PROThCTION

the first :unendment states that -Congress shall make no law . abridg-
ing the 111'1%10111 of speech ". and "speech" includes motion pictures.°
Although .this phrasing of the first amendment sounds absolute. it has not
been interpreted to protect all speech; some categories of speech, such as
obscenity and fighting words, clearly lie outside of its protection.' Until
let runty. comrnefcial speech' mut group libel" were also considered un-
inoretted II violent movies could fit into a nonprotected category or be
lc-cognized as a new CategsSry of nonprotected speech, such media would be
%list cpuble to censorship or other legislative control."

nolerIce OuLude EstabhIshed Categones of Nonprotected Speech

It would seem that violent expression cannot' be strained to fit into the
two estahlished categories of nonprotected speech, obscenity and fighting
words Obscenity is limited by the Supreme Court to "works which depict or

'Firedman v Maryland 180 U S 51 (191)5). lime Film Corp v. Cityof Chicago. 565
US -1311961)

'1hr .Supirine Court did review a t air involving an todmance pen ll i tt ing claudication of
violent movies As unsuitable lin young persons. but derided the C ase on vagueness groniuh. In

., teiNt Ale CIll Wi ink v". City of lianas 390 11 S 676 (1968) See text accompanying note A7 Infra
'U S Ctinir amriul i

losrph Ihnoyn. Inc v Wilson. 341 I. S 495 (1952)
*Roth IT United Stairs. 354 II S 456 (1957). ChAphinky v New Ilampshire. 5114,S. 568

(1942) -
'S Alentinr c C)nrstensro. 316 U 5 52 (1942)
'Brauharnais s Illinois. ¶:11 U S 250 (194)
"II rensoydrip id violent media IS cimintutioually permissible, the censorship process niust

nulude r CU all% plot edural saleguids Fust. the hoiden of proving chat the rdm h mipmvolm
imm ,,.. a thr rensm Although the Slate may requite advance subliussion' of films, the re
ippentenc i loud An effert of insality to the censor's determination Only a judicial deter
1111111011 Slab( r. to Impose the limn lest1s1111 Thus. the censor, within a short specified peri:x1
must either issue a license or )(trio corm hi addition% thiprovedure2nust Assure a prompt final.

' pith( tail ikt loon herilmah v Maryland, 3110 U S SI (1964),
I he Chvago indinancr,appears to include such sageguards. CHICAGO ORDINANCE. supra

noir 4 al § 155 ... 155 7 1 155 7 2. 11w Superintendent of folice is the initial censor. If he
teluses to issue a pe i Mot ttt Pkiure Appeal Board must review the kcilion within five
dos II the hood alVitns the Superoneenknes decision, the Hoard must file with a court an ac%, . .?

non lor VI stquoction within three days Assuming thaf such filing will lead to a inompt judicial
determination in wh th the hoard must hear the hurtli.n of proof. Frfeciman's requirements sic

'will-tea See tette Ani Corp v Cuss( k. 390 U S. 139 (1968).
.7

.!
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describe sexual conduct..." and the Court expressly declined to include
violence within that category in Wmurs v New York," which struck down asvoid for vagueness a definition of obscenity and indecency that included
"stories of deeds of bloodshed or lust so massed as to become vehicks for in-
t:fling violent and depraved crimes against the person."" In apparent recogni-tion a this distinction between obscenity and violence. kafters of the
Chicago oidinafke provided separate definitions -for movies -which are
"ohs( ene when viewed by children" and for movies which are -vioknt when
viewed by children "" Thus, violence does not fall within the nonprotected
categoty of obscene speech.

If movies trigger a physically violent traction. perhaps they are "fighting
movies.".synonymous with nonprotected -fighting words" "which by then very
utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace."'
However, the fighting words exception to the first amendment stemi from the
need to 3.$/cud fights or insults hurled at policemen. and has little relevance to
movie.waiching, which involves no faceto lace confrontation or personal in-
suites " The nonprotected cittegory of fighting words- thus does not accom-.modate the violence dasification either.

Violence as a New Category of Nonprotected Speech

Although distinct nom existing nonprotected -speech, violent expressionmay w:irram, recognition 45 a new category of nonprotected speech. par-ticularly if -such expression is of slight pcial value or devoid of ideas." Theinvedernts of a.nonproucted- category of speech inchide:
.

'Winer v Cali(otnia 413 I S 15. 24 (1973)
-"Winters v New Yotk. 3`ci t' S 5.07 (1948).
-"Id at .518 Winrrof inti,alulated Ij 1141(2) of the New Yosii renal Law entitkd "Obsceneprifits azid e iiii :totes that 'At !Wets Abu attack in A subtle way at the Is-lllllllll et( ohu rarity iegulaiton twit Ily contaulling the remedy, ihe Justices esptested doubtshoot the tbseaw I¼Itiliiv train Gsn:hurg to-Gsn.shafg The (Inhumed Children's Hour SriOhicensty I atipit , 1968 St r Ci RS% IS3 1'59 then-make riled AS KIISIOVI

AGO.OADINANI1 ttql/a note 4. At § 155 5 See Mite 4 supra
° "ChApinisky v New Plainiulme 315 VI S 558, 572 (1942)

`lhe let cot otle tales inke de:ar the willow lot us of the fighting woydst airgoiv iii tinpvimet ted sprit h Cohen v Califmnia. 403 LI S 15 (1971) reverted A conviction lotdin-sit-1m% Of/ grate bard on 'ohen wealing a picket hearing the words -Fmk the. Malt MmNettie explained th.st espiewon was inn ()hurtle.- snu'e"-not rrotk, that it WAS notM.lighting words al it was -not duetted tothe perstu'i of the healer- am) no in
reasoltably hate regaided the %voids As A dlleft, peisohal insult. that it was not aptokt -tct,rille of the polite ',own to prevent .a speaker faint 'provoking, a groop to a hostilere.rt-tomt. and t hi t wal 1101 a t apiive anthem r W(141.1011_ 1 he Court thus drew a hoe oil coo:antivional pmtection around tut h espression .As a !emit, a Seri naretive categoly of "fighting111111Icii rI5011A1 lilsil Its ii A Iale-to fn C confrontation which could tligger physhaliindenie reinams inotetted !Condi. Offenore tonguake and the Etvlutson of Flea Amendmen: Protection, tlssv ç It KIN I. 8 ( 11)74) Gooding v. Wilson. 405 U.S 5181972)."Intiher eitiphmues how natlowly drawn this category Of speech must be. In Gooding, astatuCe ming the trims opplohr winds- and "abusive language" Was declined invalid for overbteadth . as the mutts.. toot ot thew menus was oot umfined to fighting words'.

"11Mtplitit in the blowy of the hitt Ametulniem is She ',ejection of obtwenny as .ouerly
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the lewd and obsceni, the profane. the libelous, and the insulting or
"fighting" words -- those which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to
incite an immediate, breach ol the peace. . . . ISIsich uttermost., are no *sun-
s/al port of ony exposition of ideas, and are. of such sl(ht social taluo au
is.p so truth that any benefit dew may be derived from them is clearly
outweighed toy the norm/ mierest on order and morality."

To assess whether violent media lacks social importance, and is therefore
outside first amendment protection, one must examine the policies or societal
interests promoted by regulation of violent Media. Relevant interests niay in-
clude: (1) the prevention of antisocial conduct, (2) the unwillingness to ad-
vocate immmnal behavior. and (3) avoidance of revolting public displays."

'The prevention of antisocial conduct is a primary interest underlying the
regulation of violent expression. for antisocial conduct triggered by depictions
of violence could culminate in overt, destructive, and criminal 'acts. Some
members. of the public apparently, blame the media for murders and other
crimes of violence." Ilowever, proof of a causal connection should be re-
quired to reMove the protection of the First Amendment," and so far, con-

without iedeenimg social importance" and thus "not within the area of constitutionally protected
speech or prem.' Roth v United Slates. 354 U S 476, 484 (1957). A similar premise might be
accepted with regard to violent expression

"Chaplinsky v New liampahire. 315 U S 568. 572 (1942) (emphasis added),
"These social interests are modeled on those posed as Justifications for obacenity regulation.

Notes one commentator in regard to obscenity.
"Analysis reveals four possible evils (I) the incitement to antitial vowel conduct; (2)
psychological excitement resulting from sexual imagery; (3) the arousing of feelings of
disgust and revulsion. and (4) the advocacy of improper sexual values."

Kalven. The Meta Physics of the Lase 0/ Obseensty, 1960 Stir. Cr. RV/. 1, -1.5 thereinafter cited
as Kalvent All such interests. when applied to Obscenity. have come under Ric from critks both
on the Court and off See. e g , Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 508-14 (1957) (dissenting
opt . Douglas. J'. pouted by Black. J ); 1'. EataasoN. Tim SYSTILM or Feral:lora or ERFRISSION
497-99 (1970) /hereinafter cited as NIELSON). Kalven, slapra, at 4.

Kalven surffillarileS.
It is hard to see v. the advoc as y of improper venial values should fare differently. as

constitutional in- ter, front any other expuaition in the realm of ideas. Arousing
disgust and revulsion en a voluntary audience seem. an impossibly trivial base for mak.
ing speech a crime The incilement of antisocial conduct . .. evaporates in light of the
absence of any evidence to show a c ... ection between the written word and overt sex
ul behavior

Id Nevertheless, the interests, even if not universally accepted in regard to obscenity, m
become more compelling when applied to violent movies. As one commentator notes, "For eve
politic:non foi're 'ling sex candor, precisely analogous arguments could be developed with
respect to I uu i u ing flaunted violence Krislov, supra note 15. at 159.

"See. e g , Washington Post. Aug 4. 1976, § A, at 11.
"Critics of obscenity laws often poi uu to the lack of empirical data to support the asaump

lion that obscenity triggers antisocial conduct EMERSON. supra, note 21, at 498. But see Paris

Adult theatre v Simon. 411 US 49. 60 (1973). Altliough the Supreme Court has made it clear
that it does not reAtitte such eniparical proof for obscenity legislation. it does not necessarily
follow that it will not tequire proof for the censorship of violent expression. The force of history
no doubt makes it nint h easier for the Court to accept obacenity laws than to accept a whole new

arta of peech regstlat without proof tsf the need for it.
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clusive evidence of that causal connection is lacking." Thus the interest
espoused does not support the nonprotection desired.

The unwillingness to advocate immoral behavior is an interest apparently
aimed more at thoughts than at conduct." Promoters of this interest might
be concerned with instilling negative attitudes in viewers by exposing them to
destructive models on the screen." In other words, those who oppose the
media advocatMg violent behavior -are- concerned about putting ideas in
viewers' minds. Yet the first amendment's protection is designed to protect
"all ideas having even the slightest redeeming social importanceunorthodox
ideas, controversial ideas, even ideas hateful to the prevailing climate of opi-
Mon . ."" Thus. using this interest to avoid "bad ideas" would clash with
the "marketplace of ideas" concept" and would be rejected.

However, if the impact on "character" could eventually produce a change
in condut-t, perhaps attempting to amid advocating immoral behavior is not
altogether specious." Whereas the first interest discussed seeks to prevent im-
mediate antisocial conduct, this second interest attacks gradually emerging
antisocial behavior: again. substantiating evidence would make the argument
mote convincing

The avoidance of revolting public displays may also seem a specious in-
terest at first blush. As a commentator states in reference to obscene movies,
"arousing disgust and revulsMn in a volumary audience seems an impossibly
trivial base for making speech a criDe."" Yet revulsion at sexual scenes on

"See text arrompanying notes 32 & 13 infra.
"Valtnsort iwpra note 21. at 499
"1 wo sot 'al sa tent tsts comment

Some individuals who are opposed to the depiction of violence on television SFr lint
romerned "hiefly with the posabdity that the adult viewer will himself go ont and
shoot a neighbor or that the child who enioys "Batman" will kick the family dog.
Many i f it,, of what they (onsidet exceuive progyi ... ing of violence are well aware of
the 'Antal ionsualosallwhich Ily keOp children and adults alike front injuring each
tithe, often or wttoualy They are more concerned with the attitudes which televisi ...
mar be Inc u lc antig an& the emotional revalues whit h it may be engendering.
Specifically. they point to the fact that moat television programs in/Wing violence in
dude good guy co guys who, in the name of "My" country. "our" side, or law and
'mki . inflict intury in death on the bad guys

. The result of being exposed to such
atytudes it is argued Is not particularly violence on the part of the viewet but the in
riessed ptobabdity that he will ruppolt, c lone, or justify' aggression on the parts of
his own police depaitment or armed forces

S 1531114411 & K SING/ Pt 111 1.% ISION (ND AGCRF35ION 18 (1971)
"Roth v United States, 154 1.1 S 476. 484 (1957) Kingsley International Pktures v.

Regent" 160 U S 684 (19591. makes it clear that a state cannot prevent the exhibition of a mo
non picture because that int tine 'advocates an ides

',Abrams v United States. 250 US 616. 610 (1919) (Holmes, disaenting).
"Kalven topra note 21 at 4 My Justice Miami seemed to rely otr this gradual effect ott

condo( I as a pundit anon for obscenity laws Ile stated in Roth ti finsted States, ltihe State can
reasonably thaw the int-creme that met a long period of time the indisoi .. inate dissemination of
mateisals . the essential chatactet of which is to degrade sex, will have an eroding effect on metal
stadliarth 141 U S al 502 illfolan

J . «sm sitting) &II fee EMILIMN. Mind note 21. at 499.
"Kalven, supra note 21 al 4
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the screen may he of a lesser magMtude than revulsion. at watching the
dismemberment of a human being." Depicting the brutal destruction of
huMan beings for the sake of entertainment and comnercial gain could strike
too deeply at shared societal valuekWhether governmental sanction of
noninterference wnh such displays win -cause harm to society may be an
unanswerable question. but the specter of such harm may be enough to
justify some regulation oi grossly violent and -brutal. movies.- Empirital
research studying the effects of viewing violent media may help in deciding
whether this and the preceding inquests discuved are strong enough to justify
setting up a new category of nonprotected speech.

A considerable number of studies on the effects of media violence on
children now emit." Sonic focus on television violence. others on motion pic-_
tures Ptesent knowledge on the effects of violent media is difficult to Sum-
marize)mrtially because ot the quantity of studies, but primarily because in;
terpt eters of the same data often reach opposite conclusions." It is difficult to

"St.. gtmoulfy New York I ones Mil 7 1976. 2 at IS. col M. Feb 27. 1976. at 21.
tttI IY

"Set .1 g ARNolD Viol 1NCI AND YOUR C.HILD (1969). A BANDURA. AGGaissION A

Soom 1.1 ARNINI; jNAi %%is (1973). 5 14.31111M it & K SiNt.FR It ii' ISION AND AGGIO.S.SION (1971).

UDEDsI SIN A(4,111_SSIIIN AP:111111s113 or Vim FE( / (1971) 1) IIOWitT & C C1341111.1111A1CH MASA

Mittois Viol MCI AND SOCH ri (1971) VIOIINCE. AND Olt MASS MIDIA (0 Larsen col 1968)

As set rutty as 1970. a law roma!, writer remalked that "a few inconclusive liss have

been lertken to acts.; the effect of tttttt ion pistols.% on shadiest.' and stied only two
studies who h took IAA, e in the 1930s Note. ^Miff ('ossorrhsp of Morsel, 22 SIAN 1. REV 618.
643 0970) I he two ttttt beis ale It RI ISIt & Ii IlAlnim MoVIIS DILINQUENCY AND CRIME
(1913) W IIPM & It BRINNER ISO V., 1.H.111 ON MI IN(W1EICY Am) IFS *I'IttkIMIlss (1936)

Since the wining of that 1970 . vol tttt es 01 studies on the subject have been published
In pau. this publls atom of iesealch was slue so the work of the 1969 NationaLCommiuion.on
the Canws mut PI evelp ttt of Violence, and she Sulgeon General's Scientifk Advitory
en 1 eleynnob and Social Behvim. which began in 1969 and c pkted woik ia 1972. For the
ielevnl researth sollected by the Commission. lee ri LANGE_ k BAKKR & S BAIL. 9 Mass
MtnIA stsits Vutt.snics (1969) lA MA's% Mims lIsmuru:s (1969) See SIIROFON GENPRAI S ADVISORY

t-11.E oN EllIEVSIons AND SollAl BEHAVIOR. Tit !VISION AE10411E11, 01. TH1 IMPACI DE
TE,E1vowN 1/101. ENE-I (1972). 3 111 svilioN Afsts AnotAscsnit Ata.a NE.SS (1972) At the same
tune. behavismal nientists publihsed tesulit of unifies collested or onducted independently of the
goverpment prolects Set. g A handusa. supra, S Feshbach & R Singer. supra

"One group of %mu! 'Klemm% conclude that -(t jiters. is a clear and reliable- relationship
between the amount of violent e who h a child sees on enteital ttt ent televoion mud the degree to
whist; he II aggreS1ive in his auitudes and behavioi Liebert, Davidson. & Neale. Aggreinon irs
childhood The Impart ii, lVlttStSt)l1. in WtipPLI DO Volt DRAW MI LINPJ (V. Cline ed 1974)

119 20 Othets declass. that 'the Mass Media tfo not have any signifkant effect on the level of
violeme itt society D Flownt & C C berbatch. supra note 32, at vii Examples of a few well
known studies may help to lecont MI these conflictins cotwlusions

Albert Bambara has lucted sevesal studies with very young children. Set, g , Randtua.
influence of 'Medal Rronjorcsrrtent Coollogeneivi un the Acquisition of Notion). Rcitionses, I J.
PiasorriAt iv & Soc psycn 589 95 (1965). Nudists, Ross, & Ross, Vocarious Reinforcement and

imitative 1 earnmg, 67 1 ARNORMAR & SOC, Prawn 601.07 (1963); Randura, Row, & Ross, Imita-

tion of Film Affiliated Aggressive Models. 66 J. ADNORMAI. & SOC Pistils 3 71 (1963) His sum

marv of cn;e nuportant study illustiath a social sdence laboratory eiperiment designed to test
whethet children will adopt aggressive behavior portrayed by adult models in various sitshations

1 he first group ohsetved- real life adults.
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lit on- s Lour I lot thr test tOs/IIII thy t told I I a WI (II play mtlatfilAIS. ID allolhet
hr sAIV All lllll IIK litItrely with A set of tinker toys. lAlge inflated plasto

Bobo 11011 And A mAllet Soon Allel the t Mid started to play with his toys. the adult
model brgAti All A killg t hr Bobo doll

I lir set 1 gtottp ol hulthen ssw I II105IC III the adult model beating up the
Rollo doll 1 he 1111111 glottis w Alt hrd A lllll sir plop-sled 111(000 I televistutt con
tole in whit h the allolt All At king the doll WAS clISIttIlled AS A CII0M11 CAI. Children tit
the I It g p did not we Ally AptNITASIce III04Ie14. they Served AS 10111101 ppoup

\ I the cttal ati I U wonatam. the kb 11,410111r ii C I 1114/k 1%11.11 1111l1 III All 111111445 55I11111

rhrtr 11 r tetmtled Itt tle 11 A51151 I %V 11. 10111111 A N111 1 II 'alibi brittle he
111Ir III

1hr I1IISCISAIIIIII 11541111 u,iiitjiiirtl A sAIIrly f Itl '101111. 51/11111 obviolisly be used
to (-slot,. aggIcplon while others served peas (lull put pow*

ltatislut a 1$ hog I I I. tolrte. r Do to 1 our Chat/. m Vtot INt I A4ISIII IIIL MASS MIDI& supra
note 12 At 1 2 1 In I he mob, it flandut A Roo & Ross, /nitration rtf tarn Alethated Aggressurs
.110,14t lupin

1%11 onpoitAIII IlltdIngs Is-stilted I this sway Chtldten who had itbset seil the -Aggrcuioil
ptitn its III 1II II II III AICI1 55.'1 mole aggtr-cose In then play than those wit° ItAd Ohtef Vet! any
111011 aggIcsnon Fulihrt the aggiesslte pia) was lllll taps,. bled on the behavior the
hdtbrit liAd obsctved ill adults whet hei lave tu, 1111 blot I he ly is discussed in Siegel. TA. E/

/91 el 11/ $1911111 1101,11, 9 011 $01 lull I earning. In 1 ange. Baker. & hall. supra note 32, at.174 75
Antolini 5111115 1iS llandltila toils/ea A lIsr blot in whit It tine man plAys wIth studio,:

Inc toys unol anothrt 1 hal at lel R.t., k Agglestively takes the -soy% Rantho a. Ross & Rots.Ill 1 to the three11/101,1 Rem/m, 9,119111 arid 'twat we 1 edentrig. supra A llllllll
Ill for 51..1, OM lICWrf 5 111.11 14111 ky WA% I he VII (01 AnI)thel 111111 shInVell Ren-ky's aggieniVe
heh1,1411 Irsel CIS I heti Mint stcwIng one film I ItIldtelt svetc obsctvcd in A play session
noth llanthrla %oldies 11111111.W 11111 VInIng I 1111(11(.11 llllll Ate the wet IfiC At IS of aggicssloil they
hAll oh,rtscuI I III% IIIIII.Ithm ot tuts whether IIIC (ItAlilAthI 1Iit-WM.11WD IS reallstlt tit fait
tasslikr 111111.1mm 1.1 rithant rt1 11 Mr aggrrts beings tewaids to thr adult who is observed and
11111t11111/1,1 II ihr Aggression tiring, Ilmnelli Siegel supra. At 2 711

these t I Appr 1lrItIsitr Ilowcve, . stI5ji 1111111 WICIIIISIS Algitt that halltItla A.5 fill
dings ale not telt-sant in At tuAl slob-tor outside lit tlC lAbotAtoty setting. Althuugh Ranthita is
Irspr. tett lot his methodology 5er llowitt & ( utliaiih . Dote 12 supra Their whole book

-delotctl to Illtisti atoll{ how %nth sloshes Alf um-levant to teal life vuden(e
Not All oodles lot us on young t Mitten III playlsitslatiotts. howevet Several studies have

IneAno Cul the Aggressoot Ill I Iii IIgC slinIcittS Will), ARCO VIeW1111.1 1 f11171111 fill111. believed they Were
delivering Act 1111 shot kg to t onfedet ales 1.; g Het kowitr. .Sorne 4 ifu. ti of Okserved Aggres
slots 2

3 Nit 'iI)N 11115 Asa) INN( II 159 69 (1965). WAltets & 1 It lllll As. EnAuncernent of
hv hiiii,iI iliul fresphryt, 16 CANADIAN ) P%l (II 244 55 (1963) The films

ofleird AppAtent 111511111 1111111 III At1t111 1 111GrIllI5C ftir delivery of the shut ks HoWeVet. clitics
air Ili, 11101" 1.111,11ft1 511111 1114s 1111(111A Ilellgll 111411 wiih BA1111111As

1 11e ton of Jiggle l lll II elnpinyeti In ol the studies Is t. tlelivety of a
iltot k of high Intrtt5i15 11/ ./f1.11111.1 sitidelit inestimably AS pall of a le- sing expert
mew lt IC111,11115 A 51-11110% tilles11011 whethei the III Ole shock really is
AliAlogoo to All lit 11 IIV el 1 Agglestion If E 1expeionentri1 Asked the frustrated S
;sublet-I: 111 V1311 1 he In he/ 11111 11 1111111 iii 111e lAte ot tts What k him with A paddle we

not get the same leattion Com elyably hy settolg tip a tothplelt IIIIIA11011 Ili
WItIt II 's gets minimal Iredhit k froIti his fellow plAyri of distress and has every teason
its behest' IllAl A fat ohs titelithrt Of A (1....11lege WOIlltI hot Islits to ham amour
SC11011%4 1 he WhOle I1111/11111111 takes 1/11 A Ville like .atntosphere.

Singel I hr lqiurnue 0/ I tolonl Poqrayed in Telemion or Motion Pictures Upon Otill .4g
grotto.. Rehatsor his Cilsrositt Ill At.t.III.SSIWN AND VD/It:4,4 (3 Singel' ed 1971) at 45 46

Suit It 1 Tito lInus ittAV be tailasultlallle us any labot Atoty felting Therefore, field Studies ntay
he mote useful In pooling whether %totem media I Attie attlistm ial t Wet Feshbach and Singer
mAtle An effolt io einplpy 1.41,011101v plot ethilcs tit a field context S Feshbach & R Singer,
supra mill r 12 heu week study WAs tattled MD 11.1 the setting of thy& private Schools and
font buys lesttletsttal Ittstutsittotss I 1w sslIslft Is. *littlest no boys. Welt` tequired to wateh television
flow ollr of tiso designated lists 11 ovum One list was In Aggies.stve thet of shows, the other
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generalize from studies based on different concepts to ultimately reach a
definition of aggression showing the relation between viewing media and the
actual occurrence of crime."

To date. empirical research paints a gloomy picture of unprovable con-
clusions. Behavioral science currently does not allow conclusive proof that
violent movies precipitate crimes or cause serious harm to Children to other
ways. Empirical data doe. not disprove either ponsibility, and, in some cir-
cumstances a tentative Causal connection has been shown." But limited, ten-
tative conclusions from empirical research do not sUpport creation of a new
category of nonprotected speech.

Additional reasons exist for keeping violent movies within the scope of the
first amendment. One reason is the lack of history or tradition of censorhig
violent media " If anything, the appeal of war stories and the adventures of

nonaggiessiva. Daily behavior waning forma were cOnipkted Mt each child by liperViSols or
teal 'telt Fach aggiessive AC W I Rated and pelsonality iliventovieS werei Oki taken.
(Methodologn al podderns ot C urred, because 'Wise boys chopped out of the project And some
ales weir very mconsistent

I he data collected weveled no significant effect on pert ggicsalOn Scores iii the Ovate
school populat but showed maiked effects an the boys homes "The significant decline in .ag
gie toward peers in the boys exposed to aggression content in televison and .the increase In
aggiesston m the boys exposed to the tontrol diet t on tttt ute the moat important finding its the
study fd at 80 Ml 1 his result was interpreted to mean that all aggress,* television diet pro
vides -cognitive suppoit a coping function auotiated with aggiessive (militates. In other words.
the vicarious unagmative activity entailed in obsetving aggressive-content on television leads to a
telese of aggression 1 his resembles the Vcatharsis- hypothesis, which suggests that drive redcc
non t television Mr movie watching 0<clirS and. therefore, that such viewing reduces veal life
violence D Ilowitt A G C berbatch. .116pra at 32.

"Frshinh and Singer ilertly utilised different -underlying concepts from Balsam&
Feshbach emphasises fantasy and cathaists, while Hamlin& talks of observational learning and
imit tire tell in vollnpilying note 33 supra Another problem is the measure cd aggiesaion.
AS the studies involve play moat t t s and attacks on inanimate objects. with no demonsoated
trial to overt aggiesaion and actual assault on anothet individual.

all Onallywered question whether aggreuive play is at all the same as a
direct auault (mon anothel u hild Indeed there is evidence that one of the
that M teristits of imaginative children is theit capacity to-engage in vigorous ggressive
play mute compatable to the sum )(cursing in the Bandura type expetiments . .

It relnallis to he seen whethet such play beats a direct rela to overt aggression
`Unger rhe Influence of Violent. "droved in Teteession Of Motion Pictures Upon Overt Ag
gre tiny Behatto. hip C.In'slault Op A(r.RIASION AND VIOLS/NCI (J Singer ed. 1-971) at 38

"1 he Smgeon (;euevar, sciriittra Advisoty C tt mines- on Television and Sodal Behavior
hided that a t a ulal c tt nection does finding
A preliminary and tentative umulu ati ttt of a causal welation-between viewilig violence on

televysion and agspessive behavun an iodisation that any such causal relation operates
only on ttttt e u hildten (who a(,e pied"I"ed to he aggieuivf). and an indicatum that it
(metrics mify in some env llllll nent1 contests Sui h tentative and limited roncl
are very Satisfying I hey teptesent substantially ll re knowledge thau we had Iwo
years age. but they leave many titicatinin unansweled

Id . supra note 12. At 18 19
"See Motets v New York. 331 U S 507 (1918). Co llll ent. Flyclunon of Children from

rioleng Moues. 67 COt via L Riv 1149 .41967)
I he lag k ol a lnyttny vii t misfiring violence is ill crintrast with tir historical suppolt for cen

soling ohs( enity ln Pfaff' c Untied Stale,. Justice thennan gave great weight to history as a
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cowboys and Indians poim to a history in support of such violent tales. The
195(Vs produced crime comic book legislation. aimed at censoring or limiting'
distribution to minors of comics featuring crime:" however, that legislOon
does not support the Chicago ordinance inasmuch as the comic book laws
were struck down by courts" relying on Winters v. New roik," the case
which rejected an attempt to censor violent publications." More recently,
legislation censoring vioknt "medra %VAS likewise rejeCted when an ordinance
censciring movies harmful to children was held void for vagueness in In-
Uri/ate Circuit. Inc. v. City of Dallas

Support for constitutional protection of violent media may also be drawn
from the current erosion of traditional nonprotected categories of expression.For exampk. New York Tones v Sullivan" has been interpreted as signaling
an erosion of the "two level approach" to speech." which creates two

1past ilk at lot excluding obscenity from constitution. protection 354 U.S. 476, 483 (1957).Hes ause libel laws and the crilitet ol blasphemy and prof nity existed at the time the Constitutionwas I stilted speech falling within mt. h offenses WAS im tided to be outside tsf the plotection ofthe litu anuiulinent Although obscenity laws admittedly were not as well deiteloped, obscene
speci h likewise was intended to- be nonpiotected. according to Brennan. who reasoned, "As early
AS 1712. Massachusetts mail9 it icuninal to publish 'ny filthy. obscene

. ot profane rang, pam-phlet libel oi mork fertntin r huts prof atut y and obscenity woe related offenses." ld at48? 85

1 his hastorn al my/Lamm has bertt stun tied by c Manus and by a Justice t g in thecm's- Ser. r g halven, 1 he Met aphysn s of the haw of ObaCell14. 1960 Sup. Ct Rev. I. 2(-Ald gh it hli been atgued that the uttri ant e of obst mit y was a coluniondaw clime, eatly inSIAM t.i are itillegnent and
. at best. ambiguous -1 Justice Douglas wt oft.. -thihke the law of libel,wionghilly relied no to Beruhat nen . theve is no special histmu al evidence that literature dealingwith sex w S IMClIded I tt be trealrd M A special inannet by those wbus-allafted the First Amendmem Roth v (lotted SlaleS_ irt .4 U S 476, 514 (dissenting opinion) Although the evidence oflaws lontetmicit .11144111s WIl h the ratifit a twit 0( the Constnutivn has been questioned, Justice Brennan alio made ilear that more resient bunny supports his conclusion. by noting the existence ofobsi rutty liwi in .01 the states oth v United States, 340 U.S at 485

"See Cornmem. tupro notr at 1161 62. for 71. .... Mall Of C 1100k leglilafinll."See Nth( r Conint't, v Siegel elinises. Inc., 235 Md. 110. 162 A 2d 727, cert dented,364 US 909 (1960). hatzry v County of Icis Angeles. 52 Cal. 2d 360. 341 P.2d 310 (1959) Marhatsre tVtell the i leaf Alld 1111-1CM dallSCCI tell
"1411 j ' S 501 l 19481
"Id at 519 Vet hanenosh the Winters (mot found obscenitY legislation more arcep-. table'becaose htstot v )ott died it -they implied the .gt amllather clause argtiment oi Roth, whichexernio NI obit rutty from the t lllll t ptetttog scrutiny of Enst Amendment standards." Krislov,ttriftrit note 15 at 154

"SW t' S 676 (19681 the Cay of Dallas enacted All Ml11111111CC establishing a Motion Pic-tore Classchrilt Boa id to datsoty films as suitable or not ble fur young persons. "Notmit a We 11/4 hitird 'Idlest. f thing 01 Pour iVIng IWillAbly, l I- I SUNK e or depravity in such amannei as to he in thr pttigment of the Build', likely to incite tit cm-Mirage crime or delimpieni'y 011 the part ol vnung prisons Id 'AI 681 82 Student notes have discussed the Incision and itsmon lowet t rout opinions Sr/ 35 At 8 I. Ri V 173 (19681. 55 Cm ir I. knv 92t (1967). Commeiii . fist fusion of Children Irom Violent Moteet. 67 Col . t. Rev 1149 (1967); Vote, Conlatt ul loud/ I MC 1 /lc Sale oj (ThIcene Materral 10 Afinort, 17 U M KANSAN 1:11 1. RI,V 127(IWO))
"176 I' S 254 (111(14)
"Kalsen fAe Neu+ Yorh lime, Owe A Note on'the Central Meemmg of the first Antewsimeat. INA %Cr CI Ri.s 19! 217 18
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categories that *hich is worthy enough to require "the application of First
Amendnwnt prcitection and that which is beneath First Amendment" con-
cerns " Lowerls-vel speech traditionally included fighting words," group
libel," obscenity." and commercial speech." Utilizing the traditional ap-
proach. the plaintiffs in New York Times argued that libel was lower.level,
not constitutionally protected, speech. Mr. Justice Brennan rejected the argu-
ment'

!Mr ale «impel d by neither precedent nor policy to give any more weight
to the epithet "It el" than we are to other "mete labels" of state law. . .;

like nsurrection, contempt. advocacy of unlawful acts, breach of the peace,
obst enity, sohcita on of legal business, and the various other formulae for
the repression of e presaion that have been challenged in this Court, libel can
claim no ialisma immunity from constitutional limitations. It must be
measured by stand rds that satisfy the First Amendtnent."

This statement tnay indeed signal the elimination of much lower-level
speech, .55 commercial speech and group libel are now placed back under the,
prom( tion of the 4irsr amendment." Even though obscenity and fighting'
wotds may remain tionprotected categories. 'other broad categories of non
protected speech have become less acceptable. so that creation of an
analogous category for violent speech would probably not be warmly
received

The unacceptability of a broad category does not. however, preclude

"Id at 217
"Chaphosky v New Hampshire. 115 US 568 (1942).
"Beanharnais v Illinois. 143 U .S 250 (1952)
"Roth v tinned States. 354 1.1 S 476 (1957).
"Valentine v Chrestensen, 316 U S 52 (1942)
"176 U S At 269 (footnotes omitted)
"See Viigmia State Bd of Pharmacy v Vitginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc.. 425

US 748 (1976'). New York Times v Sullivan. 376 U S. 254 (1964), Vanagto v. Schwartz, 401 F.
Stipp 87 (I' 0 N V 19M). tl/fd mom rub nom, Schwartz v. Vanasco. 423 U.S. 1041 (1976).

'Buz sec Young v Amelican /Hip Theatres. Inc.. 427 U.S. 0 (1976), in which Mr. Justice
Stevens indicates that society's interest in mine types ,of expresion is of a leuer magnitude than
the interest in expression at the core of the first amendment The Justice states.

Morevei . even though we recognize that the Fitst Amendment will not tolerate

the total suppres of erotit materials that have some arguably ArtistiC value, it is

tnamfert that sot ieu'r interest in protecting this type of expression is of a wholly dif
ferrule and lesser. magnitude than the intetest in untrammeled political debate that
inspired Voltaire's unmortal comment Whether political oratory or philosophical
discussion moves us to Applaud or fo despise what is said, every schoolchild can unders.
tand why our duty to defend the right to speak remains the same. But few of us woule
Mart h oni sons And dughters off to wat to preserve the citizen's right to KY "Specified.
Sexual Activities exhibited in the theaters- of our choke. Even though the First
Amendment ((((( rot communication in this area from total suppression, we hold that
the State may legitimately use die content of these materials as the basis for placing
then, in a Miley flit clasalfir ati011 (fmti other motion piettirrs

Id at 70 71
Where violent rallieuimi would tit into Mr. Instice Stevens' graduated apploach to the litst

Mendttlefil 11 11(it appattfil
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dile drawing or tole making which does not attemjit to create "talismanic mi
mionty- fot violent speech just at A "deliberate, calculated falsehood- re
MAIM 110111)lOtrned:41 50 might A itariow clam of violent expression in Certain
coCUMsl anc es instead of calving OM a bioad category of nonprotected
speech. our May engage in a mote refined "definitional balancing." which
"draws the constitutional line generically, by determining the meaning of
constitutional guarantees fin different classes of situations."'

flowevei. delineating a narrow class of violent expression and
distinguishing it from 'the violent expression which remains protected by the
first amendment is a difficult task. For instance. "violent when viewed by
children- in the Chicago orchnance does not apparently create a natrow class
of violent expression " histead. modeled on the definition of Obscenity for
undated in Mdkr v Calsprma." the Chicago definition includes viokm
tnovies which lack Serious artistic. political or scientific value." As an attempt
to accommodate hee speech with the interests in pieventing antisocial con4'
duct and related harms, the Chicago formula is over inclusive.

To avoid mei inclusiveness. the definition could be limited to violent
movies causing viewers to engage in actual violence and -criminal acts.
Although this natiowei definition may be less objectionable constitutionally,
it may be currently unworkable -given the inconclusive results of empirical
studies attempting to 'relate 'violent media and crime. Separation of media in-
to causal and noncausal categories would he guesswork. 'risking intrusion of
cens;Uship powei into protected speech. This risk looms too large to warrant
classifOition of even this Ilatfow CUSS a expressioll as tionprotected."

. _
_

"New Volk I Imes v Solhvan $7b V S 264. 279 MO (1964)
g 1-1/0, Yea., 0/ C/ear and Prrirfit Danger From Schenck to Nrandtmburg mid

Beyond, 1910 r (:1 Ric 11 hi Vallat(.0 v Satwartz, 401 F Supp HT. 95 (F. D.N
1)75) a/rd 421 V ) 401 (19761

laying down unit Mir, ot appltt ation is an appioath which has gained 'h acceptabilitystole New Yolk 1 Intel v Sohn au 'Sib LI 5 254 (1965) was decided 1 hat case esublished -a
ledri al tole that plohilto, publn 011111411 I Irmseling damages for a defamatory falsehood
telat tog to his olfit iai t onthivt milt-ohr tome, that the statement was made with 'Attual
176 V S at 2 'PI SO

"8re test inlra 51 nOte 4
"411 U S IS 04711
"('lM 41.0 I )1(111".1 INC! utirti note 4. al § I5S 5(11)
"1 he Cool 1 tvl Appeal, oplioon an lutematr (ircuit, 101 s, City of ()alias. 566 F 2d 590

troh (.11 loti6) tutated. 590 1,7 S '676 (196141 states.
A, lout-fat Ai their atgonients MO be for I he rxpancioui of the scull of thrOra dumb, anon ii atulaid, th'e long htflor y of the musuIr of the r osorshiP Power rimtote, Its that thr vt A otlattl Iou ilassification mum be restricted to the control of

1,bsi cliii v lo co lllll tering the i latitht A11011 Apptoaf k. we t annot 'ignore the activities of
the (-envoi '1 Bet Attie of the set y teal threat III the Adult's fleedtIM of speech and
rspiess . thr Soweto.. (ourt h, appairlitly hooted censorslop affecting adults to
!tallow!). dettned atra id obst rutty

Id at 5'18
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A Ityrnaotv Approach. Apphcatwn of Darter Test

To allow limited censorship of violent mecha without the difficulty of
labeling such media as nonprotected. their protected status might be
recognirCd but at the same time made subject to the "clçar and present
danger- test " BeCause a major concern in censoring violent media is the
pr event ion of antisocial, delniquent. at criminal actso.the public might
consider such media dangerous If this dangerous quality reaches certain legal

.standards. the media in queston may be suppresaetf, not because it is by
definition outside of the first amendment, but because that which could be
protected speech may be so harmful that it justifies regulation." "The ques-
tion in every case is whether the words -used are used in such circumstances
and'ale\ of st4,5h a nature as to create a clear and presem danger that they
will, bring aboin the substantive evils ihat Congress has a right to prevent.""

The convoluted history of the clear and present danger test makes it dii
ficult to assume that the test is applicable to a motion'picture censorship or-
d111.AIICC Two problems impede application of the test: (I) determining the
cunent formulation of the test and (2) evaluating whether this formula ap-
plies to entertainment as expression."

The test in its metamorphosis from clear and present danger to the cur-
.1ent standard of inciting imminent lawless action" has been formulated and

"Sett 5, henck y United States. 249 U 5 47 (1919)
"Mr illative Ilohnes noting that -the moat stringent protection of free speech vpoold.not

wino t a wan iii talselv shouting file in a ibestie and ausing a pante,- (list formulated the test for
ugiiliilig am It speech See Schenck v United Ssatec 249 II S 47. 52 (1919).

"Id
genenalty "Atmore tuft* nose I. M SHAPIRO FREEDOM or SPIIIICH TM SUPREME

t70tR t AND JUDICIAL RIAnnv (1966). Linde. "Clear and Preset( Dang.r" fieccomined Assonance "
in My firandenhurg Con. trio 22 S1A I. Rty 1161 (1970). Strong. Fifty Years of -Chrar and
Present Danger- From Scherach to Brandenburg and Btyond. 1969 SUP CT REV . 41.

'When Mt fustite Holmes hist alto tilsteil the dear and. ptesent danger test ill Schetck v
f'Inted Slates. 249 U 1 47 (1919). he applied it to Schenck's V):iivittion for violating.the Es.
pion,INe Att of 1917 by antra-toting a leaflet «interning Oppositi n to the draft. The creal of
the test fbohrt disousard it in his dissenting niiinion iii Ablams v United States. 250 U S. o.
(1919) 01'01111es. I dissemmg) /thrum, is temembeted not only lot the insiketplace of ideas con

ept . but also Int elevating the danger test from rule of evidence to a constitutional level. Id At
nit) Abram, has thus herrn. intetpleted to mean that "lot legislanun to pass muster, it must be
ilemimatt AIM thm a peen lll Ode ohri tive of govet is inn lll rutty nd substantially
thteatrued 'Soong. ;Orr note 19. at 4t) A few years latet Gitlow v. New York, 260 U S 652
t 192%) attempted to 1 lllll t the test to t awl in whicb the statute was couched in nonsprech terms.
distinguishing Nuth cases horn those in which the statute by its terms prohibited certain speech

hr illuminists Was latel el llll 'sated yet !Day have influenced the growth of the test. See Dennis
States. 341 U S 494 0951) Gahm, involved the statutory ptohibition of advocacy of

timmal anal. by ,

e thalidels who had ethel puned ID Mt Jumce Holmes dissent Itt Abrams, fur
the! alto ulated the Holmes Dimities% toneeption of the dear and ptesent dangcr test in his con
culling opinion in Whitney v Caldonna. 274 1.1 $ 357 (1927) (Brandeis. J., concurring) '

g self tehant men with confidence in the power of free and fearless
leasoning applied thontgh the plot cues of popular government, 110 danger flowing
hum ipe ci II tan he deemed t leas anti ptesent. %inlets the incidence of the evil .11.)
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revi,sed in the subversive speech context. However. it has beed applied in
other contexts. ,For instance, the dear and present dangeT fonpulation was
applilld in four car' involving contempt citations -fo-r tfie publication of
adverse comments on judicial behaviOr and pending cases."

.

' It hai also been appted to speech evoking a hostile redtion from
hsteners," a factual situation somewhat analogous to that of evoking 'a hostile

A

prehended is so imminent this it may befall before there is opportunity kir fUll discus
non If there bemme be expose through discusaion the felsehpod and fallaties, to kvert
the evil by the processes of education. the temedy to be applied is more speech.'not
enfoiced silence Only an emergency Can justify repreuton .

Moreoyfi. even m llll mem danger cannot justify FelOrt to' prohibition of these
functtons essential ,to effective demo& racy %inlets the evil %apprehended is relattely
sertolis

Id at 377. Miss,,Whitney wis convicted of violating tte C 1..9 Syndkalism- Act of.Cilifornia
for' assutiug us the organisation of the Cobllll lust Labor Patty. St-Arm-A, Abrams. (alow. and
Whitney thus all involved the appin anon of the teit in cases of speech as part of political 'clioi.t.
The -substarnive elil- was subversah OF overthrow of rhe goventntent by unlawful means, 11111'.
ililtIle Brandeis' woi ds, quotill above, re emphasize the political context in which the dangler test
was employed

. .
I he test was reformulated several years later and again apphed to political speech...hi Den,

, nis v Utoted States. 141 l! S 494 31951). the Court c teled whethir two sections of lhe;Sinith
Att. runceined with advocating the overthrow of the govesument by force, violated the (est
ansendnient Chief Justite %Inuits tercted' the Holmes Blaisdell test and iejdaced is,with 'a finrkt! a inun by Judge Learni-d Hand -In each.case 1ctuttsl must ask whether thelfravity of the:
WA. discounted by its implobability. justifies such invasion of free speech as is nes-euary to kyoid,...
the ditilter.- Id at 510 Taki, Hand Vinson formula has been tnuch criticized: one writer terms it
-so pale in tone and 244 neutral in emphasis that it is hprd to conceive of it as being qsed, efkc-
tively to tontiol governmental power User explession '' EMIRION. Itipfd note 21. as I IC Anotfler
notes that -Dyson; has -th dubious distinction of bringing to a head the paiadox that the .-

Holmes.. Brandeis (minute on of the danger tett as a constitutional solvent would satisfy but few
But to many It because. after DMUS, largely o0 wholly unsatisfactory because slither toe 'virile or overly weak Strong: supra note 69. at 53.

The moat 'event formula announced by th Court is in Brandenburg v. Ohios, 395 U.S. 444
(1969. 1 another political speech case which reversed a conviction of a Ku Klux Klan spokesman '
under the Ohio CruniOstl Synths altsm statute The,court made referenceto the.Dent (Tar.. Yet 'articulated us own test ,' These later decisions have fashioned the principle that the constitutional guarantees of

free speech and free press do not Remit a state ;(har* I OF proscribe advneacy of the
. 4/Ause of rce or of law violitton except where such advc.,.tcy ti directed to inciting or iji f -'0

ig imminent lawless iction and is likely to incite OF produce such action.

-

.;'

A

IL

produc
Id at 447

-sow

nekanip v

\is C1/4:

orida. 528 S 311 (1946). Bridges v Cali . 314 ;U.S. 252 (1941).

I v Georka. 370 U.S 375 (1962); eraig vi*.ney. U.S. 367 (1947); Pen,.33)l
t

.

finally emerges from thes'clear and.present danger'cases is a working.principle thd 4 #th ubstantive evil must be extremely serious and the degree of imminence extremely 'Nigh ''
fore utterances can' be puitishi'd BFidges v. Cplifornia, 311 U.S. at 263. In Pennehamp v 4'

Florida. the COWL found that there Was a lop bstantive evir in the disorderly end unfair.ad
ministration of justice. 328 U S, at 335. However, no adequatelhowing 96 clear and prese'nt
danger was made in any of ths, four casts, and on thilo,basis co*Mpt citations were *
reversed

"The olfenselinown as breach of the peace embraces a great varieti of conthict destroy-
ing or menacing'publie order and. tranquility. It'indudel net only xiolent ads but acts
'and -words likely to produce violence in others. No one would have the hardihood tos
suggest that the principle of fieedom of speech .Ilappions hintement to nei or that
religious liberty connotes the privilege to exhort others to a physical attach upon thou "
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1reaction from a movie spectator. In 'ertniniIlo v Chicago," the-test was ap
plied in the case of a man,charied.w,ith disorilerly conduct. The speaker irt
Towson,. llo .iddressed an audience of several hundred- people inside an .

..

`auditorium..and his address stirrrd the crowd odtkide to anger. However, the
... .

iSupreme . urt found no danger n the turbulent Wrowd:lipeech tMly becomes -
ponprd'tet, ed when "shown likely-to produce a ckar and presen danger of a

settous sufisfantlive evil that rise s. far above publk inconverlience.-ammystice,"*'
or bievAit..." If an angry. turbulent 'crowd sloes nol coninkule a "clear and

.

,piesont danget, peril:pa:a passive audience otmovie spectatori'mai likewise
not' 4 to The ilange level.' s' - . ....

.....
. ..

. Utilized in the text: of political advocky,.' contempt of court, nd
hostile audiences, the test. whher best phrased iss clear and presesn, e

and probable., or likely to. p ute imminent:lawless, action, is neNOPtheku
nqt easily applied to a-'triw c next. lo fartv the several. ghanges in the for-
mai itidit.ate difficulty in ing ii in i ' ohginal context`Sonte would
IMO( the teat- to eases ti,f.' tbversira action and cnOempb of eburt;" others

-

x Ness be,. its'eotal delstii -'5,ince the test --. whatever sense it may.have mask in
^

O
41 he limited trotext in tich set ottlginated is -clenisy and aatificial whers ex-

Ifantle:i-intir if.general criterion of permislible ;peech, theidecline in its f
n.. Iir " :1

tunes -. , Seems to be 4in intelttualr gain."1 I.`.
u t.'

.". Not w ft hst audios aiese . regtric:tive.'comidotsts. use 'of the relatively: recent
.. -test in Broziiienburi V. Ohii)," spggest its yilbility in c'ertajn.Circumstances.

,Ilowever. -ihe revisH fgrmula mvst b011111:plicabk to tbe .nittiVion at hand..s°

..___c_, Jo J.' "IP it .

-,.------r-... 7,"-

belongi!ig tiii another. sect When clear and pretent danger of riot. disorder,- ip- c
terfeteme with traffic ,,upon the publIc streets.o0,04 immediate thieat to 1)0(15:.., - safety, peace, or ranter. appera. the power of the, Sl'ae toNprevent or rigith is
violas .. . V

' r ,,
Cantwell vi, Cattier:tout, 310,U S P.96. Suit (1940) ,(emphas ',tided).",..

.. 137 l; S I 0949) &

.1 . 1
"Id A t 2 RevePsing the, con,atuni. on thelroundla that 'the irkel.court construed the .tir-

distance to...permit iheigunviction if his speech 'merely "stirred pedpk to-anger. ihvitld pultlic
dispute or brought, about a condition of unrCat,:' justice Douglas eepts,.. I`that conviction
resting bn any of these grounds could not &tend "Speecirindften Itrovocativt nd chalientint. It,
may strike at prejudices and pretonceptions ihil have profound unsettling' effects at it *eases for

I IP atfeptance of an Idea .,: Id at 4 5 1.. .- '
.ftren'nan. The Supreme ethot toed Vt. Meohleefhltn Interpretaticm of Ihe Fero Amend:

'thew, 79 FIARV ..l. IUV I. 8 (196S) `-;

Kakets, "Ilumhebtird . flange, and Willi operi:- A Note pa Free Speech and the iVa...-.

ern 'Court. 67 MICH L. Its.- 20, J97 (Iptu Kalven praised the Warrenucourt for "the abroga
4 lion of outmoded Meat. most sigmficantly. "Ike great reduion In ihe status and preitigersf the a

clear and present danger test ' , .4 -,,.... " ,,, 4. . .
And Mr Justice Douglas. i? hir cairtuttite.opinion in Brapdentkurg, noted, "Though 1

tioubt if the 'cleat aud. present danker' taft is-congenial to a.he First Atfienilmern in iime%f a "
., dec;lared %Vat, J am certain tiii; ts noyeconctlahle Vlith the First Amendment in days of

k)eace 39111 S. &CO? (Dit, J . lonpOrini). . #

f . "4111064. Kalve,ja stated that\ "it is vicar that, as .444he juditheyt in the Mies case,it'haa

4111.1/4

dnappeared A learven. supra npte 43. at 16. Brandenburg Was decided, in 196,t
,.r . " ;Chas-Brandenburg. formula may ihe turrent. jei.limited to its factuallcontht poiitiesse 1'

advol-acy whitheges'7uten'eli tiluiribratful a-cisors. Mit since the earlier versiems'of the,test were
- 41.
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And teats focusing on advocacy and indteMent are ill-suitesl,to motion pit-,
tures'as art Of entertainment. Notes one 'commentor:

The emphasis is all on truth winning out in a.fair fight betliens competing
ideas . . . Not all communicsitions are relevant to the politicil prOcrag. .

Art 'and belles tette?* do not deal in such . . . and,it makes tittle sense
herr to-talk. aa Mt ...illaikkaIDACi did in ha.gnat evasion-in. Wigats4).4d.......0....
whether there is still time for counter speach.,Thus there. seems to be, a hiatus
in' our bask free-speech, theory " .

.s N.
a

\Such criticism alone nerd \lot preclude aAlication pf thetesi, in art or
entertitinment;" If a test is to be utilized, it will presumaPb41r.be the Branden-
burg foimulation " Translated into the context' of movie *censorship, under
Brandenburg, only violent moVies that- incite viewers to commit triminil acts
within a short time would be censored. Without veliable empirical pro-of of
the causation of 7.intisocial conduct, a test resttg on suah proof would restilt
in automatic rejection of ehethicago ordinance or-Any comparable scheme." .

Given the inadequacy of current attempts.,to siow causation it.is appropriate
to wait for such proof

II. PERMITTING LIMI1 ED CENSORSHIP TO PROTECT CHILDREN

Without hard empirical evidence to provide a distinctioil between films .
which incite viewers to commit criminal acts and films wfuch'are, harmless, it
is sound to deny constitutional validity to a general scheme for censoring
violent motion pictures under any existing first amendment analysis.-Neyer-
theless. narrow censorship confined to-tlikprotection of children may be con-
stitutional. The Supreme Court has signaled the acceptability of special pro-

.

developed in the politicalsontest yet appliedfat least ociadonally in other contexti, perhaps the
Brandnburg telt ton (lit be: applied outsicle of the political organization scene. Hoever. by its
own terms, the test is limited to advocacy and Incitenunt; ii. the wgrds of the case, "the constitu-
ti nn al guarantees do not permit a State to (Rebid Or tuoacribe advoivicy . . . except where
such advocacy is directed to inciting idsminent lawless action.'. ,fl 395 U.S. at 44X (tm .
phpli added) The obvious question. then is whether movie censorship can be assessed.by a test
focusing on advocacy And incitement Kiksley Intl Pictures v Regents. 360 U.S. 684 (1959).
warns that censorship laws cannot prevent the exhibition of a enovie,that advocates an idea-in." :; this caw, that adultery may 64. proper under certain circumstances. The,court seems to. reason
that where advocacy of conduct falls short of incitement, regulation Interferes with ideas. 360
U S at 688 8.9 The use of the language.of "advocacy" and "incitement" in kingitey may. in
theme thai Brandyntourg test is applicable to motion picture censorship.

"Kalven7tupro note 21, at 16. ..
"Sec Buchanan. ONeensty and Arandnkill Th. Mining fink), 11 tfoin LeRtY 537.

57(c (1974).
PSee note 69 mfrci
'4Krislov suggests that those who oppose all obscenity regulation "adopt a thinly veiled form

of the same position by suggesting that publications may be censored only upon proof cd a 'clear
and prewtil danger of an evil that rather selfevidently is not provable under present cbnditions
in the behavioral sciences Krislov, suitefa note 15. at 155..

-
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tection for children rom obscenity" and haw offered a rough delineation of
wariabk obscenity." which enables the state to regulate the 411seinination of
materials to juveniles which it could not regulate as toladults." It is con-
ceivable that similar variable definitions for censoring violence may be accep-
table. However, the case Iry precetients fnr variable obscenity have been
brought into question by a suksequent change in the definition of obscenity."
The weak NOM rt -tiffertvebyttIttremet 'Rat Ittr Muted' by 'tht
cases address only the mbjece of obscenity- and -not alai of violent expres-
sion."

, It is nevertheless well settled 'hat snore stringent controls on corn-
, municative materials available io yonths may be utilized in certain contexts."

At the same time, it is only in relatively narrow and well-defined dr-
cumstances that the goiernment may bar such dissemination of protected
materials to minors."_ In other wortlli, while recognizing that different stan-
dards may apply to legislation focUiea on minors, the Supreme Court has not
precisely articulated the differences.'"

In view of the lack of guidelines, it becomes a formidable task to create
legislation iestricting dissemination of violent 'Materials to minors which

.

We recognize the legitimate and indeed exigent interest of Stites ails( local-
ities throughout the Ntion in preventing the diise m inatipn l material deemed halm
ful to childken State and local authorities might well consider whether ther objec-
civet in this area would be Mier ocrted by law aimed specifkally at pies-end:14
distribution of objectionable material to c dein. rather than at totally prohibiting its
disanninationr:-

See Jacubellis v Ohio. 576 b1.5 184. 195 (1964Kdrenn J in dictum).
"Krislov. supra nnte16. iee,nim Note. For Adults Only The Cmisfolutionithiy of Covets- .

eientel Film Censors/up by Age Classsfseptton, 6 VALK U. 141 (1959); Note, Private Censorship r
of MOIAIII. 22 SIAN L. RSV 616 (1974 '

-11
"Sti Itabklt v New York. 391 U 5 462 (19611). Interseate Circuit. Inc.' v. City of DOA*, ,.9

390 U 5 676 (1966): Ginsberg v New York. 190 U S. 629 (1966).
"lit Greuberg v New York. the Court adopted a variatibn of the adult obscenity standards .."

enunciated in Roth v United States. 554 U.S. 476 (1957), and Memoirs v. Maasachusens. 363 °

1.1 S 415 (1966), however, the court abandoned the Roth-Memoirs test in Miller v. California.
a "In F..nnotitak v Jacksonville. 422 U S 205. 2M (1975). Mr. justice Powell stated. "In Millc -

qi
.v California. supra. we abandoned the Roth Memoirs test for jud enity with respect tq

clubs We have not had -easion to decide what effect Miller will have on 'nsberg formula
s,

tion Ernunnsh involvect an utdinance king it punishable for a drtve-in theater to bxhibit (Ins .
containing nudity, when the screen is v ible from the street. The eirdinance was held invalid!-
' kal1.5eventh,,Circuit case itivoIvin a timilaf ordinance addreued tispe-question'nf whethei

city Ray go beyond the restrictiot m plicit in the concept of variable obscenity and ecinclude
that 'a city may not. consonant with, the First Amendment. go 'beyond the limitations inherent hi
the concept of variaide obscenity m regilliting the disiemfoation.to juvepiles of 'oh}ectionalile`
material Cinecom Theaters Midwest States, Inc. v. City of Fort ,Wayne. 473 Fld 1297..1203

-11

(7th Cur 1973)
`147t1.1 S at. 212
"4.1 at 612 13'

,

61.31e generally Ermnanilt v Jacksonville 422 (1.5 205 (1973): 'Tinker, v Des Monies
. School Dist , 593 (I S 503 (1969) Tinker is cited in Eteonotrt'M not only for tin pro,po,ition that
"Nil Mt* (ism slices.% the values protected by the First Amendrornt att:no I appliekble
when govrrnni9s1 seeks to control tImpflow of informaiion teminors." 422 U.S. t21 bnt also

,s
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would survive' cynstitutional challenge. and it appears inevitible that suc
leKislation would he paticulatly susceptible to a due process chalknge on I
pounds of vagueness " Mr Justice Marshall stated in Interstate Circuit" at
the vice of vagueness, is particularly pronounced while expression is t to
be subjected to licensing." A licensing ordinance. even if confi to films

r.exhibited to youths. may well affect the marketabiliii of fi4ris for adult au-
4. diencrs 'and AS a Cuilictiufw.e. affect the first amendment interesu of. such

adults " Moreover. the permiuibk extent of liagueneu is not a function of
. the extent of thc power to regulate or control expression with respect to

children. vagueness is not rhidered less objectionabk because the regulation
' 0 expresaion is one of classification lather than direct stOppreuion."

i .
Jusu'as :Vic Dallas licensing ordinance failect without narrowly. drawn,

reasonable and definite state& for the officials to follow." so might the

tru the amen that first amendment toihts of t %% ii % ors are not coelltensIVC with UMW of adults.,
.,

Id I n II Mr Juan, e Stewan A sont MIMI( spi %%% Otis 111 Tinker And Gtrubarg are Tinted for the
idea that a (hilt! Is like snmeone in a t aptive authrow- not possessed of full capacity for ni
domiltiat choice he If A tmom a viewing of a violent movie is -like someone ill a captive au
diem e it may qualify as one of the u % natited "Prectsely delineated btrat- winch miy be. tegulable Id -1- he finding of motopess in JaeObs v Roatd of Sthool C %% in . 490 1:. 20 601 (7th

. Cu 19741 viscid:if m moot. 4,20 f' S 1,28 t tpm.):,exii be attothet uidit anon of A present intelem
,

in avoiding difficult decisnLis :on firm amentbnent'llghts of children Jacobs toncerned a high
t.hool leiground iivespapet An earhet precedent for rigulpting mamers,,whele imi Him

-41010,Ignewv. tieVaysselTrity,-11 Is Priticv StossIsciametts. 31 11.3 ISM (1944), in which the
I, -Conn 'll'eldhot paterds timid ot:t ,issilfni,trinld labor v;:' in,urclei to' distributt religious .:...,..-s, liteltule Ittince van 'be +intetpreted as hal:intuit( first' ndotent 'rights w9tAti the concerns of 'A 4'child -laborlaw4 1 hi tiith Cm int opirAis in inleistailetimut. 366.1' 24 S (f966). rood on'd

rainondet4,;f190 ll S. 676 (796/11. ton;Ltlered aix %%%%% ems bred or Prince hut rejected them in light
s4 ii.

p i"; of tlie' lossik tumour til At:Amuse 4 1 ent.iiffride.. +;;;;"" - . .., -.
'Censoiship legulanotsuuust, avoid the ttiff vaguenes Androverhieadth See Note, The -^ .' F,iya".-Instritipsent Osiortsreadtk,:akittrm011t v' to RVei.--144 (1970), Note. T,fre Vosdlor-.. ,.

c4flifignenoaT410# trine sts..tA Suplrne Co#Vt. 109:44,ePA Cr. Rh( 1671196{11). The tattling are ex- \
: -.simples dl censorship cases in sAiph the vkgueneis dtmine has befit used Joseph Rurstyn, Inc. v. .lc) 10 4: ;3' 4i10 (19% rum idegious..). (le'll'ing, vit.-texas., 343 11 S 960 (1952) ("of. such

chat Mick as 0,be p:'e'pldit litto ihe hett inters-jot id the peripleTh afrkt me Films. 1nV v Depart...,
.2`incan olk Wm . 346 Usk, S8r09541 (-tend to corruprmorahl .

"See nore:,si tri/ra. ,. .._ P
,t `Intersta(e CArt UR, tilt. v City of Dallas. 390 U S.; 616. 683 71 978). !:..

_c:
..

"1hus. ode who,wishes to , otivey his ideas through !bit medium, whkh or courie -
...Outlet one who is interened not A4I much in exiliession tv ip makirig mt.m7y, rtst

to ll n l fin whethet what he pioposes to film. and hossAmsproposes Ls) film it:is within
....:. the terms of clandiat lll schemes mph As OM It Itr ..i:s unable to determine" what the

(militant e nsegis., he runs the task of being, fTiterlosed, in ,practical effeer. from a
snernlit,Ico pontos% otithe musk-going public Rather than run that risk, he might

..

ir choose' nothing but the moot s. llPerhaps save for the so caed 'adult" gicture..
,..s , Moreovei. a local #:.hibitot whit can ll ol Alfold to risk losing the youthful aUdietne

when a film may be of markmal intelest to adults perhaps a "Viva Maria" tnay
tontia9 to show only (10 totally Itine The vast wastilarnd that slime hissie described,

, in itifeteme to A nothey medrum might be a verdint paradise in 4-on.i.parison The',Firsk-:
. Ninelidnient interests heresair, thetefole, broader than merely those of the film maker,

distributor, Allti elPubitot. "and certainly broadel than thoie."01 'midis udder 1A.
Id itt 684 , 0 t, .

"Id. at 688-89 0
.

."fd at ti,ftiva .

. . ' 5. '.;
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Chicago ordinance be fatally. vague." In the absence of clear-cut empirkal
evidence or Articulated standards of law, it follows that almost any legislative
attempt to impose restrictions on expression beyond the scope of obscenity or

obscenity would, in the words of the Supreme Court, set the censor
a bound* sea " Consequently, even if a form of censorship
ilthen is tfeoreticilly permissible, a sufficiently linnted ordinance

apply . t he cussersu of at a nda rds
.11 definition of violesst Media-harmful to children.

.

CONCLUSION

Because empirical data cannot offer conclusive proof of either the
presence or absence of a causal connection betiyeen viewing violent movies
and the occurrence of serious antisocial behavior, and becauk legal
precedents are slim, carving out a new categoiy of nonprotected expression is.
not justifiable. In addition. it seems erroneous to contlude that lawless action;
is imminent when empirical research denies such clarity. Although the 'We's
special interest in children may justify some veyy limited form of censorship
which would affect only minors, a sufficiently limited ordinance may be MI:
gossibk' to draft and impractical in application. As.a model, -the Chicago-4i-
dinance dors not appear to be nairowly drawn and, therefore, if cballenged
in court. may fail on grounds of vagueness In the absence of akertainable
standards, the risk of the censors intruding into protected speech looms too.
large.

MARI( B. COOK

"A niktal det on the conatitu onalny of-the Chicago tainance may well rest mil
grounds ol vagueneu !Isla was the app h of the Court in /ntentan Circuit, in which Mr
.1ustue 1,1arshall tInsumed the sltrl of v t sa .1Ie also ed. -

Nor is it an Answer 10 J10 arguoney that a partnulat rgulation of expresaion,js vague
w err that it was adopted for the salutary purpose Of protetting children The per
unesrhie eateor oi vakponess vs 00% airgtlif popitti10051 to. or 111 funs:thin of. the eatent..
of the power lo regulite or .control expression with respett to children.

390 U S it t419
rhe thii ago definition ri.indeed vague. Although thili ordinance itieludes,.a tengthylist of

descriptve trims, the very nit lustweneis of the list na'kes if :ailikult to 01, what the.prohilnced
expression is supisO,Vit to he Furthertrwire: the stamtapd.01 lacknig WWII* fiterary, Prils*.
political. 01 scientific vahiso: is even melte vsgun, This .staridav" haa been accePtiti in tb"e ires çsf
nbacewty Ogidation. hrt it war not. be 1 ii, so. Weptable.ini dals!new area. In .sklificion. to. or
instead or bona vague. Ike traniqint may be.ovriqpsd. lf;it invades are!' of pi:osecteel tpeeck
or has a (hiding effect, the ordihince'may be tnvalitj sç, Facial twerbre.40!h. yasuenewahtt,
related nverhreadth ffisy, thete1om,',Iet.t4 greatest wtalenesa itt ho d;iicsgo.ardin4ncr.,

"Intentate Circd1t, Inc v 390 U,.3. it184. ,.- s,
, ,
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1.

B. SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE REGULATION OF
THE MASS MEDIA

RIWLVED: rUAI THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD SIGNIVICAN/tY STREW:TUN'
THICREGOLACION OF KASS MEDIA COMMUNICATION IN THE UN11:i0HrfATSS.

, , )
Felt 1; Mr0411iCilet Mfdie'

,,

Access to the air; a-conference on the pubfic responsibility of broadcast
licences. and the ethical 414 legal conmiderst(uns of aquartime,

leditortaVighg, personareftacks, balanced paiirsmilng,-and the fair-
ness doct Die, DelsOnico's Hotel, Now Yprk, Sop!. 20-29, 1960.. New
York, Graduate Schoozt of Journalica, enterable Univereity, 19694 46 p.

Andisoo, V- Scott. TV violence-and viewer aggreesi?n: a cumulation of
lardy resulte. 1956-1976..

Pubtic otilninn quarcerly, v. 4l,.fell 1977:
314-331.

-
. ,

s 'Altbough there do exist several prohlame with the resulto cuniit--..
4,- taint, it 'mem. quite clear civic,: according io thd findings of-the'studiee

tollectsd there 14 at 'least ti weak positive relationship betWeen
,

(' -latching violent:On television.and the eubsequent aggreseion dieplayed
by oiewers.of that skoloincit. In light of thes findings, one would .

woos, tqat'the violence aired cm television requires mom. curtailment,
at least until the time that a definite concFnecon is reecaed."

Albert, James A. The Federal aod tonal regulation Of cable tele:401On.. ;
Colorado law review, v. 48, 4 or 1977i 501-513.

i;71

Article examines ligal i sa,aelociated leCth cable television,
Critique, roles of, ite regull Ory,agengies end reviews the 1.ateet
Kiguletory'decisione. .

, ..

Amakca'n.S4r Aesociatioo. t\iemenniciitione Law roiewittAA. EloctvOnic.
iournelismAnd DIRAC Amendment problmma,. Federal comminficetions'
per journal; v. 29, no, 1, 1976: 1-62.

1 POnlehtS AAvdeastandations And badkground with respect to "thi
. faittne:a doctine, -both in broadcasting and cable televikion; the. i

.policias of tbe Federal Communications Coviseion concerning .: T Clioteti os staged newe; the ben...on edltdatakiting by nqncommorcial
, Memioneltir,oldcast tationsi and the atriit refoirements of

'ob4estrkiity and belanoi! in...kha Public Sroadoksting Act of 1967."

AtWilaA tharles, 40f.otheps..
. Select,ive exposure to televised violence,

. so!Journal of broulceeting,; v:I. 23,-winter 1979: 5-13.

"ill, P4q91:46104*Pcovidee oupportive videnc for selective
expoeursto:Agireadiefitelavision entertainment programming which
-is colipikii614 eith, oggrtesive sttitudimik prodisposirtions. Sven,
Airkfh conservativw-relireeeion aptlycis,that,cont,roll for grade.
ex, and initial miewimpipattotOw, e ignificenf relakionship remains
betweenprior nclen/itiOns end ubwoquint program choicel".". .. - -., .

.. r, -.. .-

. -
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a

August, Allen. Writers Guild v. FCC: duty of the networks to resist
govecomentrit isgulation, Syracuse ley review, v. 28, 'spring 1977:
583-607.

. comment reviews district court case concerning the television
"family hoye policy. The_court imposed a duty on the television
networks 0 reeiat government intervention into programming decisions
on the basis of the First Amendment. This comment finds the
Communioetions Act of 1914 or the Sherman Antitrust Act to be a
preferable basis for the decision.

bakor, Joan. Free speech and Federal control: ttie U.S. approach to
broadcest regulation. Modern law review, v. 39, Mar. 1976: 147-161.

'Explores the problirof control over program content in the
context of the U.S. broadcast structure.

bucker, Jo Ann M. Unleashing cable TV, leash14 the VCC: constitutional
limitations og government regulation of pay'television. Fordhem
urban law journal, v. 6, spring 1978: 647-665.

. .

Case note reviews the 1977 Nome Box Office court of appeal.
decision which set aside FCC rules-limiting pay TV prom:ramming,
reduced the Commission's authority to rogulete psi TV, aha restricted
X part. contacts.. Celli, it "resounding viCtory for-cable tele-
visidu,interesta,"

Benet, James. Public TV kills news winner: foreclosure on the fourth
larms.. Nation, v..215. Dec. 3, 1477: 384-590.

Discusses why the San Vrancisco,public tsleViilion program, News-
room, went off the air in mtd-Octoher, 1977 after nine successful
seasons. Suggests that the reasons for the removal of this program and

.

and others like it, ihclude the withdrawal ot private foundation funding
(or public.television and.'arl'Incleass ih the invElvemont of commercial
television in public broadcasting.

borner, Richard Olin. Constraints on the regulatory process:.a caee study
of regulation of cable telitvision. Cambridge, Mass., Ballinger
Nblishing Co., 1976. 107 p.

boson, Stanley M. and Mitpiell M. Bridger. Economic analkeis and teler
vision' yegulation:'a review. 'Santa Monica, Rand, 1973. 22 p.

&antler, Margot: broadcstingA who shall govern? TeasTobserver,
v. 70, Ocl, 20.1978.:

Kalimines the concentrative ot wnership of television ahd radio
stations in Taxan. Criticises the FCC foi its licensing policies Which,
the author allege., d4scriminate againet independent broadcasters.

1

.4 3:78..w.
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[ever, Thomas C. and others. Young viewers' troubling reeponsk to TY
ads. Nervard business' review, Nov.-Dec. 1975: 109-'120.

The author. found that ."current advertising techniques may
lie neither offective.nor rediponsiblo for tie. with children."

Bustorna, John C. Diversity of ownership as criterion in 'C lic-
nsing *ince 1965. Journal of broadcasting, v. 20, win 1976:
101-110.

[amain.. diversity of ownership as criterion in FCC licensing
relative to other stated criteria.

Cable television and contnt regulation: the FCC, the First Amendment
end the electronic newspaper. New York University law review, v. 51,
Apr. 1976: 133-147,

'01111Ment demonsttAtes "that the rational, 'behind broadcast reg-
ulstion te who10 inappropriate to eagle and thst. If analogies
sre to be drawn, cable is more akin to the printed than to the
broadcast media:"

Chapman, Stephen. Down with public television. Alarpors magazine, v. 259.
. Aug. 1979: 77-80; 84.

11xmaines tho Cernogie Commiesion on the Future of Public Broad-
casting's report and contends that "the report can best be read as
disiutoreefed.analysie of public broadcasting, but as brief on behalf
of public broadcasting's entrenched intoreate." Criticizes the current
operation of pubtic television And queations the need for Federally-
funded television, wondering if cable and cassettes can serve small
/Audiences better.

Cherren, Pggy. Children's TV: Sugar and vice and nothing %ice Business
and society review, no. 22, ummer 1977: 65-70.,

"Attacks the talsvisionkadvertising and children'v products ,

industries tor disregarding the vulnerability ind acial end human.
needs of children. Calls for the regulation of eommercial chIldren's
television." 4

1114 rta, 11.:-.1iloier Croft end Steven CourriliV. The Desensitiaition
ofi:hildren fo tolevieion.violence. University of Utah., 1975. 20 pl.

-'1ChiL4rqn with historiee of high and low exposure till television
(and die violence therein) werp exposed to a moderately violent film:

,

Nolisnree of autonomic response (skin conductance and blood volume pulse
astaituae) were taken before and during their xposnre to'ths violent
_film. Ofer both me...6res and in another replicated study the dish
-AN-esposmr. subjects were-found to be-significantly less 'aroused'
autonomically uggesting-a limitpd but still dIfinite and measurable
desousitIsatton to 4ilmed violenoe.- Since the subjects had had no,
of no recent, exposure to the particular film, the results suggest
the poseibility of a geneializing effect for the desensititation that
occurred."

3 Z9
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Cohen, Richard k. broadceet, cable indystrioe face off on cable reform
plan. National journal, v. 8, Feb. 7, 1976: 159-166.

Committee tor Ilconamic Development. (kesearch end Policy Committee)
broadcasting and cable television, policies for diversity and A

change: 4 statement on national policy. New York, CRD, 1975. 119 p.

Cowen. Geoffrey. Soo no evil: the backstage battle over sex and violence

on television. New York, Simon end Schulter, 1978. 323 p.
- "The Family Hour failed, end just hdy ignobly it did so I. told
in the situation-comedy Geoffrey Cowan offers us in 'Sseno evil.'"

Crandall, Robert W. Regulation of television broadcasting; how costly
I. the "public in t "? Regulation, v. 2, Jen.-Fob. 1978: 31-39.

Explores '1the rationale underlying the FCC's policy for regulating
commercial television broadcasting" and examines "whether that
policy hae been effecti4o, rogardlue of the merits of those objec-
tives." Believes that "the FCC's policy for allocating chinnels hes
reotrained competition, fostered monopoly profits in broadcasting, and
provided the seams for subsidising 'merit' hrOgramming." Ramifies
local and network programming coots and doubts "that the FCC can
timnlate local programming eftdeire by'restricting fhb number of
stations in a given week."

Crowley, Juanita, A. and David F.B. Smith. Constitutional ramifications
of repeal of the fairnese doctrine. Georgetown law journal,
v. 64, July 1976: 1293-1321.

Comment focuede on the First Amendient imsues raised by repeal
ot the tairness doctrine, .

4

Smikovich, Linda 8. Pulling the sweet tooth of children's TV advertising.
Hational.journal, v. 10. Jam. 7, 1978: 24-26.

"The Federal Trade Commission is trying to decide how such pro-
tection children need from the advertisements they se: on television.
Critics, say the ads for sugary cereal. and other products shouldn't
be shown to children, but the industry says the critice are off bee..
The FTC may decide this month what it will do about the complaints."

Doob,,Anthpny N. and Glenn R. NacdotiId. Television viewing and fear of

victimication:.is the 'relstionehip causal?. Journal of personality
and social poychplogy, v. 37, no. 2, Feb. 1979: 170-179.

"Previous findings have suggested thet people who watch lot of

teleyision are more likely to feartheir environment than are those
who report being less frequent viewere of television. From thii'
pap/le correlation, previoue authors have suggested that television
caueee people to o 44444 [islet* the amount of danger that exists in their
own neighborhoods. The present study attempted to replicate this
'Tinding and to determine if the apparent effect was due to previously

uncontrolled rector: the actual incidenee of crime in the neighborhood."

0
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Kdlavitch, Susan T. The fairness doctrine said Acce1811 tO teply to product
,7ommercials. lndiana law Journal, v. 51, spring 1976: 756-782.

Comment exeminer the rec. new policy with regard to product conmer-tali' in tts dectaion to remove product and service advertisement. from
fairness /scrutiny, Demonstrates that the Commission is not tree to
inmulate tenderd product edverttiling trom tairness obligations as soon
'in the Supreme Court's decision in Bigelow y. Virginia.

Fateroon, Thome* ltwle. The system ot troedos of expression. Mew York,
Random House, 19/0, 627-673 p. -

Htstoricelly the Viret Amendment hap been applied negatively,
i.e., to prohibit interference with freedom of xpression. This
chapter explores precedent. and theories tor affirmative application .

ot the First Ametuliitint to actively promote freedom of expression.

Fairness and untatrnees in television product advertising. Michigan
law review, V. 76, Jan. 1918: 498-550.

10 Article sketches' some findings ou the impact ot television
advertising; examines how the VCC (via the tairness doctrine) and
the VIC (via deceptive advertising regulation) "could provide for
the effective presentation of contracting points of view on contro-
verstal issues impl.icitly or explicitly raised by television pro-
duct advertising, could ensure that the implicit.memsages of ouch
sdvartisments are delivered fairly and without deception, and could
counter the adverse ettecto of such,advertising;" and consider.
constitutional limita on regulatory action.

Federal regulatton ot television br6adcasting -- are the Prime Time Access
Rule and the Family Hour tn the public interest? Rutgers law
review, v. 29, summer 1916: 902-920.

Comment examines the development of the Prime Time Access Rule
and considers the Firet Amendment and public interent comsequences
of tto interaction with Featly Viewing Hour.

Feldman, charters and Stenley /ickton. Obscene/indecent programming:
iegulation of ambiguiy. Journal of broadcasting, v. 20, spring
1176: 27l-282!

"lbe 'topless radio' phenomenon cal briefly widespread -- and
controverey about such formats continues to appear. This article
review. two impOrtant FCC decisions, Sonderling (liGLD-194), and
Pacifies (W8Al-FN), to discern and describe FCC policy trends and

'attempts to define poet What obscenity and indecency is and what
standards for broadcasting should exiet."

Foingold, Hurray and Timothy G. Johnson.' Television violence -- reactions
trom physicians. advertisers And the networks. New Kngland Journal
ot medicine, v. 296, Feb. 24, 1917: 424-427.

"Maintains that the burden of proof that television violence does
no harm bie. with those who introduce it into.soeiety. -Adeertisers
and networks will respond, swe believe, to the'problem of television
violence it continuous public presence in maintained.

381
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Vlanagan, Bill. CATV and the broadcasters. Colt...able, School of Journalism.
University of Miesouri, 1979. 7 p. (tiesouri University. Freedom of
hitarmation Center. Report no. 399).

"The competitive battle between cable television and broadcast
stations I. being fought on two fronts in the United States in 1978:
pay-TV and distant signal importatIon. Pay-TV most directly competes
with the networks bi potentially 'siphoning' away sports and feature
films. Cable systems that import diotant ignals could potentially
'tree:hint the local iodience. Both areas are more c'ompotitive than
ever before, thanks to recent court and FCC decisions.

Franklin, Marc A. Cameo and aterials ci'n mese media law. Mineola, M.Y.,
Foundation Prise, 1977. 878 p.

Friendly, Fred W. The good guys, the bed guys and the first fmendment:
free speech vs. fairness in broadcasting. New York, Vintage Books,
1977. 268 p.

Gertmer, George and others. . Highlights of violence profile no. 10: trends
in network television drama and viewer conceptions of social reality,
1967-1970. Philadelphia, Annenberg School of Coemunications,
Uni 'ty of Pennsylvania. April 1979. 28 p. -

"Thia aaaaa rch is part of th: Cultural Indicators study in
televigion content and effects, conducted under grants from the Amer-,
ican Medical Association and the Rational Institute of Mental Health." ,

Gineburg, Douglas H. Regulation of broadcasting: law and policy towards
radio, television, and cable communications. St. Paul, West F:tibliehing
Co., 1979. 741p.

Goldberg. Henry and Micheel Coulens. "Peculiar characteristics": an
analysis of the Viret Amendment implications of broadcast regulation.
Faderal communication law journal, v. 11, winter 1978: 1-50.

"The focus oV this article is on those explicit_and implicit
regulatory controls that aro exercised to require or ncourage tbe ,

presentation'of certain favored categories of warms news,
public affeirs, chirdren's progra44) and of content reflecting
the interests of racial and ethnic minorities, nonviolent and 'pro-'
social' material in children's programs, d' ,Eadid vrograis
formate)." Reviews the background and growth-of such regulations,
analyzes the legal justification, both generally and with respect to
particular regulations end makes vsrious recommendation'.

Coldberg, 'Marvin K. and Gerald J. Corn. Children's reactions to television
advertising: an experimental approach. Journal of consumer eeeee rch,
V. 1, Sept. 1974: 69-75.

"Both the effects of child's expectancy of receiving a toy and
the number of TV commercials he seem for the toy were ixemined in an
experimental paradigm." The authors conclude that "the attitudes and
behavior of 8-10 year old boys4te affected by commeecial exposure. -"

Seeing single coMmercial for a valued toy produce* more favorable
roactiome to the toy and increases Motivated behavior to obtain it,
but further xpoeurv'to comaercialvdoes not increase these effects."
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Gr.efe, Andre. Jane. The Family Viewing. Hour: an aetault on the First
Amendment? Mestings'constitutional law quarterly, v. 4, fall 1977:
915-989.

Comment reviewm a 1976 district court opinion holding that the
Family Viewing dour policy of the NAB Television Codefesulteddirom
state action and thereby violated the First Amendtmint,! "The aurtiqr
conclude, that the Family Viewing Hour policy, in addition to being
the result of atate action,mms an isvermissible prior rstraint
of protected speech and Was unconstitutionally vague and overbroad."

Greene, Husan'C. The cable television provisions of the revised Copy-
right Act. Catholic University law teview, v. 27, winter 1978:
261-30.

Article analyees the impact of tht Copyright Revision Act of
1476 on cable television. "Tb'e revisa (Copyright) Act will require
cable television systems to make royalty payments for the privilege
ot retransmitting distant broadcast signals.. Although this chahge
will resolve loug-etanding dispute between the copyright owners and
original broadcasters on the one hand, mid the cable television
industry on the other, the revised Act promises to generate extensive
litigation ea result.of ponderous-implementation proedures and the
creation of A new contlict.between copyright law and national
communications policy." 7

Crunitest, Joseph A. CiOlen participation in broadcase licensing before
the VCC. Santa Monica, California: Rand Corporation, 1976. 495 p.

Hamburg, Morton 1. All about cabje: legal and business aspects of cable and
pix televikion. Hew York, Lay Journal Seminars-Press, 1979. 783 p.

HardIng, Ronald. Freedom of speech: one step backward: Columbia Broadtiksting
System,.Inc., v. Democratic HatiOnal Committee:; Hew England law )

' review, v. 9, winter 1973: 321-331.,

Case note discuelles the case iii"which "the United States Supreme
Court.ruled that radio and telivision'licensees did not violate the
Federal Communications Act or the First Amendment by refusing to lien
editorial*vertising time to all who ought it."

Hilket, Anne V.. Tort liability of the media for audience acts of violence:
a constitutional analysis. Southern California law review, v. 52,
Jan. 1979: 529-57l.

Comment contends "that media liability for damage caused in imit-
ation of a media mossaglo could arise under traditional tork doctrin, but
that the first amendment protection's enuqciated by the United States
Supreme Court in Brandenburg v. Ohio shiluld be applied when tort actions
are brought againsemedia defendants for audience acts of violence."

Howard, Herbert H. Hultiple ownership in kelvision broadcasting: histor-
ical development and *elected case studies. Hew York, Arno Frees, 1979.

z:3 S3
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Johnson, Nicholos. 'Television's conflict of interests. Centr magastne,
v. V, July-Aug. 1976: 50-54,

A,irlsoir FCC somber comments on the conflict between the public
interast and telartsion's commefcial interests, catileo.potentiatities,
talsvtsion kdvartising, cross-ownerehip, tho Fairness Doctrine, 0.8.

,

se compared to foreign broadcastitg, as moll as his own precept
lobbying activitise.

1011140n, 11.8. Federal regulations. relevant to the str4rural dovelopment

of telocommunications indnetriee. Washington. 0,8. Office of Tele-

communications. 1977. 61 p. 0.8. Office of Telecommunicatio6s.

OT report 71-1.11/
"Ibis report' thscuisamm major federal telecommunicationa regulations

and policiek which have had a plignificent impact on the structural
development of the broadcpst, common carrier, and cable television

4 (CArV) industrial. Included io this discussion era hillorical

trcatment of tha dovelopment and reasoning behind those regulations
and policiesand the major lodiciol dec(oione which have interpreted
them."

Ka.kli, Cris r. The ri.ght of "resonable access" for Federal political
candadetee under section 312(a) (7) of the,tomMonicationo .Act.

. Colombia law review, v. 78, Oct. 1978: 1287-1307.
"In 1972 Congress enacted section 312 (a) (7) of the Commun-

ications act, thereb;Pereating ap affirmative rigy of 'rearonablo
-access' to the broadcast media for political, candidattie forlFederal

office." Comment considers the impact of thia section on commun-

ications law.

Kap, Richard:, licenise to kill7.. The curious came of WH4l-FM Va. th,

VCC. Barron's, Mar. I, 1976, p. 5. 14, 16, 112, 24.-0

Ascribes the controversy behind,the FCC's mo9e.to revoke the
brOadCaat license of Wittil:-W

Kielhowici, Richard 8. Discrimination or diocrimi*ating
FCC policy and newspaper ownership of TV.stetiono; 194571101'
Administrative law review, v. 30, edmmer 1978: 423-446..

Article documents the FCC's "timid" TV station ownership diver-
e itication policy duriug,494S-70 Lied points out constraints on the

CC, Myteo newspapers' c,osiplaiiiti of discrimination againee them.

by the FCC in.TV station ownership policy.
.1

Laehoer, Marino A. The role of f elaiione'in public broadcarsting. Part

I: development-and trends. Journs ). of broadcasting, v. 20, fall 1976:

5297,547. 4

Prpvides "a broad introduction-to t ackground, problems,'Snd

prospects'for fo tattoo support of non-c rciol broopapting in '

the U. $."

----- The role of fowl tions in blic broadcasting, tWthe Ford Foundation.

Journil of broil eking, v. 21, spring 1917! 235-254.

.00
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The Law ot political Broadcasting and Cablocasting ItheNINC's so-called

"Political hroadcest Primer"I, 41 Federal Register 16141 (Aug. 16,
19/8), and corrections, 41 Federel Register 17971 (Aug. 24, 1978).
Washington; U.S. Covernment Printing Of(ice, 1918. 58 p.

Lees, Gail filen. Unmet' tor little ears? The regulation of breadcast
advettiaing to children. UCLA law journal, v. 25, June 1978: 1111-
1186.

"Comment contends that Woe and deceptive advertieements are
rightl.Ourbidden, but that no comprehensive ban on advertising to
children may isiine without definitive showing of harm. After
tocuiling on children'e adverticing in general, tho comment diecusses
cbmmerriala tor iipecitic products. In each context, the *Hen. of
television advertising on,children and the impact proposed regulations
would have on children's programming and on protected commercial
epeech are examined."

Levi., Charles K. and Mary A. Lewis. -The impact of television commercials
on health-related bokieLs and behaviors of children, Pediatrics, v. 53,
no. M, Her. 1974; 411-415.

"Fifth and hixth grade students Iii two elementary schools were,
requeated to watch television and describe meNeral commercial 'messeges'
telated to health. Children were asked for their conclusions,
(inferences), it they believed the meesage, and if either they or their
parents uied the-product advertised. Two hundred and eight-students
believed JO pivrent tit 781 ciommerriale iiewed, Yorty-five percent of
the children had wiled' the product advertiaed, and 55 percent of their
patent. were'eald to be users% Of the children, 47 percent were 'true
believer (acCepting all message* as true) . Personal experience and
parental fug behavior (nee) increase,' the credibility of messages.
rhe fretpisn t use of advertised products and aceeptance of the

-messages ao true was higher roue children from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds."

Lipsky, Abbott 8., Jr! Reconciling Red Lion and fornillo: a consistent
tlieory of media regulation. Staaford law review, v. 28, Feb. 1976:
561-588.

Comment examines "the situation in which government involvement
in the offairs of the broadeist media I. significantly greater than its
invotvement with the publishing industry." Author maintains (hat
whether this difference in treatment is legally characterized se a
goaqtked adimieston of the brOadcaat media into the set of institutions
compricing "the press," o'r Is a parelal abridgement of "the Creedom"
of the broadcast press, the Supreme Court hes tolerated the enhanced
government control of the brofiltast. media.
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Loeb, G. Hamilton. -The Gummunicettons Act policy to.ward competition: a

latluie to communicate. Duke law )ournal, Mat. 1918, 1-56.

Atticlo searches tot iroidance.on FCC competition policy in the

GomuNivcsittoue Act ot 1914 fla sits levalative-ltistoiy. Tentatively,

conclude* "the more convincing view of the(Ah is that it mulleins no

per au prohibition un FCC Iollow policy of introducing/

competition In telecommunications."

Long, htewavt Louis. The development ot thu telovtaion nollirotk oligopoly.

New York, Arno Pius's, 19/9.

Jetume f. Aggtession on TV could be helping our children.

Intellect, v. 105, Apt. '19/1 : 145-346.
"To attribute to TV/he 50.10 responsibility for the unfoitunete

*tate our 'moral and social values' ere in smacks ot close-minded

upegoat I lig."

Uiye. David. TV's impace.on adults: itIs not sir bita news. Paychol4ty

today, v! 11, May 1978: 81-88, 90, 91-94.
"the studies up to now have focuiied largely on how violent

young. In one od the tirst tield ',audio. on

adults, group of Loa Angeles men wAtchud 'Tv At Momewhile their

wives watched them."

MaAvoy, Pawl 0eregulition ot cable television. Washington,

American Enterprise Institut, tor Public Policy Research, 1911.

169 p. (Fop) Administration papers on regulatory reform)
."-fhe Federal Communications Commission in the Islet live year.

hap developed 4 set of reatrtctiond on cable, television as part of

:iti regulation ot Idle broadcasting industry. This volume is tom-

pikation ot studies undertaken under the regulatory\reform-program or
elaewhert in the govelnment in 1915-1916 to evaluates"these restrictions.",

MacKte, Alexander. ihe chtldren's advertising battle. Columbia, School

Jouruslimm, Uuiversa'y of Missouri, 1979. 6 p. (Milloouri

Thtiveceity. Freedom ot In(ortostion Center. Report no. 398)

Cap'n Crunch meets the FTC this month, aft hearings begin on a

proemial to limit television advertilltng directed at children.

Included in this report are the major argument, expected to be advan ed

try both pro- and antt-regufation groups in what many observers consi er

the moat controversial proceeding ever undertaen by a regulatory

agency."

Maize, Kennedy P. Broadcasting's de'regulated future. Washington Editorial

Research Reports. 1979. p. 161-184. (Editorial research reporte,

l919, v. 1, no. 9).
Contento. -- Forces of change in broadcasting. -- Broadcasting

as a public trust. -- Technglogy'm deregulator); potential.

3 f;
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Ildwin I. The VCC'e cable telovieion juriodiction: derosulation_by )udicial fist. University of Florida law review, v.. )0, suraer
1978: 118-751.

Comment explores the policies' ofi. arent FCC cable regulations,\
discusses the limitations that have aced on the FCC's juris-
diction over cable by Congress and the Supiem* Court and analyses 04
"proper stzope of the FCC's authority in terms of the recent develop-
ments in ceble television law wttle view toward reconoideration of
the Supreme Court' past decisions in this area."'

Martin, Charles Vance. Vairneas doctrAe in advertsin*.
School of Journalism, Univoristy of Miseouri, 1917. 7 p.
(Missouri Univereity. Freedom of Information Center. Report
no. )75)

" lhe author discusses whi, after a decade debate, FCC
rulings and court decisiona, the application of

e
ha fairness doctrine

to commeroial advectising contiaues to be en unsettled issue."
The conclusion is Chat, while the "VCC hae been conoisfont in its
determinaton of what id controversial issue of public importance" 1
and tints sabject to the fairness doctrinA, "the courts have overruled
the VCC on enongh occasions to encourage those Who desire wider
application of the doctrine to pebas their complaints."

hatthewb, Ilunald C. Potomac lever: deregulating telecommunications.
America, v. .141, July 14, 1919: 6-8.

Discusses the deregulation of telecommunicatiOns and concludes
that "limiting Federal bfireaucracy and modernizing outdated reg-
ulations are long overdue in the communications industries, yet
once the rules go, the public could become a victim of the profit
motive."

licAnany, &mile C. Teltvision; mass communication and elite controls.
Society, v. 12, Sopt.-Ocv. 1975: 41-46.

"Basically, television is an'elipe'nsive and complicated tech-
nology, which forcers centralization and control by a few groups
that have the money and influence to ,create and send message's. On
an international level, this means that a few wealthy and techno-
logically advivced countries have control over television messages
and their distribution, Television's expense ha. meant that poorer
countriee have had to commercialize their broadcaoting to a great
extent and have been forced to buy cheap program series from dominant
proddter countries."

McMahon, Robert Sears: Feder-it regulation of the radio and television.
. broadcast industry in the United States, 1927-1959: with special

reference to the establishment and operation of workable administrative
standards. New York, ArtiO Press, 1979.

Mosco, Vincent. The regulation of broadcasting in the United States: a A

comparative analysis. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University. Program
on Information'TOOnologies and Public Policy, 1975. 294 p.
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Naktenis, Patrick* Eileen. Use of petitions by minority groups to deny
eloadcast license renewal's. nuke law jonenAl, v. 1978,414r. 19111:

Commout examines grounds tor'pelltions to deny broadcast license
renewals that have been of particular interest to minority 'coupe.
Reviews, some recent litigation which suggest+ that petitions to
deny based on licenses employment practices or ascertainment of
community needs should halve a greater chance of Arccoms.

National Assooietion of Broadcasters. Legal guide to FCC broadcast 'tiles,
egolations, end policies. Washington, 11AM, 1977. 1 v, .

Noll, Roger G., Merton J. Pock and John J. H1cGowan. Kconnmic aspects of
televieion regulation. Washington, brookinge Institution, 1973. 342 P.

(Studies regulation of economic activity)
)111"

Not.). Moms* A. FCC regulation of cable !elmvision content. Rutgero
law leview, v. 1l, July 1978: 218-2611. ---

Comment discusses "the relation of cable CO the firet amendment
e nd the toreeeeable eftects ot imposing broadcaat obacenity
standards on cable." Contends that "cable should be les. stringently!,
regulated than broadcasting" and believes that "the pending FCC
proposal to regualte obscenity and indecency over cabee is dangerous
tb the development ot this medium."

Parkman, Ailed. An economic analyaie of the FCC's multiple ownership
rules. Adminietrative law review, 4. )1, 'spring 1979: 205-221.

Article exemine. the FCC rules in the context of their effect
on diversity ot viewpoints an4 programming in television. Concludes
that "because the FCC has been relnctinat to take a realistic look at
'the economic structure of the television industry, it ham generally
e nded.up with rules that generate 101111 true diversity than if the rules
'did nut exiet at all. Locally, by Ilmiting'futute combinations while
discouraging existing combinations, they reduce the number of trnly
different voices in local news. ...liationstly, by imposing limits on
the number of rtations that can be controlled by one party and by
ieetticiently allocating the emdsting channels, they reduce the
possibility of another network-being created."

'Press protections for broadcaster's: the radio fofmat chinige cases revisited.
New York University law review, v. 52, May 1977: 324-30..

In the context of five suits by listeners clialleng4ng the rights
'at radio broadcesterd to change their entertainment formats, this
comment anelyeee the Wallace between Statutory public interest ob-
ligatione of broadcseters end First Amendment piotections.

0-1
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Ratner, Ellin and other*. FTC ot.ft report on television ildvorti Ing
to eh r ran. SaelahlniVton, U.S. t.overnment Printing Office, F
111 146 p.

A lepoi% drier:miming n iaommendation "that the Cmt69,41.-6-111nce
lelemaking,undol pioviniona ot the Nagnuron- Feduisr\I\
liade Cammin*Ion Unprovane4to Act to oliminote hoima us 2i ing out of
televinion advprtising to eptldron."

Reed, tIrm Lee, Ji. Thu pliychologicol ilapoct,of rv miligitleing and the
need tor FIC teguIation. Aenesticon-TIII*Ine** la, journal, v.'13.
(all 19/1. 171-1$1.

' Article ottani!. "to prenent one mOdel ot how television
eommercialo motivoto contiumer* to cOnsume and to compare (him
alklelatandiag wtt.4 the Federal Ttade Commtamion reepogme to ad-

s, veitiming tandem...the FTC Act." Argues (hot the FTC has the Kiwi
10 iegnleto "misleading exvOiologicol ddveitising,chongh it hdo
not hitherto exelciaed It."

,4-Rcaeareh on the etle.-to ot teloviftion advertiatng on childiten: n ftiview
ot the litelatote and recouvnetdationn tot !ulnae remeirch.
Woohtngtou, Notional .Scioned Foolidritiotii 1977. 229 P.

"NSA/ RA- 7 70l 15"

rot-tint iontentr. Bockgtound: hildlon'm television viewing
potteCtoit --'chilsr<'s ability to di tingimmh television commeiciolm
tiom piogiam material. Solve ettert. and aelf-concept oppedlx in
.hildren's televisiou odverttaing. -- The effecto of children'.
television tood advertising. The ettecto.of televiaion advertising
on .:onsemei ooctilizatton. Smeduiry of reaearch tindinge.

Rivkin, Meven R. A new guide to Federal cable televiaton regulations.
Camblid Moms., mu Puess, 1978. 116 p.

Robertson, tiNtisi S. and lohn R. Rosmiter. Critldren and commercial per-
,onaalon: an ottlibution ttrOory analysim. Journal ot cononiser re- .

search, v. I, June 1914: 11-20,

"lbin article atudies children's levels ol understanding of
televioion commercial* and the aennciated effects upon attitudes
and putchase ropiest tendencies. Attributipn theory, witb ita focua'
on perception ot intent. to the research framework. The results
teuggetrt thmt when a cj Id^attributes persuasive inbuilt to commercial.,
he believe*, them le , likes them ltsfis, and ix less likely 'co want
the product* arvertimed."

I
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Robinson, DeatinA_C, Jerry F. Medial and 15.K.1.. Genova. A consumer model
tot TV audience*: the cure of TV violence. Communication regain-eh,
V. b, Apr. 19/9: 181-202.

"A coneumer behavior model la tilted to e'b.plor t, attitudes toward
tVviolenre and censorship. Five viewing gro pe with diitincf media
title characteristic.' An v./ attitude* were found iu two *operate Milm-
plea. Findings stigg pport tot the anti-TV-violeece campaign is

. not univeitial end ti xoesaive violence ie only one of four distinct
vtewet complaints about television programs." Other A of climatal.-

(action were objectionable content eiher than violence, low level
progvAmming Ana lack of surrn7;71:5,--alverse programming.

Romeiter, John li. One. TV advertising affect children? Journal of
Aavvtltring rettearch, v. 1eb, 1979: 49-53. *

.

Summariies "the research evidence pertaining to the general
etfects of TV advertisig on children, analyzed as cumulative-
expotture effects (with age) and heavy-viewing effects (within ago
stoups)." Finds tTlat "exposure to TV advertisidg does not melte
children more cognitively or mentally sueceptible to perauasion.
...Childten's increasingly uegative'expressed attitude. toward
IN advertiming do not mean mucli."

j
olli

'

Rothen6UYg,, Michael R. Effect of television v olence Oiildren and
youth, Journal of the American Medical ssociation, v. 214,
no. 10, Dec. 8, 1971: 1043-1046. -

v.,
- Reeser h findings concerning violence on television and its

effects on hildren were summariAd in regard to the "effecte on
learning, em tionel effects, the question of catharsis, and tho
effects om aggressive behavior." The 1972 Surgeon General's
report, "Television and growing up: the impact of televised
violence" ls also reviewed.

Rubinstein, Eli A. Television and the young viewer. American scientist,
v. 66, Nov.-Dec. 1978: 685-693.

."lhe pervaeive soclAl influence of television on children is
bring increasingly doeumented, but has yet to be translated into.a
continuing end effective social tiolicy."

,Sclnieyer, 4heodore J. An overView of public interest law activity in
the communications field. Wisconsin lew review, v. 1977, no. 3,
1977: 619-683.

Article is organized in threelparts: "Part 1 introduce, the
citizens' groups, public intereat law (P11.) firram,(land government

egencies which, in addition to the,broadcasting and cable-TV
industries, are the principal actors in communications regulation;
Part 11 identifies several pomsible flaws in the unregulated and
regulated delivery 01 radio and televimion mervicee and analyzes
a number of PIL Initiative, as remponses to these flaws; Part III
concludes by developing guidelines for future P11. action in
com6untcations."

3 ,
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Schneyer, Thobdoto J. and Ftank Lloyd. The pnblic-iotarest media reform
movemeot: 4 IQOW at the mandate and new agenda. Palo Alto, Calif.,
Aspen himitttuto tor Humanistic Studies, 1977.

Schueselor. Th041411 L. FCC reguletion ot the network television program.prio-
jwrement proceed: en attempt to regulate the laws of economics? North-

,. icestern Untverstty law review, v. 73; M-June 1478: 227-306.
.

Content's. History of network regulation. -- investfgation
at program procutement. The netwouk'program procurement ruler.

flf the Commissions. aerumptlonw concerning concentratiotl.
of eColloMli Analysis of the Comitiesivn's assumptions con-
ceinAg concenttati n of creative control. -- The program procurement
ruLes. Conc,luston.

Schwetker, William F. TV violencb: does it affect.our children? West
.VIrgttita University megazine% v, 4, no. 3, winter 1973: 2-4.

The Author theorizer that chfldren who have been frustreted-before
eatchtow violence on television, wip exhibit antisocial behavjor
after viewtqg. An experiment war'.1coliducted with 40 childrep in
mecond and third grades. From their observatin'ns, the authors coo-
cludet1 that "some sort of isteraction apparently occurs when'a
Cruslyted cyld sees violonee on televilion, which combine. to produce
eyen mare aggressiveness than either trukration 6%r (television)
violence alone. It was also found that shildre4 whose viewing habits
are tegulated. respond less aggreisively, after watching televised
violence, than thoae who watch very little.

Silk.' John 10. Midwest Video Corp. v. ,FCC: the Filet Amendment implications .

of Cable television access% Indiana law iouenal, v. 54, fall 1978:'
109-124. .

Comment examinee constitutional issues raised but not,zsettIV.-
in a court ot aypeals' decision overturding FCC access rules for
CATV. Concludes that "4 conotitut,ional sanctionof the cable access
rule* depelids upon a showing that the rules will in fact serve the
cable television viewer's interest., that potentially less dramtic
means ouch Air the faigness doctrine are inadequate to sefve those
interests, and that a.level of governAlental involvement inirical
00 the ttret amendment would not necetimarily result,"

Silverstein. Uulpe. rv copes to the courts. State coyrt journal. V. 2,
sprtug 1978: 14-19. 49-55.

-

'Questions cdticerning the use 01 cameras in the .courtroom have-
been debated tor more than forty years. For almost twenty oiitheae
year... Colorado wad the only state to allow camerae to pose t rough
the coathouse doors; however, the question i.a'nrice Again the focus
of national attention. This article discusses the issues of fele:
visid triale and surveys the c&rent situation."

1
J'
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Simmons, Steven J. 'The FCC's personal attaeloaud political editorial
ruler recOheiderid. University of Pennsylvania law review, v. US,
May 1971: 990-1022.

Article examines personal attacA and political editorial rules
under the FCC's fairness doc'trins. The author concludes that "the
peraonal attack rules should be repealed, but that, with some mod
ifications, the poli.tical editorial rulee, at least for the time

/should be retained."

----- The problem of "tutus" In the administration of the fairness doc
trine. California low review, v. 65-, Nay r911: 546-596. 1

p
. "This article examines the 1/CC's regulatory role iconcerning

the fairnees.doctrinei and poipta out-the confusion and incon-
sistenciee surrounding this poorly.administered policy. The author
demonstrates the damaging effects of these problems on both the
broeOcistere and the viewing public, aa.0.,recommende everal immedisite
changes in the administration of the riirnese doctrine." Examinee
theFCC's,Accuracy in Media (pensions) and Rey. Patsy Mink cases.

Skornia, Harry J. The Great American teaching 41chineof violencs.
Intellect, v. 105, April 1911: 347-348.

"TV provides 'marv,olous lassoesthe pr.oblem is that the lessons
capitalize on skills ol murder, arson, and robbery.'"

Ilyder. Reynold J. Fedeial Communications COmmission v. National Citizen's
Committee for Broadcasting: FCC cross-ownership ban upheld. New
.England law review, v..14, fall 1978: 337-369.

Case note.dotails the underlyilg rationale of the VIX's order,
discusses the first Amendment and antitrust issues raised in the
case and analyzes the Supreme Court'sqsolution of the competing
interests involved.

Somers, Anne R. Viofente, television and the health o American youth.
New Kngland journal of medicine, v. 294, Apr. 8, 1976: 811-817.

Argued that one of the contributing'factore to a youth culture of
violence is television's daIly diet of symbolic crime and violence
and urges that the medical profession'concern itself with thia.health
hazard.

Re/rFing, Christopher H. and Timothy R. Haight. The mass media: Aspen
Institute guide4to soMmunicati4h industry trends. New York, Praeger,

1918. 451 p. (Praeger special studies in U.S. economic, social, and
political issues publithe4 with the Aspen Institute Progrsim on Com-

munications and Society)
"This now Aspen guide is the first atonable sourcebook offering

comprehensive statistical overview of the American communieations
industries from 1900 to of present. The editors have' gathered and
analy4l statistical information.on books, newspapers, magazines,
motion pictures, recordings (disc and tape), radio (AM and FM),
television; and cable from academic, industry, trade and envernment
sources."

..46/
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Stern Robert H. The Federal Communicetion: Commission and televieion:
2ie regulatory procese in an environmeni ot rapid techrical
ihnovation. -New York, Arno Press 1979.

Stewart, James. FCC lacluszorehority to,promulgate rules controlling
content of cablecast programming unless such regulations promote

P objectives previourly.held valid in the regulation of byoadceat
programming. Catholic Unietersity law,review, v. 27, winter 1978:
412-448.

Note discusser FcC aethority to regulate cable television.
focusing on Home Sox Office, inc., v. FCC.

3

StrA0b, J. !fort. Problems invtlie applicatioe of 'the fairness doctrine
to commercill sdvertieements. 901..anova law review, v. 23, nO. 2,
1977-1978: 140-365.

Comment presents some early FCC. opinions on the'fairness
doctrine as Applied to commercisl advertising, discueses the Banzhaftile aud.ito demisey, and examines recent casee op editorial commercial
Idvertisements.

Surgeon General's Scientific Advaor)i Committee on Television and Social
behavior.. television and growing up: the impact of televised
violence; report tosthe Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health Ser-
vice. Washington', U.S. Government Primting Office, 1972. 279 P.

"The conscientious e4fort by the committee to avoid an over- *
simplification of the problem has produced a document which may semm7
at times, too technical. However, this report and the five volumes
at research reports, which serve ae a basis for the committee conclusions,
make a mgior contributiOn to an understanding of the role.of television
to intluencing/the social behavior of children and young people."

Gerald. Sutfer the huclysters to cease unto the little children?
Foraible restrictions of television avertising to children under
section 5 of the Federal Trade,Commission Act. Boston University
law review, v. 'Sh, Jolly 1976t 651-684.

Article explores the nature of concerns for the possib.le adverse
impact of television commercials on child viewers and conoiders "the
tersibility of, ite well as the theoretical justificatiom for, action
by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) under section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act to limit or prohibit certain television advertise-
ments simply because they are directe:1 to and viewed by large numbers
ot children."

,
J
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Tylei. John. Government regulation of broadeaeting. Columbia, ichool
ot -Journalism, University of Walloon, 1971. 10 p. (Missouri
University. Freedom of Information Center. Repolt 1,10. AB)

"Supreme iourt interpretations of the First Intendment have
allowed couireesional regulation of broadcasting. The author
(laces kroadeest regulation from these Supreme Court decisions,

)- examining the federal agencies that have been involved in regul-
% ation aim the part played by the executive branch in telectimmuni:

cation.' policy tormulation."

U.S. Congress. Congreeeional record. Senate. A fariness doctrine
debate. Vol, 120. Dec. lb,197. Washington, U.S. Government
Printing Otft.ce, 1974. S. W07140012.ii

U.S. Congrese. Rouse. Committee on lntpratate and Foreign Commerce.
Subcommittee oo Communications. bro!dcaot advertising and children.
Hearings. 94th Congress, let session, Washingtrin, U.S. Gaernment
Printing Office, 1976. 495 p.

"SeriXt no. 94-53"

Hearings held July,14-17, 1975:
Four days of hearings were 'designed to focus on the problem ac-

.

compattied with broadgeoting commercials on television directed
toward children. During the hearings-teatimonies were given hy
Peggy Cherren president of Action tor Children's Telivision,
Robert B. Choate, charJ.ao of the Council on Children, Media and
Advertiaing, 14i7:, Joh A. Schneider, president of CBS.Broadcast
Group, Mr. Richard K. Wiley, ehariman of thn Federal Communications 4
Commisaion, Mr. Lewis A. Kngman, chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission, and Or. Robert M, Liebert, director of Media Action

'Research Center, among several other authorities.

----- Cable telvvision; promise versue\zulatory performance. 94th
sCongres., Id session, Washrngton, . Government Printing

Oftict, 1976. 110 p..

----- Cable television regulation oversight. Part I. 'tearing.,
94th Congrelts. 2d session. Washington, U.S.,eovernment Printing
Office, 1977. 632 p.

"Serial no. 94-137"

Hearrngs held May 17 through Sept. 27, 1976.
'

Cable television regulation oversight.. Part 2.
Covernment'Printing ,Offioe, 197b. 633-1325 p.

"Serial no. 94-138"
Hearings held May 17 through Sept. 22, 1976.

3
44
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11.8. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreignifommereo.Subcommittee on communicationaa
The Communications Act. of 1978.Vol. L. Hearings, 95th Congais. 2d ession, okH.R. 13015.

Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979. fpHb p.
"Serial no. 95-194"

Rearing. held July 18-21, 1978.
Pour daye of hearings on the general provisions; communications

regulatory commiesion; administrative and judicial procedures;
penaltieo; end iscellaneous provisions of the proposed xevision of
the Communications Act of 1934.

----- The Communicstions Act. of 1978. Vol. II -- Part 1. Hearings, rth
Congress, 2d session, on H.R. 13015. .Washington, 1J..8. Government-
Printing Office, 1979. 1188 p.

"Serial no. 95-195".

Hearings hel&July 25-27; Aug. 1-3 and 7-8, l9713.
Eight days of hearings on the general proOsione4 colon c rrr i r r

eslecommunication and international
common carrier iirovisions of the

proposed revision of the Communication. Act of 1934.

The Communications Act of 1978. Vol. 11 -- Part 2. Hearings, 4501
Congress, 2d session, on H.R. 13015. Washiogton, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1979. 1166 p.

"Serial no. 95-196"

Hearings held Aug. 9-10, 14-16, 1978.

The Communications Act ot 1978. Vol, 111. Hearings, 95th Congress,
2d session, on H.R. 13015. Washington, U.S, Government Printing Offiiice,1979. 1312 p.

"Serial no. 95Al97"

Hearing. held Sept. 11-22, 1978.

The Communications Act of 1978. Vol. IV. Hearings, 95th'Congress,
2d session, on H.R. 13015. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,'1%79. 355 p.

"Serial no, 95-198"

Hearings alld Sept. 26-28, 1978.
Three days of hearings on Title VI provisions (public telecom-

munications) of'the proposed revision 9f the Communications Ace of
14)4.

3
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U.S. Congress'. Uouse. Committee on interstate and. Portals') Comeirce.

Silbcommittee on Communications,, Ilietions papers. 95th Cottirse,`

lst ession. Weshington, Goveenment Pr.intigraticar 1977.

664 p. Committee print no95-13. -, "

ilonteuts. -- Policy options furthe spectrum reAqiirce.
.'"broadcmsfing. .Public broodtating.'-- Safety. SPeasl, sn4 mobile

. richa pommunicstions. ihmesticcptimunieations,tummon carrier

policy. 7- lnternetinnel telecommiuh.icatiOne OpTions for" eible

television reguletion..-7' The impett otLcommunicetions tec..hnology

on che right to privacy..---.1trtictural &AA-procedural optihne

for regulation of tslecommunVaiinne.

Ses and v.iolencb0.on'TV. 11SeArings, 94th Congress, 2d msolpi.

.Weihington. U.S. Cvayeroment:,Printing Office, 1977. 378 p.

Rest-Ingo held on Joly'9; Aug. 17-18t, 1976,
Three days.i,f heariAgo on.the isbue of televised vidlence and

4

obecellity.

Sex snd -4tolenCes on TV. ReLi:ngs, 95th Congress, lst esoion.
Washington: 11,.S.-Gnvernoment Printing Oftice, 1978. 481 p. ;

hemrings held Mar,'2, 191/,0

Ons day hearing out the imeue of televised violence and ob--

scentiy.

fteport Cogethee with additional,.dissenting.end eparete views .

iholente on Televiiion. 95th congress% lst session. Commipee.

print.- Sept., 29% 197/. Washiligton, U.S. Government PrinOng Office,

1977. 35 p..
A report about the history of "congressional action in the area

of televises' violence and the enbcommittee's 6inclusions and recom-

'mend At ions."

U.S. Congress. .Senate. Oammittee on gpmmerce, 8Fience, and Transportation.

SuUcommittee on Communications. The Firot Amendment Oarification Act

of 1971. Hearings, 95t4 Congresex 2d.session, on 8. 22. WIshington,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. 123 O.-,

"Serial no. 95-109."

Hearinpa held June 1, 1978.

N.
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U.S. Co4reax. Sense*, !;62mittoe on Copmercl, Science, and IrreportatiOn.
Subcommittee on Communications. Radio frequency interference.
Hearing, 95th Congress, 2.1.seasion, on 4. 864, to emend section 302
ot the'ame:unications Act tif. 1934 4.authoriso th4 Federal ealmuni-
cation. Commission to preseribe yegutetions with 50spect in certain,
electronic equiPment.that is susceptible tp radio feignency energyinterference, Weettington, U.S. Cdvelpment Printing Office, 1978. 131.p.

liesOng held Julio 14, 1978.

----- Television broadc2inst policies, Hearings, 45th Congl'ess,"lst-seseion.
Washington, U.S. Government, Printinft Office, 1977. 512 p.

Hearing. held May 9, LO, and 11, 1977.
Thrikr day. of hearings on "oversight-on television bins...kid

policies." -

U.S.'Congrram. Senate. Committee on Commerce. Subcommittee on
Communications. Surgeon General's Report by the Scientific
Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior. Hearings,

' 92d Congress, Id session. Washiniton, U.E. Government Printing
, 'Office, 1972. 306 p.

Hearings held Mar. 21-24, 1972.
Statements and testimony were presiented by Dr. Jesse Steinfeld,

Surgeon Central of the United States, some of the't hers who.

participated tn the study, and other interested persons expressing
their opinions of the Surgeon General's committee report oh- the,
effects of viewing televised violence on children, and its'findings.

-Additional articles, statements, and letters, are also included for
the aecord.

Violence on television.. #earings, 93d Congress, 2d a *** ion.
Washington, U.S. Gover .Printing Office, 1974. 194 p.

Hearing. hebd Apr. 1-5, 1974. "

The hearings were called to examine the progres. of HEW in
working out a system of measuring the amount of violence being
showm on television and that is viewed in the American homes. Test-imonieli were given by Bertram S. Brown, director of the National
bnstitute of Mental Health, Dr. Eli

Rubinstein, vice chairman of the
committee preparing the Surgeon General's report along with 4her
persons who have dome research concerning this issue, and also rep-, 0 x

repVesentetive..from ABC, CBS and NBC broadcast groups. It wao ro- "payed that television programs had not shown any significant decfease
in violence within the two years since the laat hearings were hold.

U.16. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. National Institute
of Mental Health. 'Televidion and social behavior, reports and
papers, v. I: media content and control.. George A, Comstock
and Eli A. Rubinstein,Ads.

Washington, U,A.0 Government Printing
Office, 1972. (DHEW publication no. NMS72-9057) 546 p.

0
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U.S. Oepartment'of Wealth, Educetion, anA Welfare. Mat4al lust/Awe

ot Mental Health. Televieion abd aocial behavior, reports ana papers,

v. 2: television sad doelAi learning. John P. Murray, Eli A. Rubin-

stein and George A. Comstock. ode. Waehington, U.S..Covornment

hinting Office, 1977. 371-p.

Televteion and aocial behavior; reports and papers, .v. 3:tele-

vision and adolescent aggressivenese. George A. Cos4tockand Eli

Rubinstein, eds. Washington, U.S. Governrint Printing Office,

v1977. 415 p.

TeNosion hnd aotiai behavior, report: and
papers, v. television in day-to-day life; patterne of use. Eli

A. Rubinstein: George A. Comhtock, and Johh P. Murray, eds. Wash-

ington, U.S. GOverument Printing Office, 1972. 60.p.

Television and social behavioe, reports and papers, v. 5:

television's effects, further explorations. Weorge A. Comstock,

Eli A. Robiestein, and Joh(i P. qurray, dde. Wishi.ngton, U.S.

,Government Printing 0ttIce,.1972, 175 p.

b.s. Federal Communications Commisaion. Employment in the broadcasting

industry, 1976.. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.

790 p
This fifth annual FCC atinly of employment eiactises in the,

broadcast industry cover the number of women an minority group

employees. The report is divided into states and communities,

showing locations with more than 10 full-time employees in each

community. A further breakdpwm shows minority.participation in-

terms of highst and lower pay categories.

Major matter* before the Commission FCC. Washington,'U.S. Gov-

ernment Printing Office,- 1979.N 123 p.

Section 1 contains the major items of FCC responsibility under

appropriate Bureaus and Office..
r

80ction 11 contains a detailed die-
f

cmssion covering the scope and magnitude of the problems involved and

the progreos that I. being.made toward their resolm,tion.

Ceneral,Accomnting Office. The role of field operations.in the

Federal Communication's Commission's regulatorAftructure: report.

Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. 49 p.

"CED-78-151, Aug. 18, 1978"
'The Commission's field operations bureau has the responsibility

of (1) enforcing the provisions of the Coftiunications Act of 1934

and the Commission's rules and regulations and (2) serving as a

liaison between the Commisaion and the public. This report notes areas

where these Operating activities can be strengthened and discusses

how'. greeter integration Of the
bureau's activities into the Com-

mission's regulatory structure can be achieved."

3 Ai
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U.S. General Accounting Office. SelerdPlegulatory policie : their"'
. purpose ind.cozosequencos for upromercial r io and TV; r.porq to

the Congress by the Comptroller General of the United State
Washington, U.S. Government. Printing Office, 1979. 231 p.

"CRD-19-til. Jpne 4, 1419"
,

Contents. ,- The brbadeaot licensint process. -- Rogul ion of
program 'service. -- Ascertainment of commaity problesis, needs, .and
interests. -- Rules covering ownership of kroadeast station*. -- !Squat-
employment opportenttx. -- Equal opportunity/fairness doctrine. -'-- ,
ChargIng tor oye of the spectrum.

%Allan lnatttute. Organization analysis et the r:gulatory process:
comparatiye study of the decision making process in the Federal

umunications Commtesion and the Knvironmental Protec(ion
Agency. Washington, 1977. 1 v.

"NSF/RA-770411"

Contresta and evaluates the regulatory processes of the FCC
.mod EPA.

Vooihees, John. Development ot new poblte interet yt'andards in the
Format Change Cases. CatHolic ffi4versity law review, v. 25, winter
1976: )64'.379.

Comment explores the dev,elopment of entertatnm t format
regulation an6 the consequences of the cburt's dec'sien in Citizen's
Committee to Save WKFM v. FCC.

Walters, Ida, Deciding TV's' future. Ingniry'tSan Francisco). v.e 2, Feb.
5, 1979: l6-20.

"A rewrite of the communicetions law sparked debate that may undo
the FCC's protection 'of TV station monopolies." Reviews and criticizes
FCC policies conuOrning fregnency allocation and localism.

Ward, Scott. Compromise in commercials for children. Harvard busine*.
review,.v. 56, Nov.-Dec. 1978: 128-136. ,

"The Federal Trade Commission's 'kidvid rule' is the heaviest
atteck to date onschildren's tillevision adveritising. In the recent
war between consumer activists and regulatory agencies, on the one
band, and tho TV advertisers, on the other, however, the real issues
underlying the various charges against TV advertising for children
are far from clear-cut, says this author. He points out that both
sides of the controversy are alopting a political-ligal approach that

ip involve. costly and protracted battle, and he suggest...a more
7 rational alternative using research-based educational methods."

4
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Watts, MerAith W. 'sad David Simi.' Desienpiiisation of children to violeuce?

Another look at television's' effecter,. Itxperimental itudy, of politics.

v. 5, Aug, 1976: 1-24.
Reports' the results of n study "Aissigped to test eklIfitly

whether the prdeispositione.o.f.the viewer wend more close associeted

with automatic aroueel than i gross.medaure ot television exposure

to Violent proeraus,"

Wattwood, Robert. FTC regoletion of TV advertising to children'--they

deserve a break today. University of Florida law review, v. 30,

tall 1978: 946-918.
Comment "diacnemeo whether restrittions on childron'd advee-

tiding are socially, legally and ,coriomicelly justifiable. Initially,

the public interest jartificatien for thp proposal and the statutory

groonds upon which the Commission may baite its proposed reguletion

are coesiderea. Following this examination is a deliniation of the

potential coesititutiona6and ecorioruic problem. coUfrontlng the

proposal smt the podsibresoletion of these problems."

Weinsteiu, Jack 8. %nd Diane L. Zimmerman. Let the people observe

their courts. Judicature, v. 61, Oct. 1977: 156-165.
Author's didcues the ilisorti surrounding the televising of

trials. The authors consider some of the reasons for the past
prohibitions against-televising court proceedings and examine '

the legal sentimentd on that sobject which have recently been

expressed by the Courts.

White, Daniel H. Pacifies& Foundation v. FlA:: "fil6y words," the
First Amendment and the broadcast media. Columbia law review,

v. 78, Jan. 1978: 164-183.
Comment examines the PaellICA case and three established cats-

gories'of offensive Out noo-obacene speech in Which the Supreme Court

has upheld some regulation, Concludes that "the imique actessibility

li

of broadcast op ch to unsupervised children does indeed warrant some-

whet stricter r ulation of broadcast speech than non-broadcast speech"

and urges chino ing objectionable forms of speech to late evening

broadcasting.

Wilhelm, Michael J. UHF and th.PFCC: the search for a television allo-

cations policy. Univerelity of Florida law review, v 28, winter

197.61r: 199-438.
"This note charts the nneven course of the FCC in its attempt to

provide an allocation plan to make optimum nee of the available

channels. The note thensdiscumaes the regulatory changes necessity),

, to permit 'the FCC to carry out italmandate from.Congress the pro-

vision requleing 'fair, efticient and equitable distrilvtion of

service.'"
e"

ol
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Willie. M. Young and Associate.: The national ITA public-hearingitvporZ on"The effects of tylevison on children and ibuth." Chicago National
Congress or Parents and Teachers, 1977.4 336 p.. .

pubii.i concerning the.effect of,television on -Children.
,

Analyse* testimony from a-wide cross section of thm Porn -

Wing, Susan. Morality and broadcasting: VCC control of "indedlint".mat.-
octal following Paciiica. Vederil communtoationklaw jooenal, v..31,x.

,
4

no. I, wintee-1978: 445-173.
,. mIn July, 1978, the Supreme Court for the first time ellowmd.

Censure of a broadcriet stallion. for. airing
.an "indecent". hilough not

obscene pio*rom (h satirical monologue by comedian Geor1 i.

9

arlin .

ientitled: "Filthy Words"). This article exemj,nes the dicis n and
tiles to deiine this now class ii*censurable material.:

. .

.

. . 1... 'Wirth, Michael 0. and Jame. A. Wollert. Public interest'program Paelor-
mance of multi-medift-owned TV stations. Journalism quatterPy,
v. 53t summer L976: 223-230.

"Analysis of FCC reports shows group-owned and multimedie-
'owned etationa have at least as much news vd publicaffairm pro-
grhmming as other stations."

Zuckerman, Paul end other. Children TV c ercials. Childdevelopment. v. 49, no. 1, Mar. 19 4.
rom videotype tudio. of children,..iged 7 1/2 to 10 1/2

.yeers old, watching a 15-minute television imgmeat, the authors
concliide: A consistent viewing pattern for commercial. emerged.
Attention was highest at the owlet of i commercial and decrefsed
rapidly after this. The Appearance of a second commercial in a

lipair resulted in further decline in attention. The decrees. in
attention VA/ characteristAc of all eight commercials, making it
unlikely that a particular technique of approach was responsible
for the drop in attention..% Childrl'en of these ages are estimated
to view approximately.20.000 commercials a year. It appears that
children are so familiar with the Amitent and techniques deed in
commercials that they rapidly habituate to them."

10-1l7 0 - 79 - 76
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.Abrass, yloyd., /6. pros., privacY and the-Conetitution. New York
times magasine. Aug. 21, 1977: 11-13, 65, 68-7L.

Reports on the growing number ot suits brought against the
pre.. by plaintiffs oblecting to the publication of even true
st.tements about themeelvee, development termed "the Jingle most
ominous threat rolthe First Amendmentts guarantee of press
this xplosion ot privhcy law.".

Anderson.-laren Cattail'. Attorney 'Itag'rules: reconciling the First
Amendment and the right ta a fair trial. University of Illinois
law forum. v. 1916. no. 3. 1976: 763-782-.

Comment recommends 0 uniform framework, applied on * case-bytcase
basis, for use in court(' to ettle free press/fair trial conflict..
The author proposed "the otandard that gag cirtlere are impermissible
in the absence of ssiona and imhknent threat to the criminal
josticeuksystss."

1

. kaer, Walter S., Henry Geller and Joebph A. Grundfost. Newspaper-tele-
vision cross-ownelehip: options for Federal action. Sint,' Monica,
California', Rand, 1974r. 55 p.

tagdikian, llen H. First Amendmnt revisioniem. Columbia journallN.
review. v. 17, May-June 1974: 39-46.$

Reviews recent challenge@ to the press conception of ite trad-
itional freedoms, focusing on aaaaa tions of a.right of access to reply
to press criticism -- tho Tornillo case -- and judiciel attempt@ to
reetrict Coverage of court proceedings.

The media monopolies. Progreesive, v. 42. Aine 1978: 31-34.
Argues that "Our nurces of news are increasingly ontrolled by a

few conglomerate corporations," Discusses the ize and influence of
the large newspaper chains and press service*.

The myth of newspaper poverty. Colombia journalism revie v. It,

Mar.-Apr. 1973: 19-25.
"The Ratty Green Syndrome is endemic among publishers: ct poor

while growing rich. Meanwhile, editorial needs are neglected and the
pubtic interest suffers."

Newislpaper mergers -- the final phase. Colombia journalism review,
v. 15, Mar.-Apr. 1977: 17-22.

Diecusees instences which have led to the situation in American
newspaper publishing today whereby large Adis corporations Own
chains of local papers, and the large chains ars being taken over
by larger companies. Discusses the ramifications ofhhis sit-
uation and how this affects the free flow-of news.'

492
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Baku Millen; Ben H. The press. and Its ctIktic The Washington 1u3st ,
July 1912, p -82.

Anlyzes nd diznizo the vSlIdiLy. of columnist Robrt Novak's
thewe of 1.widyn rug 'ilp hot weft khe ram md i CM the greet
aim of citizen's."

.

Kat ten , iator K. Stateno.tot by James K. btten, Group Vic liresitithit/
Hews, Knight-Ridder .Newepapere, to Seleet Committe on Small
!hotline's, un,Id 7t41.6,. simme, holding hearing on economic
conc mut rat ion An mt./ paper publ I ehUng indoitry, Maz

'Newsi5aper execut Pve 1.11 pre'pared. teat ipony beflge Senate
gommittee, asserts "bigniss per se" is not bad for newspaper
publikning. nu, "crucial tact," he maintains, I. ."that quality
,and 1)01 tC elerv ice are not I all funet ionr of the. pia. o t d
newspaper't owner. or of hbw many newspapers the company own..
They depend, instead% on the intentiahm, capabilities, and perform-
ance of th owner. ."

the Big moruty hunts tor independent.newspapers. Busineas week, no.
2471, Veda. 21, 1977: 56-60, 62.

"With cost pressures.clgeilig in on major metropolitan dailies,
Times Mirror, Gannett Mew York Times Co., and other publishing
companies are buyuing up small- and meditim-sized chains as wellt
as independent papers to rmlieve A wornening profit squeeze, get4

a . "

the need. mnd, aboye all, pick up mome.,good properties
be tor e the re Roue

Blanchard, Margaret A. The Hutchins Commission, the'-dias auit thp responr
mibility concept, Lexington, Ky., Association for Education in .

Jourualism, 1977. 59 p. (Journalism Monographs (Austini, no. 49)
Discusser the work oft. the Hutchins Commission on Freedom of the

Pleas and the commission's report ehtiteed "A free and resjuinsible
press,"

Bollinger. Lee C.; Jr. Freedom of the ress and public access: toward's
theory of partial regulation of the mass media. Michigan law review,
V. 75, Nov. 1976: 1-42.

.

Article argues that Congress ham the power under the First
Amendment of regulating both print sod broadcast media to the extent
of lacilitating public Access.

lto
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.

Srttton,'Paul. The right to atten8 pretrial criminal proceeding*:
fro. press, public trial, and priwritias in cutting pretrial
publicity.. Syrecue. law viview,jk 28, fell l977: 1575-92l.

Comment xamines the fiVst and-sixth amendment arguments for
sec... by the 'prose to pretriak.hearings and argues that "there%

are eriou, ithpelliments to succogsful constitutional attack on

.pretrial exclusioti_orders." Considers alternatives to exc4usion .

ordire for dealing with pretrial publicity and uggests "that_
the ot,erriding policy thetcriminal justice be administered
openly demands that.laxclusion order* be employed only when

S. 'alternative easures shotf of gag orders world 60 inadegoate to,
guarantee fair trial."

Commission on Freedom of the Press. -A free and respon4ible press.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press. 1947. 138 p.

Self-appointed commission headed by Robert Hutchins undertakes
a basic criticism of the press in the United States, Comiission

sets up criteria for responsible pre', end finds the pre..

falling short of those standards. flook(generated widespread

debate within the journalism profession over the extent to which.,

the press was or should be "responsible" tOsogiety.

Ceerniejewski, Halins J. Your newsroom may be searched. Quill, v.66,

July'--Aug. 1978: 21-25. b.

Dtecusess the bAkkground of the'Stanford Daily v. Zurcher oase,
in which the Suprbme Court ruled "that the prose wags no ditfefent

from any person when it came to third-party searches." Consider*

the tmplicstions of this decision4on the future of freedom of'the

press.
.

Del.essepe, Susanne. News media ownership. Washington Kditorial Research

Reports, 4977, v. 1. no. 10: 185-202.
Contents. -- Concentration of news ownership. -- Areas of

governplint involvement. Communications industry outlook,

'014.

Devol, Kenneth S. ed. Haas media and the.Supreme Court -1 the legacy of

the Warren years. Mew York, Heating. House Publisher., 1976.

322-344 p.
. Synopses the major Supreme Court cases concerning public access

rights to both the print and broadcast media.

The First Amendment. Quill, v. 64, Sept, 1976: 16-45.

' Aiticles discuss the.history of the First heendmint; presents '

legal hiseory of First Amendment riglits; examines the perceived con-

flict between tirst and Sixth Amendment rights of fair trial4and Kr.*

press; lists signkficant Supreme Court decisions with regard tek

the Viret Amendment; considers the rights of 'the-broadcast media;

presents the positions of incumbent Supreme Court judges on

First Amendment freedoms; and speculates.about potential future

threats and challenges to First Amendment treadome..

4,

4fLi
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.

t,,:kVrsncoi., William K. Mass media traw and regulation. 7iIIR ad.
*

Coiumbur:Ohio...Sid lnc., 19,8. tois p.

. .Franklin Maic.A. and Ruth kocoemik Franklin.
The first amendment 'ant& the Fourft Ketiste:

communications law tor undergradoates.Nre., Itoondation,,Press, l977. 721 P.
# 40.
A tree and responoied pyres. Nly York., Twentieth Centily Fund, 1971.

:! 88 v.

-Report of the Twentimth
Conroe)? Fund Task Force for A ,National News touncil and

Background Paper by Alfred Balk,.001th ewin concerns oI preserving the freedom of the press.andimproving it a erformence, teak force considers the nped.torcouncil to maces. press Performance on behalf of.the public.Task force
recommendll'estabtiohment of a national council

independent ot both the government and news organizations.

Freedom, the courts. and the media. The Center Magazine, v. 17,Mar.-Apr. 1979: 28-45.
/ ,A clic:mouton ot the

right ot.reporters to protect theconfidentiality of their ources, by hq following panel-1-
Yale.law professor Robert N. Bork and Floyd Abram., counsel NewYork rimes (lead-ott

penel'ista); Fre Grabam, cortespondent,CB& News. Anthony
Lewis, columnist, 110w York Times; SanderVanocnr, Vice Pregident, ABC News; L.A. Stilt Vow, Jr. lawprofessor, University.yt Texau; and Abe,Fortas, former Justice,U.S. Supreme Court.

Bork cautione that the price for special priVileges "maybe disastrously high
perhaps something like thm fairnessdo'ctrine pread over the press at Large." Abramo, however,argues the need ofr "some arm

reles -- miles at least as firmail those that exist tor
other testimonial privileges that arenot at all constitutionally

rooted."

Freedom ot the press -- fair trial -- gag ordeek.
ftew York law schoollaw review, v. 22, no. 3, 1977: 764-785.

.Cailet note considers the constitutional
issues in the *breaksPress Association v. Stuart case. "Nebraska. Press appear. to -stand tor the proposition that prior restraihts upon the publication

'Art intormation relating to criminal cases,whIch I. derived fromopen court proceedings will never overcome constitutional
barriers....The Court hae not yet abandoned tho concept that some form of priorrestraint might be Appropriate

inIthe event that all other pro-tective measures could tie shown toebe clearly inadequate...."

I

!.
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Gormley, William T. Jr. How cross-ownership affects neve-gathering.
,golombia journalism review, v. le. May-Juns 1977: 38-39/ 42-43, 41:

Contend. that "joint ownership of a newspaper andfft station in
the aim. citl, often means loss diversity An &iverage." Focuses bn
the U.S. Court ot Appeals decision which "struck down p two-year-dld
v.cev. rule tfiat atlowed.almost all the companies) that already
owned a newwp4er-and a broadcasting outlet in:piSysame city to
keep hoth...while prohibiting the future fprmation or tranifer
ot cross-ownership.,"

Harris, kichard. Gag ordera an the press: a due process detainee to
contempt citations. Hastings conetitutional law quarterly,
V. 4, winter 1977: 187-218. a

Comment "irguee that to cares involying gag mrders on the press
due process require. an exception to the general-rnle [regarding
criminal contempt.1 Where obedience pending appeal would cense
loss or diminution of a Iltory's news value, the prees 'should
be %able to print the news at its owm risk, and to raise the-
invalidity ot the onderlying injunction in drfense.to a contempt
citation," A

Hentuff, Hat. A recklelis disregard for a free press. Inquiry, v.

July 9 4 23, 1979: 9-11.
Considers the implications of the recent Supreme Court decision

in Herbert v. Lando, on the future of freedom of the press in
America. The Court held that "in libel dilits brought by public
figures, journaliets can be compelled ton.eveal their 'state of
mIlIV as they were rrrrrr ching and writing (or broadcasting) a
'Rory," briefly reviews the details of the case %/Mete involved
a CBS "60 Minutes" story about Colonel Herbert's treatment of
the Vietnative. Also discusses other cases invmlving the free-
dom ot the press.

----- Stifling the Progressive. Inquiry (San Francisco), v. 2, Nay 14,
1979: 7-9.

Defends the Rtogremmive's position in the Government's suit to
keep it from publOhing an article on hydrogen bomb technology,
arguing that.the case "involves the highest First Amendment stakes
in the history of the republic."

Are there any defenses against a free, irrespdnsible.press7
Social policy, v. 7, May-June 1976: 50-53. .

Discusses infringements of civil liberties resulting from pre-
trial publ1cation2M rrrrr t recerds and other information. Suggests
that the press id.slided in the violation of civil liberties by the
law enforcement agenciee,which leak information.'

a

.5
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Phrltp k. The burger CmIrF and the press. Co Arabia, School
Join esti am, Dni ve r arty ot M sour 1. 1979, 1 p. (Mi amour t

'buyer forty . Freedom o t Ittformtiou Center. Report no: 0020)
"Sues a t reed t oward restrict rug Ftret, Amenihsent right s nd

priv tlege a rn the tr....ult. ol cser invollig the freedom of the
press 'that have- recaint 1 y reached the Sopreme Court ."

141 , Al t red , .De t mast ion and, privacy Inside r t he Fir at Amendment .
Columbl law rev iew, v . 711, Dec . 19 /b ; l205-1 3l3.

Ail tele lea rots ins that the common law IHis all along taken cog-.
nit.enc ot the press I. reedom testae ill libel 'and Invasion- of privacy
t.awusJ so that t he :iupreure Court need not lways deal with cases,
even hough e omit it ut tonal values are implicated.

IVY Heed . Plead tractiom,doesn' t guar ant ee a free society . Human
F;vent , Mar. . /! 12-1 1, 20.

Argues that tri espuns tb le ,press lreedom-may lead to the overthrow
o t al l other freedoms , ehaiges the U.S. /.press with contributing to the
load ot Amer Lean wit , and asibrt a that the press must be kept from
tieing man tpul at ed int o serv log Commun i at au& totalitarian tippsgsnda.

' Jones , uregory Iderll . Ant ttrust mal ai ire in the newspaper industry: the
ehapt a cont tame t o grow. St . Mary' a law iournal, v. 48, nb. I,
19/11: Ifni -1.14. ..

'comment cone rdete. "the pi obikem of Ownership ,concentrat ion by
large newspaper chain a API it pertains to ant itru law. As newspaper
chains runt thug: to grow, the concent rat Ion of ec um ic power and the
at tendant potent 141. 0 t Unit amenduAlp in f r Ingem it necessitate an
examination of the adequacy o f present 1 aw to fulfill ant i trust
policy ettectivdly."

June , l Item R. and Laird Ander son The newspaper bun ines Wash-..
, ingcon punt , July 24 , 19/7, p, GI, G3-G4 , G-8 ; July 25, p. 010-1)11.;

July 2h, p. 07, 1)9; July 27, p. 09, Lill; July 28, p. 1)13, D11; July
29, p. D9; July 30 , p. C8-C9 ; July 31, p. Fl-F2 ; Aug. l Dl0-
DI! Aug. 2, p. 1)9; Aug. 3, p. 1)9, 1313; Aug. 6. p. 1)I-1)2.

Authors describe the growth and corporate management of large
newapaper concerns and challis; economic concentrt ion in the newspaper
bus rnea ; and the impac t of technological innovations on the newspaper
rod oar t r y .

Kahane , Dennis S. Colontl origins of our free press. sitmerican Bar
.7 Assoc tat ion Journal , v. 62, Feb. 1976: 202-206.

ptilf incidents in 4tich the colonii Amer ican press came
into conflict with th erment tgrdiitg issues of freedom of
the press .

4 7
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Kampelmen, Max. The power of the press: s problom'for our democracy.
Policy review, v. 6, tall 1978: 7-39.

Author analyses the,rights and responsibilitims of the news'
media, their power and abuses of power. He asetIns that while
other powerful institutions in the United 8tetee, including thf
three branches of the Federal Government, "aro a-Squired to exer-
cise their power responsiAgy," the press "is chhracterised by few,
/if any effective restraint's." Prhe press, he suggests, ehoufd be
-4Kcountable for abuses of its power', and his recommmnded reforms
include tn effective anti-trust program to etsure genuine competition
without infringing editorial freedom,,a professional code of ethics
similar to that adhered to by the American Bar Association, an
independent press council'and independent internal ombudsmen.

The arrogance of the press. Waihingtonian, v. 10, Oct. 1974: 61-62,
64, 66, 6, 70.

Questions the accuracy And reliability of the American press and
calls for legiclation to limit its power; 'claims that the uncovering
of the Watergate afgair was not primarilvthe work of the press but
the result of goverdment investigation.

Kelly, Margie. The Supreme Court's search ruling. Columbia, Scholl/ of

Journalism, University of Missouri, 1979. 7 p. (Missouri
University. Freedom of Information Center. Report no. 403)

Examines the Supreme Zourt decision in Stanford Daily v. Zurcher.
'While some have termed the Supreme Court's search ruling a 'consti-
tutional outrage,' otHers say the4press is ov cting. Both sides

of the issue are explored in this teport, which looks at how search
its might affect the press and,othed third parties, khat leg-

islatiOn has been proposed, and how newspapers might protect
themselves."

1

Kennedy, George. Processing of the beefs. Quill, v. 65, Ott. 1977: 26-27
Author describes court-like hearings of the Minnesota Press Council

on public complaints filed against newmpapers. Although the council
has no power to enforce its judgements or impose its standards, it
sends copies of its decisions to Ofending papers with the recommend-
ation that its findings be published. Nearly all papers concerned have

complied with the recommendation, author reports. ;

Kirsch, Jonathan. Publish and be damned. Aew West, v. 4, July,2,1979:
36, 38-40, 42, 44-47.

Discusses the conflict which has arisen in this country between
the prstpand the courts, focusing on Chief Justice Burger's attitudes

4 about the press and how these attitudes affect the Court's decisions
concerning the press. Considers the First Amendment implications of
this conflict.

A 5-
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Kleinfield. N.K. The great prees chitin. New York time,. magasine, Apr.
8, 1979) 41-42, 44. 48-50,02, 59-60, 63. ".

Describes' the Gannett newspaper chain which publishes approxi-
ately 78 local daily newepapers across the country. "The chain has

doubtlessly &fn. more to change the nature of how America's newspapers
are owned than any other cowpany. Not-that long ago, most papers
were ismiopendently owned; today.s'all but around 500 belong to one
or anothergiej 167 newspaper groups."

tries. konald P. The National News Council at age one. Columbra
journetliem review. v.. 11. Nov.- Dec. 1974: 36-48.

Survey, the accomplishments of.the National News Council
* ince its establishment on Aug. 1. 197T.

Landau, Jack C. Fair trial and free press: a due process proposal: the
challenge of the communications media. American Bar Amsociation
iournal, v. 62. Jan. .1476: 55-60.

Discusses restrictione winch have been placed upqn the media with
regard to reporting on courtroom proCeedings. Paul H. koney of
the ABA Legal Advisory Committee on Fair Trial and Free Prss die-
cusaes (p. 60-64) the proposal pending before the ABA Hods* of
Delegates which "yould provide nottce and hearing to all parties,
including the news media. when a judge is considering the entry of

tair tr,ial--free press judicial restrictive order." Includes
text of that proposal.

Law tnni the medta. St, Louis University law journal, V. 70, no. 4, 1976:
610-662.

Content.. r- Leaked information as property: vulnerability of the
press to criminal prosecution, by E. Dennis. -- Time, inc."... Fire-
stone: more than a new public filture standard? by D. McKenna. --
Free preas-feir trial controversy: using empirical analysis-to
strike a desirable balance, by S. Nagel, K.'Reinbolt,'and Tr ,

Etmermann. -- Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart: have we seen% the lee of prtor restraints on the reporting of judicial proceedings?A
, by E. Prettyman, Jr.

Litwack, Thomas R. The doctrine of prior restraint. Harvard civil
rights-civil liberties law review, v. 12, eummer 1977: 519-558.

D Article maintains "that any definition qf prior restraint that
',limits the concept to prepu9ication restricii0ne upon expression
is supported neither by ehe rationale for the prior restraint
doctrine nor the Supreme .Courts prior restraint cases. ...lt
argues that any government action that significantly curtails thea

'dissemination of information and ideas priox to an adequate det-40 erminatton [hat the materials are unprotected by the firsti amend,-y cent is a prior restraint."

A

Louis, Arthur M. Independent diilies ari an endangered species. Fortune,
v. 97, June 19, 1978: 160-164, l66.

"Chain newspapers are gobbling them up by offering dazzling prices,
but some doughty owners vow to hang on and preserve local control."

oat 409.
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41111wwnistein, Ralph L. National News Council suraised. Columbia, School
of Jou4nalism, 'fniversity of Niseouri: 1974. p. (Nisstiuri

University. F.eadom of Inftirmation Center. gepirt no. 001))
Opinion paper on the National News Codli,cil's first year of oper-

etion Linda that tho organisation has attracted few ubstantive
complaints. The author also ogee sloppy proeedures and ill-advised
tole changed 40 difficulties.

----- Ness council's: idea and reelity. .Colombils. School of Journelism,
University of Missouri, 1,97I, 22 p. (Phapouri University.
Freedom of Information Center. Report no. 1)

Paitiel contents. -- The press council idea in America: --
Prowl councils abroad. The Twentieth Century Fund proposal.
Hoection to.the Twentieth Century F I proposal. --.Arkomente
for and against a National Press Council.

Nethisse, Charles. PlcC., Jr. Zincher; judicial dalmets and legislative
action. Trial,av. 15, Jan. 1974: 60-43.

U.S. senator discueser thu background ot the Stanford Daily v
Zurcher CAMO, which "erode out of a search of the Stanford
Univerisity 'student newspaper oftice in1971." Discuenes some
.ot the lugielative iesues relating to thin case which the 96th
CollgreAs will consider.

McIntosh, Toby J. Why the government cen't stop press mergers. Columbia

prornaltem review, v. lb. May-June 1477: 68, 50.
Contende that "unleei antitruet laws ere rewritten, the Juetice

Oepartment he. only A shaky caste ageinst the growth of large press
chains."

Merrill, John Calhoun. The imperative of freedom; a philosophy of
journalistic.autonomy. New York, Hastings 1101100, 1974. 227 p.

(Heating* House special studies in public cOmmunication)
Author reflect* on the role of the press kn the United Stites,

2 and identities at the outset a central theme tunhing through the
book: "that American journalism is becoming so institutionalised
and protessionalized and so immured with the nascent concept of
'social responsCbility, thet it is voluntarily giving up the .

sacred tenet'of libertarianism -- 'editorial self-determinism'--
and.is in grave danger of becoming one vast gray, blend, monotonona,
conformist spokesman,for s(me collectivity of society."

Merrill, John C. and Ralph 4. Lowenstein. Media, meepagee, and men: new

perspecitve. in communitietion. Now York, Devid McKay Co., 1971.
29) p,

Authors examine the chenging roles of the news media in the
United States And elsewhere'. -Chapter topics include various approaches
to evaluation of news metlia performance and the forint in which nekm
media in the United State. are subject to lovernment regulstion.
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"Monitoring" national news suppliers T 2. questions an0 answers.
Columbia journmlism review, V. II, Nar.-Apr. 1973: 47-52.

excerpts ot the presa-conterence accompsnyiug and discussing
the relemle ot the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force, reports
Ileggesting the stablishment ,of .Nationel News Council.

41/

Morrison, David. The theory of probable cause aud searches orinuocent
persons: the Fourth Amendment and Stanford Daily. UCLA law
review, v. 25. Aug. i978: 1445-1494.

Comment sets forth "three views ot the theory underlying the prob-
ably caUme requirement of..the Worth amendment. In Stanford Daily,
the Court'reattirmed its commitment to the accepted cost7lbenefit
'theory and allowed searches of innocent parties on the same prob-
able cause showing required for a suspect to be searched. If

the.analymis of the aocepted probable cause standard presented, 4'
here is correct, the holding should also mean that arrests of-
material witnesses'are constitutional without any showing that
a subpoena is imprac.ticsble."

Murphy, William P. The prior restraint doctrine in the SuPreme Court:
'A reevaluation. Aotre Dame lawyer, v. 51. July 1976: 898-918.

Article reviews "the Court's use of the prior restraint doctrine
and...proposetsl a more realistic definition of a prior restraint...
recommendisl that judicial responsiifenesti to the substance rather
than the torm of prior rertraint would render the doctrine more
reasonable, and beneficial in the protection of first amendment
rights."

National News Council. ANC appr 4 sss an appraisal. Columbia, School
otgpournalism;.University of Nismouri, 1975. 6 p.
Ofversity. Freedom of Information Center. Report'ho. 0017)

Statf of the National News Council rebuts criticismo,of the
orgallization's first year in operation.

ft.

In the public interest: p report. New York, 1975. ;YEgi:p!
"This report COVAXA the peViod August 1, 1973, thsough July 31,
1975."

Pariial contents. -- Complaints handled by the Council. Com-
plaints and kheir meaning. -- Complaints handled by staff. --The
'tCouncit's by-lsws. The Council rules of procedure.

-The National News Council: a samplins of comment. Collmbia journaliam
review, v. 11, Mar.-Apr. 1973: '6-57.

.

Sampling of editorial opinion.

4
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Nobreeita trees Association v. Stuart: symposium. Stanford law review,
Y. 79, Feb. 1977: whole issue.

Partial Antenta. 'Me defense of fair trial from Sheppard to
Nebraske Prose Association: benige neglect to affirmative action
end byond., by S. Portmen. -- Principle and Nebraska Press
Aseoctetion v. Stuart. by R;ISack. Mobraeka Press Aseociation:
an xpansion of freedom 'and contraction ot theory. by S. Schmidt;
Jr. The voice of the grass: Erwin Charles Simant's efforts to
secure a fair trial, by J. Shallow. -- Fair trial nd free press:
the practical dilemma. -- The press ungagged: the.practical effect
on gag order litigation of Nebraeka Press Association v. Stuart,
by J. Goodale. -- Does the court's decision in Nobreska.Press
Aesociation ftt the research evidence on the impact of jurors of
news coverage? by R. Simon. -- Nebraska Preps Aseociation: an open
or shut decisiton? by S. Barnett. -- Fair trial and free press: an
opportuoity fdt. coexistence, by Isaaceoia-- Gag orders: cui bonot
by C. Cary and D. Riordan. -- Some thoughti-ON the defense of pub4icity
cases, by E. Younger. -- Prior restraint on freedom of fxpression
by defendant, and defense attorneys: ratio 4eciaendi v. obiter
dictum, by M. Freedman and J. Starwood.

..-

Fember, Don R. Mass media law. Dubuque, Iowa, W.C. Brown Co., 1977.
484 p.

Powel,l, Cheryl RileY. The reporter's control of news. Columbia, School
. oi.JournaLism, Univereity of Missouri, 1978. 6 p. (Miesouli.

Universitx. Freedom of Information Center. Report no. 395)-
"The American reporter is an important eource of what is det-

.ermided-to be news. By the hature of hie background, hie personal
charecterisetcs, the preesures of hie job, his ethTca1 etance snd
his peroonal life, he exerts conmiderable hintrol over'the information
he disseminates."

The power oI the FCC to regulate newspaper-broadcaet cross-ownerehip: the
need for congreseionai clarification, Michigan Itew review, vt 75,
Aug. 1977: 1708-1731.

Comment euggests that the FCC might be exercising more authdrity
in tts newspaper-broadcset croee-ownership regulation than Congress
intended. Notes the lack of guiiance 'furnished by the legielative
history of the Communications A4t of 1934.

The prose and the.courts: competing p tnciples. Washington, American
Aoterprise Institute tor Public b1Icy R h. 1978. 37 p.
TAKI forum 23)

Thie edited transcript of an AEI Public Policy Forum examines the
role of the press in Amrica. Participants diecuse the competing
interesti ofthe news media, the government, and the public, in-
cluding defendant's right to4 faiNktozal and the press' need to
protect confidential ouetes. ...

.
'

t

t *
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The preen ap0 the courts': is newis gathering 'shielded by the First Amendment?
Columbia journalism review, v. 17, Nov. Dec. 1978: 43-50.

Mho report discusses recent argoments between iournalists
end the conrts. in which "journalist. are claisang constitutional
protection for their sources; judge. gay reporters are placing
themselves above the law." Preeekste excerpts (roe the decision*
in three legal caeca (Zurcher v. Stantord Daily, Reporter.
Committee v. Americsh Telephone and Telegraph, and In the Matter
of Myron Farber and the New York Times Company) involving First
Amendment ionues and also reprints "selections (rom the dis-
cumsion that the decision. have inspired."

Pros. treedoms under pressure. New York, Twentieth Century Fund, 1972.
191 p. (Tweetieth Century Fund. %Report of the Twentieth Century
Fund Tack Force on the Government and the Prose and Background
Paper by Fred P. G ahem)

Task force ex sines questions of subpoet a, lbw-enforcement agents
poeing as newsmen, fficial harasament of th "underground press,"
government criticism and investigations of n MS judgments, and the
',Hurts of the Nixon Administration to halt mblication of the
Pentagon Papers.

Press, politici and popular gokiernment. Washingtob, American Enterpripe
Inatitute for Public Policy Research, 1972. 52 p.
(American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research. AEI
domeetic attaire studies study 3)

Study presents tive journalists and scholars in 1 wide-ranging
discussion of such questions as these: I. the press a "surrogate
sovereign" in our democracy? Should an "adversary relationwhiP"
erevail between the press aed government? Do the news media
reflect hies? Are American journalists sufficiently expert to
report today's increasingly complicated news?

The press nod public policy. Washington, American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research, 1979. 41 p. (American Enterprise Institute
tor Ville Policy Research. AEI torum 27)

I"The edited triniscript of a televised AEI Public Policy Forum,
examdies the influence ot the media on pubric policy making in the
Unitedtates. Among the questionelrebated by the panel members are:
Do m-the edia, tn reporting the acti n of pol4tical institutions,
d'urture a broad public awareness that helps shape puhlic policy, or do

Ili the media actually generate policy themselves? Do the media give ade-
quate coverage to economic issuei, such as inflation and monetary policy,
which are becoming increasingly technical and complex? Does the public
consider the media fair and balanced, or does it often find ideological
bias in media coverage? Have the media, by bringing political candi-
date. to the public'a ittention,,usurped a traditional role of political
parties? And should an independent agency be created which would ap-
praise and report on proms coverage, thereby making the media more
accountable to the public? John Charles Daly, former ABC News chief.;
serves as moderator for the panel."

41 3
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Publiehing, perishing and the First Amendment. API, reporter, v. 2, May
I, 1979: 1-20.

'the United States v. .The Progressive is ... lone hard and tough
case, now before the Seventh Circuit Cnurt of Appeals, which Is
causing journsliets to ask themselves whether they accept sny
prior restraint from the governmeut when it coate to the publication
of 'Secrets' Which may or may not be really secret. Twenty-nine
editors, scientisti, government people, lawyers, and reporters were
invtted by the Alicia Patterson Foundation to conwane, in New York
on Apill 17 and thrash out this issue. ...It was confarenc,?

Where Professor Albert Cernessle of Harvard said that While no
wise person believes eveiything ought to he secret, perhaps there
ought to be some Secrets on earth': and perhaps the blueprint for
the H-bomb ought.to be among those. thinjamin Bradlee of the
Washington Post that he felt 'cornered' into supporting

I' Brwin ftnoll's right to pu rash. Les Marks, attorney for the
. Department of State, commented that he prefers to be on the other

side of First Amendment idXkles; but that this case is isolated and
unique." 1

Kenney, James T. Remedies for prejudicial publicity: a brief review.
Villsnova law review, v. 21. Oct. 1976: 819-838.

Article considers the fact that "the whole area of prejudicial
publicity hes not lent itself to many clear-cut rulos...both in

1 terms of defining the problem and in terms of divising appropriate'
remedies:" Discusses remedies, which include the restriction of
public statements and press publication, exclusion of the public
from ptetrtel hearings, change of venue and more careful control
ot activities near the courtroom.

Rehnquist, William H. The First Amendment.: freedom, philosophy, and.
the law. Conzsge lsw review, v. 12, fall 1976: 1-18.

Justice Rehnquist dtscusses the right to speak and to publish
from two perepectives: as a protected right because of the
benefits to society at large snd as en inherent right. Concludes
that unresloved questions as to where the boundaries of this
right shell be drawn will always exist in a country which recog-
nixes the iisportance of these freedoms and the demands of an
ordered society.

Ritter. John A. and Matthee Leibowitz. Press councilst the answer to
our First Amendment dilemma. Duke law journal, v. 1974, Dec.
1974: 845-870.

"No major preps councils are-now functkoning in the United
States, the Minnesota Press Council and the National News Council.
An examination of their procedures and decisions demonstrates that

- the press council mechanism can foster fair and reeppneible press
while upholding the First Amendment's guarantee of a free press." t

t.
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Ruckelatiano, William and othero. Freedom of the press. .Waahington.
AMICICAn Enterprise Instftute fur Public Policy It h, 1976.
lol p.

"An Aflt Round Table held on July 29 and 30, 1975 at the
National Prises Club, Weshington, D.C."
Part 1 --"Firat Ameugment protections," moderated by William
Ruckelehaua, part 2 ,-- "Regulatioo of the media," moderated by
Klie Abel,

Sanott. Alvin P. Amerigm's pkess: too much power for too few? U.e
ow... and world report, v. 83, Aug. 15, 1977: 27-33.

Examinee the poblisning Anduetry in America, focuaing on the
recent concern over the incorporation ot newspaper chain. by larger
newspaper publishing operation.. Also inveltigates the extent 01
croes-medel ownership by large'publishing corporation's. Notes the
meowing coqcern that fewer and lewer people will inlluence what the
public reads. '

Shaw, David. Newspapers can dish it out, but can thvy take it? .New
York, v. 9, .1Nov. 15, 1970 63-66.

"Loa Angeles Type reporter discueses reasons for the often hos-
tile eoction by members of the prem. to hia newspaper series on the

f
fiat of orban dailies, newspaper coverage of various events, an'd
the ffectiveneas of advertiaing io neWspapera.

40 .

Silver, Michael, Free enterprise, free press: the crucial connection.
New guard, v. 19.-spring 1979: 16-18.

Maintain.' "that much of the freedom exercised by the poas in
this country ia made possible by the natural functioning of the free
1
euterpriee syrtem.

Roue, Marvin L. Appetite for mergers: conglomerates and the media.
USA today, v. 107. Sept. 1078: lip, 12-13.

The editor of U.S. news end world-report comments on trends toward
concentration and conglomerate ownership in newspaper publishing
and suggests that "as journalimm becomes more and more of corporate
enterprise, cite counting house will play an ever larger role, the
edtitor'is office an ever maller one."

Sullivan, Paul W. News piracy: unfair competition and the isappro-
priation doctrinir Leaington, Ky. Association for Education in
Journalism, 1918. 31 p. (Journalism monographs (Austin), no. 56)

"Unfair compotition is a complex problemfaffecting all area. of
American business, including the communications media. Piracy of
material, an alarmingly'Widespread manifestation of unfair compet-
ition, involves legal as well am ethical question*. This monograph

41111 uses the histortcal approach to trace the development of common law
precandent and trends, then summarises, analyses and evaluates
current unfair competii,ion cases."

41 5
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The Supreme Court and the press. New, media and the law, v, 3, Jan.

19791 whole issu.
Presnt. ummaries of^68 significant Supreme Cnurt decisions in

the 1977-1978 and 1978-1979 terms involving confidential sources .

gag orders end closed trials, broadcasting, libel and privacyr

freedom of information, and prior restreints.

Thrift, Ralph R., Jr. How chain ownership effects ditorial vigor of

newspapers. Journalism quarterly, v, 54,'summer 1977: 327-331.
"Study of matched groups of chain and iddependent papers on

Weer Coast show. chain paporsehavo t.lr argumentative ditorials

in controverpial context& on "local

'

Triel scrocy and tho First Amendmnt right of public access to judicial

proceedings. liervard law review, v. 9 , June 19781 1899-1924.

Comment "argues that the free press/fair tcial impasse which has

hopered fruitful discussion of thal secrecy c4 be avoided by r

fdcusing 9n the public interest in opin trials. By xamining the

role of courts in our society and thf common law Tradition of open ,

trial., the ... Icommentl 'expounds first amendment right of .

_public access which sut be carefully considered before any restri-

ctions on access ere imposed. In additi the... Icomment] providefe)

guidance as to how courts should dete r 4n."ij. limited claps of case.

in which a eufficien howing may be made to justify overriding the

right of public ace. .."

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on toWernment Operations. Search

warrants and the effects of,Ike Stanford Deily decision: twenty-

seventh report, together will' additional views. Washington,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. 20 p. (95th Congress,

2d session. House. Report no. 95-1521).

i

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Government

Infdrmation and Individual Rights Subcommittee% Justice Department

policy concerning news media search warrants. !leering, 95th Congress,

24 seesion. Washington, U.S. Government Peinting Office, 19,8.

270 p.

Hearing held Juno 26, 1978.

U.S. Congress.- Senate. Committee on the'Judiciary. Subcommittee oh Consti-

tutional Rights.° Fair trial and kee snip 0000ion: background report.

94th Congress, 2d sesoion. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976. 85 p.

"This report 'on fair trial and free expression wir, undertaken at

the request of the Subcgmmittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate

Judiciary Comehittee.' Its purpose is to explore fair trial-free

expression issues and eo aid the Subcommit/ee in determining whther

hearings or legislation would be usful. The report considers

relevant case law, proposals, and reports (8uch as thoae of bar

associations and other groups) and offers commentary and rcommen-

dations for the Subcommittee's consideration."

4 6
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Wathan., John J. MOvegathering and tho First Amendmnt. jouthalisaquartorly, V. 53, autumn 1916! 406-416, 493.
"Supremo Court ha not doalt diroctly with question Of a rightof nowegathering. Docielons ow to diony iu part that thare isouch right, but Court ay have left door open for positive

ruling."

11.
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Part 3. Other' Forms of Media (e.g., film, satellites, data trinsmission)

Andereon, George M. Alcohol and advertiaina. America, v. 139, Oct.
14, (978: 238-240.

"The beverage indurtriea coAtend Oat their promotion campaigns
are.deisigned only to familiarise consumers with brand names.
There is as yet little inforTation on their actual effacts on
drinking habits."

Andorran, Howard. IBM Vers011 Bell in telecommunications, Datamationr .

v. 23, May 1971: 91-93, 95.
"Noll' battle plan (Bell Telephone) id to have the entire

telecommunication. territory legally declared 'off limits to ail but
communications carriers.' IBM's counterattack.is to become a carrier.
Kvery use t. has s stake in the outcome.v

Boyar, Kleine. The constitutional status of commercial exp n.

Hastings constitutional law quIrterly, V. 3, summer 1976:
761-801.

Comment concluder that "After Bigelow, and particularly after
Virginia Citiaens, the approach ia now to hegin with the premise
that commerciel pression is as.protected by the First
Amendment at ottir forms ot expression, and then to inquire
into whether thr Is any overridlng social reaion why par-
ticular instance of commercial speech ehould be regulated or
nrohibited."

40
Blind bidding and the lotion picture industryl Harvard law review,

v. 92, Mar. 1979; 1128-1147. j ,

Comment analyzes the lmgal and economic issues 1-aised by blind
bidding tor motion pictures. Describes the sources of market power
in' thy industry, assegsey the effects ot blind bidding and their
relationship to market pewer and examines the constitutional
objections to state regulation of blind bidding. Conclude. that
such regulation Is unwise.

Bluem, A. William, and Jason K. Squire. The movie biminess, America I

.film indnotry practice. Mew York, Hastings House Publishers,
1972. 168 P.

Cook, Mary B. The censorship of violent motion pictures: a constitu-
tional analysis. Indiana law journal, v. 53, no. 2, 1977-1978:
381-398.

Comment concludes- that the inconclusiveness of social @clime*
r aaaaa ch regerding the effect of violent movies on behavior and the
absence of articulated precedent argue against placing film vio'
lence in Aew category of nonprotected xpression.

4 8
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Croisbie, Boogies. 0, Lowering berriere tu telscommonications growth.
Weehington, U.S. Ottice of Telecommunicetione for oat* by the
Supt. of Dorm., U.S. Government Printini Office, 1976. l v.
(U.S. Office of Tetocommonications. OT special publication 76-9).

"Ihe report briefly summarise. the ststue of four technologies:
direct eetellito communications, lend mobile radio, broadband
communicAtione networks, and fiber optic communications."

Eckingoi, Robert U. Firet Amendment restriction* on the FTC's re-
gulation of Advertteing. Vanderbilt law review, v. 31 Mar.
1978: 349-171,

Contents. -- Regulation of advertiming by the FTC. First
Alsendment protection of commercial *pooch. -- Recent Jodici.1
developments affecting the FTC'. reguletion of advertising. --
Comparison And Analysis of recent judicial trendn. -- Conclusion

413

CubAck, Thome* R. end Dennis J. Dombkowski.
Television and Hollywood:

economic collations in the 1970's. Journal of bromdcasting, v, 20,
fell 1976: 511-527,

'Described in sOMO detail here is the increasingly close economic
tie betweeh the 'old' Hollywood film buoiness and the 'new' tele-
vision programming prodoction buainess located in the same area --
And using the same people, tacility, and funding."

Houdek, Flank G. and William T. Ford. The motion picture industry and
the law: * practicioners guide to.the literature. Los Angeles,
Los Angeles county LAW Library, 1977. 17 p.

Contenes. -- Books. -- Practising Law Institute program materislel..--
usy Entertriinment'Law lnatitute material,. -- Law review articles.
Antitrnst. Censorahip, retinae. And regulation. -- Copyrignt and
related problems. -- Financing And production. Performer's
rights. -- Taxation.

Kalba, Konrad K. and others, Electronic message systems: the technol-.

ogical, market and regulatory prospects. Cambridge WW1 Bowen
Associate., 1918. 1 v.

"Report provided an overview of the current status and future
prospects of electronic message systems and ervices (.MS) in the

Alnited States. It examines technological and service altereatives,
cost and market estimate., and the policy and regulatory issues
rained by EMS."

Killingaworth, Vivienne. C notate ntar wars: AT&T vs. IBM. Atlantic,
v. 241, May 1479: 68-

Examines develo ents in data transmission systems end discusse.
the competition between IBM and AT&T to provide the equipment and
technology to transmit end receive all kinds of data. Examines the.
regulatory issues involved and cites conflicts between AT&T's reg-
ulated position regarding transmission and the computer and equip-
ment indestry's nonregulated environment.

11 9
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-

Levy, Steven A. Private diplomacy and public business: public super-

vision of the Communications Satellite Corporation; Univeristy of

Chicago law review, v. 45, winter 19711: 419-449.
'Phis comment examinee the statutory accommodetion pf the functions

of Gamest, the FCC, and the Executive, focusing particularly,upon

thu extent to executive beanch power to 'supervise Comsat's inter-

notional actIvities. Its thesis is that the Executive hie xceeded

its supervisory powers by dictating Commit's position 011 technical

and operational matters arising in the eaurse of Comsat's activity

within INTELSAT, the internetional organisation established in

1964 to ewm and operate the global satellite system."

Merrill, ThomeiHW. First Amendment protection for commercial Advertising:.

the new couotitutional,aoctrine. ,Univeceity of Chicago law 'review.

v. 44, tall 19/6: 205-254.
comment will examine th constitutional status of commercial

advertising before and after' Rigel' and Virginia Board of Pharmacy,

and will argue that a distinction b ween commercial and noncommercial

speech remains valid. The comment II then analYze-the difficulties

of 4efining commercial speech And ocate that court* adopt a def.,-

inition based on the lower first amendment value the Supreme Court

ha's found in commercial speech."

Minus, Johnny and William Storm Halt. Your introduction to film-T.V.

copyrighti contracts, and other Hollywood, California,

7 Arts Press, 1973. 232 p.

Robinson, Glen 0,, ad. COmmunicatlons for tomorrow: policy perspectives

tor the 1980s. New York, Proeger,.1978. 526 p.

Partial content*. -- Commuilication'poliCy in an information society,

by M. Porat. TelocommunicatiMs technology in the 1980s, by W. Baer. --

Boundaries to monopoly and regulation in modern telecommunications,

by L. Johnson. -- International telecommunication regulation, by

H. Goldberg. -- Pluralistic programming and regulatory policy,

by B. Schmidt. -- TelecommunicatiOns technologies and services,

by W. Luce,. -- Communications for a mobile society, by k. Bowers. --

Electronic alterhatives to postal service, by II. Geller and

S. Brotman. -- Government institutions and policymakIng processes

In communications. -- Communications for the future: an overview of

the policy agenda, by G. Robinson.
Sponsored by the Project on Communications' Policy the Aspen

Institute for HUM istic Studies.

Schlatly, H.J., k.E. Botta aud B.L. Wormington. The initial growth and

expanding opportuni s of U.S. domestic satellite service. Wash-

ington. U.S. National Tajacommonicationa and hiformation Administration,

1979. 149 p.
"This report.charts the growth of U.S. Domestic Satellite

Communications during'the first years of earth terminal prolif-

eration with emphasis on the ciespatibilify of satellite and cable

as a total communications system."

4413O
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thOth, Lee. . The Unseat war gets tougher and costlier. Dun'tsreview,v. (09, May 1977: 12-7).
Describes the competition

over tho data transuiseion buelnessin the United States, centerilig on the u$o of domestic
comiunicationsatellite..

U.S. Conic's... Vius. Committee on Interstate
amd Foreign Cosimerce..Subcommittee on Communications.

Competition in the telecommuni-cation. WI:Instil. Hearings. 94th Congress, 2d session. Wash-'ington, Goliernment Printing Office, 1977. 1331 p."Serial no. 94-129"

thlerrngs held Supt. 28-30, 1976.

International Maritime Satellite Act, Hearing, 95th Congress,, 2d session, on H.R. 11209. Washingtbn, U.S. Government PrintingOffice, 1978. 130 p.
"Serial on. 95-101"

Hearing.hold April 4, 1978
-

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on ost Office Civil Service.Subcommittee on Postal Operatin o and Services impact of elec-tronic communications systems on postal operatin
. Hearings,95th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Gov. ent Printing

'Offic%elr::111.nn869p76"5:

(53

,.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transport-

s

,ation. Subcommittee on CoMmunications.
Domestic telecommunicationscommon carrier policies. Hearing, 95th Congress, lei session.Part 1. Washington, U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1977. 820 p.

95th Congress, let session. Pert 2. Washington, U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office, 1977. 821-1376 p.

Accompany H.R. 11209. 95th Congress, 2d session. Wsshington,

Domestic telecommunications common carrier policies. Hearings,

Internitkonal Sanitise Satellite Telecommunicail.iOns
Act; report to

11Hearings held April 6 and Hay 5, 1977.

q.

Hearings held March 21-23, 1977.

Hearings held May 23 and 28, 1977.

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. 26 p.
Report no. 95-1036

f
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U.S. Oeners1 Accounting Office. Greetr coordination and a more
effective policy needed for international telecommunications
facilities; report by the Comptroller Geoorel of tho United
Stat... Waohington, 1918. 75 p.

"C8D-78-87, Her. 31, 1978"
Reviews "the coordination among the Federal Communications

Commiseion; the Office of Telecommunications Policy; the Office
of Telecommunication., Department of Commerce; and the Depart-
ent of State in implementing the proper overeight of inter-
nationel telecommunications."

4
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C. HOW TO SECURE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE
REGULATION OF THE MASS MEDIA

itoo

I. BOOKS AND-ARTICLES

In.order to.be aware of the lotost books end magazine, periodical,

and newspaper articles on regulation'of the mass media the debater may wish

to consult such indexes as tho Reeder's Guide to Periodical Litesatilre..

guide to general and non-technical periodicals; the Bulletin of the Public

Affairs Information Serv ice, a subject list of the latest book., pamphlet's,

governmental publications, reports of public and private agenCies, and per-

iodical artiClea; and the International Index to Periodical Literature in

the Social Sciences and Humanities, an index to select American and foreign

journals. The Book Review Digest offers a subject index to reviebs of

current books appearing in selected periodicals. The New York Index,

the Wall Street Sournal Index, end the Christian Science Monitor Index

are relatively long-standing indexes to newsPaper articles, More recently,

the Bell & Howell Newspaper Indexing Center has compiled indexes for the

Chicago Tripune, the Houston Post, tho Los Angeles Times, the Now Orleans

Times-Picayune, the San Francisco Chronicle, and the Washington Post.

2. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

Additional source, of valuable informetidn on regulation of the

mass media are hearings and debates in Congrees. The "Monthly Clitalog4Of

United States Governmen1Publications," issued by the Govrnment Printing

Office, provides an indew. to Congressional hearings, reports, doCuments,

and committee prints, as well_as to pUblicstions from the. Rxecutive

..40
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departments. The Federal Communication. Commission, and the National

, Telecommunication. and Information Administration of the Department

of Commerce, aro two Reoeutive agencies which would be of particular

interst to re...relict-6 in the media. Within the catalog, Congressional

publications are arranged by committee and the documents are in turn

indexed- in the back of the volume by subject. The Congressional lnfor-

. -nation Nervice Index to Publications of the United States Conroe.
1

provides abstracts of Congressional documents.

If documents listed in the Monthly Catalog are'not available at

your local library consult your librarian who can tell you the location of

the us depository library which has them or initiate an interlibrary

loan for you. There are over 1,300 Government depoeitory librariee through-

out the country which have been designated to receive large collections of

Government publications. If the documents are still not available, they

may be obtained, if still in print, by writing directly to the Superinten-

dent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Tho Congressional Record contaiiis Congressional debates as wellsas

relevant articles and peeches. Accordingly, it I. a viluable pource of
,

It appears daily during thr at4eions of Congres. with an

itidex which I. issued approximately every two weeks. At the end of a

....ion, bound volumes of The Record are published; one of which contains

an index covering lihe complete 'session.' The her should'be alert

to the fact that pagination differs for the daily and bound editione of

The Record.

0
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That the Federal Government Should Significantly Strengthen the Regull-
tion of Kass Media Communication in the United States. 1979.

5/N 062-071-00598-6

Age Stereotyping
---littee on Aging.

1977. 236 p.

Briefing-on the
--1978. 93 p.

* *

and Television, Hearing Before the House, Select Com -
95th Congriss, 1st Session, September 8, 1977.
Y 4.Ag 4/2:St 4 S/N 052-070-04319-9

Proposed Public Broadcasting Financing Act of 1978.

Y 4.In 8/4:P 96/28 S/N 052-070-04440-3

Behind the Scenes: Equal Deployment Opportunity in the Motion Picture
---lidustry, A Report Prepared by the California Advisory Committee to the

United States Commission go Civil Rights4- . 1978. 48 p.
0:111210r702 5/N 005-000-00178-1

Broadcasting Stations. of taliorld. All missing parts are out orprint.

Part 3, Frequency Modulation Broadcasting Stations.' Gives frequency
modulation broadoasting stations alphabetioally by mountry and city
and by freqminov in am:pending order. Rev. 1974. 216 p.

PrEx 7.9:974/pt.3 S/N 041-005-00011-4

Part 4, Television Stations. Diets telspisian tatione aphabetioat-
Zy bi onettry arid ci,ty and by frequency in asoending order.
Rev. 1974. 444 p.

PrEx 7.0:974/pt.4 S/N 041-005-00012-2

, Cable Television: A. Handbook for Decision Making. 1973. 229 p.
RS 1.20:T 23 S/N 038-000-00154-0

Smneary Overview for Local Incision Hiking. 1973. 15 p.
NS 1.20T 23/summ.' S/N 038-000-00165-8 .58
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Code of Federal Regulations, Title 47, Telecommunication:,,-
,

Part 0-19. Revised October 1, 1978.. 592 p.
GS 4.108:47/pt.0-19/978 S/N 022-003-93572-0

Part 20-69. Revised October 1, 1978. 829 p.
GS 4.108:47/pt.20-69/978 S/H 022-003-93573-8

Part 70-79. Revised October 1, 1978. 664 p.
GS 4.108:47/pt.70-79/978 S/N 022-003 93674-6

Part 80-End. Revised Oc.tober 1978. 938 p. 11.
GS 4.108:47/pt.80-end-48/978, S/N 022-003-93515-4

Communications-Act of 1434. Section 214, legislative Background.
---1979, 96,p. V 4.In 8/4:C 73/25 S/N 052-670-05015-2

Communications Act of 1934, With Amendments and Index Thereto: Recapped
---to January 1969. Containa Paokets 1 through S and the AdOinistrative

Procedure Act, the Judictial Review Aot, and selected orations of the
Criminat Code Perta(ning to Eiroadeaeting. .197), reprinted 1976.
142 p. CC 1.5:C 73/969 S/N 004-000-00264-4

Amendment 6 to the above. This packet revises both the Commioations
Act of 19%14 and the Communications Satetlite Act of 1902, which were
Zast.updated in January 1969. 1974. 68 p.

4 CC 1.5:C 73/969/amdt.6 S/N 1104-000-00289-0

Communications Act of 1978, H.R. 13015, Hearings Before tIle House. Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce: se- -

Volume 1. 1979. 696 p.
V 4.1n 8/4:95-194

A
Volume 2, Part 1, 1979. 1196 p.

1N4.ln 8/4:95-195

Volume 2, Part 2. 1979. 1172 p.
V 4.1n 8/495-196

Volume 3. 1979. 1320 p.
V 4.1n 8/4:95-197

Volume 4. 1979. 360 p.

V 4. .8/4:96-198

S/N 052-070-04848-4

S/N 052-070-04985-5

StN 052-070-04986-3

S/N 052-070-04987-1

S/W 052-0*-05001-2

Communications Act of 1 , A Bill to Establish Certain Reciuirements

--Relating to Interstate a Foreign Telecommunications, and for Other

Purposes. 1979. 238 p.
96-1:H.R.3333 S/N 052-071-00587-1

Communications Act Amendments of 1979; S. 611. 1979. 116 p.

96-1:S.611 S/N 052-071-00578-1
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I

cfCommunications Act of 1979. Section by SeCtion Analysis. 1979. ' l----96 p. Y 4.1n 8/4:C 73/24 S/N 052-070-04924-3 $ 2.20

Communications, Challenge/Response, Part of the ContInuing Americtm
'Revolution. Pidoueeee enlarging and inoving the,,omorunioations mediaavailable to citizens. 1976. 25 p.

HM 1.62:C 73 S/N 023-006-00343-I .75

__Edible TV: Your Child and Food Commercials. Ill MS, the moderate T1,-.
watohino child saw between 8,200 and 12,000 food and beverage oconsi?.-
trials. A ours.* of food thvniyaraials yonduated that WINN year found
that almost 70 paryomt of the

commeroials were devoted to product. high
in fat, eatumitid fat, .aholesterol, cougar, or salt. And rocent rosearoh
loaves Litt/o doubt that 0dievieion advertising implants food consump,tion oaludein ohil4ronmui uitisso04

affects the dhoisee of theirparents as well. Drawift& on testimony presented before th, rodiraf
/
csonworoials directed at children and reports on a d e/opmenta/ study

Trada Comnission "Edible TV" deicussoe the probtemasootated with foa

of the use of graphics in oonudying
nutritional infonsation,s, 1977.8A p. Y 4.N 95:C 43/2

S/NP052-0706B14243-5 1.90t

FCC Decisions interpreting the Communications Act of 1934: An Index,
--Volume 14,A Thru I, Volume 2. J Thru 4. This publioatiowis a subjdot

index of decisions roported in: FCC Reports let Saris*, Valiene 25-45and FCC Reports 2d Saris., Volume 1-01. Each ii*feot is cross indexed.
by references to the United Nate* Cada .and the COde of Federal Regula-
tions along pith references to the appellate reviews of the,Courts ofAppeals and the Supreme CoKrt. .1978. 882 p, 2 Volumes, sold asset. C 1.60/2:78-18/v.1-2 so 083-000-00533-0 8.25i

Federal Communications Compisslon Reports, Ist,Series. AO. volumes arsclothbound. .-
Volume 40, Sponsorship Identification, Equal Time, Fairness Doctrine,
FM frequency Allocations, Jug 1, 1965. 1970. 1173 p.

CC 1.12:40 S/N 004-000-00247-4

Volume 41, Television Matters, September 1, 1950 to June 30, 1965.
1970. 1234 p. 11., map.

CC 1.12:41 S/N 004-000-00243-1

, Volume 44, Broadcast Services Mid Miscellaneous Documents, Pail 1,
October 13, 1954 to April 14, 1969; Part 2, February 18, 1959 to
May 25, 1962. 1972. 3356 p. 2 volumes, sold as a set.

CC 1.12:44/pt.1-2 S/N 604-000-00282-2

VoluMe 45, Broadcast SerVIces and
Miscellaneous Documentst Part 1,

May 29, 1962 to February 17, 1964;
Part 2, Febrd'ary 24. 1954 to July

26, 1965. 1972. 2788 p. '2 volumes, sold as a set. ,
CC 1.12:45/pt.1-2 S/N 0144-000-00281-4
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Fedora! Communications Commission Rules and.Regulatioes. Abeoription
eervice of each Volwme listed below inaludre eupplementary material for
am imdstsminats period. In looseloaffarm, punohed for 3-ring binder.

-

VOW* I. Contains FCC Partec 0, Conmission Oryanisation; I, Practioe
and ?roes/hoe; 13, Commerolal Radio Operators; 17, ebnstruotion, Mar-
keting, and Lighting of Antenna Struotures; 10, EMployee Responsibil-
,ities and CondUot. June 1977. Subscription price: Domestic $14.00;

Foreign - $17:50. (FCV01] (File Code ID)

CC 1.6/1:977

Volume 11. Contains FCC Parts: 3, Frequency Allocations and hadio
rftisty Matters; General Rules and Regulations; 5, Ewerimental Radio
Bervices (other than Broadoaet); lb, Radio Frequency Devices; 18, In-
&atrial, Saientifio, 'and Medial! Equipment. August 1976. Subscrip-

tion price: Domestic - $12.50; Foreign - $15.75. [FCV02]

(File Code 10) CC 1.6/2:976

'Volume II!. COrstaine FCC Pares: 73, Radio lroadoast Services; 74,
ftporimental, Auxiliary, and Special Broadvast and Othor Provrom
trautional Services. 1976. Subscription price: Domestic $30.00;

Foreign - $37.50. [FCV03] (File Code 10).
CC 1.6/3:976

Volume VII. Contains FCC Parte: 21. Domestic PUblio Radio'Slevices
(other than Maritime M17bi1e1; 23, Intornaticeml Pixod Public Radio-
Communioation Services..25, Satellite Communications. March 1974.

Subscription price: DoMestic - 4/.70; Foreign - $9.65. [FCV07]

(File Code ID) CC 1.6/7:974

Volume VIII. Contains FCC Parts: 31, Uniform System of &mounts for
Close A and Close 8 Telephone CI;minaniee; 33, Uniform System of A000unte
for Class C Telephone Companies. 1978. Subscription price: Do-

Mestic - $5.10; Foreign - $6.40. [FCV08) (File Code 10)

CC J.6/8:978

Volume XI. Contains FCC Parts (formerly contained in Volume 111):
76, Cable Televieione; 78, Cable Television Relay Servioe. Subscrip-

tion price: Domestic - $8.60; Foreign - $11.00. [FCV11)

(File Code ID) CC 1.6/11:976

Industrial Reorganization Act, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Anti-

trust and Monopoly of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, On S. 1167,

Senate, 94th Congress, 1st Session and 93d Congress, 2d Session:

Part 2. The Communications Industry, July 30, 31, August 1 and 2..

1973. p. 497-1771, il.
Y 4.J 89/2:In 2/15/pt.2 . S/N 052-070-02262-1 $ 9.35

Part S. The Communications Industry, June 20, 21. 25. and 27. 1974.

1974. p. 2735-3836. il.
Y 4.J 89/2:In 2/15/pt.5 S/N 052-070-02545-0 9.80
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Industrial Reorganization Act, Hearin . con.

Part 6, The Communications
Industry, July 9, 30, and 31, 1974. 1974;p. 3037-4832, 11.

Y 4.J 89/2:In 7/16/pt.6
S/N 052-070-02655-3

International Communications and Information, Hearings Before the Sub-
__

committee on International Operations of the Senate Committee on For-eign Relations. On the implications of International Communications.
and Information, 95th Congress, 1st Session, June 8, 9, and 10. 1977-1977% 286 p. 11.

Y 4.F 76/2:C 73/7
VN 052-070-04210-9

Media. A guiJI to ctiaiat in setting
up a workshop on women and the massmodia by Ow Notional coopniesion

on the Observance of International
Women's Year. 1977. 55 p.

Y 3.W 84:10/12
S/N 052-003-00491-7

Movie Ratings and the
independent ProAucer, A Report. 1978.142 p. II. 95-4:H.rp.996 S/N 052-071-00559-5

Negotiation and Statecraft, Hearings Before the Permanent Subcommittee
_

on Investigations of the Senate
Government Operations Committee. Pur-suant to Section 4, S.Res- 49,
Senate, 94th Congrtss, 1st Session.Part 4, With Panel on the

International Freedom to Write and Publish,November 18. 1975. 1975. p. 151-299.
Y 4.6 74/6:N 31/11/pt.4

S/N 052-070-03176-0

New Directions In Mass Communications Policy: Implications for Citizen-Education and Participation. contents of pubtioation: Communioationstoday; The 4ntem of freedom
of expression; Social science research onthe media, Audience and public information; Mittorities and the media;Publio broadcaatinvi Television:

violence and ohitdren's programming;Public ervioe advertising.
AdVocuoy advertising, Feee spseoh messages;Tho Comffunioatione Act of 1978; Ca4nunioation technologiee; The COmmuni-oation system and the patine. 1979, 34 p.

HE 19.132:C 49/4
S/N 017-080-01998-1

Options Papers. Disoussee itticy options for sOsotrws resouroe, broad-oasting, safety, speoial, aAlrlsobil.
radio oomunioations, domeStio

communicatione,.comnon carriers, int4rnational teleoommunioations, oablery mutations and regulations of teleoommunioations. 1977. 664 P.Y 4.In 8/4:P 19/27
S/N 052-070-04043-2

_Printing and Publishing:
Quarterly Industry Report. Peasants summery, lentariate on trends in the printing and publishing ind4stry. Subscrip-tion price: Domestic - $5.00 a year; Foreign $6.25 a year. Singlecopies may be purchased from

the U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington.D.C. 20230 or.the Department of Commerce Field Offices. [CRP](File Codt 2Q) C 57.510:

_Purchasing a Broadcvt Station: A Buyer's Guide. lisprinted Pow m4eriaLprepared and copyripted in May 1978 by the National Assooiation ofReoadoaetere. 1979. IS p.

CC 1,7/4:B 78/2 5/N 004-000-00363-2
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Radio laws of the United States, June 24, 1910-November 2. 1978.
....._

1978. 316 p. V 1.2:R 11/078 S/N 052-001-00148-6 $ 416

r
Repert on Survey of Users of the Services of Radio Stations WWV and

---WVH, 1975. 1975. 90 p.

C 13.46:674 S/N 6103-003-01559-8 1.50

Research on the Effects of Television Advertising on Children: A Review
of the literature and Recomeendltions for Future Research. Tht. book

a ***** ee Oho current state of knowledge about the effect. of television
adVertising on children. and IVOOMMOM4M a plan of fUture romearoh to

fill gape in that knowledge. 1977. 229 p. 11.

NS 1.2:,1 23/4 S/N 038-000-00336-4

_Role pf Private Foundations In Public
tommittee on Finance, Subcommittee on
2d Session. September 9 and 10. 1974.

Y 4.F 49:F 82/5

Social Services and Cable TV. 1976.

NS 1.2:1 23/3

Broadcasting. Hearings Before the
foundations, Senate, 93d Congress

1974. 153 p.

S/N 052-0701-02632-4

212 p. 11.

S/N 038-000-00290-2

Special Report. Analysis of Subpoenaed Television Data. 1978.

p. 14. Y 3.0 76/3:17-2 T 23 S/N 052-011-00179-1

Supreme Court of the United States Indilidual Slip Opinions:

Herbert Versus Lando. Deals with the right of a pLaintiff, suing a
newspaper for defirnation, to inquiro into the "stole of mind" of the

reporter. 1979. . 53 p.

Ju 6.8/6:978/77-1105

5.50

1.65

3.10

1.0

S/N 028-001-91095-5 2.00

Smith Versus Daily Mail Publithing Company. Neale with the right of

newspopore to print Juvenile offenders pthrum. 1979. 15 p.

Ju 6.8M:978/18-482 S/N 028-001-91159-5 1.00

Gannett Versus DePasquale. Nato with defendants requesting the pub-__
lio and press be esoluded frvm a hearing.mo am to avoid adVerse

publicity. .1979. 84 p.

Ju 6.8/6:178/77-1301 S/N 028-001-91169-2 3.00

Televised Advertising and the Elderly. Hearing Before the Select Com-
-m1ttee on Aging. House. 95th Congress, 2d Session, January 26, J978.

1978. 274 p.
Y 4.Ag 4/2:A4 9/2 S/N 052-070-04571-0

Televising the House, Communication From the Chairman. Select Committee
on Congressional Operations to the Speaker of the House olf Representa- .

tives, Transmitting the Report of the Select Committee on the Conduct
of the 90-day Test of Broadcast Coverage of the Daily Floor Proceedings

G. the House. Together With Recommendations for the Future of Broadcast

Coveraee, September 27. 1977. 1977. 69 p. II.

95-1:H.doc.231 S/N 052,070-04256-7

4 3

h.

3.50

1.90
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Television Advertising to Children. Discuse4s petition. fmm Aation for-chitdron's To1eviion, amd Center for SOience in tho mblie Intel-eat,requesting the promulgation of a trade ruld
regulating television adver _tieintl of candy and othdr suored pmxlvots.to children. 1978.36S p., fl 1.2:f 23/2 1

S/N 018-000-00228-1 $ 6.00
Television and Social

Behavior. Reports and Papers. A Technical Reportto the Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Televisionand Social Behavior. Volune 3. Television

and Adolescent Aggressiveness.1972. 435 p. 11.
.

HE 20.2402:T 23/2/v.3.1!.
S/N 017-024-00200-3 3.00Toward an Educated

Health Consumer: KOs
Communication and Quality in--14rdical Care. 1977. 63 p. 11.

HE 20.3714:7
S/N 017-040-00406-1 5.00TV and Social Behavior:

A Transcript of a Community Service Radio Pro-gram With Guests From the Alcohol. Drug Abuse. And Mental Health &hints-tration. 1978. 22 p. 11.

HE 20.8124:1 23
5/N 017-024-00718-8 1.00Window Dressing on the Set:

Women and Minorities In Television. A tudy of two iseues
cow:termingoivil rights in broadcasting: How minorities and women aro portrayedon network television, and

the conditions of their employmen4 attelevieion stational. 1977. 181 p.
CR 1.2:T 23

S/N 005400-00155-2
An Update.4 Provides analvses of portrayals

of minorities and women ontelevision drcsma !Ivo, 1976 to 1977, minorities
and Wean in the networknew of 1977; and 2977

sep/oyment patterns at network headquarters andat network-owned stations. 1979. 97 p. il.
CR 1-:W /Z
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